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PREFACE 

MEDIAEVAL philosophy is no longer considered as a barren in
terval between ancient and modern philosophy. Nor is it any 
longer identified with works written solely in Latin. Scholarship 
recognizes it more and more as a formative period in the history 
of philosophy the records of which are to be found in a threefold 
literature-Arabic, Hebrew and Latin. In certain respects, 
the delineation and treatment of the history of philosophy 
should follow the same lines as the delineation and treatment of 
the political and social history of Europe. The closing of the 
philosophic schools at Athens early in the sixth century is 
analogous in its effect to the fall of Rome toward the end of 
the fifth century. Like the latter, it brought a dying past to 
its end, and prepared the way for a shifting of scene in a phase 
of history. The successive translations of Greek treatises into 
Syriac, Arabic, Hebrew and Latin correspond, in philosophy, to 
the spread of the diverse elements of Roman civilization with the 
successions of tribal wanderings, of invasions, and of conversions. 
Both accomplished similar results, transforming something 
antiquated and moribund into something new, with life in it. 
By the same token, just as one cannot treat of the new life 
that appeared in Europe during the Middle Ages as merely the 
result of the individual exploits of heroes, or of the eloquence 
of preachers, or of the inventive fancy of courtiers, so one can
not treat of the development of mediaeval philosophic thought 
as a mere interplay of abstract com:epts. There is an earthly 
basis to the development of philosophic problems in the Middle 
Ages-and that is language and text. The present work is an 
attempt to trace the history of certain problems of philosophy 
by means of philological and textual studies. 

Vll 
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In form this work is a study of certain portions of I;Iasdai 
Crescas' Or Adonai ("The Light of the Lord"). In substance 
it is a historical and critical investigation of the main problems 
of Aristotle's Physics and De Caelo. Its material, largely un
published, is drawn from the general field or Jewish philosophy 
and from related works in Arabic philosophy, such as the writings 
of Avicenna and Algazali, and particularly the commentaries of 
Averroes on Aristotle. The scope of this work, confined as it 
is to a closely interdependent group of writings, did not call 
for citations from works outside the field of Greek, Arabic and 
Jewish philosophy. Yet the material is such that the discussion 
of the history of the various problems will furnish a background 
for corresponding discussions of the same problems in scholastic 
philosophy. The notes, which form the greater part of the work, 
are detachable from the text and can be used in connection with 
similar texts in other works. Many of the notes exceed the 
bounds of mere explanatory comments, being in fact extended 
investigations of the development of certain philosophic con
cepts by means of a study of the interpretation and criticism 
to which Aristotle's writings were subjected in two forms of 
mediaeval philosophic literature-the Arabic and the Hebrew. 

I;Iasdai Crescas, whose work is the subject of the special 
investigation, was a true representative of the interpenetration 
of the Arabic and Hebrew philosophic traditions. Born in 
Barcelona in 1340, he died in Saragossa in 1410. He flourished, 
it will be seen, two centuries after Maimonides (1135-1204), 
who was the last of that line of Jewish philosophers, beginning 
with Saadia (882-942), whose works were written in Arabic 
for Arabic speaking Jews. During these two intervening cen
turies the centre of Jewish philosophic activity had shifted to 
non-Arabic speaking countries-to Christian Spain, to Southern 
France and to Italy-where the sole literary language of the 
Jews was Hebrew. In these new centres, the entire philosophi': 
literature written in Arabic by Jews as well as almost everything 
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of general philosophic interest written by Moslems was trans
lated into Hebrew, and thereby Hebrew literature became also 
the repository of the whole Aristotelian heritage of Greek 
philosophy. Acquaintance with the sources of philosophy 
acquired by means of these translations stimulated the pro
duction of an original philosophic literature in Hebrew, rich 
both in content and in volume. It also gave rise to a new 
attitude toward philosophy, an attitude of independence, of 
research and of criticism, which, among those who continued to 
be opposed to philosophy, manifested itself in a change in the 
temper of their opposition, while among those who were aligned 
on the side of philosophy, it took the form of incisive, searching 
studies of older texts and problems. Of the vast learning so 
attained by fourteenth century Jewish scholars and also of the 
critical attitude which inspired their studies Crescas is the 
fruition. In his work are mirrored the achievements of five 
centuries of philosophic activity among Moslems and Jews, 
and in his method of inquiry is reflected the originality and 
the independence of mind which characterize the Jewish pHiloso
phic writings of his time-an originality and independence 
which is yet to be recognized. Crescas' method has been 
described elsewhere in this work {pp. 24-29) as the hypothetico
deductive method of Talmudic reasoning, usually called pilpul, 
which is in reality the application of the scientific procedure to 
the study of texts. Applied by Crescas to the study of the texts 
of others, this method is here applied to the text of his Or 
Adonai. 

The Or Adonai is divided into four Books (ma'amarim), the 
first three of which are subdivided into Parts (kelalim), or, as 
the Latin translators from the Hebrew would more accurately 
call them, summulae, and these are again subdivided into 
Chapters (pera~im). The first twenty-five chapters of Part I 

of Book I are written in the form of proofs of the twenty-five 
propositions in which Maimonides summed up the main prin-
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ciples of Aristotle's philosophy. The first twenty chapters of 
Part ll of Book I are written in the form of a criticism of twenty 
out of the twenty-five propositions. The present work deals 
with these two sets of chapters, with the proofs and the criticisms. 
Together they compose about one sixth of the entire work. 
A separate study of Part III of Book I and of the remaining 
chapters of Parts I and II will be published shortly under the 
title Crescas on the Existence and AUributes of God. In reprinting 
the text I have changed somewhat its original order by placing 
the criticism of each proposition immediately after its resP«:ctive 
proof. The text is edited on the basis of the first edition and of 
eleven manuscripts; it is accompanied by an English translation 
and is followed by a commentary in the form of notes on the 
translation. There is also an Introduction, which is divided 
into six chapters. Chapter I discusses literary and historical 
problems. Chapters II to V contain a systematic presentation 
of the main problems dealt with in the text and the notes. 
Chapter VI interprets some of the larger aspects of Crescas' 
philosophy and endeavors to appraise him as one of the first 
to forecast that which ever since the sixteenth century has been 
known as the new conception of the universe. Translation, 
commentary and introduction are interdependent and mutually 
complementary. 

The study of a text is always an adventure, the adventure of 
prying into the unknown recesses of the mind of another. There 
is sleuthing in scholarship as there is in crime, and it is as full 
of mystery, danger, intrigue, suspense and thrills-if only the 
story were told. In a work of this kind, however, the story is 
not the thing. What one is after is the information it uncovers. 
Accordingly, no attempt has been made to recount the pro
cesses of the search. Only the results arrived at are set down, 
and the corroborative data are so marshalled as to let them 
speak for themselves and convince the reader by the obviousness 
of the contention. 
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CHAPTER I 

SOURCES, METHOD, OPPOSITION AND I~E 

I 

THE power of generalization which is so remarkably displayed by 

Maimonides in all his writings, whether philosophic or Talmudic, 
is nowhere employed hy him to greater advantage than in his 
introduction to the second part of the Guide of the Perplexed. 
Within the limited range of twenty-five propositions he contrived 
to summarize in compact and pithy form the main doctrines of 
Aristotle, which, supplemented by some from Avicenna, form the 

premises upon which are built his proofs for the existence, unity 
and incorporeality of God. Of these propositions Maimonides 
says that "some may be verified by means of a little reflection," 

while "others require many arguments and propositions, all of 
which, howevt"r, have been established hy conclusive proofs in 
the Physics and its commt"ntarit"S and partly in the Metapfysics 
and its commentaries."• But Maimonides himself did not con

sider it as part of his task to reproduce those proofs, for, a!! he 
again and again declares, "in thil' work it is not my intention 
to copy the books of the philosophers."• To the students of the 

Guide, however, the explanation and proofs of these propositions 
offered a wide field of research, and among the numerous com
mentaries which in the course of time have clustered around the 
Guide quite a few dealt exclusively with the propositions Four 

commentaries of this latter kind were written during the thir
teenth and fourteenth centuries, by Altabrizi, Hillel of Verona, 

'MoreA Nebukim II, Introduction, Prop. XXV: I!IPD:I ,II'I:ID 1111111 na ana 
I'M n•1a:1 11;,~ ,,,.:1nn ,:1~11 ,.;,. ,n1:1, nlll,pm ll'n••a7 ,,e>:r•11 nD 1111111 .•. n1111:1nn 
•·=-•,••• P:ll:ln ,n1111 111:1 ,IID:I 1:1n:rp1 I'III,'DI pa:rn ,DD:I Dn:rp ,1:1 p11D· 

• Ibid. 1:1 II'DID 7••n ,,so p•npn; nm ,DMDn nn~ 1'1111. 
I 
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Zeral;aia Gracian, and Jedaiah Bedersi.1 It is to this class of 
literature that Crescas' treatment of the qventy-five proposi
tions in his Or Aclonai, completed in the early years of the fif
teenth century, should be assigned. 

There is, however, a difference between Crescas and his prede
cessor~. Nont" of his predecessors has acted upon Maimonides' 
suggestion of going directly to the works of Aristotle and his 
commentators for the proofs of the propositions. What the 
nature of Bedersi'!! commentary was there is no way of deter
mining, as the work is no longer extant. Zerabiah Gracian 
admits that for a complete explanation of the propositions one 
would have to resort to the sources out of which they sprang, 
but evidently awed by the enormity of the labor that such a 
task would involve he decided to restrict himself to brief ex
planatory notes in which, he says, he would especially endeavor 
to explain the order and sequence of the propositions.• Hillel 
of Verona, too, realized the need of a complete and comprehen
sive commentary upon the propositions and expressed the hope 
that some day either he himself or some one else would under
take to write it, but for the present, he said, he would give only 
a brief discussion of certain general topics.• Nor does the com
mentary of Altabrizi do more justice to the subject. Though 

• Friedbnder, The Guule of the Pe,ple:utl, Vol. III, Preface, pp. xix-xJJii, 
Steinschneider, "Die hebrdiocheo Commentare zum 'Fuhrer' des Maimon1des" 
in Festsdrsft sum siebasgsltm Geburts/.age A. Berlsner's, pp. 345 363. 

• MS. Paris, Bibliotheque Nat1onale, Cod. Heb. 985: ,'l1M 1::1 •nM ,.,,•on ~OK 
n1::1llll n1::1, mo~n \o~e 1lT'nD10 mp.,•::a "'~',ll 111 ·~ .m~pnn ''" 'l'lP 'Jl'P, \op m\op::~ 
1np\o ,1111 ,n101pDl1 np,\o \o·~:ro \o~\o 1',3:11 'II' ,mD.,,Vlll"'l D;'I::IJ"PD \o~ 'l',V::I l'n ,1110,1 
,mo,pnn ,.,,. ,M::1\o 'nll~ 'lll 1~ \op ••• n10111, 1n mo~nn 10 ,Do nr•M::al ,cno 
10 nnM .nn,::an\o no,p 11 no\o p.,1n\o ,:I, en:~ .,"" .;,,., ••• n,sp::a 1" m~•,,.::~ ~e\o 
n•,nM nn\o11\o mo,pnn. 

• Introduction to Hillel of Verona's commentary on the Twenty-five Propo
sitions: \o~ .,,.,,D ,,nHn .O'l'lP 'JII mo-,pnn ''" ,,H'::I::a I'::ID \o~\.1 1!:> ,,,s •;;, .•nM ,,v,, 
n·.,~n n••11 \op ,., .no,pn \o~ m•~ ,'llln1 ,no,pnn nno1l .,,, • ., ;·., ,nosp::~ no,pnn 
1~ 111 ••• n,sp::~ 1\o .,,DII ,,,..:In p\om .moo n~lln 11p1::ron 11•pn1 \o•r ::1,11 n::1 111•::1 
,,.;" ,P,,. ,,P c•a•\o .;,,., ••• n,sp::11 •n\o~.., no c.,, •• :~ ,.;,. •n::an~1 1\o1p::1 •npo• 
,110 111Dl \ou11 cnnz:nt n·\o~n \op ,,•op•11 ,'lOO \onl ,"" c~n '" 'lll '"· 
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his discussions of the propositions are full and elaborate, they 
reflect only faintly the original works of Aristotle; his material 
is drawn mainly from the works of Arabic authors. In the first 
proposition, for instance, Altabrizi cites none of the arguments 
given by Aristotle; the three arguments he advances are taken 
from later sources. The statement made by Narboni in connec
tion with the propositions may be quoted here as expressing the 
general attitude of all those who undertook to comment upon 
them. "My object has been to discuss the meaning of the Mas
ter's propositions and not to give you the proofs by which they 
may be demonstrated. Their proofs are to be found in the works 
from which the propositions are taken, and were I to reproduce 
them the result of my effort would be a book instead of a com
mentary."' It was left for Crescas to undertake the task from 
whic-h his predecessors had stC<'red clear and to compile a com
mentary on the propositions, or rather a book, as Narboni 
would call it, along the lines indicated by Maimonides himself. 

Crescas, however, did not start out to write a mere commen
tary. He was primarily a critic of philosophy. His main c:llject 
was to show that the Aristotelian explanation of the universe 
as outlined by Maimonides in his propositions was false and 
that the proofs of the existence of God which tht"y were supposed 
to establish were groundless. But not wishing to appear as if 
he were arguing in the absence of his opponent, he felt it was 
necessary for him to present Aristotle's case before trying to 
demolish it. He therefore divides his treatment of the propo
sitions into two parts, the proofs and his criticism of the proofs. 
In the proofs, as he himself avers, he intended to do nothing 
but to collect the arguments he had found in various sources 
and to present them in orderly and logical form according to a 
scheme of his own design. No such statement is made by him 

• Narboni on Prop. XXV: ,~:~7ma::a 11nn11W, 117 ::a,n ,,11111:1 1l'::&n7 •nn::t llll:lll 'llll 
,,:an a11 •:a .,,.. nr l'!'n• ,.,, .anlalpa::a ll'nl:lllll:l n~:~m. 
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with regard to his criticism. But we shall see that his criticism 
is likewise made up of material drawn from other sources, its 
originality-and there is a considerable amount of originality 
in it~onsisting merely in the use made of this material and 
in the particular purpose it was made to serve, for Crescas uses 
his sources as the poet uses his words and the artist his paints. In 
fact, the history of the criticism of Aristotle is inseparable from 
the history of the interpretation of his works. His commentators 
were not mere expositors. They were investigators, constantly 
looking for new problems, discovering difficulties, raising objec
tions, setting up alternative hypotheses and solutions, testing 
them, and pitting them against each other. What was therefore 
meant by them primarily to be an interpretation inevitably be
came a criticism, albeit a friendly criticism, carried on by indulgent 
disciples in the spirit of a search for the true understanding of 
the Master who had to be justified at all costs. It was only 
necessary for one like Crescas to free himself from the bondage 
of discipleship in order to convert these special pleadings into 
hostile criticisms. 

Nowhere, however, does Crescas give a complete account of 
his sources. In his prefatory statement to the first book, to be 
sure, he speaks of "Aristotle in his works the Physics and the 
Metaphysics; then his commentators, such as Themistius and 
Alexander, and the later commentators, such as Alfarabi and 
Averroes; then the authors after Aristotle, such as Avicenna, 
Algazali and Abraham ibn Daud."• But this list was not intended 
by Crescas as a catalogue of his own sources. It is rather a 
statement of the main authorities who prior to Maimonides had 
applied philosophical reasoning to the problem of the existence 
of God. Within the body of the commentary itself Crescas 
mentions the "Ancients"• (i. e., the pre-Aristotelian philoso-

' See below p. 131. 
1 CI'IU:I,pM Prop. X, Part I; Prop. XV, Part I. 
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phers), Aristotle,• Alexander,10 Themistius," Avicenna," Alga

zali,•J Avempace,•• Averroes,•s Altabrizi,'6 and Narboni.'7 Vague 

references are also made by him to "authors other than Aris

totle,"•• "commentators of [Aristotle),"'' "the multitude of 

philosophisers,"•• "they,"., "one of the later," .. "one of the 

commentators [of the Guide),''•3 and "followers [of Avicenna and 

Algazali)."Z4 He names also several books by their titles: Phys

ics,•• Metaphysics,-' De Caelo et Mundo,n Averroes' commentary 

on the Physics,'8 and the Conzc Sertwns [of Apollonius)."• All 

these names and titles, however, g1ve us ne1ther a complete 

nor an accurate idea ao; to the sources actually used by Crescas 

in the composition of h1s study of the twenty-five propositions. 

On the one hand, the eAtent of C'rest"as' indebtedness to other 

authors, named or unnamed by him, is much larger than one 

• U:H:>,H l'l''Y ,pn nHr, ,CI,p'n ,l,, Prop I, Part I (p 114) et pa .. 1m 
•• Prop VII, Part I. 
"Ibul 
" Prop II, Part 11; Prop II I, Part I , Prop X, Part II. 
QB~ # 
•• ,~:ll:IH, i. e., Abu Bckr Mohammed 1bn Ya\lya ibn al-!...1g ibn Badja. 

Prop I, Part II, (p 184), Prop VII, Parts I and I I. 
''Prop. I, Part. I (p 144) and II (p 1114), Prop II, Part II, Prop. III, Part 

I; Prop. VII, Part II, Prop X, Part II, Prop XII, Part II 
''Prop T, Part' I (p 148) and II (p 188). Prop III, Polrtii, Prop IV Prop. 

VII, Polrt II, Prop \III, Part II Prop XXIII. 
" Prop VIII, Part II, Prop XXIII. 
•• o•,:.nCI,CI m'm Prop I, Po1rt I (p. 176). 
" ,,,Do •ro,DCI1 •br.tl , Prop X, Part I, CI'III,DCIM Prop VII, Part I 
" o•mo,Dnl:ll'1 l1Cil'1 Prop V 
" l:l't:ln 1111pl'1 Prop IX, Part I, ,~r Prop. IX, Part II. 
" Cl'll,nHnCI Prop I, Part I (p. 170) and Part II (p 184). 
" CI'IO,DCIM nJp Prop III, Part II 
•• Cll'l',nH CI':::JIIICil, Prop. X, Part II 
''Prop. T, Part I (p 134); Prop Ill, Part II, Prop. VIII, Part I, Prop. XII, 

Part I. 
' 1 Prop. I, Part I (p. 134); Prop. Ill, Part II. 
" Prop. I, Part I (p. 134); Prop. XII, Part II. 
' 1 IICIIPl'l ,Do' ,,,H:I:I ,Ill, l:IH Prop. II, Part II. 
'' CI'Dl,nn ,DD Prop I, Part II (p. 206). 
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would be led to believe from his own acknowledgments and, 
on the other hand, many of the names and titles he mentions do 
not at all indicate sources which he had directly consulted; they 
are rather names quoted by him from other works. 

The failure on the part of Crescas to mention his sources, 
which is to be observed also in other places of his work, has been 
noted by one of his critics.!• Still there is no question of bad 
faith involved in it, for in omitting to give more specific informa
tion as to his immediate sources, Crescas was simply following the 
accepted literary practice of his time-a practice especially in 
vogue in philosophic writings. The scope and contents of philo
sophic writings at the time of Crescas, especially those which 
revolved around the works of Aristotle, were limited to certain 
sets of problems which by constant repetition became philosophic 
commonplaces and a sort of stock-in-trade. The existence of a 
large number of philosophic treatises of compendious and 
encyclopedic nature in which each author tried to present a 
complete catalogue of opinions on any given question and all the 
pros and cons of any given argument resulted in stripping 
philosophic discussions of their individual authorship and to 
invest them with a kind of anonymity. Crescas no more felt 
the need of mentioning authorities than do we when we deal with 
generally accepted views found in school text-books. 

The information which we fail to find in Crescas himself we 
have been able to obtain by a close comparison of his work 
with the entire field of philosophic literature which was avail
able to Crescas and with which we have reason to believe he 
was acquainted. By means of such a comparison we have been 
able to identify the immediate sources used by Crescas and to 
trace the history of almost every argument employed by him. 
His sources, on the whole, fall within his own classification of 
the philosophic literature prior to Maimonides, namely, Aristotle, 

•• Net~eh SlrDlom VIII, 9, p. 144b: 11~1:1111 1111:1 ll',:aToJ ~·~rn 11? c~rr.r :'1111 1:1111. 
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his various commentators, and those who expounded Aristotle 
in independent works. 

Aristotle was unknown to Crescas in the original Greek. He 
was also unknown to him in the Arabic translations. He was 
known to him only through the Hebrew translations which were 
made from the Arabic. It would be, however, rash to conclude 
on the basis of this fact that his knowledge of Aristotle was 
hazy and vague and inaccurate, for, contrary to the prevalent 
opinion among students of the history of philosophy, the trans
lations of Aristotle both in Arabic and in Hebrew have preserved 
to a remarkable degree not only clear-cut analyses of the text 
of Aristotle's works but also the exact meaning of his terminol
ogy and forms of expression. The literalness and faithfulness 
with which the successive translators from one language into 
another performed their task, coupled with a living tradition of 
Aristotelian scholarship, which can be shown to have continued 
uninterruptedly from the days of the Lyceum through the Syriac, 
Arabic and Hebrew schools of philosophy, enabled Crescas to 
obtain a pretty accurate knowledge of Aristotle's writings.fThat 
knowledge, to be sure, was traditional and one-sided, but the 
tradition upon which it was hasffi, like the various traditional 
interpretations of the Bible text before the rise of independent 
critical scholarship, was clear and definite and suffered compara
tively little corruption. In the present work we have shown 
how often terms and expressions used even in indirect para
phrases of Aristotle reflect the original Greek.Jl We have also 
shown how commentators, who knew no Greek, speculated as to 
what was the original statement in Aristotle-and often guessed 
right,l' In one place we have shown, how the Hebrew word for 
"limit" has preserved the different shades of meaning it had 
acquired through its being indirectly a translation of several 

•• Cf. n. 16 (p. 337) on Prop. I, Part I; n. 3 (p. 398) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 8 
(p. 700) on Prop. XXV. 

" Cf. n. 54 (p. 410) on Prop. I, Part II. 
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different Greek words.JI Crescas' knowledge of Aristotle, fur
thermore, was extensive. He seems to have had the works of 
Aristotle on the tip of his tongue, and was always ready to use 
them at a moment's notice. He knew his Ari11totle as he knew 
his Bible and Talmud. With an apparent ease and freedom he 
draws upon him whenever he is in need of some apt expre11sion 
or statement for the purpose of illustrating a point or clinrhing 
an argument." He never had to hunt Diogenes-like after a 
needed quotation nor had he ever to pray for a windfall. 

The immediate source of Cresca.q' knowledge of Aristotle was 
the series of works by Averroes known as the Intermediate Com
mentaries as distinguished from his Long Commentaries and 
Epitomes. In these commentaries, the text of Aristotle, some
times translated and sometimes paraphrased, was inter~perbl!d 
with Averroes' own comments and discussion. To a readf'r un
acquainted with the text of Aristotle's own works it would often 
be difficult to distinguish within those Intermediate Commen
taries between Aristotle's original statements and Averroes' 
elaborations. Crescas, however, seems to have been able to dibtin
guish between them. In one place, for instance, he reproduces 
what is supposed to be Aristotle's argument against the existence 
of an infinite number. The argument, howevE-r, though givf'n in 
the Intermediate Commentary on the Physics, is not to he found 
in Aristotle's Phy~rics. Subsequently, when Crescas takes up 
that argument for criticism, he significantly remark& that the 
argument "has indeed been advanced by Averroes in his com
mentary on the Physics."u This is the only time that he directly 
refers to the "commentary" of Averroes as the source from which 
he has reproduced Aristotle's arguments and it would have been 
entirely uncalled for unless he meant to indicate thereby that 

., Cf. n. 84 (p. 358) on Prop. I, Part I. 
"Cf. notes 3 (p. 398), 79 (p. 456), 96, (p 462) 104 (p. 464) and 126 (p. 472) 

on Prop. I, Part II. 
" Prop. II, Part II, and n. 5 (p. i77). 
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the particular argument under discussion was not found in the 
original work of Aristotle. We have therefore reason to conclude 
that Crescas had another source of kno11ledge of Aristotle's writ
ings. As there were no independent Hebrew translations of 
Aristotle's Physics, it must have been Averroes' Long Com
mentary which furnished him with a direct knowledge of the 
genuine text of Aristotle, for in that commentary the text of 
Aristotle was reproduced in such a way as to be distinguishable 
from the commentator's explanatory remarks. The same conclu
sion is to be drawn also from other instances where Crescas 
makes use of certain phrases and expressions which are to be 
found only in the Long Commentary.'• In a few instances 
direct borrowing from the Long Commentary on the Physics 
can be discovered, though it is possible that the borrowing was 
made through some intermediary source.l7 As for the Epitome, 
which is a free and independent paraphrase of the problems 
dealt with in Aristotle's works, there is no positive evidence 
that Crescas has made use of it.'1 

Two Hebrew translations of the Intermediate Physics are kDtlwn, 
one made by Zerabiah Gracian and the other by Kalonymus ben 
Kalonymus. Of these, Crescas seems to have used the latter. 

Though Crescas frequently refers to Alexander, Thcmistius 
and Avempace in connection with the interpretation of certain 
passages in the Physics,'' there is no evidence that he had a 
direct knowledge of their commentaries on the Physics which, 
as far as known, were never translated into Hebrew. His refer
ences to them are all taken from Averroes. On the other hand, 
extensive use was made by him of Gersonides' supercommentary 
on Averroes' Intermediate Commentary on the Physics, and 

•' cr. notes 5, 7 and 8 (p. 541) on Prop. VII. 
"cr. n. 54 (p. 437) on Prop. I, Part II. 
• 1 Cf. list of quotations from the EPitome of 1M Phyncs in the "Index of 

Passaaes" . 
.. cr. above p. 5, notes 10, 11, 14. 
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perhaps also of his supercommentary on De Caelo, though no 
reference is ever made to either of them. In many places, in fact, 
both Aristotle and Averroes are reproduced through Gersonides. 
For this there is abundant evidence of a literary nature.•• On 
the basis of many similarities, though not on direct literary 
evidence, it may also be inferred that Crescas has made use of 
Narboni's supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics.•• This 
work, too, is never mentioned by Crescas. 

As for the original works of Arabic authors he mentions, 
there is no evidence that he made use of Avicenna's writings. 
All the references to Avicenna can be traced to intermediary 
sources. Of Averroes' original works, Crescas may have 
used the Hebrew text of the Sermo De Substantia Orbis, for an 
important point in his criticism of Aristotle is based upon a 
distinction made by Averroes in that work." However, the same 
distinction occurs also in the Intermediate De Caelo which we 
know to have been used by him.u It is certain, however, that 
he has made use of Algazali's Ma~a#d al-Falasifah (Kati!WlLnot 
ha-Puosofim), though the work is never mentioned by title and 
no direct quotation from it can be discerned. This work, trans
lated into Hebrew many times" and commented upon by Narboni 
and Albalag, was a popular source book of philosophic informa
tion and was ust.-d as a text book in the instruction of philosophy 
to the young until late in the sixteenth century.•• It must have 

"Cf. notes 91,97,99, 100 and 103 (p. 365 f) on Prop. I, Part I; notes 13, 
16, 17 (p. 403) and 40 (p. 424) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 8 (p. 556) on Prop. viii. 

"Cf. notes 40, 44 and 48 (p. 424) on Prop. I, Part II, n. 8 (p. 4711) on Prop. 
II. 

•• Prop. XII, Part II and n. 7 (p. 612). 
" lb•d • 
.. Steinschneider mentions three translations (D•e hdradscl&en Ueber

•muneen de• Mlltela.l er•. p. 309, §174). But a companson of the different 
MSS would seem to pomt to an mterm1nghng of the•e translations. 

45 Cf. Alexander Mara, "Glimpses of the L1fe of an I tahan Rabbi of the Fi111t 
Half of the Silrteenth Century", Hebrev Un•on CoUege Annual I (1924), pp. 
613, 617. 
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been this work, too, that furnished him with information about 
Avicenna, for the work is nothing but a summary of Avicenna's 
philosophy. He may have also made use of Narboni's commen· 
tary on that work.•• 

The question as to whether Crescas was acquainted with 
Algazali's Tahafut al-Falasifah (Happalat ha-P'Jlosofim) and to 
what extent it had influenced his own critical attitude toward 
philosophy requires special consideration. 

A tradition has already grown up among modem students of 
Jewish philosophy that Crescas' criticism of Aristotle was in· 
spired by Algazali's Tahafut al-Falasifah.41 The source of this 
tradition would seem to be nothing but a vague surmise based 
on a general impression and on a haphazard combination of 
irrelevant facts. Algazali, it must have been reasoned, is known 
as an opponent of philosophy, and also to have influenced Jewish 
philosophers. Crescas is a Jewish philosopher and an opponent 
of philosophy. Furthermore, Crescas happens to mention Alga
zali. Hence, it was concluded, it must have been Algazali who 
inspired Crescas in his criticism of philosophy. t 

In order to prove the influence of the Tahafut al-Falasifah on 
the Or Adonai it is necessary first to determine whether it was 
possible for Crescas, who derived his knowledge of Arabic phi
losophy from Hebrew translations, to have used the Tahafut, 
for there is no direct reference in the Or Adonai to the Tahafut 
and whenever the name of Algazali is mentioned the reference is 
always traceable to the Ma~a#d al-Falasifah.•1 Such a possi-

•• cr. n 54 (p. 43 7) on Prop. l, Part Il. Cf. Index of Passeges. Narbom. 
"Cf. jot'l, Don Chasdat Creskas' reltetonsj>htlosophtsche Lehren, p. 3; Kauf· 

mann, GeschtchJe tkr Allnbutenlehre, p. 134; Broyde, "Ghazali", Jewisk En· 
c;ycloj>edta, V, 649, Hus1k, Hut qf Med Jeuish Ph.S., p. 392 

'' jo~laeema to have based hie conclusion as to Algazah's influence upon 
Crescaa upon the vague references to Algazali which are to be found in the Or 
A.donai, without realizing that none of them is to the Taha/ut. He also apeak8 
of Abravanel as one who had noticed a resemblance between Crescas and AI· 
pzali (op. ci,., p. 80, Note Ill). Abravanel'a reference (1"11111:1 ,am:111 :~n:11• na 
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bility, it must be admitted, existed. While the Tahafut itself 

was probably not translated into Hebrew until after the com
pletion of the Or Adonai,•• there had existed a Hebrew translation 
of Averroes' Tahafut al-Tahafut (Happalat ha-1Iappalah) ever 

sinCE' the early part of the fourteenth century s• and this work 
incorporated the work of Algazali. The Tahafut was thus avail
able to Crescas, but was it ever used by him in the composition 
of his Or Adonaz? 

An answer to this que&tion was undertaken by Julius Wolfsohn 
in a treatise devoted especially to the evidence of Alg-azali's 
influence upon Crescas." He deals with the subject under four 
headings. First he discusses the influence of Algazali on Cre&cas 
as to the general tendency of his philosophy (pp. 8-33). Then 
he takes up in succession the following special topic~: Attributes 
(pp. 34--46), Unity of God (pp. 47-55), and Free W1ll (pp. 55-72). 

We shall examine his arguments one by ont'. 

Under the first heading the author tries to prove the depen
dence of Cre&cas upon Algazali by showing certain similarities 
in their general attitude toward philosophy: that both come out 
for the liberation of religion from philosophy (pp. 8-11), that 

both undertake to refute philosophy by the reasoning of phi
losophy itself (pp. 15-18), and that both refute philosophy not 
only when it is opposed to tradition but also when it is In agree

ment w1th it (pp. 23-28). That such similarities exist between 
them cannot be denied, but general similarities of this kind, 

even when not offset by a more impressive list of differences that 

n1'l'1~11:1) is likew1se to th~ Mala•td Abravdncl, as we shall see l.Lter, d1d not 
beheve that CreS<"as had any knowledge of the Tahaful at the time of his wnlmg 
of the Or Adona• 

"The Or Adcnun wa• complrted m 1410 Don R~nven1<t1, for whom Zerab· 
iah ha-Lev1 ben Isa.J.c Salachn tran•latcd the Tahafut al-Falanfah, died 1n 1411 
See Stemschne•der, Dte kebrae»chen Ueb•r<elaungen dn Mttlflalters, p 328 

•• Translated by Kalonymus ben Dav1d ben Todros shortly before 1328. 
See Stemschne1der, op. etl. p. 332 

"Der Einfltus Gtu4h's au/ Cl•osda• Crt>cas 1905. 
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can easily be drawn up, do not in themselves establish a literary 
relationship. Crescas had no need for an inapiration from with
out to take up the cudgels in behalf of tradition as over against 
speculation. The rise of philosophy t~ a dominant position in 
any religion inevitably brings its own reaction, and as far as 
Judaism is concerned the native opposition to philosophy which 
had appeared simultaneously with the rise of the philosophic 
movement itself, is sufficient to account for the particular posi
tion taken by him. Still less convincing is the author's attempt 
to establish a literary influence by the fact that both Algazali 
and Crescas argue for the creation of the world, for God's knowl
edge of particulars, and for bodily resurrection and reward i.nd 
punishment (pp. l!S-23). These are common problems to be 
found in almost any work on theology of that period, and Crescas' 
attitude on all these problems reflects the traditional Jewish 
view, and there is no need for assuming a foreign influence. 

In his chapter on attributes the author again shows a simi
larity in the general attitudes of Algazali and Crescas without 

e!'ltablishing a literary relationship between their works. It ' 
indeed true that both Algazali and Crescas raise objections to 
the theory of negative attributes, but Algazali's objections as 
reproduced by the author are unlike those reproduced by him 
in the name of Crescas (pp. 35--40). It is also true that both 
Algazali and Crescas try to justify the admissibility of positive 
attributes, but be}'Ond the fact that both believed that positive 
attributes are not incompatible with the simplicity of the divine 
essence, the author establishes no similarity in their arguments. 
That Crescas' attempt to juatify positive attributes would have 
to contend that they do not contradict the simplicity of the 
divine nature was only to be expected-that much Crescas could 
have gathered from Maimonides' polemic againat the upholders 
of positive attributes. But what was it that made Crescas over
ride Maimonides' objt>ctions and assert with certainty that there 
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was no contradiction? Were his reasons the same as Algazali's? 
I believe it can be shown that Algazali and Crescas justify the 
admissibility of positive essential attributes on entirely different 
grounds. To Algazali the justification is to be found principally 
in his contention that the concept of necessary existence does 
not preclude an inner plurality; to Crescas it is to be found in a 
moderately nominalist conception of universals.s• 

In his discussion of the unity of God the author adduces only 
one argument from Crescas which bears some relation to a similar 
argument by Algazali. Both argue against the philosophic con
tention that two deities could not adequately divide their fields 
of activity within the world and try to show that some adequate 
division of labor could exist between them. In Algazali the 
co1_1tention is that such a division of labor can be found in the 
fact that one deity may be the cause of the celestial sphere and 
the other of the sublunar elements, or that one may be the 
cause of the immaterial beings and the other of the material 
beings (p. 51). Crescas argues somewhat similarly that, while 
within this universe there could not be any adequate division 
of labor between two deities in view of the fact that the universe 
is an organic unit in which all parts are interconnected, there is 
still the possibility of a division of labor on the assumption of 
the existence of more than one universe, in which case one deity 
may be the cause of one universe and the other of another. That 
there is some relation between these two arguments may be 
granted. Still it does not follow that Crescas had knowledge 
of the Tahafut, for Algazali's argument is reproduced, without 
the mention of the name of Algazali, in Narboni's commentary 
on the Morek Nebukim, and we know that Crescas had made 
use of that commentary.SJ 

Similarly unconvincing is the author's discussion of the prob-

"See H. A. Wolfoon, Cre.cas on the El<istmce and AUri!J1,tes of God. 
II Ibid. 
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!em of the freedom of the will wherein, again, the reasoning is 

based upon vague and general similarities. 
If general similarities of this kind are to be the basis of estab

lishing the influence of Algazali on Crescas, a more imposing 
number of them might have been gathered. In the commentary 
on the text I have called attention to all such instances. Two 
of these are of particular importance as they contain arguments 
which are individual to Algazali and which form some of the 
crucial points in Crescas' criticism. First, Algazali contends 
that the concept of necessary existence precludes only external 
causation and is not incompatible with an inner composition 
of the essence. Crescas repeats a similar contention several 
times in his criticism of the proofs of the existence of God.•• 
Second, Algazali argues that the motion of the celestial sphere 
should he re!farded as natural instead of voluntary, as was the 
general assumption. Crescas has a similar contention which he 
repeats several times referring to it as "our own view" in contra
distinction to the commonly accepted view of the philosophers.•• 
In both these instances, however, as well as in other sillltilar 
instances, we have shown that there are other sources, with 
which Crescas is known to have been acquainted and from 
which he could have taken these views.• 6 

Not only are all these evidences inconclusive, but there is 
evidence which shows quite the contrary, that Crescas could 
not have known the Tahafut. In one place Crescas lines up 
two groups of philosophers as to the question of the possibility 
of an infinite number of disembodied souls. Algazali is placed 
by him among those who admit that possibility. This is quite 
in agreement with Algazali's view as given in the Ma~a~id where 
he only restates the views of Avicenna, without necessarily 
committing himself to them. In the Tahafut, however, Algazali 

"Ibid. 
" C£. a. 11 (p. 535) on Prop. VI. 
•• Cf. ibid 
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explicitly rejects the possibility of an infinite number of disem
bodied souls.n Had Crescas known the Tahafut he certainly 
would not have allowed that fact to pass unnoticed. 

The question as to whether Crescas had knowledge of Alga
zali's Tahafut al-Falasifah or of Averroes' Tahafut al-Tahafut at 
the time of writing the Or Adonai has already been raised by 
a mediaeval Jewish author. The question comes up in the fol

lowing connection. 
In the chapters on the problem of creation in the Or Adonai 

Crescas refutes a certain argument which he quotes in the name 
of Gersonides. The same argument is also found in Algazali's 
Tahafut. In another work, the BiUul'I~~ere ha-No;erim, Crescas 
makes use of the very same argument which has been rejected 
by him in the Or Adonai. 

Joseph ben Shem-tob, the Hebrew translator of the latter 
work of Crescas, after calling attention to the origin of Crescas' 
argument in Gersonides and Algazali and to Crescas' own refu
tation of the argument in the Or Adonai, suggests that Crescas' 
B#lul '[~~ere ha-No;erim must have been written after his Or 
Adonai and that after he had written the latter work he must 
have changed his mind with regard to the validity of the argu
ment under consideration.s• Isaac Abravanel accepts this sug
gestion of Joseph ben Shem-tob, adding that Crescas' change 
of view must have resulted from his reading of Algazali's Tahczfut 
al-Falasifah or of Averroes' Tahafut al-Tahafut after he had 
written the Or Adonai.u Furthermore, on the basis of other 
evidence, Abravanel tries to show that Crescas could not have 

n Cf. n. 6 (p. 485) on Prop. Ill. 
•• Bit/Ul '/IIIIer• ha.No>,erim, ch. III, p. 30: ~:~•.,suM .,ll m:1 tp•n:p:'l :'11:'1 ::s.,.,, 

:'III'THI .':'1 .,, .. ,.,DC!:! nDIII I'll IIIII '1.:1~ HI:'!D ···~"T'rll ::ID ::J'nHI .nl'T:'I m7•:rHI r:~n "T71:'1:J 

.,111:1:1 tnn~ ,.,::sn .,"" :1m .,IIHII:'I .,::sn 111:'111. 

" Slaamayim Qadosllim I II, p. 28: :'!H., ,.,111:1 'H"TI:In ::s.,n n11p11 ,.,nu 'lH ::1111n111 

11117::1 n:.p .,.,H .,IIHII::J 1::171 .1::1 .,pl .,IIH ?•.,n n111:1::1 p•tnn? ,tnt .,.,., J::IHI .,Dni::JH ,.,::1., 

IIIII .,:711 n"'T•I:Inn :'1"T71:'1:J CI.,D.::I :'!Dp:'l ,UIIIl l'D::J ,n•.,lll:'l :'llliH:'I nii!IH ntpllt!.:l IS,II 

.~?~<., ;•?1.~., ?~ 1:1:1? :I""' ntii"Tpn .,ll::s ?·.,:'1 MII:PII "''" nDtDn t•7p Mlllpt .r::sn .,11n.:1 
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known of these two works at the time of the writing of the 
Or AdoMi.eo 

As for the accuracy of the conclusion that the Billul 1/lleere 
ha-No~rim was composed after the Or Adonai, it is open to 
grave doubt. The Fourth Book of the Or Adonai, according to a 
colophon which occurs in most of the manuscripts, was completed 
in 1410,6' which is probably also the year of the author's death, 
whereas the Bittul lleleere ha-No;erim would seem to have been 
written in 1398, for it refers to the Great Schism (1378) as having 
occurred twenty years previously. ~~a 

In mitigation of this doubt, however, the following two 
considerations may be urged: 

First, the composition of the Or Adonai must have extended 
over many years, for the discussion of the Messiah (Ill, viii), 
which occurs not far from the end of the book, was written five 
years before the completion of the entire work. 6• It is not im
possible, therefore, that the problem of creation (III, i) was 
written before 1398 ' 

Second, it would also seem that the Or Adonai wa, not 
written in the order in which it is now arranged. Certain chap-

p•MpMII :::111:1 1:111 t~M ~~~~· • ., a~nn r•?v "T'VMII 111~1 ,,; nr"Tcp IM"TIVMI 11111:'1 n11r11n "~"' 
II"TipM 1111\o? "TIIIIDM 1:'1111. 

"lbrd. pp. 27-28: 11\o 111 MII"T 11\.11 •11\o 'II"TOM '"TM\o rt"Tp Mr."T nlpllll \.::111 1\o p"T nn111 
"TIIC~ 1npr?n11 1~ "TII"T 1~11 '"T~"T~I 1:1 ' II C 1 0, ' II M n \o II M "TIIC::I "TIInl~ll '"T::I"T~ 1"11 
l~Hl "'I.CntlN ,.,:I"T :"'N, l,liJ •tnon ,,:"1 :"':UYW •"'lnN:IP 'lN: ~UZ:I'nN:l ••• :"' ? I l"l i1 i"' r, I i1 

1::1 "TPI "T:l'H r,•.,n n111D::1 p•rnr~? "Tinl "TII"T. Cf Mrfalot Elohrm IX, 7, p 67vb. 
8& "'1.,1'1 :"'DC1p,C:I :"'1,'1''' •rDIP:"' .,.,N:i"' 0,1, c•y:UDl :"'tiD nl., 1'1 •"'ln:l i"'D?rDi"':"' Mn•m 

III"TII nr~\.11::1. Thas ~olophon evadently does not come from the hand of the 
author. It does not occur in the edrtw prnu;eps nor in the Paris manuscaipt. 
The Parma manuscript, whach S<'ems to have been wratt~n by a student of 
Crescas, reads here as follows: n1111 111"TII nr::~?11::1 nMCp"TC "T'JI::I 111'7111:'1 ?·r "T::IniiM 
1111:'1 ~?11n II"TII7 lli'· The same reading occurs also in the Jews' College manu
script. Cf. also colophon of Tur10 MS. quoted al the end of llibhographv I. 

" Chapter 8. ;u., ·~? ~I"Tp n•"Tlmn MliiiiiM 1'::1 I:I'"T::I"TM "Tnl' ?::~::1111 "TI::IJI::I 1:11':'1 "Till •::~ 
1n?rn ::lllln I:IM'"Tnll ll'~•lllMIII 1:1:'111 "TMII ?::11 ,II'"TI"II'IIN (I:I'I:'II"T 'llll) MIIIIIII"T ll'lll 11:1\o II' 
a•11•? •lPll M"TIID? • .Cf. Graetz, Gesclli&lale dM hulen, Vol. Vlll, Note 2. 

'' 0. Adonoi 11\, viii, 2: n•::1n 1::1-m, np:1111 11'_.,., rmoa _.,., ~"" n1111 "',., nnv. 
This is the correct reoldiDg according to the Munach, Pans, V1enna and New 
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ters in Book IV bear the unmistakable internal evidence of 
having been written originally as a sort of preliminary studies 
to problems dealt with in earlier parts of the work. Thus the 
discussion as to "whether there is only one world or whether 
there are many worlds at the same time" in IV, 2, seems to have 
been written as precursory to the same problem dealt with at 
the end of Prop. I, Part II, and similarly the discussion as to 
"whether the celestial spheres are animate and intelligent beings" 
in IV, 3, seems to have been written as precursory to the same 
problem discussed in Prop. VI. In both these instances, the 
problems are treated in greater detail and in a spirit of greater 
impartiality in Book IV than in the earlier parts of the work. 
It is thus not impo~sible that the problem of creation was among 
the first to have been taken up by Crescas and to have been 
written by him long before 1398. 

But whatever value one may attach to the conclusions of 
Joseph ben Shem-tob and Abravanel, there is no positive evi
dence of Crescas' atquaintance with the T'ahafut al-Falasifah. 
Even if we assume his acquaintance with that work and recog
nize it as the source of all those arguments for which we find 
parallels in it, it is far from being the predominant influence upon 
the Or Adonai. The most that can be said is that it is one of 
the many works from which Crescas has borrowed certain jrgu
ments which he has incorporated in his own work. It i· not 
impossible that his knowledge of the Tahafut, assumin~?: that he 
had any knowledge of it, he obtained not from a study of the 
book itself but from his pupil Zentl;liah Saladin who was versed 
in Arabic and later translated the Tahafut into Hebrew.'-' 

Another class of sources of the Or AdoMi are the commen
taries on the Morek. Of these the most widely used by Crescas 
is Altabrizi's commentary on the twenty-five propositions. 

York manuscripts. The edition• and eome of the other manuscripts have 
here corrupt readings. 

•• See above p. 11, n. 48. 
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The commentary of Altabrizi was originally written in Arabic. 
Its author was a Persian Mohammedan, who flourished prob
ably in the thirteenth century. From a remark in his intro
duction it may be inferred that the author had intended to inter
pret the entire work of the Moreh,f>r> but whether he really did 
so or not there is no way of determining. Two Hebrew transla
tions of this commentary are extant, one of which, done by Isaac 
ben Nathan of Cordova or Xativa, was published in Venice, 
1574, and the other, anonymous, is found only in manuscript 
form. 88 The fact that this anonymous commentary is a 
translation of Altabrizi was first noticed by Steinschneider.h 
There is, however, this to be added to the description of this 
work. While indeed it is nothing but a translation of Altabrizi, 
there is sufficient evidence to show that the translator, whoever 
he was, wished to have that fact unknown and to have his work 
passed off as an original composition or, at least, as a compila
tion made by himself out of different Arabic sources. The delib
erate purpose of the translator to mislead his readers is evident 
at the very outset of the work. In Isaac ben Nathan's trljollsla
tion, Altabrizi begins with that inevitable jingle of glorifications, 
exaltations and elevation to the Creator, Causator, and Originator 
of this our universe, from which he passes to a second topic 
wherein he gives an account of himself and of his genealogy and 
concludes with a eulogy of Maimonides and his works. All these 
are omitted by the anonymous translator in the three out of the 

'' Cl. Altabrizi's Introduction In the \'ienna manuscript o£ Isaac ben Nathan• 
translation: IIO"Tl:::IJ I:::IR:::I .,.," p\rn:1 :n . •r•.,:::1n\r11 .,llnll[:::l .,~:::11:::111 .,11n11 :'1\rH:'I .,:IV .,IIH: 

: llll.,l:ll .,110:'111 ':::l~.,i':'l •\rii.,ZI':'I D':'1\r11:1 .,:IV :'IIIIIIIIII.,,"T :~IIU Cll.,l:::l] .,11:'1 "T:::I:Il:'l (1:::1 .,.,II 

D':ll:::ll:'l [RII.,I:'I\r :llll.,l:::l] RH.,I:'I:I Dlrll.,:"l .,1111:'1 H1:'11 ,1RI\rl\r11.,H:::I\r :llll:'ll .,:Ill [D'.,IIO:'III. 

My inference as to the author's intention o£ writing a comn1entary on the entire 
Moreh is ba""d upon the expression ,.,H:::I\r :::11•ru .,.,II .,1111:111. It is quite possible, 
however, that the dause ,.,H:I\r :::llll:'ll .,.," refers to p\rnM. 

11 Six MSS. are recorded by Steinschneider in Die hobrllllischon Ueborseloungen, 
p. 362. 

'' See Calalocus Librorum HebrlliJQrum in Bibliot.Mca B<UkliaM, p. 1143. 
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six extant manuscripts which I have examined in Paris, Vienna, 
and London. But beginning with the third topic of Altabrizi's 
Introduction which contains a brief description of the twenty
five propositions, the translator adds a long statement of his 
own, the evident purpose of which is to create the impression 
that his work is a compilation of various Arabic commentaries 
supplemented by numerous remarks of his own, which, however, 
he modestly says, are not differentiated by him from the unorigi
nal portions of the work, as his main object, he concludes, is to 
impart information.G8 Upon examination, however, his claim 
seems to be rather exaggerated. The commentary faithfully 
follows the single work of Altabrizi with a few e.\:ceptions where 
the translator either omits some passage found in the original, 
or, acting upon a suggestion of Altabrizi himself, expands cer
tain brief statements of the author. The following examples 
will illustrate the nature of what the translator has claimed as 
his own original contributions. 

(1) In Proposition I, after the third argument against the 
existence of an infinite magnitude, the translator remarks that 
his restatement of the arguments is the fine flour of the lengthy 
discussions of the numerous commentatC'rs.6• As a matter of 
fact, his text is a faithful translation of Altabrizi e"'ccpt for the 
omission of a few digressions found in the original. 

(2) In Proposition IV, Altabrizi has a brief illustration of the 
phenomenon of expansion, which is included among the sub
divisions of quantitative change. That illustration is more 

" 1'lPII1 ,nlll,p:"l:'l :1?M:::1 D:'l'nll1111 11,111.:1 '11'11,1 .:'ID:::In:'l ·~11<11 11!p O,p ,,1111:::1 111,11:'1 

O,p 1111111 11":::1:'1 l~D',I<II ,Dlll 111:'1 ':I ,fl,ll 11,:::11:::1 11?1< D,:::ll 117 :I'll :::1,:'1.,1 ,p1Dll 1nl:::1:'1 

Dl •n,DII ,:::1,11:"1 1111?:::1 :'1"11 :1?11:"1 11111,p:'1:'1 ,,II:::IDII 1'711 'll,DP ,lli'tl 1'111:'11 •1:'111 111111 7:::~ 
11111\J:r. ,,, DM? 1'1< ,IIIII 1ll111111 'D:::I:'ID UIID n?;11n 17:::1p'• .,, •'~liM p:~?:::l 11:111,11 'Ill 

1'11 ':l ,1n?11 ,111:::1 till U;o,:::lll :"11:'1 ,111':::1:::1 •lH Dl •? 111,:'111'11 :'1111 ,:'1:::1111 :'1:::1111 :'1':'1111 ,:::1,)1:'1 

n7v111:'1 ~·111:17 11711 :'!ll:lM. 

'' n1'•1P1 tl':::l, a•71:::17:::1 ,,:'IH H711 :'11 H:l' 1171 ,:'ID,p:'l:'l 11111 11:::11 ,11:::111:'1 n11111:1 1:'111, 
an•,:r,, 11.,111 111:11. 
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elaborately restated by the anonymous translator. In substance, 
however, the two illustrations are identical. 

(3) In Proposition VI, after discussing various classes of 
motion, Altabrizi remarks: "The tabulation of the motions under 
this class can be done by yourself.":'" In the translation a 
complete list is given introduced by the words: "I shall now 
draw up the classification myself."'' 

(4) In Proposition XVII, the translator says: "As for the 
meaning of motion according to essence, many have been con
fused concerning it and have advanced a variety of explanations, 
but we shall restate here the fine flour of their views. "7• Here, 
too, excepting his omissions of several alternative views stated 
by Altabrizi, the translator closely follows the original text. 

These two translations of Altabrizi represent the two different 
styles of philosophic Hebrew, the Arabicized and the native, 
which were used in the translations from the Arabic and the 
classic examples of which are to be found in the two transla
tions of Maimonides' Morek, the one by Samuel ibn Tibbon and 
the other by Judah al-l:larizi. Isaac ben Nathan uses the ~bi
cized form of expression; the anonymous translation is written 
in the native form of rabbinic Hebrew. Of these, Crescas has 
used Isaac ben Nathan's translation. 

Next in importance as a source used by Crescas is Narboni's 
commentary on the Morek. Crescas mentions this commentary 
in several places,', but his indebtedness to it is evident in many 
other places where no mention of it is made.74 As Norboni often 

•• 1'?111 ,11'M'I:IMM MIIUI17 ~:~•pion Mlllll nsp 1:111 1111ll:p a·p~nn n?to lrnmll ~:~na Mll:'l 
1:1?1111:'1::1 1:111,,11:'1 11l'n::1. 

,, n•n,~n :'11111117 ~:~•p?n ru11• 1:111ll:p 1:1p 1:111li:P ~:~•p.,nn n?11 nr•r11 u•,•::~ Mr,ll' MlM'I, 
1•?p 1:1M'711DI I:IM'pr,M ,., ,,1111 'llll. 

" ,,::lrli::IIII,.IIM 11?r~:~r ,ll'll11111 ~:~•llr,•m::~ 1:1'::1., •::~r?::~;::~l1llllli:PII pJ11l1111M .,.,,m ~:~mtor. 
" Cf. above p. 5, n. 17. 
"Cf. n. 16 (p. 492) on Prop. III; notes 8 (p. 507), 9, 11 and 16 on Prop. IV: 

n. 8 (p. 534)on Prop. VI; notes4 and 10 (p. 551) on Prop. VIII; n. 5 (p. 605) on 
Prop. XI; n. 2 (p. 682) on Prop. XIX; n. 5 (p. 697) on Prop. XXIV; n. 6 (p. 
700) on Prop. XXV. 
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follows Altabrizi's method in expounding the proposition, it is 
sometimes not clear as to which of these sources he directly 
follows.75 Besides Altabrizi and Norboni, no other commentary 
on the Morek is mentioned by Crescas, but it is not impossible 
that he made use of the Morek ha-Moreh and also of Hillel 
of Verona's commentary on the twenty-five propositions.'' It 
is certain, however, that Crescas had no knowledge of Maimo
nides' own comments on Propositions IV, XXIII and XXIV, 
contained in his letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon, for Crescas gives 
entirely different interpretations of those propositions.n 

In addition to these works there is the entire body of philo
sophic Hebrew literature extant at the time of Crescas. Whether 
any of these Hebrew works is mentioned by him or not and 
whether it is directly used by him in the Or Adonai or not, we 
have reason to assume that he was acquainted with it and we 
are therefore justified in drawing upon it for the reconstruction 
of the historical background of his ideas. One can speak, how
ever, with greater certainty as to Crescas' direct indebtedness 
to the Emunah Ramah. Not only is its author Abraham ibn 
Daud mentioned by hirn in the general list of Maimonides' 
philosophic predecessors,•• but one can discover in several places 
not merely parallels to some of Crescas' arguments but concrete 
literary relationships." 

Close observation of Crescas' proofs of the propositions reveals 
the fact that with the exception of propositions I, VIII, XII, 
XIV, XXIV, XXV, all of them start out with an opening bdSed 
on Altabrizi and that even of those which do not start with such 
an opening all, with the exception of XXIV and XXV, contain 

"Cf. n. 8 (p. 534) on Prop. VI; n. 3 (p. 540) on Prop. VII; n. 4 (p. 551) on 
Prop. VIII. 

''See "Index or Passages" under these names. 
"cr. n. 3 (p. 502) on Prop. IV; n. 2 (p. 690) on Prop. XXlli . 
•• cr. abo"!! p. 4, n. 7. 
"Cf. n. 73 (p. 354) on Prop. I, Part I; notes 7, 8, 9, 13, 16 (pp. 571-579), 

26 and 27 (p. 598) on Prop. X; notea 6 and 7 (p. 670) on Prop. XVII. 
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some elements which can be traced to Altabrizi. Then also the 

Hebrew text of seventeen propositions (II, III, IV, VI, VII, 

VIII, XII, XIII, XIV, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, 

XXIII, XXV) are taken from Isaac ben Nathan's translation of 

Altabrizi, the text of five propositions (1, IX, XI, XV, XVI) are 

taken from Ibn Tibbon's translation of the Morek, two of these 

(XI, XV), however, containing some phrases from Altabrizi. 

Propositions V and XIV read alike in both translations, and 

Proposition X is composed of parts taken from both translations. 

The inference to be drawn from this is that Crescas has taken 

Isaac ben Nathan's translation of Altabrizi as the basis of his 

own commentary on the propositions, departing from it only 

when he finds it unsatisfactory or insufficient for his purpose. 

In most cases his departure from Altabrizi consists merely in 

amplifying the former's discussion by the introduction of mate

rial drawn from other sources. But sometimes he departs from 

Altabrizi completely and follows entirely new sources. An exam

ple of this is the first proposition, where the entire structu,e of 

the proof is independent of that of Altabrizi, though within it 

are incorporated also the arguments of Altabrizi. It is not im

possible that the collection of material and especially the abstracts 

of literature used in the composition of the work were prepared 

by students, for Crescas informs us that in preparing the work 

he is to avail himself of the assistance of a selected group of 

associateslo-"assaciates" being a polite Talmudic term applied 

by teachers to their arlvanced students. This may explain the 

inadequacy of some of these abstracts, the unevenness of their 

style and their occasional misplacement in the text. 11 

1o Cf. Or Adonai, Ha~do.mall, p. 2a: on,rp::sl a•,::snM na:>c:'r::JI, and p. 2b: 1111 
D'.,~MM ':111m. 

"See, for instance, nntes 104 (p. 374) and 107 on Prop. I, Part I; n. 6 (p. 
611) on Prop. XI; n. 6 (p. 699) on Prop. XXV. 
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II 

The research into the literary sources of Crescas undertaken 
in the present study was not a matter of mere idle play or even 
of intellectual curiosity. It was essentially necessary for the 
understanding of the text. Crescas like all mediaeval philoso
phers operates on the whole with conventional concepts of his 
time which to a large extent are foreign to our way of thinking 
and to understand which we must acquaint ourselves with their 
origin and background. But there is even something more than 
this in Crescas' method of literary composition. He not only 
re-echoes the ideas of his predecessors but he collocates torn 
bits of their texts. The expository part of his work is a varie
gated texture into which are woven many different strands. 
Mosaic in its structure, it is studded with garbled phrases and 
expressions torn out of their context and strung together in what 
would seem to be a haphazard fashion. At times the text is 
entirely unintelligible and at times it is still worse-misleading. 
We read it, and think we understand it. If we do happen to 
come across some ambiguity, some abrupt transition, some change 
of point of view, or some unevenness of style, we are apt to 
attribute it to an inadequacy of expression on the part of the 
author and try our best, by whatever general information we 
may happen to possess or may be able to gather, to force some 
meaning upon it-and trying, we think we succeed. But some
times by a stroke of good luck we may happen to stumble upon 
the immediate source of Crescas' utterances and at once our 
eyes are opened wide with surprize and astonishment, ambigui
ties are cleared up, certainties call for revision and what has 
previously seemed to us meaningless or insignificant assumes an 
importance undreamed of. 

The critical part of Crescas' works offers still greater diffi
culties to the modern reader on account of its adherence to 
what may be called the Talmudic method of text study. In this 
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method the starting point is the principle that any text that is 
deemed worthy of serious study must be assumed to have been 
written with such care and precision that every term, expres
sion, generalization or exception is significant not so much for 
what it states as for what it implies. The contents of ideas as 
well as the diction and phraseology in which they are clothed 
are to enter into the reasoning. This method is characteristic 
of the Tannaitic interpretation of the Bible from the earliest 
times; the belief in the divine origin of the Bible was sufficient 
justification for attaching importance to its external forms of 
expression. The same method was followed later by the Amoraim 
in their interpretation of the Mishnah and by their successors in 
the interpretation of the Talmud, and it continued to be applied 
to the later forms of rabbinic literature. Serious students them
selves, accustomed to a rigid form of logical reasoning and to 
the usage of precise forms of e~~:pression, the Talmudic trained 
scholars attributed the same quality of preciRion and exactness 
to any authoritative work, be it of divine origin or the product 
of the human mind. Their attitude toward the written -,ord 
of any kind is like that of the jurist toward the external phrasing 
of statutes and laws, and perhap~ also, in some respect, like that 
of the latest kind of historical and literary criticism which applies 
the method of psycho-analysis to the study of texts. 

This attitude toward texts had its necessary concomitant in 
what may again be called the Talmudic hypothetico-deductive 
method of text interpretation. Confronted with a statement 
on any subject, the Talmudic student will proceed to raise a 
series of questions before he satisfies himself .of having under
stood its full meaning. If the statement is not clear enough, he 
will ask, 'What does the author intend to say here?' If it is 
too obvious, he will again ask, 'It is too plain, why then expressly 
say it?' If it is a statement of fact or of a concrete instance, he 
will then ask, 'What underlying principle does it involve?' If 
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it is a broad generalization, he will want to know exactly how 
much it is to include; and if it is an exception to a general rule, 
he will want to know how much it is to exclude. He will further
more want to know all the circumstances under which a cer
tain statement is true, and what qualifications are permissibl~. 
Statements apparently contradictory to each other will be recon
ciled by the discovery of some subtle distinction, and statements 
apparently irrelevant to each other will be subtly analyzed into 
their ultimate elements and shown to contain some common 
underlying principle. The harmonization of apparent contra
dictions and the inter-linking of apparent irrelevancies are two 
characteristic features of the Talmudic method of text study. 
And similarly every other phenomenon about the text becomes 
a matter of investigation. \Vhy does the author use one word 
rather than another? \Vhat need was there for the mentioning 
of a specific instance as an illustration? Do certain authorities 
differ or not? If they do, why do they differ? All these are 
legitimate questions for the Talmudic student of texts. And any 
attempt to answer these questions calls for ingenuity and skill, 
the power of analysis and association, and the ability to set up 
hypotheses-and all these must be bolstered up by a wealth of 
accurate information and the use of good judgment. No limita
tion is set upon any subject; problems run into one another; 
they become intricate and interwoven, one throwing light upon 
the other. And there is a logic underlying this method of rea
soning. It is the very same kind of logic which underlies ar.y 
sort of scientific research, and by which one is enabled to form 
hypotheses, to test them and to formulate general laws. The 
Talmudic student approaches the study of texts in the same 
manner as the scientist approaches the study of nature. Just 
as the scientist proceeds on the assumption that there is a 
uniformity and continuity in nature so the Talmudic student 
proceeds on the assumption that there is a uniformity and 
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continuity in human reasoning. Now, this method of text 
interpretation is sometimes derogatorily referred to as Talmudic 
quibbling or pilpul. In truth it is nothing but the application of 
the scientific method to the study of texts. 

A similar attitude toward texts and a similar method of inter
pretation was introduced by Jewish thinkers into the study of 
philosophy. One need only look into some of the commen
taries upon Averroes, or upon Maimonides, especially the com
mentary of Abravanel upon the Moreh, to become convinced 
of the truth of this observation. It is well-nigh impossible to 
understand their writings and to appreciate the mode of their 
reasoning unless we view them from this particular angle. It 
is still less po<~sible to give an accurate account of their philosophy 
without applying to them the same method that they applied to 
their predecessors. The mere paraphrasing of the ob!lcurities of 
their texts is not sufficient. Still less sufficient is the impression
istic modernization of their thou~tht. We must think out their 
philosr)phy for them in all its implications and rewrite it for 

· them in their own terms. \Ve mu!lt constantly ask oufselves, 
concerning every statement they make, what is the reason? 
What does it intend to let us hear? What is the authority for 
this statement? Does it reproduc-e its authority correctly or 
not? If not, why does it depart from its authority? What is 
the difference between certain statements, and can such differ
enc-es be reduced to other differences, so as to discover in them 
a common underlying principle? We mu!'t assume that their 
reasoning was sound, their method of expression precise and 
well-chosen, and we must present them as they would have 
presented them had they not reasoned in symbols after 
the manner of their schools. In the case of Maimonides we 
have his own statement as to the care he exercised in the choice 
of terms, and in the arrangement of his problems. declaring that 
what he has written in his work "was not the suggestion of the 
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moment; it i1 the reault of deep 1tudy and great application. " 1• 

Similarly Crescas declares that everything in hi• work, though 
briefly stated, .;as carefully thought out and is based upon long 
research.l.l 

Now thi1 Talmudic method of reasoning is intelligible enough 
when it is fully expressed, when its underlying assumptions are 
clearly stated and every step in the argument distinctly marked 
out. But in the literature in which this method is followed. ow
ing to the intimacy of the circle to which it was addressed, the 
arguments are often given in an abbreviated form in which the 
essential assumptions are entirely omitted or only alluded to, 
the intermediary steps suppressed or only hinted at, and what 
we get is merely a resultant conclusion. This abbreviated form 
of argumentation is characteristic of the recorded minutes of 
the school-room discussions which make up the text of the 
Talmud. It was continued in the rabbinic novellae upon the 
Talmud, reaching its highest point of development in the 
French school of the Tosafists which began to flourish in the 
twelfth century. Shortly after, it was introduced into the philo
sophic literature in the form of novellae upon standard texts, 
resembling the Talmudic novellae in their external literary fonn 
even to the extent of using the same conventional phrases by 
which questions and answers are introduced.14 Crescas' work 
belongs to that type of novellae literature, conforming to the 
Talmudic novellae literature in all its main characteristics, its 
attitude toward texts, its method of text interpretation, its 
abbreviated form of argumentation. Again and again Crescas 
declares in his Or Adonai as well as in his Billul '[~~ere ha
No;erim that whatever he has to say will be expressed by him 

1' Morol& Nebukim, Introduction: JD.,Il "111M:! 11""1::1"1;'1 1::1 1?a1 N? ;rr;r "1DMD;r ':I, 
;'1::1"1 ;r.,•p11:11 71"11 P1"1p"1:1 M7M. 

'' Or AtlDMi, Ha/1tlamal&, p. 2b: ;'1::1"1 ;'1"1';:>111 ?1"1lJ1')1:1 lllDM ;rn. 

14 E. g., such expression• u "1DIII1 11111, 11111p;r? 11'1, etc. 
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with the utmost brevity,a. and to this declaration of his he has 
lived up faithfully. 

But it seems that Crescas' vaunted brevity was too much 
even for those who had been used to that form of expression. 
It often bordered upon obscurity. Joseph ben Shem-tob, the 
Hebrew translator of his B#lul 'I[e{eere ha-No;erim was in one 
place compelled to give a free paraphrase of a certain 
passage in order to make it intelligible, justifying himself for 
so doing in the following declaration: "This is how the words 
of the Master, of blessed memory, are to be understood here. 
In translating them I have expanded their meaning, for his 
original words in this passage are all too brief and all too ab
struse, so that I have not met anybody who was able to under
stand them. Hence, in this passage, more than in any of the other 
passages of his book, I have allowed myself to overstep the 
bounds of what is proper in a translation."86 A student of Crescas, 
in a marginal note on his copy of the Or Adonai preserved at 
the Biblioteca Palatina at Parma, has the following characteri
zation of his master as lecturer and writer: "When I sjudied 
under my Master I could not fathom the full meaning of his 
view on this subject ... The Master, of blessed memory, was 
accustomed to express himself with the utmost b1·evity both in 
speaking and in writing." 87 This statement would also l<!ad us 
to believe that the Or Adonai had its origin in class-room lectures 
and discussions. \Ve know of other instances where Hebrew 
philosophic works were the result of class-room lectures. It was 
while thus addressing himself to a group of initiated students, 
expecting to be interrupted with questions whenever he failed 

11 Cf. Prop. I, Part I, p. 178: 1?a1a 11sp~; BittuJ'I;;ere ha-No;erim, p. 11: 
~IIlii c•1~., /11:l'1M ?::~, 11sprn n•??:~n n•?:~n::J n•n• nn. 

16 Billtd '!jo;ere ha-No,erim, Ch. III, pp. 27-28: '1::1., U::ll'IP '1M1 Ja1M1'1111 ?!11'1~1 
ClpD::J p1Dll' 1¥;:> U11P\o ':I ,C/IlM •npllj11'1::J 11M'::J1'1 •n::Jn11'1 'IM1 .11111, ClpD::J \o•r ::111'1 

,,.,DMD .,MilD -u\1' nr~ npnpnn pn •n.,:lp 1;,-,, ,1i1l'~'ll •D •n•M, "" ,nrn. 
'' 1?a1a 11llp::J ::Jnl:l Cl 1::1.,a 1'1'1'1 ?•r ::11n 111111. The same note occu111 also on 

Lbe marlin of the Jews' College manuS<'ript. 
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to make himself clear, as is evidenced from his former student's 
remarks, that his style assumed that allusive and elliptical form 
by which it is characterized. In order, therefore, to understand 
Crescas in full and to understand him well, we must familiarize 
ourselves with his entire literary background. We must place 
ourselves in the position of students, who, having done the 
reading assigned in advance, come to sit at hi~ feet and listen 
to his comments thereon. Every nod and wink and allusionof 
his will then become intelligible. Words previously quite unim
portant will become pregnant with meaning. Abrupt transitions 
will receive an adequate explanation; repetitions will be accounted 
for. We shall know more of Crescas' thought than what is 
actually expressed in his utterances. We shall know what he 
wished to say and what he would have said hdd we heen 
able to question him and elicit further information. 

A faint echo of the clas& room discussion of Crescas' lectures 
on philosophy has reached us mdircctly in the wm k of his student 
Joseph Albo. In several instances, and a:. fdr as the scope of 
this chapter is concerned we may mention only the discussion 
of place and of time, he makes use of several specific arguments 
which are found in the Or Adonaz. He does not mention the 
Or Adonai in any of these instances. Nor does his restatement 
of the arguments bear any specific, verbal resemblance to the 
corresponding originals in the Or Adonai. Sometimes the argu
ments are considerably modified and are made to prove different 
conclusions. 88 Sometimes also a well developed and clearly 
expressed argument in Albo's 'l~~arim has as its counterpart in 
the Or AdonaJ only a meaningless ejaculatiOn. 1• All this would 
seem to point to the fact that what we get in the 'I~~anm, at 
least in these instances and in a few others like them, is not 
direct borrowings from the Or Adonai but rather material of 

11 Cf. notes 66 (p 448) and 78 (p 456) on Prop. I, Part II; n 23 (p. 556, 558) 
and 33 (p. 663) on Prop. XV. 

'' Cf. n. 80 (p. 457) on Prop. I. Part II. 
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those class room discussions out of whtch the Of' Adonai was 

composed. 

The penod which witnessed the rise of opposition to philoso
phy among Jew~ wa'l also the period of the greatest philosophic 
activity among them. The knowledge of Aristotle wh1ch became 
widespread through the Hebrew translations of Averroes created 
a genuine interest in the Rtudy of phJiosophy as an mdependent 
discipline, irrespective of its bearing upon problems of rehgion. 
The works of Aristotle were mcluded as a subject m the school 
curriculum Expositions and studies of Anstotle became a popu
lar form of literature. In certain families spectahzatwn m the 
work'> of Aristotle or Averroes became a traditiOn. Especially 
notable for thio was the Shem-tob family, the two brothers, 
Joseph and Isaac (fifteenth century) and the son of the fonner, 
Shem-tob. Sons and grandson of Shem-tob Ibn Shem-tob, v.•ho 
was active as an opponent of phtlosophy, they hecame cham
PIOns of philosophy and strict partisans of Averroes-not to be 
confused, however, w1th the h) bnd A'\erroism of the Scholao;tJcs. 
It was therefore qu1tc natural for them to come out m tile de
fense of Anstotle ao; agam~t Crescas All the~!" three authors 
appear as critic-. of C1esca" For our present purpose only two 
are Important, Isaac ben Shem-tob and h1s nephew Shem-tob 
ben Joseph ben Shem-tob. 

Isaac ben Shem-tob was more prolific a wnter than he IS gener
ally considered. He was the author of at least fourteen works, 
of wh1ch eight are o;ttll extant,. Among these are four commen
taries on Averroeo;' Intermedwte Phystcs, evidently succe.,sive 
revisions of lectures delivered before students. We shall desig
nate them as first, second, thsrd, fourth successively. 1 he first, 
th~rd, and fourth are presen eel in the library of Tnmty College, 
Cambridge, bearmg no name of author, but h1s authorship of 

•• See H A Wolfson, "laaac Ibn Shem-tob's Unknown Commentaries on 
the Ph'11KS and H•• Other Unknown WorlaJ" m Fretdru Mtm~onal Volume 
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these works has been established by the present writer.•• Of 

the second, there are two copies, one in Munich, wrongly ascribed 

to Isaac Albalag, and the other in the University Library, Cam

bridge. In all but the fourth there are refutations of Crescas. 
In the second, the name of Crescas is mentioned in two places, 
where he is referred to as Ibn l;iasdai,~~> In three other places 
references to "one may say," "one may raise a doubt" and "a 
certain one of the philosophers" can be traced to Crescas. •• In his 
first commentary references to Crescas can be discerned under the 
guise of such expressions as "one may ask," "one may object," 
"some one has asked," "some one has objected'M or in the 
commentator's excessive zeal to justify a certain statement of 
Aristotle which, ,upon examination, is found to have been assailed 
by Crescas.•s In the third commentary there is one discussion 
introduced by "some one asks," which probably has reference 
to Crescas.•6 

His nephew Shem-tob ben Joseph ben Shem-tob is best known 
for his commentary on the Guide, which is printed together with 
the text in almost every edition of the work. He is also the 
author of a supercommentary on Averroes' Intermediate Physics 
of which only one copy is extant in the BibliotMque Nationale 
in Paris. In both of these works he takes occasion to criticise 
Crescas' commentary on the twenty-five propositions, referring 
to him either as Rabbi l;iasdai or as Rabbi Ibn l;iasdai. 97 But 
more than his criticism is of interest to us his personal estimate 

,.Ibid. 
•• 'M1Cn 'J, seen. 40 (p. 424) on Prop. I, Pa.rt II; n. 8 (p. 479) on Prop. II. 
" See n. 1 (p. 395) on Prop. I, Part II (1aM'II 1a1N? 11'); n. 44 (p. 428) on 

Prop. I, Part II (pa1:1•11 plica? 11•1); n. 22 (p. 650) on Prop. XV, Part II (11• 11liL 
(C1'1;:>mn Ja 1nM Cl:ln ~11n11 1a:1 and pao•11 paaa?. • 

,. See notes 1 (p. 396, ?1MII? 11'1), 4 (p. 398, ?MII'II •a 11•1), 40 (p. 425 'D 11'1 
1111pn11) and 48 (p. 431 n111pn? 11'1) on Prop. I, Part II. 

" See n. 44 {p. 428) on Prop. I, Part II. 
''See n. 4 (p. 398) on Prop. I, Part II (?1111'11 •a 11'1). 
17 See nptes 1 (p. 3!14, •M1on ::1111), 44 (p. 427, 'M1on 'I ::1111) and 57 (p. 441, 

'M1Cin 'I ::1111) on Prop. 1, Part II; n. 23 (p. 549, 'M1Cin 'I ::1'1o1) on Prop. VII. 
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of Crescas. In his commentary on Maimonides he concludes his 
proof of the first proposition with the following words: "When 
you have grasped the meaning of these two arguments you will 
be able to answer all the objections against the Master raised 
by Rabbi l;lasdai in his commentary on this proposition, for 
against these two arguments no doubt and objection can be 
raised except by a perverse fool who is inr..apable of understand
ing. Similarly all the objections and criticisms levelled by Rabbi 
l;lasdai against the Aristotelian proofs of this proposition are 
mere figments of the imagination, for the truth of th~ proofs 
can be understood by anyone whom God ha!l endowed with 
reason and understanding to be able to distinguish between truth 
and falsehood."'' In his commentary on Averroes he also uses 
words to the same effect: "To this we answl"r that his [Rabbi 
Hasdai'sJ contention is quite right, but Aristotle is addressing 
himself here to men of intelligence and understanding • • • inas
much as thou, ,;ho art of sound mind, already knowest . , ."" 
Again, "Aristotle is addressing himself here to a man of good 
sense."••• The implication of these passages is quite clear(Cres

cas is a "perverse fool" and is Jacking in good sense and under
standing. There is the note of an odium philosophirftm here 
which has in it more odium than the proverbial odium theologicum. 

To a confirmed Aristotelian like Shem-tob, evidently, any at
tempt to question the veracity of his master's teachings could 
not be explained e-xcept on the ground of a perversity of judg
ment. Or, perhaps, Shem-tob was merely re-echoing a prevalent 
contemporary opinion about Crescas. 

•• 'lllt•::l ?p ::1'1:1 7v ot~'lon • ., ::1.,., rn~p• nupe~n 7::~ \1'?~1:1 7:n:.• Cl':l'l'l:l M7111':1rlll:ll 
.CI''l:l'ln 1'::11:1 •nS,:,, •ppna ?:~oa ?11 ;,on., 11S,1 pao J'll e~•na11:1 'l•:~ 1?11::1 ':I .na.,pnn n11• 
n111 S,p 1oa•'111 n•p11 11'1111'::1:1 S,p '111Dn '1 :11n n11p11 nl'n1m nl'lll;:>n S,;:, 1::1 111 ~~~~ 

1prrm naNn J':lnS, np11 S,;:,rr 1111n 1? Jnl• •a Cl':l' ·"'''" en :11:11;:>nn. 
" Cf. n. 1 (p. 394) on Prop. I, Part II: ... nii:IMI ?:111n •11111 cp 1::11• 11:10'111 ?::111 

nnp1• 1::1::1 ,S,:111n ll''l:ln ,nn1111 1n11 S,:~11. 
"" Cf. n. 44 (p. 427) on Prop. I, Part II: \o;:,., S,p;~ CIJI 1::11' IIID''IItll. 
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The approval which Cresc:as failed to receive from the Jewish 
Aristotelians was granted to him in generous measure by the 
non-Jewish opponents of Aristotle. With the setting in of the 
reaction against Aristotle, which is marked, if indeed not brought 
about, by a revival of the views of the early Greek philosophers, 
Crescas came into his own. The exponents of that movement 
saw in Crescas a kindred spirit, for he, too, fought again::;t Aris
totle by setting up in opposition to him the views of pre-Aris
totelian or post-Aristotelian philosophers. One of these, Giovanni 
Francesco Pico della Mirandola, in his work Examen Doctrinae 
Vanilatis Gentium, draws frequently upon Cresca::; for the con
firmation of his own views in the discussion of such problems as 
vacuum, place, motion and time.••• Sometimes the name of 
Crescas is mentioned, and in such instances he is referred to as 
Hebraeus R. Hasdai, or Hebraeus Hasdai or R. Hasdai. The 
passages from the 01- Adonai are sometimes translated but more 
often paraphrased. The acC"uracy of these translations or para
phrases of Crescas would indicate that he must have received his 
knowledge of Crescas from some learned Jew, for e\·en if he 
himself had been a student of Hebrew as his more celebrated 
uncle Giovanni Pico della Mirandola he could hardly have known 
enough of the language to read and understand Crescas' work.••• 
This confirms us in the belief that a great deal of Jewish philoso
phy was transmitted orally to non-Jews through thE' medium of 
Jewish assistants and that one must not confine the study of 
Jewish influence upon mediaeval philosophy to Hebrew works 
which happened to have been translated into Latin. Ever since 
the time of Emperor Frederick II, Jewish scholars had been used 

'"' Cf. notes 4 (p. 398) 10, 12 (pp. 402-3), 22, 24, 26, 29, (pp. 4U-17) 33, 34, 
36 (pp. 41 -22), 66,68 (p. 449J and 78 (p. 456) on Prop. I, Part II; n.14 (p. 560) 
OD Prop. VIJI; n. 5 (p. 564) on Prop. IX; notes 20 and 22 (p. 625) OD Prop. 
XIII; notes 22 (p. 650), 23 (p. 658), 27 (p. 661), 30 (p. 662) and 31 (p. 663) on 
Prop. XV. 

"' Cf. Jol!l, Dtm Chtutlai Cruuu' r.U,;m.sphilosophiscM Lehren, pp. 9aud 83. 
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in Europe as intermediaries. Of some the names are known: but 
there must have been others whose names are unknown to us. 

If it was possible for Giovanni Francesco Pico della Mirandola 
to become acquainted with some of Crescas' criticisms of Aris
totle through some unknown Jewish scholar, we have reason to 
believe that it is not a mere fortuitous coincidence that many of 
Giordano Bruno's strictures on Aristotle have a reminiscent ring 
of similar strictures by Crescas. The name of Crescas is not 
mentioned by Bruno, but still one cannot help feeling that there 
must be some connection between them. While any single one 
of his arguments might have occurred to any one who set out 
to study Aristotle critically, the accumulation of all of those 
arguments creates the impression that there must have been 
some connecting link between Crescas and Bruno. Like Crescas, 
Bruno argues that Aristotle's definition of place does not apply 
to the place of the uttermost sphere.'"' Again, like Crescas, 
Bruno tries to prove the existence of a vacuum by arguing that 
according to Aristotle himself the nothingness outside the finite 
world must be a vacuum and that since that ;acuum cdnot be 
limited by a body it must be infinite.'"' Like CresC"as, he al'ltues 
against Aristotle's denial of the existence of an infinite force in 
a finite body by drawing a distinction between infinite in exten
sion and infinite in intensity.'o.s Both of them argue against 
Aristotle's theory of the lightness of air by the use of the same 
illustration, the descent of air into a ditch.' 06 But more impor
tant than these individual arguments is Bruno's refutation of 
Aristotle's arguments in De Caelo against the possibility of circu
lar motion in an infinite body, which bear a striking resemblance 
to the criticism levelled against them by Crescas. Both of them 
dismiss all these arguments by declaring that those who believe 

'"' Cf. n. 58 (p. 443) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"' Cf. n. 36 (p. 422) on Prop. I, Part II, 
••• Cf. n. 7 (p. 613) on Prop. XII. 
'"' Cf. n. 23 (p. 414) on l"rop. I, Part II. 
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the universe to be infinite claim also that it is immovable.'"' 
Both of them argue that the infinite would be figurele1111,'"1 that 
it would have no weight and lightness,'"' that it would have 
neither end nor middle,''" and that when an infinite acts upon 
a finite or upon another infinite the action would be finite."' 
Both of them at the conclusion of their refutation of the argu
ments against infinity take up Aristotle'11 discussion of the im
possibility of many world11 and refute it by the same argument.'" 
That two men separated by time and space and language, but 
studying the same problems with the intention of refuting Arill
totle, should happen to hit upon the same arguments i11 not 
intrinsically impossible, for all these arguments are based upon 
inherent weaknesses in the Aristotelian system. But knowing 
as we do that a countryman of Bruno, Giovanni Francesco Pico 
della Mirandola, similarly separated from Crescas in tinie and 
11pace and language, obtained a knowledge of Crescas through 
11ome unknown Jewish intermediary, the possibility of a "imilar 
intermediary in the case of Bruno is not to be excluded .... 

There was no need for some unknown intermediary to furnish 
Spinoza with his undoubted knowledge of Crescas' work. Cres
cas' revised form of the cosmological proof of the existence of 
God is reproduced by Spinoza with the acknowledgment that he 
has found it "apud Judaeum quendam Rab Ghasdai vocatum."'" 

••T Cf. n. 102 (p. 664) on Prop. I, Part II. 
" 1 Cf. n. 122 (p. 470) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"' Cf. n. 49 (p. 431) on Prop I, Part II. 
"" Cf. n. 125 (p. 472) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"' Cf. n. 111 (p. 466) on Prop. I, Part II. 
'" Cf. notes 126 (p. 472) and 130 (p. 476) on Prop. I, Part II, 
"' General suggestions as to a s1mdartty between Crescas and Bruno 

have been made by the following authors: Joi!l, Don Chasdao Cresctu' re
hgionspi .. Josophosclul Lehrtm, p. 8; Juhus Guttman, "Chasda.t Cresc;h al• 
Krtttker der ariatotelisc:ben Physik" in Feslsc/onft sum nebngsttm Ge/nlrts1age 
Jakob Guumanns, p 45, n. 3; Wuman, TIY P/oalosop/&':1 of Don Hudai Cres· 
etu,p 45. 

"' Cf. Epistola XII olim XXIX. 
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But more than this. His entire discussion of the infinite, both 
the restatement of the arguments against its existence and his 
refutation of these arguments, are dtrectly based upon Crescas. 
This conclusion does not .rest upon similarities between restate
ments of individual arguments or between individual refutations, 
for each of these individually could be accounted for by some 
other source. But there are certain intrinsic difficulties in Spino
za's presentation of the views of his "opponents" which could 
not be cleared up unless we assumed that he had drawn his 
information from Crescas. Furthermore, there is something in 
the literary form in which the problem is treated by him in two 
independent sources, in the Ethics and in his correspondence, 
which seem to suggest Crescas as his immediate sourre. In the 
Ethics Spinoza enumerates three "examples" by which the phi
losophers have tried to prove the impossibility of an infinite. In 
his letter to Ludovicus Meyer he declares that the problem of the 
infinite is considered "most difficult, if not insoluble," owing to 
a failure to make three "distinctions." Now, it happens that 
these three "distinctions" are suggestive of three refutation/ad
vanced by Crescas against three of Aristotle's arguments which 
correspond to Spinoza's three "examples."ns 

Perhaps one should be careful not to overestimate the impor
tance of Crescas' influence upon these men in evaluating their 
philosophy. One cannot, however, altogether overlook the 
importance of the striking resemblances between them if one 
wishes to evaluate the place of Crescas in the general history of 
philosophy. He anticipated these men in his criticism of Aris
totle; his criticism, like theirs, took the form of a revival of the 
views of pre-Aristotelian Greek philosophers; and what is of 
still greater importance, he opened for us the vistas of a new 
conception of the universe. 

us See H. A. WolfiiOJl "Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal Substance" in 
Cl~r~mil:on SPirw»num IV (1924-26), pp. 79-103; cf. notes 1 (p. 39~). 37 (p. 
423) and 112 (p. 466) 011 Prop. 1, Part ll. 



CHAPTER II 

INFINITY, SPACE AND VACUUM 

TowARDS the end of his proof of the first proposition denying 
the possibility of an infinite magnitude-a proof made up of 
material drawn from other sources--Crescas sums up his own 
contribution to the subject. In the first place, he says, he "has 
recast those arguments in their logical form." Then, he has 
"restated them in exceeding brief language." Thirdly, he has 
strengthened "some of them by introducing points not mentioned 
by any of the other authors." Finally, he has arranged the 
arguments according to some logical plan, for in their original 
form, he claims, they lacked any orderly arrangement. These 
claims of Crescas are only partly true. It is true indeed that 
he '~has recast those arguments in their logical form," if by this 
he means to refer to his method of presenting every argument 
in the form of a syllogism. It is ai!IO true that he "has restated 
them in exceeding brief language," if by this he means that he 
did not reproduce his authorities verbatim. But his statement 
that he has strengthened some of the arguments "by introducing 
points not mentioned by any of the other authors" is not alto
gether true, unless he means by it that he has strengthened some 
of the arguments advanced by one author by points taken from 
the arguments of another author. As a matter of fact, Crescas 
did not introduce new arguments of his own; what he did was 
simply to introduce into the Aristotelian arguments taken 
from Averroes the arguments advanced by Altabrizi or to incor
porate within them some remarks by Gersonides. Nor is it 
altogether true that the arguments in their original form were 
lacking any orderly arrangement. As a matter of fact, the argu-

• Thia chapter is baaed upon Proposition• I, II and Ill. 
38 
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menta are presented in a well-ordered fashion by both Aristotle 
and Averroes, and that order of arrangement has been retained 
by Crescas practically intact. What he has done is simply to 
have modified somewhat the original plan of classification.• 

• The following analysis wtll bring out the relation between Averroes' ar· 
rangement of the arguments and that of Crescaa. 

Averroes 
I. Argument against the existence of an mcorporeal infinite magnitude ar
ranged 1n the order of (a), (b), (c), (d) 
II. Arguments aga1nst an infinite existing as an acc1dent 1n senBible bodies, 
divided and subd1v1ded as followa. 

A. General or log1cal argument. 
B Four phySical arguments 1, 2, 3, 4 (a), 4 (b) 
(These two classes of arguments are to be found m the lnlermed.•ate Pll;yncs). 

Ill Arguments from mot1on, divided and subd1vided as follows 
A S1x arguments to prove that an mfin1te could not have Circular motion. 

1, 2(a), 2(b), 3, 4, 5, 6(a), C'J(b) 
B Two arguments to prove that an 1Rfin1te could not have rectdmear mot1on · 

1(a), l(b), 2 
IV Four general arguments 1, 2, 3, 4 

(These two classes of arguments are to be found 1n the Intermed.•IJle De Caelo). 

Crescas 
H1s "F~rst Class of Arguments" corresponds to Averroes' I, but pU\s (a) 

and (d) are mer~d together and parts (b) and (c) are given 1n reversed order. 
Seen 7 (p 332) on Prop I, Part I 

Th1s class of arguments mcludes also the followiRg addit•one 
I Arguments agamst the ex1stence of a vacuum, taken from Averroea. See 

Prop I, Part I, p 139 
2 Two re1Rforc1ng argun1ents, taken from Averroes, but g1ven 1n re"ersed 

order See n 49 ( p 344) on Prop I, Part I. 
3 One of the three arguments of Altabrizl. See Prop I, Part I, p. 149 
H1e "Second Class of Arguments" corresponds to Averroes' II, but w1th the 

follow•ng var~at1ons 
1 A"erroes' II B 21som1tted Seen 65 (p 351) on Prop I, Part I 
2 Crescas' second. ('h;ysocal argument corresponds to Averroes' II B 3 See 

•b•d. 
3 Creecas' lh~rd. f>h;ynral argument corresponds to Averroes' II B 4 (a) 

See n 68 (p 352), •md. 
4. Crescas' fourth phyncal argument corresponds to Averroes' II B 4 (b) 

into which is incorporated a restatement of Ar~etotle' diBCUBBIDR about place 
also taken from Averroes See n. 73 If (p 354f ), sbld.. 

Hie "Th1rd Clau of Arguments" corresponds to Averroes' Ill, but with the 
following variation•. 
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In order to enable ouraelves to recapitulate Cresc:aa' critique 
of Aristotle's rejection of infinity without having to restate Aris· 
totle's own arguments, we shall first briefly outline the main 
drift of Aristotle's discussion. 

The infinite, according to Aristotle, may mean two things. 
It may mean that which is limitless because it is excluded from 
the universe of discourse of limitation just as a voice is said to 
be invisible becau!!e it is excluded from the universe of discourse 
of visibility. Or it may mean that a thing which is capable of 
being limited is limitless. Dismissing the term infinite in the 
first sense as something outside the scope of his discussion, he 
confines himself to the discussion of infinity as applied to some 
kind of extension or magnitude which, thou~th cap..tble of being 
finite, is infinite. He shows that there can be no mfinite incorpo
real extension on the ground that no incorporeal f'.xtension 
exists. He then shows by five arguments that no corporeal ex
tension can be infimte. All these are discussed in the Physscs 

and in the Metaphysics. He further proves the impossibility of 
an infinite extended body by showing that none of the sublunar 

1 The order of A and 8 are reversed in Crescas Seen 90 (p 365), sind 
2 Under rtcl<lsMar mot1on Creocas g~vea Ill••• arguments The first does not 

correspond to Averroea' arguments from roclmnear mot1on but rather to h1a 
II 8 2 (see notes 106, p 375, and 116, p 376, sbod ), 1ncorporat1ng w1th1n 1t, 
however, certa1n other elements (oee n 91, p 365 1/nd) The second corres
ponds to Averroea' Ill B 1 (b), incorporating w1th1R 1t, however, a puaage 
from Averroee'III 8 1 (a) (But oee notea104, p 364, and 107, p 375, sind). 
The lh.,d corresponds to Averroee' III 8 2. 

3 Under csretdar motion Creacaa follows Averroea' enumeration of SIX 

arguments, but w1tb the follow1ng var1at1ons· 
At the end of thefirsl argument he adds an argument from Altabr1z1 Seen 

133 (p. 381) tbod 
The swmd argument reproduces only Averroes' III A 2 (a). Seen 136 (p 

382) ~bod. 
TbeiMrda.rgument is composed of Averroea' III A 2 (b), III A 3, and another 

one of Altabriz1's arguments Seen 141 (p 383) 16od. 
The ss.ztlsargument reproduces only Averroes' III A 6 {a). 
H1s "Fourth Oau of Arguments" reproduces only A vermes' IV 1 and IV 2. 

Seen. 157 (p 390) dnd. 
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elements could be infinite, for the sublunar elements are endowed 
with rectilinear motion and no infinite can have rectilinear mo
tion, and also by showing that neither could the translunar 
element be infinite, for the translunar element is endowed with 
circular motion and no infinite cari have circular motion. These 
last two classes of arguments are discussed in De Caelo. Though 
Crescas in his critique tries to refute all these arguments, it is 
not his intention to establish the existence of an infinite extended 
body. His main purpose is to establish the existence of an 
incorporeal extension and to show that that incorporeal extension 
can be infinite. We shall therefore reverse the order of his argu
ment and leave the discussion of an incorporeal extension to 
the end. 

There is a common fallacy, contends Crescas, running through 
five of Aristotle's arguments. In all of these, Aristotle argues 
against the existence of an infinite from the analogy of a finite. 
Conceived in terms of a finite magnitude, the infinite, acc.:ording 
to Aristotle, cannot have eJ.istence because as a magnitude it 
must be contained by boundaries,l it must have gravity or 
levity,4 it must have a spherical figure,s it must revol~e round 
a centre,6 and finally, it must be surrounded by external perc.:ep
tible objects. 7 All of these assumptions, argues Crescas, however 
true with regard to finite magnitudes, are ill-conceived with 
regard to an infinite. The infinite, if it exists, will not be con
tained by boundaries,• will be devoid of both gravity and levity,' 
will be shapeless with regard to figure,•• moving circularly but 

I cr Prop. l, Part l (p 151), n. 57. 

4 lind, (p. 161), n. 106. 

' lind.. (p. 173) n. 144 
'Ibid.. (p. 175) n. 158. 

'lind.. (p. 177), n. 160. 
I cr. Prop. I, Part II (p. 191), n. 40. 

•Ibitl. (p. 195), n. 49. 
10 lind., (p. 213), n, 112, 
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not round a centre," and, finally, though moving by volition, 
will not require external objects to act upon it as stimuli.'" In 
fine, if an infinite exists, it must not be conceived in any of the 
tPrms by which a finite object is described. 

Nor would it follow that the infinite can be neither composite 
nor !limple.•• Quite the contrary it can be either composite or 
simple. 

In the first place, the infinite may well be a composite body, 
consisting of an infinite number of elements. To be sure, Aristotle 
has rejected the possibility of an infinite number of elements. 
But his rejection is based upon an assumption that the elements 
must be known whereas an infinite number cannot be known. 
But why, asks CresCB!I, should the elements have to be known?•• 

In the second place, the infinite may be conceived to be either 
a composite body consisting of a finite number of elements one 
of which is infinite in magnitude, or a simple body consisting 
of one infinite element. Both of these possibilities have been 
rejected by Aristotle on the ground that no infinite element 
could exist among finite elements, for whatever that infimte 
element may be, whether one of the four known elements or 
some other element outside the four, it would have to possess 
characteristic properties of its own, radically distinct from those 
of the other elements, but, being infinite, it would in cour~~e of 
time overwhelm and destrC>y the other finite elements.•s Cresl'as, 
however, contends that an infinite element outside the four ele
ments is not impossible. That element, while it would indeed 
be distinct from the four other element!l, would not have to 
possess positive qualities of its own. It could be conce~ved as 

" lind (p. 215), n 125. 
"lind 
q Prop I, Part I (p 151), n 60 
•• Cf Prop I, Part ll (p 193) n. 44 See alao refutations of th11 arpment 

quoted •n the note (p 426) 
q Cl. Prop. 1, Part 1 (p 151), n 63. 
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being without any fonn and quality but only capable of assum
ing all kinds of possible forms and qualities. It could furthermore 
be conceived in its relation to the other four elements as matter 
to form or subject to quality. Consequently though infinite, it 
would never cause the corruption of the other finite elements, 
for its relation to them would not be as one element to another 
but rather as matter to form.' 6 Crescas citf'.s the case of the 
celestial element, which, according to Aristotle, though distinct 
from the four sublunar elements, is devoid of any positive quali
ties whatsoever.'7 

Again, Aristotle enforces his preceding argument by a state
ment that if one of the elements were infinite, it would have to 
be so in all its dimensions, and so there would remain no room 
in the universe for the other elements.'' This does not follow, 
according to Crescas, for it is quite possible to conceive of an 
infinite element that is infinite in only one dimension. Infinity, 
in the present argument, is not assumed by Aristotle to be some
thing essential to the element; it is only accidental to it, as any 
other accidental quality. As such, the assumption that ~e of 
the dimensions is infinite would not necessarily lead to the as
sumption that the other dimensions would likewise be infinite.'' 

Another argument against a corporeal infinite magnitude ad
vanced by Aristotle is based upon his conception of place!• 
Aristotle himself divides this argument into two parts. First, 
from the fact that place has only a finite number of directions, 
namely, up and down, right and left, before and behind, he infers 
that everything that exists in place must be finite. Second, from 
the fact that each of these six directions is finite, he infers that 

"Cf. Prop. I, Part II (p. 193), n. 45. This would seem to be the point of 
Crescas' argument in that passage. 

''Ibid. (p. 193), n. 46. 
' 1 Prop. I, Part I (p. 151), n. 64. 
" Prop. I, Part II (p. 195), n. 48. 
•• Prop. [, Part [ (p. 153). n. 68. 
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the object existing in place must be finite. In restating the 
second part of Aristotle's argument, Averroes introduces Aris
totle's formal definition of place and makes the entire argument 
hinge upon that definition. Similarly Abraham ibn Daud ad
vances an argument against the existence of an infinite based 
upon Aristotle's formal definition of place. Probably following 
these precedents Crescas likewise makes of the second part of 
Aristotle's argument from place an independent argument in 
which he reproduces a complete summary of Aristotle's discus
sion leading up to his definition of place.11 

Place is defined by Aristotle as the limit of the surrounding 
body. This definition is the result of a discussion of the nature 
of place in which Aristotle lays down three conditions. First, 
place must surround that of which it is the place. Second, it 
must be equal to the thing surrounded by it; it can be neither 
smaller nor greater than the thing surrounded. Third, it must not 
be a part of the thing surrounded by it but something separate 
from that thing." In some of the works of Arabic and Jewish 
philosophers a brief summary of these three conditions is some
times ascribed to Aristotle as the definition of place. Following 
these precedents, therefore, Crescas restates Aristotle's defini
tion of place as the surrounding, equal and separate limit, that 
is to say, the limit of the surrounding body, equal to the body 
surrounded, but separate from it.•l 

The implication of Aristotle's definition is that there can be 
no place unless one body is contained by another body, for it 
is only then that there is a surrounding, equal imd separate 
limit. Inasmuch as everything within the univer~~e is surrounded 
by something else and all things are ultimately surrounded by 
the all-surrounding outermost sphere, everything within the 

" Ibid. (p. 153), n. 71 (p. 352) and n. 73 (p. 354). 
• Ibid. (p. 153), n. 75 . 
., The relation of this phrasing of the definition of place to Aristotle'• phrall

ing ia fully discuaaed in o. 89 (p. 362) on Prop. I, Part I. 
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universe is in place. Thus, for instance, in the case of the four 

sublunar elements, earth is surrounded by water, water by air, 
air by fire, and fire by the lunar sphere, and similarly in the 
case of the celestial spheres, each sphere is surrounded by an
other sphere until we come to the outermost sphere. But how 
about that outermost sphere which is not surrounded by any
thing on the outside, is it in place or not? To this question the 
following answer is given by Aristotle: "But heaven is not, as 
we have said, anywhere totally, nor in one certain place, since 
no body surrounds it; but so far as it is moved, so far its parts 
are in place, for one part adheres to another. But other things 
are in place accidentally, as, for instance, soul and the heaven, 
for all the parts are in a certain respect in place, since in a circle 
one part surrounds another."•• To the commentators of Aristotle 
this pa~~age seemed to bristle with all kinds of difficulties. The 
question was raised as to what did Aristotle mean by the term 
'"heaven." Did he mean by it the universe as a whole, or only 
the outermost sphere, or every one of the ~pheres? Again, what 
did he mean by the term "accidentally" which lends itseif to 
several interpretations~ No less than six interpretations have 
been advanced.'s But for our present purpose only two of these 
interpretations are necessary. 

According to Themistius the term "heaven" refers only to the 
outermost sphere. That outermost sphere, not having anything 
surrounding it, has as it~ place the limit of the body surrounded 
by it, that is, the convex surface of the sphere immediately sur
rounded by it. Thus the place of the outermost sphere is an 
equal and separate limit but not a surrounding limit; it is rather 
a surrounded limit. The outermost sphere, furthermore, is said 
to be in place only accidentally. All the other spheres, however, 
have as their place the limit of the body surrounding them, that 

"Physics IV. 5 212b, 8-13. 
"See dJacunipn on th1s pomt inn. 54 (p 432} oo Prop. I, Part II. 
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is, the concave surface of the spheres which respectively surround 
them. Thus, in contradistinction to the place of the outermost 
sphere, the place of all the other spheres is a surrounding, equal 
and separate limit, and it is what is called an essential place." 

According to Avempace and Averroes not only the outermost 
sphere but also all the other spheres have as their place the con
vex surfaces of the spheres that are respectively surrounded by 
them. They maintain that Aristotle's definition of place as the 
surrounding limit refers only to the sublunar elements. In the 
case of the celestial spheres, however, place is the surrounded 
limit. But there is the following difference between Avempace 
and Averroes. According to the former, all the spheres are in 
place essentially; according to the latter, all the spheres are in 
place accidentally."T 

With these preliminary remarks, we may now turn to Crescas' 
criticism. His discussion may be arranged under three headings: 
First, his refutation of Aristotle's argument from the defi
nition of place against the existence of an infinite. Second, his 
criticism of that definition. Third, his own definition of place. 

The infinite, argues Aristotle, could not exist in place since 
place is the limit of a surrounding body and the infinite cannot 
be surrounded by anything. The argument is inconclusive. 
True, the infinite cannot have a surrounding limit, but still it 
can have a surrounded limit, namely, the convexity of the sphere 
which it surrounds, for in this manner is the place of the outer
most sphere conceived by Aristotle according to most of his 
in terpreters."8 

Aristotle's definition of place furthermore will give rise to 
many difficulties and absurdities: 

First, if we accept Themistius' interpretation of Aristotle's 
view as to the place of the "heaven," the term place when ap

.. Ibid • 

., Ibid. 
'' Prop. I, Part II (p. 195), note& 5G-54. 
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plied to the outermost sphere and the other spheres will have 
to be understood in different senses, for in the case of the former 
it will mean the surrounded limit whereas in the case of the 
latter it will mean the surrounding limit.•• 

Second, if we accept the interpretation of Avempace and 
Averroes, a still greater absurdity will follow. According to 
both of them, the place of the celestial spheres is the centre 
round which they rotate. Now, according to Aristotle, bodies 
are naturally adapted to be in their place, and toward their 
place they tend. Consequently, according to Avempace's and 
Averroes' interpretation, the celestial _bodies must be assumed 
to be naturally adapted to abide in something beneath them. 
But that is absurd. For not even fire is adapted to anything 
beneath it.•• 

Third, Avempace's and Averroes' views as to the place of the 
celestial spheres rests upon the Aristotelian assumption that the 
rotation of a sphere implies the existence of a fixed, round magni
tude, distinct from the sphere itself, upon which the sphere 
rotates as its centre. This is an impossible absurdity. T"ere is 
nothing but the mathematical point at the centre, and this 
cannot be the place of the sphere.•• 

Fourth, if as Aristotle claims the proper place of the elements 
is that to which they naturally tend, then the centre of the 
universe should be the proper place of earth.•• But the c:-entre 
is a point, and cannot be place.u 

Fifth, there is the following difficulty. According to Aristotle, 
place must satisfy three conditions: it must surround the body, 
it must be something distinct from it, and it must be equal to 

"Ibid. (p. 197) notes 58-59. 
•• Ibid. (p. 197) notes 67-69. 
•• Ibid. (p. 199) notes 7G-73 . 
., Aa Cor the difference• or opinion with regard to the place of eartb, -

n. 64 (p. 44SJ on Prop. I, Part II. 
,. PTop. I, Part II (p. 199), n. 78. 
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it. Again, according to Aristotle, the parts of a continuous body 
have no independent motion in the whole but move together 
with the whole, and that motion of theirs is to be described as 
essential. Furthermore, the parts of a continuous body are said 
to exist in that body as parts in a whole and not as things in a 
place. The question may therefore be raised, what is the place 
of the parts of a continuous body? Will their place satisfy the 
three conditions mentioned? To take a concrete example: Air 
is a continuous body. The proper place of air as a whole is the 
concavity of fire. But what will be the proper place of any part 
of air taken from the middle? That it must be in its proper place 
is clear enough, since no part of air is moved independently 
without the whole and no element is without motion when out 
of its proper place. Two alternatives are possible. First, that 
the place of the part of air is identical with that of the whole. 
But then, the place will not be equal to the object occupying it. 
Second, that the place of the parts of air will be the other parts 
of air surrounding it. But then, the place will not be distinct 
from its occupant. Furthermore, the place of the whole of the 
air and of any part thereof will not be the same.l4 

Sixth, if we accept Aristotle's definition of place, that it is 
the limit of the surrounding body, the place of the same cubic 
block, for instance, will be smaller when existing as a whole 
than when broken into parts. But it is absurd to think that the 
place of the same object as a whole would be smaller than the 
sum of the places of its parts.•s 

Crescas has thus shown that Aristotle's definition of place as 
the surrounding, equal and separate limit of the contained 
object is erroneous, and furthermore that "proper place" cannot 
be described as that toward which the elements are naturally 
moved. But before adopting his final definition of place, Aris-

"See notes 60-66 (pp. 443--449) on Prop. I, Part II. 
,. Seep. 199, and o. 80 (p. 457), ibid. 
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totle has tentatively discussed three other provisional definitions, 
one of which asserted that the place of a thing is the interval 
or the vacuum or the distance which is occupied by the thing.•6 

This definition, which has been rejected by Aristotle, is now 
adopted by Crescas.37 PlaCE' is thus according to him the interval 
or the vacuum or the distance of a thing. Not that there is no 
distinction between vacuum and place, but the distinction is 
not in their essential character. What is called vacuum when 
it contains no body, becomes place when it contains a body.31 

This, of course, would imply the existence of a vacuum, but its 
existence, as we shall see, is maintained by Crescas on inde
pendent grounds. According to this definition of place, the 
Aristotelian proper places are dispensed with, for wherever an 
object happens to be, that is its proper place. Furthermore, 
the part is as much in its own place as is the whole. Finally 
natural motion is not to he explained by any tendency toward 
a proper place, which, according to this new definition of place, 
does not exist. Natural motion, as we shall see later on, is ex
plained by Crescas in another way.n t 

In rejecting the existence of an infinite sublunar element, 
Aristotle employs the following argument. The infinite could 
not be a simple element of infinite magnitude, because it would 
then be unable to perform rectilinear motion. Nor could it be a 
compclbite element consisting of an infinite number of hetero
geneous parts, for as every part requires a proper place, it would 
follow that there would be an infinite number of proper places. 
But an infinite number of proper places is impossible, for the 
very idea of proper places is derived from natural motion, and 
natural motion is finite in kind. Now, that natural motion is 
finite in kind is an empirical fact. Motion is either from the 

" Prop. I, Part I (p. 155) not ... 79-SO. 
"Prop. I, Part II, notes 55 (p 441). 75 (p. 455) and 82 (p. 458). 
• 1 See n. 31 lp. 417) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"Seen. 76 (p. 456) oo Prop. I, Part II. 
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centre of the universe, or towards it, or round it; that is to say, 
upward, downward, or circular. Motion being thus finite in 
kind, it is argued, the proper places of elements endowed with 
motion must likewise be finite.•• 

It is the conclusion that is found fault with by Crescas. Assum
ing the existence of an infinite element composed of an infinite 
number of heterogeneous parts, Crescas endeavors to show that 
an infinite number of proper places is not impossible. While it 
is true, he argues, that the proper places must be finite in kind, 
they can still be infinite in number. Suppose then we say 
that the universe consists of an infinite number of concentric 
spheres. The motions would then be still finite in kind, centrifu
gal or centripetal, determined by their direction with regard to 
a common centre, but the centrifugal or upward motion would 
be infinite in number since there will be an infinite number of 
circumferences. Take, for instance, the motion upward, from 
the centre of the universe to the circumferences of the infinite 
number of spheres: all such motions from the centre to the infi
nite circumferences are one in kind, the sphere being concentric, 
but they will be infinite in number since they are individually 
different, each having a proper place of its own at the concavity 
of an individually different sphere. Thus since the number of 
these proper places are infinite, the number of the elements may 
be infinite.•• 

To be sute, such a conception of the universe may be objected 
to on the ground that in an infinite number of concentric spheres 
there could be no absolute upper place to correspond to its 
absolute lower place, which is the centre; but the very distinc
tion of upward and downward, it may be replied, is based upon 
the conception of a finite universe. If you admit its infinity, 
as do the Atomists, no such distinction must needs be assumed."' 

•• Prop. I, Part I (p. 157), n. 91 ff. 
'' Prop. I, Part II (p. 203), notes 97-98. 
,. Seen. 98 (p. 463) on Prop. I, Part II. 
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It may indeed also be argued that if the infinite consists of an 
infinite number of heterogeneous elements, those elements would 
have to be not only infinite in number but also infinite in kind, 
and consequently the infinite number of corresponding places 
would have to be not only infinite in number but also infinite 
in kind. But this argument, too, is inconclusive, for according to 
Aristotle himself, while the number of places must correspond 
to the number of elements, those plaC'es, unlike the elements, 
must not necessarily be all different in kind. Take, for instance, 
the sublunar elements, whkh are four in number and differ from 
each other in kind. Their corresponding places are likewise four 
in number; but as to kind, they are less than four, for the only 
generiC' distinc-tion between them is that of above and below. 
HPnce there is no reason why there should not ei.:ist an infinite 
composite element, consisting of an infinite number of hetero
l[eneous parts, each of which would have its proper place in one 
of the infinite number of circumferences . .u 

Thus disposing of Aristotle's argument against the existence 
of an infinite rectilinearly moving sublunar element, Cracas 
then examines Aristotle's arguments against the existenc-e of an 
infinite circularly moving translunar element. Starting with the 
proposition that the distance between the radii at the circum
ferences of an infinite sphere would have to be infinite, Aristotle 
proceeds to show by two arguments that the infinite sphere 
could not complete a revolution, inasmuch as no infinite distance 
is traversible.44 It is the initial proposition that Crescas endeav
ors to disprove. 

In the first place, he tries to show that to assume that the 
distance between two infinite radii at the circumference of the 
infinite sphere is infinite is intrinsically absurd. For if this as
sumption were true, it would have to apply to any pair of radii, 

" See n. 103 (p. 373) on Prop. I, Part I • 
.. Prop. I, Part I (p. 169), n. 126 If. 
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forming any angle at the centre. Suppose then that we take 
any point in the alleged infinite distance between any pair of 
infinite radii and through it draw a new radius. This new radius 
will,·form an angle at the centre with either of the other two 
r;~dii, and still the distance between them will be finite, con
trary to the assumption ... 

In the second place, he tries to show that though the radii of 
an infinite sphere are infinite, the distance between them is 
always finite, for distance must be measured between two points 
by which it is bounded. Again, these points in the radii are at 
a fiqite distance from the centre, and, therefore, the distance 
between them must be finite. The distance is said to be infinite 
only in the sense of indefinite, that is to say, whatever distance 
you assume you may always assume one greater than it, since 
the radii are infinite. The distances are, therefore, infmite only 
in capacity, that is, they are always capable of increase, but 
not in energy. This distinction between potential and actual 
infinity is applied by Aristotle to number. To corroborate his 
view about the finitude of the distance, Crescas refers to Apol
lonius' discussion of the asymptote and quoting Aristotle's 
dictum that "every pair of contraries falls to be examined by one 
and the same science"46 he concludes with a favorite type of 
Talmudic reasoning, the argument a minori ad majus. If in the 
case of infinitely approaching limits the distance always remains 
finite; a fortiori must the same hold true in the case of infinitely 
parting limits.47 

Finally, he concludes that since the distance between any two 
points in the infinite radii is finite, the infinite sphere will be 
capable of completing a revolution, for at any given point the 
sphere, though infinite, will revolve on a finite axis. Though it 

" Prop. I, Part II (p. 209), note• 108-110. 
":MeltJpkysies XI, 3, 1061a, 19. Cl. o. 104 (p. 464) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"Prop. I, Part II (p. 207), notea103-107. 
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is impoBBible to perceive by the imagination how this could be 
done, still reason proves it to be so. For we can conceive by rea
son many things which we cannot perceive by the imagination.•• 

The underlying assumption in three other argumentsn ad
vanced by Aristotle against the existence of an infinite revolving 
sphere is that an infinite has no first point and that an infinite 
distance cannot be traversed in finite time. With this as 
a starting point it is argued that if an infinite revolving sphere 
existed, two infinite lines moving on a centre in contrary direc
tions, or one moving and the other fixed, would have to meet 
at some first point and would have to be passed through in finite 
time. To this Crescas' reply may be restated as follows: Motion 
has no absolute beginning, for there can be no first part of mo
tion, since motion is infinitely divisible. By the same token, 
the time of motion has no absolute beginning. When, therefore, 
two infinite lines meet, they do not meet at any absolute first 
point, nor is there any absolute beginning in the time when they 
first meet. Consequently, you cannot speak of two infinite lines 
meeting at a first point, or of an infinite distance being palsed 
through in finite time. But, as said above, a revolving infinite 
sphere will revolve on a finite axis. Any distance, therefore, tra
versed by it in finite time will be finite.s• 

Having shown that Aristotle's arguments against a corporeal 
infinite magnitude are all inconsequent, Crescas proceeds to 
disprove also his arguments against an incorporeal infinite mag
nitude. The main objection against an incorporeal infinite 
magnitude is that no magnitude can be incorporeal. Every 
magnitu~e, by its nature, contends Aristotle, implies the exis
tence of body. That is not true, says Crescas. It is a corollary 
of Aristotle's own proposition that there is no vacuum within 

•1 Ibid. (p. 211), n. 112. 

" Sectmd, llairtl and si%1/a. Prop. I, Part I (pp. 171-1 7 5). 
•• Prop. I, Part II (p. 211), notes 114-120. 
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or outside the world. But if we assume the existence of a vacuum, 
there exists also an incorporeal magnitude,•• for a vacuum is 
nothing but extension devoid of body.•• And thus Crescas enters 
into a minute discuBSion of Aristotle's arguments against the 
existence of a vacuum. 

In his Physics Aristotle enumerates two theories which were 
held by early philosophers with regard to a vacuum. First, the 
vacuum is inseparable from the corporeal objects of the world, 
it is everywhere dispersed throughout the pores of the bodies, 
thus breaking up the continuity of the world. Second, there is 
no vacuum within the world, the world itself being continuous, 
but there is a vacuum beyond the world. The first of these 
views is ascribed to the Atomists, the second to the Pythago
reans.u Allusions to these two views occur also in Maimonides.54 
Five arguments in support of the existence of a vacuum are 
reproduced by Aristotle in the name of those philosophers.55 

One is based upon the assumption that without a vacuum 
motion would be impossible; or, in other words, the vacuum is 
the cause of motion. This aBSumption, however, is shown by 
Aristotle to be untenable, for the vacuum, he argues, could not 
be the cause of motion in any of the four possible senses of the 
term cause.•6 It is against this argument that Crescas now 
endeavors to uphold the existence of a vacuum. 

Aristotle's refutation, contends Crescas, is based upon a mis
understanding of the Atomists' statement that the vacuum is 
the cause of motion. They had never considered the vacuum 
as the sole producing cause of motion. The vacuum to them 
was only an accidental cause, or rather a condition of motion, 

•• Prop. I, Part I (p. 139), n. 14 f. 
,. Prop. I, Part II (p. 189). 
"Seen. 7 (p. 400) on Prop. I, Part II. 
14 Ibid. 
u Theae five argumentll are divided by Crelcaa into two groups, one argument 

being negative and four being positive. See Prop. I, Part I (p. 139), n. 18. 
"Prop. I, Part I (p 139), n. 19. 
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without which the latter, though its producing causes were pres· 
ent, could not take place. For they contend, and support their 
contention by various natural phenomena, that had there been 
no vacuum, bodies could not perform their motion on account 
of their impenetrability. Being thus only a condition of motion, 
and not its cause, the vacuum may exist even if it cannot be 
any of the four causes enumerated by Aristotle.n 

Nor is Aristotle's next argument, namely, that the existence 
of a vacuum would make motion impos&ible,58 more conclusive 
than the preceding one.'" Having already explained that to the 
Atomists the vacuum is only an accidental cause, or rather a 
condition, of motion, removing as it does the possible obstruc
tion that motion would encounter in a plenum, Crescas now 
inquires as to what would be the producing cause of motion if 
a vacuum existed. The producing cause of motion within a 
vacuum, says he, could be the same a& is now as.~umed by Aris
totle in a plenum, namely, the natural tendency of the sub
lunar elements towards their respective proper places, which 
is, for instance, the concavity of the lunar sphere with resfiect 
to fire and the centre of the universe with respect to earth.'• 
It is with reference to those proper places that the motion of 
each element would be designated as being either natural or 
violent. It is natural when the element tries to escape from a 
foreign place and seeks to reach its own natural place; it is 
violent, when the element is forced away from its own natural 
place. But, argues Aristotle, in a vacuum the elements would 
have no reason for trying to escape one part in order to reach 
another, inasmuch as a vacuum is devoid of any definite charac
ter and all parts thereof are alike.•• True enough, says Crescas. 

"Prop. I, Part II (p. 181), n 4. 
•• Prop. [, Part [ (p. 141), n. 25. 
" Prop. I, Part II (p. 1113), notes 7-12. 
•• Aa for differences of opinion with regard to the place of earth, aee n. 64 

(p. 445) on Prop. I, Part II. 
•• Prop. I, Part I (p. 143). 
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The vacuum, throughout its entire extent from the earth to the 
lunar sphere, is the same in one part as in another, in so far as 
its own nature, or lack of nature, is concerned. But with refer
ence to the earth and the lunar sphere some parts of the vacuum 
may be called nearer while others may be called farther-an 
entirely external relation which is compatible with the neutral 
character of the vacuum itself. This difference in distance it 
will be which will make the elements within the vacuum try to 
escape one part in order to reach another. They will always 
tend to draw nearer to their proper places. 6' This explanation of 
motion within a vacuum, it should be noted, is advanced by 
Crescas only to show that Aristotle's theory of natural motion 
and proper places could be maintained even if a vacuum is 
assumed to exist. His own theory of motion is explained later. 6' 

The argument from motion is still less applicable to the Pyth
agorean theory of the existence of a vacuum beyond the world. 
For if such a vacuum is conceived, the object within it would 
not move rectilinearly but rather circularly. Now circular mo
tion, according to Aristotle, does not imply the f"xistence of 
opposite termini and places. It is motion within one place, and 

i~o possible even within a homogeneous vacuum wherein there is 
no distinction of a terminus a quo and a termin11s ad quem.•• 

Another argument against the existence of both a vacuum 

and an infinite is based upon what may be called Aristotle's 
laws of motion. According to Aristotle's laws of motion. the 

times of two motions, all things being equal, are proportional to 
the tenuity of the media in which the motion is performed, or to 
the weight of the moving objects, or to the motive forces of these 

objects. From these he infers that should the medium be a 
vacuum, or should the weight of the moving object or its motive 

.. Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), n. 10. 
6, See below p. 79. 

''Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), notes 11-12. 
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force be infinite, the time would equal zero; that is to say, motion 
would be performed in no-time, which to him is impossible. 
Hence Aristotle concludes that neither a vacuum nor an infinite 
has actual existence. 6s 

This view, however, was opposed by Avempace. The time 
of motion, according to him, is not due to the medium. Motion 
must be performed in a certain time, even if that motion were 
to take place within a vacuum. That time, in which motion is 
performed independently of its medium, is called by him the 
original time of motion, which remains constant and never disap
pears. The medium to him is not the cause of motion but rather 
a resi11tance to it. Aristotle's law that the time of two motions 
is proportional to their respective media is, therefore, erroneous. 
It is only true to say that the excess in the time of two motions 
over their original time is proportional to the resistance offered 
by their media. •• 

In opposition to Avempace and in defence of Aristotle, Aver
roes argues that the media are not mere resistances of motion; 
they rather determine the nature of the motion. The velocit/ 
of an object in air is greater than that of the same object in 
water not because air olfers less resistance than water, but because 
motion in air is of an entirely different nature than motion in 

. water. "For the motion in air is faster than that in water in 
the same way as the edge of an iron blade is keener than that 
of a bronze blade." Motion without a medium would be impos
sible, and the medium which causes its existence likewise deter
mines its nature and velocity. 67 

In order to prove that both a vacuum and an infinite are 
po!iSible, Crescas adopts Avempace's theory of an original time
of motion, and proceeds to defend it in a rather indirect manner. 

1$ Prop. I, Part I (p. 143), n. 31 f . 
.. Seen. 13 (p. 403) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"lbitl. 
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If Averroes' contention that the medium is a necessary condi
tion of motion be accepted, it would likewise have to be true 
that the medium is a necessary condition in the existence of 
weight and lightness.61 For weight and lightness are defined by 
Aristotle in terms of motion. "I call that simply light which 
is always naturally adapted to tend upward, and that simply 
heavy which is always naturally adapted to tend downward."'' 
If Crescas, therefore, could prove that weight and lightness are 
independent of a medium he would thus indirectly establish that 
motion is likewise independent of a medium. This is exactly 
the line of attack he follows. He first tries to show how weight 
and lightness could be explained in such a way as would com
pletely dispense with the requisite of a medium. The explana
tion which he offers is not original with Crescas; it is taken 
from the works of Aristotle, where it is attributed to the Atomists 
and Plato. According to this new explanation, the differenl·e in 
the weight of the elements is explained as being due to a differ
ence in their internal structure, which Crescas characterizes by 
saying "that both weight a.ud lightness belong to the movable 
elements by nature." Or, in other words, there exists no absolute 
lightness, as is assumed by Aristotle, but all bodies possess some 
amount of weight.•• 

Since weight and lightness are not conditioned by the medium, 
it is not necessary to assume that the medium is essential to the 
existence of motion. In fact all natural elements tend toward 
the centre by reason of their weight. Thus it is only downward 
motion that may be called natural. L'pward motion, on the 
other hand, is not natural: it must be explained by some mechani
cal principle. The cause of upward motion, says Crescas, and 
is in effect quoting the view of Democritus and Plato, is due to the 

11 See n. 20 (p. 410) on Prop. I, Part II. 
''De Caelo IV, 4, 31lb, 14-15. 
•• See notes 20-:U (p. 410) on Prop. I, Part II. 
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pressure of the more heavy elementll upon the lese heavy. AU 
the elements being heavy, naturally tend toward the centre; but 
the heavier reach there sooner and thus compell the lese heavy 
to move upward.•• 

Thus far Creacas has argued for Avempace's theory of an 
original time of motion and in opposition to Aristotle and Aver
roes, in order to show the possibility of temporal motion in a 
vacuum. But suppose we follow the view of Aristotle and Aver
roes that the medium is a prerequisite of motion and that within 
a vacuum motion would have to be in an instant, even then, 
Crescas contends, the theory of an original time may still be 
maintained. We may say, that since every motion requires a 
medium, there is an original medium of motion and hence an 
original time. That original time is ronstant, and remains the 
same even when the magnitude of the moving object is infinitely 
increased or decreased. It is only the excess over the original 
time that varies in proportion to the increase in the resistance 
of the medium and to the decrease in the magnitude of the object. 
Aristotle's laws of motion, namely, that the whole time of motio• 
is proportional to its medium and to the magnitude, is, there
fore, erroneous. It is only the time of the motion additional to 
the original time that is so proportional. Hence, if we admit the 
existence of an infinite body, it would not have to perform 
motion without time, for the original time would still remain.•• 

Another argument against the existence of a vacuum advanced 
by Aristotle is based upon the impenetrability of bodies. A 
vacuum by definition is tridimensionality devoid of body. Now, 
if a vacuum existed and could despite its tridimensionality be 
penetrated by a body, why could not bodies penetrate into each 
other.71 The assumption underlying this argument is that the 

" Prop. l, Part ll (p. 185), n. 22. 
" Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), aotH 13-16. 
,, Prop. I, Part I (p. 147l, n. 44. 
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impenetrability of bodies is due solely to their tridimensionality. 
In attacking this argument Crescas, therefore, tries to show that 
tridimensionality is not the sole cause of impenetrability of 
bodies, but tridimensionality in so far as it is al110 corporeal. The 
vacuum, to be sure, is tridimensional like bodies, but it differs 
from bodies in that its tridimensionality is incorporeal, whereas 
that of bodies is corporeal. This difference between a vacuum 
and bodies is that which makes a vacuum penetrable and a body 
impenetrable, for the impenetrability of bodies is not due to 
their tridimensionality, which they share in common with the 
vacuum, but to their corporeality, in which bodies differ from 
a vacuum. Now, that there is a difference between the corporeal 
dimensions of bodies and the incorporeal dimensions of a vacuum 
is admitted by Aristotle's commentators, but they argue that 
the mere difference as to corporeality could not result in a dif
ference as to impenetrability, and that corporeality rould not 
be the o;ole cause of impenetrability but that its sole cause must 
be found in tridimensionality, which both bodies and a vacuum 
share in common. But as for this, argues Crescas, granted that 
corporeality alone could not e'Cplain the impenetrability of bodies, 
neither could tridimensionality alone- e-xplain it.7• 

With the refutation of Aristotle's arguments against a vacuum 
Crescas now undertakes to show that according to Aristotle him
self there must exist a vacuum, at least the Pythagore-an con
ception of a vacuum beyond the world. He furthermore sho\\'S 
that a vacuum may be classified as an incorporeal continuous 
magnitude. And finally he shows that this incorporeal magni
tude must be infinite. 

According to Aristotle the world is finite, and beyond the 
outermost sphere there is no body. The- absence of a body 
beyond the universe naturally means the absence of a plenum. 
The absence of a plenum must inevitably imply the presence of 

"Prop. I, Part II (p, 187), notes 26-28. 
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a non-plenum. Now, a non-plenum necessarily means some kind 
of potential space, actually devoid of any bulk, which, however, 
it is capable of receiving. Such a potential space is what is 
called a vacuum, for by definition a vacuum is nothing but 
incorporeal intervals or extensions. Thus, beyond the universe 
there must be a vacuum. 75 

The terms generally used in describing the quantity of a 
vacuum are not "much" and "few" but "great" and "small." 
Furthermore, a vacuum is measured by a part of itself.76 All 
these tend to show that a vacuum i~ not a discrete but rather a 
continuous quantity. Now, of continuous quantities there are 
five: line, superficies, body, place, and time, of which the first 
four are called magnitudes. As a vacuum is obviously not time, 
it must necessaril)· be a magnitude." Hence, the vacuum is an 
incorporeal, continuous ma~tnitude. 71 

If we now raise the- queo~tion u to the finitude or infinity of 
that incorporeal continuous magnitude, we must necessarily 
arrive at the conclu!'ion that it is infinite. For were it finite we 
may ask again, what is beyond its limits, and as there can fi! 
no plenum there, we- will have to assume that beyond them 
there is another vacuum and beyond that still another and so 
on to infinity, which really means the existence of an infinite 
var.uum, or incorpore-al e"Ctension, beyond the universe.'' 

Thu~ Crescas has shown that according to Aristotle himself 
there must eoxi!'t a vacuum outside the world, and that that 

vacuum must he infinite. With this he no11· comes back to Aris
totle's original investigation as to whether an infinite incorporeal 

"lbtd (p 187 ), notes 30-32 and 36. 
"As lor the meaning and hiatory of this statemf'nt, see n. 34 lp. 418) on 

Prop. I, Part II. 
" A diiCu .. ion ol the varioua dalllli6ationa of quantity is to be lound in n. 

35 (p. 419) on Prop. I, Part II. 
" Prop. I, Part II (p. 189). 
"1/lfd. (p. 189). 
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magnitude has existence or not. Aristotle has rejected it because, 
by his denial of the existence of a vacuum, he could not conceive 
of the existence of an incorporeal magnitude. Crescas, however, 
accepts it because a vacuum to him has existence, and a vacuum 
is an incorporeal extension or magnitude. 

But how is this infinite extension or magnitude to be con
ceived? To begin with, the infinite incorporeal extension is to 
be infinite by its nature and definition, for the incorporeal can 
have no accidents. Furthermore, being incorporeal, it is simple 
and homogeneous. But here a difficulty would seem to arise. 
Infinity, as we have seen, is used by Aristotle in the sense of 
that which, though capable of being finite, is infinite. This 
implies that the infinite must be divisible. But if the incorporeal 
extension which is infinite by its nature and definition is divisible, 
then its parts would have to be infinite, which would imply that 
an infinite is composed of infinites-a difficulty encountered by 
Aristotle himself in the course of his tentative discussion of the 
possibility of different conceptions of infinity. In order to remove 
this difficulty Crescas alludes, rather cryptically, Jo the analo
gous case of a mathematical line. He does not, hoJever, explain 
how the analogy of a mathematical line would remove the diffi
culty. But evidently what be means to say is this. A di .. tinction 
is to be made between two kinds of divisibility, one of which 
implies composition and the other of which does not imply 
composition. Take, for instance, a syllable. It is divisible into 
letter, and is also composed of letters. Here indeed divisibility 
implies composition. But, on the other hand, take a mathemati
cal line. It is said to I.Je divisible, and is infinitely divisible, into 
parts which are linear. Still it is not composed of those parts 
into which it is divisible, for the linear parts into which it is 
divisible, by definition, are bounded by points, and consequently 
if it were composed of these linear parts it would also be com
posed of points, but a line is not composed of points. Or in 
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other words, when a thing is discrete and heterogeneous, it is 
divisible into its component parts and is also said to be composed 
of those parts, its parts being co-existent with the whole. When 
a thing is, however, continuous and homogeneous, it is only 
divisible into its parts but is not composed of them, for it is 
divisible only in capacity, and the parts into which it is divisible 
are not actually co-existent with the whole. By the same token, 
the infinite, simple, homogeneous, incorporeal extension can be 
divisible despite its being simple; and though divisible into parts 
each of which is infinite, it will not be composed of those parts. 
It is simple in the same sense as a mathematical line is simple; 
that is to say, it is not composed of heterogeneous parts. It is, 
again, divisible like a mathematical line into parts of its own 
self. The parts of the infinite, to be sure, will be infinite, just 
as the parts of the line are lines, but the infinite will no more 
be composed of infinites than a line is composed of lines, for 
those infinite parts never actually co-exist with the infinite 
whole, just as the linear parts never actually co-exist with the 
linear whole. •• r 

Against an infinite incorporeal extension there is now only 
one argument, that of Altabrizi, which awaits an answer. The 
gist of the argument is this. If an infinite extension exists, by 
assuming two lines which are finite on one side and infinite on 
the other, one may arrive at the absurdity of having one infinite 
greater than another. 11 

The argument, says Crescas, is based upon a misunderstanding 
of the meaning of the term infinite as used in the statement 
that one infinite cannot be greater than another. The tenn 
infinite has two meanings. In the first place, it means to have 
no limits. In the second place, it means to be incapable o£ mea· 
surement. Now, it is possible to have an infinite in the sen&e 

1• For a run diecu•ion or this interpretation or CreKU' brier statement, 
lee a. l (p. 391) oa Prop. 1, Part II. 

" Prop. I, Part I (p. 149). For the history ofthisaraument, seen. 54 (p. 346). 
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of not being capable of measurement which may not be infinite 
in the sense of having no limits. Such is the case of the two lines 
in Altabrizi's proof. In so far as the lines are immeasurable 
neither of them can be greater than the other, for things immea
surable are incomparable. But in so far as both the lines have 
limits on one side, one of them may be said to be greater than 
the other in the sense of its extending beyond the other at 
their finite end. a. That this is a true distinction may be shown 
by the fact that in the problem of the creation of the universe, 
both those who believe in eternity and their opponents will 
have to resort to it in order to get out of a common difficulty.1' 

The discussion so far has dealt with the impossibility of an 
infinite magnitude, which is the subject of Maimonides' first 
proposition. The impossibility of an infinite number is the 
subject of the second and third propositions. Inasmuch as it is 
characteristic of number that it involves the idea of both unity 
and plurality, applying as it does to a group within which the 
individuals are distinguishable from one another by some kind 
of difference, it is clear that only such things can be numbered 
as possess certain individual distinguishing marks. Such indi
vidual distinguishing marks which make number possible are, 
according to the sixteenth proposition of Maimonides, of two 
kinds. First, in the case of corporeal objects, they are to be 
found in the relative positions the objects oc!'upy in space or 
in the accidental qualities which they all possess. Second, in 
the case of incorporeal beings, like the InteJiigences, which do 
not exist in space and have no accidental qualities, number is 
possible only in so far as they are differentiated from each other 
by some external relation, such as the relation of cause and effect, 
for the Intelligences, according to Maimonides and Avicenna, 
are related to each other as causes and effects... It is because 

11 Prop. I, Part II (p. 191), n. 37 (p. 423). 
lllltitJ. (p. 191), notes 38-39. 
,. Prop. XVI. 
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number may be understood in these two different sense& that 
Maimonides has treated the problem of infinite number in two 
different propositions. The second proposition denies the possi
bility of an infinite number of corporeal objects, whereas the 
third proposition denies the infinite number of incorporeal beings, 
or as he puts it, the infinite number of causes and effects. II 

That an infinite number of corporeal magnitudes is impossible 
is demonstrated by a simple argument. It follow" as a corollary 
from the fin•t proposition, for an infinite number of finite magni
tudes will make one infinite integral magnitude. 16 To prove, 
however, the impo~o~ubility of an infinite seriec; of (aU"t' and effe<"t, 
more complicated arguments were required. 

There is, to begin with, the argument given tJ¥ Ari~totlt' him
self which is intended to ~how the impoosibility of a st'ries which 
has no beginning as well ao; that wh1ch, ha" in11; a beginning, hao 
no end, or in other wordo;, the impossibility of an infimte series 
in the upward direction as well a., in the downward direc
tion. This argument of Aristotle ha!> been freely restated by 
Avicenna, from whom it was taken mer by Altabrizi. Crel:as 
reproduce" it, \\ith !lome 11light mo<hficatwns, from Altabrizi 
and allucles to its origin in Aric;totle. 1 • 

Then, in a comment upon a pasSdge in the Phyncs Averroes 
di~oproves the postoibility of infinite number on the ground that 
number must be d1v1sible into odd and e\en, \\ h1ch an infimte 
could not be. Th1s argument, though not original \\ith A\errut's, 
for we find it in the wnting~> of Algazali,11 is quoted by Cre~>Cas 
in the name of the former, .md is to~ken by h1m to appl) with 

" See n 2 (p 480) on Prop. Ill 
11 Prop II, Part I. Th11 11 Altabr1z1'1 proof Anstotle"l own proof 11 re· 

produced m n 2 tp 476) 
1' The var1ou1 re1tatemenh oi Ari1totle'1 proof are g1ven 10 n 4 lp 4S~ 1 on 

Prop. Ill. 
11 See n 3 (p 477) on Prop II 
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equal force to infinite material magnitudes as well as to infinite 
immaterial beings.'' 

Finally, the first part of Aristotle's argument, the argument 
against the possibility of an infinite series in the upward direc
tion, is reproduced by Narboni in a statement to the effect that 
bad the universe had no first cause at the beginning nothing 
could have come into actual existence. This argument occurs 
repeatedly in various works in connection with the problem of 
creation, but Crescas quotes it directly from Narboni's com· 
mentary on the Morek, introducing it in the name of "one of 
the commentators."'" 

All these arguments are subjected by Crescas to a searching 
analysis. He refutes Averroes' argument by pointing out that 
it is only finite number, because of its being actual and limited, 
that must be subject to the division into odd and even; infinite 
number, were it admitted to be possible, would not have to 
be subject to that division.'' 

Narboni's argument is likewise subtly analyzed and rejected. 
Causes, contends Crescas, may either precede their effects in 
natur~ and co-exist with them in time,_ or they may precede 
them both in nature and in time. While Narboni's argument, 
continues he, may reasonably prove the impossi'bility of an 
infinite series of causes and effects when temporally preceding 
one another, it is insufficient to prove the impossibility of such 
a series when there is only a natural, without any temporal, 
precedence, such as is assumed in Maimonides' third proposition. 
Furthermore, he argues, even in the case of temporal precedence, 
Narboni's argument is unconvincing. For those who believe in 
the eternity of the universe draw a distinction in the case of 
temporally successive causes and effects between essential and 

•• Seen, 8 (p. 488) on Prop. III. 
•• Seen. 16 {p. 492) on Prop. Ill. 
11 Prop. II, Part II (p. 219). For 10urc:ea of this refutation, seen. 9 (p. 4881 

on Prop. Ill. 
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accidental causes, and while they deny the possibility of an 
infinite series of the former they admit it in the case of the 
latter. And so, concludes Crescas, since such a distinction is 
made, and since also an infinite series of temporally successive, 
accidental causes is admitted to be possible, there is no convinc
ing reason why we should deny the possibility of an infinite 
series of essential causes of the same description. To say that 
essential causes are in this respect less possible than accidental 
causes is a purely arbitrary assertion.'" 

Finally, he refutes the first part of Aristotle's argument which 
tries to show the impossibility of an infinite series in the down
ward direction though finite in the upward direction. But in 
order to show the refutability of this argument, he had to estab
lish first the possibility of an infinite number of incorporeal beings. 

A!! we have seen, under the gui!'e of the denial of an infinite 
series of causes and effects, Maimonides really aims to deny the 
possibility of an infinite number of incorporeal bein~ts which 
have neither accidental qualities or spatial relations and cannot 
consequently be numbered except as causes and effects. 'J!he 
question therefore arises: Suppose we find some incorporeal beings 
which, though without spatial, accidental or causal relations. are 
still capable of being numbered by some kind .of individual 
distinction in their respective degrees of perfection, could these 
be infinite in number? Now, such numerable incorporeal bein~ts 
are found, if we believe in individual immortality, in the case 
of the human souls which survive after death, for these human 
souls, if we assume their immortality to be consequent upon 
certain individual perfections acquired during lifetime, retain 
their individual distinction even after death. Concretely stated, 
the question is this: Can the immortal souls after their separation 
from their bodies be infinite in number?•J It is Altabrizi who 

"Prop. III (p. 227) and notes 17-20 (pp. 293-496). 
"For the history of this problem, seen. 6 (p. 484) on Prop. III. 
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raises this question, but leaves its solution to God whose knowl
edge is limitless. Crescas, however, enters into a full diacussion 
of the subject." He finds that authorities differ on that point. 
Avicenna, he says, followed by Algazali and Maimonides, admits 
the existence of an infinite number of immortal souls, whereas 
Averroes denies it. That such a controversy existed is true 
enough. But Crescas does not seem to be aware that the view he 
ascribes to Algazali is one which the latter held to be the view of 
the philosophers, Avicenna and perhaps also Aristotle, with 
which, however, he himself did not necessarily agree; nor does he 
seem to reproduce quite accurately the reason for Averroes' denial 
of an infinite number of disembodied souls.•• 

By refuting the alleged argument of Averroes against the 
infinity of immortal souls, Crescas, of course, espouses the view 
of the opposing school, namely, that the infinite number of 
immortal souls is possible. As a consequence, it would no longer 
be true to lay it down as a general rule that incorporeal beings 
can never be infinite in number; it would only be true to say, 
as Maimonides indeed did say, that they cannot be infinite in 
number when they are numbered on acrount of their mutual 
relation as causes and effects. When incorporeal beings are 
capable of being numbered on account of some other indiYidual 
distinction, as, e. g., the immortal souls of the dead, they can 
be infinite in number. Suppose, now, these infinite immaterial 
beings be all effects, arising simultaneously from a given un
caused cause, as are, for instance, the Intelligences in the view 
of Averroes. We would then have an infinite number of purl' 
effects, and there is no reason why that should be impo&sible. 
It is thus quite conceivable to have an infinite number of incorpo
real beings standing in the relation of effects to one uncaused 
cause. With this established, Crescas then proceeds to ask, 

" Prop. I II, Part I, notes S-8. 
11 See notes 6 (p. 484) and 8 (p. 48~ on Prop. Ill. 
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wby should it not be equally possible, with that uncaused cause 
as a starting point, to have all its infinite effects proceed from 
one another as causes and effects among themselves and so con
tinue infinitely downward? What should render it less possible 
when they all proceed from the first cause as a series of causes 
and effects than when they proceed from it simultaneously? If 
it is possible for them to be infinite in the latter case, why not 
also in the former?• 6 Still more significant is Crescas' conclusion. 
Maimonides' Proposition, he says in effect, does not follow Aris
totle in denying the possibility of a serie; of causes and effects 
which are infinite in the downward direction. It only aims to 
deny the possibility of the st'ries when it is infinite in the upper 
direction, for Maimonides is only intere~ted in showing that at 
the beginning of any series, be the series infinite or finite, there 
must be an uncaused cause." 

" Prop. Ill, Part II, nota 10-U. 
"lbUI. n 21 



CHAPTER III 

MOTION' 

THE terms "change" and "motion," according to Aristotle, are 
not synonymous. Change is the more comprehensive term, 
including as it does any kind of transition, whether from non· 
being into being, or from being into non-being, or from one state 

·of being into another. Motion, more restricted in its meaning 
than change, applies only to a transition within being itself 
between one state or condition into another. In Aristotle's own 
language motion is said to be the change from a certain subject 
to a certain subject whereas change may be from a subject to 
a non-subject or from a non-subject to a subject. Accordingly, 
there is no motion in the category of substance, inasmuch as 
generation and corruption, which constitute the two opposite 
changes in the category of substance, are changes from a non
subject to a subject and from a subject to a non-subject. In 
strict conformity with this distinction, Aristotle is always careful 
to enumerate under the term change four categories, namely, 
substance, quantity, quality and place, and under the term 
motion only three categories, namely, quantity, quality and 
place. To this generalization there are only a few exceptions, 
the most notable of which is a passage in the Categories wherein 
he uses the term motion as th~ subject of his classification but 
includes under it the category of substance. In that passage 
he also resolves substance into generation and corruption and 
quantity into growth and diminution and uses for quality the 
term alteration, and thus instead of speaking of the four cate-

'This chapter is baad upon Propositions IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, XIII, XIV, 
XXV, XVJl, XVIII and IX in the order given. 
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goriea of motion he speaks of six species of motion, namely, 
generation, corruption, growth, diminution, alteration, and 
locomotion.• 

The distinction between change and motion is generally ob
served by Arabic and Jewish authors. Formally the distinction 
is stated by them to be as follows: Change is timeless, motion 
is in time.• Like Aristotle, they insist that if the term motion is 
used as the subject of the classification the category of substance 
is to be omitted, and if the term change is used the category of 
substance is to be included. But again like Aristotle they some
times deviate from that rule. On the whole we find three types 
of classifications in the literature of the period. First, there are 
works which follow Aristotle's Categories and enumerate six 
species of motion reducible to the four categories of substance, 
quantity, quality and place. Second, there is an Avicennean 
classification which, using the term motion and hence, in con
formity with Aristotle, excluding substance, adds the category 
of position and thus continues to speak of four categories of 
motion, namely, quantity, quality, place and position. Thir1o 
there is the classification adopted by Maimonides which, using 
the term change, enumerates the four categories of substance, 
quantity, quality and place.4 

But here a question arises with regard to Maimonides' four
fold classification of the categories of chan~te. Why should 
some of the other cate~tories be e..'lcluded from the classification? 
It is true, Aristotle has stated that there is no motion in the 
categories of relation, action, and passion, but he did not explic
itly say that there is no change in those categories. Furthermore, 

• A discuaion of the different claaifications of the categories of change 
p.uo.{Jo'M and motion IIL"''CTU as given by Aristotle is to be found in n. 3 (p. 
498) on Prop. IV. 

I Seen.4 (p.SOJ)on Prop. IV. Seecontradktorystatementsin Index: Motion. 
4 A dilcuuion of the different claaificatione of the categories of change and 

motion in Arabic and Jewioh philosophy is to be found inn. 3 (p. 500) on Prop. 
IV. 
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in one place at least, Aristotle has stated quite the contrary, 
namely, that there is motion in the categories of action and 
passion. Knowing, as we do, the loose sense in which Aristotle 
sometimes uses the term motion, why not try to reconcile these 
two contradictory statements by taking the term motion in the 

last passage to mean change, and thus there would be more 
than four categories of change? Indeed, Aristotle never enumer
ates more than four categories of change, but we have no 
evidence that he ever meant to give an exhaustive list of the 
categories of change. In fact, the Stoics have included the 
categories of action and passion under motion. And the Avicen
neans, too, mention the category of position among the categories 
of motion.s 

Considerations like these. if not actually these very consider
ations, must have formed the background of Crcscas' question why 
Maimonides has re&tricted the eategories of change to four--a 
question already raised by Altahrizi. 6 

In answer to this difficulty Crescas draw~> upon a distinction 
between two subjects of change which has been only slightly 
suggested by Aristotle but fully developed by his commentators.• 
If any concrete perceptible object, call it A, is undergoing a 
change in any of its accidents, say color, or size or place, passing 
from one opposite to another, call tho!.C opposites B and C. two 
subjects may be ronsidered in the process of the change. First, 
A may be considered as the subject of the change, inasmuch as 
A is that which underlies the opposites B and C and is that in 
which the change takes place and which sustains the change. A 
may be therefore called the sus/,aining subject. This sustaining 
subject exists only in the categories of quantity, quality and 
place, for it is only in these categorie& that the subject is some-

• See notes 6-7 (pp. 504-507) on Prop. IV. 
'Seen. S (p. 504) on Prop. IV. 
7 For a full diacuBBion as to the meaning, origin and history of this distinction 

hPtween the two 'aubjects' of change- n. 8 (p. 507 f.) on Prop. IV. 
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thing concrete and perceptible. In the category of substance 
there is no such perceptible sustaining subject, though the 
matter underlying the processes of generation and corruption 
may be called an imperceptible sustaining subject.• Second, the 
accident which is being changed from .one opposite to another, 
say from whiteness to blackness, may be considered as the 
subject of the change, inasmuch as it is that accident, say color, 
which has these two opposites, whiteness and blackness. This 
accident may be t•alled the malerial subjecl or rather the subject
matter of the change. 

Now, if you consider change with reference to the sustaining 

subject, it may be found also in some of the other categories, say 
the category of action, for in action, too, there is always a sustain
ing suhjE"Ct which undergoes the change, for now that subject acts 

and now it does not act. But if you take it with reference to the 
material subject, it is to be found only in such categories where 
the two opposites may be each designated by some positive and 

concrete term. There are only three such categories: quantity, 
which has the opJXJsites of increase and diminution; quality, 
which has, for instance, the opposites black and white; pike, 

which has the distinction of up and down and other similar 
distinctions. In none of the other categories are there such 
opposites as may be designatt.-d by positive opposite terms, an 

a quo and an ad quem, between which the change is to take place, 
and consequently there ran be no change between them. Take, 
for instance, the category of relation. \\'hatever the relation 
may be, whether that of reciprocity, as father and !lon, or whether 
that of comparison, as greater and smaller, the relation as such 

cannot suffer any change. It always remains the same relation. 

If a change takes place at all, the change is always in the objects 
reciprocally related to each other or compared with each other 

but not in the relation itself. Similarly in the categories of posses-

I J/nd. p. 512 (. 
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sion, action and passion, possession as such, action as such and 
passion as such cannot change from one opposite to another. In 
the category of time, indeed, there is the opposite of past and 
future, and consequently there should be change or motion in the 
category of time. But t~e reason why time is not mentioned as 
one of the categories of motion is that time, according to Aristotle, 
is itself defined in terms of motion and would be entirely incon
ceivable without motion. When therefore Mamonides speaks of 
change, he uses the term with reference to the material subject, 
and is thus compelled to confine himself only to these three 
categories of quantity, quality and place, where the material 
subject undergoes a change between two opposite accidents 
within one perceptible sustaining subject. Substance was not to 
be mentioned by him, inasmuch as change in the category of 
substance is something unique in that its sustaining subject is 
imperceptible and its opposites generation and corruption are not 
the opposites of an accident residing within a perceptible sustain
ing subject. Still Maimonides mentions also change of substanc-e 
because it is involved in the other three categories of change.' 

We thus have change and motion. Of change, again, we have 
two kinds, one considered with reference to its material subject 
and the other with reference to its sustaining subject. The former 
kind of change is found only in the four categories of substance, 
quantity, quality and place. The latter kind of change is found 
in some of the other categories. 

The term motion is to be particularly used with reference to 
the category of place.•• Motion is thus primarily locomotion. 
Indeed, in quantitative changes, such as growth and diminution, 
there is some sort of locomotion, but that locomotion is hardly 
perceptible enough to justify the proper application of the term 
motion to the category of quantity." Still in a general sense the 

'Prop. IV, notes 9-15. 
•• Maimonides in Prop. IV. 
,; Prop. IV, notes 17-19. 
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changes of quality and quantity may be called motion. Change 
in the category of substance, however, and any other change 
that is timeless, cannot be called motion. Thus while every 
motion is change, it is not every change that is motion.•• 

There are three formulations of the definition of motion, two 
given by Aristotle and one by Maimonides. Aristotle's first 
definitiOn reads 'Motion is the actuality of that which is in 
potentialaty in so far as 1t is m potenbahty'. His second defini
tion 1s somewhat d1fferently phrased 'Mot1on 1s the potentiality 
of that whach 1s movable m so far as 1t IS movable'. Ma1momdes' 
defimt10n is phrd.Sed as follows 'Motion is a change and transi
tion from potentiality to actuality'. The relative ments of these 

three definitaons as well as the relat1on of Ma1momdes' defimbon 
to thor.e of Anototle have been a matter of discusSion." Crescas 
h1mself find~> that M.limomdes' defin1tion is only a restatement 
of Anstotle'r. first dcfimt10n The obJect of both the~oe defimt10ns 
I& to estabhsh the nature of mot1on as somethmg wh1ch is neither 
a pure potent1ahty nor a complete actuahty but a potentiality 
m the proceos of re.1hzat10n. He finds fault, however, With these 
defimlions on the score of the1r use of the term potentiality, 
wh1ch m1ght lead to a d1fficulty. For 1f every transitiOn from 

potentiality to a1.tuahty 1s mouon, then the trans1t1on of a mo
tive agent from the state of a potent1al mot1ve agent to that of 
an actual mot1"c agent w1ll be motion. Every motivity then 
w1ll be motaon. As every mot10n requ1res a mobve agent, every 
motiv1ty w1ll aloo requ1re a mot1ve agent. But thas is contra
dactory to Anstotle's v1ew as to the ex1stence of a prime immova
ble mover.'4 He therefore cons1ders Anstotle's second definition 
as an improvement upon the first and concludes that wh1le in a 
general way mot10n 1s the process of the actualization of that 

wh1ch is in potentiality, the term potentiality is to be under· 

" Prop. V, n 2. 
'>See notea S (p 523) and 11 (p 529) on Prop V. 
"See note 10 (p 526) on Prop V 
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stood as referring only to a potentiality for receiving motion and 
not to a potentiality for causing motion.'• 

Besides the classification of motion according to the categories, 
Aristotle has another scheme of classification. Motion may be 
essential, that is, the translation of a body as a whole from one 
place to another, and it may be accidental, by which are meant 
two things, first, the motion of some accident of a body by 
reason of the motion of the body itself, and, second, the motion 
of part of the body by reason of the motion of the whole body. 
This second kind of accidental motion is sometimes called by 
him "motion according to part" or "motion according to some· 
thing else," as contrasted with essential motion which is "motion 
according to itself." Then motion may again be divided into 
that which has the principle of motion within itself and that which 
has the principle of motion outside itself, designated respectively 
as natural and counternatural or violent. These classifications 
of motion are scattered in different parts of Aristotle's work and 
the scheme we have presented is made up of several different 
classifications by Aristotle.' 6 Now, Maimonides, evidently in an 
attempt to summarize the various classifications of Aristotle, 
gives a fourfold classification--essential, accidental, partial, and 
violent.'' Crescas, having before him the various classifications 
of Aristotle as well as an elaborately detailed classification by 
Altabrizi, which is based upon Aristotle, takes Maimonides' 
classification merely as a general statement to the eftect that 
motion is classifiable and proceeds to work out on the basis of 
it a more detailed scheme of classification, in accordance with 
Aristotle and Altabrizi.•• Motion, according to his revised plan, 
is divided into the following divisions and subdivisions: A. Essen-

"See note 11 (p. 529) on Prop. V. 
"Seen. 3 (p. 531) on Prop. VI for a discuuion of the varioua ciiLIIIIificationa 

of motion in Aristotle and in Arabic and Jewiah pbiloaophera. 
"Prop. Vl. 
•• Seen. 3 (p. 533) on Prop. VI. 
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tial, subdivided into (a) natural, (b) violent, and (c) voluntary. ' 
B. Accidental. C. Violent, subdivided into (a) essential, and (b)! 
accidental. D. Partial, subdivided into (a) violent and (b) · 
natural.'• 

Essential motion is defined by Maimonides as the translation 
of a thing from one place to another. Now, the celestial spheres 
in their rotation are not translated from one place to another, 
their motion being within one place. Indeed, it is on this account 
that Avicenna does not include the circular motion of the spheres 
in the category of motion in place. He calls it rather motion in 
the category of position.•• It would thus seem that, according 
to Maimonides' definition of essential motion, the motion of the 
celestial sphere is not essential. 

In his endeavor to prove that the motion of the sphere is 
essential, Crescas enters upon a discussion of the nature and 
cause of the motion of the sphere. 

The spheres, according to the dominant view, are animate 
beings. Like all animate beings their soul is the principl~ of 
their motion. Their motion is therefore called voluntary aqd is 
said to differ from the motion of the sublunar elements which 
is called natural. The proof of this view rests upon the assump
tion that matter is inert and that the four sublunary elements 
have each a proper place in which it is their nature to remain 
at rest. But as they are occasionally expelled from their respec

tive proper places by some external force, they are then set in 
motion by a natural reflux to their proper abodes. It is this 
reflux to their proper resting places that is called natural motion, 
and the proper places are said to act upon the elements as final 
causes. This natural motion, therefore, cannot be continuous, 

for it must come to a stop as soon as each element arrives at its 
proper destination. Now, since the spheres never leave their 

'' Prop. Vl. notes 4-8. 
"Seen. 10 (fJ. 535) on ProfJ. VI. 
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proper places, they would be expected to remain permanently 
at rest. Still the spheres are continuously in motion, rotating as 
they do on a centre in their own place. What therefore is the 
cause of their continuous circular motion? The only answer 
that could be given was that they are moved by an internal 
principle called soul.•• Consequently the motion of the spheres 
is called voluntary in contradistinction to the motion of the 
sublunar elements which is called natural. 

In opposition to this there was another view which maintained 
that the motion of the spheres, like that of the sub lunar elements, 
is natural.•• Crescas adopts this view and argues that there is 
no need of explaining the circular motion of the spheres b}' a 
psychic principle or soul any more than there iR need for such 
an explanation in the case of the motion of the sublunar elements. 
For matter is not inert; it is naturally endowed with motion. 
To be always in motion is the essential nature of all the elements, 
sublunar as well as translunar. But this motion with which all 
the simple elements are endowed by nature differs with re~pect 
to d!rection in accordance with the inner structure and constitu
tion of each particular element. The celestial element is so 
constituted as to move in a circular direction whereas the other 
elements are so constituted as to move either in an upward or 
in a downward direction. Thus the celestial spheres may be said 
to be naturally endowed with circular motion just as the sublunar 
elements are said to be naturally endowed with either upward or 
downward motion. 

Crescas' rejecton of the Aristotelian explanation of the circu
lar motion of the sphere is followed by his rejection of Aristotle's 
theory of absolute lightness. The contrast between lightness and 
weight, according to Aristotle, corresponds respectively to the 

"Mor•h Nel>ukim II, 4. 
"See n. 11 (p. 535) on Prop. VI for the history of the view that the motion 

of the spheres is natural. 
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contrast between upward and downward motion. Fire is said 
to be light and earth heavy in the sense that the former has a 
natural tendency upward whereas the latter has a natural ten
dency downward. These natural tendencies in opposite direc
tions on the part of the elements is furthermore explained, as 
we have seen, as a reflux toward proper places which are supposed 
to exist above and below. Against these v1ews Crescas inveighs 
on several occasions. To begin With, he denies the existence of 
proper place~.·· Then he also demes that natural motion is due 
to the alleged reflux toward those proper places the existence 
of which he demes; motiOn •s explamed by h•m as being due to 
the mner structure of the elements themselves. Fmally, all the 
elements are endowed w•th a natural motion downward, and 
every apparent mot10n upward, such as that of fire, is to be 
explained on the ground of a mechamcal cauqe, namely, on the 
ground of pre">sure exerted from below Consequently, if by 
we1ght and hghtness •~ to be understood a natural downward 
dnd upward motum there is no such a thing as ab..alute light
ness, for all the elements have only a natural downward mopon 
and are therefore to be der.cnbed as heavy, though some may 
be heav1er than others ' 4 

W1th this new theory of motion Anstotle's division of motion 
into ndtural and VIolent becomes erroneous. The upward motion 
of fire can never be railed natural, and 1ts downward motion is 
in no qen.,e unnatural. But, remarks Crescas, wh1le this may be 
urged as a cntJCJqffi agamst Aristotle, 1t cannot be urged as a 
cnt1cism agamst Ma1momdes' proposition, for in his Illustration 
of violent motion Maimomdes does not mention the motion of 
fire downward. He only ment10ns the motion of a stone upward, 
which is indeed violent, being due to an external force.•• 

•• Seen 76 (p 456) on Prop I, Part II 
.. Prop VI, notes 14-19 
•• Prop VI end 
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So much for Maimonides' definition of essential and violent 
motion. His definition of accidental motion is likewise criticized 
by Crescas. Accidental motion, according to Maimonides, is to 
be found only in the motion of accidental qualities which are 
moved together with the essential motion of the bodies in which 
they inhere. This, he says, is not altogether accurate. It may 
be also found, according to Aristotle, in the motion of something 
which is not an accidental quality, as, for instance, the extreme 
point of a line. That the motion of the extreme point of a line 
is to be considered as accidental rather than as essenti!ll or par
tial has been shown by Averroes.16 

Change and motion, according to Aristotle, imply corpore
ality and divisibility, and therefore objects capable of change 
and motion must be corporeal and divisible. That they must 
be corporeal is self-evident. Change in the category of place, 
or, what is called motion proper, cannot exist without a body, 
for place, by definition, is peculiar to body. Change in the other 
categories, namely, substance, qtJality and quantity, must. like
wise imply corporeality. For quality and quantity are accidents 
which must inhere in a body; and similarly change between 
being and non-being in the category of substance must imply 
the existence of matter. That change and motion likewise imply 
divisibility is demonstrated by Aristotle by the fact that both 
of these, by definition, are partly potential and partly actual. 
This demonstration proves that all the four categories of change, 
including the timeless change of substance, imply divisibility.•! 

To this general proposition, however, two exceptions may be 
pointed out. First, the mathematical point at the extremity of 
a line in a body, though it may be moved accidentally with the 
body,•• is not divisible nor is it corporeal. Second, both the 

•• Prop. VI, notes 12-13. 
•• Prop. VII, Part I. 
11 Prop. VII, Part I, end. 
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rational and the sensitive faculties of the soul undergo change, 
the former undergoing a timeless change in passing from ignorance 
to knowledge and the latter undergoing a change in time in 
passing through the emotions of pleasure and pain and their like. 
Still the soul is incorporeal and indivisible. These exceptions, 
however, argues Crescas, do not invalidate the proposition, for 
upon examination it will be found that both these exceptions 
involve changes which are only accidental, and so all -that is 
necessary in order to justify the proposition is to restrict its 
application only to such changes and motions that are essential.•• 

In order to prove that there is an immovable mover, that is 
to say, a mover which moves unlike any other mover in the 
universe, Aristotle had to prove first that motion is eternal and 
second that no motion can be eternal unless it is "according to 
its essence" Ka.8' a.vTo and "by its essence" v,P' a.vTov. The 
expressions "according to its essence" and "by its essence" mean 
two different things. The first expression means that the object 
moved must be moved es.qentially as a whole and not accidentally 
as a quality of something else or as a part of something else. The 
second expression means that the object moved must have the 
principle of its motion within itself and not outside itself, the 
latter being known as violent motion. According to Aristotle, for 
n1otion to be eternal it must be neither accidental nor violent. 
In Arabic versions of Aristotle, it would seem, the term violent 
used in the original text was replaced by the term accidental. 
Maimonides, therefore, in restating Aristotle's principle, simply 
says that everything that is moved accidentally must of neces
sity come to rest, meaning by the term "accidentally" both 
what is generally known as accidental motion and what is more 
specifically called violent motion.•• 

"'Prop. VU, Part H. 
1' Seen. 4 (p. 551) on Prop. VIII for a full dii!Cusaion as to the history of the 

interpretation of this Propooition. 
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This Aristotelian proposition, however, is qualified by Crescas. 
It is true only, he says, if it means to affirm that no accidental 
monon can of itself be eternal. It is not true 1f 1t means to 
affirm that no accidental motion can under any circumstances 
be eternal, for it can be shown that accidental motion can be 
eternal if it is inseparable from some eternal essent1al mot10n. 3' 

The reason why no accidental motion can of 1tself be eternal 
is to be found in the nature of the acodental. Anything acci
dental, dependmg as it always must upon some cause, is by tts 
own nature only poSb!ble. Its existence, wh1le it endures, is thus 

always subject to the alternatives of continuing to be or of 
ceasing to be. At any gtven t1me, to be sure, only one of the 
alternatives can be in a state of actualny, the other alternative, 
however, must always be regarded as held m reserve, capable 
of springing into reabzat1on at the proper opportunity. Thus 
while it cannot be sa1d singly of either one of the poss1ble alter
natives that it must become reabzed, 1t can be said of both the 
alternatives that w1thin an infimte t1me they w11l both have to 
have been reahzed. In other words, it 1~ mcunce1vable that 
any one of the poss1ble alternatives should remam forever in a 
state of actuality to the exclusiOn of the other, masmurh as 
possib1hty 1s not only the opposite of nelesq1ty but 1s alo;o the 
opposite of imposs1b1hty.3' Consequently, accidental mouon 
cannot of its own nature contmue for an mfinite t1me.33 

Motion 1s said to be one m the three senses, genem.all:,., spectfi
cally, and indiVIdually. Upward and downward motiom., f€,r Ill

stance, may be called one in the sense that they belong to the 
same category or genus of place, but SpE'Cifi<..ally they constitute 

two different motions. The upward motion of two d1fferent 
objects, on the other hand, are called one spec1fically, seeing that 

"Prop VIII, Part II 
"See n 2 (p 693) on Prop XXIII 
n Prop VIII, Part I, notes 2-3. 
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they belong to the same species of upward motion under the 

genus place, but individually they constitute two different mo

tions. The upward motion of one object, taking place during 

one continuous time, however; is called one in an individual and 

numerical sense,3• Again, the term continuous as applied to 

motion may have two meanings, one in the sense of everlasting 

motton and the other in the sense of unbroken and coherent 

mobon.'• or all the categories of motion only circular locomo

tion may he ~taid to be continuous in the sense of both everlast

ing and unbroken. All the other mot10ns, qualitative, quantita

ti\.e, spatial and substantial, are never continuous in the sense 

of everla~tting. They may, however, be continuous in the sense 

of unbroken, provuled that they are mdiv1dually one. Motions 

which arc spcc1hcally dlfle1ent, sllll le~t~ mot;on., "'hirh are 

generirallv or numencally different, can never be continuous in 

e1ther of the senses.' 6 

That the ~>J~nfically different motions of one object, though 

takmg place in a time wh1ch is dpparently one, cannot he con

tinuous is ~hown lw Aristotle by the fullowm!( argument. Mo

tmn~t wh1ch are speulically different are mvan.1bly m oppo~1te 

d1reetion.,, dnd between mouons m oppos1te d1rcct10ns there 

mu~t d(ways be an in~ttant of re~tt. Th1s Anqtutle pro"es by 

induction to be true m the ca~te of the specifi('ally dlfie1 ent 

motions of all the c.ategcme~-generat10n and corruption in sub

.. tanLc, wlutcnmg and blackenmg m quaht), and upward and 

downward in locomotwn. 11 

The case of lo('Omotmn is furthermore proved by an additional 

argument. \\'hen a motion returns upon ito;elf, says Aristotle, 

it must mark an actual point at its turning point. In other 

"!>ec n 2 (Jl Iii~) on Prop XIII 
"Seen 6 (p 617) on Prop XIII for an Ar.stolehan bas1s for these two 

usages of the term 11f"ontmuous 
'' Prop XIII, P ,,rt I, nc.tcs 3-!i. 
"lbul notes 7-12. 
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. words, when two motions run in opposite directions with refer

ence to a given point, that point must be actual. But having 
an actual point in motion always implies a pause. Consequently 
there must be a pause when a rectilinear motion returns upon 

itself. Since there is a pause between them, the two opposite 
motions cannot have a common limit at their meeting point. 
The end of the first motion must be actually different from the 

beginning of the second motion. And so the two motions can
not be considered as one, for if it were so, the time during which 

the motions took place would likewise have to be one, but this 
is impossible, for inasmuch as there is an actual point between 

the two opposite motions there must be a corresponding actual 
instant in the two times of two motions. Now, if these two 
motions were one motion, the two times would likewise have to 

be one time, despite their bein~ divided by an actual instant. 
But this is impossible, for time is a continuous quantity and 

cannot have an actual instant in the mirldle.31 

In his criticism of this view Crescas tries to show that motions 

or changes in opposite directions may be one anrl continuous. 

In the first olace, argue~> Cresras, it is not true that there must 
be a period of rest between two opposite qualitath·e chan~es. 
Two such opposite changes may be continuous, that is to say, 

the juncture at which the change of direction takes place may 

be like all the other instants in time which have no separate, 
actual existence, but constitute the end of the past and the 

beginning of the future. If an object that has heen blackening 
begins to whiten, the blackening and whitening processes may 

be considered as constituting one continuous motion taking 

place in one continuous time. Still it could not be contended, 
as is done by Aristotle, that at the instant during which the 

change in direction takes place the motion would have to be 
at once both blackening and whitening. By no means. As a 

•'lllitl. notes 13-16. 
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point in time, to be sure, that instant is the common boundary 
of both the past and the future; ac; a point in the procei!S of 
motion, however, it is only the boundary of the past motion. 
And this is a good Aristotelian distinction. For according to 
Aristotle, in every continuous motion you may take any instant, 
which as an instant in time will belong both to the past and the 
future but as a point in motion will belong only to the past. 
Take, for in,;tanre, the qualitative motion of blackening and 
represent it as moving from A to B. The time AB as well as 
the motion AB is continuous. Now, take any point C in AB. 
As an in,;tant in time, says Aristotle, it belongs to both AC and 
CB. A,; a point in motion it marks only the end of AC. Still 
Aristotle calls the motion AB continuous. Why not say the 
same of the two opposite motions AB and BA. B as an instant 
of time will belong to both AB and BA, thus preserving the 
continuity of time. B as a point in the motion will only mark 
the end of AB. Still the opposite motions AB and BA could be 
continuous, no lt>ss so than the motions AC and CA, and you 

could not say that at B the motion would run at once in _bot~ 
the oppositf' directions." 

Furthermore, the assumption that between two oppo,;ite mo
tions therf' must always he a pause is absurd. Suppose body A 
in its motion upward strikes hody B, which is in its downward 
motion, and thert>upon A changes its direction and bt>gins to 
come down. If you say that A must come to rest before it 
changes its direction, B, too, would have to come to rest. But 
this is impossible, for the downward motion of B is admittedly 
~:ontinuons.4• 

Finally, Crescas refutes the argument which Ari,;totle has 
advanced in the case of locomotion. He denies the initial as .. ump
tion of that argument. It is not true at all, when two motions 

"Prop. XIII, Part II, n. 20. 
40 /bid. n. 21. 
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run in opposite directions with reference to a given point, that 
the point must be actual. He proves this from the analogy of 
substantial and qualitative change. The change between genera
tion and corruption or between one generation and another is a 
substantial, continuous, and timeless change. Now, every sub
stantial change involves a corresponding qualitative change. And 
so any change from one generation to another will simultaneously 
register a change from one quality to another. These two quali
tative changes will be in opposite directions, inasmuch as, by 
taking the common limit between the two generations as the 
point of departure, the one will move towards it and the other 
will move away from it. And still these two qualitative changes, 
though in opposite directions, are one and continuous as are 
their concommitant substantial changes.•• 

Consequently, if it is not necessary to assume an actual instant 
of rest between two opposite changes of quality and of substance, 
why should it be necessary to have one between two opposite 
motions in place? 

Let us return to Aristotle. No opposite motions, according to 
him, can be one and continuous, be they motions in substance, 
quantity, quality, or place. Now, since the world is finite in 
magnitude, in quality and in place, there cannot be an infinite 
spatial, quantitative or qualitative change in one direction. 
Consequently, if these changes were to continue infinitely, they 
would have to change their direction. But as soon as they 
change their direction they must come to a pause; and upon 
resuming their moti<m, it will no longer be their old motion that 
they will resume, but rather entirely a new one. Consequently, 
none of these changes can be infinite. There is one kind of mo
tion, however, that does not come to a stop even though it 
changes its direction. That is circular motion. The reason for 
this exception is that in circular motion there are no absolutely 

'' Ibid. n. 22, 
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opposite directions, for at the same time the motion is from 
and toward the same given point. No point in it is therefore 
assumed to be actual, and it must not necessarily come to a 
rest. Consequently, circular motion may be continuous and 
etemaJ.4> 

If we assume the world to have existed from eternity, as Aris
totle in fact does, which of the four kinds of motion was first 
to appear? It is locomotion; for the locomotion of the spheres 
have co-existed from eternity with the prime mover. Then, the 
changes of generation, growth, quality, diminution and corrup

tion follow in order of succession. Thus locomotion is prior in 
time to all the other motions. But it is also prior in nature to 
all the other motions, for all the other motions in a way involve 
locomotion, they never occur without the occurrence of some 
degree of locomotion, whereas locomotion may take place singly 
and independently. Finally, circular motion is prior in essenee 
or reason to all the other motions, for it is the most perfect, and 

the perfect, according to Aristotle, logically precedes the imper
fect. The perfect nature of circular motion is attested by it~ 
continuity, br its uniform velocity, and by the excellency of it~< 
subject, namely, the fifth, celestial substance. unlike all other 
motions, the circular is not an incomplete energy; it is an energy 
complete and perfect." 

The order of temporal priority, however, is to be reversed if 
we assume the world to have been created ex nihilo in time. 
For then assuredly generation was the first of motions. By the 
same token, assuming even the universe as a whole to be uncre
ated, the individual generated beings within the universe, have 
generation as the first of their motions. Motion of absolute 
quantity, in the shape of corporeal form, is the next motion. 
Qualitative motion and afterwards the motion of accidental 

• Prop. XIV, Part I. 
41 Prop-. XIV, Part I, n. 3; Part II, n. 9. 
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quantity follow when the elements become possessed of their 
four natural forms. It is only then that locomotion appears.44 

Motioo is not a self-contained process. Its inception as well 
as its continuation must be due to some cause. This is true of 
all the categories of motion, including motion in the category 
of substance, i. e., the assumption and the casting off of fonns, 
for matter cannot be the cause of its own motion." 

The cause of motion, while it must always be distinct from 
the object in motion, may either be physically external to it 
or reside internally within it. Thus, for instance, in the case of 
the violent motion of an inanimate object in a direction contrary 
to its nature, as that of a stone upward, it is clear that the motive 
cause is an external force applied from without. And so it is 
also generally agreed that in the case of the voluntary motion 
of animate beings the cause is a vital principle, a soul, operating 
from within. The case of the so-called natural motion of the 
elements in their appropriate directions, however, is doubtful.•' 
That the motive cause of the elements is something distinct is 
sure enough; but is it also external to them or does it reside 
within them? On this point we have two conflicting views, the 
Avicennian and the Averroian.n 

To Avicenna, the natural motion of the elements, like the 
voluntary motion of animate beings, may be called motion by 
an internal cause. The elements move in their respective natural 
directions by themselves, because, like animate beings, they 
contain within themselves their principle of motion. To be sure, 
there is a difference in the action of the internal motive principle 
of the natural elements and in that of animate beings. In the 

case of the former, the action is mechanical and is restricted to 

"Prop. XIV, Part II, .notes 10-13 . 
., Prop. XXV . 
.. Prop. XVII. 
"See n. 7 (p. 672) on Prop. XVII for a discussion of the views of Avicenna 

and Averroes. 
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one definite direction, whereas in the case ol the latter, the action 
is voluntary and is operated at large in all directions. Still they 
both belong to the same order of nature-the motive principle 
in either case may be identified with some form of the object. 
In animate beings, that form is the soul, for soul is the form of 
the body. In the inanimate natural elements, that form is cor
poreality, or corporeal form, which is the first form that matter 
assumes.•• As the form of an object constitutes its nature, nature 
is thus said to be the principle of motion.•• 

Against this conception of motion, which may be called dy
namic, Averroes maintains a view which may be called static. 
According to him, who indeed only interprets Aristotle, there 
is only one kind of motion which may be said to contain its 
motive principle within itself, and that is the voluntary motion 
of animal beings. All the other motions, including that of the 
elements, have their motive cause outside themselves. The 
elements, he maintains, are by their own nature endowed only 
with a potentiality for motion, which passes into actuality by 
the action of a series of external causes which ultimately end in 
the prime mover. Those external causes, indeed, act upon the 
elements through their specific forms, and thus their forms may 
in a certain sense be called the cause of their motion. The proper 
cause of their motion, however, is something externaJ.s• 

As to which of these views was held by Maimonides it is a 
matter of controversy among his commentators. Crescas is silent 
on this point.S' 

Motion, properly speaking, is change in place, and, as we have 
seen, it is not a self-contained activity. It always implies the 
existence of a motive agent. By the same token, any other kind of 
change or transition from potentiality into actuality requires an 

• 1 Seen. 18 (p. 579) on Prop. X. 
••lind. 
••IIIitl . 
•• lind. 
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agent or cause to bring about that transition. The proximate 
cause of motion, as we have seen, is distinct from the object 
moved but not neccesarily external to it. Its remote or ultimate 
cause, however, is both distinct and external. Thus in every 
form of transition from potentiality to actuality the ultimate 
cause is not only di!'tinct from the object but also outside of 
it. This view is not the result of a priori reasoning; it is rather 
based upon inductions from actual observations. Whatever form 
of change we take, we !!hall find that the cause is always distinct 
from the object as well as external to it.•• 

Though action is change and change is a transition from 
potentiality into actuality, it is not always that a change of 
action implies a change in the nature of the agent producing 
the action. Action means the operation of an agent upon an 
object under given conditions. Any change in action may be 
therefore due to a change in any of these three causes: the agent, 
the condition or the object. It is therefore quite possible to have 
a change within the action or from non-action into action without 
implying a change in the nature of the agent, as when, for in
stance, the change or transition can be traced to the nature of 
the object only_ Thus, if you conceive God to have created the 
world in time, the transition from non-action into action does 

not mean a change in the divine nature." 

A motive agent m:ty act upon its object either as a final cause 
or as an efficient cause, in the latter case its action is performed 
in one of the following four way>': drawing, impelling, carrying, 
and rollin~t. As a final cauSf' the motive agent may produce 
motion without itself being moved. As an efficient cause, how
ever, it cannot produce motion without itself being moved at 
the same time.54 The case of a magnet, which seems to produce 

'' Prop. XVIII, notes 1--9. 
"lbitl. n. 9. 

" Prop. IX, Part I. n. 2. 
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motion in an object as an efficient cause by means of dra·Ning 
without itself being moved, was advanced as an apparent contra

diction to the general rule and called forth various e'l:planations. 
On the whole, four explanations are discussed in various works 

in Jewish literature.ss 

First, the magnet does not act a~ a motive agent in its attrac

tion of iron. It is the iron itself which is moved toward the 
magnet by reaoron of a certain disposition it acquires when it 

comes within the vicinity of the magnet. This explanation is 

quoted by Averroes in the name of Alexander. 

Second, the motion of the iron toward the magnet is brought 

about by me.tno; of l'ertain corpuscles which 1ssue forth from 

the magnet and come in contact with the iron and draw it toward 

the m.tgnet. This explanation io; attributed to the Stoics. It 

io; also described bv Lucretius. It io; quoted by Averroeo; in the 
name of Ale,.ander and is found in Maimonides. 

Third, the mar;:-net poo;.,eo;o;eo; a certain fflrce which attracts 

the iron. Thales callo; th1« fnn·e a o;oul Plato and, according 

tn Ger<~hon ben Solomon, also Galen clenv that this force is a 

~nul but rleo;ignate it simplv hy the tt>rm power. It is similarly 

called peculiar power hy Jno;eph Zabara and peculiar property 
by Altabnzi. 

Fourth, magnetic attraction is explained by the same principle 

as the natural motion of the elements. There is a certain affinity 
between the iron and the magnet analogous to the affinity which 

e'l:ists between the elements and the1r respective proper places. 

The magnet therefore does not act a .. the effic1ent cause of the 

motion of the iron but rather as 1ts final cause. This explanation 

is advanced by Averroes and 1s al..o di!>CU!.<~ecl by Gershon ben 

Solomon and his son Gersonides. 

11 See notes 5 (p 563) and 10 (p 565) on Prop IX for a h1story of the various 
theones of magnet1c attract1on as are to be found in je\\1Bh phdosoph1cal 
hterature 
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Crescas adopts the last explanation but modifies it somewhat 
in accordance with his own explanation of the natural motion 
of the elements. As we have already seen, Crescas does not 
attribute the natural motion of the elements to the alleged action 
of proper places upon the elements as final causes. According to 
him all the elements are moved downward by their own nature 
due to some peculiarity in their own physical structure and 
composition. Similarly in the case of magnetic attraction, he 
argues, the motion of the iron may be due to some peculiarity in 
its own physical structure and composition. 



CHAPTER IV 

TIME' 

THE relation between time and motion is one of the pivotal 
points in Crescas' criticism of Aristotle. Aristotle defines time 
as the number of motion according to the prior and posterior.• 
As against this Crescas defines time as the measure of the dura
tionJ of motion or of rest between two instants. By this definition 
Crescas means to disestablish the connection between time and 
motion which Aristotle's definition has established. But how 
this end is achieved by Crescas' new definition is not quite clear. 
The substitution of the term 'measure' for 'number' certainly 
does not bring about that result, for, besides the irrelevancy of 
this change of terms to the question in hand, Aristotle himself 
interchanges these terms in his definition of time.• Nor does 
the addition of the term '"rest" make time independent of motion, 
for Aristotle himself admits that rest, too, is measured by time, 
but argues that since rest is only the privation of motion, it is 
measured by time only accidentally.s Finally, the substitution 
of the phrase "between two instants" for Aristotle's "according 
to prior and posterior" is of no real significance, for Aristotle, 
too, by his statement that time is the number of motion accord
ing to prior and posterior means that motion is numbered or 
measured by time when it traverses a certain distance between 
two instants. 

• This chapter is based upon Prop. XV. 
• The variety of versions of Aristotle's definition of time in Arabic and Jewish 

philosophy is discussed in n. 9 (p. 636). 
1 A justification for translating the underlying Hebrew term by 'duration' is 

to be found in n. 23 (p. 654). 
• See n. 24 (p. 658). 
1 See n. 22 (p. 646). 
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The real difference between these two definitions, therefore, 
cannot be obtained by the mere counting of the words and 
phrases in which they are couched and by abstracting them f;om 
one another. We must first find out what these definitions 
exactly mean. Now, as for the exact meaning of Aristotle's defi
nition, it can be easily gathered from his own discussion of time.6 

But as for the exact meaning of Crescas' defimtion, his own dis
cussion on the subject does not lend us any help. We must 
therefore resort to other discussions which may be found in 
the philosophic literature spanning the centuries between Aris
totle and Crescas and out of these try to get whatever help we 
can in constructing Crescas' own view. 

Anstotle does not approach the problem of time with that 
feehng of awe with which some later philosophen. begin their 
disCUSSion of the same problem. The term 'time' had not a& 
yet become ob&cured by the incrustation of layers upon layers 
of metaphysical speculation. As used by Aristotle, It was still 
the word of the common speech of the ordinary man. When 
Aristotle asks himself what time is, he is really a .. king himself 
what people mean when they speak of time, and it is from his 
observations of what people usually mean by time in their every 
day speech that he arrives at a definition of the nature of time. 
There is no m.e of speculating as to the eli.Istence of time, he 

begins his discussiOn, and there is btlll !ebb u&e in attempting to 
deny the existence of time, when in the daily speech of every man 
time is treated as bomethmg existent. A&suming then that time 
doe& exist, Aribtotle proceeds With the question, what time is.7 

In order to know what a thing Ib, it IS first necebbary to know 
to what class of beings it belougb. Now, all beings, according 
to Aristotle, fall into two cl.u.&e&, subbtances and accidents. The 
question is therefore whether time is a substance or an accident. 

6 Phy .. cs IV, 10 ff. 
'Seen. 7 (p 634), where also a d•scuasion is to be found as to the different 

rest.ltenu:nls oflhe pre-Ar•stotel•an definitions of tune. 
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It was very easy for Aristotle to show that it was not a substance, 
for a substance is something which exists in itself, whereas time 
is something fleeting, consisting of past and future, neither of 
which has any actual existence. It must therefore be an accident, 
existing in something else, just as color and shape and size exist 
in something else. 1 

But what is that something else in which time exists? Aris
totle's answer is that it is motion, for psychologically, he argues, 
we have no perception of time unless we have a perception of 
motion. The manner in which our perception of time is formed 
is shown by an analysis of motion. Motion is a transition from 
one point to another over a certain magnitude. In the magnitude 
itself, these points are co-existent, but in motion they are succes
sive, some of them being prior and others posterior. These prior 
and posterior points in motion are transformed by our mind 
into past and future, and the past and future when combined 
furnish us with what we usually call time. Furthermore, motion 

is numbered, and this is done in two ways, first, according to 
distance, as when we describe motion by the distance traverserl, 
and, second, according to speed, as when we describe motion as 
swift or slow. But the swift and the slow are in common speech 
measured by time, "since that is swift which is much moved in 
a short time, and that is slow which is but a little moved in a 
long time."• Consequently, Aristotle arrives at the definition of 
time as being the number of motion according to the prior and 
posterior.•• 

The implications of this definition are many and far-reaching. 
Time, according to this definition, while not identical with 
motion, is still inconceivable without motion." Time thus always 
implies the existence of some corporeal object in motion; and 

1 See notes 2 (p. 633), 10, II and 12 (pp. 640 f.). 
1 Physics IV,IO, 218b, 15-17; Cf. n. 12 (p. M1). 
•• See notes 13, 14, 15 and 16 (pp. 642 f.). 
"Prop. XV, Part II, n. 4. 
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while indeed the object need not be actually in motion, it must 
be capable of motion.u Fl!rthermore, time as now defined has 

, a certain kind of reality and actual existence outside the mind, 
due to the reality of the moving object to which it is joined, 
though this reality is to be understood only in a limited sense, 
for since time is not motion itself but only the number of motion, 
to that extent, like number, it must be conceptual.'' Moreover, 
eternal beings that are incorporeal and immovable, like God and 
the Intelligences, cannot have the attribute of time, inasmuch 
as the attribution of time would imply corporeality and mova
bility.'4 Finally, if we accept Aristotle's definition of time but 
reject his view as to the eternity of the universe, as does Maimo
nides, we will have to assume the creation of time as well as 
the creation of matter, inasmuch as time, under this definition, 
could not have existed prior to the existen(.-e of matter and 
motion.•s 

In order now to understand how Crescas' counter-definition 
divorces the idea of time from that of motion, we must first call 
attention to another definition of time~ is,..osed to that of Aris
totle, which had been current in Greek\ ~rabic and Jewish phi
losophy down to the time of Crescas and which continued to be 
discussed by philosophers after his time. In the light of this 
new definition we shall be able to get the full significance of 
Crescas' definition.16 

According to this new definition the essence of time is not 
motion but duration. Unlike motion, duration does not depend 
upon external objects for its existence, and it does not arise in 

"See notes 19 (p. 645) and 22 (p. 646). 
'' Seen. 28 (p. 661) . 
.. See notes 21 (p. 646) and 31 (p. 662). 
''Seen. 33 (p. 663). 
"A full documented discussion of this definition of time, its rise in Plotinus 

and its history in Arabic and Jewish philosophy, will be found inn. 23 (pp. 
654-658). 
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our mind out of the motion of things outside ourselves. It is 
rather the continuity and flow of the activity of the thinking 
mind. This' thinking mind may be God, or the universal soul, 
in such philosophies as assume the existence of a universal soul, 
or even our own mind, if our mind is assumed to have an activity 
and life of its own. Given therefore a thinking mind, even were 
there no external reality, there would be such duration. But this 
duration itself would be indefinite and indeterminate. It would 
have no end and no parts. In order that it might become deter
minate, there must be some external standard of determination. 
Such a standard is motion. When duration is determined and 
measured by motion, the measured part of duration becomes 
time. Still, while we cannot get time, or that measured-off part 
of duration, without motion, time is essentially as independent 
of motion as is the pure, undiluted duration itself, for time is 
only measured by motion, but is not generated by motion. Unlike 
Aristotle, then, this definition maintains that it is not time that 

measures motion but it is rather motion that measures time.'' 
This definition may be hewn out of the lengthy discussions of 
Plotinus, and traces of it may be found in the writings of the 
lbwan ai-Safa, Saadia and Altahrizi. In the work of Joseph 
Albo, a pupil of Crescas, there is a clear-cut statement of it. 
It r.an also be traced throughout the writings of Bonaventura, 
Duns Scotus ,Occam, Suarez, Descartes, Spinoza and Locke.•• 
Students of Bergson, too, may perhaps find in it some sugges
tion of his distinction between "pure duration" and "mixed 
time." 

This is exactly what is meant here by Crescas' definition. In 
its essence time is duration, and duration is in the mind and is 
independent of motion. Motion comes in only as a measure by 

''Ibid. p. 655. But aee n. 22 (p. 646). 
' 1 Cf. H. A. Wolfson, "Solomon Pappenheim on Time and Space and his 

Relation to Locke and Kant", in lsrGel Abrahams Memorial VolauiUl, 1927, 
pp. 426-440. 
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which a definite portion of duration is set off. Time is thus 
formally defined by Crescas as "the duration of motion . . • 
between two instants." But in order to get that definite portion 
of the duration, or the time, of a thing it is not necessary for 
the thing itself to be in motion. It is not even necessary for it 
to be capable of motion. The measure can be supplied by our 
mind by its merely conceiving of motion, for, as Crescas says, time 

may be measured "by the supposition of motion without its 
actual existen('.e." Now, the thing whose duration is measured 
by the "supposition of motion" and is itself neither in motion 
nor capable of motion is described by CreS('as as being at rest, 
using the term 're&t,' unlike Aristotle, not in the sense of the 
privation of motion in things capable of it but in the sense of 
absolute immovability.'• He thus introdu('eb into his definition 

the additional expression "and of rest." 
The implications of this new definition are qu1te the opposite 

of those which follow from the definition of Aristotle. Since 
in its essence time is duration, it imnlies no external existence, 
still less the existence of something mo\ ·~le. For a thing to be 
in time, therefore, it need not be eith~ra:tually in motion or 
capable of being in motion. Furthernfure, time has no reality 
whatsoever,•• inasmuch as it exi!>ts in the mind of a knower and 
could have existed there even were there nothing outside the 
mind of the knower in existence. Consequently, beings that are 
incorporeal and immovable, like God and the Intelligen('eB, may 

be described by attributes of time without implying that they 
are corporeal and movable." Finally, if the world is assumed to 
have been created, prior to creation there had ell.isted duration 
which is the essence of time. •• 

"On Creacas' uee of 'rest' in the eenee of 'immovability', seen. 22 (p. M6 f.). 
•• Seen. 28 (p. 661). 
"Prop XV, Part II (p. 291) and notes .11 and 32; cf. Or Adona• I, iii, 3, and 

H. A. Wolf11011, Crueas ott Ike E:nsliml:e atNJ AUnbiMs of God. 
• See Prop. XV, Part II (p. 291) and n. 33 (p. 663). 



CHAPTER V 

MATTER AND FORM' 

IN MEDIAEVAL philosophy it was customary to divide 'being' into 
that which exists in itself and that which exists in another. 
To the latter the name accident is given. Accident is then 

subdivided into that which not only exists in another but exists 
through the other, and that which, while existing in another, is 
the cause of the existence of the other. The former is again called 
accident, the latter is called form. Thus in the accepted termino
logy of the time, the term accident had two meanings, a general 
and a specific, the one used to include substance, for form is a 
substance,• and the other used as the opposite of substan<"e. It 
must have heen in order to avoid this confusion of terms that 
Maimonides introduces the term "force" to take the place of the 
term "accident" in its general sense. "Force," therefore, desig
nates existence in something else, and it is used by Maimonidl's 
in Propositions X, XI, XII, and XVI, to include accidents, forms, 
the lower fa<"ulties of the rational soul, the internal principle of 
motion, and the universals, all of which require something else 
in which to exist.l 

The distinction of matter and form is deduced, after Aristotle, 
from the phenomenon of the reciprocal transformation of the 

elements. Water, for instance, becomes air and air becomes 
water. This process of transmutation, it is argued, cannot be 
merely the alteration of one thing into another, for the elements 
represent opposites, and nothing can become its opposite unless 

1 Thiochapter iabaoed upon PropooitionaX, XI, XII, XVI, XIX, XX, XXI, 
XXII, XXIII and XXIV. 

'Seen. 9 (p. 573) on Prop. X. 
1 See n. 15 (p. 577) on Prop. X. 
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it is first completely destroyed. The transmutation of the ele

ments therefore implies the destruction of one thing and the 
generation of another. But when one thing is destroyed, it can 
no longer give rise to another thing, for from nothing, nothing 
can be generated. It is therefore necessary to assume the exist
ence of a certain substratum common to all the four elements 
within which the transmutation takes place. That substratum 
is matter, and the four elements are the four different forms 
which the matter assumes. Thus every one of the four natural 
elements is composed of matter and form.4 

The matter underlying the four elements is known in Jewish 
philosophy as 'absolute body' and the four forms which it as
sumes are variously known as the 'elementary,' 'natural,' 'proper,' 
'specific' or 'essential' formss. This common, underlying, proxi
mate matter of the four elements, however, was not considered 
to be completely formless. It was supposed to be composed of 
another matter, known as 'prime' or 'intelligible' matter, and an
other form known by various names. Simplicius calls it 'cor
poreal form,' by which name it is commonly known in Arabic, 

Jewish and scholastic philosophy. In Plotinus it is also design
ated by the term 'quantity,' which term is also used in the Arabic 
philosophic encyclopedia of the Ib.wan al-Safa. The terms 'cor
poreity' and 'first form' are also applied to it. 6 

There is no reference to 'corporeal form' in Aristotle. It was 
introduced into his system by his followers in order, probably, to 

account for the difference in the nature of his prime matter and 
his common matter of the four elements. The prime matter of 
Aristotle was generally understood to be incorporeal and in
extended. The common matter of the four elements, however, 

it was argued, had to be something extended. It was therefore 

• See note• .1-7 (pp. 569-572) on Prop. X. 

' See the liat of terms in n. 16 (p. 577) on Prop. X. 
' lind.; cf. n. 18 (p. 579) on Prop. X. 
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inferred that the prime inextended matter is not identical with 

the common extended matter of the elements, and that between 
these two matters there must be an intermediate form which 
endows the prime matter with extension. That form is the first 
or corporeal form which prime matter assumes.' 

Once this form was introduced, speculation became rife as to 
its nature. Three views are recorded in Arabic and Jewish liter
ature, which we shall restate here under the names of their chief 
exponents, Avicenna, Algazali and Averroes. 

According to Avicenna the corporeal form is a certain pre
disposition in prime matter for the assumption of tridimension
ality. As for tridimensionality itself, he considers it as an accident 
under the category of quantity which accrues to the elements 
subsequently. Algazali agrees with Avkenna that tridimension
ality is only an accident. Rut he disagret's with h:m as to the 
nature of the corporeal form. The latter, according to him, is 
not a predisposition in matter f<,r tridimensionality but rather 
the cohesiveness or massiveness of matter in which tridimension
ality may he posited. In opposition to both of them, Averroe, 
identifies the corporeal form with tridimensionality itself but he 
distinguishes between indeterminate and determinate tridimen
sionality. The former, he says, constitutes the corporeal form, 
the latter are only accidents. A similar difference of opinion 
existed among Jewil;h philosophers. Crescas, in his restatement 
of the definition of corporeal form, however, uses vague language 

which lends itself to any of these three interpretations.8 

The proof for the existence of matter and form from the trans
mutation of the elements, as we have seen, establishes only the 

existence of the common matter of the elements and the element
ary forms. It has no application at all to the 'prime matter' and 

7 Seen. 18 (p. 579 ff.) on Prop. X for a discussion of the origin, history and 
IIII!Bnlng of the "corporeal form" . 

• liM. p. 588. 
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the 'corporeal form.' In order to prove the existence of the latter 
a new argument had to be devised. This new argument is in its 
main outline analogous to the argument from the transmutation 
of the elements, but instead of reasoning from the destruction 
and generation of elements it reasons from the continuity and 
division of matter. It runs as follows: Matter which is con· 
tinuous loses its continuity and beromes divided. Continuity 
and division are opposites, and opposites cannot be the recipients 
of each other. Hence, they imply the existence of a substratum 
capable of assuming both these opposites. This substratum is 
the prime matter.• 

It has thus been shown that in the succe-..o;ive stages of matter 
and form the lowest is the opposition of 'prime matter' and the 
'rorporeal form.' The combination of these two constitutes the 
'common matter' of the four elements. The corresponding form 
of the latter is the four 'proper' or 'natural' forms of the elements, 
and so the stages of matter and form go on until the highest 
pure form is attained. Neither matter nor form can have actual 
existence hy itself-not even the common matter of the four 
elements, though it is already composed of matter and form. 
The first actually existent sublunaq substances, according to 
Maimonides, are the four elements.••l Though form only is to be 
considered as the cause of the existence of an object, still both 
matter and form are essential factors in the process of becoming, 
and consequently both of them are substances." So is also the 
concrete individual object, composed of matter and form, a 
sub~tanno. For, substance, as defined by Aristotle, has four 
characteristics: (a) It is that which does not exist in a subject, 
or, if it does exist in a subject, (b) it is the cause of the existence 
of that subject, (c) it ah.o constitutes the limits which define the 

• Evidence for Lhe view expre011ed in this paragraph as to the existence of 
such a new proof is to be found in n. 22 (p. 591) on Prop. X. 

•• Maimonidea in Prop. X and Creacaa in Prop. X, Part I, n. 16. 
" Prop. X, Part I, notes 8-9 
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individuality of the subject, and (d) it is its essence." Matter 
and the concrete thing are substances in the first sense of the 
term, fonn is a substance according to the other three senses. 
Accidents, however, differ from form by the fact that they not 
only cannot exist without a subject but their existence is not at 
all essential to the existence of their subject.'' All the accidents 
may be classified under nine categories. These, again, may be 

subdivided into separable and inseparable a<"cidents. The in
separable are quantity, figure, which is a subdivision of quality, 
and position; the separablE" are all the other accidents.•• 

The chief points in this theory of matter and form are two. 
In the first place, the 'mmmon matter' of the four elements is 
itself a composite, <"<mo;isting as it does of two elements, the 
'prime matter' and the 'corporeal form.' In the second place, 
this mmmon, composite matter of tht' four elements has no actual 
existence by itself. Actual existence accrues to it by virtue of 
its 'specific' or 'elementary' form. Against this conception of 
matter and form Crescas rai~:>es no objection as long as its pro
pcments maitain it consistently, as do in fact Avicenna and 
Maimonide&. To both of them the distinction of matter and fo~ 
is to be found in all material substances, translunar as well as 
suhlunar. The celestial substance, known as the fifth element, 
is, according to their view, mmposed of matter and form as are 
the four sublunar elements. In opposition to Avicenna, however, 
Averroes draws a distinction between the sublunar and tranS'
Iunar elements. The sublunar elt'ments, he agrees with Avicenna, 
consist of (a) the 'prime matter,' (b) the 'corporeal form' and 
(c) the 'specific' or 'elementary' form. The translunar element, 
that is, the substance of the spheres, however, consists only of 

" For the definition of substance and the enumeration of substances, see 
notes 8 and 9 (pp. 573-576) on Prop. X. 

''Prop. X. Part I. notes 13-14. 
''For the classification of accidents, see notes 4-8 (pp. 686-690) on Prop. 

XXII. 
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(a) the 'corporeal form' and (b) the 'specific form' which each 
sphere possesses, the fonner being related to the latter as ~atter 
to form. Furthermore, the 'corporeal form' of the celestial 
spheres, unlike the combination of 'prime matter' and 'corporeal 
form' of the sublunar elements, has actual existence without its 
'specific' form. •s 

It is this distinction made by Averroes between the sublunar 
and the translunar elements that Crescas takes as the point of 
departure in his criticism of the accepted theory of matter and 
form. He argues for the elimination of the 'prime matter' in the 
sublunar elements just as it has been eliminated by Averroes in 
the translunar element. The 'common matter' of the four ele
mt;nts will thus be something simple, not romposed of matter 
and form, and will also be extended. Furthermore, it will be 
something actual and will not depend for its existence upon its 
form.'' Consequently, Aristotle's definition of form will also 
have to be modified. It is no longer to be ronsidered as the cause 
of the existence of a thing. In that respect form is an accident 
like all the other arddents. It is to be considered a substanre 
only in so far as it constitutes the limits which define the indi
viduality of the subject and is its essenre. In these two respects 
only does form differ from accident.'' 

"Forces" residing in a rorporeal objert, as we have seen, either 
exist through the object or are thE' cause of the existenre of the 
object. To the former class belong the manifold accidents; to the 
latter class, according to Aristotle, belong the various forms and 
in a certain sense also the prime inextended matter, inasmuch as 
like form it is one of the constituents of body without which no 
body can be conceived. Now, the material object in which these 

,. The history of the question as to whether the c:eleotialapheres are composed 
of matter and form is discuBBed in n. 24 (p. 594) on Prop. X. 

•• Prop. X, Part II, notes 25-28. 

" lbul. notes 29-32. 
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forces exist is capable of division and disintegration. How that 
division and disintegration affect the "forces' residing in the 
material object is the subject of Maimonides eleventh propo
sition. On the whole, he lays down no hard and fast rule of 
distinction between these two classes of "forces" with regard to 
divisibility. In both cases some are divisible with the division 
of the body and some are not. Of accidents, some secondary 
qualities, like color and size, participate in the division of the 
body in which they inhere, while others, like its figure, do not 
participate in its division. Likewise in the case of substantial 
"forces," the prime inextended matter is subject to divison, 
whereas the corporeal form is indivisible in the physical sense 
of the term, though it is capable of some kind of conceptual 
division.11 Again, in the case of the soul, which is the form of 
the body and a suL~otance, the vegetative and animal faculties 
are divisible, whereas the rational faculty, even the lowest stage 
thereof, namely, the hylic intellect, is indivisible. Though 
Maimonides considers the hylic faculty to be a "force" within the 
body, and is accidentally moved with the body, still he admits it 
to be not co-divisible with the body, inasmuch as it is not a force 
distributed throughout the body.•• 

The motive faculty of the soul, like the hylic faculty, is also a 
"force" residing in a body. Consequently the soul of the sphere 
which constitute its principle of motion is a "force" residing in 
the sphere and must therefore be finite, inasmuch as every body 
must be finite and no infmite force can reside in a finite body. 
This is a good Aristotelian proposition. In proof of this propo
sition, it is first recalled that an infinite body is impossible. Then 
it is shown that should an infinite force reside in a finite body it 

' 1 Prop. XI, notes 1-3. 
"Ibid. notes4-5. Seen. 5 (p. 605) for adiecussion as to the analogy between 

the relation of 110ul to body and the Intelligences to the spheres and as to the 
difference of opinion between Averroes and Maimonides. 
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would ensue either that motion could take place in no-time or 
that a finite and an infinite forre could move in equal time.•• 

As over against this, it is Crescas' contention that an infinite 
motive force is possible. In the first place, Crescas refers to his 
own refutations of the arguments against the possibility of an 
infinite body."' Then, referring to Avempace's theory of an 
original time of motion, he ar~e& that as&uming the existence of 
such an original time of motion we may have an infinite force 
within a finite body without heing dri\.en to the absurdity of non
temporal motion or to the equal absurd1ty of the absence of any 
temporal distinction between the motion produred by a finite 
force and that produced by an infinite force. Indeed, argues 
Cresca~. even if you discover a single mstance where the finite 
aml the infinite force would produce motion in equal time it is 
not a sufficient argument to disprove the existence of an infinite 
motive force." Finally, drawing upon an old distinrtion between 
infinite in time and infinite in intensity,•• which Crescas makes 
much use of on several occasions, he arl{ues that Aristotle's proof 
has only established the impossibility of a force of infinite mten
sity ex1sting in a finite body. It does not prove, however, that 
a force of finite intensity could not continue its activity in a 
finite body for an infinite time. 

If, therefore, an infinite force within a body i~o po~o .. ible, infinite 
though only in time, there is no need for the assumption of a 
prime cause, which, according to Maimonides, must be separate 
from the sphere and exist in addition to the prime mover which 
is within the sphere .... The eternal motion of the sphere might as 
well be explained as being due to the action of a force, finite in 

" Prop XII, Part I. 
"Prop. XII, Part II, n 4 
u lind. notea S-6. 
•• For the ongin of this thstmctlon, seen 7 (p 61l) on Prop XII, Part II. 
"See n. 5 (p 606) on Prop XI, and H A Wolfson, C•escw on tlu Ezi.sl-

rmce urul AltNbws of God. 
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intensity, to be sure, but infinite in time, residing within the 
sphere itself. That such a force should act infinitely, indeed, 
it would be necessary to find a certain kind of motion and a 
certain kind of substance which by their nature could continue 
forever, inasmuch as not every kind of motion and not every 
kind of substance is capable of continual existence. But such a 
kind of motion and such a kind of substance are known to exist. 
Circular motion, according to Aristotle, may be continual, and 
the celestial substance, again according to him, is eternal. And 
so the eternal circular motion of the sphere may be due to the 
action of a certain force residing within it, there being no need 

for the assumption of a prime cause separate from it.'' 

Furthermore, the eternal circular motion of the sphere may be 

explained without the postulate of an internal resident force no 
less than without the postulate of an external separate force. 
The circularity of the sphere's motion, as has already been shown 
above,•• is not due at all to any soul within it but rather to the 
very nature of the substance of the sphere itself. By the same 
token, it may be argued, that the eternity of the sphere's motion 
is not due to any resident force within it hut rather to the con
stituent nature of the sphere itself.•• 

Like accidents, forms and some of the faculties of the soul, 
the universals may be also called "forces." For universals, in 
the Aristotelian sense, have no real existence; they are said to 
exist only in the mind. However that phrase may be inter
preted, and whatever the relation of universals to the individuals 
may be, the universals of Aristotle may be described as "forces" 
in a body, in the sense that they can have no actual existence 
apart from individuals. It is only through the material objects 

in which they exist that universals become individualized and 

"Prop. XII, Part II, notes 8-11. 
"See above p. 78. 
'' Prop. XII, Part II, n. 12. 
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distinguishable, for material objects inevitably have the distinc
tion of time and space and accidental qualities, and it is through 
such differences that material objects become numerable even 
when they are one in their universal character.•• Consequently 
no incorporeal beings can be subject to number unless they are 
incarnate in bodies. Without bodily existence there is no dis
tinction of few and many. Number implies the idea of plurality 
as well as that of unity, and there can be no plurality unless 
there are material objects which exist in time and space, and are 
endowed with accidental qualities.'' 

But still there are immaterial beings which are generally ad
mitted to be numerable. The Intelligences of the spheres, for 
instance, are pure, immaterial spirits, and still they possess in
dividuality and number, the latter being determined by the 
number of the spheres. What is it then that differentiates the 
individual Intelligences from one another, notwithstanding the 
fact that they do not pos.o;ess the ordinary differentiae of time 
and space and of accidental qualities? 

Two viwes are recorded, the Avicennian, which is also that of 
Maimonides, and the Averroian. The Avicennian view con
siders the Intelligences as evolving from one another by a 
process of emanation. They are mutually interrelated as causes 
and effects. There is thus a distinction of cause and effect be
tween them, and it is this distinction that furnishes the basis 
for their numerality and individuality. The Averroian view 
denies the existence of any causal interrelation between the 
Intelligences. It considers them all as co-ordinate beings, pro
ceeding directly and simultaneously from God. But it admits 
the existence of a difference of value between the Intelligences. 
Some of them are more simple in their nature and more perfect 

''Seen. 2 (p. 664) on Prop. XVI, where it is shown that Crescas takes the 
first part of Maimonideo' Proposition to be a restatement of Aristotle's theory 
of universals. 

" Prop. XVI, Part I. 
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in their conception of the divine essence than others. It is this 
difference in the degree of their perfection that accounts, ac
cording to this view, for the individuality, and, hence, the 
numerality, of the immaterial Intelligences.•• 

Another class of immaterial beings which are numerable, and 
one in which there is no interrelation of cause and effect, is found 
by Crescas in the case of the departed, immortal souls. If im
mortality is individual, the immortal part is either the substance 
of the rational soul itself, which is Crescas' own view, or what is 
known as the acquired intellect, which is the view of some other 
philosophers. In either case there are individual distinctions be
tween disembodied souls, distinctions due to the respective per
fection attained by individual human beings during their lifetime 
either in their union with God, as is the view of Crescas, or in 
their intellectual endowments, as is the view of other philo
sophers. But, says Crescas, this class of immaterial beings are 
distinguished from those about which Maimonides generalizes 
in his proposition in that their individuality has been acquired 
during a previous existence in material bodies.u 

Existences are divided according to Ari&totle into three 
classes--the eternally immovable, the eternally movable, and 
temporarily movable.•• God, the celestial spheres, and the sub
lunar beings respectively correspond to these three classes. 
Again, Aristotle defines the term "necessity", when not taken in 
its ordinary sense of "compulsion," to mean the eternal contin
uation of a thing in the same state, or, to use his own words, 
"that which cannot be otherwise."ll He also defines the term 
"possibility," in one of its several senses, as the possibility of a 
thing to be otherwise, or, again, to use his own words, "a principle 

•• Seen. 7 {p. 666) on Prop. XVI. 
'' Prop. XVI, Part 11. 
'' This and also the next few paragraphs are baaed upon n. 1 {p. 680) ~ 

Prop. XIX. 
" .Mwphynes V, 5, tOtSa, 33-34. 
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of change in another thing or in the same thing qua another."M 
From these definitions it is clear that God, who is eternal and 
immutable, must be called necessary, and that, on the other hand, 
the sublunar elements, which by their own nature are transitory 
and changeable, must be called possible per se. A question, 
however, arises with respect to the celestial spheres. These are 
imperishable and have an eternal, uniform motion. They should 
on that account be called necessary. But the question is, are 
they imperishable and eternal on account of their own nature or 
on account of something else? Avicenna, influenced by Alex
ander, maintains that the spheres by their own nature could not 
have eternal motion. For to have eternal motion by one's own 
nature implies the possession of an infinite motive force. The 
celestial spheres, however, are finite magnitudes, and, according 
to Aristotle, no finite magnitude can possess an infinite force. 
The eternal motion of the spheres must, therefore, be due to an 
external cause, the prime mover, which, in passing, we may note, 
according to Avicenna, is not identical with God.Js Conse
quently, the spheres are necessary only by virtue of the necessity 
of their cause; in themselves they are only possible.' 6 

With the introduction of that new distinction, we thus have 
according to Avicenna the following threefold classification of 
Being-God who is necessary per se; the transitory, sublunar 
beings which are possible per se; and the celestial spheres which 
are possible per se but necessary by their cause. Consequently, 
Aristotle's definition of necessity can no longer stand, since, as 
has been shown, a thing may continue eternally in the same 
state without being necessary per se. In order therefore to 
differentiate between necessary per se and necessary by a 
cause, or absolute and relative necessity,absolute necessity is de
fined by Avicenna in terms of self-sufficiency or the absence of 

.. Ibid. V, 12, 1020a, S-6. 
" St:e below p. 606. 
•' !:iee n. 1 (p. b!IOJ on Prop. XIX. 
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causation. God alone has absolute necessity in that sense. 
Nothing which has been brought about by a cause can be called 

necessary·" 

Averroes disagrees with this view. To him the spheres have 
eternal motion by their own nature, due to an infinite motive 
force inherent within them. That an infinite force cannot exist 
in a finite body is true enough, but that only applies to an infinite 
in intensity. A motive force, however, may be finite in intensity 
and still be infinite in the time of its operation. The eternity of 
the spheres' motion may therefore be due to their own nature, 
and it is by their own nature that the spheres may be called 
necessary. Neces~oity thus retains its original Aristotelian mean
ing, the eternal continuation of a given state. And so a thing 
may have a cause and still be nl.'cessary.•8 

Necessity thus in the Avicennean sense came to mean cause
lessness. But it does not merely mean the absence of external 
efficient causation. It implies as well the absence of any other 
kind of causation.'" Consequently, no composite object, be its 
composition actual or potential, physical or conceptual, real or 
formal, can be called absolutely necessary. For any composition 
is conceived to e.'Cist of parts, the aggregation of which is not 
identical with the whole, and so the whole may be said to depend 
upon its parts as its t'ause. •• 

Since no composite object can be nece.qsary, no corporeal object 
can be necessary, whethl'r it be eternal or not. For every corpo
real object inevitably contains the conceptual distinction of 
matter and fonn and must also possess certain inseparable quali
ties.•• Being composite, it cannot be necessary, even though it 
be eternal. Possibility, as we have seen, means the "may-be-

" Prop. XIX. 
''Seen. 1 (p. 680) on Prop. XIX. 
"Prop. XX. 
•• Prop. XXI. 
•• Prop. XXII. 
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come" of an object, designating its contingent, inconstant, and 
tl'ansient nature. It implies changeability in an absolute sense 
and is opposed to imposaibility and necessity both of which imply 
constancy and immutability. Potentiality, on the other hand, 
is to be taken only in relation to some definite state or quality to 

which a possible object may change, but prior to its change 
thereinto. If, for instance, an object may change from A to B, 
that object is said to be possible in a general sense, but it is said 
to be potential only in relation to B as long as it has not become 
B. On its becoming B, it ceases to be potential with respect to 
B. It is now B in actuality, though the object may still be de
scribed as possible, inasmuch as the change from A to B was not 
impossible nor was it effected by necessity. Potentiality is thus 
the opposite of actuality. In Greek the term 6ulla1J.'r is used 
by Aristotle to designate both possibility and potentiality. In 
Arabic and in Hebrew one term is used for the former, and an
other term for the latter.•• 

Possibility, change, or becoming always implies the transition 
from the state of potentiality to that of actuality. By the phe
nomenon of becoming, too, as we have seen, Aristotle proves the 
existence of matter and form. Now, the distinction of matter 
and form is not simply one of non-being and being; it is rather 
a distinction between potential being and actual being. Matter 
is thus the potential, form is the actual. Every object therefore 
which is composed of matter and form, has a certain actual ex
istence in so far ae it possesses form; it has a certain potentiality 
in so far as it possesses matter. In the many successive stages 
of existent beings, however, if one goes down the scale, one comes 
to prime inextended matter, which is absolutely formless, devoid 
of any actuality and of purely potential existence. On the other 
hand, if one goes up the scale of existence, one arrives at God 

.. For the difference between "potentiality" and "pouibility", - a. 2 (p, 
690) on Prop. xxm. 
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who is pure form and complete actuality. Hence the two pro
positions of Maimonides in Crescas' interpretation: "Whatso
ever is in potentiality, and in whose essence there is a certain 
possibility, may at some time not exist in actuality," as, e. g., 
the prime matter.<J Again, "whatsoever is potentially' a certain 
thing is necessarily material, for possibility is always in matter."..c 
In criticism of these propositions, Crescas refers to his own view 
that prime matter has an actual existence of its own... He also 
points out that there is a certain possibility which is not in 
matter, as, e. g., the possibility of a form to alight on matter.4 6 

" Prop. XXI ll. 
" Prop. XXIV. 
41 Prop. XXIII, Part II. 
"Prop. XXIV. 



CHAPTER VI 

FORESHADOWING A NEW CoNCEPTION 
OF THE UNIVERRE 

IN PLOUGHING through the heavy pages of Cre!!Cas' critique of 
Aristotle one gets the impression, and a true impression it is, that 
his discussion has no central point from which it proceeds and 
no definite direction in which it is aimed. lie seems to pass me
chanically from argument to argument, scoring a point here and a 
point there, setting up counter-theories only as a matter of con
tention, without trying, after his case has been stated and his 
points scored, to set forth what he himself believes to be the right 
view, as he invariably does in his discussion of purely theo
logical problems in other parts of his work. This failure to set forth 
positive views of his own is not unpremeditatrd and undesigned. 
Crescas, in fact, did not mean to he anything hut nrgative and 
destructive in his treatment of the physical problems of Aristotlr. 
All he wished to accomplish was to undermine the principles 
upon which were ha~ed the Aristotelian proofs for the existence 
of God. As he him~<elf derlares at the out~<et of his discussion, 
his arguments are to he ad hominem,' not to attain to the truth 
of the matter hut rather to confound his opponent. 

Still, within this destructive criticism and within the~e argu
ments which are only ad hominem, we may discern certain 
positive tendencies in the direction of the early Grt't'k philo
sophers the revival of whose views is the common characteristic 
of all those who long after Crescas struggled to emancipate them
selves from the thralldom of Aristotle. These stray positive 
tendencies we shall now try to gather together and to mould 

• Seen. 14 (p. 326) on Introduction to Book I. 
Ill 
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into some systematic unity, showing their adumbration of some 
of those views which fonn what is called our new conception of 

the universe. 

If we were to give an orderly and systematic presentation of 
Aristotle's philosophy of nature, we would logically have to start 
with his view as to the limited extent of the universe. Aristotle's 
universe, conceived as a system of concentric spheres, of necessity 
had to have a limit at which to terminate. While the number 
of the concentric spheres was not fixed by him, still he con
sidered it to be finite, so that there had to be a last outermost 
sphere which formed, as it were, the top of the universe, and 
were it only possible for a human being to get up to that top, 
he would have been able to jump off from it. 

But where would he have jumped? He would have had to 
jump 'somewhere,' but 'somewhere' implies place, and place, ac
cording to Aristotle, exists only where bodies exist; and as out
side the universe, again according to Aristotle, there were no 
bodies, there could be no place there. Nor could he have jumped 
into a vacuum, for Aristotle's, if not nature's, ahhorrence of a 
vacuum made its existence impossible not only within the uni
verse but also outside the universe. 

It was this lack of explanation as to what existed outside the 
universe that proved to be the vulnerable spot in Aristotle's ron
ct•ption of a finite universe. The difficulty is raised again and 
again by his own followers. Some of them, like Averroes, 
Gersonides and Albo, tried to solve it by maintaining that out
side the universe there was neither a vacuum nor a plenum. 
What there was there was simply 'nothing'! But Crescas, as 
later Bruno,' was reluctant to accept this explanation. 'Nothing' 
is not a middle term between plenum and vacuum, and therefore 
by the law of excluded middle, that which is outside the finite 

'Seen. 36 (p. 421) on Prop. I, Part II. 
'Ibid. 
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universe must be either the one or the other. By the force of such 
reasoning Creacas found himself compelled to conclude that beyond 
the outermost sphere there must be a vacuum. As the vacuum 
could not be limited by anything else, he was further compelled 
to conclude that the vacuum must be infinite.• The bounds of the 
universe were thus extended by Crescas to infinity. The universe 
is not that finite system of concentric spheres of Aristotle's con
ception but rather the infinite vacuum within which Aristotle's 
finite universe is contained as in a receptacle 

But what is that infinite, all-containing vacuum which is not 
simply 'nothing'? Several expressions are used by Crescas in 
describing it. "It is an extension (or distance or interval or 
dimension) separated from physical objects,''s It is "extensions 
existing apart from matter"' or "incorporeal extensions," and 
"incorporeal extensions" are defined by him as "empty space 
capable of receiving corporeal extensions",7 In order to under
stand the full significance of all these expressions it is necessary 
to recall that Crescas is trying to establish by them, as over 
against Aristotle, the distinction between space and place. Aris
totle himself makes no such distinction. Space to him is only the 
remote place of a thing, 1 and neither space nor place has existence 
except when there is a body or rather when one body is contained 
by another body, for place is defined by Aristotle as the circum
ambient limit of a body.• But Crescas defines space as extension 
or distance which may be occupied by a body or may remain 
free of the occupancy of a body. When it is occupied by a body, 
then the space becomes the particular place of that body; when 
it remains unoccupied, then the space is called vacuum or in-

• Prop. I, Part II (p. 189). 
1 Prop. I, Part I (p. 147). 
• Prop. I, Part II (p. 187). 
• Prop. I, Part II (p. 189). 
• Seen. 69 (p. 352) on Prop. I, Part I. 
I For the various Arabic and Hebrew version• o[ Ariatotle'a definition of 

place, aee n. 89 (p. 362) OD Prop. I, Part I. 
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corporeal extension... l'jow, this space or vacuum or incorporeal 

extension, being, on the one hand, not a plenum, and, on the 

other hand, not simply 'nothing', must of necessity be conceived 

as a 'something' which differs, either in kind or decree, from that 

'something' which constitutes a plenum. Logically, there

fore, Crescas' vacuum is to be regarded in its relation to the 

plenum as the universal ether is regarded in its relation to the 

plenum by those modem physicists who postulate its existence. 

It is not an absolute void, but rather matter of a different order. 

And so, when Crescas argues for the existence of an infinite va

cuum, he is arguing for the existence of an infinite extension or 

space, which is really matter of a different order, and which is 

to serve as a medium within which this material world of ours 

is contained. 

But this material world of ours, Crescas further argues, is not 

the only world in existence. Here, again, he comes out in direct 

opposition to Aristotle, for Aristotle rejects the possibility of 

many worlds, that is, of many independent systems of concentric 

spheres, and he does this by an array of arguments which seem to 

be quite impressive." Crescas, however, dismisses these argu· 

ments as inconclusive. On the ground of mere reasoning, he 

maintains, the possibility of many worlds is not to be excluded." 
He does not, however, definitely say how many worlds may 
exist. He only contends for the existence of "many worlds". 
But knowing of his rejection of Aristotle's denial of an infinite 
number of magnitudes and of his. contention as to the existence 
of an infinite space, we may reasonably infer that the number of 
Crescas' many worlds may rise to infinity.'l 

•• Seen. 31 (p. 417) on Prop. I, Part II. 
II De CIJI!lo I, 8; cr. n. 128 (p. 474) on Prop. I, Part II. 
"Prop. I, Part II (p. 217) and seen. 130 (p. 474). 
,. Though in one place he deaaibes the Talmudic reference to 18,000 worlds 

as hyperbolical (Book I, iii, 4; but cf. Book IV, 2). 
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We thus now get a clear view of Crescas' conception of the 
universe-an infinite space within which are floating an infinite 
number of worlds. 1 tis perhaps not altogether a new conception. 
It had been adumbrated by certain Greek philosophers such as 
the Atomists, and before them by many others up to Anaxi
mander, all of whom believed in the existence of innumerable 
worlds in an infinite void. But it is exactly these views of 
ancient Greek philosophers whic-h about two centuries after 
Crescas were revived by Bruno and through him were introduced 
into modern thought. There is, however, the following difference 
between Bruno and Crescas. Bruno's worlds are Copernican 
worlds, whereas the worlds of Crescas, for the lack of any state
ment by him to the contrary, are still Ptolemaic worlds, with 
stationary earths at the centre, enclosed by a number of con
centric spheres. 

Another important point on which Crescas differs from 
Aristotle is what may he described as the prinriple of the con
tinuity and homogeneity of nature. In Aristotle's conception of 
the universe, despite his assumption of an interconnt'ction be
tween the various parts of the universe and a continuity of 
motion running throughout its parts, there was still a certain 
break and discontinuity and heterogeneity in nature. This break 
occurs at the juncture of the translunar and the sublunar parts 
of the universe, and as a result of it nature becomes divided 
into two distinct realms. The break is of a twofold kind. In 
the first place, there is a difference in the nature of the motions 
which respectively characterize the sublunar and the translunar 
bodies. The rectilinear motion of the sublunar elements is de
scribed as natural, being brought about by certain centrifugal 
and centripetal forces which act upon the four elements and 
bring about their retluxes to their natural places. In the trans
lunar elements, however, the motion, which is circular, is de
scribed as voluntary and appetitive, being brought about by a 
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principle of motion inherent within the celestial bodies, acting 
upon them from within after the manner of a soul.•• In the 

second place, there is a difference in what may be called the 
ultimate constitution of the sublunar and translunar elements. 
The four elements out of which the sublunar bodies are consti
tuted are fundamentally different, according to Aristotle, from 
the ether which constitutes the heavenly bodies. While there 
may be some question as to whether Aristotle regarded the 
ether as a fifth element, it is certain that he regarded it as totally 
different from the sublunar elements. The former is constant, 
incorruptible and eternal; the latter are changeable, corruptible 
and transient. Among Arabic and Jewish Aristotelians the dis
tinction between them is sometimes expressed in a different way. 
In the sublunar bodies, it is said, there is an inextended matter 
whic-h is pure potentiality and to which tridimensionality is 
addE'd as what is called corporeal form.•s In the translunar 
bodies, there is no inextencil'd, purely potential matter.'6 Logic
ally, the break which thE'se two differences between the sublunar 
and translunar bodies have produced within Aristotles' universe 
is analogous to the break which would have been produced in 
our conception of the universe, if we had assumed that the law 
of gravitation operates in one part of the universe but not in 
another and that the ultimate constitution of the matter of the 
terrestial bodies is intrinsically different from that of thecelestial 
bodies. 

Now, this discontinuity and heterogeneity in nature is eli
minated by Crescas. As over against Aristotle's distinction 
between the nature of the circular motion of the heavens and 
the rectilinear motion of the sublunar bodies, Crescas argues that 
such a distinction does not exist but that the motion of both 

"See n. 11 (p. 535) on Prop. VI. 
'' For the origin, history and meaning of "corporeal form", oee n. 18 (p. 579) 

on Prop. X. 
'' See n. 24 (p. 594) on Prop. X. 
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celestial and terrestial bodies is what may be described as 
naturaJ.•7 While this view, as we have shown, is not altogether 
original with Crescas,'1 still his repeated emphasis of it is of the 
utmost importaqce, for it was not until astronomers had rid 
themselves, as did Crescas, of the Aristotelian principle that the 
motion of celestial bodies was unlike that which prevails on 
earth that any real prorress could be made in thP proper under
standing of celestial mechanics. •• Then he also denies that there 
is any distinction between the matter of the celestial spheres 
and the matter of the sublunar elements, insisting that they are 
both alike, that in both cases matter is tridimensionality and 
has actual existence without having its actuality conferred upon 
it by form.•• By this Crescas does away with what is the essen
tial characteristic of Aristotle's theory of matter and form, 
though he retains Aristotle's vocabulary. Furthermore, in his 
discussion of this question we get a glimpse of the historical 
development of the view which ultimately resulted in the iden

tification of matter with extension in the philosophy of Spinoza. 

Historically, in Greek philosophy, the rival of Aristotle's 
theory of matter and form was Atomism. In modem philo
sophy, too, the emancipation from Aristotle's theory of matter 
and form was a gradual movement in the direction of atomism 

which was ultimately establiP·ari'!Ko!l!llr and thM" by Dalton. 
Crescas' criticism of Aristotle, or•lt of it nature becon>eem to be 
outside this movement. He does r break is of a twofole atomistic 
theory, although this theory wa.nce in the naturP..Jphic Hebrew 
literature throurh the Moslem the sublunar a allusion to it is 
found in Crescas himself." All of the sub)upuld seem, is only 

'' Prop. VI (p. 237). 
•1 Seen. 1l (p. 535) on Prop. VI 

',ht ar
L 

"Cf. j. F. W. Herechel, ProlimintJry Disto..,so on tho Shuly of Natural 
PlliloMf>lly, Part III, Ch. III, (294); G. H. Lewea, Aristotle, p. 125. 

" Prop. X, Part II (p. 263). 
" See n. 4 (p. 569) on Prop. X. 
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to modify the accepted interpretation of Aristode's theory of 
matter and form. Still if we look closely into Crescas' reasoning 
we shall find that underlying it is really an attempt to revive 

Atomism. For the atom is distinguished from.the Aristotelian 
matter not only by its indivisiblity but also-and this is of 
greater importance-by the actuality of its existence. As a 
result of this latter characteristic of the atom, all the forms that 
the atom may assume are considered by the Atomists as being 
only what Aristotle would call accidents. The essential fact, 
therefore, about atomism, as a view opposed to Aristotle's theory 
of matter and form, is not that it does away with the infinite 
divisibility of matter but rather that it does away with the 
potentiality of matter and consequently also with form as a 
principle of actualization. That this was considered the essential 
fact about atomism is attested by the various restatements of 
the atomistic theory which have come down to us from Maimo
nides and others." Now, this is exactly what Crescas has done 
to matter. He has deprived it of its potentiality. He has made 
it to have actual existence. He has thus also abolished form as 
a principle of actualization. Form, therefore, becomes only an 
accident. Crescas himself was aware of these far-reaching con
sequences of his view, but wishing to retain the Aristotelian 
vocabulary he argues that form, though no longer a principle of 
actualization and hence only an accident, may still retain its 
Aristotelian name, because of some other differences that may 
be discovered between it and all the other accidents.OJ 

The unification of the forces of nature which Crescas estab
lished by bringing together celestial and terrestial bodies under 
the same kind of motion was extended by him still further by 
his including under it the phenomenon of magnetic attraction. 
This phenomenon was felt to be in need of an explanation in 

,. See n. 4 (p. 569) on Prop. X. 
""Prop. X, Part II (p. 263) and n. 31 (p. 601). 
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view of the fact that it seemed to contradict the Aristotelian law 
that every efficient cause of motion must be moved itself while 
producing motion in something else. Different explanations 
were offered, all, of which, however, proceeded on the assump
tion that magnetic attraction was controlled by a different force 
f10m that which controlled the natural motions of the elements.•• 
Logically that position is analogous to the position of modern 
physics which assumes that the laws which govern the electro· 
magnetic field are different from the laws which govern the field 
of gravitation. Crescas, however, attemptR to remove that 
difference. He contends that the magnet attracts the iron by a 
motion which is the same as the natural motion of the elements."' 
Logically, a modern analogy of Crescas' explanation would be a 
theory which would unite the laws of electro-magnetism and 
those of gravitation under one law. 

In the system of Aristotle, the break which he conceived to 
exist within nature itself was insignificant in comparison with 
the break he conceived to exist between nature and that which 
is beyond nature, or between the universe and God. Though 
the cause of the universe's motion, God was in no other way 
related to the universe, except by the relation of absolute con
trast. He was the immaterial as contrasted with the material, 
the immovable as opposed to the movable. Again, though the 
cause of the universe's motion, He was neither its immanent 
cause nor its external cause. He was its transcendent cause, or, 
to use the Greek, Arabic and Hebrew term, its 'separate'•6 cause. 
If we were to look in the history of philosophy for an extreme 
contrast to this view of Alistotle, we would probaly find it in 
Spinoza's conception of God as immanent in the universe, and it 
would be possible for us, by only exchanging Aristotle's matter 
and form for Spinoza's extension and thought, to express the con-

" Prop. IX (p. 253) and n. 10 (p. 565). 
"'Ibid. 
,. Cf Moreh Nebukm1ll, 1 anLI12, n. 36 (p 422) on Prup. I, Part II. 
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trast between them by saying that according to Aristotle God 
has only the attribute of thought whereas according to Spinoza 

God has the attributes of both thought and exten"sion. 

Now, there is a suggestion in Crescas which logically could 
lead one to Spinoza's position of attributing extension to God. 
It occurs in his discussion of space. After defining space as in
corporeal extension and assuming the existence of such an in
finite incorporeal extension within which the world is situated, 
he quotes in support of his view the old rabbinic dictum that 

God is the place of the world. The dictum is also known to 
non-Jewish authors from a non-rabbinic source'' and its signifi
cance is usually that which it is given by those who use it. In 
its original sense, as used by the rabbis, it is only a pious asser
tion of the omnipresence of God. There is in it, however, the 
germ of another and radically di1Terent idea. Interpreted freely, 
it could be taken by one who, like Crl'scas, believed in the ex
istence of an infinite space, to signify the identity of God with 
that infinite space or rather with the wholeness of the universe, 
and it would be only necessary to introduce into it the element 
of thought to arrive at Spinoza's novel conception of God 
Crescas, however, stops short of drawing this new conclusion 
from the old dictum. Indeed he starts out quite promisingly by 
saying that God as the place of the universe implies that He is the 
essence and the form of the universe, which really means that 
God is inseparable from the universe, but without evidently 
realizing the significance of his own words he conclude~ by 
restoring to the dictum its original and historical sense aF an 
assertion of the omnipresence of God within a universe from 
which He is separated and which He transcends.' 8 God to 
him continues to play the traditional part of a transcendent 

., Philo, De Somniis I, II; cf. Leibnitz, Nauveuu:x: l:!ssais II, xiii, §17 and 

Duhem, Le Sysl~me du Monde, V, pp. 231-232. Cf. joel, Don Cl~a>dt.i eU:., p. 24. 

''Prop. I, Part II (p. 201). 
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being unlike anything within the universe, contraeted with 
it as spirit with body, as the simple with the manifold, as the 
actual with the potential and as the necessary with the possible. 
Like all other philosophers who started with such premises 
Crescas consequently found himself compelled, in order to bridge 
that gulf between God and the universe, to endow this trans
cendent God with a will and power and all the other attributes 
of personality, and by doing so he got himself involved in all the 
traditional problems of theology which form the subjects of 
discussion of the remaining parts of his work. 

In the history of philosophy, the opposition to Aristotle had 
at various times assumed different forms. Aristotle was op
posed, because some of his views were found to contradict certain 
Biblical traditions; he was also opposed, because his reasoning 
on many important points was found to be logically unsustain
able; and finally he was opposed, because the method of his 
approach to the study of nature was found to be empirically 
inadequate. All these modes of opposition may be discerned in 
Crescas. On his own asseveration, his chief motive in opposing 
Aristotle was his desire to vindicate the sovereignty of tradition, 
not so much to render it immune from the attacks of specula
tion as to free it of the necessity of its support.•• Still he does 
not follow the tried and convenient method of hurling Biblical 
verses, in their crude, literal meaning, at the heads of the philo
sophers. As a Jew, well versed in the lore of his religion, he 
knew full well that Biblical verses were not to be taken in their 
crude, literal meaning, for having early in its history adopted a 
liberal method in interpreting the laws of the Bible and having 
explained away the verse "an eye for an eye" to mean compen
sation, Judaism could not with any show of consistency insist 
upon taking any other verse in its strictly literal sense. If some 
mediaeval rabbis did insist upon a literal interpretation of non-

•• See Introduction to Book I (p. 135). 
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legal portions of the Bible, it was rather in utter disregard of 
such logical consistency. In one place, in fact, he argues quite to 

the contrary that the philosophers cannot derive any support for 
one of their views from certain literal expressions of the Bible, for 
those expressions, he says, are to be understood in a figurative 
sense.J• Tradition, according to him, is a guide only in matters 
theological; he does not employ it in deciding problems concerning 
the nature of things. Only once, in connection with the nature of 
space, does he quote Biblical and rabbinic passages in support of 
his view,J' and then, too, he does it rather hesitatingly and uses 
them only as corroborative evidence and not as a basis for his 
knowledge. 

The method employed by Crescas in his opposition to Aris
totle is of a more subtle and more effective kind. He carri~s 
the battle to the enemy's own ground. Like one Bible hero of 
old, he tries to slay his Egyptian with a spear plucked out of 
his adversary's own hand. He employs reason to show up the 

errors of reason. And yet for himself he is not convinced of the 
unlimited power of reason. Reason was .well enough as a tool 
to be used in his attempt to upset Aristotle's scientific dogmas, 
but he does not consider it sufficiently reliable as a means of set· 
ting up new dogmas of his own. He is thus quite willing to 
employ reason in order to prove, in opposition to Aristotle, that 
the existence of many worlds is not impossible, but he doubts the 
power of reason to help us in attaining any knowledge of what is 
beyond this world of our experience and therefore counsels us, 

by suggestion, to suspend judgment and keep our mind open.3" 

With reason thus limited in its function, Crescas sometimes 
calls upon empirical observation for aid. He does so toward the 

•• Or AdoMi IV, 3. in connection with the verse "'The heavens declare the 
glory of God" (Ps. 19, 2) commonly taken by mediaeval Jewish phil0110phen 
a• implying that the celestial ophereo are animate and rational beings. 

•• Prop. I, Part II (p. 199). 
,. Prop. I, Part II (p. 217). 
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end of his discussion of infinity.u Again, in the discussion of 

magnetic attraction, in a passage the reading of which is doubt
ful but of wh1ch the meaning is quite clear, he says something 
to the effect that any ratiOnal explanation of that phenomenon 
is at best only hypothetical; what is certain about it is only 
that which is vouchsafed by observation and experien<.e.34 But 
experience as a guide to knowledge was to him still a new and 
untried venture. Wh1le forced to turn to its aid occasionally 
by h1s own skepticism as to the val1dity of speculdtive reason

ing, he knew not what use to mdke of it and what its far-reaching 
po&sibilities were, and unlike the two 8.1cons, he d1d not attempt 

to budd upon it a new method of science. Every experience to 
him was a single e"perience and was to prove only a single fact. 
It was never to give rioe to a universal law. Agdiu, an experience 
to him wds something given, not something that was to be pro
du<.-ed. It never bec.1me with him an experiment. Crescas, for 
instdnce, doubted the truth of Anstotle's theory a& to the exist

ence of n.lturally hght object& and of a natural motion upward, 

and thus when he observed that air goes down into a ditch 
without the application of any e.xternal force, he concluded that 

air was not naturally l1ght and had no natural mot1on upward.JS 
But when Newton began to doubt these Aristotelian laws of 
motion, while he may not have rece~ved his original inspiration 

from the falhng of the celebrated apple, he certainly did observe 

and study the falling of other bod1es and after long and pdins
takmg research established the universal law of gravitation. 

Again, when Crescas Wdnted to prove that something was wrong 
With a certain conclusion wh1ch was supposed to follow from 
Anstotle's theory that heavier bod1es fall faster than lighter 

"Prop I, Part II (p 213) 
14 Prop IX, Part II (p 257) Another re.tdmg ol the same passage would 

•mply that Crcscas d1d not cons1der h1s explanation ol maf(net1c attract•on as 
condus1vc unt1l1t had been verified by expenence. Seen 11 (p 568) 

"Proo. VJ (o 239) 
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bodies, he resorted to a hypothesis of an original !time of 
motion.•' It was subtle, but it led nowhere. But when Galilee 
wanted to prove that Aristotle's theory was totally wrong, he 
climbed up to the top of the tower of Pisa, and let two unequal 
weights fall down at the same time and watched their landing. 
It was simple, but it led to an epoch-making discovery in the 
history of science. 

In a larger sense, we may see in Crescas' critique of Aristotle 
the fluctuation of the human mind at the point when it began 
to realize that reason, which had once helped man to under
stand nature, to free himself from superstition and to raise his 
desultory observations to some kind of unity and wholeness, had 
itself in the system of Aristotle gone off into the wilds of specu
lation and built up an artificial structure entirely divorced from 
nature. A new way of returning to nature was sought, but none 
was as yet to Le found. Crescas had passed the stage when man 
condemned reason; he had reached the stage when man began 
to doubt reason, but he had not yet entered upon that stage 
when m.1n learned to control reason by facts. 

I" 

' Prop. XII, Part II (p. 271). Cf. n. 13 (p. 403) on Prop. I, Part II. 
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INTRODUCTION TO BOOK I 

OF THE first of those principles of belief designated hy us as Roots, 
which is the source of all the other principles designated by us 

as Scriptural Beliefs,' namely, the belief in the existence of God. 
The purport of any proposition can be made clear and the proof 

thereor established by the explanation of two things:• first, the 
meaning of the terms which constitute the proposition, and, 
second, the relation of the terms to each other, that is to say, 
whether the predicate is to be affirmed of the subject or whether 
it is to be denied. In the proposition under consideration, i. e., 
'God is existent,' it need hardly be said that the subject is 'God' 
and the predicate is 'existent.' Furthermore, it is generally 
admitted, as will be shown later,, God willing, that God is 
absolutely inscrutable. It follows, therefore, that the proposition 
is nothing but an affirmation that the Cause or Principle of all 
beings is existent. The study of this principle of belief must thus 
be confined to the second kind of inquiry, namely, to show how 
we know that the predicate is to be affirmed of the subject.• The 
task before us then is to inquire whether our knowledge of the 
truth of this principle of belief rests upon tradition' alone, that is 

to say, upon the authority of the Scripture, or whether we may 
also attain to it by way of reason and speculation. 

Of those who discoursed in detail upon the question of God's 
existence from the point o£ view of speculative reason, the first 
was Aristotle in his works the Physics6 and the Metaphysics; then 
his commentators, such as Themistius and Alexander, and the 
later7 commentators, such as Alfarabi and Averroes; then the 
authors after Aristotle, such as Avicenna, Algazali and Abra

ham ibn Daud.1 Finally Maimonides, in his work called Tile 
Guide of the Perplexed, has made use of the main teachings of 
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these men,' restating them briefly in the form of propoeitiona, out 
of which he constructed various proofs to establish this principle 
of God's existence. Furthermore, the Master has deemed it fit to 
add thereunto two other precious principles, namely, that God is 
one and that He is not a body nor a force inherent in a body.•• By 

reason of all this, we have selected the proofs advanced by Mai
monides as the subject of our investigation, with a view to deter· 
mining whether they establish the truth of these three principles 
in every respect" or not, for his proofs alone are derived from the 
generality of the teachings of the first philosophers, and therefore 
nothing that has been said by others on this subject deserves 

consideration.•• 

Inasmuch as 1\faimonides' proofs are all based upon twenty
six propositions which he has placed at the beginning of the second 
part of his work, our investigation of the subject will have to deal 
with the following two questions: First, whether the propositions 
which he has made use of in proving the principles are themselves 
established by demonstrative reasoning,'l for if the propositions 
necessary for the proof of the principles have not been established .• 
by demonstrative reasoning, the principles, too, will not have ' 

been conclusively established. Second, granting those prop
o.~itions to be true and to have been established by demonstrative 
reasoning, whether the principles can be shown conclush·ely to 
follow therefrom. In this twofold kind of investigation we shall 
reason from the opinion of the affirmer.•• 

In accordnace with this plan it seems to us proper to divide 

Book I into three parts. 

Part I. A commentary wherein the propositions are proved in 

accordance with the arguments employed by the philosophers in 

their own writings, and also a restatement of the Master's proofs 

(for the existence, unity and incorporeality of God), for intending 

as we do to subject both the propositions and the proofs to a 
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critical examination we must first endeavor to understand them 
in a manner clear and thorough and free from any ambiguity, even 
as the Master himself would have wished them to be understood. 

Part II. Wherein we shall inquire into some of the propositions 
and also into the Master's proofs with a view to determining 
whether they have been conclusively demonstrated. 

Part III. An exposition of the same principles in accordance 
with the strict teachings of the Scripture and also a statement of 
the method by which we arrive at them. Therein the main conten
tion of Book I will be made clear, namely, that it is impossible•s 
to arrive at a perfect understanding of these principles except by 
way of prophecy, in so far as the teachings of prophecy are directly 
testified of in the Scripture and indirectly corroborated in tradition, 
though it will also he shown that reason is not necessarily at 
variance wth the teachings thus arrived at. 

PROPOSITION I 

PART I. 

PRooF oF the first proposition, which reads:• 'The existence of 

any infinite• magnitude whatsoever is impossible.' 

An inquiry into thts proposition has been made by Aristotle in 

several places of his works, in the Physics, De Caelo et Mundo, and 

the Metaphysics,l and in support of it he has advanced arguments 

to show the impossibility of an incorporeal• infinite magnitude, or 

the impossibility of a corporeal infinite magnitude, or the impos

sibility of an infinite body having either circular or rectilinear 

motion, or again to show, by means of a general proof,s the 

impossibility of any actually infinite body. In correspondence to 

these four classes of arguments, we have divided this chapter into 

four sections.' 
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TuB FIRST CLAss OF AaGUMENTS 

Proof for the impossibility of an incorporeal infinite magnitude. 
Aristotle has framed the argument in the following manner:' 

There is no escape from the disjunctive proposition• that this 
incorporeal magnitude is either divisible or indivisible. Now, if 
it were indivisible, it could not be described as infinite, except in 
the sense in which a point is said to be infinite or color inaudible. 
It must, therefore, be divisible. If so, however, it must inevitably 
be either an incorporeal quantity or one of the incorporeal sub
stances, as, for instance, soul and intellect. But to say that it is 
an incorporeal substance is impossible, for the incorporeal qua 

incorporeal is not subject to division, whereas the infinite is now 
assumed to be capable of division.• 

Again, that incorporeal substance would inevitably have to be 
either divisible or indivisible. If it be divisible, since it is also 
incorporeal, simple and homoeomerous, it would follow that the 
definition of any of its parts would be identical with that of the 
whole, and since the whole is now assumed to be infinite, any 
part thereof would likewise have to be infinite. But it is of the 
utmost absurdity that the whole and a part of the whole should,
Le alike [in infinity). And if it is indivisible, which, indeed, as an 
incorporeal, it must be, we can no longer call it infinite except as a 
point is said to be infinite.•• 

Hence, by the process of elimination, the infinite must be a 
quantity. But then, it must inevitably be either a quantity sub
sisting in a subject or an incorporeal quantity. 11 It cannot be an 
incorporeal quantity, for number and magnitude, of which two 
infinity is predicated, are never themselves separable from sensi
ble objects. And if the infinite were a quantity subsisting in a 
subject, it would have to be inseparable from corporeal objects, 
for since quantity itself is inseparable and finitude and infinity 
are accidents whose subject is quantity, like all other accidents, 
finitude and infinity could not exist apart from their subject ... 
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Inasmuch as this last argument is based upon a proposition 
which negates the possibility of a magnitude existing apart from 
sensible objects, the existence of which, however, is not impos

sible if one admits the existence of an incorporeal distance, the 

argument will thus be'' a begging of the question.•• It seems, 
therefore, that Austotle i& relying here upon his own opinion as 

to the impossibility of a vacuum. I< or were we to admit the exist
ence of a vacuum, the ex1stence of an incorporeal magnitude 

would no longer be impo~sible; nay, its existenc:.e would of neces

sity be implied, &ince·a '\acuum is capable of being measured, and 
can thus be appropnately described by the terms great and small 

and the olher propel t1es of quantity. •s It IS only by rejecting 

first the existence of a vaeuum that he was enabled to build 

up that argument of his Thi& being the ca&e, it appears to us 
peculiarly fitting to give here a brief summary of all h1s argument& 

against the ell.istence of a va(uum, so that 111e may inquire after
walds, in the &econd part, God Willing, as to whether they 

e~:~tablil:.h the truth of hi& contenlion in every respect. 

Since those who affirmed the exi&tence of a vacuum supposed'6 

that locomotion would be impossible'7 Without the existence of a' 

vacuum, Amtotle fir&t undertook to prove the falsity of this 

supposition. Then, he framed four•• other arguments to show 

that the exi&tence of a vacuum is impossible. 

Hi& proof of the fals1ty of the assumption runs a& follows:•• 

If a vacuum were the cau&e of motion, 1t would ha"e to be e1ther 

its efficient or its fmal cause. But the vacuum can be ne1ther an 

efficient nor a final cau&e. Hence it leads to a conclusion wh1ch 

denies the antecedent. The cogency of the connection bet111een 

the consequent and the antecedent is evident, for it has been 

shown that causes are four in number, the material, the formal, 

the efficient, and the final; and since the vacuum can evidently 

be neither the material nor the formal cause of motion, it must 
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necessarily be either its efficient or its final cause. As for the 

validity of the proposition which denies the consequent, it can 

he established as follows. We observe that different elements" are 

all moved with locomotion, but some in an upward direction 

and others in a downward direction.•• It is quite evident that the 

cause of this divergence of direction lies in the nature of the mov

ing object, which might be called the motive and efficient cause, 

and in the nature of the place toward which the motion is ten

ding, which might be said to operate as a final goal.•• But inas

much as the vacuum, being homoeomerous, cannot have dis

simildr parts, so that some of it would have the nature of a term~nus 

a quo, and others that of a terminus ad quem, it mu~:ot inevitably 

either possess only one nature, a quo or ad quem, or be devoid of 

either. [In the first case], if we suppose all the parts of the vacuum 

to be termini a quo, then a body placed in it would have to remain 

always at rest; and if we suppose them to be all termini ad quem, 

then an object placed in it would either have to move in all direc

tions at the same time or to remain always at rest, since in such 

a vacuum motion in one direction would not be mm e likely thaD 

in another. [In the second case], if we suppose the vacuum to be 

endowed with neither of these natures, which indeed must be the 

case, since the vacuum is nothing but dimension devoid of all 

physical contents,"' it would again follow that an object [placed 

in it) would have to remain always at rest. Thus it has been 

demont.trated that the vacuum can be neither an efficient nor a 

final cause. This is what he intended to prove by this argument.•• 

He further framed jour arguments in denial of the existence of 
a vacuum. 

The first of these arguments runs as follows :•s 

If a vacuum e.xists, motion does not exist. But motion exists. 

Hence a vacuum does not exist. The proposition which denies 
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the consequent can be established by sense perception; and as 
for the cogency of the connection between the consequent and 
the antecedent, it may be shown in this way. Motion is either 
natural or violent. Natural motion must differ in direction, 
and this is possible only through a difference in the nature of the 
places from which and toward which it tends. •6 Since the vacuum 
admits of no difference in the nature of its parts, there can of 
course be no natural motion in it. And as violent motion is 
so called only with reference to natural motion, which is prior to 
it in nature,07 for an object set in motion by some external force 
is said to be moving by violence only because it moves away 
from the place toward which it has a natural tendency,•• it fol
lows that by proving natural motion to be impossible in a vacuum 
violent motion becomes likewise impossible. Furthermore, 
if there existed violent motion in a vacuum, the motum would 
have to come to rest as soon as the motor which had set it in 
motion was removed. In the case of a shooting arrow,•• for in
stance, it is only because the air on account of its lightness is 
endowed with the capacity of retaining this impelling force [im
parted by the motor) that the arrow, ha"·ing once been set in: 
motion by its impellent, namely, the string, [will continue in its 
motion), even though the string has come to rest, for the air will 
continue to propel it until it comes to its naturallocality.J• But 
as it is clear that the vacuum has no capacity of retaining the 
impelling force of motion, an object moving in it would neces
sarily have to come to rest as soon as it has parted from the motor. 
But this is contrary to sense perception. 

The second and third arguments3' are based upon two proposi

tions.J• First, the swiftness and slowness of moving objects 

are due to the difference in the motive forceJJ or in the receptacle34 

or in both, that is to say,35 the stronger the motive force the 

greater the velocity; likewise, the stronger the receptacle, i.e., 

the medium in which the motion takes place-as, for instance, 
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air which has a stronger receptive powerJ6 than water-the more 
rapid the motion. Second, the ratio of two motions is equal to the 

ratio of the powers of their respective motive forces, when 
the medium is the same, or to the ratio of the receptive powers 
[of their respective medial, when the motive force is the same; or 
to the compound ratio of the powers of their respective motive 
forces and receptivities, when both motive force and medium are 
different-the rule for manipulating compound ratios having al
ready been explained in Euclid's Element.s.n With these two 
propositions assumed as self-evident, he has framed one argu
ment with respect to the receptacle and another with respect to 
the motive force. 

As to the one with respect to the receptacle, it runs as follows.•• 

If a vacuum exists, an object moving in it will have to move in 

no-time. But motion in no-time is inconceivable. Hence it leads 

to a conclusion which denies the antecedent. The connection of 

the consequent with the antecedent may be explained by assum

ing an object moved by the same motor-a certain magnitude

both in air and in a vacuum. Since according to the first proposi

tion a difference in the velocity would have to arise in conseq~ence 

of the difference in its respective receptacles, and according to 

the second proposition the ratio between its respective velocities 

would be equal to the ratio between the air and the vacuum, 

and as it is furthermore clear that the ratio between these 

two receptacles would be equal to the ratio between a finite 

and an infinite,39 it would thus follow that motion in a vacuum 

would take place in no-time.•• But that is impossible, for 

no magnitude can be conceived as being moved in no-time, since 

every magnitude must be divisible, and the time of its motion 

must consequently be divisible along with its motion.•• 

Averroes has remarked here that the force of this argu

ment is like that of the argument by which it is sought to prove 
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that if there existed a corporeal infinite moving force, the object 
set in motion by it would have to move in no-time.•• 

The argument with respect to the motive force runs as fol
lows:cs If a vacuum existed, it would lead to the falsity of the first 
proposition, despite its being self-evident. For suppose two ob
jects in a vacuum were moved by two unequal motors, differing 
from each other by a given magnitude. According to the first 
proposition the velocity of one of those moving ohjects would 
have to be greater than that of the other. ·But an object moving 
in a vacuum, as has been shown before, would have to perform its 
motion in an instant. It would thus follow that though the 
motors differed, the velocity of the motion would not differ. This, 
however, is impossible according to the first proposition. And 
this impossibility will of necessity arise once we admit the exis
tence of a vacuum. 

The fourth argument runs as follows:44 If a vacuum existed, it 
would follow that one body could enter into another. Dut the 
interpenetration of bodies is impossible, for, were it not so, the 
world could enter into a grain of mustard seed."' Hence it follows 
that a vacuum does not exist. The cogency of the connection 
between the consequent and the antecedent may be explained as 
follows: The existence of a vacuum means nothing hut the exi!'t
ence of three abstract dimensions, divested of body. Since 
those dimensions are not hodies, nor accidents inherent in a 
subject,•' they could not leave their place if another body were 
entered into them, as would happen, for instanc-e, in the case 

of a trough full of water, if a stone were thrown into it. Hence 
the dimensions of the body would have to be considered as 
penetrating the dimensions of the vacuum. But if that were 
possible, the penetration of one body into another would like
wise have to be possible, for the interpenetration of bodies is 
considered impossible not because of their being substances or 

of their being endowed with color and other qualities, hut rather 
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because of the three dimensions which they possess. If it be, 

therefore, maintained, that these dimensions, [i. e., a vacuum], 

can be penetrated by a corporeal object, all other corporeal 

objects would likewise have to be penetrable by one another. 

But this is an impossible falsehood.•? 

Hence a vacuum does not exist either within the world or out

side thereof. 41 

He has further strengthened his view [by two additional argu

ments]... (1) If a body requires a place for its existence, it 

is only because of the three dimensions in which it is pos~ted. 

[Now, if incorporeal dimensions or a vacuum e.xisted], these 

dimensions, too, would require dimensions, and so on to infinity.•• 

(2) Then, again, dimensions are the limits of bodies, and a limit, 

in so far as it [is a limit), is indivisible. It is therefore inseparable 

from the object of which it is a limit. Hence the existence of an 

incorporeal extension is impossible.•• 

This is the premise upon which he depended in trying to prove 

the impossibility of an infinite magnitude, and this is what he 

intended to prove by this class of arguments, namely, the first 

class. 

Another argument to prove the impossibility of an infinite 

magnitude has been advanced by Altabrizi, namely, the argument 

of application.•• Suppose we have a line infinite only in one 

direction. To this line we apply an infinite line [which is likewise 

infinite only in one direction], having the finite end of the second 

line fall on some point near the finite end of the first line.u It 

would then follow that one infinite, [i. e., the first line], would be 

greater than another,•• [i. e., the second line]. But this is impos

sible, for it is well known lhat one infinite cannot be greater than 
another. 
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THE SECOND CLASS OP ARGUMENTS 

Proof for the impossibility of the existence of an infinite cor

poreal magnitude. 

Starting out with a general proof,ss he first tried to show that 

the existence of an actually infinite magnitude, whether coporeal 

or mathematical,s6 is impossible. The argument runs as follows:17 

Every body is contained by a surface or surfaces, and that which 

is contained by a surface or surfaces is finite. Hence every body 

must be finite. Having convinced himself that every body must 

be finite, it has also become clear to him that surfaces and lines 

must likewise be finite, inasmuch as they cannot be separated 

from body. In a similar manner he has proved to himself the 

case of actual number, showing that number, too, must be finite, 

inasmuch as every actual number is that which is actually num

bered, and that which is actually numbered is either even or odd. 

Hence every number is finite.s1 

He then proceeded to frame four physicals• arguments to prove 

the impossibility of an infinite corporeal magnitude. 

Thefirst argument runs as follows: 6• If there existed an infinite 

tangible body, it would have to be either simple or composite. 

In either case, and however that simple or composite infinite body 

is conceived to be, 6' one of its elements would have to be infinite 

in magnitude, inasmuch as it has been demonstrated in the first 

book of the Physics" that an infinite number of elements is impos

sible. This element, infinite in magnitude, if it were so, and being 

also tangible and endowed with qualities, would in course of time 

bring change and corruption to other elements, [for that infinite 

element would have to be of a nature opposite to the others], 

inasmuch as elements are elements only by virtue of their own 

peculiar qualities,6J and so there would be no continuance of 

existence. But this is contrary to sense perception. Again, if one'-
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of the elements were infinite, it would be infinite in all its dimen
sions, for, being a simple substance, all its dimensions would have 
to be equal, and so there would be no room left for the other 
elements. 

The second argument runs as follows:'- Every tangible body 
must have either weight or lightness. Consequently, if the infinite 
had weight, it would have to be in the lower region and separated 
from the upper, 66 and if it had lightness it would have to be in 
the upper region and separated from the lower. But all this is 
impossible in an infinite. 6• 

The third argument runs as follows: Since61 every sensible body 
is in d place, 61 and since places are finite in both kind and magni
tude,•• it follows that every body must be finite, for place has 
been shown to be the limit that sunound& a body.'' That places 
are finite in kind is evident, for their differences are limited in 
number, namely, above and below, before and behind, right and 
left. That they must albo be finite in magnitude follows as a 
logical conclusion, for if they were not finite, there would be no 
absolute up and no absolute down, but only relative. But we 
observe that the natural places are limited.•• 

The fourth argument runs as follows:" Since every sensible 
body is in place, and place is the surroundmg limit, it follows that 
the body which occupies place must•• be finite. The cogency of 
the connection of the consequent ito self-evident, f~r that which 
is surrounded must of necessity be finite. But how can it be 
proved that place is that which surrounds? To do this he has 
laid down five self-evident propositions:•s Fi1st, that place sur
rounds the object of which it is the place. Second, that place is 
separated [from its occupant) and is not a part thereof. Third, 

that first place,76 i. e., proper place, is equal to its occupant. 
Fourth, that place has the distinction of up and down. Fifth, 
that the elements are at rest in their respective places and toward 
tho~~e places they tend to return. These are the propositions which 
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enable us to understand the essence of place. He haa furthermore 
framed a hypothetical disjunctive syllogism which runs aa fol
lows :n Place must inevitably be thought of as one of four thing&: 
form, matter,'1 the surrounding limit, or the interval between the 
limits of that which surround&," i.e., that which is known as the 
vacuum.•• If it cannot be any of the three, namely, form, matter 
and the vacuum, it necessarily follows that it is the surrounding 
limit. But it is none of those three. Consequently it is the sur
rounding limit. But how can it be shown that it is none of these 
three? That place cannot be identified with either form or matter 
is evident, for both of these belong to that which is essential to a 
thing and are inseparable therefrom,•• and thus they cannot sat
isfy the conditions laid down in the second proposition. If we 
have assumed that form is a limit,11 it is a limit only of the thing 
surrounded but not of the thing surrounding.•s The truth of the 
matter is, form is not a limit. It is said to be a limit only in the 
sense that it is the final cause of matter and the limit which 
defines it ... 

It therefore remains for us to prove that place is not identical 
with the vacuum. With regard to this Aristotle says•s that the 
as.c;ertion that there are dimensions existing by themselves [with
out a body) would give rise to two untenable conclusions. First, 
that one and the same thing would have an infinite number o! 
places at the same time. Second, that the places would be mov
able and that one place would exist in another place.•e How such 
conclusions would ensue, will become clear from what I am to 
say. If the interval between the boundary lines of a body be its 
place, the parts of that body would have to be essentially each in 
its own place, for just as the body as a whole is said to be in place 

because of its occupancy of an interval equal to itself, so also 

every one of its part& would have to be as&umed as exi&ting each 

in its own place, since each of them occupies an interval of its 

own size. Supposing now that a vessel full of water is moved from 
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one place to another, it would follow that just as the entire vol
ume of water, when the vessel as a whole changes its place, is 
translated by that vessel, together with its own equal interval 
which it occupies, 87 and is placed in another interval, so also the 
parts of the water would be affected in the same way, that is to 
say, they, too, would all individually be translated together with 
their particular intervals to other intervals, the latter intervals 
thus beL-oming the places of the parts of the water as well as of 
their former intervals. 88 By infinitely continuing to divide the 
parts of the water, we would thus finally arrive at the two afore
mentioned untenable conclusions: first, that they [i.e., the parts) 
would have an infinite number of places, and second, that places 
would be movable and that one place would exist in another place. 

Consequently, place must be the surrounding, equal and sep
arate surface.•v This having been demonstrated, it is now 
established beyond any doubt that any space-filling body must 
be finite. This is what he intended to show by this class of 
arguments. 

THE THIRD CLASS OF ARGUMENTS 

Proof for the impossibility of an infinite object having either 
rectilinear or circular motion.'" 

W1Lh respect to the impossibility of rectilinear motion in an 
infinite movable body, he has framed three arguments. 

The first'' of these arguments is introduced by him by two 
self-evident propm.itions. First, every sensible body has a where
ness which properly belongs to it" and a place toward which it 
moves and wherein it abides. Second, the [proper) place of the 
part and the whole [of a homoeomerous body") is one [in kind), 94 

as, e. g., the [proper) place of a clod of earth is the same as that 
of the whole earth. Having laid down these two proposition&, 
he proceeds with his argument as follows: 
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If an infinite body existed, it would inevitably have to be either 
of simiJaru or of dissimilar parts. [In the first case), if it were of 
similar parts, it could not have [rectilinear) motion; for according 

to the second self-evident proposition, the place of the part and 
the whole is [generically) one, and furthermore the proper place 
must be equal to its occupant; consequently in whatever part of 
the [infinite) place of the whole any part of the body finds itself, 
it will always be in its proper place, and no object can have 
[rectilinear) motion while in its proper place.'' [In the second 
case), if it were of dissimilar parts, those parts would have to be 
either finite or infinite in number.n If they were finite in num
ber, one of them would have to be infinite in magnitude, and, 
as in the preceding case, would be incapable of motion.91 If they 
were infinite in number, the kinds of places would have to be 
infinite in number," in accordance with the first self-evident 
proposition. But ••• the kinds of places must be limited, for the 
existence of natural places is derived from the existence of recti
linear and circular motion, and rectilinear motion is from or 
toward the centre and circular motion is around the centre•••; 
but there would be no centre if the sum of the parts of the body 
formed an infinite magnitude. ••• 

It cannot be said that the places of the elements are one 

above the other and so on to infinity; for if that were the case, 

there would be no absolute up and down.'OJ [But••• we observe 

that the four elements are moved, one absolutely upward, another 

absolutely downward, and of the remaining two, one relatively 

upward and the other relatively downward. \\'e also observe that 

absolute lowness is limited; consequently its contrary, absolute 

height, must likewise be limited, inasmuch as contraries are those 

things which are most distant from each other.'"') 

Thus it has been shown that in either case the existence of an 

infinite bodv would exclude the possibility of rectilinear motion. 
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But rectilinear motion is a matter of sense perception. Hence 

an infinite body does not exist. 

The second argument runs as follows:'"' If an infinite body 
existed, infinite weight or lightness would likewise exist. But 
infinite weight and infinite lightness are impossible. Hence an 
infinite body does not exist. The connection of the consequent 
with the antecedent in this syllogism may he made clear a!! fol
lows: (For10' we observe that the four elements are moved, one 
absolutely upward, another absolutely downward, and of the 
remaining two, one relatively upward and the other relatively 
downward. We also observe that absolute lowness is limited, con
sequently its contrary, absolute height, must likewise be limited, 
inasmuch as contraries are those things which are most distant 
from each other.•••) We say it must follow that if an infinite body 
existed, infinite weight would also exist, for if the infinite body 
could not have infinite weight, then its weight would have to be 
finite. Let us then assume a finite part taken from that infinite 

body.'"' The weight of this finite part would of course be less 
than that of the infinite. Let us then increase the magnitude 
of the finite part until its weight equals that of the infinite, since 
the weight of that infinite is now assumed to be finite. It is also 
evident that the finite part could be continually increased until 
its weight became even greater than the first finite weight of the 
infinite body. But all this is absolutely impossible, namely, that 

the weight of only a finite part of the body should be as great as 
that of the infinite whole of the same body, nay, even greater than 
it. Hence the connection of the consequent with the antecedent 
in this syllogism, namely, that if an infinite body existed, infinite 
weight and lightness would likewise have to exist. 

As for the proposition which denies the consequent, namely, 
that infinite weight or infinite lightness cannot exist, it will be
come evident after we have laid down three propositions. First, 
an object of greater weight, in the course of its natural motion, 
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will traverse a given distance in shorter time than would be 
required by an object of lesser weight moving over the very same 
distance. Second, that the ratio between the [shorter) time and 
the [longer) time is equal to the ratio between the [smaller] weight 
and the [greater) weight. Third, every motion is in time."" 
Having laid down the propositions, let us now suppose two 
weights, one infinite and the other finite, to be moving over the 
same given distance. It would follow that the ratio of the time 
required by the infinite to that required by the finite would be 
equal to the ratio of the weight of the finite to that of the infinite. 
But infinity has no ratio to finitude except as a point to a line and 
as an instant to time. It would consequently follow that the 
infinite weight would traverse a long and a short distance without 
any difference in time, that is to say, in an instant."' Even if we 
were to allow in the case of the infinite weight a certain fraction of 
time, some finite weight might still be assumed whose ratio to the 
former finite weight would he equal to the ratio between the time 
of the infinite weight and that of the former finite weight. The 
time of this new finite weight would then be equal to the time of 
the infinite weight. Furthermore, by increasing the new finite 
weight it would follow that that finite weight would perform its 
motion in shorter time than the infinite weight. But all this is 
most absurd. And these absurdities have arisen from our assump
tion that an infinite weight existed. Having thus shown the 
impossibility of an infinite weight, we have thereby also shown 
that there can be no infinite body among the simple bodies. 

In the case of composite bodies,"" however, the impossibility 

of an infinite body can be demonstrated by a disjunctive syllo

gism. An infinite compound body would inevitably have to be 

composed of elements which were infinite in one of these three 

respects: magnitude, number, or form. They could not be infinite 

in magnitude, for it has already been shown that the magnitude 

of simple bodies cannot be infinite. Nor could they be infinite in 
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number, for being contiguous"• to each other and one in form, 
their aggregate would make [a continuous, simple], infinite magni
tude, which has been shown to be impossible. Finally, they could 
not be infinite in form, for were they to be so, they would require 
an infinite number of places. Moreover, we observe that the 
motions are finite.'•• 

It is thus clear that an infinite body, whether simple or com
pound, has no existence, and all these are indeed arguments from 

motion (proper)."' 

The third argument runs as follows :"6 If an infinite body 
existed, it could neither act nor suffer action. But every sensible 
body must either act or suffer action. Hence a conclusion which 
denies the antecedent, that is to say, an infinite body does not 
exist. By acting and suffering action we mean here an action or 
passion that is [completely realized] in time."' That every sensi
ble body must either act or suffer action may be made clear 
by induction. Every sensible body either only acts, as, e. g., the 
celestial bodies, or both acts and suffers action, as, e. g., the ele
ments and the composite bodies. That unlike these, an infinite 
body could neither act nor suffer action will be shol1m after we 
have laid down three self-evident propositions. First, two equal 
objects are affected by the action of one and the same agent in 
equal time, and a smaller object will be affected by the same 
agent in shorter time. Second, when two unequal agents affect 
two objects [in equal time), the ratio between the two objects is 
equal to the ratio between their respective agents."1 Third, every 
agent must complete its action in finite time."' These propositions 
having been laid down, it becomes clear that an infinite could 
neither act nor suffer action, for it can be shown that a finite 

could not impart action to an infinite, nor an infinite to a finite, 
nor, finally, one infinite to another. 

That no finite could impart action to an infinite is evident, for 
were that possible, let a finite act upon the infinite in some given 
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time, and let again another finite act upon a finite object in 110me 
other given time. The time in the latter case would, of course, 
be shorter than that in the former. Let us now increase the finite 
object so that its time would be equal to the given time ofthe 
infinite object. This, according to the second proposition, could 
be done. It will hence follow that an infinite body would be af
fected by a finite agent in the same time as would be required by 
a finite body to be affected by a finite agent. This is contrary to 
truth. Furthermore,'"" if the finite object were still further in
creased, the result would be that an infinite would be affected by 
a finite in less time than a finite by a finite. But this is very 

absurd. 

It can likewise be proved that an infinite agent could not im
part action to a finite object, for if it could, let the infinite act 
upon a finite in a certain given time and let again a finite act upon 
another finite in some greater time than the former. Let us now 
increase the finite agent so that it would complete its action in 
a time equal to that of the infinite agent. This, according to the 
second proposition, could be done. The result would be that a 
finite would impart action to another finite in the same time as 

would be required by an infinite acting upon a finite-contrary to 
what has been assumed. Furthermore,'"' if the finite [agent) were 
still further increased, the result would be that it would perform 
its action in less time than the infinite agent. This is very absurd. 

Finally, it can similarly he proved that an infinite could not 
impart action to another infinite, for if it could, let an infinite act 
upon another infinite in some given time, and let again a finite 
part of the infinite object be acted upon by the infinite agent in 
some other given time. The second given time would, of course, 
be less than the former. Let us now increase the finite object 
until it would receive the action in the same time as the infinite 
object. This, on the strength of the second proposition, could be 

done. The result would be that an infinite and a finite would be 
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affected by the same agent in equal time. This is contrary to what 
has been assumed. Furthermore, if the [finite) object were still 
further increased, the result would be that an infinite object 
would be affected by an infinite agent in less time than a finite 
object by the same infinite agent.• .. This is very absurd. 

Having thus demonstrated that an infinite could neither act 
nor suffer action, we must consequently conclude that an infinite 
has no existence, and this indeed has been proved from the im
possibility of [rectilinear) motion [in an infinite), for change is a 
species of motion, and, furthermore, it is analogous to rectilinear 
motion, inasmuch as they both take place between opposites.'"J 
It is in view of this consideration that we have included this 
argument among those derived from the incompatibility of 
rectilinear motion with the existence of an infinite.•,. 

As to circular motion, he has framed six arguments to show 
that it would be impossible in an infinite budy.•o.s 

The first argument runs as follows:"' If an infinite, spherical 
body moving in a circle existed, it would follow that one of its 
radii"', assumed to revolve on the centre, on reaching the posi
tion of another radius, assumed to be at rest, would have to 

coincide with the latter.121 But this is impossible. Hence an infi
nite spherical body could not have circular motion. The connec
tion of the consequent with the antecedent is self-e"ident, for the 
linet. extending from the centre of a sphere to its circumference 
are all equal. As for the proposition which denies the consequent, 
its validity can he demonst1ated as follows: It is well-known that 
the distance between any two lines emerging from the centre to 
the circumference increases in proportion to the elongation of 
those lines.'"" Since in the case under consideration the lines would 
be infinite, ... • the distance between them would likewise have to 
be infinite. As it is obvious, however, that no mo"ing object can 
traverse an infinite distance'l', it must follow that the revolving 
radius could never coincide with the fixed radius. But we have 
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shown that they would coincide. It is thus clear that if we as
sume the infinite to have circular motion, this false conclusion 
would have to follow.•J• 

One of the later thinkers•u has clinched this argument by ask
ing: How could the two radii coincide? Let us suppose, he argues, 
two lines emerging from the centre at such an angle that its 
opposite chord would complete an equilateral triangle. Since the 
lines are infinite, the distance between them [i. e., their intersect
ing chord) must be infinite. Consequently, the revolving radius 
could never coincide with the other [i. e., the fixt.-d radius), as it 
would have to traverse an infinite distance, quite apart from the 
consideration that it is impossible to conceive of an infinite as 
bounded by two lines on itb two ends, for to say that something 
is both bounded and infinite is a self-contradictory proposition.'34 

The same difficulty, [according to this version of the argument), 
would arise in the case of any two lines emerging from a common 
point,'3' if they were conceived to be infinite. The distance be
tween any two such lines at the point where they are intersected 
bY. a common chord would undoubtedly increase in proportion to 
the extension of the lines, and as the lines are assumed to be 
infinite, the distance between them would likewise have to be 
infinite. But this clearly is an impossibility. 

The second argument runs as follows :'36 If an infinite, spherical 
body moving in a circle exi&ted, it would have to traverse an 
infinite distance in finite time. But this is impobSible. Hence 
the existence of an infinite endowed with circular motion is im
possible. The proposition which denies the consequent is self
evident.'37 As for the connection of the consequent with the 
antecedent, it may be made clear as follows: Let an infinite line 
emerge from the centre; and let also a chord intersect the sphere. 
Since the sphere is assumed to be infinite, it is clear that the chord 
will have to be infinite.•U Let that chord be at rest. Now, 
if we suppose the radius to revolve on its centre, it will at some 
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PRBPACE XI 

A considerable part of this work-the study of the first 
proposition dealing with infinity, including text, translation, 
notes and introduction-was completed in 1915. Three years 
later, in 1918, the entire work was brought to a conclusion and 
the part on infinity thoroughly revised. When in the fall of 
1927, through the liberality of Mr. Lucius N. Littauer, means 
were provided for the publication of the work, the manuscript 
was again gone over, to prepare it finally for the press. In 
addition, English translations were made of all the Hebrew 
passages quoted in the notes, and, wherever necessary, 
references to Aristotle were filled out with passages quoted from 
available English translations of his works. This, it is hoped, 
will open up the notes to a wider circle of readers. 

The work could not have been complete without good will 
and cooperation from many quarters. In the years 1912-14, 

while I was in Europe in search for manuscript material, I 
enjoyed the privileges of the libraries of Paris, Munich, Vienna, 
Parma, the Vatican, the British Museum, Jews' College, Oxford 
and Cambridge. The library resources and facilities of Harvard 
University have made it possible to correlate the special 11tudies 
of Hebrew texts with the larger field of philosophic literature. 
In the collection of Hebrew manuscripts in Columbia University, 
through the kindness of Professor Richard Gottheil and the 
librarians, I was able to find several Hebrew manuscripts which, 
during the final stages of the printing of the hook, it became 
necessary for me to consult. Mr. Adolph S. Oko, of the Hebrew 
Union College Library, generously supplied me with many 
books which I had to use constantly. Dr. Joshua Bloch, Chief 
of the Jewish Division of the New York Public Library, always 
responded to my distant requests for bibliographical data. 
Professor Alexander Marx, of the Jewish Theological Seminary, 
not only opened to me the great treasures of the library of 
which he is the head, but also directed my attention to rare 
books and manuscripts in its possession. Professor Julius 
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The fifth argument runs as follows:•s• If an infinate body could 
have circular motion, it would be possible that any radius moving 

in a circle would traverse an infinite line from one end to the 
other, if, e. g., a line drawn perpendicular to the diameter were 
assumed to be infinite.m But that is impossible, for that per

pendicular line is assumed to be infinite, and an infinite line can
not be traversed in finite time.•s• Hence an infinite body cannot 

have circular motion.'" 

The sixth argument runs as follows •s4 If any body endowed 

with circular motion, as, e. g., the celestial element, were assumed 
to be infinite, it would have to trave1 se an infinite distance in 

finite time. But this is impo~siLie. Hence no substance endowed 

w1th circular motion can be infinite. The minor p1emise which 
denies the consequent is ~elf-evident•ss. As for the connection of 

the consequent with the antecedent, 1t can be made clear from 
ohse1 vation, for we oLr:.erve that an)' pomt we may take in that 

sphe1e will1eapvear in the &ame position after the lap~ of some 
finite time. 

All these a1gumentb have deady &hown that cir('ular motion 
would be imposo;ible 111 an mfinite body. Nor, as has already 

been shown before, could 1t have rectilinear mot1on. But both 

rectilinear and circular motmns are facts vouchsafed by sense 
perct-ption. lienee an infinite body bar. no eJ..i ... tence. This is 

wh.tt he intended to ~ohow Ly thir. third cla~os of arguments. 

THE FouRTH CLAS!> OF AR&UMENTS 

A GE-:ERAL proof•s6 to :ohow, the impossibility of an actually 
infimte body, based upon the reasoning of the precedmg argu

ments. Under this proof he has framed two arguments.•s7 

The first runs as follows '58 If an infinite bod}· ex1sted, it would 
have either circular or rectilinear motion.'•• If Circular, it would 

necessarily have d. cent•e, circular motion being the motion of a 
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body around a centre, and if it had a centre it would also have 
extremities. But an infinite has no extremities. Hence it could 
not have circular motion. It must, therefore, have rectilinear 
motion. But if so, it would need two places, both of infinite mag
nitude, one to account for natural motion and to serve as a 
terminus ad quem and the other to account for violent motion 
and to serve as a terminus a quo. Now, since these places are to 
be two in number, they must be finite in size, for two infinites 
cannot exist together. But they were assumed to be infinite. 
Hence it must be concluded that an infinite body could not have 
rectilinear motion. Moreover, place cannot be infinite, since it 
must be bounded, for it has been shown concerning it that it is 
the surrounding limit. 

The second argument is as follows:''" If an infinite body 
existed, it would have either to move itself or to be moved by 
something not itself. If it were to move itself, it would then be 

an animate being endowed with sense perc_!!ption. But a body 
endowed with sense perception must have perceptible objects 
outside itself to surround it,' 6' and anything of such a description 
must be finite. If it is moved by something external to itself, the 
motive agent would likewise have to he an infinite body. Thus 
there would be two infinites. This is impossible, for since the sum 
of the two will be greater than either one of them, it would follow 
that one infinite would be greater than another. Besides, if the 
infinite were moved by something external to itself, there would 
also follow the possibility of an infinite number of movers and 
things moved each infinite in magnitude.''' 

He has further strengthened this class of arguments by the 
application of the reasoning contained in the arguments already 
mentioned.''3 

Such then are the arguments with regard to this problem which 
are to be found in the works of Aristotle and of other authors as 
well as in the works of Aristotle's commentators, but lacking in 
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orderly arrang~ent they tend merely to bewilder the reader in 
what is one of those topics'64 that easily lend themselves to mis
understanding.16s In view of this, we have recast these argu
ments in their logical form,'66 restating them in exceeding brief 
language, strengthening some of them with points not mentioned 
by any of those authors, our main object being to have all their 
arguments well arranged and classified, in order to be able after
wards to distinguish truth from error and to detect the loci of the 
fallacy-and this without regard for anything but the truth. 

This is what we intended to accomplish in this chapter. 

PART II. 

WHEREIN we shall inquire into the arguments which he has framed 
in support of the first proposition with a view to determining 
whether they establish the truth thereof in every respect. We 
shall divide this chapter into four Speculationt., corresponding to 
the four classes of arguments which have been set forth in the 
corresponding chapter of Part I. 

THE FIRST SPECULATION 

Examination of the argument which he has framed to prove the 
impossibility of an incorporeal infinite magnitude. 

We sc1y thclt the argument is fallacious and a be~ging of the 
question. For he who assumes the existence of an incorporeal 
infinite magnitude likewise affirms the existence of an incorporeal 
quantity. By the same token, it does not follow that the defini
tion of the infinite would have to be applicable to all its parts, 
just as such reasoning doe~> not follow in the case of a mathematical 

line. Nor would there have to be any composition in it except of 
its own parts.• 

The argument, however, as has already been pointed out in 

Part I, is obviously based upon the negation of a vacuum, for if 
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we admit the existence of a vacuum, it would not bel impossible to 
assume a quantity existing apart from sensible objects; nay, its 

existence would of necessity be implied, since a vacuum is capable 
of being measured and can thus be appropriately desciibed by the 
terms great and small and by the other properties of quantity. It 

is only because of his r~jection of the existence of a vacuum that 
he was enabled to build up his argument. As it is our belief, 
however, that in all his efforts there is not a single convincing• 

argument to disprove the existence of a vacuum, we have deemed 
it fit to set forth in great detail our refutation of his alleged argu
ments and to expose their absurdities, for such an inquiry will 

prove to be of no small benefit in the pursuit of this intellectual 

discipline.l 

Since according to his opinion those who affirmed the existence 

of a vacuum supposed that the vacuum is the caus~ of motion, I 
shall enrleavor to show that the argument advanced by him to 

prove the falsity of that supposition is fallacious. Those who 

affirmed the existence of a vacuum did not con~ider it to be the 
cause of motion except in an accidental sense,• that is to say, they 
thought that without the assumption of a vacuum, locomotion 
would be impossible on account of the impossibility of bodies 

penetrating- into one another, for which contention th~y found 

support in the phenomena of increase and diminution, rareness 

and denseness,' and other examples/ as is all set forth in the 
Physics. Since, therefore, the vacuum was conc~ived Ly th~m 

only as an accidental cause of motion after the manner described, 

it does not follow that it would have to be either an efficient or a 
final cause. 

As for the first argument which he has adduced to disprove the 

existence of a vacuum, namely, the argument from the existence 
of motion, its inconclusivenes~> is evident. There would be some 

room for the argument, if the vacuum were considered by those 

who affirmed its existence to be the essential cause of motion, but, 
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as has been stated, it was never considered by them as a cause 
except in an accidental sense. It would not be impossible, there

fore, for the [~>uhlunal] elements, tho~.&gh interspersed with a 
vacuum,7 still to poliolioess an affinity• to their 1espective natural 
places, nor [would it be impobSible for the vacuum to possess 

within itself] a distinction of parts, one havmg the natu1e of a 
terminus a quo and the other of a tcrm~nus ali quem, this distinc
tion to be determined by the proximity of the vaLuum• to the 

cu·cumference or the centre, or by 1ts remotenes~ therefwm.'" 
Hence, with the assumption of a varuum, neither natural nor 

v1olent motion would be impm.sible. Much leSlio does this argument 

prove the impossibility of a vacuum outside the world," for 
even if there existed Out'!ide the wmld a vacuum m wh1ch there 
were no distinction of term~nus a quo and termmus ad quem, it 

would not be impossible for a &phe• ical body [nisting in itJ to 

have circular motion." This is self-ev1dent. 

As for the second and th11d arguments, they are based upon 

two propositions, one of which is false, namely, the one wh1th 

states that the rdtio of one motion to another is equal to the 

ratio of their respective receptacler:., when these tatter are un

hke. For since every motion by its very e&sence involves time 

in its process, it w1ll follow that even by eluninatmg the receptacle 

there will &till remam an origmal1ime of motwn,''•Lquued by the 

nature of motion Itself,•• varymg only accmdmg to the powe1 of 

the motive fo1ce. It I& only true, the1cf0le, to s.1y that the ratio 

of the let.udation of one origindl motiOn to thdt of dJJother is 

equal to the ratio between the1r respective receptacles, as, e g , 

the ratio of the diminutwn of the ndtUrdl ~opeed of a person \\hen 

he is fatigued to the diminution m the natural speed of the same 

person when he is more fatigued is equal to the ratio bet\\<een the 

two states of fatigue, in which case, if the fatigue were to be elim

inated, there would still remain an original speed. Avenoes, to 
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be sure, attempted to answer this objection, which in part'8 had 
already been anticipated by Avempace, but his answer rather 
answers to the description: 'Manv words that increase vanity'.•• 

Among the later thinkers there is one•7 who proposed to prove 
the impossibility of a vacuum by maintaining that the medium is 
a necessary condition in the existence of motion,•• and this 
hPcause the medium has in its nature something akin to a terminus 
ad quem.'' But this is an assertion which has never been demon
strated and never will be, for it may be claimed, on the contrary, 
that the movable bodies have weight and lightness by nature, 
and have no need for media.•• Or, it may also be said that all the 
movable bodies have a certain amount of weight, diffeling only 
secundum minus et majus." Accordingly, those bodies which move 
upward are so moved only by rea&on of the pressure exerted upon 
them by bodie& of heavier weight," as, e. g., air, when compressed 
in water, will tend to riM! on account of the pressure of the weight 
of the water, which, being heavier, will seck the below. That this 
is so will appear from the fact that wheu we make a hollow in the 
earth, even as far as the centre, it will immediately fill up 
with water or air, though, [it must be admitted], whether thi~o is 
due to the impo::.sibility of a vacuum within the world or to the 
weight of the air has not so far been demonstrated and never 
will be.•s 

Fu,thermore, even if we were to admit that the medium is a 
necessary condition in tlu: existence of motion, it is still not impos
sible for a vacuum to exist outside the world••, and in it for a 

spherical body to move with cit cular motion; for all these a1 g_u
ments show only the impossibility of rectilinear motion in a body 
assumed to be in a vacuum, whereas a spherical body may have 
motion in a vacuum without changing its place.•s This is very 
evident. 

As for the fourth argument, it is based upon the assumption 
that the impenetrability of bodies is due exclusive!)' to their 
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mean nothing but empty place capable of receiving c:orporeal 
dimensions.•• We have advisedly used the words 'empty place' 
because it is evident that the true place of a body is the void, 
equal to the body and filled by the body, as we shall prove in its 
proper place,so God willing. 

Thus it has been shown that an incorporeal magnitude is by its 
own nature not impossible; nay, its existence must inevitably 
be implied. And why should it not? when the void itself, [without 
any content], may be described as great and small» and may be 
measured by a part of itself,•• for when, for instance, you imagine 
a closed vessel from which the air has been cleared and into 
which no other air was admitted, the void within it will be 
described as great and small, and will be measured by a part of 
itself. Since the definition of a continuous quantity can thus 
be applied to the void, and since it is not time, it must of neces
sity be a magnitude.u 

We thus conclude: Since according to the view of those who 
maintain the impossibility of an infinite body, there is no body 
outside the world, there must necessarily be there a void.•6 Since 
the void has been shown to be a magnitude, it has thus,tJeen 
shown that an incorporeal magnitude exists. But this incorporeal 
magnitude outside the world cannot have a limit, for if it had a 
limit it would have to terminate either at a body or at another 
void. That it should terminate at a body, however, is impossible. 
It must therefore terminate at another void, and so it will go on 
to infinity. It has thus been shown that on their own premises an 
infinite incorporeal magnitude must exist. 

However that may be, it has been conclusively shown that an 
infinite magnitude, be it a body or something incorporeal, must 
exist. With this we deem fit to conclude the first Speculation. 

As for Altabrizi 's proof, which he terms the proof of application, 
it is obvious that his alleged conclusion does not follow. The 
impossibility of one infinite to be greater than another is true 
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only with respect to measurability, that is to say, when we Ulle 
the term greater in the sense of being greater by a certain measure, 
and that indeed is impossible because an infinite is immeasurable. 
In this sense, to be sure, the first one-Bide infinite line [in Alta
brizi's proof] cannot be greater than the second one-Bide infinite 
line, inasmuch as neither of them is measurable in its totality. 
Thus indeed the former line is not greater than the latter, even 
though it extends beyond the latter on the side which is finite.n 
This is self-evident. 

That this is so may be demonstrated from observation, from 
the case of time, which according to those who believe in its 
eternity, must be conceived in a similar way, that is to say, it 
must be conceived as capable of increase on the side on which it 
is limited even though it is infinite on the other side.a• Further
more, it will be shown subsequently, God "Villing, that this dis
tinction will have to be accepted beyond any doubt e"en accord
ing to our own true belief in creation.u 

THE SECOND SPECULATION 

Examination of the arguments which he has framed to prove the 
impoBSibility of a corporeal infinite maJp~itude. 

As for the general argument with which he begins his proof, 
its unsoundneBS is obvious, for the minor premise, namely, that 
every body 1s contained by a surface or surfaces is contradicted 
by the opponent who affirms the existence of an infinite body.4• 
He is thus arguing in a circle. Furthermore, even if we agree with 

his conclusion as to the impossibility of a corporeal infinite magni
tude, that conclusion of his must not necessarily be true with 
respect to magnitude in general, for dimensions, as we have already 
shown, are capable of existence apart from body. As to number, 
we shall discuBB it in a subsequent chapte1 ,4' God willing. 
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As for the physical arguments, the first is both materially and 
formally defective: viz., it consists of propositions which are 
inadmissible41 and the connection of the consequent with the 
antecedent is not necessary. The proposition denying the exist
ence of an infinite number of elements has been demonstrated in 
the first book of the Physicso only by two arguments. The first 
of them is that the infinite cannot be comprehended by knowl
edge. But it is not necessary that principles qua principles should 
be known.c4 This is self-evident.· The second argument is that if 
the elements were infinite, there would be an infinite composite 

body. But this is what was to be proved here. If we assume, 

therefore, the existence of an infinite composite body, there will 

be no argument for the impossibility of the existence of infinite 
elements. It has thus been shown that the syllogism is materially 

defective. As for the defectiveness of its form, it does not neces
sarily follow, if we assume one of the elements to be infinite, that 

it would cause the destruction of the other elements, for that 

element may be conceived as being devoid of any qualities, inas

much as it is possible to assume an infinite element withc;wt any 

qualities, which, on account of its being devoid of any qualities, 

may be the recipient of all the qualities and act as their substra
tum.cs Such a body, devoid of any qualities, is to be found, 

according to their own admission, in the case of the celestial 

bodies,4L-a body endowed only with a capacity and predisposi

tion for the recipiency of qualities. Still less has this argument 

proved the impossibility of the existence of an infinite spherical 
body outside the world.ct 

As for the statement by which he has reinforced his contention, 

namely, that if an infinite existed it would have to be infinite in 
all its dimensions, this, too, is inconclusive. If infinity were essen

tial to dimensions as such, there would be some ground for his 

conclusion; but since infinity is to be only one of the properties of 
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the infinite and uneaaential to it, it would not follow that all the 
dimensions would have to be infinite.•• This is very evident. 

As for the second argument, based upon the consideration of 
weight and lightness, it is derived from an analogy of sublunar 
sensible bodies. But he who affirms the existence of an infinite 
body conceives it to be without either weight or lightness, u 

is said to be the case of the celestial bodies according to the view 
of Aristotle himself.o 

As for the third and fourth arguments, based upon place, even 
if we accept his definition of place, they do not sustain his alleged 
conclusion. For he who affirms the existence of an infinite body 
would maintain that the infinite has place only with reference to•• 
the surface of its concavity,•• that is, the surface which surrounds 
the centre,•• whereas with reference to its convexityu it is infinite 
and therefore has no place on that side. Why should it not be so? 
when the all-encompassing celestial sphere answers exactly to this 
description, according to Aristotle's own theory, namely, that it 
has no place which surrounds, but one which is surrounded.•• 

The truth of the matter, as it seems, is that the true place of a 
thing is the interval between the limits of that which surratmds.n 
The impossibilities which, according to Aristotle, would have to 
ensue from this view,•6 are beside the mark, resting as they do 
upon the assumption that the dimensions within a vessel full of 
water will be moved together with the vessel, whence indeed, were 
this true, the alleged possibilities would have to follow. But the 
assumption is a figment of the imagination and is not true. The 
dimensions, according to those who believe in an empty space and 
a vacuum, are immovable, and so none of those supposed im
possibilities would follow.n 

Furthermore, Aristotle's definition of place will give rise to 
many absurdities: 

First, the celestial bodies will differ with regard to place. All 
the [internal] spheres will have essential place, that is, the sur-
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faces [of the other spheres which surround them respectively}, 

whereas the outermost sphere, having no surrounding, equal and 

separate surface, for its own convex surface is inseparable from it, 

cannot have any essential place,•• on which account Aristotle was 

compelled to say that it has no essential place but only accidental. It 

Second, the definition he gave of place, that it is a surrounding 
surface, equal to the body surrounded, and separate therefrom, 
is not applicable in the same sense even with regard to the ele
ments which have rectilinear motion.ao For in the case of parts 
that move essentially'' with the motion of the whole the proper 
place of each part cannot be described as surrounding, equal and 
separate, and at the same time satisfy another condition which 
Aristotle insists upon, namely, that each part of the object should 
have an agreeableness and likeness'' to a respective part of the 
place. 63 The place of air, for instance, is according to his theory 
the surrounding surface identical with the concavity of fire, 
because air finds there that to which it has an agreeableness and 
likeness.64 Now any part from the middle of the air must inevi
tably either be in its natural place, to which it is claimed to have 
the alleged natural affinity, 65 or not be in its natural place. 66 'But 
if it is in its natural place, it will follow that the natural place of 
the part is different from that of the whole. But this is most 
absurd. 

Third, if the place of the celestial body, be it essential or 

accidental,'• were the surface surrounding the centre,thecelestial 

sphere could not have that affinity [with its place}, which they 

claim to be characteristic of all place-filling objects, for it is incon

ceivable that celestial bodies e.hould have an affinity to the 

below. 68 If the element fire has an agreeableness and likeness only 

to that which surrounds it, 6' as is evidenced by the fact that it 
always tends upward, a fortiori how could a celestial body have 

an agreeableness and likeness to the below? 
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Likewise, his assumption that a rotating sphere must have a 
stationary centre, with reference to which the sphere could be said 
to exist in place, 7• is a fictitious falsehood. For it would imply that 
around the poles of the sphere there was something stationary. 
But if so, the parts of the sphere will have to separate themselves 
from each other7' [during its rotation). The fact of the matter is 
that the point at the centre or at the poles cannot be described 
as being essentially either at rest or in motion,7• and if it is moved, 

it is moved only accidentally by virtue of its being the extremity 
of something moving.u In view of this, the centre cannot be 
taken as that on account of which the surrounding [celestial] 
sphere is to be described as being in place. 

If we assume, however, place to be identical with the void, 74 the 
definition will be equally applicable to all the elements, whether 
moving rectilinearly or circularly, and also tC"I all their parts,75 

without our having to postulate for them any affinity.76 

There is also this difficulty: When we were looking for77 a place 
for the element earth, we decided that it is the absolute below, 
but the absolute below is not a surface but rather a point, and 
cannot be described as place.11 

Consequently, it will be in accordance with the nature of truth, 
which is evident by itself and consistent with it~oelf in all points,79 

if true place is identified with the void. That it should be so can 
be also shown from the consideration that place must be equal to 
the whole of its occupant as well as to [the sum of) its parts.•• 

Hence the argument which he has framed does not prove the 
thesis in question. 11 This is what we intended to show in this 
second Speculation. 

It is because this was generally known to be the meaning of 
place that there were many among the ancients who identified the 
true place of a thing with its form, for place like form determines 
and individuates the thing, the whole as well as its parts," so that 

our rabbis, peace be upon them, applied the term place figura-
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tively to the form and essence of a thing, as, when they say: 'It is 
proved from its own place ;'1.1 'From the place from which you 
come,'~ that is to say, from the very thing itself; 'He fills his 
ancestors' place.'1• You may note how in the last-quoted expres
sion they have indirectly testified that place is identical with the 
void which an object occupies, thus accounting for their use of 
the word 'fills,' for if by 'place' in this quotation were meant 
'grade,'16 they would have said, 'He was in his ancestors' place,' 
which would mean, 'in the exalted position of his ancestors:• 

Accordingly, since the Blessed One is the form of the entire 
universe, having created, individuated and determined it, He is 
figuratively called Place, as in their oft-repeated expressions, 
'Blessed be the Place;' 87 'We cause thee to swear not in thy sense, 
but in our sense and in the sense of the Place;'88 ' He is the Place 
of the world.' 8' This last metaphor is remarkably apt, 
for as the dimensions of the void permeate through those of the 
body and its fullness, so His glory, blessed IJe He, is present in all 
the parts of the world and the fullness thereof, as it is said, 
'[Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts), the whole earth is full of 
his glory',•• the meaning of which may be stated as follows: 
Though God is holy and separated by a threefold holiness,'' 
alluding thereby to His separation from three worlds, still the 
whole earth is full of His glory, which is an allusion to the element 
of impregnation, which is one of the elements of Glory.•• 

Of the same tenor is the conelusion of the verse, 'Blessed be the 
glory of the Lord from His place,' that is to say, the 'Blessed
ness' and 'Affluence,' ascribed to God is from His place, that is, 
to say, from God's own essence and not from something outside 
Himself, and so the pronominal suffix 'His' in 'from His place' 
will refer to 'glory.''~ If, however, you prefer to consider 'Glory' 
as an emanation, the verse will be taken according to its more 
literal meaning, the pronominal suffix referring to God, the mean
ing of the verse thus being, the 'Glory of God' is 'blessed' and is 
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poured forth in abundance 'from the place of God,' i.e., from His 

eseence," inasmuch as it is an emanation. There is no need, 

therefore, for the Master's interpretation of 'His Place' to mean 

'His grade,'" for it is an impropriety to ascribe to God any dis

tinction of grade. 
This is wherewith we deem it fit to conclude this second 

Speculation. 

THE THIRD SPECULATION 

Examination of the arguments which he has framed to prove 

the impossibility of an infinite body having either rectilinear or 

circular motion. 
As for the arguments which he has framed to prove the impos

sibility of rectilinear motion in an infinite body, whence he infers 

the impossibility of an infinite body, they are all based upon the 
analogy of a sensible body. His reasoning, therefore, proves only 

one particular case,'6 but there still remains to be proved the 

impossibility of an infinite body which is imperceptible by the 

senses. Moreover, upon further inquiry we shall find that his 

arguments are not conclusive in any respect, even with regard to 

a sensible body. 

In the case of the first argument, based upon whereness, his 

opponent may contend that the places toward which the elements 
tend, though limited in kind, that is, the above and the below, 

are still unlimited individually, that is to say, those places exist 

one above the other ad injinitum.n The fact that there would be 

no absolute above will give rise to no impossibility, even though 

rectilinear motion is perceptible by the senses. •1 

As for the second argument, based upon weight and lightness, 

even if we admit the infinite body to be endowed with weight and 

lightness, the consequences he saw in his imagination will not 
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follow. For every object that is described as heavy or light has 
some original time [in which to perform its motion), due either 
to the medium in which its motion takes place" or to the necessity 
of motion taking place in time.••• It will not, therefore, follow that 
a finite weight will perform its motion in less time than an infinite 
weight. It will only follow that a body of finite weight and one 
of infinite weight will perform the same motion in equal time. 
But no impossibility will happen as a result of this, for this may 
be explained to come about as a result of the inevitable persistence 
of the original time, which, [as said above), is due either to the 
medium or to the nature of motion itself. Hence, neither will it 
follow, as he imagined, that an infinite weight will move in an 
instant. 

As for the third argument, based upon acting and suffering 
action, the consequence he thought would follow, namely, that 
because there is no ratio between infinity and finitude, an infinite 

. body could not produce motion in a finite body unless that 
motion was in no-time, does not follow. If the motion in question 
is that of place, it will always have that original time without 
which, as has been said, no motion is possible. And if the mQI:ion 
in question is that of quality, the inference that an infinite would 
act and produce change in no-time will lead to no impossibility,••• 
nor is it contrary to sense perception. 

It is thus clear that in all his attempts to prove the impossibility 
of an infinite body from rectilinear motion there is not a single 
argument that is conclusive. 

As for the arguments from circular motion, they are likewise 
inconclusive, IJeing again based upon the analogy of a [finite) 
sensible body. His opponent may, therefore, argue that while 
indeed there is an infinite body, it is incapable of circular motion 
for those very reasons given by Aristotle.'"' Upon further reflec
tion, however, we shall find that the arguments do not prove his 
contention even with regard to sensiLle bodies. 
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In the first argument, he proves the proposition which denies 
the consequent [by contending) that the distance at the circum
ference between any two radii [of an infinite sphere) must be 
infinite on the ground that the distance between radii increases 
in proportion to the elongation of those radii, concluding from 
this that wherever there is an infinite elongation of the radii there 
must be an infinite distance between them. To this the opponent 
may answer that distance increases [infinitely) in the same way 
as number'"l is said to increase [infinitely], namely, without ever 
ceasing to be limited. That the possibility of infinite increase is 
not incompatible with being actually limited may appear from the 
case of infinite decrease, for the examination into contraries is by 
one and the same science.'"~ It has been demonstrated in the book 
on Conic Seclions••s that it is possible for a distance infinitely to 
decrease and still never completely to disappear. 1 t is possible to 
assume, for instance, two lines, which, by how much farther they 
are extended,are brought by so much nearer to each other and still 
will never meet, even if they are produced'"6 to infinity. If, in the 
case of decrease, there is 107 always a certain residual distance 
which does not disappear, a fortiori in the case of increaee it 
should be possible for a distance, though infinitely increased, 
always to remain limited. 

What we have just said is wholly in accordance with the truth, 
for an infinite distance between lines has no existence even when 
the lines themselves are infinite, inasmuch as a distance must 
always be bounded, as will appear in the sequel, God willing. But 
first we shall endeavor to show that if the reasoning by which he 

established the minor premise which denies the consequent were 
true, it would follow that the distance in question would be both 

infinite and finite at the same time--and this even if we do not 

assume that the infinite is capable of motion. For, according to 
him, the arguments are only meant to show that an infinite body 

could not have circular motion, whereas were we to assume an 
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infinite body incapable of motion, he would find nothing impos
sible in the 8.18umption of an infinite body. Moreover, according 
to what has been shown already, there must be outside the world 
either a plenum or a vacuum, in either of which cases there must 
exist an infinite distance. Or, if it does not actually exist, we may 
still assume its existence after the manner of the geometer who 
makes use of infinity in the definition of parallel lines,••• and in 
the other hypotheses.'"' But how it could be shown, as we have 
suggested, that if hie reasoning were correct it would result that 
the distance would have to be both infinite and finite at the same 
time, I will now explain by the following: If it were true that the 
distance between two infinite radii at their intersection with the 
circumference were infinite, on the ground that the distance 
between two emerging lines must increase in proportion to the 
elongation of those lines, that, of course, would have to be true in 
the case of any two radii emerging from the centre at any central 
angle whatsoever. Let us now imagine that, on the circumference 
between the radii which are infinitely distant from each other, we 
take a point at a certain distance from one of the radii. A line 
can undoubtedly be drawn from that point to the centre, for it is 
one of the postulates"" that a straight line can be drawn between 
any two points. This line will make a certain central angle with 
the aforesaid radius, and at the same time the two lines will be at 
a finite distance from each other at the circumference. But the 
assumption is that any two radii, making any central angle what
soever, would be infinitely distant from each other at the circum
ference. Hence the distance would be both finite and infinite at 
the same time. This absurdity will follow if we assume his reason
ing to be true. 

The real truth of the matter is that even if the radius in an 
infinite sphere is assumed to be infinite, it need not necessarily 

follow that there would have to be an infinite distance between 

two such radii. For it is evident that whatever point we may take 
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in the infinite radius, the line between that point and the centre 
will always be finite. Consequently, since the distance between 
two radii cannot be infinite unless it be between two points in 

those radii at which the radii themselves are infinite, and since 
there are no such points, it must, therefore, follow that there can 
be no infinite distance between those radii. Generally speaking, 
when we say of a line that it is infinite, we mean that the line bas 
no extremity or limit, whereas an infinite distance [between 
infinite radii), if it existed, would have to mean the distance 
between the extremities of the infinite radii. But an infinite 
radius bas no extremity. Hence there can be no infinite distance 
between the radii. And even though the sphere as a whole is 
capable of rotation, notwithstanding its being infinite, any given 
part of it performs its rotation on a finite axis."' This, to be sure, 
is remote from the imagination, but reason compels us to assume 

it."' 

You may further know that the conclusion we arrived at, 
namely, that the distance between two infinite radii must always 
be finite, leads also to the conclusion that any distance which 
these radii may traverse in their revolution must likewile be 
finite. This can be easily demonstrated. If [in the argument in 
question] we draw around the centre a certain number of angles, 

each of them being equal to the finite central angle [formed by 
the infinite radii], the number of these new angles will have to be 
finite, inasmuch as the distance around the centre is finite. Now, 
since the number of the angles is finite, the distance [traversed by 
the radii] must likewise be finite. 

This being the case, it is evident that the reasoning by which he 
tried to establish the minor premise in order to deny the 
consequent in this argument [i.e., the .first] is unsound. 

This also disposes of the fifth"3 argument. 

As for the second, third and sixlh"4 arguments, they are based 

upon the intersection of the infinite line by a revolving line, 
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whether that line be auumed to be parallel111 to the infinite line 
at the start or not ... ,· Since, however, it has been shown that there 

can be no first part of motion, because every object that is moved 
muet have already been moved, it does not follow, as he claimed, 
that there would have to be a fint point of meeting."7 It is not 
inconceivable, therefore, that the infinite line [in question] should 
meet the other line in a finite distance"' with a finite motion,"'-
and this may be accounted for by the fact that the extreme 
beginning of motion must take place in no-time., .. 

Aa for thejtntrlh'"' argument, it is based upon the proposition 
which states that an infinite body moving in a circle must neces
sarily have a spherical figure. This, however, is untrue, for if a 

body is conceived to be infinite it has no extremities, and thus it 
bas no figure.• .. There would be some ground for his objection if 

circular motion required a spherical figure, but an object of any 
figure may have circular motion.'IJ By conceiving, therefore, a 

body devoid of an,r boundaries, we conceive it also to be devoid 
of any figure, and so it does not follow that it would have to be 
finite. 

All this has shown that among all the arguments he has adduced 

there is nothing which proves conclusively the impossibility of 
circular motion in an infinite body. Quite the contrary, our dis
CUIBion has made it dear that motion is po88ible in an infinite 
body. This po88ibility may be further demonstrated by an argu
ment from observation. We observe that a luminous body may 
complete a revolution in finite time. If we assume a ray of that 
luminous body to be infinite, allowing ourselves to make use of 
such an auumption after the manner of the geometer, we may 
conclude that it would not be impossible for that ray, though 
infinitely extended, to complete its infinite motion in finite time. 
Thoqh according to the view of our opponent an infinite has no 
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actual existence, still rea110n decrees that had it been pollllible for 
the ray to be infinitely extended, it would not thereby become 
incapacitated from having motion.'"4 This is self-evident. 

Furthermore, supposing that the ray were not infinite, still in 
the course of its revolution it would have to come in contact at 
a certain point with that infinite magnitude which, as has been 
shown in our discussion, must exist [outside the world] either as a 
plenum or as a vacuum. If we now imagine a certain infinite line 
in that magnitude parallel to the ray when at rest, the extremity 
of the ray, _in its rotation, will have to meet that parallel line at a 
certain point. By this observation, then, we may easily establish 
the contrary of what he has been trying to show by the arguments 
which he has adduced. 

This will suffice for the third Speculation. 

THE FouRTH SPE('UI.ATION 

Examination of the arguments which he hat. framed to demon
strate by a general proof the impossibility of an actually infinite 
body. 

Though these arguments derive their force from the reasaning 
of the preceding arguments, it may be further urged in refutation 
of the first argument that circular motion does not imply the 
existence of a centre, for an infinite, having no e:'i:tremities, like
wise has no centre.us Again, in refutation of the second argument, 
it may be urged that the infinite may be moved by itself and still 
it will not follow that it would have to be surrounded by sensible 
objects from without. As for the remaining assertions made by 
him in this class of arguments, their refutation is evident from 
what has already been said before. 

All this, then, shows clearly that in all his devices to prove 
this proposition [i. e., that an infinite magnitude is impossible] 
there is not a single argument which is convincing. And as an 
error in first principles leads to error in what follows on the first 
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prindplea,116 the implication of thia propoaition baa led him to 
conclude that there are not any other worlds.'"' For having first 
proved to hi• own satisfaction that outeide the world there is 
neither a plenum nor a vacuum, [he argued therefrom that there 
cannot be many worlds], and he [further] argued that if there were 
many worlds the elements would move from one world to an
other,••• to which arguments he added many other fanciful 
speculations and 'words that increase vanity.'''' But since the 
error of his initial premise is manifest, for it has already been 
shown before that an infinite magnitude must exist and that 
outside the world there must exist an infinite plenum or vacuum, 
it clearly follows that the existence of many worlds is possible. 
Nor can it be contended that the elements would move from one 
world to another, for it is quite po~~&ible that each element would 
move within the periphery of its own sphere towards its own 
suitable place.''" Thus everything said in negation of the po11Si
bility of many worlds i!l 'vanity and a stnving after wind.'••• 

Inasmuch as the existence of many worlds is a possibility true 
and unimpeachable, yet as we are unable by means of mere 
speculation to ascertain the true nature of what is outside this 
world, our sages, peace be upon them, have seen fit to warn 
against searching and inquiring into 'what is above and what is 
below, what is before and what is behind.'••• 

With this we deem fit to close the fourth Speculation of the 
first chapter. 

PROPOSITION II 

PART I. 

PROOF OF the second p1oposition, which reads: 'The existence of 
an infinite number of magnitudes is impossible, that is, if they 
exist together'.' 

Having shown in the first proposition that magnitudes cannot 
be infinite in measure, he now shows in this second propoaition 
that they cannot be infinite in number. 
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Aa for the truth of this proposition, it can be established by the 
arguments employed in the proof of the first proposition. The 
re810ning may be stated as follows: Every magnitude is of a 
certain size. Now, if to any given magnitude we add another 
magnitude, their combined size will be greater. Consequently, if 
an infinite number of magnitudes were added together, their total 
size would be infinite. But a magnitude of infinite size has already 
been shown to be impo~~&ible.• 

PART II. 

ExAMINATION OF the second proposition, which reads: 'The co
existence of an infinite number of magnitudes is impossible'. 

It is obvious that this proposition rests upon the proof of the 
first proposition. But inasmuch as the falsity .Jf the first proposi
tion has been demonstrated, this proposition, too, can be easily 
shown to be false. 

One may, however, argue that even if the first proposition can
not be conclusively established, the second may still be demon
strated independently on the ground of the impossibility of an 
infinite number. That number cannot be infinite may be shown 
by the following reasoning: Every number is either even or odd; 
even and odd are each limited and finite; hence every number 
must be finite.J In answer to this we may refer to what has been 

shown above, in the third chapter of the first part, [Proposition 
III, Part I], namely, that this absolute negation of infinite num
ber does not represent the view of the Master and that both 
Algazali and Avicenna are in agreement with him.• 

The argument from odd and even has indeed been advanced by 
Averroes in his commentary on the Physics.& But in refutation of 
it, the following may be urged with telling effect: Actual number, 
i. e., things counted and numbered, is indeed limited, and every 
thing limited must needs be finite. But things which only 
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po!llleH number, that is to say, which have the capacity of being 
numbered but are not actually numbered,• even though assumed 
to have the distinction of even and odd, are not excluded from the 
possibility of being infinite, for infinity may be predicated of even 
numbers or of odd numbers.' 

The real truth of the matter, however, is that the division of 
number into even and odd applies only to a finite and hence 
limited number; but infinite number, inasmuch as it is unlimited, 
does not admit of the description of even and odd. 1 We have 
already discussed this distinction in the aforementioned chapter. 

PROPOSITION III 

PART I. 

PRooF OF the third proposition, which reads: 'The existence of 

an infinite number of causes and effects is impossible, even if they 

are not magnitudes. To assume, for instance, that the cause of a 
given Intelligence be a second Intelligence, and the cause of the 

second a third, and so on to infinity,can be likewise demonstrated 
to be impossible'.• ~ 

Having shown in the second proposition the impossibility of an 

infinite [number] with reference to objects which have order in 

position, namely, magnitudes, he now shows that it is likewise 
impossible with reference to objects which have order in nature, 
namely, causes and effects,• for by a cause is meant that the 

existence of which implies the existence of an effect and should 

the cause be conceived not to exist the effect could not be con
ceived to exist.a 

It is because of this relation between cause and effect that an 

infinite series of causes and effects is impossible. The argument 
may be stated as follows: An effect by its own nature has only 
possible existence, requiring therefore a determinant to bring about 
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the preponderance of existence over non-existence, which deter· 
mina.nt conatitutes its cause. Now, it must inevitably follow that 
in the aggregate of an infinite series of causes and effects either all 
the members of the series would be effects or some of them would 
not be effects. If they were all effects, they would all have possi
ble existence. They would require some determinant to bring 
about the preponderance of existence over non-existence, and so 
they would necessarily presuppose the existence of a causeless 
cause [outside the series]. And if they were not all effects, one of 
them at least would then be a causeleiiS cause, which one would 
thus mark the end of the series. But the series is assumed to be 
endless. Hence an impossible contradiction. And this contradic
tion ensues because we have assumed the existence of an infinite 
number of causes and effects.• 

We must observe, however, that the possibility of infinite num
ber is denied by the author only with reference to objects which 
have order either in position, as magnitudes, or in nature, as 
causes and effects; he does not deny its po~~&ibility with reference 
to objects which have no order either in position or in nature, as, 
for instance, intellects or souls.• This is in accordance with ~he 
view of Avicenna and Algazali.6 Averroes, however, finds it to be 
impossible even with reference to objects which have no order 
whatsoever,7 for he maintains that actual number must neces
sarily be finite. He reasons as follows: Every actual number is 
something actually numbered, and that which is actually num
bered must be either even or odd, and that which is even or odd 
must necessarily be finite.• 

For our own part, we will say this with regard to Averroes' 
argument: While indeed the division of number into odd and 
even is true and unavoidable, still infinite number, not being 
limited, is not to be d~ribed by either evenness or oddness.• And 
so an infinite number is not impossible in the case of intellects and 
souls. It is for this reason that in his propositions about the im-
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po~~a"bility of infinite number the Master has specifically confined 

himself to objects that have order either in position, as magnitudes, 

or in nature, as causes and effects, when these are so arranged 

that the first is the cause of the second, the second of the third, 

and 10 on to infinity. 

PART II. 

EXAMINATION OF the third proposition, which reads: 'The exist

ence of an infinite number of causes and effects is impossible.' 

I say that the argument framed here by Altabrizi, which has 
been discussed by us in the third chapter of the first part, and of 
which there is a suggestion in the eighth book of the Physics•• and 
in the Metaphysics," is not altogether sufficient, considering the 
particular view espoused by the Master. For the Master, as has 
been shown, does not preclude the possibility of an infinite num
ber except in the case of things which have order and gradation 
either in position or in nature. According to this, it will be pos

sible for one Intelligence to be the cause of an infinite numbtf. of 
other Intelligences. On general principles, it must be admitted 
that the emanation of an infinite number of effects from one 
single cause would not be impossible, if it were only possible for a 
single cause to be the source of emanation of more than one effect.'" 
And so, inasmuch as it is evident that there can be an infinite 
number of effects, despite their all being dependent upon a com
mon cause, it must follow that the assumption of a common cause 
for more than one effect would not make it impossible for those 
effects to be infinite in number. This being the case, assuming 
now a series of causes and effects wherein the first is the cause of 
the second and the second of the third and so on for ever, would 
that I knew why, by the mere assumption of a common cause for 
the aeries as a whole, the number of causes and effects within that 
aeries could not be infinite? That their infinity is impossible on 
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the ground of the dependence of the. entire aeries upon a fint 
cause is without any justification, for assuming, aa we did before, 
the existence of an infinite nnmber of effects, [which are not inter
related among themselves as cause and effect), we likewise posit a 
tint common cause for all the effects, and yet, we have shown, 
that those effects can be infinite, inasmuch as an infinite number 
is not impossible in the case of things which have no order in 
position or nature. By the same token, no impossibility will 
happen if we assume those infinite effects to be each successively 
the cause of the other. To be sure, it will be necessary for us 
[to posit at the beginning of the series] something [uncaused) to 
bring about the preponderance of the existence over the non
existence [of the causes and effects within the series), since [by 
themselves] they all have only contingent existence. But still, we 
have already admitted the possibility of a first common cause 
which would not necessitate that the t'ffects proceeding from it 
should be finite, even though it would bring about the existence 
of those effects.'' 

A certain one•• of the commentators has attempted to IJ'OVe 
this proposition by an argument which we quote verbatim: 'That 
which cannot be realized's by itself, unless it be preceded by 
something infinite, will never be realized and cannot come into 
existence. '• 6 

Now," if the 'precedence' [implied in Maimonides' proposition] 
were of a temporal nature, there might be some room for this rea
soning,'' though, I must say, even in temporal precedence the 
argument is not wholly immune from criticism. For we see that 
that which cannot arrive except by the precedence of what is 
infinite does actually arrive: thus, for instance, the present day 
in which we are is here, even though its arrival, according to the 
view of those .who believe in the eternity of the universe, had to 
be preceded by something infinite. Indeed, it may be rejoined 
that in that case the precedence was only accidental.'' But still, 
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to admit that 10111ething is pouible when accidental and to deny 
ita pouibilitywhen euential, needs to be demonstrated.•• Granted, 
however, that the distinction between accidental and essential 
holds true in the case of things which precede one another in time, 
it hae no place in the case of things which precede one another 
only as cauBeS, but co-exist in time. Admitting, therefore, as we 
must, that things which co-exist in time can be infinite in number, 
by what show of reason can we confine that possibility only to 

things that are all equally the effects of one cause and deny that 
possibility of the same effects when they are arranged among 
themselves as the effects of each other? 

But what this proposition really means to bring out, and what 
conclusion thereof is actually needful for our purpose, is the fact 
that there must exist a first cause, which is uncaused by anything 
else, regardless of the view whether itt~ effects, when they are one 
the cause of the other, are infinite or finite.•• 

PROPOSITION IV 

PROOF of the fourth proposition which reads: 'Change exists in 
four categories: in the category of substance, which is generation 
and corruption; in the categorr of quantity, which is growth and 
diminution; in the category of quality, "•hich is alteration; and in 
the category of place, which is the movement of translation. 
It is this change in place that is called motion proper'.• 

Inasmuch as some kinds of change are in time while others are 
-in no-time, by taking the term change in an unrestricted, absolute• 
sense, the proposition will ha.,.·e been proved to be true. [That the 
term change is to be here so understood] is quite self-evident, 
for change in the categories of quantity, quality, and place is in 
time, whereas that in the category of substance is in no-time,• as 
has been shown in the book De Generalione et Corruptione. t 
' The following argument, however, may be urged against the 
author. Why did he enumerate only these four categories, when as 
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a matter of common knowledge change exists as well in the other 
categories•, as e. g., position•, action and passion?' [The eolution 
of this difficulty may be given as follows): Every change has two 

aspects1• First, it may be regarded with respect to the sub
stratum, in which case change means the transition of that which 
underlies the change from one accident to another•. In this 
respect, change exists in the other categories••, and is in no-time. 
Second, change may aleo be regarded with respect to the matter 
of the change, that matter being, e. g., quantity, quality, and 
place". In this respect it exists in that category in which the 
matter of the change is to be found'". It is change in this latter 
respect that the author has in mind in this proposition'1• But 
inasmuch as change in the category of substance is consequent 
upon the motion existing in those [three] categories'•, the author 
has enumerated those four categories. In this he has followed the 
path trod by Aristotle in the Metaphysics.•s This would seem to 
be the right•• solution of the difficulty. 

There still remains for us to explain why he has restricted the 
use of the term motion proper to change in the category of place, 

that is, to translation, when, as a matter of fact, motion in the 

category of quantity is likewise a change in place, inasmuch as it 

always entails eome act of translation.'' This question has 

already been raised by Altabrizi,•1 in answer to which he says 

that the term motion proper is applied by the author to loco

motion because the act of translation therein is perceptible; but 

he does not apply it to growth because the act of translation 

therein is not perceptible. It would seem, howe\"er, that in growth 

there is no translation in place at all, for plants, as is well known, 

grow in all directions, and consequently there is no definite part 

therein of which translation from one place to another can be 

truly affirmed.•• It is for this reason that the Master has re

stricted the use of the term motion proper to translation in place. 
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PROPOSITION V 

PaooF of the fifth proposition which reads: 'Every motion is 
a change and transition from potentiality to actuality'.• 

His statement that every motion is a change is evident from 
what has been said before. The proposition, however, is not 
convertible", for not every change is motion, inasmuch as there 
is a kind of change that takes place in no-time, as, e. g., generation 
and corruption and the transition oT the substratum from one 
accident to another, in which latter respect, change is to be 
included under the categories of action and passion.• But still 
change may also be regarded with respect to the matter of the 
change, to which alone applies the term motiQn proper. Bear this 
in mind, for none of the ho!it of philosophizers has noted this 
distinction. • 

As for his statement• that motion is a transition from poten
tiality to actuality, he follows the definition generally given of 
motion, namely, that it is the actuality' of that which is in 
potentiality in so far as it is in potentiality.' There is a justifica
tion for describing motion as an actuality. For motion ulkes 
place between a terminus a quo and a terminus ad quem. Accord
ingly, when it is yet in the a q11o, it is in a state of complete poten
tiality, and is thus at rest; when it is already in the ad quem, it has 
a complete actuality, and is again at rest. It is only when it is 
in the interval that it is an actuality in some respect, but that 
only in so far as it is still potential. Thus it has no complete 
actuality.• Hence it has been demonstrated that motion is a 
transition from potentiality to actuality. 

It would seem, however, that this is not a true definition of 

motion. For one of the characteristics of a definition is that it 

is convertible into the definiendum, as has been shown in the 

Posterior Analytics.• Since the foregoing definition will also apply 

to motivity, it will follow that motivity is motion, and will thus 
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require a motive agent for its motion. But that second motivity 
will likewise be motion, and this will have to go on to infinity.•• 

It seems to us, therefore, that the true definition of motion is 
the other definition mentioned by Aristotle, namely, that it is 
the actuality of that which is movable in so far as it is movable." 
His use ofthe term 'actuality' is meant to indicate that motion is 
not complete potentiality, but that it has some degree of energeia 
and entelecheia.•• His use of the qualification 'in so far as it is 
movable' is likewise meant to indicate that it has not a complete 
energeia and en telecheia. 

But, however the definition may be phrased, the proposition 
remains true, namely, that 'every motion is a change and transi
tion from potentiality to actuality.' 

PROPOSITION VI 

PROOF of the sixth proposition which reads: 'Of motions some are 
according to essence, some are according to accident, some are 
according to violence, and some are according to part'. Motion 
is according to essence, as when a body is translated from one 
place to another. It is according to accident, when, e. g., black
ness which exists in a body is said to be translated from one place 
to another. It is according to violence, as, e. g., the motion of a 
stone upward brought about by a certain force applied to it in 
that direction. It is according to part, as, e. g., the motion of a 
nail in a boat, for v.-hen the boat is moved we say that the nail is 
likewise moved; and similarly, when something composed of 
several parts is moved as a whole, every part of it is likewise said 
to be moved.'• 

The purpose of this proposition is to show that motion is 
classifiable.J First, essential, 'as when a body is translated from 
one place to another'•, which may be either natural or violent, 
and voluntary motion, too, is to be included in this class. Second, 
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accidental, as when we attribute motion to aomething which can
not be moved essentially, but is moved accidentally, as, e. g., the 
blackness in a body which is moved by the motion of the body.• 
Third, violent, which may be either essential or accidental, 
'as, e. g., the motion of a stone upward'.• Finally, according to 
part, which may be either violent or natural.' The diflerence 
between 'accidental' and 'according to part' may be stated as 
follows: It is 'accidental,' when we attribute motion as aomething 
accidental to an object which ordinarily is incapable of inde
pendent motion. It is 'according to part,' when we attribute 
motion as something participated by an object which ordinarily 
is capable of independent motion.• 

What we ought to animadvert upon him for is his statement in 
the illustration of essential motion, namely, 'as when a body is 
translated from one place to another.' Accordit>g to this illustra
tion, in the case of the motion of the [celestial) sphere, where the 
body of the sphere is not translated from one place to another, 
inasmuch as it is only• its parts that are so translated whereas the 
sphere as a whole does not change its place, it will follow that only 
the parts will thus have essential motion but not the whole. 10 This 
is contrary to what seems to be the truth. For the motion of the 
sphere is voluntary [or] appetent, as is Aristotle's view, or natural, 
as seems to us. For we are of the opinion that motion of whatever 
description is natural to all the elements [whether sublunar or 
translunar). That the simple translunar elements are moved with 
rectilinear motion is due only to the fact of their having weight 
and lightness. The common substance of the celestial spheres, 

therefore, not being endowed with either weight or lightness, has 

motion in a circular direction as its natural motion. Thus [accord

ing to either view) the circular motion of the sphere must be 
essential, even though the sphere as a whole is not translated 

from one place to another, contrary to what would seem to be 

implied in the Master's statement." 
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Again, in his illuatration of accidental motion, he Ulle8 the 
phrase 'blackne11 which exists in a body.' This would seem to 

imply that there can be no accidental motion except of something 

residing in some magnitude and capable of being translated from 
one magnitude to another.'• But as a matter of fact accidental 

motion may apply to the point at the extremity of a bod)', even 

though it does not exist in a body but at the extremity thereof.'• 

As for his illustration of violent motion, which he finds in 'the 
motion of a stone upward,' he follows the well-known theory of 
the Greek,'4 namely, that the elements are endowed with natural 
motion in opposite directions, as, e. g., the motion of a stone 
downward and the motion of fire upward, whence it is inferred 
that of the four elements, one, i. e., earth, has absolute weight, 
fire has absolute lightness, while air and water have only relative 
weight and lightness.•• But this theory seems never to have been 
demonstrated and never will be. On the contrary, one may argue, 
that all the elements possess a ('ertain amount of weight, but some 
possess more of it and some less.'6 That fire tends upwards may 
be due to the pressure of the air which pushes it upwards,'' as 
happens in the case of a stone which, upon being dropped into a 
crucible in which there is molten gold or lead or mercury, comes 
up to the top, because of the pressure of the metals which push 
it upward. The same may also be said to happen in the ca.o;e of the 
elements air and water. That [air possesses some weight] is more
over supported by observation. For when we make a digging in 
the ground, the air immediately descends into the hollow and 
fills it up.•1 Though the opponent might claim that this last 
phenomenon is due to the fact that a vacuum is impossible 
within the world, still it is not impossible that the descent of the 
air into the hollow is due to the weight which that element 
possesses.•• But, whatever may be the explanation [of natural 
motion], it is clear that the upward motion of a stone is tiue, aa 
has been shown in the illustration, to some external force. 
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The critical comments contained in this chapter will suffice 
(for this proposition].•• 

PROPOSITION VII 

PAII.T I 

hooF of the seventh proposition, which reads: 'Everything 
changeable is !!visible. Hence everything movable is divisible, 
and is necei!Silrily a body. But that which is indivisible cannot 
have motion, and cannot therefore be a body at all' .• 

This proposition contains five theses•: First, everything 
changeable is divisible. Second, everything movable is divisible. 
Third, everything movable is necei!Silrily a body. Fourth, that 
which is indivisible cannot have motion. Fifth, that which is 
indivisible cannot be a body. 

The fourth and fifth theses are self-evident. The fourth may be 
proved by the conversion of the obverses of the second, for having 
stated that everything movable is divisible, which is the second 
thesis, it naturally follows, by the conversion of the obverse, that 
that which is indivisible cannot have motion, which is the fourth 
thesis. [By the same method of the conversion of the obverse] the 
fifth may be inferred from the definition of body, and from the 
fact that body is described as a continuous quantity.• 

The first (three] theses, however, must needs have some 
explanation. 

With regard to the first thesis the commentators [of Aristotle] 
have been debating with themselves as to its meaning,s for the 
demonstration thereof is given by Aristotle in the sixth book 
of the Physics• as follows: An object in change, he says, must 
be partly in the krminus a quo and partly in the terminus ad 

quem, for when it is wholly in the terminus a quo it is at rest, not 
having as yet begun to change; and when it is in its krminus ad 

pem, it is likewise in a state of rest, having already been com-
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pletely changed, and as the whole thing cannot be at once both in 
the unninru a qtUJ and in the terminus ad guem, it follows that it 
must be partly in the one and partly in the other. Whatsoever is 
thua conceived muat nece~~arily be divisible. 

ID&IIJ1luch u thia demonstration a&llumes only things that 
change in time but cannot be applied to things that change 
without time, u, e. g., the terminations of the processes of change 
and motion, the demonstration will thus be only of particular 
application.' Compelled by this difficulty, Alexander wu led to 
believe that everything that is changed is changed in time; and 
that if anything appears to be changed in no-time it is only an 
illusion; in reality it is in time, but the time is imperceptible on 
account of ita brevity.• This view of Alexander, however, is 
erroneous and self-evidently false. • 

Themistius, on the other hand, admits the exiatence of timeless 
change, but, inasmuch as c~ange in no-time is always consequent 
upon change in time, he finds the demonstration to be of general 
application.•• 

A different interpretation is given by Avempace. Wf-ile 
admitting the existence of timeless change, as, e. g., the change 
from non-being to being, which occurs instantaneously when 
form settles on matter," he takes the term 'changeable' [in the 
proposition] to refer only to change in the category of quality, as, 
e. g., the refrigeration of a hot object or the calefaction of a cold 
object, which changes must always take place in time. 11 

Averroes makes a still nicer distinction. The final points of 
the various changes, he says, are not changes in the true sense 
of the term, for by that time they have already come to rest. 
Aristotle's demonstration, however, deals only with cases of true 
change, and in that sense it is of general application. Thus, 
according to this interpretation, the term 'changeable' [in the 
proposition] will include all the categories of change.'' 

I am, however, at a loss to know what Avempace has gained by 
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reatricting the application of the term 'changeable' to the category 
of quality, for in quality, too, the final points of its various 
changes are timeless. When a black object, for instance, turns 
white, it becomes completely white only at the end of ita motion, 
and that is in no-time.'' 

However Aristotle's proposition may be interpreted, it is quite 
evident that the Muter has taken it in Averroes' sense. Conse
quently, from the premise that 'everything changeable is divisible' 
he logically infers that 'everything movable is divisible', inasmuch 
aa he takes the term 'changeable' to include all the kinds of 
change that he has enumerated in the fourth proposition. 

Thus have been proved the first two theses. 

As for the third", namely, everything movable is a body, it is 
very clear. For if we take motion in its proper sense, which the 
Master has explained to be locomotion, then, since locomotion 
implies a certain place, and place is peculiar to bodies'6, it must 
necessarily follow that whatever is movable is a body. And if we 

take the term motion to include all the kinds of change, again, 
since they all require some corporeal subject•?, it also follows ~at 
in their case, too, whatever is changeable is a body. 

Thus have been proved those first three theses. 

The following qualification must, however, be stipulated: When 
the author' uses the phrase 'everything movable' he means only 
that which is moved essentially, for that which has only accidental 
motion we sometimes find to be indivisible. Take, for instance, 
the point at the extremity of a line. It is moved with the 
motion of the line of which it is the extremity, the line in its turn 
being moved with the motion of the surface or the solid, and still 
the point is indivisible and is not a body. But as has been said, 
the tenn movable must be taken to refer here only to that which 
is moved essentially.•• 

Thus baa been proved the seventh proposition containing those 
five theses. 
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PAJlT II 

EXAKINATION of the seventh proposition which reads: 'Every
thing changeable is divisible.' 

[Against this proposition the following criticism may be urged]: 

We find in the case of the rational soul that it suffers a change 
in the process of its acquil!ition of intellectual conceptions out of 
sensible perceptions and forms of the imagination''--a change 
which is in no-time.•• Likewise, the motions of the soul,•• as 
pleasure and care, imply a change which is in time. •• [And yet the 
soul is indivisible.] 

Altabrizi has already called attention to this difficulty, to solve 
which he has suggested that the term 'changeable' in this proposi
tion should be taken to refer only to corporeal qualities••. It 
would seem that Altabrizi has followed Avempace's interpreta
tion of Aristotle's words, the nature of which we have discussed 
in the seventh chapter of the first part. But even if we accept 
Averroes' interpretation, we may still say with Altabrizi that the 
term 'changeable' should be taken to refer to corporeal qualities 
and motions. As a result of Altabrizi's explanation, however, .te 
entire proposition will be tautological and redundant,•4 and 
especially redundant will be that part of the proposition which, 
according to his explanation, will be tantamount to saying 
that that which is moved by corporeal motions is a body. Fur
thermore, if this proposition were to be of particular application, 
referring only to [change) of corporeal qualities, Maimonides 
could not have used it in a subsequent chapter with reference to 
changeableness in general. •• 

It seems, therefore, that the solution of the difficulty must 
needs have recourse to the condition we have stipulated with 
reference to the term 'movable,' according to which we have 
qualified its meaning as referring only to that which is moved 
essentially. Likewise here, with reference to the term 'change-
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able,' we may say that it refers only to that which is ehanged 
essentially. Consequently, since the rational soul is never 
changed essentially, but only through the contingency or its being 
material, it in no way contradicts the truth of this proposition. 
The question, however, whether the change that is contingent to 
the soul can be essential or not, will be discussed in some subse
quent chapter, .. God willing. 

PROPOSITION VIII 

PART I 

PROOF or the eighth proposition, which reads: 'Everything that 
is moved accidentally must of necessity come to re~o~t, inasmuch 
as its motion is not in its own essence. Hen~ that accidental 
motion cannot continue forever'.• 

The basis of this proposition would seem to be the principle 
laid down by Aristotle in the eighth book of the Physics, namely, 
everything that is accidental has in itself the possibility both or 
being and of not being.• But that which is only possible cannot be 
conceived as not becoming actually realized in infinite time.• 
Hence it follows that whatever is moved accidentally must of 
necessity come to rest.4 

PART II 

EXAMINATION of the eighth proposition, which reads: 'Every
thing that is moved accidentally must of necessity come to rest.' 

[The criticism of this proposition is as follows]: 

[The statement that) everything that exists by accident may 
possibly cease to exist is true only in the case or a thing which is 
not the necessary result of something whose existence is essential. 
It may, therefore, be possible for a body to be moved accidentally 
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forever, inasmuch as its accidental motion may have to be con
tinued forever as the neceiiii8J'Y result of 110mething that is moved 
essentially, An example of ttiis is to be found in the case of the 
globe• of fire whose motion is violent, being brought about by the 
perpetual motion of the [celestial] sphere'; or in the case of the 
superficies of the [celestial] sphere, and the parts thereof,7 which 
are moved accidentally by the essential motion of the sphere las a 
whole].• Motion of this [latter] kind is a species of accidental 
motion according to the illustration used by the Master in the 
sixth proposition.• 

This difficulty has already been raised by Altabrizi and others'", 
with the result that he of Narhonne thought of setting the 
proposition aright by putting upon it the following construc
tion: Everything that is moved accidentally in 110 far as it 
is moved al'cidentally, must of nE'cessity come to rest, as, e. g., 
the human soul, which is the principle of motion in man and 
which, though unmoved essentially, is moved accidentally in the 
process of its causing motion. This motion it is which according to 

the proposition must come to rest, inasmuch as it is only the 
accidental result of its own action in producing motion. By fhe 
same token, the soul that moves the celestial sphere would like
wise have to come to rest, for it, too, is moved accidentally as a 
result of its own action in produl'ing motion in the sphere, were it 
not for the fact that there is an additional cause for the motion of 
the soul of the sphere, namely, an absolutely separate mover 
which is not moved even accidentally." 

If we examine", however, Narboni's reasoning with regard to 
the soul of the sphere, we shall find it inconclusive. For if we 
ascribe to the 110ul of the sphere any accidental motion at all, it is 
only in consequence of its union-a union either of inexistence or 
of admixture•&-with the sphere, which is itself moved essentially. 
Since the motion of the 110ul of the sphere is thus brought about 
only through its union with the sphere, it is obvious that thiR 
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union could not create in it an incapacity to continue that motion. 
Consequently, admitting, as we do, that it is the soul which causes 
the sphere to move with an essential and eternal motion, that 
accidental motion which we ascribe to the soul as a result of its 
own action must of necessity be co-extensive with the essential 
motion which it causes, and thus we must also admit that it 
would be possible for the soul to continue its accidental motion 
forever. 14 Still to admit this possibility will in no way invalidate 
the principle of this proposition, for it may very well be granted, 
that things accidental which proceed as necessary results from 
things eli&ential will continue eternally when the essential things 
continue etemally.•5 

PROPOSITION IX 

PART I 

PRooF of the ninth proposition, which reads: 'Every body that 
moves another Lody move!> that other body only by being itself 
moved at the time it moves the other.'• 

This p10position is self-evident. The following qualification, 
however, must be stipulated, namely, that the proposition refers 
only to a mover which acts as an efficient cause, but in the case 
of a mover which acts as a final cause, it may cause motion with
out being itself moved. An instance of such a mover is to be 
found in fire which moves air and causes it to rise to the [concave) 
surface of the former, by reason of the affinity between that place 
and air. Consequently, in saying 'every body that moves another 
body,' he means that the former body moves the latter either by 
pushing or by drawing.• 

Against this proposition an objection has been raised from 
the fact commonly obsen·ed that the Magnesian stone' causes 
iron to move, by drawing it in its direction, without being itself 
moved.4 In reply to this, two explanations have been offered. 
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First, one may say that the iron is set in motion by itself, and 
this indeed is due to a certain disposition it acquires from the 

stone. Second, even if we admit that it is the stone that sets the 

iron in motion, it may still be explained as being due to the 
efftuxion of certain corporeal particles from the stone which 

come in actual contact with the iron and set it in motion either by 

drawing or by pushing.• 

PAJlT II 

EXAMINATION of the ninth proposition, which reads: 'Every 
body that moves another body moves that other body only by 

being itself moved at the time it moves the other'. 

The two explanations mentioned by the commentators with 

regard to the phenomenon of the power of the Magnesian stone 

to attract iron are self-evidently groundless. That the iron 

should acquire from the magnet, through its proximity to the 

latter, 1 a new disposition [and thereby move itself toward the 

magnet], either one of which acts would imply a natural forte of 

considerable strength,7 it being clear from the nature of the case 

that both these acts are very difficult of performance,• is a 

far-fetched assumption and well-nigh impossible. For the same 

reason, it is likewise past comprehension that corporeal effluvia 

should ftow out of the magnet and pull the iron and thus set it in 

motion. Furthermore, we cannot escape the conclusion that the 

particles issuing forth from the magnet and causing motion must 

inevitably act either by drawing or by pushing. If by pushing, 

then those particles, when they begin to push the iron in order to 

bring it to the magnet, will have to move in a direction opposite 

to (that which they took when moving from the magnet to the 

iron]. If by drawing, then the particles will likewise have to move 

alternately in opposite directions, namely, [first], toward the iron, 
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and then drawing the iron and moving along with it toward the 

magnet. How that would be possible, would that I knew.• All 

this is of the utmost absurdity. 
It seems, therefore, that the true explanation of the phenom

enon of the Magnesian stone is that iron possesses, according to a 

certain relation to nature, a natural tendency toward the magnet, 
just as it possesses a natural tendency toward the below, which 

tendency is due either to its affinity with its appropriate locality 

or to some natural property inherent within it•• of which we do 

not know anything except that it is warranted by sense perception." 

PROPOSITION X 

PART I 

PROOF of the tenth proposition, which reads: 'Everything that is 

said to be in a body falls under either of two classes.' It is either 

something that exists through the body, as accidents, or some
thing through which the body exists, as the natural form.t Both 

accidents and the natural form are to be conceived as a force in a 
body'.• 

Among the ancientsl there were some who held that body has 

no composition in any sense whatsoever, but that it is one in 

essence and in definition. If we observe in bodies, they say, some 

ki!ld of composition, it is only with reference to accidents and 

[other] unessential properties•. Aristotle and the commentators 
upon his works,s however, knocked this view on the head,6 by 

demonstrating conclusively that every body must inevitably 

consist of two essential parts, matter and form. For we observe 

that all the mundane bodies are subject to generation and 

corruption; and as that which no longer is cannot be the recipient 

of that which is coming to be, it is necessary to postulate the 
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existence of a substratum which is to be the common underlying 

recipient of both of them. This substratum is matter, the 110-

called hyle.' That matter must be essential to that which comes 

to be,1 is self-evident, inasmuch as it is its substratum. But still 

the recipient must be something distinct from that which is 

received, it follows therefore that in every body there must be 

two principles. 

Again, as it is that which is received through which a thing is 

said to come into being, by which it is limited and in which it 

has its essence, it is evident that this, too, must be essential to 

that which comes to be•. But the substratum, it is quite clear, 

cannot have actual existence by itself••, for if it had actual 

existence, the process of coming-to-be would be an alteration 

rather than a generation." Hence it must follow that the being 

and existence of a thing must depend upon that which is received, 

that is to say, upon the natural form.'" 

As for accidents, which no body is destitute of, it goes without 

saying that they can exist only in bodies composed of matter and 

corporeal form,'3 for if accidents could have being and existence 

by themselves, they would be substances.'4 

Since neither of these two, namely, form and accidents. have 

independent existence, both, as has been shown, requiring some 

substratum, the author, making use of the term 'force' in a 

special sense, says that 'both accidents and the natural form are 
to be conceived as a force in a body'.q 

You must note that the assertion that body exists through the 

natural form indicates that Maimonides has taken the term body, 

which includes both matter and corporeal form, in its rel~~;tion to 

the natural proper form as analogous to the relation of matter to 

form in general, the former of which has its being and existence in 

~he latter.•• 
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PART II 

ExAMINATION of the tenth proposition, which reads: 'Everything 
that is said to be in a body falls under either of two classes. It is 
either something that exists through the body, as accidents, or 
something through which body exists, as the natural form.' 

It behooves you to know that Avicenna, Algazali, and those 
who follow them are of the opinion that the distinction of matter 
and form obtains in every body, including also the celestial 
spheres.'' For believing that the corporeal form is nothing but 
the continuity of the three dimensions,'1 intersecting each other 
at right angles,'' they reason as follows: Since continuity must 
be something different from the thing continuous, seeing that the 
latter may become divided whereas the former may not••, there 
must exist a substratum capable of receiving both the continuity 
and the division. Reason therefore decrees" that in every body 
there must he two essential principles, namely, matter and form ... 

Averroes, however, contends that inasmuch as the celestial 
sphere is not subject to actual division, it is not necessary to 
postulate in it any plurality and composition. For bodJ, he 
argues, is one in reality. It is only on account of the phenomenon 
of generation and corruption, •J seeing that that which no longer 
is cannot be the recipient of that which is coming to be, that 
reason postulates therein the distinction of subject and something 
borne by the subject, as we have explained it above in the tenth 
chapter of the first part. But as the eternal [celestial] sphere does 
not come under the law of generation and corruption, there is no 
reason why we should conceive it to be composed of matter and 
form.•4 

In view of Averroes' theory, however, would that I knew" 
what prevents us from maintaining the same with regard to the 
elements that are subject to generation and corruption, namely, 
that their matter be corporeality, and their fonn be the proper 
form of every one of the elements, which is related to corporeality 
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11.11 1.11 entelechy, and that corporeality, designated by him as 
corporeal form, be regarded as matter in relation to the proper 
form.• As a result of this view, it would follow that even without 
its specific form, matter would be in place and would have actual 
existence.,"' Behold, my witness is in heaven,•• for the heavenly 
sphere, which, [according to Averroes], is body without any 
matter, has actual existence. This theory would remove many a 
difficulty, strong and perplexing, which exists with regard to the 
nature of matter as it is generally understood. 

This being so, an opponent may now further contend that the 
proper form is not that through which the body exists,•• but, quite 
the contrary, it is the corporeal form which, being an actually 
existing substratum, sustains the existence of the proper form.a• 
To be sure, the proper forms could not on that account be 
rightfully called accidents,•• seeing that they possess peculiarities 
which distinguish them from accidents, as, e. g., they have 
appropriate localities of their own, .. and are not subject to 

increase and decrease, and other things of a similar nature. They 
must, indeed, be considered as substances. Still to say that body 
exists and has its being in the proper form must beemphati~lly 
denied. Quite the contrary, the corporeal form, which we now 
propose as the substratum, always has actual existence, whereu 
the existence of the [proper] form, which to be sure is the entelech}· 
of the corporeal, is dependent upon the latter. 

PROPOSITION XI 

PROOF of the elventh proposition, which reads: 'Among the 
things which exist in a body, there are some which participate in 
the division of that body, and are therefore accidentally divisible, 
as, e. g., colors and all other forces' that are distributed through
out the body. In like manner, among the things which consti
tute the existence of a body, there are some which cannot be 
divided in any way, as, e. g., the soul and the intellect.'• 
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The division of things which exist in a body as well as of those 
which constitute the existence of a body [into some which are 
divisible and some which are not divisible) is self~dent. For 
of accidents that exist in a body, some are accidentally divided 
witb the division of the body, as, e. g., color and quantity, while 
others are indivisible, as, e. g., a point, or a line with respect to 
width, or a surface with respect to thickness. In like manner, of 
things which constitute the existence of a body, some participate 
in the division of the body, as, e. g., prime matter, which is that 
element in a body that is subject to division, for corporeal form, 
being the continuity of the dimensions, is not subject to division, 
inasmuch as opposites cannot be the recipients of each other.• 

What needs explaining, however, is his statement 'as, e. g., the 
soul and the intellect.' For the author is of the opinion that soul 
and intellect are forces existing in a body, and it is only because 
they are not distributed throughout the whole body that they do 
not participate in the division of the body. We shall give full 
consideration to this problem in a later part of this work,4 God 
willing. 

For Aristotle is diametrically opposed to this view.• He is of 

the opinion, [and in this Maimonides agrees with him], that the 

acquired intellect is conjoined with the body by a nexus of inex

istence rather than by a nexus of admixture. In consequence of 

this, the acquired intellect, [according to both of them], is not 

moved accidentally with the motion of the body. By the same 

token, Aristotle maintains that the Intelligence [of the sphere], 

which is separated [from the sphere in the same manner as the 

acquired intellect is separated from the body], is the [first] mover 

of the sphere, causing motion in the latter without itself being 

moved accidentally. Still that Intelligence, though separate, 

being the principle of the sphere's motion, is in a sense the latter's 

soul, and it is in that sense that the sphere is said to be moved by 
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ita own aoul. A1 againat this, the Master maintaina that the 
Intelligence of the 1phere is, [like the hylic intellect in its relation 
to the human body], a force inherent in the body of the sphere, in 
consequence whereof it is moved accidentally with the motion of 
the sphere. It is for this reason that he advances a special argu
ment to show that the Intelligence of the sphere cannot be the 
[lint] mover of the sphere, for inasmuch as it has, [according to 
his own view], accidental motion, it would have to come to rest, 
as he has 1tated in Proposition VIII. [Previous to this he had 
already shown by another argument that the first mover could 
not be a force distributed throughout the body of the sphere, for a 
force like that would ha"e to be finite], inasmuch as it must be 
divisible with the division of the sphere, and thus its action would 
have to be finite. 6 He thus concludes that the [first] cause of the 
motion of the sphere must be an Intelligence which is absolutely 
separate from the sphere, all as may be gathered from his discus
sion in the first chapter of the second part of his work The Guide. 

PROPOSITION XII 

PART I. 

PRoOF of the twelfth propo~oition, which reads: 'Every force that 

is distributed th10ugh a body is finite, that body itself being 
finite.'• 

Aristotle hdb demonstrated this proposition in the eighth book 

of the Physi,s.' His argument runs as follows: Every body must 

be either finite 01 infinite; but, as has already been shown before, 

the existence of an infinite body is impossible; it follows therefore 

that the body in which a force exists must be finite. That in 

such a finite body no infinite fo1ce can exist will become manifest 

after we have laid down the following self-evident proposition, 

namely, that forces distributed through bodies must participate 
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in the division of those bodies and that the greater the size of the 
body the stronger its motive force,• as we observe, for instance, 
a large clod of earth to possess a stronger motive force than a 
smaller clod. This proposition having been established, the 
syllogism of the argument may be framed as follows: If in a 
finite body an infinite force were possible, either of the follov.ing 
two conclusions would ensue, namely, either the infinite force 
would move a certain object in an instant or an infinite force 
and a finite one would be equal in their power of producing 
motion. Both of these conclusions, however, are notoriously 
absurd. 

How such conclusions would have to ensue, will now be 

explained. 
Let the body in which that infinite force is assumed to abide 

set a certain <!bject in motion in a certain time. l'ndoubtedly 

there could be found some finite motive force which would also 

be capable of setting that object in motion-for we will assume 

that object to be of a size that could be moved by that finite 
motive force. The finite force will undoubtedly require a greater 

time than the infinite force to effect its motion. Now, the infinite 

force must inevitably be able to effect its motion either in an 

instant or in some extended time. If it does it in time, that time 

will of necessity be a certain portion of the greater time[required 

by the finite force]. Now, it is v.-ell-known that we can take 

from the body [with] the infinite [force] a certain portion the 

ratio of whose magnitude to the magnitude of the other body 

[with] the finite [force] would be equal to the ratio of the lesser 

time to the greater time. Thus it would result that a part 

of the infinite, which is of necessity finite, would be equal in ita 

motive power to the infinite force. 
We have thus demonstrated the inference of the consequent 

from the antecedent, namely, that if in a finite body an infinite 
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force were possible, the following alternative conclusions would 
have to ensue, namely, either the infinite motive force would 

have to effect its motion in an instant or an infinite force and a 

finite one would be equal in their motive power. 

PART II. 

EXAMINATION of the twelfth proposition, which reads: 'Every 
force that is distributed through a body is finite, that body itself 
being finite.' 

I say that the basis of his argument may be refuted on the 
ground of what has already been said,• namely, that the impossi
bility of an infinite body has not been conclusively established. 

Granted, however, that an infinite body is impossihle, I still 
maintain that his reasoning is inconclusive, for we do not admit 
the cogency of the connection of the consequent with the ante
cedent in the syllogism of the agrument. In the first place, the 
conclusion that there would he motion without time does not 
follow, inasmuch as every motion has that original time from 
which it is never frce.s Nor, in the second place, does it follow 
that the finite and the infinite forces would produce motion in 
equal time, for the ratio of one force to the other would be equal 
to the ratio of their respective lengths of time in addition to 
that original time wt.ich may be assumed to exist by the nature 
of motion itself.' Thus, for instance, the infinite would effect 
motion within the original time only, without any other time, 
whereas the finite would require some additional time besides 
the original. Even in assuming a finite mover which would 
likewise cause motion in the original time only, the alleged 
absurdity would not ensue, since a difference might still be found 
between such a finite mover and the infinite mover if the size of 
the object moved by them were increased, in which case the 
finite mover would require for the effectuation of its motion some 
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time in addition to the original time, whereas the infinite would 
cause the object to move in the original time only. Thus the 
proof has been shown to be refutable. 

You must, however, note that even if we accept this proof, the 
term infinite in the proposition is to be understood to refer only 
to infinite in intensity. For it is evident that the term infinite 
may be used in a twofold respect, with regard to intensity and 
with regard to time.? Hence even if we accept the conclusiveness 
of the proof with regard to an infinite in intensity, the same will 
not follow with regard to an infinite in time.• In the latter case, 
it is quite possible that a force residing in a finite body should 
produce motion of finite intensity but of infinite time, providing 
only that the motion is of a kind in which there is no cause of 
lassitude and exhaustion, as, for instance, circular motion, which 
is caused neither by drawing nor by pushing,' and all the more so 
[the circular motion of] the celestial sphere, .. about whose sub
stance the philosophers are agreed that it is devoid of any quali
ties, and is not subject to caducity and senility, as is to be found 
in De Coelo el Mundo." Furthermore, circular motion may be said 
to be natural to the celestial substance in the same manner as 
rectilinear motion is natural is to the [sublunar] elements.•• This 
is evident. 

PROPOSITION Xlll 

PART I. 

Paoo~o· of the thirteenth proposition, which reads: 'None of the 
several species of change can be continuous, except locomotion, 
and of this, too, only that which is circular.'• 

The purpose of this proposition is to show that there can be no 
continuous motion between two species of change, that is to say, 
between two opposite species. For as has already been stated, 
change exists in four categories, and these constitute different 
Kenera.• Now, that between two of such genera, as, e. g., be-
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tween one object changing from whiteness to blackness and 
another object moving from one place to another, there can be no 
continuous motion is quiteeviden t. But even [between two changes] 

within one genus, as, e. g., the changes within the genus quality, 

from whiteness to blackness and from blackness to whiteness [of 

the same object], it must likewise be evident that there can be no 
continuous change.s That is what the author means by his state

ment 'none of the several species of change.' For to say that he 

means thereby to deny the possibility of continuous change even 

within one species is impos.<~ible, and for the following reason: 

Change is either in time or timeless, and change in time must of 

necessity be continuous,• inasmuch as time is continuou!>, for if 

change in time were not continuous, time would be composed of 
instants.s Hence the proposition must be asst.mcd to refer only 

to change bet\\•een two opposite species. Or, [if the proposition 

is to refer also to change within one species], the term "con

tinuous" must be understood to have been used here by the 

author in the st"nse of perpl'lual, ett'rna/. 6 

Aristotle7 has demonstrated this proposition by the following 

argument:• Motion is named afte1 the terminus toward which it 

tends; thus we say, for instance, with reg~rd to an object that is 

moved from blackness toward whiteness, that it is whitening.' 

Furthermore, in motion there must be a certain part which is an 

absolute lt'rmimts ad quem. ft therefore follows that motion 

must come to rest on its arrival at the termin11s ad q11em, for if 

that were not so, the ultimate completion of motion would be 

potential, and there would never be a perfect terminus ad quem, 

whence it would follow that opposite motions would be one 

motion, and a thing would be whitening and blackening at one 

and the same time. The case of qualitative motion must there

fore be analagous to that of generation. For in the motion of 
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the category of substance, the object comes to rest when its 
generation is complete, and then begins to move backward 
towards corruption. But between these motions of generation 

and corruption there is an intervening instant in which the object 
cannot be conceived to be both generated and corrupted ... 

That the like takes place also in locomotion is equally mani
fest.11 Locomotion is rectilinear, circular, or composed of both 
of these.•• With respect to rectilinear motion it is obvious~~ that 
between the motion in two opposite directions there must be an 
interval of rest, for if not, the same object would be moved 
upward and downward at the same time. Furthe1more,•s the 
middle of any magnitude is to be understood in two senses, as 
actual and as potential, of which the following is an illustration. 
When a certain object is moved with a continuous motion over 
any magnitude, it does not mark on it any actual point or line, 
inasmuch as a line is not composed of points nor a surface of 
lines; it is only when the moving object stops that it marks an 
actual point or line. Hence, [conversely], if an object which is 
moved with a continuous motion has marked an actual point or 
line, it must be inferred that at a certain time it had stopped at 
some point in the middle. Now, it is manifest that the motion 
of that object towards that middle and its motion away from it 
are in opposite directions, and since the point or line marked by 
that object is, [as we have said], actual, it must follow that the 
extremities of these opposite motions are likewise actual, and 
thus, [if we do not postulate an interval of rest between them], 
time would be composed of instants.'4 This having been shown 
to be the case of [motion in] a straight line, the same must also 
hold true with regard to [motion in] a line composed of straight 
and circular parts,'' that is, a spiral,•0 for if we suppose it to be 
continuous, it would be actually moved upward and downward 
with one continuous motion, whence the aforesaid absurdities 
would ensue. 
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From all that baa been said, it is evident that continuity is 

impossible except in locomotion, and of this, too, only that which 

is circular,'' in which case both the terminus a quo and the ter
minus ad quem are identical,'' for which reason continuity and 

eternity are possible in it.'' 

PART II. 

EXAMINATION of the thirteenth proposition, which reads: 'None 

of the several kinds of change can be continuous except locomo

tion, and of this, too, only that which is circular.' 

When Aristotle's arguments in proof of this proposition are 

closely examined, it becomes evident that they are all mere 

fancies and conceits. For even if the black object which is moved 

toward whiteness returned in the direction of blackness without 

first stopping at whiteness, it would not necessarily follow that 

at the juncture of the two motions the object would be both 

whitening and blackeninlt at the same time. No, its whitening 

and blackening would be only two aspects of the same motion, 

that is to say, in so far as its motion is first toward whiteness, it 

is appropriately described as whitening, and in so far as its motion 

afterwards turns towards blackness, it is appropriately described 

as blackening. And so, no absu1dity would ensue therefrom.•• 

In the case of rectilinear motion, it is still less conclusive that 

there must be a pause between the two [opposite) motions, for 

they may as well be one continuous motion, though they are not 
perceived aa such by the senses, as has been said by Aristotle. •• 

Nay, opposite motions must necessarily be continuous. Sup

pose, for instance, that an extremely light object is moved 

upward, and an extremely large object of the size of a mountain 

comes down upon it. There is no doubt that the latter will cause 
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the former to change its motion to the downward direction. 
Now, if there were a pause between these two [opposite] motions 
[of the lighter object], it would follow that the mountainous 
object, too, with all its size, would have to stop in the middle of 
its downward motion." 

Again, the conclusion which he has fancifully deduced is 
fallacious; for from the assumption that the motions are opposite, 
it must not necessarily follow that there is an actual instant [of 
rest] between them. It can be shown from an analogy of the 
instant which marks the end of corruption and the beginning of 
generation, or rather the end of an anterior generation and the 
beginning of a posterior generation, that there must not neces
sarily be an actual instant. Why should it not be so? Motion 
of generation is always consequent on motion of quality, and still 
the instant between the opposite qualities does not exist actually,13 

even though the first quality is the end of the anterior generation 
and the second the beginning of the posterior. This is very 
evident. 

PROPOSITION XIV 

PART I. 

PROOF of the fourteenth proposition, which reads: 'Locomotion 
is prior to all the other kinds of motion and is the first of them in 
nature, for generation and corruption are preceded by alteration, 
which in its tum is preceded by the approach of that which 
alters to that which is to be altered, and, similarly, growth and 
diminution are impossible without previous generation and 
corruption. '• 

Aristotle has demonstrated this proposition by the method of 
indu!=tion,• and has made it clear that he meant to establish 
the priority of locomotion both in nature and in time.3 He has 
furthermore proved that circular motion is prior to all other 
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motions,• by reason of the fact that it does not take place between 
opposite boundaries,• that its velocity is not subject to variation, • 
that the substance to which it is peculiar is incapable of change,' 
nay, that in everything it maintains the character of perfect 
act~lity. 1 

PART II. 

EXAMINATION of the fourteenth proposition, which reads: 'Loco
motion is prior to all the other kinds of motion and is the first of 
them in nature, for generation and corruption are preceded by 
alteration, which in its turn, is preceded by the approach or that 
which alters to that which is to be altered, and, similarly, growth 
and diminution are impossible without previous generation and 
corruption.' 

With reference to relative generation,• the proposition may be 
accepted as true. With reference, however, to the first genera
tion, if it is ex nihilo, in the manner that "·ill be explained, .. it 
can be shown that it is generation which precedes all the other 
motions," and that qualitative and quantitative motions precede 
locomotion, for things must have possessed qualitative and quan
titative properties before they began to be moved [in place], .. 
and, finally, that absolute quantity precedes quality.•1 

PROPOSITION XV 

PART I. 

PROOF of the fifteenth proposition, which reads: 'Time is an 
accident that is consequent on motion and is conjoined with it. 
Neither one of them exists without the other. Motion does not 
exist except in time, and time cannot be conceived except with 
motion, and whatsoever is not in motion does not fall under the 
category of time.'• 
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This propoaition contains four premiaee.• First, time is an 
accident.• Second, time is conjoined with motion in such a 
manner that neither one of them exists without the other.• 
Third, time cannot be conceived except with motion.• Fourth, 
whatsoever is not in motion does not fall under the category of 
time. • All these premises may be proved by the following dis
cussion of the definition of time. 

In contradistinction to all the ancients, who held widely 
different views with regard to time7-view~ which may be dis
regarded on account of their notorious untenability._Aristotle 
defines time as the number of priority and posteriority of motion.• 

Time no doubt needs a subject, for time itself has no existence 
whatsoever, still less can it exist in itself afler the manner of 
things which are in no need of a subject.•• For time is divided into 
past and future, inasmuch as the present is only an instant, which 
has no existence, and is not time. Now the past is always gone, 
and the future is never yet arrived; whence it is self-evident that 
time needs a subject." Hence the first of the four premises. 

Since we are accustomed to measure swift and slow motion 
by time, for swift motion is [defined as] that by which an object 
traverses a certain distance in less time than by motion called 
slow, time cannot be identical with motion, for time cannot be 
included in the definition of [that which is identical with] itself.•• 
Yet,•• on the other hand, since swiftness and slowness, which are 
measured by time, are accidents adjoined to motion and insepara
ble from it,•• it follows that time must also be an accident ad

joined to motion. Hence the seuJnd premise. 

This being the case, namely, that time is always the measure•s 
of motion, whether taken with respect to swiftness and slowness 
or with respect to priority and posteriority,'' we are therefore 
justified in framing the definition of time by saying that it is 
number of priority and posteriority of motion. The term motion 
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ia thus included in the definition; hence it proves the third pre
mise, namely, that time cannot be conceived except with motion. 

A. for the fourth premise, namely, whatsoever is not in motion 
does not fall under the category of time, it will become self-evi
dent when it is made clear that the expression "falling under the 
category of time" applies only to an object which is comprehended 
by time and transcended by it on both ends.'7 Consequently, the 
eternal beings are not essentially in time,•• inasmuch as they are 
not comprehended and transcended by time. If they are some
times said to be in time, it is only accidentally, and that, too, is 
true only of some of them, namely, of those that are endowed 
with motion,'' Thus the movable [eternal] beings, on account of 
their motion, may be duly said to be in time, inasmuch as motion 
can always be made to be comprehended by time, as when, for 
instance, we take any finite part thereof.'• The separate [Intelli
gences), however, having no motion what!>Oever, are neither 
essentially nor accidentally in time."' 

PART II. 

EXAMINATION of the fifteenth proposition, which reads: 'Time 
is an accident that ib consequent on motion and is conjoined with 
it. Neither one of them exists without the other. Motion does 
not exist except in time, and time cannot be conceived except 
with motion, and whatsoever is not in motion does not fall under 
the category of time.' 

I say that when we closely examine the definition of time, we 
shall find that the four premi..es which this proposition contains, 
as has been shown in the first part, are all false. For it is self
evident that rest is described as long when an object remains at 
rest for a long time, and as short when it remains so only for a 
short time, whence it must follow that time is measured by rest 
without the presence of actual motion. Even if it were admitted 
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that we measure rest only by supposing a corresponding measure 

of the motion of an object moved during the ll&lle interval,u it 
would still follow that actual motion is not necessary in the con

ception of time. The argument is all the stronger in view of the 

fact that rest, without any supposition on our part of a corre
sponding [actual] motion, can actually be distinguished as long 

and short. Such being the case, would that I knew, why time 

should not be measured by rest alone, without our supposing a 

corresponding motion? Hence it is evident that the correct 

definition of time is that it is the measure of the duration of 
motion or of rest between two instants.'l It is, moreover, evident 

that the genus most essentially appropriate of time is magni

tude,"' for as time belongs to continuous'' quantity and number 
to discrete,'' if we describe time as number, we describe it by a 
genus which is not essential nor primary.'' It is indeed measured 

by both motion and rest, because it is our supposition of the 
measure of their duration that is time. It seems then·fore that 
the existence of time is only in the soul.,. Such being the case, 

the first of these premi~~es, stating that 'time is an accident,' is 

true only if we thereby mean that it is not a substance;'' but if we 

mean thereby that time is an accident existing outside the soul, 
it is false,l• for time depends as much upon rest as upon motion, 

and rest is the privation of motiOn and privation has no existence. 

It thus follows that time depends upon our supposition of the 

measure of the duration of either motion or rest, inasmuch as 

either of them may be described as great and small. 

As for the second, stating that time is joined to motion in such a 

manner that neither one of them exists without the other, it is 

likewise false, for time may exist without motion, namely, that 

time which is measured by rest or by the supposition of motion 

without its actual existence. 
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As for the third, stating that 'time cannot be conceived except 

with motion,' it is equally false and for the same reason. What 

we may reasonably maintain is that, since rest is the privation of 

motion, when we measure time by rest, we inevitably conceive of 

motion; but to say that the idea of time cannot be conceived 

except it be connected with motion must be denied. 

As for the fourth, stating that 'whatsoever is not in motion does 

not fall under the category of time,' the Intelligences, though 

immovable, may still have existence in time,J' inasmuch as it can 

be demonstrated that time existed prior to their rreation on the 

ground that time does not require the actual existence of motion, 

but only the supposition of the measure of motion or rest.J• In 

view of this, the passage of Rabbi ]t:hudah, son of Rabbi Simon,u 

which reads: 'It teaches us that the order of time had existed 

previous to that,' may be taken in its literal sense. Nor will 

there be any more need, [if we admit the existence of time prior 

to creation], to go as far afield as the Master in the interpreta

tion of the first verse of Genesis and take the words Bereshit bara 

[Elohim] to mean that 'In being Himself the principle, [i. e., the 

cause], God created heaven and earth,l..__an interpretation which 

renders the verse tautological and redundant, for, if He created 

the world, He surely was its cause and principle. To say that 

[what the Master means is that] the manner of creation was 

suchwise that God was nothing but a principle and cause·1S--far 

be it from him to entertain such a view, for previously36 he has 

already discoursed at great length and in full detail upon the 

refutability of Aristotle's proofs for eternity and has also adduced 

convincing arguments in support of the belief in creation, as will 

be shown later," God willing. 
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PROPOSITION XVI 

PART I. 

PRooF of the sixteenth proposition, which reads: 'Whatsoever 
is not a body does not admit of the idea of number except it be a 
force in a body, for then the individual forces may be numbered 
together with the matters or subjects in which they exist. It 
follows, therefore, that separate beings, which are neither bodies 
nor forces in bodies, do not admit of any idea of number except 
when they are related to each other as cause and effect.'• 

Inasmuch as the quiddity of a species which embraces num
erically different individuals is one in species but many in num
ber, it is self-evident that no number can be conceived in that 
quiddity except with reference to some distinction arising from 
time, place, or some other accident which may happen to exist 
in the particular. • 

Now, that which is neither a body nor a force in a body is 
called a separate being,J and this, according to the preceding 
proposition, does not fall under the category of time,4 nor is it 
bounded by place,• nor can any of the accidents be attributed to 
it. 6 Hence it follows that no numerical plurality can be conceived 
in separate beings except with reference to some distinction which 
is appropriate to them, and such a distinction may be found 
among them when they are related to each other as cause and 
effect.' 

PART II. 

E.x.uiiNATION of the sixteenth proposition, which reads:' What
soever is not a body does not admit of the idea of numberexcept 
it be a force in a body, for then the individual forces may be 
numbered together with the matters or subjects in which they 
exist. It follows, therefore, that separate beings, which are 
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neither bodies nor forces in bodies, do not admit of any idea of 

number except when they are related to each other as cause and 

effect.' 
This proposition, too, can be shown to be false, in view of the 

fact that the souls which remain immortal after death must 
neceaaarily admit of the idea of number. For the following dis

junctive reasoning is unavoidable, namely, that the part immor

tal is either the substance of the rational soul itself' or the 
intellect acquired' by man by means of his senses and faculties.•• 

Now, if it is the substance of the rational soul itself, then each 

soul is possessed of an individulaity according to its attainments 
in intellectual conceptions or in its union with God," blessed be 

He, for the attainments of one soul must differ from those of 

another. This being the case, souls should be numerable in the 

same manner as individual corporeal substances," which, though 

being all one in essence, are numerable on account of their each 

having accidents by which they are individualized. And if the 

immortal part is the acquired intellect, the case is still clearer, 

for the intellectual conceptions acquired by one soul are different 

from those acquired by another. Thus the souls of the departed 

may be numbered even though they are not related to each other 

as cause and effect. To say that the part immortal is only the 

predisposition which unites with the Active Intellect and becomes 

one with it,•• whence indeed the souls of the departed could not 

be subject to number-to say this would be to maintain a view 

which will be shown later'4 to be erroneous, and far be it from the 

Master to espouse it. It must, therefore, be concluded that in 

using the expression "separate beings," the Master means only 

to refer to such beings as have always existed apart from matter 

and had not been previously forces in a body.'~ 
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PROPOSITION XVII 

PROOF of the seventeenth proposition, which reads: 'Everything 
moved must needs have a mover, which mover may be either 
without the object moved, as, e. g., in the case of a stone set in 
motion by the hand, or within the object moved, as, e. g., the 
body of a living being, for a living being is composed of a part 

which moves and a part which is moved. It is for this reason 
that when an animal dies and the mover, namely, the soul, is 
departed from it, the part that is moved, namely, the body, 
remains for some time in the same condition as before and yet 
cannot be moved in the manner it has been moved previously. 
But inasmuch as the mover, when existing within the object 
moved, is hidden from the senses and cannot be perceived by 
them, an animal is thought to be something that is moved without 
a mover. Everything moved which has its mover within itself 
is said to be moved by itself, which means that the force by which 
the object moved is moved essentially exists in the whole of that 
object.'• 

The main purpose of this proposition is to show that every
thing moved has a mover.• For every object in motion, is moved 
either by nature, as, e. g., the motion of a stone downward, or by 
violence, as, e. g., the motion of a stone upwards, or by volition, 
as, e. g., the motion of a living being.J Now, in the case of objects 
moved either by violence or by volition, it is evident that the 
motive agent is something different from the object moved.• 
But that the same holds true in the case of an object that is 
moved by nature will become clear from the following consider
ation :• Objects which are moved by nature are found to vary 
with respect to the direction of their motion; thus, e. g., the 
tendency of a stone is downward, whereas that of fire is upward. 
This seems to indicate that the motion of each element is not 
simply due to the fact that it is a body in the absolute, for, were 
it ao, the elements would not each move in an opposite direction. 
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It must rather be the fact that each element is a particular kind 
of body that accounts for its particular motion. Now, with 
reference to corporeality all elements are alike and they all share 
it in common. Consequently, it is their respective proper forms 
that must be assumed to bring about their diverse natural 
motions,' and that, indeed, by means of a force implanted in form, 
which force is called nature. 7 The nature of an element may thus 
be considered as its motive cause. 

PROPOSITION XVIll 

PllOOF of the eighteenth proposition, which reads: 'Everything 
that passes from potentiality to actuality has something different 
from itself as the cause of its transition and that cause is neces
sarily outside itself, for if the cause of the transition existed in the 
thing itself and there was no obstacle to prevent the transition, 
the thing would never have been in a state of potentiality but 
would have always been in a state of actuality; and if the cause of 
the transition, while existing in the thing itself, encountered some 
obstacle which was afterwards removed, then the same cause 
which has removed the obstacle is undoubtedly to be considered 
as the cause which has brought about its transition f10m poten
tiality to actuality.' The author concludes this proposition by 
saying 'Note this. '• 

This proposition may be proved inductively as follows:• 
Whenever it is said of anything that it is potentially a certain 
thing, it means that it is either potentially an agent or poten
tially a patient. In the latter case, again, the potentiality 
to suffer action may refer either to a substance or to accidents.• 
Now, in the case of substance, as, e. g., the process of generation 
and corruption,4 there can be no doubt that the cause that brings 
about the realization of this potentiality of generation or corrup
tion is not identical with the substances themselves, for it is well 
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known that nothing can generate or corrupt itself.• Likewise in 

the case of accidents, as, e. g., the change of quantity, quality, 

and the other categories, 6 it is clear beyond any doubt that 

since all these accidents must needs have a subject for their 

existence, it will be the force contained in that subject that will 

energize them and cause them to pass from potentiality into 

actuality.7 In like manner, in the case of a potential agent, as, 

e. g., when we assert of something that it is the potential agent of 

something else,• there is no doubt that the potentiality must 

reside either within the agent itself or without it. II iris without 

the agent, then it need hardly be said that the cause which brings 

about the transition f10m pOtentiality to actu.1hty is likewise 

without. And if the potentiality resid(·s within the agent itself, 

then, if the agent is assumed to encounter no obstacle nor to be 

hindered in its action by the l.1ck of bOme required condition, it 

would have to be pe1 manently in a state of actuality, since the 

capacity to act resides within itself. As the agent is not, however, 

permanently in a state of actuality, we must assume, of course, 

that the cause of its inactivity is due to some kind of obstacle, 

and so whatsoever causes the removal of that obstacle must be 

(.'Onsidered as the cause of the transition.• 

We must, however, bear in mind the following distinction: 

When we assert of anything that it possesses a certain potential
ity, if that potentiality is one to receive action, then the thing in 

question, [upon the realization of itb potentiality], must indeed 

undergo some change. In the case of a potentiality to act, how

ever, it is altogether different. For when an agent has the 

potentiality to act, but is prevented from acting on account of 

some obstacle on the part of that which is to be the recipient of 
the action, then, though the remover of that obstacle may still 
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be called the cause of the tnmaition from potentiality to actuality, 

yet this fact does not imply that the agent in question must 

itaeH undergo a change... It is with reference to this distinction 

that the author has made his cryptic remark and concluded the 

proposition by saying "Note this." 

PROPOSITION XIX 

PRooF of the nineteenth proposition, which reads: 'Everything 

that has a cause for its existence is !n respect to its own essence 

only possible of existence, for if its causes exist, the thing likewise 

will exist, but if its causes have never existed, or if they have 

ceased to exist, or if their causal relation to the thing has changed, 

then the thing itself will not exist.'• 

This proposition is self-evident. • For a thing which has a cause 

for its existence must in respect to its own essence be necessary, 

impossible, or possible, these being the only alternatives conceiv

able. Now, in respect to its own essence it cannot be necessary, 

for whatsoever is necessary in respect to its own essence cannot 

be conceived as non-existent, even were there no cause in existence ;J 

whereas that which has a cause for its existence would have to be 

non-existent were its cause not to exist. Nor can it in respect to 

its own essence be impossible, for whatsoever is in respect to its 

own essence impossible precludes the possibility of there being a 

cause to bring about its existence. Hence in respect to its own 

essence it must be only possible, that is to say, its existence, be it 

eternal or transient, might be conceived as non-existent were its 

cause not to exist.• 
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PROPOSITION XX 

PROOF of the twentieth proposition, which reads: 'Everything 

that is necessary of existence in t espect to its own essence has no 

cause for its existence in any manner whatsoever or under any 

condition whatsoever.'• 

This proposition may be proVf'd {tOm the preceding one by the 

conversion of the obverse,• for since that which has a cause for 

its existence is not necessary of existt>nre, it must inevitably 

follow that that which is nt>Cehl>d.I'Y of existence has no cause for 

its existenCP. I wonder why he did not combine this proposition 

with the nineteenth.l 

PROPOSITION XXI 

PROOF of the twt>nl}-fitbl propohition, which reads: 'Everything 

that is composed of two element!. has necessatily their composi

tion as the cause of its existenc-e as a composite being, and con

sequently in respect to its own essence it is not necessary of 

existenct>, for it~< existence dt>pt'"nds upon the Pxistenct> of its 

component parts and their combination.'' 

Inasmuch as the parts of a. thing are different from the whole 

of the thing and the thin~ as a whole exi~>tn only as something 

composed of those parts, it follows that that which is composed 

of parts has a cause for itb existence.• But it has already been 

shown that a thing which has a cause for its existence cannot be 

necessary of existence.3 Nothing composite, therefore, can be 

necessary of existence. 
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PROPOSITION XXII 

PAJlT I. 

PROOF of the twenty-second proposition, which reads: 'Every 

body is necessarily composed of two elements, and is necessarily 

subject to accidents. The two constituent elements of a body 

are matter and form. The accidents to which a body is subject 

are quantity, figure, and position.'• 

The existence of matter is deducible from the necessity of 

postulating the existence of a subject underlying the process of 

generation and corruption. Matter, however, is itself absolutely 

formless, for if it had any kind of form, substantial change would 

not be generation but rather alteration; it follows therefore that 

it is form which confers upon matter individuality and definite

ness and renders it a 'this' in actuality.• It bas thus been shown 

that matter and form are the constituent elements of every body.1 

Accidents are likewise in need of a subject, and there are some 

accidents which are separable from their subject while there are 

othe1s which are inseparable.4 Now, those which are inseparable 

are quantity, without which no body can be conceived, figure, 

which belongs to the category of quality,• and, being defined as 

something bounded by any line or lines,• is inseparable from body, 

and position,7 by which is meant the relation of the respective 

parts of a body to each other and the relation of the body as a 

whole to other bodies.• Thus thc&e three accidents are dis

tinguishable from the othe1s by reason of their being inseparable 

from the body, and it is these accidents that were meant by the 

author when he said that a body 'is necessarily subject to acci

dents,' as be himself immediately makes it clear by mentioning 

'quality, figure, and position.' 
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PART II. 

EXAMINATION of the twenty-second proposition which reads to 
the effect that every body is neceSI'III.rily composed of two ele
ments, which two elements constitute its existence, and these are 
matter and form. 

This proposition has been examined by us in the seventh chap
ter of this part, [Prop. X, Part II]. A vermes, it may be gathered, 
does not believe that every body must necessarily be composed 
of matter and form, for there exists, according to him, a body 
which is not composed of matter and form, namely, the celestial 
sphere. But we have already discussed this question in the afore
mentioned chapter and what we have said there will suffice also 
as a criticism of this proposition. 

PROPOSITION XXIII 

PART I. 

PROOF of the twenty-third proposition, which reads: 'Whatso
ever is in potentiality, and in whose essence there is a certain 
possibility, may at some time not exist in aC"tuality.'• 

This proposition has heen the cause of perplexity to many of 
the commentators, aR, for instance, Altabrizi and Narboni, none 
of whom, however, has sucC"eeded in elucidating it. The wording 
of the proposition seems to be inexplicably tautologiC"al. For 
when a thing is potentially something else, there assuredly is in its 
essence a certain possihility for that something else, and so the 
additional statement 'and in whose essence there is a certain 
possibility' is quite tautological and redundant.• Again, the 
concluding statement 'may at some time not exist in actuality,' 
adds nothing to the statement preceding it, for when a thing is 
said to contain a certain possibility it means nothing more than 
to say that at some time it may pass into actual existence and 
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at aome time it may not. The proposition, th~ore, hu no 
more meaning than the statement that man ie man.• 

It may be rejoined that the statement 'and in whose eseence 
there is a certain possibility' means to affirm that the subject of 
the potentiality {after its realization) baa a possibility {of con
tinuing] to exist or not. To be sure, the expression 'a certain 
possibility' would not seem to warrant such an interpretation, 
for were the statement to refer to [the continuance of] the exist· 
ence of the subject of the potentiality, the use of the expression 
'a certain' would be quite inappropriate. Still supposing this to 
be the meaning of the statement, then the conclusion 'may at 
some time not exist in actuality' is entirely inappropriate, inas
much as that subject has already come into existeuce,4 

What seems to us to be the correct interpretation of the propo
sition may be stated as follows: 'Everything that is potentially 
something else, and the possibility [of becoming that something 
else] is inherent in the thing itself. , . •s The implication of the 
last statement is that the possibility involved in a thing which is 
potentially something else may either inhere in the thing itself, 
thus, e. g., black has in itself the possibility of becoming white, 
or be dependent upon something external to itself, thus, e. g., 
the sun has the possibility of turning an object black provided 
the recipient of the action is moist.' Referring, therefore, 
to the case where the possibility is inherent in the thing itself, 
Maimonide states that at some time it may not exist in actuality, 
that is to say, it may be non-existent.' The reason for this is as 
follows: When the possibility is said to be in the thing itself, and 
not dependent upon anything external to the thing, then it must 
be in matter which is susceptible of change. Consequently, it may 
at some time be non-existent, for changeful matter is the cause of 
privation in any corporeal substance. 1 This interpretation of the 
proposition will agree with the use the Master makes of it in the 
first chapter of the second part of The Guide.' 
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PART II. 

ExAMINATION of the twenty-third proposition, which reads: 
'Whatsoever is in potentiality, and in whose essence there is a 
certain possibility, may at some ~ime not exist in actuality.' 

Again, in view of what bas been said above in the seventh 
chapter, [Prop. X, Part II), a body may exist in actuality without 
any proper form and, though having within itself the possibility 
of receiving form, will never be without actual existence, inas
much as the corporeality always stays with it.'" The same 
criticism may be urged also against Propositions XXIV and 
XXV. As for Proposition XXVI, we shall examine it in Book 
Ill, God willing, wherein we shall show that there can be no 
doubt as to its falsity. 

PROPOSITION XXIV 

PRooF of the twenty-fourth proposition, which reads: 'Whatso
ever ib potentially a certain thing is necessarily material, for 
possibility is always in matter.'• 

This proposition is self-evident, being the sequel of the propo
sition preceding. For whatsoever is potentially a certain thing, 
must be the subject of that potentiality,• and it must remain 
with that 'certain thing' [even after the latter has become real
ized), for, were it not so, it would not be the same thing.• Any
thing answering to this description is matter, inasmuch as form 
has not the potentiality of becoming a certain thing. It is thus 
true to say that possibility is always in matter. 

We must, however, observe that inasmuch as the term possi
bility may apply either to an existent subject, thus, e. g., bronze 
as matter may become verdigris,' or to a non-existent subject, 
thus, e. g., verdigris may settle on the matter bronze,• in this 
proposition the term possibility is to be taken with reference to 
an existent subject.' 
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PROPOSITION XXV 

Pli.OOF of the twenty-fifth proposition, which reads: 'The prin
ciples of any individual compound substance are matter and form, 
and there must needs be an agent, that is to say, a mover which 
seta the substratum in motion, and thereby renders it predis
posed to· receive a certain form. The agent which thus predis
poses the matter of a certain individual being is called the 
immediate mover. Here the necessity arises of inquiring into 
the nature of motion, the moving agent and the thing moved. 
But this has already been explained sufficiently; and the opinion 
of Aristotle may be formulated in the words that matterisnot the 
cause of its own motion. This is the important proposition which 
leads to the investigation of the existence of the prime mover.'• 

This proposition is self-evident. For inasmuch as matter and 
form do not each exist separately without the other, and we per
ceive that while one thing is generated from another thing• it is 
not generated from anything casuai,J it is manifest that the 
process of generation and corruption would be impossible without 
the assumption of a permanently residual substratum capable of 
taking off one form and putting on another.4 Consequently the 
essential principles of any individual rorporeal substance' are 
matter and form. Though the privation which precedes6 [form] is 
included among the principles, it is a principle only in an accidental 
sense. 7 Then, again, inasmuch a.~ the process of generation neces. 
sarily implies the existence of a mover whose function is to render 
matter predisposed to receive its proper form, it is likewise mani
fest that the process would be impossible without the assumption 
of an agent.• As that agent, however,does notconstitutean essen
tial part of the substance, it is not numbered with the principles. 
Still, the assumption of such an agent is inevitable, for matter 
cannot be the cause of its own motion,' and, furthermore, it is 
by means of motion that the mover acts essentially upon the 
thing moved. Consequently, the speculation concerning the mover 
leads to speculation concerning motion and the thing moved. 
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NOTES 

INTRODUCTION TO BOOK I. 

I. Hebrew n1'"m1 nWKt ,:::1, mMl"' KL111J'IIPM'VI rlll:::&. "Of the 
first root which is the beginning of all the scriptural beliefs." 

The term lnll, like its synonym 1P'II and its Arabic equivalent 
J.<-1, is used in mediaeval Jewish philosophy in the general sense of 
fundamental principles of religious belief (cf. Neumark, Toledot 
ha-'1/l;arim be-Yisrael I, pp. 1-5). Crescas, however, uses it as 
a specific designation for the beliefs in the existence, unity and 
incorporeality of God, and it is contrasted by him with all the 
other fundamental religious beliefs which he designates by the 
expression "Scriptural Beliefs" n1•11n rN'IZM. The latter is sub
divided by him into (1) nn10'1 nUll, fundamentals, (2) ill'nmt m.tn. 
'"" opinions, (3) n11:::&D, probabilities. (See Or Adon4i, H(lfa'ah, 
p. 3.) Henrf' my expanded translation of this pdb.oage. 

2. Hebrew D'l"l)1 •nr.a Ml'l)1 "'IQll' :"ID"TJ''"To"re'. ~imilarly Hillel of 
Verona begins his commentary on the Twenty-five Propositions 
with the statement: n'ID'"Ipilil ,,K 11K':D )':I!) ,:::1, ,, 1'13: ':I 'MK JMI 
a•:r:IJI••. "Know, my brother, that thou or any one else who 
wishes to unde1stand the meaning of these propositions must 
needs have recourse to the explanation of two things.'' The 
two things enumerated by Hillel, however, are not the same as 
those mentioned here by Crescas. 

3. Or Adona1 I, iii, 1. 

4. Hebrew VWlK:I 'Um'DII )111M. But later: 1'm1 D'lrl"lr.l 'II "111:111'· 
The Talmudic expression 'II "IDII, lo understand, is used in medi
aeval Hebrew as a translation of the similar Arabic expression 
.;~ .....u_,, lo pause at, lo pay aUenlion lo, lo understand, to form an 
opinion of. (Cf. Ginzberg, Geonica, Vol. I, p. 25). The expression 
•• :a. "IDJI is used by Crescas in the same sense. 

Literally: "how we know the truth of this principle." 

5. The term M'::lp is used by Crescas in the following three senses: 
(1) Tradilion as distinguished from speculation, in which sense 

it is used here and later in Ill, i, 5, p. 70a: n~p:::a. lOIII MD '11:::1 
K"l:l n'IIK"I:l l'IDK:I 11'1"1' np:::a. 1K'¥D."I1 111r1•n ''llmll Kl;"ll. In this sense 
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it is the equivalent of 1rnl"', ~. as used in Emunot ue-Deot, 
Introduction: u? :w~ m•K, ~ lmK 'tlKn'l •sr:::a., '11'1' a,.,.?p '1:::&I"D1 
IUDIG"' mm Km'IIIMII, and III, 6: nDG"' mln., ~p? cnpc Cl'~ Clll. 

(2) Rabbinu tradition as distinguished from ;rnn in its wider 
sense of Bible, as below at the end of this preface: i"'K1:::&m "'SDK~ 
~p:::a. rDtM mln;'l 1•l;.p ~)To'111 ill):& and in I, iii, 6: mCIM "lKK:::&CIIWI ,.n •-,:::a,'1:::& ta ~ CllCH'I ••• n?:::a.pm rt~;'l -,n, iTr.T ~"'11m. In this 
sense it is also used in the following passage of Qobol ha-Lebabol, 
Introduction: n?:::a.pm :::a.m:::a.m ?::r.11D i'VIBi'l ill):::&m :::a.1•n •? "I'UN_ "'RCl 
(J_,&:-)1_,), 

(3) Prophetu and Hagiographic books of the Bible as distin
guished from l'nln in its narrower sense of Pentateuch, as later 
in II, i, 1: ?:a. •:a. -,z;,K ,;'II ?p Cl':::&ln:::& ;-c-,., 1ta11 lD:::a. ,;'l?::lpl'l nMDD CIK'1 

'n., n~l;.. In this sense it is used in Emunot we-Deot II, 10: 
npn~ ?p ~:~?:a. lD':::&D:'I 1 J _,&:-)1 _,, ?:::a.1pc., :::a.m:::a.m ?:::a.wn~ •n"''taal fl':::&l 
fi'DTo1. Cf. Mishnah Ta 'an it II, 1: C~:::a.:::a.:::a.? 111~ "IITIM K'lrl ;'l?:::&p:::a.l 
=~ "-"· 
6. Hebrew nl'JI:::Iel. The term nl'JI:::Iel is used by \rescas both with 
general reference to Aristotle's writings on the natural sciences 
and with particular reference to his Physics, as in the following 
passages of the Or Adonai: (a) Ill, i, 1: npunr~ nl'JI:::&D::I ~i'lll •rh 
mJI'tln:::&l1 nD"npn K';'l pn)liTil. (b) Ibid. 'D'rxm Cl"'tli11' nl'll:::=::l "''lt:::&lli'' •rh 
1? ~, I'M. (c) III, i, 3: m·ll~ l"llll •D\IJl'll' l:lJID:::a. ~· ~. 
(d) IV, 4: nrnD'il D'SI'll:l D'D~ nl'JI::II:I::I 1M:::&ni'lll •e? CllCH'I. 

Of these four passages only the first and third may refer to the 
Physics proper. Aristotle's own terms cpuULKIL and Tci 'lrtpl 
cpVUEWS are also sometimes to be taken as references to his general 
writings on the physical sciences (cf. Zeller, Aristotle, Vol. I, 
p. 81, n. 2). In this place it would seem that (',·escas has specific 
reference to Aristotle's discussion of the Prime Mover in Physics, 
Book VIII. 

7. Here Crescas seems to be using the term Cl':n,nK, "later" (or 
"modern," "recent"), to distinguish the Moslem and Jewish philos
ophers from their Greek predecessors. Further down in this 
passage, however, he refers to all these names as the "first" (or 
"early", "ancient") philosophers: •-,:::a,-r ??= D'mp? I:IMIP •rh 
Cl':niiK"IM Cl'lnCil.,.llo"l, evidently in contrast to Maimonides. But the 
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term "ancients," Cl'mTIJ'l'1, is elsewhere applied by him to the pre
Aristotelian philosophers (cf. Props. X, XV) iUld Cl'zrnpl'l to 
Aristotle and his followers (cf. Book IV, 2). In another place he 
uses the term "later", Cl':n"VIM, with reference either to Averroes 
or to Gersonides (d. Prop. I, Part II, n. 17, p. 409). Evidently 
Crescas uses all these tenns in relative and variable senses. 

Shahrastani applies the term ancient, ·l..ooli.lt, tothe pre-Aristo
telian philosophers and theirfollowers, and the term later, .f. _,..l: ... ll, 
to Aristotle and his followers among the Greek-writing philoso
phers. (Cf. Kilab al-Milal wal-Nil}al, ed. Cureton, pp. 253, 311). 
The Moslem philosophers, beginning with Al-Kindi, are considered 
by him as a distinct subdivision of the later. (Cf. Ibid. pp. 253, 
349). Among these latter he considers Avicenna as the "first and 
foremost." Ibid. p. 312: ("f ... :r ;~ .f.~~~ I'.AL.· 

Maimonides himself, in M oreh I, 71,like Shahrastani, designates 
the pre-Aristotelian philosophers, especially the Atomists and the 
Sophists, as ancient (t•z:npnD?M : Cl':ni:T1j:li"' ,CI':nr~M'T.'1) and refers 
to Aristotle and his followers as the later (1'~1V1D?K ,CI•:n"1MKil). 
Still within the Christian and Moslem theologians he distin
guishes an earlier group and applies to them the same term 
ancient or first: Cl'lWIM"Io., CI'"Q"Ic:"l : CI'"Q.,D.., Jl:l q'ID"IJ'K?Ml CI':IIIIK"'M 

CI'?MJIIX"'i'' Jl:ll Cl'~:ll11:li1 Cl'lW'I Jl:l <~?10. In his letter to ~amuel 
ibn Tibbon Maimonides, again, uses the term ancient with 
reference to the works attributed to Empedocles, Pythagoras and 
Hermes as well as to the writings of Porphyry, all of which he 
charcacterizes as ;'ll:ll'"lp K'llz:n'-m, ancient philosophy. See Kobe; 
Teshubot ha-Rambam we-Iggerotaw II, p. 28b: mM ·~n •n?n Clll:lK'I 
,z:n'.,.II"'UU ,.,llz:n 1:)1:).,;'1 ,.,llz:n I:IK"'''lKK'''II ,.,llz:n z:n?j:n:C '"llll:l 'll:l:::l ,CI'"I:::IIl;'l 

;'ll:llip K'llz:n?•e Cl."! n?K ?:::~. In Shahrastani, however, Porphyry 
is included among the later (op. cit. p. 345). It is not impossible 
that by ;'ll:ll'"lp, in his letter, Maimonides does not mean ancient 
but rather antiquated and obsolete. C'f. Steinschneider, Ueber
sehungen, p. 42, n. 297. 

8. The names enumerated here by Crescas are arranged in 
chronological order with the exception of Themistius which 
should come after Alexander, but in this he errs in the good com
pany of Shahrastani, Cf. Kitab al-Milal wal-Nil}al, pp. 343-344. 
There is no ground for jol!l's suggestion that the text here is 
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either corrupt or Crescas was not well orientated in the chrono
logical order of the men mentioned by him (d. Don ChtudM 
Creskas' religionspkilosopkische Lehren, p. 3, n. 1). Jol!l eeellll 
to have overlooked the characteristic distinction between the 
words lnll!), commentator, and ~. author, both of which are 
advisedly used here by Crescas. They refer to two well recog
nised methods of literary composition employed by mediaeval 
authors, namely, commentaries on standard texts and independent 
treatises. Maimonides, in a letter to Phinehas ben Meshullam, 
speaks of these two methods as being practised from antiquity 
by both Jews and non-Jews in all the branches of secular and 
religious sciences. See ~obef Tesht~bot ha-Rambam we-Iggerotaw 
I, p. 25b: ~ 1'::1 ,l"'"M '"1::1"1::11'::1 ,"''IID ::ln3 'D ,:Ill ')rn'D1 'm1'-' 1M 
1:1'~., 'JIID '1I1M ,CI'Mil'l'"lo., 1D 1'::1 ~.,;'I ''11::1 Cl'mTip;'l Cl''m'l JD r::a ,lnD::InM 
.,.,.., ,., '1M ~ ,., '1M ,ITTIM Mm. 

Thus, distinguishing between commentators and authors, Crescas 
names immediately after the Greek commentators, Alexander and 
Themistius, the Cl'l1.,MM, i. e., the later or recent or modern, mean
ing thereby the Arab commentators of whom he mentions Alfarabi 
and Averroes, for Alfarabi, too, was known as a commentator as 
well as an author. Thus also Maimonides refers to Alfarabi's 
comments or glosses on Aristotle's Physics. Morek II, 19: "'1:1:1'1 

11r:r.t "''IID '11 1'l1111CM::I "''01:::M "1::11. Then, under independent 
authors he mentions in chronological order Avicenna, Algazali, 
and Abraham Ibn Daud. A similar distinction between author 
and commentator is again made by Crescas toward the end of his 
criticism of Proposition I: 'fniiD1 ,I:I'"'Q,"1Di"'D ,r,n ,WD'"''M '"'Il= 
~. 

The names given here by Crescas, with the exception of 
AJgazali and Abraham Ibn Daud, occur in Maimonides' letter 
to Samuel Ibn Tibbon. See ~obef Teskubot ha-Rambam we
IggerotaV1 II, pp. 28b-29a: ':I' l:l'.,pPm Cl'l'"''lln Cll'l Clo., Wti'"''M '"''IID1 

~~m .,.,.11-Cii'l'llll.,'ll::l "'" ,1TI::IJII = ,'0:11' "., .n~., ,., 1:1'~ ''-' 

'"'1110::1 Cll'K • ••• • Ml'D 1~ ''II '"''lll:ll ••••• "1!11"'1 1::3M .,M':::& '" tn•~tmiV1 '1M 
':::&M'1Dim ~K. It will be noted that in this letter Alexander 
is correctly mentioned before Themistius, and that the works 
of Alexander, Themistius and Averroes are described as com
mentaries (lm'll ."'nK':::&), whereas those of Alfarabi and Avicenna 
are called boolu ('"''IID). 
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As for Crescas' intimation that Maimonidea in writing the 
Morek had drawn upon the works of these men, it is only par
tially true. The names of Alexander, Themistius and Alfarabi 
are all mentioned in the Morek. Though Avicenna, Algazali and 
Abraham Ibn Daud are not mentioned in the Morek, traces of 
their influence can be easily discovered in that work. There is 
no evidence, however, that Maimonides was acquainted with the 
works of his older contemporary Averroes at the time of his 
writing of the Morek, though Maimonides mentions him subse
quently in his letter to Samuel Ibn Tibbon. A sort of argument 
from silence would seem to point to the conclusion that the 
Morek was written in complete ignorance of the works of Aver
roes. Throughout the Morek, on all the points at issue between 
Avicenna and Averroes, Maimonides follows the views of the 
former and restates them without the slightest suggestion of his 
knowledge of the views of the latter. In one place Crescas infers 
that Maimonides must have understood a certain passage of 
Aristotle in accordance with Averroes' interpretation as against 
that of Avempace. See his criticism of Proposition VII: l'IM1' i1:TI 

'1!11"1 1:::& nsn 'II~ 1np., ::l.,illl, It is not clear, however, whether 
Crescas meant to say that Maimonides followed Averroes' inter
pretation or whether he meant to say that Maimonic!A!s simply 
happened to arrive at a similar interpretation. Similarly Shem
tob, in his discussion of Prop. XVII, suggests that Maimonides 
was aware of a controversy between Avicenna and Averroes (cf. 
Prop. -XVII, n. 7, p. 675). Later Jewish philosophers, Joseph 
Kaspi and Isaac Abravanel, definitely state that Maimonides had 
no knowledge of the works of Averroes when he wrote the Morek. 
Cf. 'Amude Kesef, p. 61: "111, 1::1 ,,.,D ;'1M, M? ;'1'11Dm, and Shamayim 
[Jadashim l, p. 7b: 1DI'::I ·~ '1!11"1 1::1M '1::1, l'ltl, Ml;.., n1';'1 Clll :::&.,;'1 i1:TI 

l'C1D,p:::& "111, 1:::&M1 Cl'~::l :::&'1o, ,Cin1li:1MD CI'Pm1D 1';'1 ,nM. 

9. The implication of Crescas' statement here as well as of his 
subsequent statement Cl':n!IIM,;'I Cl'.ll1cnl;.e, •,::a,, ??~1:1 Cl•mp? Clilll •.m? 
that Maimonides himself has constructed the proofs for the 
existence, unity and incorporeality of God out of the propositions 
is not altogether true. The proofs themselves are taken from the 
works of other philosophers. 
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10. Taken literally, the text would seem to imply that Maimonides 
was the first among philosophers to prove the unity and the 
incorporeality of God in addition to His existence. This, however, 
would not be true. Proofs for the unity and the incorporeality of 
God are already found in Aristotle's works (cf. Mekt.physics XII, 
7, and Physics VIII, 10), not to mention the works of early 
Moslem and Jewish philosophers. What Crescas probably wanted 
to say here is that besides the four common proofs advanced by 
Maimonides for existence, unity and incorporeality of God, he 
has also advanced several particular proofs for unity and incor
poreality only (see Morek II, 1). In his summary as well as in 
his criticism Crescas includes in his discussion also these addi
tional proofs (cf. Or Adonai I, i, 31-32, and I, ii, 19-20). 

ll. Hebrew com ?:::1 ?y nzliC"I C'~U Di1 DH. The same expression 
occurs again later, p. 178. I have translated it literally. The 
phrase, according to this literal rendering, would seem to contain 
an allusion to Aristotle's definition of truth as something which 
is "consistent with itself in all points," "1S ?:::~D CI':::IOD (see Prop. 
I, Part II, n. 79, p. 456). 

It is not impossible, however, that the expression Cl':lll ?:::~ ?y 
is used by Crescas in the sense of necessary, demon.vtrative, apo
deictic, as the equivalent of M"''::::i'Q or of his own •nm'ID "nM'::I. 
In this sense it is used by both Judah ibn Tibbon in his transla
tion of the l;lobot ha-Lebaboe and by l;Iarizi in his translation of 
the Morek Nebukim. See [Jobot ha-Lebabot I, i: com I;.:~ ?y 
1;1)..;1 (Arabic text, p. 51, I. 2; p. 55, I, 7; p. 58, I. 3). 1-um 
com ?:::~ ;p, >nJ.- r ):i (Arabic text, p. 55, I. 3). "ID1? ,r, Ill' 

C':lll ?:::~ ?p, ~.j.~ (Arabic text; p. 56, I. 7). Morek Nebukim III, 
25; C':lll ?:::1 ;p Pl?nn (Samuel ibn Tibbon : m:::li'Q i'!Pllmn), Arabic 
;'"!,.,:~~: C'D pn?K. Cf. ibid. II, 1: D':lll ?:::1 ?111 n"''::::;'1::: m p1i;.m ;"In, 
(Samuel ibn Tibbon: n'm:::l;'"ll'lp'l?;'"l nttn), Arabic: :-r-n~ i"IDCIJ' anm. 

Similarly the term 11DM here may mean not simply "truth" but 
"verification", "confirmation", and hence "proof". And, again, 
the term )nu here may have the meaning of ::I"I"'D, as in the 
Talmudic expressions )nu )'To'l .rurnn M';'"l. In [Jobot ha-Lebabot 
I, 5, the Arabic i;JJ.- · • · ~ (p. 45, I. 7) is translated by 
\nll ['To'l. Also in Hegyon ha-Nefesk, p. Sa, the expression V'IDiTI 
\nll undoubtedly stands for ::l"nD )MDm. 
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Thus here the expression 1:1':111 l;o::~ &, ni:IMi1 l:l'lnU en J:M may 
be the equivalent of 'NIV:I "''''ta 1:1':::&''1'1D an CIM or of Crescas' own 
•nn;, "''''ta CI'"''IQD tl, crte, "whether they establish a demonstra
tive proof." 

ll. Hebrew T''r ::~l;o rrtlh I'M vm!Z) en:~ "''I:NP nJ:) l;o~. The term 
V1,JZ) may refer either to Maimonides implied in the pronominal 
suffix in 1'l1ll'ltl or to ":I in ti'ID'1D1,.11n ·~., "::ID. 

The purpose of this remark by Crescas is to account for his 
failure to discuss the proofs of the existence of God advanced by 
Jewish philosophers prior to Maimonides. His explanation is 
that they are of no importance, inasmuch as they are not of 
Aristotelian origin. Similar sentiments, couched almost in the 
same language, as to the dispensability of views un-Aristotelian, 
are expressed by many jewish and Moslem philosophers. 

Maimonides, Morek II, 14: 'liiD 1r:ll:l'-,at ""' ~.,., 'tl' n'lii1M abl 
)l'Qn;'"ll;o t1'1MTI C1M 1'n1)7"1&'. 

Algazali, MakaFJid al-Falasifitk Ill, p. 246: ~ ~ ~ .:,U 
~I ":i" ~·1 ,;..ill >- ~U.tl,, ... _ _,'l .,s'l; ~\.,. ~~ ~ j:i .;,li:JI 
MS. Adler l 500: 1•l;op ::mrn:111 ;'"ID "1DMl t11pD;'"I 1W:1M m., ;'1D "'I:)M' D1C1 

l;o::~;'"l '''" :nr '"111/M lflm 1r:ID'.,M MJI"1. 

Averroes, Intermediate Physics VI, 7: ,,M:::& ,~;o,r, -'11 ;'1D ':I 
J::le' l;o;, ,tl'~"1;'1 1i;.M:::& p11100 ~ '1M""le' ;mD 'W'M 1':111' 1';'111 •D:::& D'"1:1"1;'1 
;'"ll;onn;'"l CID'III:III. 

Shahrastani, Kitab ai-Milnl, p .. ~12: .:..1~ I.. J."- _,..\'I "'---:IJ 

rf; _,J;. ~ '· 
Shem-toh, Commentary on the Morek II, l: '"111/M D::ln;'"l n)l"1 tl~ 

l;o~ :nr 1''"· and II, 4: 1''JI tiUI:ll I'M ""!111M 11DHi1 111p::1l;o i"'S"1'11 'D ':I 
,:::1,., ::llr 1''M '"111/M lflm 1r:ID'.,M ,., ,,.., '1M.,. 

13. Hebrew •n11'1t1 .,1M:&. Crescas uses the term "11M:& in the sense 
of "proof" in general, as in this expression and in the expression 
i'1IMpm .,1M:::&:&. This logical sense of "11M:&, of which the Arabic 
is .JI:\ , is to be distinquished from "11M:& in the sense of 
"commentary", of which the Arabic equivalent is cr. The 
term in its latter sense is used by Crescas in Prop. II, Part II: 
pam -,.,If., 1""11M':::&::I. The term l1ID'1D is used by Crescas in two 
senses: (l) Apodeictic or demonstrative proof, as in this expres-
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sion, which is the accepted meaning of that term in Hebrew. 
Cf. MUlot M-Higgayon, ch. 8. (2) The formal process of reason
ing or the argument by which the proof is established. He thus 
speaks of a "11M:~ as containing several aonD'ID or of the nlnD of 
a "nla, as in the expression i1r."l nD= 1-mc )TQII i1C 1i1n, p. 140. 

Etymologically, "11tC and ,jl~ reflect the Greek ci.r61lE*S 
a showing, and nD'ID and ,jl-.r. reflect the Greek TEKp.f,puw, 
a sure sign. In Aristotle both these terms are used in the sense 
of a demonstrative proof. Evidently the terms ,10 and ,j~ have 
lost that forceful sense of dl!monstrative proof. 

The term ,10 is also used in Hebrew as a translation of the 
Arabic c_.,;J to designate a kind of reasoning which lies mid
way between pure tradition i1.,::1p, -':ii> and demonstrative .proof 
nR, ,jl-J'.. Cf. Algazali, Mozene ,?ede/l, pp. 6-7: 1,:::1 i11 .,::71 
"1:::1,., 'll:I"KTI V1riZlN i1,pru ,.," "11/JM • "1110., .,l::l.l "" m::~pi"' ~ 1:::1 mpl 
M'IDt, ~"" ;,'np il';"ll:l. Mizan al-Amal, p. 3: ~~)=u. l.!lh § J 

~ ._,...c..l _,J c_.,;_,ll ~ jl -':li.:Jl ~_,.!. ~ <.r .}.;:.._ 
,jl-r.JI ~ jl ~;I ~ rl~l J~J· 

14. Hebrew ~1M;"! ~ 'D::I il'il' ;,c Jl')lm. The Parma and Jews' 
College MSS. have here the following marginal note: '11:::1 rn£,. 
Mn':nrl I:Qm rmc. The Vatican MS. has the same note but with
out Mn':nl'. 

What Crescas means to say here is that in his criticism of the 
philosopher'f\l~e, as interrogator or opponent, will press his re
spondents W··~ (fOnsequences drawn from their own premises, 
even though ' .... • himself does not admit them, for his purpose is 
to show the contradictions to which their own premises might 
lead. This sctrt of argumentum ad hominem, as it later came to 
be known (see Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding 
IV, xviii, § 21), is one of the several forms of Aristotle's dialectic 
arguments as opposed to the didactic (see Grote, Aristotle II, 
p. 71). Didactic arguments are described by Aristotle as "those 
which syllogize from the proper principles of each discipline, and 
not from the opinions of him who answers" (De Sophislicis 
Elenehis, ch. 2). A dialectic argument, contrariwise, must 
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therefore be one which reasons "from the opinions of him 1l'ho 
answel'!l". 

The expression "''D''MM "1DMD ·~ thus reflects the Greek IIC .,.;;,., 
'I'OU 6.7roKp,110p.ivov ll~11 (ibid. 165b, 2). "''D''MM "1DMD=.k WI J_,;. 

The same expression is used by Averroes in stigmatizing the 
dialectic character of Algazali's arguments against philosophy, as 
in the following passages in his Happalat ha-HappoJah: 

Disputation I: 'ID¥lJ::I J'lJm 'D:l "" "''D''MM "1DMD 'D:l in'nl:l i'1n. 
• Ibid. 'ID¥31:::1 l'lJm 'D:l on~n .,~ ,M .._ tm CZM nz:~lnm npr,I"!Dm 

"'ID1M.., "1DMZ) 'D:l M.,. 
Disputation II I: "1C1M:'' "1CMCD •,:,. 

Disputation XI: ,.,Dl::l l'l,lm 'D:l M., ti11'"1DMD 'D:l in'nl:l ;orn. 

Cf. also Intermediate Physics IV, i, 1, 9: nz:l.., tl':ll:ltl lm'D:"' ;orn 
1D¥J1::1 nDM.,l "'ID'IMl"IC :"'M"'DD/1. 

15. Hebrew ,.,., J'MI'I. Similarly later, p. 216: M'QI:)1 ulnM ,.,., J'Ml. 
The equivalent Arabic expression ... ~ 'V, used in lJobot ha
Lebabot I, 6, p. 47, I. 2; p. 49, I. 13, et passim, is translated by 
Judah ibn Tibbon simply by n~• J'M or "''IIDM 'M. 

PROPOSITION I 

PART I 

1. The Hebrew version of this Proposition is taken from Samuel 
ibn Tibbon's translation of the Morek Nebukim. 

:Z. Hebrew n•r,,:,n 1l1::1 •n1::~. Equivalent terms for ,..,,:,n are ;or1,:,n, 
~C ,"J1C. 

Cf. Narboni, Ma'amar be-'E;em ha-GalgaJ le-lbn Roshd III: 
c•:rllJ ·~ "'IDM' ~:lC •n.,::1 U"'IDMI'/. 

Neveh Shalom VII, i, 3, p. 100b: n.,snD on-,s m•nz:~ :::1''11"11:1 ,;,:, ;orn 
~c •n.,::1 .,lJD. 

Narboni's Commentary on the Morek, II, Introduction, Prop
osition I : c•.,•::~pc 'llll ")11:1 l'M1 .,.,,:,;or ':I ,n,:,;or "1¥C m "JlC )'ttm. 

Likkutim min Sejer Me/aor JJayyim III, 10: "'111M..,,:, 'D¥]J m ~ 
~ ...,., tl':llltll ti2'M ti'"''''IJ7 lrnl'ID ti'DI]r."'C. 
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3. Physics III, 4-8; De Ca.elo I, 5-7; Mmphysics XI, 10. The 
corresponding references in Averroes' Intermediate Commentaries 
which are the direct source of Crescas' summaries of Aristotle, 
are as follows: Intermediate Physics III, iii, 1-8; Intermediate 
De Ca.elo I, 7; Intermediate Metaphysics X. 

4. Hebrew ~. i. e., rnlllml:)., ~. xwpurTo'll a.lufJ'ITW'II, separat«l 
from sensible objects. 

5. Hebrew .,., -,.a. The same designation of this argument 
is used by Crescas later, p. 17 4. 

Aristotle himself designates this argument by the tenn "logi
cal" (AO'YLKWTEpo'll, De Ca.elo I, 7, 275b, 12). Similarly the first 
of the second class of arguments in this chapter is characterized 
by Crescas as .,., -me (below p. 150), whereas Aristotle calls 
it "logical", Ao'YLKWS, in Physics III, 5, 204b, 4, and "general" 
(or "universal"), KafJOAov in Physics Ill, 5, 204a, 34, and in 
Mmphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 22). Averroes calls it "general", 
.,.,, in Intermediate Physics, but "logical", 'll':n, in Intermedi· 
ate Metaphysics. The interchanging of these two terms may be 
explained on the ground that among the several meanings which 
the expression "logical" proof has in Aristotle there is one which 
describes it as consisting of abstract reasoning from "universal" 
or "general" concepts which have no direct and appropriate 
bearing upon the subject in question (cf. Schwegler, Die Meta
physik des Aristoteles, Vol. IV, p. 48, n. 5; Ross, Aristotle's Meta
physics, Vol. II, p. 168; both on Metaphysics VII, 4, 1029b, 13). 
Averroes himself similarly describes "logical" proofs as those 
"composed of propositions which are general and true but not 
appropriate to the subject under consideration. And therein is 
the difference between such propositions and essential proposi
tions, for essential propositions are appropriate and pertain to 
the subject under consideration. And the difference between 
logical propositions and contentious propositions consists, on the 
other hand, in this: Logical propositions are true in their entirety 
essentially, whereas the contentious are false in part, and are not 
true in their entirety except accidentally." Intermediate De Ca.elo 
I I 7 I Third Proof: t:rM .._ .m~ m.,~ rru:npiTo"'JC m'1:11nz:l am 
lnlnpl'nll .m'~ rru:npiTo"'J':n tM':r::l IP'Uim ,.,n ,1:::1 1'1Yl:ll"' :nc::1 nnnvc 
m&npm :Tnt J'::IJ~ m IP'Uinm .l'.,M ~.,v:n 1::1J'1Jl:ll"' :nc::~ nnm•c nvaapn 
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m2n:::1 ,.~'1m ca:SQ .,= mp-nz 1:"1 ,.,_ ln'rm"VI mr:npnn 1•:::n m•:nom 
rnpr= !:1M ·~ .,~:::1 mp-nz 1:1'M'I 1'.,11:::1. 
Cf. Sejer ha-Ged4rim, p. 19a· m.,~ l'mtnpn "'111M Klo., .•:n•:n IIPl'l 
mDm'C •n.,:::l C1111 Mim .n1JTI1Sl. 

6. Hebrew 1'C, kind, class, sechon. The Sulzberger and Munich 
manuscripts read he1e Jl'JI, Speculatzon. The term 11'31, Arabic 
"''l!!l, as a designation of a class of arguments i~:o found in the 
Hebrew trdnslatlons of Moreh II, 1 Crescas h1mself uses it later 
in his criticism of this propo>oit1on. Most of the MSS., however, 
read here 1'C. 

7. Hebrew "'llM ·1~ Literdlly "in the followmg manner. He 
&did " The word "'llM, "he said", 1s generally used m Averroes' 
Intermediate Commentanes to introduce the begmning of a 
translation or paraphrase of a text by Aristotle 

Odginally m Anstotle and Averroes the anangement of the 
argument is as follows 

(a) The mfinite cannot be somethmg Immaterial, and of inde
pendent existence. 

Physus Ill, 'i, 204a, 8-14, which is restated in Intermediate 
PhynLs Ill, 111, 4, 1 as follow~:. "We say that It 1s 1mpojS1ble that 
there ~:ohould l>e an intinitt eli.IStmg by 1t~:oelf apart frdm sens1ble 
obJects. For It would mev1tably have to be either d1visible or 
md1vis1ble. If 1t were mdiVISible, 1t could not be described as 
mtinire exct!pt m the sen~:oe m wh1ch a pomt is sa1d to be mtinite 
and color 1s r.aad to be maud1ble. But th1s is not the sense wh1ch 
those who affirm the ex1~:.tence of an mfimte are agreed upon 
(1;"n:::1.,., cf .,M :::l'lr=_,l& e-1 above p 325, n. 12), DOl IS 1t that 
wh1ch is the ~:oubJect of our mvest1gdt1on " (Latm, p.452 v b, 35) . 
.nlll1mt)., 'n:::ll mv:::~ ,c131 ,., n•.,.::~n I'M "1:::1., auc'll "WWIIM •11111 "'llM:n 

.,:::1pc •n.,:::1 :"''n CMI .n.,:::~p• M., 1M :-rp1.,i1:"1 .,:::1pc 'll11'i1D ym• "'" :'In 
n":::::: M'i'lrl mlpl:::l .,I:)M'IZ' 11).::1 M., CM n":::l:::l M'li'lrl:::l ,M'Il1' M., ;c,., ,:-rp1'm;, 
,pnllli' :'II)!) U'M'I .1.::1 D'"1C'IM."1 \"11:::1'1Z'' M., "1:::1., :'In .lJI)IZil •n.,:::1 M'li'lrl i1M'W:::I1 ,, . .,l1 

cr. Metaphyszcs XI, 10, 1066b, 1-7, which IS restated 10 Inter
meduzte Metaphysics X. 

(b) The infinite cannot be an immaterial quantity, either 
magnitude or number, existing by 1tself. This refers to the views 
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of tbe Pytbagoreana and of Plato, both of whom considered the 
infinite as a certain essence subsisting by itself, the fonner identi
fying it with number, the even, and the latter identifying it with 
magnitude. Their views are given by Aristotle in Physics III, 4:. 

Physics III, 5, 204a, 17-19, restated in Intermediate Physics, 
Zoe. cit., as follows: "If it ia divisible, it must inevitably be either 
IU'l immaterial quantity or a quantity existing in a subject or one 
of the immaterial substances. It cannot be an immaterial quan
tity, for inasmuch as number and magnitude are inseparable from 
sensible objects it must follow that that which is an accident to 
number and magnitude must likewise be inseparable; and infinity 
ia such an accident, for finitude and infinity are two accidents 
existing in number and magnitude, inasmuch as the essence of 
number and magnitude is not identical with the essence of the 
infinite." (Latin, p. 452 v b, 36). 

DSY M'M' 1M .~ IUD.l :'I~ 1M .'n:::u :"'D:::I M\"111 , .,~P' CIM ,lJ.lD' M.,l 

·n~ "11JII'l'TI "l»Der, no;m~ 'Wt .~ ~ 1'l'l'T'II '~:~~1 .1:1'~ I:I'Z)XlmD 

,:I, Tt:::U •n.,:::l "TI),lm1 "1!!IXI., :"',P'IP :"'D M'i'l'IP :::l"lnD 1W1 ,111111D1 l:l''n:::U 
• "TilJVo11 "1!!DD:::I c•aum C'""1pD •• n•.,:::~n:"' J'M'I n•.,=:~ni1 ':I ,n•.,:::ln:"' ,lJl'"D M'lm 

• ,., n•;:::~n I'"" :"'D m.~ •n;:::1 ,.vr.n "1!!1Xli7 I1VID ':I 

Cf. Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 7-9, restated in lnJermediate 
Metaphysics, loc. cit. 

(c) The infinite cannot be an accidental quantity existing in 
something else. This refers to the views of the early Greek 
Physicists and of the Atomists, all of whom considered the infinite 
as an accidental quantity, either the magnitude of one of the 
elements or the number of the atoms. Their views are given by 
Aristotle in Physics III, 4. 

Physics Ill, 5, 204a, 14-17, restated in Intermediate Physics, 
loc. cit., as follows: "Since it is not a separate quantity, nothing 
ia left for it but to be an inseparable quantity. It will then be 
something existing in a subject. But if so, that subject, and not 
the infinite, will be the principle, but this is something to which 
they will not agree." (Latin, ibid.). 

tw1 .Tc.:l •n.,:::1 ~ M'l"''IP ,..,l ~ tw1 ,'n:::u ~ M'M' ""' '"VlM'I 
.~nnm M'lo, t~&Vr m 1'l'l"'' tw1 ,J:::I :"'l:'l'l"''IP "V1M1 .~ MXD'll nc l"''l1' 

~,c rn• "' am ,,; ,.;:In )'MI'I :"'D "' 
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Cf. MIID.phyms XI, 10, 1066b, 9-11, restated in lftlmnedi.a.le 
Me~o.physics, l(Jc. ci,. 

(d) The infinite cannot be an immaterial substance, having 
actual existence, like soul and intellect. 

Physics III, 5, 204a, 2Q-32, restated in Intrmediale Physics, 
loc. cit., as follows: "After we have shown that the infinite cannot 
be an immaterial nor a material quantity, there is nothing left 
but that it should be an immaterial substance, of the kind we 
affirm of soul and intellect, so that the thing assumed to be 
infinite, that is, described as infinite, and infinite being itself be 
one in definition and essence and not different in thought. How
ever, if we assume the infinite to be of this kind, its essence thus 
being at one with its definition, then, as a result of its being 
infinite, we shall be confronted with the question whether it is 
divisible or indivisible. [In the first case), if it be divisible, then 
the definition of a part and the whole of it will be the same in 
this respect, as mu&t necessarily be the case in simple, homoe
omerous things. But if this be so, then the part of the infinite 
will be infinite. For the parts must inevitably either be different 
from the infinite whole or not be different thereof. If they be 
different, then the infinite will be composite and not simple; if 
they be not different, then the definition of the part will be the 
same as that of the whole, for this reasoning must necessarily 
follow in the case of all things that are homoeomerous. Just as 
part of air is air and part of flesh is flesh, so part of infinite is 
infinite, forasmuch as the part and the whole in each of these are 
one in definition and essence. If a diffe1ence is found in the parts 
of homoeomerous bodies, it is due only to the subject, which is 
the recipient of the parts, and not to the form, for if we imagine 
the form of a homoeomerous body without a subject, the parts 
and the whole thereof will be the same in all respects and with
out any difference. [In the second case), if we say that the 
infinite immaterial substance is indivisible, which must be the 
case of an immaterial qua immaterial, then it cannot be called 
infinite except in the sense in which a point is said to be infinite. 
In general, the treatment of the existence of an immaterial in
finite is irrelevant to the present subject of discussion". (Latin, 
p. 453 r a, 37). 
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cmp rrrr~~ a.lm ....., tb ;u'1 • 'ra:l •n~1 'ra:l ~ i"''n'll 'D- .,.., "'';)II I'M ..,. nmn ~'To'1 i"''nnl "1}1 ,.,~ ~'= 'IX"':M "1CUU '!IX) ,'ro.l 
•n.,::1, m."1D1 ~ 'To'1M ~., Jl'r,;)ll M~ mr1 .11'.,;)11 I'M:~ "''M''na1 ., • ., • ,., 

M'L., l:m* ,1"'1"'1l '11::1 1nmv rrm .1::1 l'.lll::l UN"! "'11lltt:::IP Mr,M ."''DttD::: "'nnD 
I:IKI .p.,nnD •n'::l 1M p'nnD M'I;"'IP "''DMll!' m n~n::~ :::1''111 .11'';)11 I'• ~ 
l'.lll:::l ,"1MM l'.lll:"' :"11:::1 'IZXl ,:::~.., p1m .,~ il':"'' 1WI ,p.,nnD M1:"'IP 'lnltl 
nz:1 p.,n i"'':"'' "1:::1::1 .1:::1 l'lJm :"''n "11PM:::11 .C'p'm C'l:l"1nc.., l:l'r:»rrlll:"' C''1::1"C 
.,::1., "Ml::l n111.,nno 1'n"'l a.. 111Z' M., c•p.,miP :'In .111'::1::11 ,., n•';)ll I'IC' 
,, n•.,;)ll I'M i1C :"1':"1 ,c•m.,nnc 1':"1I:IKI ,D'.,.,nnc •n.,::I1M n•.,;)ll I'M M'li1 "1IPM 

':1m p.,m "'1"''l :"''n"'l :::1"1:"1 c•m.,nnc •n.,::1 1':"1 I:IKI .1\:111111 :"''il' M., ::1:1"11C 
~''"" = ,c•p.,m c•1:r1nc.., 1:1'~"1:"1 .,:::1:::1 ::I"MC l'lll :"'IIP • .,., • "Ml::l "11'1M 
n•.,:::~n I'• :"'C Mln ,., n•.,:::~n I'• ;w p.,:"' 1:::1 • "1111:::1 '"1IP::I::I p.,m • "1'1M .,.1M::I 
D'p.,m m~~.,m l:aCM1 .c1pc::~1 "Ml::l 'To'1M e::1 .,:1m p.,m :"1':"1 "''IPPI ,,., 

'D.,..S l.,MIP .:"'"nS:"' 'liiC M., l:l'p~:"' .,::lpC.., IC'1n 'liiC M\., C'l:l"1nc:"' C'l)lll::l 
c·~:"' .,:II) .,:'1M C::l .,.:1m p.,m :"1':"1 .KW n.,c c•p.,:"':"' :"'D"1n= CIIPl.., n-ns 
'1IIICI .,,~., ::I"MCi1 M'lm ,:"'p1.,:"1i1 .,::lp' M., M'I;"'IP U'lCM CM1 ."J.,MC •n.,::l 
:"1"11pl::l "''Z»t'IP :"'C "1S .,ll p., n•,:::~n .,31:::1 •n.,::1 M1;"'IP ,,.,ll "''Z»t' M., • r,.,::ll M'l:"' 

•n.,::1 ,,., n•.,;)ll 1'111 .,,::ll ~., n1M•s= "''Z)MM),., .,.,.::1:::11 .~ n•.,;)ll 1'111 M';"'IP 
.:"'C:::Im nMJ', D:"'1'C 

Cf. Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 11-21, restated in Intermediate 
Metaphysics, Zoe. cit. 

In the Physics, it will h.1ve been noticed, parts (b) and (c) 
come in reversed order. Avenoes, however, presents them in 
the Intermediate Physics in the order in which they appear in the 
Metaphysics. 

In his reproduction of these a1·guments (from the Intermediate 
Physics), it should be observed, Crescas hds rearranged them in 
the following order: (a), (d), (c), (b), parts (a) and (d) being some
what merged together. His reason for departing from the original 
order must have been in order to conclude the arguments with the 
rejection of the infinite as quantity on the ground of the insepara
bility of quantity from material objects, which would enable him 
to introduce the discussion about a vacuum. See below n. 12. 

8. Hebrew i'IJ"'.,:"', ~ ,u, /ha.lpEu,s. (Analyt. Prior. I, 31). 
More fully .,.::IF-I i'IJ"'.,:"' (Epitome of the Physics Ill, p. llb). By 
the analogy of p'nnc in the expression p'nnc 'Mm lllpo.,, it is to 
be translated by disjuncti011, disjunctive proposition (judpttmt 
or syUogism). 
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9, This is taken from part (a) of the argument as given by 
AveiTOell. 

10. This is taken from part (d) of the argument as given by 
Averroes. 

The composite nature of this passage, consisting, as we have 
shown, of parts (a) and (d), explains the redundancy of raising 
again the question whether the immaterial infinite might be 
divisible immediately after it has already been concluded that it 
must be indivisible. 

The same difficulty has been pointed out by the supercom
mentators in the text of Averroes. But there at least the super
fluity is not so obvious, since several passages intervene between 
(a) and (d). Cf. Narboni's supercommentary on Averroes' !mer
mediate Physics, ad loc. (f. 34a): "The question whether it is 
divisible or indivisible has already been discussed above [see 
above note 7 (a) and (d)], and he should have, therefore, taken 
up here only the possibility of its being indivisible, etc. Our 
answer is that the two alternatives are enumerated here again 
because above their enumeration was only casual, for an immate
rial quantity is indeed indivisible. But here, [speaking of an 
immaterial substance], it is the proper place for the discussion of 
the question as to whether anything immaterial is divisible or not, 
and therefore he enumerates the two alternatives etc. Or we 
may say that [even here] he mentions the possibility of its being 
divisible (only to dispose of it], for an immaterial substance is 
certainly indivisible and its very essence compels us to think of 
it as indivisible." 
Mim n1r131~ i'l'n """ ,n?vc? Mnll1l1 ~ .p?MD •n?.:~ 1M p?nnc M'li1rl 
M\"1 n•• i'1p1?nn nr M':::L"II1 M.:IDilll ,en? .:11~ .'o1 p?nnc •n?.:~ m CIM 
,i'lp1?nn ?.:~P' ~t? ?"l::u MD:::IMrl •D? mpD.:I np1?n i'1.:l Mll1lJ n?vc?111 "11.:1~ 
"11.:1l1:W , "''DM2 1M • '1:::11 JM:::I M':::L"I? "IDM I:I'"I.:I"IM M'DM M'::l:"! JM:::I.:IIII "11.:1l1.:11 
m M'.:ln .i'lp1?m ?.:~pc VMIII ,ll' 1n1nm i'lp1?nn ?.:~pc 'll'M ?"!::u l3lJi"'lll 

.i'lp1?m ?.:~pc 1m CIM 1:::1 

ll. A marginal note by a pupil of Crescas on the Parma and 
Jews' College MSS. reads as follows: "I am greatly surprised at 
the Master, of blessed memory, for all this redundancy. Having 
started above by saying that the infinite must inevitably be either 
an immaterial quantity or an immaterial simple substance and 
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having shown that it cannot be an immaterial substance and 
must therefore be an immaterial quantity, he had only to show 
now that it cannot be an immaterial quantity. What need was 
there for raising the question whether that quantity, which he 
has said must be immaterial, can be conceived to subsist in a 
subject? It is possible that what the Master, of blessed memory, 
meant to say here is as follows: Hence, by the proceBS of elimina
tion, the infinite magnitude must be a quantity. But, then, it 
must be inquired concerning quantity itself whether it subsists in 
a subject or is immaterial. But it cannot be immaterial. It must 
therefore subsist in a subject. Hence an immaterial infinite ia 
impossible. According to this interpretation of the text, his state
ment a.m MXDl ;"I~ rm OM'!, i. e., and if it r =the infinite) were 
a quantity subsisting in a subject, should be understood as if it 
read 'and since quantity must subsist in a subject' etc." 
'fl"D' M" .~p-o', '""1DM M'l;n:t 'To"IM ':I .n1:::1'"'K"I :'II ',:::1:::1 .,., ::I'To"ID •nM"IQ 

:::I""IMD ;u'1 ',;:::ll ID"JI M'l;n:t '=1 .,.,., !;,;:::ll ID"JI ,.. 'n:::ll :"'D:::: n'l'l'l' Cltt 

Tm,; n':"'' 1'M'I • !;,;:::ll i'ltl:::l 1111':"1 "=" pi 1', --= ML, , ~ :'I~ :"''l'l'l' 
. Tm,; ':I ~ ;u'1 .;"II M\i ,., ::~-,.; l~"VD "11111M1 .Ml'U::I laDl nD:::I !;,;::m 
mm . ;;:::ll ,.. Ml'U::I IQ:I» M'l:"' CIM 1DS]1::1 nD:::I:"' JD -npnl ~;~ m n•::~:::~n 
n':::~::~ :"''M'III m .,1'1' .MW::I Mlml n':"''lll "'IMIII' :'In • ~ :"1':"1'111 "= m 
MXm M'Li nD:::~;n:t "'II1M"I ""1DM 1~ m rrrr , '1:::11 :"'D:::I ;r;r Cltt"l 1""1DM1 • ~ 

.~1 Ml'U::I 

What this pupil of Crescas is trying to do is to twist the text 
and read into it a new meaning in order to remove the redundancy. 
The redundancy, however, is due to the fact that Crescas has 
somehow rearranged the original order of the argument as given 
by Averroes and outlined above inn. 7. 

ll. The reason given here by Crescas for the impossibility of an 
infinite quantitative accident does not agree with the one offered 
here by Aristotle. Aristotle says: "Further, if the infinite is an 
accident of something else, it cannot be qua infinite an element 
in things, as the invisible is not an element in speech, though the 
voice is invisible" (Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 9-11 and d. 
Physics III, 5, 204a, 14-17). 

Cf. lnlermedio.le Metaphysics X: "Furthermore, if that which 
they assume to be infinite is only of the accidental kind of beings, 
it cannot be an element of things qua infinite, as is assumed by 
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those who affirm its existence, just as the voice is not an element 
of the letters qua its invisibility." 
"''U7' M'i'l' tb ;u'1 .i"1'1pC1'1 l'I:Q M'l:"' n~ M., m':l' '"111M :'II M':"' !:1M "'11)71 

M'M' ~t'nl rm ~ ,'C t:r"''D'!Mn 1mno:rr.t nz:1 '11:::1 n~ 1m11 nz:1 "'SD mtUID'1 
.l"1M"'U •n.,::~ lml1 rm "m) ln'nw'l ,c:r '71pn 

Cf. also above n. 7 (c). 
Crescas has purposely departed from the original text in order 

to form a natural and easy transition from the problem of infinity 
to that of vacuum. 

13. Hebrew ;rrr ~. The use of ~ with the imperfect, which 
does not occur in Biblical or Mishnaic Hebrew, is common in 
Crescas and in other philosophic Hebrew authors. Jt is undoubt
edly due to the influence of its Arabic equivalent ..li which is 
used, with a variety of subtle distinctions, both with the per
fect and the imperfect. With the perfect the Arabic ..li means 
not only, as the Hebrew "1:::1:::1, already, but also now, really, express
ing the fulfillment of an expectation. With the imperfect it means 
sometimes, perhaps. Some of these usages of the Arabic ..1i 

may be discerned in the use of "1::1:::1 in mediaeval Hebrew, but in 
the case of Crescas its meaning has to be determined indepen
dently from the context. According to Ibn Janab the basic mean
ing of both ..li and "1::1:::1 is the emphasis of certainty and the 
affirmation of truth. Sejer ha-Shtwashim, p. 211: '::I.,JI::I "1::1:::1 rmD1 
11C'XD:"'., "1:::1~ C''i'., c.., • ':I '1JI::I ., '"1:::131:::1 ~ .,., ,~~,.,c.., .,., "''I'· 
This is in agreement with what is cited in the name of Arab 
grammarians. See Lane's Arabic-English Lexicon, p. 2491. 

14. Hebrew rn~ .,31 ,.,,Ill, The expression 111'1~ .,31 i"'.,VD (see 
below p. 186) is the equivalent of ":'_,li...JI J.~ oJ.oWI, .,.0 iC 
6.pxfis alTELI18a.~. petitio principii, begging the question. (C'f. 
Joel, Don Chasdai Creskas' religionsphilosophische Lehren, p. 22, 
n. 1). 

The Greek expression means to assume the very thing pro
pounded for debate at the outset. In the. Latin form of the ex
pression the term principii is an inaccurate translation of iE 
6.pxfis. More accurately it should have been quaesiti or probandi, 
as in the English rendering (see H. W. B. Joseph, An Inlroduc-
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IUm 1o Logie, p. 591, n. 3; Grote, Aristotle I, p. 225). In the 
Arabic and the Hebrew renderings, ~ 4pxijr is accurately 
rendered by ":'.,u ... , .,,.,, which are the technical terms for 
IJ.fUUJilum. 

As for the Arabic iJ~~.,.o., its root means, in addition to 
relurn, proceed, issue, result, also demand with importunity, and 
hence it is a justifiable translation of the Greek a.LTEtcr6cu, which, 
meaning literally ask, beg, is used in logic in the sense of assume, 
postulate. Thus also the Arabic iJ~I.,.. translates the Greek 
o.trq~o., postulate, (literally, request, demand) in Euclid's Elements 
(See below p. 466, n. 109). 

But how the Hebrew l"C,)II:I came to be used as a translation of 
the Arabic iJ~I.,.., both in the expression .,.,.,i1 r,y l"C~D and 
in the sense of postulate in Euclid (see below p. 466, n. 109), 
is not so obvious. An attempt has been made to explain it on the 
ground that the Hebrew l"C~D has also the connotation of ask
ing, demanding, begging (see Moritz Uiwy, Drei Abhandlungen 
von Josef B. Jekuda, German text, p. 16). It seems to me, how
ever, that the use of i"'::l~ as a translation of oJ~I.,.. is dne to 
its synonymity with ,.,c. It has been shown that the Arabic 
J~t.- is often translated by its homophonous Hebrew word "1'1D, 
though the two have entirely different meanings. (Examples 
are given by Moritz LOwy, op. &it., pp. 10 and 6. n. 1). As a 
result of this the Hebrew ,.,CI has acquired all the meanings of the 
Arabic J~L,... Such Hebrew words with Arabic meanings are 
numerous in philosophic Hebrew. The translation of oJ~I.,.. by 
,.,CI would thus be quite usual. But as ,.,CI in its original Heb
rew sense is synonymous with M;),)ll:l, the Arabic iJ~\.,.. thus 
came to be translated by l"C~D. It is not impossible also that 
the Arabic J~t.- has acquired for the Hebrew readers the orig
inal meaning of the Hebrew .,.,CI and ,.II and, without knowing 
the underlying Greek term for oJ)\.,.., they took the expression 
":'_,J.lo.ll ,)~~:. iJ~Wl to mean "arrangement of an argument on 
the question" and thus translated it by 111"Tr.l .,)I l"C,.)ID. That 
M:l,l1D was taken in the sense of ,.,CI may perhaps be gathered 
from the expression 111"Tr.l r,ll l"C,JID .,CI :'DiTI used by Crescas in 
I, ii, 1, p. 190. 
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A aimilar modem cue of the failure to identify the Greek term 
underlying the Arabic iJ,L,... in this expression and of taking 
it in one of its ordinary &enses is to be found in the rendering 
of this word by the German Zurilckgehen (cf. HaarbrQcker, 
Abu-'l-Falh Muhammad asch-Sckahrast4ni's Religionspartheien 
und Philosophen-Sckulen, Vol. II, p. 225, ed. Cureton, p. 357). 

15. Quantities are divided into "magnitude" and "number." 
"Magnitudes" are said to be "measurable" but not "numerable." 
Again, "magnitudes" are said to be "small" and "great" but not 
"much" and "few." If a vacuum is "measurable" and is said to 
be "small" and "great," it must be a magnitude." Cf. below 
p. 418, n. 33. 

16. Hebrew un, reflecting the Greek oi.o11Ta.t used in the corre
sponding passage in Pkysics IV, 7, 214a, 24. 

17. Cf. Physics IV, 6. 

18. Averroes divides Aristotle's arguments against the existence 
of a vacuum into five. Crescas, in his turn, groups these five 
arguments into two main classes, one which may be termed 
elenchic and the other deictic. 

19. Cf. Physics 1\', 8, 214b, 12-27, and Averroe~;: ,'1'C •'Pl'DM JIDII' 
J'llllt.,, n1nc:'! ,:'I'll ,::1'::1. 

20. Hebrew CI'IX':I, literally, bodies, i. e., C'l:m/11 CI'IX':I, simple 
bodies, by which Aristotle generally calls the elements. Cf. d.71'>.ii 
tr&lp.o.Ta. in De Caelo III, 1, 298a, 29. 

21. I. e., fire and air are moved upward whereas earth and water 
are moved downward. 

22. That is to say, the cause of natural motion is due to the fact 
that the elements have proper places to which they are respect
ively adapted by their nature, and toward which they tend when 
they are separated from them. This impulsive motion of the ele
ments is their momentum (pori,), and it is called lightness 
(1C0ucf>6'MJS) when it is upward but weight (fl6.pos) when it is 
downward. This momentum might be further called, as here 
suggested, the efficient cause of motion. But then, also, the 
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proper place of each element is conceived to act u an attrac:tion. 
The respective proper places of the elements might, therefore, be 
called the final causes of motion. Cf. below n. 33. 

The expression I:IM'I ••••• aM is not to be translated here by 
"either . • . . or," for the two reasons offered are not alterna
tives but are to be taken together. 

The passage in Averroes reads: "We say that inasmuch as there 
are bodies which have locomotion upward, as fire, and bodies 
which have locomotion downward, as earth, it seems clear that 
the cause of the difference in the direction of their respective 
locomotion must be two things: first, the difference in the nature 
of the objects moved, and, second, the difference in the natures of 
the localities toward which they are moved. This is self-evident, 
for fire indeed is moved in a direction opposite to that of the 
motion of earth, because its nature is opposite to that of 
earth and the nature of its place [is opposite I to the nature of the 
place of earth, for the respective places toward which their mo
tions tend are assumed to be related to the motion as an entelechy 
and perfection and the respective objects of motion are assumed 
to be related to it as a motive agent." 
; IIIMl"' ~ ,n'7o;c'7 pno;m n~ Dil' Mli:Dnl'l aozm 110::1 "l'iiW iiD.,. ""ltiiUI 

'lmllm, n::ID&' 'ln il'm ; f"VI ~ ,ilc:ID, pno;m nsron a,,, Mli:Dn C't:ml 

.,,.,il '.JIIil1 ,c•pno;:n JI::W .,,.,il c., ,,.. ,0'"1:1, •• mn CllCM pnJiilil nc 
rrn CZM IIIMl"' •::~ .~ II',. J'l'J nn .Ciil'.,ll 1pnll' "IIIIM n'ID1po., 'JI::II:l 
i1D1pD Jl.;:u:n , f"VI )I::W 1m "mi'1C 1JI::Ir:ll' •rh •l'"IICil pno;m '1X 1D., ,IC pnJIJ 
me~ mc•ann nJ,, Dil'm~c lUI' cnpDi1l1::11:1 .,,.,il ':I .ill:)1):10 Jl::ll:l .,._ 

·iiSIUI'I' ,]1111il nJ~ Cl'liSIUI'IC., .,,, ·iiSIUI'I' 
23. The jews' College MS. adds here within the text, after the 
word C"p:IU., and before ::1''111, the following passage: "For tht 
efficient and the final cause bring about motion in different 
directions only because of a difference in their own nature. But 
a vacuum has nothing that can be described as its own nature nor 
anything that is opposite to that nature. Hence it cannot cause 
motion nor can it be an efficient or final cause." rnp.,, ,co;:~~:~ .,,.,n -m~ ._.,._ m)Nnil .,,.,il 1::1"11' ._., rr'7::11\, 'l1Uiilll ,.,., 
.rr.,::~n ._., ,,., ._., il'il' ._., iiSIUl'l::l ::1"11' ._., :I'M n:n • un,n ._., l1.:u:J ,., I'M 

The same passage occurs also on the margin of the MS. It 
must have originally been a marginal note written by a pupil of 
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Crescas from whom we have other notes on the margin of the 
Panna and Jews' College MSS. 

14. Hebrew nm nam 1-ma JTQII i"'C mn, which is an adoption 
of Averroes' l"'IC) U113 i"'D 1i"'n. This phrase is commonly used 
by Arab philosophers at the conclusion of their arguments. See, 
for instance,~~ l;,Jil..lo!IJ~_,, at the end ofchapters1,2,3, 
and 9 of Avicenna's treatise on psychology published by Lan
dauer in the Zeitschrijt der Derdschen Morgenlandischen Gesell
schajt,Vol.29, (1875), pp.335-418. It is probably borrowed from 
Euclid, whose quod erat demonstrandum is translated into Arabic 
by o l; ,JI l.. <!U:._,, (Cf. Arabic translation of the Elements, 
Calcutta, 1824). 

25. Cf. Physics IV, 8, 214b, 28-215a, 24, and Averroes: J1CIIIi'1 
'lim nDm.'1 ,:1'.!1 ,::~•;:, ;ro • 'll:rottil 'li::W.'1. 

26. Heb1ew 1''1:V11 i"'01 'IJCOII no Jl;:).l:l •.D) "')nnr. 11'li;:).C)i"' i"')Nnm. 
Avenoes hrls here 11'JI;:).C)i"' i"'Jilln::l )1;:).1:1;:). m)nn• 1''"" i"'D1 'llr::l~ nD1. 

Aristotle says: "Natural lation, however, is different; so that 
things which are naturally moved will be different" (Physics 
IV, 8, 215a, 11-12). 'llr::l~ i"'O=E~ o~, 1')111111 i"'ti=ELs 8. 

1.'1. So also Averroes ,n'JI;:).C)i"' '7M "1'1l:lr.l::l '1tlMn Clllt n•rn::Ji"'i"' •;:, 
~~~ i"'')JI ntl'11i' n'll::ll:lm. Aristotle says: "For compulsory motion 
is contrary to nature, and that which is contrary to nature is 
posterior to that which is according to nature" (Physics IV, 8, 
215a, 3--4). 

28. Not found in Averroes' Intermedio.le Physics nor in Aristotle. 

29. The word yn is also used by Averroes. Aristotle has Tci 
rnrTOUJI.t:lla.. 

30. Aristotle suggests two reasons for the continuation of the 
motion of a projectile after the removal of the exterior force. 
"Either through an antiperistasis, as some say, or because the 
air being impelled, impels with a swifter motion than that of the 
lation of the impelled body through which it tends to the proper 
place." (Physics IV, 8, 215a, 14-17). ·The explanation given by 
Averroes and reproduced here by Crescas corresponds to the 
second of Aristotle's reasons. 
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The term vn;p7 does not occur in the Intmn«liate Physics. 

31. Cf. Physics IV, 8, 215a, 24-216a, 26, and Averroes PZ1m 
•sr::~-m ..,.;.,., na,,., ,l"'"» ,::~•;:, ,..,., .':\ISatn •p:::~e~n. 

32. This formal division into two propositions is Crescas' own. 
Averroes has here: "It is self-evident that when of two objects in 
motion one is moved faster than the other the ratio of one motion 
to the other is equal either to the ratio of one motive force to the 
other, if the motive forces differ, or to the ratio of one receptacle 
to the other, if there is a difference only in the receptacle, or to the 
compound ratio of both of them, if there is a difference in both, 
i.e., the motive agent and the receptacle. Since the difference in 
the motion must inevitably be due either to the motive agent or 
to the receptacle or to both, he has framed one argument with 
respect to the swiftness and slowness due to the receptacle alone 
and another argument with respeCt to the swiftness and slowness 
due to the motive force alone." 
,.l'll:) "'ll'l'l' Di'1l:l "'ntt C'JI]I'IW) ':1111 ';:,11 'IDXlC P1'1'i'l 10 i'l'nll l'll:)'ll nn 
"''II''C ,Jrltln .,._ ll'lcn Cli'l'::l t»t i'l'l'l' n•:llllil Inc mlnlll 'l'IIIMZ:I nrm Dn'll 'li!IMD 
1M ,,::1, ,::1p0::1 'I!J,Mi'lr1:l , ~pCil'l ,._ ,::1p0n Oi'l':l 1M ,C'JrZn 'III.,Mi1 

no-,., nn ,.,::11'0::1'1 'li'I!J::I ., • ., ,"'IT1' en:~ ,.,.,nn., "''II''C ,tli'l'l:ln'o "'1::1'1110::1 
,tli'I'.O 1M ,::lpa."'l 'liiO l:»t'l .,J7'1111, 'liiD l:»t i'l'i1nll JllDl'l M, i1JI'Ill'lo"'l "J'I,i'lr1 

,"'1::1, ,::IJ'I:)t, "J'I.,i1 'liiO C'Mlml:l "'I'IM'IC'I'I n'l"'l'i1D."'I 'liiO "'li1Mi1 nlnCil'l niiP 
, "'1::1, ll'lCi1 "]'I'm 'liiO CI'Ml£M'1 ,i'I'M., n'l"'l'i1D."'I 'liiO 'lllm'l 

Cf. Physics IV, 8, 21Sa, 25-29: "We see the same weight and 
body more swiftly borne along, through two causes; either be
cause there is a difference in that through which it is borne along, 
as when it moves through water, or earth, or: air; or because that 
which is borne along differs, if other things remain the same, 
through excess of weight or levity." 

33. Hebrew srz, literally, "muvens," or "motive force." See 
above n. 22. 

Aristotle has here: "for we see that things which have a greater 
momentum (/JO'Irii11), of either weight (fjapous) or levity 
(KOIX/J/Jn]Tos), if in other respects they possess similar figures, are 
more swiftly carried through an equal space (xwpLoll = .,::1po), and 
that according to the ratio the magnitudes have to ea~ other" 
(Physics IV, 8, 216a, 13-16). 
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34. Hebrew ~. literally, 6~~. 6tiCT£KOI'. But here it 
probably represents the term xwpa. (see above n. 33) which also 
in Latin is sometimes translated by recepladum instead of spalium. 
Cf. Physics IV, 2, 209b, 11-12: 611J ~ea.l DM.Twl' 'M}v 1)~71" ~ea.l'M}v 
x&Jpa.l' Ta.(m~ t/YrJtT£11 tllla.£ ~~~ Ti{J T£J.La.lc,J, "Jdcirco etiam Plato 
in Timaeo materiam et receptaclum ait idem esse." 

35. Hebrew "1'l"'C "VTT' ••• ,..,, .,DC,, Not found in the Intmnedio.le 
Physics. 

36. Hebrew )-Qp:t pm 'V1,. Aristotle would have said that air 
being more attenuated than water will impede the motion less 
than water (see Physics IV, 8, 215a, 29). 

37. Cf. Elements, Book V, Definition 14. This reference to Euclid 
is not found in the Intermediate Physics. 

38. Cf. Physics IV, 8, 215a, 31-215b, 21. 

39. Hebrew n·~n '" n":ln on•;:, CDM'II CI'':IJ'Ct'1 ·= "''tn::l:) tam, 
literally, "the ratio of a finite to an infinite." This statement is 
not found in Averroes. He only says: "But inasmuch as in a 
vacuum there is no recipient, motion will have to be in no-time, 
that is, in an instant." Aristotle has here: "But a vacuum has 
no ratio by which it may be surpassed by a body; just as nothing 
(JJ"'6EP) has no ratio to number" (Physics IV, 8, 215b, 12-13). 

Mp:! ,., ,JOI n,U:I MVIll'IM ii'MIII :::1''11'1, ,:lpo mp1:1 I'M M'ill'l l"'C, ,:1M. 

40. Hebrew JOI n,u, iixpovo11. 

41. This last statement is not found in Averroes. It is based upon 
the Aristotelian principle that time, motion and magnitude are 
continuous quantities (Physics IV, 11) and hence divisible 
(Physics VI, 2). Cf. also below Propositions VII and XV. 

42. That is to say, both these arguments are based upon the 
proposition that there cannot be motion in empty time. The 
argument referred to is found in D[J Caelo I, 6, 273a, 21-274a, 18, 
and is reproduced later by Crescas in his third class of arguments. 

The original passage of Averroes reads as follows: 
n·~ lJ':ID ~ ti¥D' ct1111 'llDD .,,. "''IIIM nnl.'1 ~ ,~ U)¥)1:::1 nn:n nn 
~pon ,li'C'I "11:110 .nn .Jor n,c 'llDD lJVIll'IO.., )Jvun'll :::1"'111'11 'Mm 
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m .JJ'D"' 'M Jl'lDi'l Dn' nyunn ?It 1'IJNI1l'1 1m' ran ."JlmnD JI'ZX'I'I .,.,.. 
,D'J7'lDi'l •• r:::a Dn' JIC::I ~ "'' ,rc::1 n":::::: D'll'lDi'l ••o "1I1M 'IJ'U"' ""''Paa 
nnae ',::ape., oap',o ""''Paa J:l '10::11 .JDI n&,o i"')IWli"' i"''MI' 'llOO ::1''111' ran 
.DM' m)IWl •rw 1'::1 i"''i"'' "'"' ::1"111' ,"!MIA )I'Zlm ,n"II"'M:: 1mlmi"''' m)IWln •nar 

In Gersonides' supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics, 
(ad loc.), Averroes' passage is paraphrased as follows: J:::IM ""'*'1 
n':::l::l J7'ZI rc ac• I:IMrl 'llOO ,',u -mt liJ)'IDi"' 11::1 """, nD'IOi"' i"'l n::111 .,., 

'lli:ID"~ 1~ "1:1, nn .Jor •n',:::~::~ 'llDO liJI1ll'IOt, llliWl'" :::1"111'111 ':IM.,'l'l 
CI.,Jim CI'OIIi'1 "1110:::1. 

Evidently the text here is based directly upon Gersonides. 
The expression n1no., rc, vis demonstrationis, nervus probandi, 

refers to the formal arrangement and the cogency of the reasoning 
which shows the inference of the consequent from the anticedent. 
Thus the Figure of a syllogism is its rc. Cf. Averroes, Kol 
Meleket Higgayon, Ni;;ual), p. 58a. i"'l''DD'':: "ll:lpi"' rc 111::1 "WIC M'lo, 
MIIM"\,, Shem-tob's Commentary on the Morek II, 14: nr n:l'l 
r:J',o• "'' , ,,lim ~ a','IJii"' ',11111 '"'r.l aM : -ooni"' nr ',ll m llii'IOo, 

'1:l'l 10C,.,., "'' m ',J11!1 n1•~ D'Mll'ln ',.::~ 'ID;.,J aM. 

See below n. 77. 

43. Cf. Physics IV, 8, 216a, 12-21. 

44. Cf. Physics IV, 8, 216a, 26-216b, 12, and Averroes: 'll::lr:J JIOll 
'ti'Dnl'l n111Dn ,i"''ll .:::a":l , .,.o , 'JISOM. 

45. Hebrew .,,n 'U'U. Cf. Matthew 17, 20. Averroes has here 
JMn 'U'U, a grain of millet, and refers to Aristotle: CI.,Yi"' DJ:lJ i"''m 
"IIX!'~ "'IDM'I7 'ID.::! JMn 'U~. The expression is to be found in 
the Physics IV, 12, 221a, 22-23: Ka.l o oilpa.vas Ell -rV KE"f~ 
liTE -yd.p ~ Kf"(xpos iuTLP, ~un Ka.l o obpa.P6s. 

The Greek Keyxpos, a grain of miUet, is usually translated by 
the Hebrew JnTI. It is thus rendered in the following Hebrew 
translations of Averroes' Intermediate Physics: (1) Serab.iah ben 
Isaac, MS. Bodleian 1386. (2) Kalonymus ben Kalonymus, MSS. 
Biblioth~ue Nationale, Cod. Heb. 937 and 938. The same term 
is also used in the following supercommentaries on the Interme
diate Physics: (1) Gersonides, MS. Bibliotheque Nationale, Cod. 
Heb. 964. (2) Narboni, MS. Bibliotheque Nationale Cod. Heb. 
967. Cf. also Narboni on the Morek II, Introduction, Proposi· 
tion 2: trm 'U'U:l ,nM ',;:, i"''i"'''l. 
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The expression ~ "''TQ, however, ie found in Ibn Tibbon'e 
translation of the Morell l, 56: I:I'::Q:m .,3'm lrnm "1'rU •;:, 

D'ZMIU) l:l'l:l"pn. Cf. Emunah Ramah II, iv, 3, p. 63: ""'UJI'II '1]7 

n1.,JC:'I 'nn lrnm "1'r"DD ,r, ,.,., "ss ,Mnr. It is also found in the 
following works: (1) Isaac ben Shem-tob's eecond supercom
mentary on the Inlennediate Physics (loc. cit.), MSS. Munich 
Cod. Heb. 45 and Cambridge University Library, Mm. 6. 25; 
and (2) his third supercommentary on it, MS. Trinity College, 
Cambridge, R. 8. 19(2). (3) Abraham Shalom's translation 
of Albertus Magnus' Philosophia Pauperum, MS. Cambridge 
University Library, Mm. 6.32(6), p. 31a, 1.9: ''IC 'n""'l1i1 ~ 
.,3.,3.,. (4) joseph ben Shem-Tob's translation of Crescas' BiUul 
lleleere ha-No;erim, 5. (5) Both these e.'l:pressions occur in Profiat 
Duran's lggeret Al Tehi Ka-Aboteka: o.o•r.t )DH., 1m "111/IIM CIM1 
1nrn mn 1'3"13::3 ,.,;:, c'1Jin. 

The two terms occur also in the Intermediate Physics, in the 
passage corresponding to the above-mentioned Physics IV, 12, 
221a, 22-23: 'ICJIICDJ m "1ftO ~'T.I ttmr1 a ""'I:)M' ~'To"' il'il' ,.,.., nn 
1nn 1313 CJI 'IICD' ~• 'rJ' .,,"'In ~ l:l'l»'l"" w·r ~-
46. Hebrew i'Uil ,"tl'T.I l:l'llf&l3 CI'"'I'D ._., I:I'Drn I:U'Mtl1 no., ):I CM ran 
1:1D1J'Z3 ,,,C'II Cln::l "ll'IIM 'M. Averroes has here: ~:rpm."llll '1MDD ;rn 
l:l'pM"\"111 "'1nM Cl::l n:n Clllllo1 mpc., 1?'1' ._.,, UrJ'VI ca M"'M mP".,, en "'IPM 

ODXJI::I l:l',po C.11' MCI::I 1JIJ113n' ._,. 
Aristotle says: "In a vacuum, however, tbis is impossible; for 

neither is a body" (Physics IV, 8, 216a, 33-34). 

47. Hebrew ~ .,pr.t. Again later nDM U'M1 '1"'1:1 lt\11 (p. 194, 
I. 18), •n::1 1pr1 tnn (p. 198, I. 2). Similarly in Morek Nebukim I, 
73, Prop. X, Note: 1pr111 Ill 'l'T.Io., M1p:n nn: (l;larizi's translation: 
::ln::ln :~~~~"~Do,), Arabic: ::I.,IC.,M JI~O.,M. In all these expressions 
there is an allusion to the difference between an "impossible 
falsehood" and a "possible falsehood." See Shem-tob on Morell 
Nebukim, loc. cit., and cf. the following passage in Metaphysics 
IX, 4, 1047b, 12-14: "For the false and the impossible are not the 
same; that you are standing now is false; but that you should be 
standing is not impossible." 

48. This statement refers to the two views concerning the exis
tence of a vacuum maintained respectively by the Pytha10reans 
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and the Atomists. According to the former, the vacuum exists 
outside the world. According to the latter, the vacuum exists 
within the world, comprehending the atoms and separating them 
from each other. Cf. Physics IV, 6. 

This concluding remark does not occur in the corresponding 
passage in Averroes (Intermediate Physics IV, ii, 5), but it occurs 
later in IV, ii, 6, and it reads as follows: "Thus it has been estab
lished that a vacuum does not exist either within the bodies or 
outside of them." 

.rz* ytn Min l:l'lml'l "JV1 M., Mlml mp-~., l'MIII -,eann ~ ran 
Crescas has purposely taken it out of its original place and put 

it 118 a conclusion of the arguments against the existence of a 
vacuum, because he is later to contend that the arguments fail 
to prove the impossibility of a vacuum outside the world, what
ever their validity with reference to the possibility of a vacuum 
within the world. See below pp. 183, 185. 

49. These two additional arguments occur in Aristotle and in 
A verroes in reversed order. 

Cf. Intermediate Physics IV, ii, 5, Fifth Argument: "It may 
also be shown that there is no vacuum from the consideration that 
a vacuum is an immaterial dimension. The argument is 118 fol
lows: Dimensions are nothing but the extremities of bodies, an 
extremity gua extremity is indivisible, and an extremity cannot 
be separated from the object of which it is an extremity. This is 
self-evident, unless you say that accidents can be separated from 
the subjects in which they exist. The geometrician, indeed, does 
abstract a line and a plane and a body. He does this, however, 
only in discourse and in thought but not in reality. Furthermore, 
a body requires a place only because it possesses three dimensions 
by virtue of which it is a body. Now, since it is only because of its 
possession of dimensions that a body requires [other] dimensions 
in which to rest, then [immaterial] dimensions, [were they to 
exist], would require [other] dimensions, and so it would go on to 
infinity, thus giving rise to Zeno's difficulty about place." 
D'l'/1"ll'IIP nn . ~~ pm, mp•.,,., ;m "l¥1) mp, Ia!)' M., ::3"2 n,. '1»'1 

.p'mnc •n.,::1 n•.,;:,n M'li'W nc::1 n•.,;:,nm ,I:I'D!Dli"' m•.,;:,nc "1m' ~, m"M 
aM Mine o'ID¥P::I PT1' J'lll nn ,n•.,;:,n ,., 1m "11M ~,., .,::11'111 M"M ll'.,::lm 
~ OllllM'\ nar.n lpn ·~·:~., 1:1'11111' alDM'I .l:l',ptln 1'r1::11'11 ..,.,... ''" 
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aoprn .,ll:::l MVII' n= • .,.. 1"'1DS' aim ., "'''YY .lrM'SD:::I ._., ~, 

~ tmll "ml lm"1 1"'1Dl"1 CIM1 .1:1:::1 CBI 1m CIDI l"''i'1 '11M '1I1M :wm, 
on~ 'M J'lr.l ,.,., pPm 'M z:rprm ,;,"'DS' ,1:1:::1 nuo D'P", "" C'J'IM 

.CI1pCI:::I I'll piiD ::1''1n'l ,l1'.,:m 
For references to Aristotle see below notes 50, S 1. 
Crescas has purposely reversed the original arrangement of the 

two arguments in order to be able to conclude with the statement 
"Hence the existence of an immaterial extension is impossible," 
which, according to him, is the chief basis of Aristotle's rejection 
of infinity. 

50. This argument is based on Physics IV, 8, 2l6b, 12-21. 

51. This argument is based upon the following passage: "For 
these fancy there is a vacuum separate and per se . • . • But this 

'is just the same as to say that there is a certain separate place; 
and that this is impossible, has been already shown" (Physics IV, 
8, 216a, 23-26). 

52. Crescas characterizes the argument here as n1p:::a,n nmD. 

Later in his criticism of this proposition he calls it again rnp::I'To'1, 
according to the Munich and Paris MSS. and the printed editions. 
The Vienna and Oxford MSS. read there rnp::~,nn without the 
definite articles. Both n1p::1T.1 and n1p::1,nn occur in Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. In the anonymous translation 
the term used is p::l,i1:"1 n1110. The Arabic original for these terms is 
~ ~ (cf. Ma{eafid al-Falasijah II, p.127: up::1, ~I) which in its 
turn is a translation of the Greek iq,a.pphtw used in Euclid's 
Elements. Now, the Greek term has two meanings. (1) The pas
sive iq,a.pphsEtrfJa.~. means "to be applied to" without any impli
cation of fitness and equality. (2) The active if/la.pphsE£11 means 
"to fit exactly," "to coincide with." (Cf. Heath, T. L. The Thir
teen Books of Euclid's Elements, Vol. I, pp. 224--225). In the 
Arabic translation of the Elements (Calcutta, 1824), the term 
if/la.pphtovTa. in Axiom 4 of Book I is translated by ;.r 4&.. l.I.:.JI 

J.O-W ,r.:C, agreeing without a remainder. 

The Hebrew n~, and the Latin a,pplicatio appear as trans
lations of the same Arabic word, probably ~ ~. in Fons VitGe 
II, 14: "Locus autem non est nisi applicatio superficiei corporis 
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ad auperficiem corporia alteriua." Cf. Li~~m min sefer Me~ 
!1Gyyim II, 21: "Y1M 'I'D ~ 'I'D I'D mp:l, ::1"11' O'lpDn. 

53. Hebrew: n":: 1m "'111M 1pi"' ~ nMM rmpz u"nn..,. Literally, 
"and we begin from a point at the end of the line which ia finite." 

Crescaa' argument as it stands would seem to imply that only 
one line is infinite in one direction whereas the other line is 
infinite in both directions. In Altabrizi, however, both linea are 
assumed to be infinite only in one direction (see next note). 

54. The proof as fully given by Altabrizi is as follows: If an 
infinite were possible, let AB be infinite at 

b B and finite at A. Take any point C in 
A C B AB and draw line Cb, again infinite at b 

and finite at C. AB is, therefore, longer 
than Cb by AC. 

Let us now apply Cb to AB 80 that C falls upon A. 
The question is would b coincide with B or not. If they do 

coincide, it would contradict the assumption that AB is longer 
than Cb. 

If they do not coincide, then Cb would have to be finite at b, 
which, again, contradicts the assumption. 

Furthermore, if they do not coincide, Bb would have to be 
equal to AC, and 80 AB would have to be finite, which contra· 
dicta the assumption. 

Hence, no infinite can exist. 
The text of Altabrizi reads as follows: 

ll'".:m "v::a •n"::a "" l:llllllnD pmD rrn '"" .nr Kin mp::a~ l1II1D c"'" 
pM"'Dn Ml::l 'M n"11pl M'M mnnnD lm' 11' n'DI U" l"''M CM ,n'lp, 1M '1"C::I 

,::1 ~ M nr ~ :I'M 1p 1tt~:n ,n•":m •n"::a "" 1"'1 n•":m "v::a •n7::1., 
1PT! nn , 'l m1~ M'nl ,nett ,,!11'::1 'M n,pl ,ntt 1pn nc n'Y1M m'lpl n'm 
"SJ::I •n"::a ':a ~D, n•":m "v::a 'tt ~D Kim ::a'M 1p enD 'mM.'1 ,co1p •• n11 

.n"'::~n "SJ::I •n"::a •:a ~~ n•"::~n "v::a 'l ~D 1:::1 = M'L., ::a"l 1p 'ZI'm ,ll'"::an 
,rv"::~n '"SJ::In c·~ 'ZI'MD 'Y1Mn "v c.~ '1T1M n1p::a, un::amD::I 'IJm ""''RQ1 

1'1Rnn p"l"'::: 'M ~ ::a"M 1)'1) 1•.,, p"m n::lmC::I "'::li'ZI' n1p::a,n nr 1'llTI 
,n•"::~n •n"::a "" 1:::11 .,.m 'r"m p"nm 'Z'::I 'ZI'n p"nm 'l ~D ::a"l 'I'D 
fcw.JPC Tilt 1M' 1M ,mn •n"::ID '" rv"::1n 1'IW nD "" C'"'::lpD 1:1~ 
1p::1 ::l"l 1p "SJ 'JCIU :I'M ::a'p rrn ."Jcmn IC::J '1Dm rrn ·"" CM'I , 'no:! J'III'M"1M'I 
,n"'.:m "v::a rrrr1 -,om 1pi'1 Kin rrrr 1nn:r.'111 SJn'1 . 'ZI'n ._. nn .ra. 
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ID M'l"'' 1M 1"1:'1 ,l'D "11)111 Mnl m::~n t,p::~ ,:111'::1 ,.t,p ,17D ID:IM ,DIITI 
"1:D'' .'::1 -= n•7::~n 7ll::l n•7:m 7ll::l •n~ mm 1pn n'M'l ,no7:m ~ 1-' 
n~r ?a. l:liiiiiM pmD nnn:~ ::I'IM ~ .7~D m .n•7::~n 7SI::I •n7::~ vn:riJ'1 

.IPI"T'To"' 'li'm • 7:mc n•7::Jn 7SJ::I 1m rn 7:::~ :"'lo'1 • 7~D SJZ)l M'l"M , 7~D n•7::~n 

The same proof, somewhat differently stated, is given by Alga
zali in his Kawwanot, Metaphysics (Ma~a#d al-Falasifah II, p. 
126f). 

n•7::~n J'M'I .:I'M 11' 1pn i11 i1'i1' :"'l:1 n•7::~n •7::~ 'll' "''!nM CIMtP : n•llr.l i1'n1 
"Illite i1:1o1 ,n•7::~n 7v::~ ':I 7tt .,D i1'i1 tiM'I ,., '3 n~l 7tt 11J'UI ,'::1 -nc 17 

:z 2 ~ 7v::~ •n7::~ ':I 7tt '1D i1'i1 tiM'I ,n•7::~n 7ll::l ::1"3 i1'i1 ~ ,.7SJ IJI7D 
i1'i1 tiM'I .n•7::~n 7SI::I ::1"3 i1'i1 ~ ,.7SJ "JI7D "''I:'M::: :"'l:1 M'7::~n 
7v ::1., ~ 1Jl'::l, OM :"'l:1 ,n•7::~n 7v::~ •n7::~ ':I 7tt .,D 
i1'i1'1P ~ , 1p11 i1n , ,,. •7::~ ':I ~:I 1no -o7•1P OM 1"1:'1 ,::1"3 
::1"31) ::1., 1Sp DM'I ,::1')1) I:ISJD 'V11' ::1., ':I ,::11~ i11IP I:ISI1Jl"' 
::1., li'7::Jn7 SJ'3i1 ~ ,D1]1 D"l' ::1"3 1tWm I'MM ~ ,. 
7JI::Ii1 1"3 ,SJIP::I tt7M 1'7SJ "J'D1' M7 :I'll ,'::1 1SD 1M'1::1:"C 

7v::~::~ n•7::~n 7v::~o, 7v "JOUP 1"1D1 ,n•7.:m 7v::~::~ n•7::~n 
.m:1:1::1 n•7::~n 7v::~ M'li1 :"'l:1 M'7::Jn 

The proof is also found in Shahrastani, p. 403 (ed. Cureton), 
Emunah Romah I. 4. They both seem to have taken it from 
Avicenna's Al-Najah, p. 33, reproduced in Carra de Vaux's 
Allicenne, p. 201. A similar argument is given also in Qobot ha
Lebabot I, S. 

A similar argument by Roger Bacon is referred to by Julius 
Guttmann in his "Chasdai Creskas als Kritiker der aristotelischen 
Physik," Festschrift zum siebsigsten Geburtstage Jakob GuUmanm, 
p. 51, n. 2. 

55. Cf. above n. S. 

56. Hebrew .,D7 1H i1'i1 '1:1111l. The Intenncdiate Physics uses here 
the terms "physical" 'JI::Itl and "mathematical" '"MD7. Aristotle 
uses the terms "intelligiblt·" and "sensible" oi)Tf 110'f/T011 oi)TI! 

a.lrrfhiT611. (Physics III, S, 204b, 6-7; see also Metaphysics XI, 
10, 1066b, 24). The Hebrew translation of the Physics with Aver
roes' Long Commentary (MS. Bodleian, 1388), reads in one place 
m7::1Wl:l 1H D'"MD7::1, i. e. "mathematical or intelligible" and in 
another IPM1D M~ 7::~~P~D M7, i.e., "intelligible," "sensible." 
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57. Cf. Physia Ill, S, 204a, 34-204b, 10; Metaphysics XI, 10, 
1066b, 21-26; and Averroes p'mn ,.,.., ~ ,tD ,•Jim' 'J7:1D par 
'11 •pmn ~ .,.., ;m ,':llr."'. Cf. also Mil/Jamot Elohim VI, i, 11. 

58. Averroes has here n":: 'TIIID ":I ra:t, i. e., "everything num
bered," which is quite different. See below Prop. II, Part II, p. 219. 
See also Emunah Ramah I, 4. 

59. The designation of the succeeding arguments as "physical" 
(r/»IICT&KWs-a''SJ::Itl) is also found in Aristotle and Averroes (cf. 
Physics, loc. cit. and Metaphysics, loc. cit.). Averroes designates 
them also as "appropriate" C'"IM1'D in contradistinction to the 
preceding argument which he calls "general" and "logical." See 
above notes S, 55. 

60. Cf. Physics Ill, 5, 204b, 1Q-20Sa, 7; Meta.physiq XI, 10, 
1066b, 22-1067a, 7; and Averroes: ,, • ., ,t::J ,l'D .·~DM 'P::Itl SICIII 
'"D • ·~eMil scr:m .,.., i"'D :!'111M.,, nlru),, , 'lFo'l p"m. 

61. In the original of Averroes the argument is as follows: 
The infinite must be either simple or composite. 
A. If composite, it could not be composed of an infinite number 

of elements, but would have to be composed of a finite number of 
elements, of which either (a) one or (b) more than one would be 
infinite in magnitude. 

B. If simple, it would have to be either (a) one of the four 
elements, or (b) some neutral element outside the four. 

Crescas, as will be noted, reproduces only the main alternatives, 
A and B, leaving out the subdivisions (a) and (b) under each of 
these, but he seems to allude to these subdivisions in the expres
sion i'1'i'1'1P ,.M'I, which accordingly is to be taken to mean not only 
"and in either case," i.e., whether simple or composite, but also 
"and however that simple or composite infinite body is supposed 
to be," referring to (aJ and (b). 

Following is the text of the Intermediate Physics: "First argu
ment. Every infinite tangible object must be either simple or 
composite. If it were composite, inasmuch as the elements of 
which it is composed must be finite in number, for it has already 
been proved in Book I of this work that nothing composite can 
be made up of an infinite number of elements, it would follow that 
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either one or more than one of its elements would be infinite in 
magnitude, for if not, the composite object could not be called 
infinite. But if one of the elements were infinite, it is clear that 
the other simple elements of which the composite whole is made 
up would become resolved into that element, inasmuch as ele
ments are contraries, and they persist together only by that 
uniformity of relation [''I'll', aequitas], and equilibrium [""i'Vi', 
mediocritasJ which exists among their forces. And even if the 
force inherent in one particle of that infinite element were weaker 
than the force inherent in a corresponding particle of the same 
size of the finite element, just as we may say that the force which 
is in a portion [1JID, tractus) of air is weaker than the fo1ce which 
is in a similar portion of water and earth, still this would not 
refute ['WID', prohibetJ [our argument) that the infinite would 
bring corruption to the finite, for if we multiply that weaker parti
cle to infinity the result would necessarily be something 
more powerful than the finite total of the strongt>r particles. And 
if more than one of the simple elements were infinite, it would 
follow that one of them would fill the whole place and there would 
remain no room for the others, for inasmuch as a body is extended 
in all dimensions, i.e., the six directions, it follows that an infinite 
body, by virtue of its being a body, is infinite in all directions. 
The same conclusion must necessarily also follow, if we assume 
that only one of the elements is infinite, namely, that no room 
would remain for the rest, be that finite or infinite. Since none 
of these alternatives is possible, there can be no infinite composite 
body. 

He further says that there cannot e.xist a simple, tangible, 
infinite body whether it be one of the four elements or something 
intermediate between them,-as has been assurned by some 
physicists in order to avoid the difficulty confronting them that 
an infinite element would bring corruption to the other elements, 
-or be it an element additional to the four elements, even though 
it would seem that there ill no other element outside fire, air, 
water and earth. The argument is as follows. If there existed in 
this sublunar world a fifth element, it is clear that all the com
posite objects would be resolved into it, for if we assume an 
element, qua element, to be infinite, all the other elements must 
suffer corruption, and thus the entire world would be changed 
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into the nature of that element, inasmuch as an element ia an 
element by virtue of the contrary qualities which exist in it. By 
the same token it would follow that that intermediate element, 
which is assumed by some people, would, by virtue of its being 
an element, have to contain something contrary, and thus, if it 
were infinite, the other elements would have to suffer corruption." 
(Latin, p. 453 r b--v b). 
r=~n DM tm ;rm n•7:::~n 7p::~ •n7::~ llllri1DZ) l"'D CIIP2 7;x~ .J1111MTI nii'IDi'l 
n•7:::~n •7v::~ ::1:::1,1l"' cnD ~ nrn~:rn 1•m .::~:::~~ l"''l"' t:IM1 ~~ CIM'I 

::1:::1~ ,.,DD::I n•7:::~n t'M m,cr nlM'lrD SJzmD ~illl l"'D '11:::1 ,,.,~ 
1M 'nu::l n'::l::l c.~ ,nM l"''l"''lll ::1"1n' ;u., , ,.,Dl"' l"'l'l:l l'IIIIM'1o, ~ enD 
~ 1:1::1 i'1'l"' CM 7::1M .n":: •n7::~ Mlilll ::~:::~~ -,mu tt7 ,tt7 DM1 ; ,nMD ~1· 
~D 1•7tt ::l:::l~l"' t:nD ~1l"' ,111M C't1111111l"' ~ nDII'III '172 Mll"' ,n'::l •n7::1 
l"''l"' CIM1 .c.,.mn:::~ 1'::1 ~ ~·m '11111::1 1.,.,. D2DM1 .c•:::llll"' nrnD'illl l"'D 
p7n::~ MlrDJil rc.,D 11117n ~1· 17 n•7:::~n !'Mill ,D'l"'D ,nM p7n::~ MlrDJil n:::~n 
~ n:::ll"'D '1DMllll 1D:::I ,n'::l •n7::1 ,D'D ~ p7nn nr? l"'11llii n•:~o, "TID'l"'!D 
~D' tt7 ,f'1M1 C'DD ~M 11111Xl ,111M l"':::ll"'D 11117l"' ~1' ,"'Ml"'D ~ 111/D::I 
11117m p7m rn u711:::1 ~ 'I2MIII •117 ,n'::ll"' ,.DII' n'::1 •n7:~., l"''l"''lll::l ~, m 
.m:::~rc n'::ll"' p7mD pm ~1· Mlilll l"'D 12DD f::IP"' n•7:::~n •n7::1 7~r n:::ll"' 
M7D• ~ M'L, Cl"'D ,ntt i'1'i'1'111 ::1''1n ,,nMD ~1' C'tllllllll"'D n"::l •n7:L, 1'l"' DMl 
7:::~ "" '111/DJi'l Mll"' l"''illl l"'D7 C1112i1111 '117 ,C1J'D C'~l7 """' M~ ,C1pl)t, 
7:::~::~ n'::1::1 Clll:l tm D2DM n·::~:~o, em,, i'1'i'1'111 ::1"1l"' .lllllll"' nlM'IIl"' 7·, ,D'I'l"''\; 
D1J'D ~7 i"rl"'' tt'1!11 ,SJ ,n"::::: enD ,::17 "1I":M nnll"'::: ::1"1l"'' nn .nlM'IIl"' 
M"M ;rm ,n1SJD ml"'7m 17M 7:::~ 1'l"' ,IIIM:::I1 .n"::::: l"''i'1'111 1'::1 n":: i'1'i'1'111 1'::1 

.n":: •n7::~ ::1:::1~ Clll:l MlrD'I' 
,l"'M i'1'i'1'111 1'::1 n'::l::l llllri1DZ) t1111111 Clll:l MlrD'IP "lii'IIM 'M M'L~ ,SJ ~1M1 
m~7 C"SJ::Itln nxp 1mn•r111 l"'D •11:::1 ,c.,.r::l 'SJ:!rDM 1M l"'SJ::I~l"' m,D'l"'D 
,l"'SJ::I~ nrncrn 7p "JCIU ,cr i'1'i'1' 1M , "1MIIIlil ,.DIID i'1'i'1'111 c,,7 ::l"nn• ~ 
JM:::I::I l"''l"' 17MIII nn • f'1Ml"'1 D'Dm ~ IIIMl"' •n7::~ ,D' !'Mill l"'M~ i'1'l"' CIM'I 

,D' UIUl"' "'IIIM::::IP •117 • 1'7tt 1:::1m• Iiiii n'l::l:::l,um l'lSJD l"'M~ l"''l"' , 'III'Dn ,D' 
7tt c71Sil"' nr l"'ll11ll'1 ,nrnCI'l"' ~ 1,DII'III ::1"1l"' , ,D' M1illl l"'D::: n'::1 •n7::~ 
nr?1 .1::1 n1Ml£DJ., n1•:::111m m•:::~•tt::~ ,cr M1l"' ClDM ,D'l"' ':I , ,D'l"' V11M SJ::1t1 
DM1 ,,D' ttl.~~ n1':::111l"'1::1 1'i'1'111 C'III2M \,n'l' ~ ~ ,D'::I ::1"11'1' 

.C'"1Min'l nom n":: •n7::~ n'l"' 

62. Averroes has here ,.,Dl"' l"'ID J1111MTI ~ ~illl l"'D '11:::1. The 
reference is to Physics I, 4. 
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63. This is an allusion to alternative B(b) given above in note 61; 
that is to say, no element can be conceived as being neutral and 
without qualities. 

64. Averroes employs thas argument in refutation only of A(a) 
and (b) given above in n. 61. From Crescas' use of the definite 
.,.,, which undoubtedly refers to :I'~ 1•nrngoD '1mt ~"'1::1 ;,•;"! 

lnm, it appears that he applies it to all the alternatives included 
under both A and B. 

65. Cf. Physscs III, 5, 205b, 24-31; Metaphysscs XI, 10, 1067a, 
2~29, and Averroes NI1D:"' ,'Jir."' pa,m ,,.II .t~ .tD ,'ll=" 'SJ::atl SJDI1 
''D , 'JISDM SJ::I"" TIMID i"'D ; 'l"a,llr."', 

Thi~o argument, which Crescds advances as the St'• ond of the 
physical arguments, 1S the th1rd in the origandl texts of Aristotle 
and Averroes. Cresca& ha~> omitted here the origmal setond argu
ment, but ht: has mserted 1t later m his thard clds& of arguments. 
See below n 91 

66 Hebrew Jl'a,SJn ClpDo, JD ~ In one text of Kalonymus' 
translation of the Intermedwte Phvsscs (Paris, Cod. Heb. 938) the 
correspondmg pa!o!oage read~o ll'a,SJ:"' Clpl:l., 'UIXl a,,:::m, i e., "the 
upper place would be separate from it." In another text of 
apparently the Sdme translation (Paras, Cod Heb. 943), it reads 
fl'a,SJ:"' DF,n 'UIXl "I',SJ'l, 1. e , "the upper pldce would be greater 
than 1t. ' W1thout the ongmal Ardb1c text before me, I vt:nture to 
suggest that thas dafference must have arasen m the uncertamty 
of the readmg ._1...>1 or J.- in the origindl Ardbic text, the 
former meamng "to be greater" and the latter "to be sepa
rated." The copy used by Cresca~> ev1dently 1ead 'UIXl a,:::m 
Jl'a,SJ:"' Clpz:!M, wh1ch he has changed to Jl'a,SJ:"' ClpDo, JD a,,:::m. 

A similar uncertainty on the part of the same tran~olator as to 
the readmg of .,.l.aJ or J.- may be also noted in two corre
sponding passages in his translations of the Intermedwte Physus 
and Intermeduzte M~taphysus (quoted below m n. 71 (a). In 
the former it redds ClpDo~ ~· Ma, ~ ·~. i. e., "the body can
not be separated from place" The context, however, would 
warrant here the readmg "the body cannot be greater than place." 
Cf. Physics III, 5, 205a, 35. ollTI! 1'0 v{;)~a. p.Eifoll ~ oi'T6rot" 
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In the corresponding passage in the Intermediate Mllaphyncs it 
correctly reads: D'lpa;t "sJ Clln"' "'" "1HM i'l'l"' 1?1. ':1. 

These two readings are also reflected in the Latin translation 
of Averroes in a passage quoted below in n. 71 (a). 

67. Averroes concludes here: i1n ,111"1'1 "U1:1 1" i'l'l"' ~ i'l'l"' aM1 
"=·i.e., "and if it were in both places it would have both weight 
and lightness, which is impossible." 

68. Cf. Physics III, 5, 20Sb, 3J-206a, 8; Meta.phyncs XI, 10, 
1067a, 28-33; and Averroes: nwm ,::l'n .til ,t:J ,l'D ,'JISDM ')7:::1111 SIDI1 
"D .'l7=Mi1 J7:::1111i1 "1l"'M!!I i1D ;'SI'::I"1i1. Cf. also Milbamot Elohim VI, 
i, 11, p. 339, i1XI ti"1M'I. 

69. Hebrew D1J'D. The term D1pD throughout this discussion 
represents the Greek Tlnros in Aristotle, which is to be translated 
according to context by either place or space. Aristotle has one 
definition for both space and place, space being only place that 
is remote and general, as, for instance, heaven, according to 
Aristotle, is the remote and general place of all things that exist 
(cf. ]. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire, Physique D'Aristote, Vol. I, 
Preface, p. Ll). Aristotle himself designates this distinction by 
contrasting "common (or general) place" (T6'11'1K /Cotl'6s) with 
"proper place" (f6tos T6'11'os) or "first place" ('II'PWTOS T6'11'os). 
Cf. below n. 76. There is a reference to this distinction in Moreh 
Nebukim I, 8, where Maimonides says that the Hebrew term D1pD 
in its original meaning applies both to a particular and to a general 
place. "~~ "Tn1'tli1 D1pD" 1ni1:1i1 ,P'JI em i11 .D1pc. (Cf. Munk, 
G14ide I, 8, p. 52, n.l). The Greek xwpa may be discerned under 
the Hebrew "::lpD See above n. 34. 

70. Hebrew ,l~'V-~1 )'D::I.. Averroes adds here "that is, in quality 
and in quantity" "', ,,,JJIP::I n•":Jn '")1::11 J'D::I n•":Jn '"11::1 n1D'IpDi11'i11 
n1D:J::I1 m:J'M:J. 

71. In the original texts this argument is divided into two parts: 
(a) Everything is in place. Place has six directions. Each of 

these is finite. Consequently, everything is finite, for nothing can 
be greater than its place. 

(1) Intermediate Physics, loc. cit.: "It may also be said that if 
every sensible object is in a place, and places are finite in species 
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and finite in magnitude, i. e., in quality and in quantity, it follows 
that every body must be finite. For there is no doubt that it must 
be in a certain place, and moreover in one of the several natural 
places, and if the place is finite it must necessarily belong to a 
body that is finite, inasmuch as the body cannot be separated 
from the place (on the margin of the Latin version there is an
other reading: "excedit locum." See above n. 66), That the places 
are finite in species is clear, for their differentiae are finite, and 
these are, down and up, before and behind, right and left. It can 
likewise be shown that each one of these is finite in quantity, for 
these differentiae cannot be of infinite dimensions, for [if they 
were), those places could not be distinguished by nature, inas
much as they would have no natural boundaries, but they would 
be so only by relation. But it is clear from the motio•1s of those 
which move toward them and rest in them that they are limited 
by nature." (Latin, p. 454 v a, 54). (Cf. Physiu III, 5, 205b, 
.U-206a, 2). 

l'IXI "'":In .;ll::l n1C'IJ'Do, 1'i11 ,D1pc:a 1111110 c:ll ":I i'1'i1 I:IMll 1:::1 I:D "1DM'1 

!'Mill i1n .n·::~ ern ":I i1'i'1'1P ::1"1i1' ,n1D:::I::I1 n~'H:I "., ,,JIIP::I rr":::~n '"ll::11 

m:::li"C 1m i1lo, n'::li1 D1J'Di1111 i1n ,C")I::IIr.l n1C1pc:l1 ,D1pc:l i1'i'1'111 i'IJD 

l'IXI "'":In '"JI::I n1D1pl)o"'llll ClDN1 .D1J'Di1C ~::1• tb crn'1 ':I ,n'::l IZ:I" 
.~ l'D"' ,,i1M'I C'l!J1 ,i1;)1D1 i1tz Ci11 .n·::~ c.,·~::lo"'llll 'IJ" .~ i11 

1'i'1'1P M"'M C'~::li1i1 1"MIII i1n .i1D:::I::I n'::l C.,D ,MM ":::1111 ~· 1:::1 ~ 
c•~ 1'i1 """' ,nM ,C)I::I~ n1r:npcn 1"" c·~l 1'i1 """' 'IJ" ,n·::~::~ c•pm::~ 
C')l)lllnDi1 n1)11l1'1D C'"::ll1D )I~ C."'llll ~i11 ."J~ i'1'i1' ClDN1 ,C'')I::u:J 

.IXl Dml1 Di1'"M 

{2) Intennediate Metaphysics,loc. cit.: "Further, every sensible 
body is in a place, be that body simple or composite, and the 
places are six, up and down, right and left, before and behind, 
and none of these can be infinite nor can anything existing in 
them be infinite. For how could anything existing in them be 
infinite, unless the body could be greater than the place in which 
it is." (Cf. Metaphysics XI, 10, 1067a, 28-30). 

,i"'W n1D1pl:li11 .::~::~~ 1M t31111J M'i1'111 1'::1 ,D1pc:~ M'li1 IIII"'1D ern ":I"' ,111 
'mit i1'l'1'11 M"M'I • ,rnt I:IM'I C'l!J I:IM'I • "MDI' I:IM'I I'D' Cit ,i1!:!D CM'I i1")1D Cit 

"''rriDM 11'i1 1"'M M"M ,n"::l::l M'1i11'1 i1D C::l i'1'M' 1'M'I .n·::~::~ C::l M"1 ,n"::l::l 1"MD 

.1::1 m "111M D1J'Do, "v am ,.,17'111 
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(b) Since place is the limit of that which surrounds a body, the 
body thus surrounded and limited cannot be infinite. 

(1) In the lntermetliale Physics Averroes does not reproduce 
this argument in full. He only refers to it by saying that the 
impossibility of an infinite "will become clearer when it will have 
been shown that place is the boundary of that which surrounds." 
IJ'F' n•":m tn., Dlj'X)o,., ""'IQ11' "''ltt -,m• cc "11Cl1'1. (Cf. Physics 
III, S, 206a, 2-8). 

(2) /ntennediale Metaphysics, loc. cit.: "In general, if there can
not be an infinite place, inasmuch as place is the surrounding 
limit, and this means either up or down or one of the other dif
ferentiae of place, there cannot be an infinite body, unless the 
occupant of the place is greater than the place in which it is." 
(Cf. Metaphysics XI, 10, 1067a, 3Q-33). 
rl'":m."1 ttl., Dlpc., i'1'illl "111M ,n·~ •n"~ DlpD ~D'III )J:IDJ i1'i1 OM "":::1~1 
J7Z.1 M'li1 i1li1 ,D1pDi1 .;,::I.,D i1f n~r DM'I ,i11QD DM'I i1"JJD ctt i1n •"l'JZ, 
.~ M'li1 "111/M Dlpl)o, "JJ IJ'"I)I' Dlp::l "JQ i'1'i'1' ::I"M M"M ,1" n'"::li1.J'M Clll:l ~D'III 

Crescas, it should be noted, bas merged these two arguments 
together, by quoting the definition of space within the first 
argument. 

7l. Hebrew D"JQI:Ii1 D'"''!!"V1, literally, "natural things." I have 
taken it to refer to the natural or proper places of the elements. 
Cf. quotations above n. 71 (a). 

The reasoning of this argument is to be carlied out as follows: 
The six species of place must be each limited in extension, for the 
following reason: The existence of these distinctions in place is 
known from an observation of the different kinds of natural 
motion. Natural motion is either upward, downward, or in a 
circle. Motion downward is limited, and so also is lower place 
limited. Consequently, motion upward and the upper place must 
be limited and absolute. See below n. I 04. 

73. This is not given by Aristotle and Averroes as a separate 
argument. It is rather Crescas' own elaboration of the second 
part of the preceding argument. See above n. 71(b). It is, bow
ever, given as a separate and independent argument in Emunah 
Ramah I, 4: "Furthermore, if an infinite body existed, it could 
not be in place at all, for anything that is in place is enclosed 
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by the surfaces of ita place, and an infinite cannot be enclosed 
by anything, inasmuch as that which encloses a thing must be 
greater than the thing, seeing that it surrounds the thing. Con
sequently, if anything enclosed an infinite, it would have to be 
greater than the infinite. But that is absurd." 

an." i"'D "3' •rh , "":::~ ~ i"1'M' "" .n•".:m "v::~ •n"::~ IX') rri1 CIMtll ,sn 
"1I1M "1::1, i"1'i"1'111 n•;::~n "v::~ •n"::~::~ )::Ill' ""1 ,1'"J7 D'ln::l lD'IJ'D 'i1tllll ,cnpD::I 
"1'1'1) M\"111 "1¥D ,'ID) &,rn "Vn' M'li1 "1::1," i1111::1 M'ltllll i1D ':I ,1'")7 i1111::1 "":I 
.n•".:m ;11::1 •n"::ID """ ~1· i"1'i1 '"'":In "11::1 •n"::li1 "v "1::1, i111::1 DM'I .1::1 

·"= i1n 
74. Hebrew llD'IpnD.,. The MSS. read I:ID'IpDi1 and so it reads also in 
Part II of this proposition (p. 198, I. 15). But the fonn I:ID'Iprul., 
occurs also in 'Olam ~alan I, 3, ed. Horovitz, p. 15: cnpD )'Mill 'II" 
cnpD '":I CDlJ'nD l'M'I CD1pnc '"::1, and in Albalag quoted below Prop. 
I, Part II, n. 23 (p. 414). The term reflects the Arabic ;;.s:...... 
(d. Horovitz, ibid., p. XIV)= r0 Tlnrov Ka.TEXOV. 'orpus locatum 
(d. Husik, Judah Messer Leon's Commentary on the 'Vetus 
Logica', p. 115). 

75. Cf. Physics IV, 4, 210b, 34-21la, $: "First, then, we should 
think that place comprehends that of which it is the place, and 
that it is not anything of that which it contains. And, again, that 
the first place is neither less nor greater than the thing contained 
in it; and also that it does not desert each particular thing, and 
is not separable from it. Besides this we should think that every 
place has upward and downward, and that every body naturally 
tends to and abides in its proper place." 

Cf. Intermediate Physics IV, i, I, 6: "First, place surrounds the 
object of which it is a place. Second, place does not exist in place 
and is separable from the object and is no part thereof. Third, 
first place is equal to the occupant, is neither greater nor smaller 
than it. It is not smaller, because it surrounds the occupant. It 
is not greater, because, by virtue of its being the first place of the 
occupant, it cannot receive another body in addition to it." 

'"":I tn)'Di11' ,n•Jm ..mpc., 1" tn., ~ "1::1~ "1'1" cnpci1111 ,l"'ll!DM"1l1 
i11lll , • .,, cnpci1111 ,n'&"~ .'\D) pm U'M'I 1" ~::IJ M'L"11'1 Cllpa:3 ,D'IJ7i1 

M'ltllll 'II" ,J"J' ~1' 'U'MIII i1n .J~I' "'1m' M"' 'lliX) m "Vn' 'U'M ,cnpDn ")1::1" 
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rm "''KD "111M ~ '1Dl7 t,:~P'I' ...,.., • .,; '1m2 .,. ,.r, ,mpmt t,lJ:It, "''P' 
.)11M, mpo tml' 

76. "First place" is defined by Aristotle in the following passages: 
"With respect to place also one is common (1Cow6s) in which 
all bodies are contained, but another proper (f6,os) in which 
any thing primarily subsists" (Physics IV, 2, 209a, 32-33). "And 
such is the first (7rpWT'O!) place in which a thing subsists" (ibid. 
4, 211a, 28-29). Cf. above n. 69. 

Aristotle's 'l6un 1'61ros is reflected in Ibn Gabirol's lm'i'1 D'IJ'Dl1 
(Li/e/eu#m min Sefer Me/eor J;Jayyim II, § 23, 24). Cf. Fons 
Vitae II, § 14, p. 48: "locus cognitus;" p. 49: "loci noti." 

77. Cf. Physics IV, 4, 21th, 6--9: "For there are nearly four things 
of which it is necessary place should be one. For it is either form 
or matter, or a certain interval between the extremes of a thing 
('TWII iCTXa'I"WII); or the extremes (~CTX4'1"4), if there is no inter
val beside the magnitude of the inherent body." 

Cf. Intermediate Physics IV, i, 1. 8: "It is possible for us to 
show that this definition of place, arrived at by way of a categori
cal demonstration, can also be established by means of another 
kind of syllogism, whose force is the force (l'lpiTo'l ~ ~. cf. above 
n. 42) of a hypothetical disjunctive syllogism. For it appears that 
place must necessarily be one of the following four: form, matter, 
the surrounding limit, or the interval between the limits of that 
which surrounds, that which is called vacuum." 
-n2 lfli"' "te"Di"' n!I'IDI"' 1-n:1 llrTn/UI/ ,'Tlo, n111 t,y iT11lll1 'llt, "W!IM ~ 
"1:l:llll nn .pt,nnon "Mlni"' "Po~ ~ 1n:::1 .l'lpiTo'l JD ,nM l'ID '1X:I mpc., 
I:IKI :-rnr.r DM : 1'117:1~ ,nM n~n:~ e1pcn i'ri'rlll n~n:~ :1"1n•lll :lllln' 

M,P' ~ mn ,"J'pcn nrt,;:~n 1':1111 pm-,., I:IKI ."J'pc., n•t,;:~nn I:IKI ,•t,•m 
,mt,t,n 

78. Aristotle identified this with Plato's view of place (Physics 
IV, 2, 209b, 11-12). Whether Aristotle understood Plato right 
or not is a question raised by his commentators. (Cf. Simplicius' 
commentary on the Physics, ed. Diets, p. 539, line 8 ff., and 
Taylor, Physics, p. 185, n. 1; Zeller, Plato, p. 306, n. 39). 

79. This view, which identifies space with vacuum, was held by 
the Atomists and the Stoics, and it is considered by some to be 
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the view of Plato. Cf. Simplicius' commentary on the Physics, 
ed. Diels,p. 571, line25,and Taylor,Physics,p.197,n.1. Averroea 
says of it here: "This view had been maintained by many ohhe an
cients," Cl':nr:npi1JD 1:1':1, 'Q 1'1DM ~. Cf. also lntermed~ Physics 
IV, ii: "For they believe that place is extension, and place and 
extension in their opinion are one in subject, two in discourse." 

• "'IOMD:l crliZ' M~~m "''MM c~M pm-,:n cnpc., ,pm, cnpc."WW 1M,. "'!llM ':I 

80. Hebrew mt,?n M,P' "'!llM MTo'TI. This phrase is taken (rom the 
Intermed~ Physics. It is Averroes' own explanation, in popular 
terms, o( the 'more technical expression "the interval between 
the limits of that which surrounds," "J'PC., m•?:::~n 1':1 "'!llM pmTI. 
The latter is the exact translation of the Greek 8LIJ.tTT"'IIJ.6. .,., 
1'0 #f'T'a.~{J T'WV ECTX6.T'C&III (Physics IV, 4, 21lb, 7-8). What he 
means to say is that according to the definition now proposed by 
Aristotle place is nothing but what people ordinarily call a void 
occupied by a body. cr. Physics IV, 7, 214a, 19-20: TO -yd.p 
~tE!IOII ob .,.&,.,.a. 6.>.>.4 CTwp.a.Tor 8t6.CT1'1Jp.a. {Job>.ETa.t elva.t. 

Cf. also Epitome of the Physics IV, p. 13b: "And this makes it 
clear that place is not the void or the interval between the sur
rounding limits, which, in the opinion of some people, is capable 
of existing independently by itself, and which is designated by 
them by the term vacuum." 
'"111M ,m11•pcn m•?:::~nn 1':1 ,zm pn,,m ''ll!li1 'll'M cnpcn •:::~ i1M,. ill"'D1 

.mp,i1 Cl1:l 1't,ll ,,,, ~ M1i11, C'llllM ~M ln,',IJ ~liM i1'i1 

The terms mp, ,m??n, ''ll!l ,•Ml!l, are all ·translations of /CEliO! 
~ .~ (d. Prop. I, Part II, n. 31, p. 418). 

81. "It is not, however, difficult to see that it is impossible for 
either of these to be place. For form and matter are not separated 
from the thing" (Physics IV, 2, 209b, 22-23). "For these things, 
viz., matter and form, are something belonging to that which is 
inherent" (ibid., 3, 210b, 20-31). 

There is nothing in the Intermed~ Physics to correspond to 
this passage. 

8l. Cf. Melapkysics V, 17, 1022a, 4-6: "Limit (71'i,oa.r) ••• is 
applied to form, whatever it may be, of a spatial magnitude or 
of a thing that has magnitude." 
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83. C£. Ph'Jsics IV, 4, 211b, 12-14: "Both (i. e., place and form), 
therefore, are limits (1ripa:ra.), yet not of the same thing; but 
form is the limit of the thing contained, but place of the contain· 
ing body." 

Cf. Intermediate Physics IV, i, 1, 8: "For form, though assumed 
by us to be a limit, is the limit of that which is surrounded, not 
the limit of that which surrounds." tnilll "lln:n CIM ,n"Tir.lll •rh 
IIJ'1'Dl"l n•?::m tb •"IJ'lDi"' n•?;,n M'ln nlil ,n•?;,n. 

The term "1'1'0, su"ounding, circumambient, containing, en
closing, is a translation of 7rEpLE'}(CIJII, .. H~. 

84. Hebrew n•?;,n H1illl i~D? M?M n•?;,n 1::1 ""'':)M' Mr, n•?;,n "II'MIII nCMm 

\.,r,.=n ?m?. Literally: "The truth is, it is not a limit, and it is 
said to be a limit only because it is the limit of matter and it 
bounds it." This statement is taken from Averroes but does 
not occur in the corresponding passage of Aristotle. The orig
inal statement in Averroes reads as follows: i'"II'M i"1,1r.'llll nCMm 

n•?;,n JM M'illl • .,r, n•?;,n n::~ "1DIC I:IKI , "1::1"11"1 =» Nn"lli"' M'i1 ?:1M n•?;,n 
\.,r,'::ml1 "1::1"11"1. 

The meaning of these allusive affirmations about form not being 
a "limit" and being a "limit" and being a "limit'' in a certain 
sense may be brought out by the following considerations. 

The term limit (dpa.r), according to Aristotle, means (1) the 
last point (~0''}(0.1"011) of a thing, (2) the form (El8or = O''}(ij#'a. = 
#'OPt/YII) of a magnitude or of a thing having magnitude, (3) the 
end (TE~or) or final cause (o~ bE~ta.), and (4) the substance 
(oliD"La.) and the essence (TL ~~~ Ellla.L) of a thing. See Metaphysics 
V, 17, and Schwegler's and Ross's commentaries ad loc. 

Now in Hebrew the same word n•?;,n, reflecting here the 
Arabic ~ 4> or~~ or both, translates the Greek 7rEpa.!, ~O''}(a.Toll, 
TEXor, o~ ~liE/Ca.. What Averroes is therefore trying to say here 
is that the term n•?;,n, or whatever Arabic term underlies it, has 
many shades of meaning, inasmuch as it reflects different Greek 
words, and while in one sense it may apply alike to both place 
and form, there are other senses in which it does not apply to 
them alike. 

In so far as n•?;,n is a translation of 'lripa.r it applies to both 
place and form. But there is the following difference. To place 
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it applies in the sense of ioxaTOJI. To form, however, it applies 
in the other senses enumerated by Aristotle. For form bas many 
meanings and fulfills many functions. (1) Form (el8os) is- the 
shape (p.ofHPil) of a thing. Metaphysics V, 8, 1017b, 25-26: "And 
of this nature is the shape or form of each thing." (2) It is the 
substance (ouCTLa) and essence (TL ~, eiPat) of a thing. Ibid. 
VII, 7, 1032b, 1-2: "By form I mean the essence of each thing 
and its primary substance." (3) Furthermore, it is an end 
(TE~os) and hence a final cause (o~ tPEK11). Ibid. V, 4, l015a, 
1G--11: "And form or essence, which is the end of the process of 
becoming." Ibid. II, 2, 994b, 9: "Further, the final cause is an 
end." (4) Finally, form is that which defines and circumscribes 
(/,ptCT~P), for matter is indefinite (MptCT1"0P). Ibid. VII, 11, 
1036a, 28-29: "For definition is of the universal and of t.he form." 
Ibid. 1037a, 27: "For there is no formula of it with matter, for 
this is indefinite." 

With all these passages in mind, Averroes therefore argues 
here: (I) Form is not n•?::m in the sense of ~CT;ti11"0JI, i"MM¥i"l'' nown 
n•?::m i'U'M. (2) Form is primarily the ouCTLa and the TL ~, elPcu. 
of a thing, "1::1"'1M CSJI runun M'l"' ?:uc. (3) Still it is called 1ripas, 
n•?::m i"C "1DtC DM'I, but only in the other senses mentioned by 
Aristotle, as follows: (a) obcrla and TL ,j, ElPat, ~ M':"' ~ 
"1::1"'1M CSJI, (b) TE~os and o~ EPEKI1, "1::1.,:"1 n•?::m 1M M'illl •rb, 
(c) t:l8os = p.o/)(jlfJ, inasmuch as it is an Optcr~s, 'll"'?·~. 

In accordance with this interpretation, the passage of Aver
roes is to be translated as follows: "The truth is that form is not 
a limit but it is rather that which constitutes the substance and 
essence of a thing. If we call form a limit it is because it furnishes 
the final cause of a thing and defines the thing." Crescas' restate
ment of this passage here is also translated accordingly. 

85. This sudden reference to Aristotle would seem to be rather 
out of place in a passage which is entirely a paraphrase of Aver
roes' restatement of Aristotle. This reference to Aristotle occurs 
originally in the Intermediate Physics after a lengthy digression in 
which Averroes gives his own views on the impossibility of identi
fying space with the vacuum. In its original context, therefore, 
the expression "And Aristotle says" is the equivalent of saying, 
"Let us now resume our exposition of Aristotle." Here, Crescas 
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could have omitted it, inasmuch as he had not reproduced Aver· 
roes' digression. The retention of the phrue was simply due to 
an oversight and to the mechanical copying of notes of w~ich 
this part of the Or AdOflai is composed. 

Cf. lntennedia.U Physics IV, i, 1, 8: "What remains for us to 
explain is that place is not the three dimensions between the 
limits of that which surrounds, i. e., length, breadth and depth. 
The opinion that place is those three dimensions and that those 
dimensions are separable from bodies is subject to formidable 
doubts, even though it had been maintained by many of the 
ancients. Indeed, there is a great plausibility in its favor, for at 
first thought one would be inclined to believe that place must be 
a certain emptiness and void which becomes the recipient of a 
body, for, if place were a body itself, then two bodies would oc
cupy one place at the same time. This kind o( reasoning is almost 
identical with that which leads to the belief in the existence of a 
vacuum, as we shall explain hereafter. Furthermore, from the 
fact that the empty space within a vessel is successively filled by 
different bodies, they came to believe that emptiness itself is 
something which has independent existence and is capable of re
ceiving different objects in succession. But Aristotle says ... " 
•"I' PD., m•?.:1n J':l "'lfK ':n c•pn"1l'1 W'M cnpDt'111 '1tC r, U'?y .,tce'l -me nn 
l'lll?rm c•pn'To"l 1?M ..,, cn~ ~n ':I ,pcpm :1m.,, ,,,Mn pn1, ?•, 
.c•l'ID'lpn JD D'::l, 'C l"IDM -c:n .mpsn:m pm ~ Mln c•?1::1l Dl"'ln 

l"''i"1'111 vn•m:::~nDII1 i1::1mDo, n?nni'l:l ::111m' cnpciW • .,r, ,J:::I nr ::1111n' 1m*'! 

•• ?:1i" lD¥)1::1 ,rum tnpt:ln n'i"' ,Mr, DM1 : ~., ?:1i" 1M'! p•, ''ll!l mpD., 
n1M'SD:l "lDMDr, ?~e lt':ln "'lfK i1::1mt:li1 l"''nnll1 "lJt:l:::l i1::lmt:li1 n~en • .,n, D'Zll':l 

D'Din1 IICU'II 1"1'1"1111 i"'t:l? .'?:::1::1 "'lfK 'UDI"'II1 ,)71 .1"11 ,nM '1IQlll1 1D:::I ,lllj"i, 

'IM'C'III D't:IIR1 ?:1pt ,D"p lD¥)1::1 ,nM 1::1, M\'111 'C tli1? nD1,. ,1"11 ,nM 1"11 1•?y 
••• 1t:llt' ltiD''lMl .nr 1n1e nr ,.;, 

86. Hebrew cnpt:~::~ cnpcn l"''i"'''ll D'l7YW1D n'lt:llpD., l'l"''lll. So also in 
Averroes' lntennedia.U Physics. In Gersonides' supercomment
ary, however, the passage reads: 1"1'1"1'1 D'lJ)IWU:) n'lt:llpt:li1 'l"iT''I 
D1p&l::l cnpcn. "That the places would be movable, and so one 
place would exist in another place." 

Gersonides' reading reBects more closely the Greek, which is 
u follows: "And at the same time, too, the place will be chanpd; 
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so (&len-') there wiU be another place of place" (PAynes IV, 4, 
211b, 23-24). 

In l[l[larim II, 17, the reading is likewise rm"', u in Gersonides. 
Cf. Commentaries Shorashim and Anafim, ad Zoe. 

87. Hebrew, m.,~:~•, a literal translation of the Arabic~. Cf. 
Munk, Guide du Ega.ru, I, p. 185, n. 2; M8anges, p. 102, n. 4; 
Kaufmann, Altributenkhre, p. 380, n. 30. 

Averroes has here 1? •rnn enm mn'' "'111M pm,., QY, the inlerrXJl 
to which il particularly belongs, and whick particularly belongs to 
it, instead of Crescas' 'lin'"''t::' "111M, which it occupies. But the 
term ,."'11:1' occurs later in A verroes in the same passage. In Ger
sonides' supercommentary the term 0'1"1111:) in the following pas
sage Cl')'~ •?:J::I 1::1 CI'P'rnJ:) Clo1 "'111M Cli'l'pr11 CllJ CI'Do1 •p?n ,CI:ci'IJ ::I"'W 
Clo,.?y ,pnll' "'111M 0'1rncil seems to be, like ,..,1:1,, anotlo~r Hebrew 
translation of ~. Cf. O'lpo ("II"'Z) in 'Olam /!alan I, iii, p. 13. 

88. I have rendered the expression rm? n'ICI'Iptl rJ;T "'111M as if 
the pronoun om referred both to CI'Cio1 •p?n and to Cl'pMTI Ol7 
rm? Cl'1m'Cio1, thus proving at once the untenability of the two afar
mentioned conclusions. 

In the original text of Averroes, this passage applies only to 
the first of the untenable conclusions, trying to show that one 
and the same thing would have many places at the same time. 
This is clear from the fact that later Averroes takes up the same 
illustration and uses it in refutation of the second untenable con
clusion, introducing it with the following words: "From this, too, 
can be shown the impossibility of the second conclusion, namely, 
that the places would be movable and that they would exist in 
other places." n1D'Ipoi"' 1J:mll'&' enm , 'Jifo"' 1prr.'l :l,'l"' !:J Cll 1"11'1:1 ,,'nl 
mtl'lpc:l 1mnl'l. Crescas, however, has changed the phrasing of 
the last part of the passage so as to make it applicable at once 
to both the conclusions. 

The original passage reads as follows: "So also would be af
fected the parts of the water, that is to say, they would be trans
lated together with their intervals, which are their respective 
places, to other intervals, with the result that, beside and simul
taneously with former places, those other intervals would also 
become places of the parts of the water." 
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CIT .._ ,c= IMm'Di'l crt'pmD cp 1pnsr Clo"''ll r, ,cran •p7n .,. p 
.cr:niiM"''ii m»J'Di'1 Cll7 Cll'b mmpc 1:::1 ca 'I'm ,cr,nM crpmo lne .c:m mD1JX' 

89. AU the ter1Jl6 used here by Crescas in his definition of space 
are to be found in Aristotle (see above n. 7 5). Still it is not an 
exact translation of Aristotle's formal definition of space as given 
in Physics IV, 4, 212a, 5-6: n~ 1repa.s 'l"oii 7rEp,exoll'l"os 
trcl1~£a.'I"'S. An exact translation of it is to be found in Intermediate 
Physics IV, i, I, 8: "''I'Dl"' Clll3l"' n•.,::m tno, cnpc:-r. Crescas' version 
of Aristotle's definition here occurs, however, in Narboni's com
mentary on the Kawwanot ha-Pilosofim III: tml' cnpo:-r "''"U :w'l 

~ inlll "J'I'D n•.,:::~n. (Similarly in his commentary on Morek I, 
73, Prop. 2). Narboni adds that according to Aristotle space is to 
be further qualified by the statement that it is "immovable 
essentially:" CISlJ:I l7l7W1D •n.,:~ "''DKK "JlD:I "1I'IM .,.,:~.., ,y "J'Cill'1 ~cr.,.., 
cr. Physics IV, 4, 2t2a, t8 ff. 

In Crescas' paraphrases throughout these passages we may 
note two variations from the original. (1) Crescas has substituted 
here as well as elsewhere the term 11191, surface, for the term 
n•.,::m, Umit, which is used by Aristotle. (2) Without exception (but 
see p. 176, 1. 20), he uses the expression "1'1'0:"1 n•.,:::~n:-r, tke 
surrounding limit, (similarly "J'I'Dl"' ntr.l, the surrounding sur
face), instead of "J'pD.., n•.,::m, the limit of that whick surrounds, as 
the phrase runs in the original definition of Aristotle. 

The substitution of the term "surface" for "limit" occurs also 
in the reproduction of Aristotle's definition, quoted anonymously, 
by the lbwan ai-Safa: "It is also said that place is the surface of 
the containing body which bounds that which is contained in it." 
~ .s_,...lt .}t:. .s..i.lt .SJWI r:Jt ~ _,. .,:,\UI .JI J.:i ..UJ 
(Dieterici, Die Abhandlungen der Iclrwdn es-Saj4, p. 30; German 
translation in Die Naturanschauung und Naturphilosopkie der 
Araber im X. Jahrhundert, p. 9). It is also used in the definition 
quoted by Algazali in the name of Aristotle: "It is a term signify
ing the surja&e of the containing body, I mean, the inner surface, 
contiguous to that which is contained." ~ ;r oJ~ ...-1 Y'J 
.s,-Jt ....-ll .).l;JI el-JI ..,a'l .SJl..JI r:JI (Ma/wlidal-Falasifah 
III, p. 246). In one anonymous Hebrew translation of the 
M~arid (MS. Adler 1500), the definition is rendered as follows: 
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IIJpD"1 P'lnDI'1 'D'.., I"Riim , ?"'' ."J'J'Dt"ll:ln'11"1t1Rt rnr?D M'lnlr. In another 
anonymous translation (MS. Adler 978), the last part of the 
definition reads: "JplDi"' rnpa 1m11 'D'.IIIi"' I"Riim ·~. Evidently 
neither of these translators had in the Arabic text the reading 
-11. 

Narboni, in his commentary on the KaVJ'Wanot ha-Pilosojim 
points out that Algazali's definition tallies in every respect with 
that of Aristotle's: "Towards the end of his discussion, Algazali 
cites the definition of place, saying that it is the inner surface ol 
the surrounding body. This is identical with the definition we 
have cited, for 'surface' means here 'limit.' The statement that 
it is the 'inner surface of the surrounding body' means to say that 
it is that which touches or that which is separate, inasmuch as it 
is the surface of the surrounding body. And it is equal. inasmuch 
as it is the inner part of the surrounding body. And it is that 
which surrounds. Hence place is a su"oundinl!, equal, separate 
limit." 

,"J'PD., t:lln'ID 'D'ml'1 niOIIIM III'IOW "1DH'1 O'lj'Oi"' "''"U "J10::1. "'::1.' ~ 

?v n,. nr:x~~ ':I ,[ r,.,::l.l n1IP "J'P'J n•?:::~ll=J 1;ru-rn "''IAt "T1li'1 CIJ1 .,. 1111m 

tmrl .,nH ,ln:in HT.'111 ,!Dl'l!li"' ?p 1"1"11' "J'pCii"' cm."''l:: 'D'liii'T U"1DIII'I .n•?.:111 
;u,., ."J'pc.., 1111m ·"l'i'Dt"1 CIIWID 'D'lll 1111ow "''MH ,1"1'111' 1111m ."J'PD."1 r::llni"'D 

. Tc.l 1"1'111' "J'PD no?:::~n lll'll''llf 

T\VO of the terms used by Aristotle in the definition of place, 
su"ounding and equal, are implied in the following passage in 
Our.ari I, 89: "Moses is the rational, discriminating soul which is 
incorporeal, not bounded by place nor too large for place." 
c1pa i'UCD "''S' 11?1 rnpc::~. n?:::w mr1111 Cllll.l n:D'H n"l:::lc n"1::1."'11:1 11/lll i"'lllm. 

It will be noted that if we take out the parenthetical remark 
from Algazali's definition what is left is, with but a slight verbal 
difference, identical with the definition given by the lbwan ai-Safa. 
Both these definitions have at the end, after the e.'Cpression "the 
containing body," the additional statement "which bounds that 
which is contained in it" or "contiguous to that which is con
tained." That additional statement does not occur in Aristotle, 
but it does occur in Plutarch's version of Aristotle's definitioJ'I 
De PlGCitis Philosophorum I, xix, 2: 'Ap,trTOTEA'f/!, To itr'}(aTCW 

ToV 'll't:p,E'}(OIITO! tTUIIa'II'TOII Tcfl11't:PU'}(OIJE~. 
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The term "surface" is also UBed in Ibn Gabirol's paraphrase of 
what seems to be Aristotle's definition of place. Litleutim min 
Sefer Melwr Qayyi,m II, 21: "JU ~ "JU Mlillll n1~'1 :1"11' cnpD.'1 
"''I"'M. Cf. Fons Vitae II, 14: "Locus autem non est nisi applicatio 
superficiei corporis ad superficiem corporis alterius." It occurs 
also in Emunah Ramah I, 4, p. 16: "For anything that is in place 
is enclosed by the surfaces of its place." ,cnpo:~ ..,.,., nc ?X' •rh 
,.C,p D'~ 1CI1j:IC 'Mlillll cr. above n. 73. 

It is also used by Averroes in the following reproduction of 
Aristotle's definition: .J~ ~ ..,ti ~. ~~ r4 ':11 c__,l..... L:l_,, 
(M. ]. Miiller, Philosopkie und Tkeologie 110n Aven-oes, Arabic 
text, p. 66). 

A justification for the substitution of the term "surface" for 
"limit" may be found in Aristotle's own statement in Physics 
IV, 4, 212a, 28-29: Kal ihd. ToiiTo 8oKE'i ~'11"hrE8611 T' ElPa,. 

A peculiar definition of place is given by Saadia in Emunot we
Deol I, 4 (Arabic, p. 51): "The true essence of place is not what 
our opponent thinks, but it is the meeting of two contiguous 
bodies and the locus of their contiguity is called place, or rather 
either one of the contiguous bodies becomes the place of the other." 
M,P', CI'IIIIDl!D.'1 CI'OIIl., '7/ll"llll'lD tn:"l ?:1M .:~mzo m;, Ul'tl cnpcn MCtt •;, 

• 1"1:1n? c1pc Clo'1CI ,nN ?;, :~• ?:~M ,cnpc Clrii1VD cnpc 
Similarly in II, 11 (Arabic, p. 102): "Furthermore, that which 
requires a place is a body, which occupies that which meets it 
and becomes contiguous to it, so that either one of the contiguous 
bodies is the place of the other." 
1"1'1"1'1 ,WDCl l;m!)'rJ ;""10 ~e?cc tl1i1 "''llM em,, M'li'l C11j:)D 7M 1''1Xil ':J ,)71 

• '111N7 Cllj:)D Cl'llllii:Wii1 JD ,nN ?;, 
That Saadia's definition is Aristotelian is quite obvious, for its 

purpose is to show that place implies the existence of one body 
in another. The expression "contiguous" is only another way of 
expressing Aristotle's 'II"EP,EXC•JI', as we have seen in the quotation 
from Algazali in this note above. But there would seems to be the 
following difference between Saadia's definition and the definition 
of Aristotle as generally understood. According to Aristotle, the 
body containing another body is the place of the contained body 
but not FJice rJersa. According to Saadia, the two bodies, the 
containing and the contained, are each the place of the other. But 
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we shall see that according to Themistius' interpretation of 
Aristotle the contained body is as much the place of the contain
ing body as the containing body is of the contained body (see 
Prop. I, Part II, notes 54, 59, pp. 432, 443). Saadia's definition, 
therefore, reflects Themistius' interpretation of Aristotle. (But cf. 
discussion of this passage by the following authors: Kaufmann, 
AUributenlekre, p. 63, n. 117; Guttmann, Die Religionsphilosopkie 
des Saadia, pp. 78-79; Efros, The Problem of Space in Jewish 
Mediatmal Philosophy, pp. 63-64.) 

90. Cf. De Caelo I, 5-7: Averroes, Intermediate De Caelo e1 
Mundo I, vii ('r r,r,;, .'M '1DMD ,'Jmltcl c'nym c•cam). In the 
original the arguments from circular motion come first. 

91. This argument does not agree with the first argument from 
rectilinear motion found in De Caelo l, 6, 273a. 7-21, and given 
in Averroes as the first part of the first argument. 

It is in the main the second of the physical arguments found in 
the Physics Ill, 5, 205a, 8-205b, 1; Metaphysics XI, 10, 1067a, 
7-25; and Averroes nc ;'lllr.'l nsncn ,:::1'1'1 ,, • ., ;t;, ,l'D ,'Jn£DM 'P:::Itl PDIII 
''D .'Vl'DM P:::ltlo, "mMIII and Emunah Ramah 1, 4; which has been 
omitted by Cre~;eas above (see above n. 65). Part of the 
original argument of De Caelo is reproduced later (sPe below 
n. 104 and 107). 

This argument contains also an interpolation taken from Ger
sonides' supercommentary on the IntermediaJe Physics (see below 
n. 100). 

92. Hebrew mn•n. The same term occurs also in the corre
sponding passage in Averroes. The term ordinarily would mean 
"individuates it," in which sense it is also used later, p. 200, I. 7. 
But here I prefer to take it in the sense of "properly belongs to 
it," as the equivalent of Cli1? Cl.,m•cn used above, p. 156, I. 4. 
The underlying Arabic term was probably ._...;. which means 
both "to impart something as a property or peculiarity to some
thing" and "to be the property or peculiarity of something." The 
Hebrew ,IT' may thus also have been used in these two senses. 

cr. the use of the word ,IT'' in the passages quoted above, n. 87, 
and below, n. 94. 
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93. I have added this, because in discrete bodid the part exiata 
in the whole u in place, the place of the whole thua not being the 
place of the part. (See quotation from Aristotle below p. 444). 

94. I. e., up or down. Averroes has here: "In the cue of every
thing that has motion, i. e., rectilinear motion, and rest the place 
of the whole and of a part is the same in kind, for the place of one 
clod of earth is essentially the same as the place of the whole 
earth, namely, the lower region, and the place of one spark is 
essentially the same as the place of the whole fire, namely, the 
up, and it is to that place which is appropriate to the whole that 
the part is moved and in it does it rest." 
nn ·1'= ,I'M pC,nm C,;)n I:I'IJ'D ,n,.,. nyun In ,MU'1 l7]7WI'II nD ;;)'I 
CI'IJ'Ci'1 m "!111M }'"1tll'l C,;) Cl'lpCI mj,'ICIXll;) ,MM I cod. 943: ::ll"IJ W C11pCIP 
C,.C, ,n'1ya., tn:1 "'IIIM IIIMI'I ;;:) CIIJ'D m 'U:ISJr.l "1mcn J'1U1 CI'IJ'CI'I , ;111'1'1 

.n'll' 'Ql P,m ppun• ;;:)., 'm'' "11M Cl1pDI'I nr m 

95. Hebrew Cl'pC,m l"'tnl1D. Averroes has here: I:I'P,m mnnDl 
1'1:):) "mle ,., Cl'pmn rnnnca •nC,;) '1M rei;) -mM l'l"l'l'l. See quotation 
below, n. 96. 

96. The Hebrew text here is obscure. In Averroes, the main 
outline of the argument is u follows: 

(a) The fact that the place of the whole and the part of an 
homogeneous body is the same, would make every part of the 
homogeneous infinite be in its proper place wherever that part 
might happen to be. 

(b) Again, the place of an infinite must be infinite. And so, 
the place of the infinite body cannot have the distinction of up 
and down. 

(c) But for a body to have rectilinear motion implies two 
things: First, an ability to be within its proper place as well u 
without it. Second, a distinction of up and down in the medium 
through which it moves. 

(d) Consequently, an infinite body cannot have rectilinear 
motion. It will have either to be permanently at rest or to move 
in a circle. 

The text of the Imenn«Utue Pkysia III, iii, 4, 2, Second Argu
ment, is as follows: "Having laid down these two propositions as 
true, we resume our argument: The infinite body muat inevitably 
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!:Je either of aimilar parts and one ln species or of dissimilar parts 
and more than one in species. If it is simple and of similar parts, 
it is moved by nature either rectilinearly or circularly. But if it 
is moved rectilinearly, then the place of a part and of the whole 
of it will be essentially one and toward it the body will move. 
And if the place of a part and of the whole of it is one essentially 
and is infinite, the body occupying it will not be moved at all by 
nature, Thus the infinite will not be a natural body, for every 
natural body is movable. That it will not be moved at all is evi
dent from this. Since it is assumed to be infinite, ita place will be 
infinite, and if the place of the whole is to be infinite, there will 
be no place in which the repose of the part would be prior to [or 
"more proper than"J ita motion and a place wherein ita motion 
would be prior to (or "more proper than") ita repose, inasmuch 
u there would be no two places in one of which the object would 
move and another in which it would rest, u is thf' case of the sim
ple bodiea. And if we assumed that all ita parts were at rest by 
nature, there would then be no natural rectilinear motion, inu
much u the whole would have either to be at rest or to be moved 
circularly. But sense perception testifies u to the existence of 
rectilinear motion. Since rectilinear motion exists, the body en
dowed with that kind of motion must be finite, for the cause of 
rectilinear motion is the division of the ubiety of the movable 
body into a part that is natural to it and a part that is un
natural, and that division of the ubiety is made possible only by 
the fact that it is finite, and the finitude of the ubiety necessarily 
determines the boundary of the body which occupies a place in 
it. In the &arne manner it can be shown that rectilinear motion 
would not exist if we assumed the existence of an infinite having 
circular motion. 

All this having been made clear, we may resume our argument, 
that if there is rectilinear motion there can be no simple infinite 
body, for if an infinite existed, it would have to be infinite in all 
ita diametens, and thus it would either rest in ita totality or be 
moved circularly in its parts. But rectilinear motion does exist. 
Hence there is no simple infinite body." (Latin, pp. 453 v b M-
454 r a A B). ~ 
tb n-:a., I:IIWII' 1DM :~ow .mznpm ,;.. •n111 w'm WIW1i1 "''IIIIC m 
·I'= '1l"'ltD ,., i'ID'V1D •nC,=:~ 1M •~'= "11111 i"r:1'1 ;unn~:~ rrrr "''IIIKD p.ID' 
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.n•:::nx1 l"'J7WW 1M 1'1'111' i1)1Un p::am PJIW1I' i1'i1'111 CIM ,i'ID'VID l'ftlll i1'i1' C1M1 
,.~m~ 'U:ISJr.l "1I1M 'IZX) C,;)m pC,nn cnpc i1'i1 ,n,.,. nyun SlpW'II:I rrn CM ;:3M 
rrrr .. ;., ;)"'1M .n':::l;) M'lm • 'U:ISJr.l "1I1M 'IZX) C,;)m pC,m a1pa CIM'I .pJNll' 
I:ID4' .ppW'II:I 'lJ;)r::l Cllll C,;)lll • .,; .'SI:JD Cllll n•rr MC, l"Di1 .p::am ;;;:) ppWII:I 
n•C,;)ll I'M 'ID'Ip!) l"Di1 ,,; n•C,;)ll rM i1'i1111 iiZ) • .,; ';:) ,;;;:) P)1Un' Me,., ;)"'1M' 

'V11' 1:1 pC,nn nmlD cnpc JM;);) i1'i1' Me, , ,; n•C,;)n I'M C,;)il a1pa rrn CIM'I , ,; 

Me,., • .,; ,lnn'IZX) <''IH'1l J'IIIM, 'V11' 1:1 1nsrun cnpcn ,1n)1Ul1CI <"'H'1l J1111M, 
tr~ I'~;) • 1:1 m• cnpcn ~,n 1:1 srsrun• ca1pD .nm1pc •• JM;);) rrrr 
i1T i1)1Un )M;);) i1'i1n MC,., ;)"1n ,p:JD;) Cl'l'll 1'pC,n C,;) 1lnli1 CIM1 .CI'tnl'lli1 
n'IH'~D:I ,.:11' ~nm ,;)'CID;) srsrun•111 CIM'I I'll C,;)n i1'i1'111 CIM ;)"1n'lll • .,; .sr::am 
Clllli1 i1'i1'111 ;)"1M' i1li1 .n~m i1'1111'i1 nvunn nn•i1111 • .,;, .n'1111'i1 nvunn 
PsrunDil l:llll; i1lMi1 pC,nn m CllDM i1'1111'i1 i1)1Uni1 n;)DIII • .,; ,n';) i1;) srJ11Wl., ,ll' n';) 1m•m ,n';) 1n1'i1 ,~D M\, CllDM i1lMi1 pC,nm • •sr:JD •nC,::~, •sr:JD C,.. 
: n1pC,nDi"D n17srn ;)"1n' 1;:) 11);:)1 .ca1po 1:1 np1C,n Dl'l., n•C,;)ll n~:"C 

.;)'CIIXI srsrun•111 ,., n•?;)n J'MIII no n1M'lr/JD n,:~~•n nsrun n (Cod. 943 
CIID:I i'tl., I'M i1'1111' nvun l"Di1 nn•n CIIUI '1DMl1 ;)Wl • ,;;:) nr :::llll'nn ~, 
nl CIM C,;)n i1'i1'1 , 1'~P ;;:);:) n':::l;) i1'i1' n':::l;) n•n CIIUI nn ,n";) •nC,;) tnl'll 
1::1111111 Cllll JM;)::J. I'M l"Di1 ,i1'1111' nsrun JM;);) C,::J.M .::I'CIIXI 1pC,n;) srvunD CIM1 

.n';) •nC,;) 

97. Hebrew: n';) 1'i1'111 CIM trp?nn i1li1 ,ca•p?nn ~nD i1'i1 tb CIM1 
n':::l;) 1'i1'111 CIM1 "WDD;). Averroes has here: "But if the infinite 
were of dissimilar parts and composite, then the dissimilar parts 
of which it is composed would have to be either infinite in kind 
or, if they were finite in kind, one or more than one of its parts 
would have to be infinite in magnitude." 
ca•pC,nn 1'i1'111 ;)"1n' ,:I;)~ Cl'p?nn ~nD •n?;) n";) •nC,;) i1'i1 CIM CllCIM'I 

~,, 1M CL,D ,nM i1'i1'111 CIM1 I'D;) n':::l;) CIM ca.~ :::1;:),1'1 ,.,.. Cl'~nD •nC,:::~,, 
.J'IXI n';) i1'i1 CIM ~ n':::l;) CL~ ,nMD 

But Gersonides in his supercommentary on the Intennediate 
Physics, paraphrases this passage as follows: "But if we assumed 
it to be composite and of dissimilar parts, then either those dis
similar parts of which the infinite whole is composed will be 
infinite in kind, that is to say, infinite in number, in which case 
we may assume each part to be finite in magnitude, or, if we say 
that they are finite in the number of their kinds, one of those parts 
or more than one will have to be,jnfinite in magnitude, for other
wise an infinite magnitude could not arille from a finite number 
of parts, as has been explained." 
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'D"''I''D ·n~ aopm m ,D'plmn nznnc •nC,:s, :=-,z, 'IMUI"'J"' CIJ't C,:stt 
rr'r.ln I'M ~:rp'ln .,.., ,J'D:s n~ CM n~""Q 1'1'1' Di"'D X1"11i1 -,am D'plmn 
"'DU CM 1M , ""'= n•C,;:,n •C,p::~ CI'P;I"'i'1C ,nM C,::~ n'.lll' 'WI!IM nr:n ,CI"1!looC, 
n•C,;:,n J'M ,CIMCI "1nMCI "1l11' 1M Cli1CI ,nllt 1'1'1'1'111 :::1''11'1' ,CL.,.:rD "11100::1 n":L Cll'lll 

.IT1pll 'ID:' 7Ta:l n":L::l "11100::1 n·:::~.~ ~nn··"' nr nC,,,::~ •::~ .7Ta:l ,; 
From the use of the expressions of "finite in number" and 

"infinite in number" by Crescas it is evident that in his restate
ment of the argument he had been following the text of Gersonides. 

Crescas' paraphrase, however, is carelessly done. By using 
Gersonides' term "111DD, number, without the latter's qualifying 
term I'D, of kind, Crescas has exposed the text to a serious am
biguity. For taken by itself, the expression ,IIDD:l n":L::l might 
ntean an infinite number of individuals belonging to a finite num
ber of kinds (see below n. 100). This, however, is not what is 
wanted here. We should expect Crescas to use some such expres
sion as 1'12:1 "'!IDD:I, number with respect to kind, which is a common 
expression and is opposed to :1/'llt::l "11100:::1, number with respect to 
individual, as in the following quotauons: 

Epitome of the Physics 1T I, p. lla: !'lit "'W 1:llllM n:n., CIM aC,1M1 
1'1';'1'11 :l"nm C,~::~ '111'111 Cl':::lll'l'ln Cl'tn'lpn JD Cl':::l"' 1'1'1111 ~ ::~::J~ n•C,;:,n ,; 
n•C,;:,n 1C, 111' CL,D "1nM C,~1 J'D:I "1!100::1 n•C,;:,n Cli1C, J'IUI CI'J:.niiiiiD CIM ~-,z, 
n•C,=:~n a.,C, 111' a., 1'1'1'1 a.,D "1nM '1M aC,~ CM Tru:::l n•C,::~n cn7 !'lUI 1M Tru:::l 
1'12:1 "11100::1. 

Ibid., p. 11 b: n•C,:;,n 1; J'llt 'Wilt Clllllo, nr n:n•111 ,.!lilt •n7::~ 111."1111 a~ 
1'12:1 ,.C,=:~n anC, 111' 1'1'1 I:IM1 111'11t::l ti~DD; n·C,~n CL"'7 J'MIII Cl'r::lliii!ID :::~;:,-,z,. 

Happalat ha-Pilosofim I: 1111'1 n'IM'~z:m ':::l"lnD ':I )':I n111C,nn."'l'' 
J'D:l "11100::1. 

In the original argument of Aristotle the word "number" does 
not occur. Physics III, 5, 205a, 21-22: E'II'E~Ta. ~To~ 'II'E'II'Epa.apJIIa. 
Ta.iJT' laTa.L ij i1'11'Etpa. TCf' Efi5Et. 

98. The reason given here by Crescas for the impossibility of 
one part of the heterogeneous infinite to be infinite in magnitude 
does not agree with the reason given by Aristotle. Aristotle 
argues that such an infinite part would be destruction to its con
trary. Cf. Physics III, 5, 205a, 24--25; Metaphysics XI, 10, 
t067a, 20. 

In Averroes, however, there is a suggestion for the reason as 
given here by Crescas. 
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CI.I~ PAyriu III, iii, 4, 2, Second argu~t: "Il one 
or more than one of the parts were infinite in magnitude, the 
whole would be destroyed. The same inevitable conclusion will 
follow whether we assume the infinite to be infinite in the number 
[of similar parts) or infinite in magnitude, for an infinite number 
of [similar) parts become by contiguity and conjuncture an infinite 
magnitude, and it has already been shown previously that an 
infinite body of similar parts cannot exist because, if it existed, 
there would be no rectilinear motion." (Latin, p. 454 r a-b). 
'111~ n":a M'n'l/1'::11 , C,.::m ,CIIIl "!MMD 'V11' 1M ~ n•:::c Cli'ICI ,nM Clift 

,I'M ~,nm ~ 'IXIO 1'l"'' ~:rplmn n'~;"'ll • .,; ,'V1M ::I"MDn ~ 1M 
~:rplmn rnnnD IX':I Mlm'lll ..,.,.,.. ;Mil ITI'Ip;t ~ "''M:::ni1 '1:::c'l , ~ rr:a 

,.,.,. i1J7W1 JIC::I i1'i1 MC, ~ 1C,IUI 'IIC, ,n"::::: 

99. Hebrew ~ n"::::: iiH'I •:ro 1'i1'lll ::1''1n ,.,CID::I n"::::: m I:IM1, 

A verroes has here lTID'IJ'Dt, 1'i1'1' ::1"1n 1'=1 i'l'11¥::l n"::::: m CM ;:1M 
n":::::. Gersonides paraphrases it as follows: D'pC,nn 1'i1 CM ~ 
I'M i"'X1 •:ro 1'l"'' ':I Cl"'pe i1D • .,; ::l"ln '.,.,~ n•:::c 1'~ D'IJ;Mm'l 
am ,.C,:m. From the use of the expression i"1X1 •:ro instead of 
lTID1pDo"1 by Crescas it is evident that he has been following the 
text of Gersonides. 

100. The entire passage from here to the end of the argument is 
based upon Gersonides' supercommentary on the lnJermediate 
Physics. There is nothing in the Intermediate Physics itself to 
correspond to it. 

The following is an outline of the text of Gersonides: 
A. A restatement of the proof as it is given by Averroes and 

reproduced here by Crescas up to this point. See above n. 97, 99. 

B. Gersonides' own additional argument that the places must 
be finite in kind, for (1) the existence of proper places is derived 
from the existence of rectilinear or circular motion, and (2)recti
linear motion is from and toward the centre. (3) Hence, the 
kinds of places must be limited, i. e., up and down. 

C. Two arguments that each of the places must be finite in 
magnitude. 

D. There cannot be an infinite number of proper places and 
elements one above the other, for (1) there would be no absolute 
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height and lowness, as (2) their sum would make an infinite mag
nitude and an infinite has no centre, and as also (3) the placea 
must be each finite in magnitude as shown in C. 

Creacaa, it should be noted, reproduces Gersonides' B(l) and 
B(2), but he adds to B(2) the expression Jll'DMi'l ::1'::11:1 M'il n':l'CCil'TI 
and replaces B(3) by Gersonides' 0(2). He omits Gersonides' C 
altogether. He then reproduces Gersonides' D(l) and proceeds 
with part of the original argument from the Intermediate De Caelo 
(see below n. 104). 

The text of Gersonides reads as follows: 
A. "But if we assumed it to be composite and of dissimilar 

parts, then either those dissimilar parts of which the infinite whole 
is composed, will be infinite in kind, that is to say, infinite in 
number, in which case we may assume each part to be finite in 
magnitude, or, if we say that they are finite in thP numher of their 
kinds, one of those parts or more than one will be infinite in mag
nitude, for otherwise an infinite magnitude cannot arise from a 
finite number of parts, as has been explained. But if those parts 
which differ in kind were infinite in number, it would follow, 
according to what has been said, that the kinds of ubiety would 
be infinite, inasmuch as each part would have a natura1 ubiety 
appropriate to it. But this will have been shown subsequently 
to be impossible. And if one of the [dis)similar parts were infinite 
in magnitude .•.. 

B. Now we shall explain that the variety of kinds of natural 
ubiety cannot be infinite. The argument is as follows: The exis
tence of natural ubiety is derived from either rectilinear or 
circular motion. But rectilinear motion is either from the centre 
or toward the centre. Hence the kinds of ubiety are limited in 
number. 

C. That the natural localities must be finite in size, [literally, 
quantity), may be shown as follows: If any of them are infinite 
in size, there could not be more than one kind of ubiety. Further
more, the existence of opposite motion, upward and downward, 
conclusively proves that the interval between up and down must 
be limited, for an infinite distance cannot be traversed. 

D. We might, however, be tempted to say that the respective 
places of these simple natural elements are one above the other, 
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and this to infinity, in the same manner as the place of fire is 
above the place of water, even though both fire and water are 
moved in an upward direction. But if this were the case, there 
would be no absolute up and no absolute down, inasmuch as the 
magnitude of their totality would have to be infinite, and that 
which is infinite has no centre. Furthermore, the distinction of 
kind within the ubiety, as has been explained, conclusively proves 
that the place of rest must be limited in size." 
•cnru:~ •nC,~ D'pC,nn i"'l"' ,ca•pC,m i'IZnl'ID •nC,~, ~'11D 'rnll"'rr CIM ;:3M .A 
J'M D'pC,n c?l ;.., J'D:I n':l •nC,~ CIM m:IM:::I 1•;r Cli'lD ~,., "11PM ca•pC,nn 
1M , ?iu:::l n•C,~ •C,~:::I Cl•pC,nnD ,MM .,~ M'.lllll "'111/IIM i11:::11 ,CI'111DDC, n•C,~n 
,l:li1D ~MD ~1' 1M ,Cii1D ,MM iri1'1:1 ~"ln' ,D.,.l'D "WDD:I n':::l D.,., "''DMl CIM 
\D::I ?iu:::l n·~ .,.,DD:I n·:~.~ IIMnn• Me, nr nC,,c •;:, ,lnU:::I ,; n·C,~ J'M 
CMpl' i1D 'IIC, :::1"1M , ,IIDD:I n':l:::l 1'12:1 CI'II.,Mru:li1 D'pC,nn 1'i1 CIM C,::J,M .~ 
• 'liTIIT'n ·~::111:1 il»> ;r;r ~M C,;:,C,., ~ ,cnC, n·C,~ I'M illMi1 'l'D ,.;r ·~ 
n•:::~:::~ D'D"InD., D'pC,ni1D ,nM ;rn CIM1 • ,P" Mli11P nr ,nM "''tCl1i1 ~~ nn 

••• ,,U:::I 
•p::~~~:~n Mllli1rl nn .cnC, n·C,~ I'M i1lMi1 'l'D l'iriP M"lC "''M:::l nn~ .B 
JISDMil ID CIM i"'l"' i1'1111"i1 i1)1'Un., C,:::IM .n'::I1:::1Di1D CIM i1"11P'i1 i1~Uru:l 1M mpC, 

• -,OD::l CI'C,:::Il\D i1lMi1 'l'D :I'M .J~Se~Mn C,M 1M 
;r;r MC, mD::I::I n·~ Cli'lD ,MMi1 iri1 CIMIP ,n\D~ •C,;mc Cln1'i1 CIC,Ml • C 
m:li1:::1 ,M ',.,., 1M .,.,~c., .,M i1li:IDi1D i1)1Ulli11P ,~, .tl'l'D il»> I'D IM::I::I 

• ,; n·C,~ I'M i1D C,M ,,., ,,. Me, •;:, • C,;mc t:li1'l':::IIP nc i1'i1'1P 
nn ,nrc .,;~c? nr Cl"~:::lli:li1 Cl'li:I11PIIi1 ,;M tnpD ;r;r111 '1DM3' ~·l "'111111111 .D 
CI'SI~ D.,.liP'I CI'Di1 tllpDD nC,pcC, IPMi1 CllpDIP i1D '1l£ C,p ,n•C,~n MC, C,M 
::l"lir ':I ,i111:1D MC, ~:~C,mc i1C,~c i1li1 ;r;r MC, .J::I ~~ i'ri1 CIMIP ,i1C,~cC, 
pC,Mi11P ,~ .JISDM ,., n·C,~ I'MIP i1D:1 J'Ml ,1C, n•C,~ I'M C,~ C,'lU i1'i1'1P 

.nl.D::I::I C,;mc i1»1., ;r;r., ,rr ,cnpiP \D::I ,il»>i1 

101. Hebrew JI~DIIil :::I'::ID M'i1 n•:::11:::1Dm. 
This expression is not found in Gerson ides (see above n. 100B). 

It seems that Crescas has added it in order to give the argument 
a different tum. 

10l. Hebrew S1SDM IM::J::I ;r;r "' ti!Dlo, •pC,n 1'::1 n•:::~:::~ m IM::J::I ;rn CIMl. 
This is based upon Gersonides' statement C,~ m iri1'1:1 ::l"lir •:;, 
JISDM ,; n•?;:,n 1'1111 i1D::II'M1 ,; n·?~n I'M. (See above n. 1000). 

It ce1 tainly cannot be a repetition of Crescas' own previous 
statement: ?iu:::l n':::l:::l a,,c ,MM i'rii'IP ::1''1M .,.,DD:I n':::l:::l 1'i1 CIMl. The 
expression I:IIPli1 •pC,n )':I, I take in the sense of CIIPli1 •pC,n C,~D. 
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113. The meaning of this passage is as follows: What has been 
shown so far is that there cannot be more than two kinds of 
motion, centrifugal and centripetal. But there still remains to be 
shown that these two kinds of motion cannot be infinite in num
ber. For, why should we not conceive the universe to consist of 
an infinite number of concentric spheres? The motions in the 
universe would then be finite in kind, that is, centrifugal and 
centripetal; but there would be an infinite number of centrifugal 
motions, since there would be an infinite number of peripheries. 
These centrifugal motions, would indeed each be limited in 
extent, but they would be infinite in number. It will thus be 
possible to have an infinite number of different elements without 
having an infinite number of different kinds of places. 

This argument is taken from Gersonides, quoted above in 
n. lOOD. It is also found in an anonymous commentary on Aver
roes' Epitome of the Physics (MS. Bodleian 1387), where it is 
made still stronger by pointing out that the different proper 
places of the elements must not necessarily be different in kind. 
Fire and air, for instance, have each a proper place of its own, 
but their places are one in kind, that is, above. 

"If one should raise an objection arguing that even if there 
were only two kinds of motion, namely, from the centre and to
ward the centre, we might still maintain that there could be an 
infinite number of simple elements one above the other in the 
same manner as the four elements are supposed to be arranged 
according to the Philosopher, even though we see that he has 
enumerated only two kinds of motion for these four elements-the 
answer is as follows: Inasmuch as reason conceives a kind of 
motion which is round the centre, from which it is deduced that 
there must be a simple element [i. e., the fifth element) which is 
endowed with that kind of motion, it must therefore follow that 
there exists an absolute up which is limited, namely, the periph
ery, and an absolute down, namely, the middle or centre. Hence 
the kinds of motion between these two, namely, the up and down, 
are limited and finite." 
J1S1:K1 JD em l"'J7WW 'l'D 'J/1 p, l'il' MC,IP "JM ·~ , ~· ·~ C,Mlam nC,MIP C,Ml 
nC,pDC, ill CI-,.,DDC, n•C,~ J'M Cl'tlllllll CI'D!Pl l'ii'IP ~C, C,~ J1¥DMi1 C,Ml 
np=:~~ JnlMC, •::~ •n•1n1 ,np:l,Hi'l nrncrn "JltnC,.am CI'II'IP ,.,.., 'II C,p nm 
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.... nvam I'D ~ ~~ -nt ~ :TQ1Pn .npmm crm ,. P"' rm tb 
~ i'l'n' ,-. ,M'IiTI i'1]I'Dm rc? I:IWII 1:111:1 mD :::I"M"' ,psmt;'l :::1':::11:1 

ot:I"''IX"' ?., ,)ISDtlil M\, .lm"' "''J'Z'l'1 ,:11 M'lm I ?::mo M\"11J tl?m= n?po 
.11'?~ •?p:n D'~ ~"1C!Dm mpo., ,,?at '.311 J':::l "'111M l"'))WWl"' 'l'D 'l'l'T' }:I I:IM 

Cf. Averroes' Epitome of the Physics, III, p. llb: "That it is 
impossible to assume that that infinite body is composed of simple 
elements which are numerically infinite in individual but finite 
in kind will be explained in De Caelo et Mundo. For it will be 
shown there that there can be no plurality of universes." 
D'tniiiiiD :::1:::1"11D n•?:::111 ,? 1'" ...,.. IX'r.1 nr M'll "111/IIM •n?:::1 M\"111 ca.,.., 
I'll "'~tar~' nrl ,)'~ n•?~ Cll'l? Ill' ,,i1 I:IM1 III'M:::I CI,IICICI? n•?:::111 Cli1? JW 

tp'mc tue'IP "11111M 'M M\"111 all "1M:::In'IP i"'Ct) Mm ':I ,ca?-lpm D'r:IIPI'I ,.,~ 

.III'M:::I ca•• ca'ns;.r 
See below p. 474, n. 128, 130. 

104. This bracketed passage occurs in the printed editions and 
in the MSS. as part of the succeeding argument, where, however, 
it is entirely out of place. I have inserted it here, because it seems 
to belong here. The passage is taken from Averroes' Intermediate 
De Caelo I, 7, corresponding to De Caelo I, 6, 273a, 7-15. It is the 
first part of the original first argument from rectilinear motion 
(see above n. 91 and below n. 107). 

The passage in lnJermediate De Caelo I, vii, reads as follows: 
"Of the four elements, one moves absolutely upward, and that 
is fire, one moves absolutely downward, and that is earth, and two 
move relatively upward, and these are air and water, for water 
moves downward in relation to air and upward in relation to 
earth, and similarly air moves upward in relation to water and 
downward in relation to fire. Since the motions of those two 
elements of which one moves absolutely upward and the other 
absolutely downward are contraries, it follows that their places 
must be absolutely contrary to each other, and that is absolutely 
up and absolutely down. If one of these places is limited, then 
the other place must be limited, inasmuch as it is a contrary, for 
it is necessary that either one of them must be most distant from 
the other and that their distance from each other must be the 
same in either direction. As this opposition between these two 
places ia known to us from the fact that they are contraries 
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and as it is clear that the lower place is limited, it rollOWII that 
the upper place must also be limited." (Latin, p. 279 v, b, K-L). 
I'll' I:II'Kl1 ,IM"I tam .mr::~C,~ nC,pDC, p'J1UI'I'I' iiD CL"I'O ,np:l"IMil CI'Dn"' 
~ l:lil1 , 1"1l1::1 nC,pDC, l1l1UI'l'IP iiD em» , J""''''tl"T tam ,nwC,n::~ ill:l'O; Pvun'l' 
~~ . f"IM., 1"'1JQ mpCiil '•" ,..., '" 1"1)1::1 ill:l'O., C'J1'J1W'I'O D''Oill' .crCiil'l 
m'J1UI'I · 'l'ill'1 "'""" .w.C, 1"IJI:l ill:lD C,.., D'Ciil '" 1"IJI:l nC,pDC, !1'J1UI'I' "'''1Mii 
,nT':lllil nwC,~ ill:l'O; "lnMm mr::~C,n=:~ nC,pDC, Clii'O "lnM ppun• "'111M D'l:ll/3 ':lllil 
il':'l' tiM1 .mr::~C,n::~ il£1'01 nC,pD tn."l1 ,mr::~C,n=:~ Cl":lllil Clil'mDlJ"' 1'il'l' '1M"1 

• illil lmiP iiD "lSD • "'MU 'll'il '01J"'t"l il'il'll .,.., • "'MU mDlpD '.Fo! n'"" "1I1M 

p1m Clp1M"I il'il'lll ,pmn n•C,;:,n::~ 1"1::1ii'O CL"ID "1I1M C,::~ il'ii'IP ::l"M'fl nn 
,CI':lllil I:L""'IP iiD "lSD mD1pD ':lllil :*111 l'lliO "'11111:1'0 nrwnilil nr il'il'lr.l1 , "lnM 
p•"s;.J 'OlpCiil il'ii'IP M"l::lil::l '1M"I , "l"lll 111\"11' C,IIIPil 'Olp'Oil J':IPD iiM"I:I :'I'm 

• "l"1ll 

105. See Categories 6, 6a, 17-18: Tel 'YelP r~ii'CTTOII ciAA~Malll 
6£EITrqK6Ta. TWII Ill T~ a.{mjl 'YEIIEL IIIG.IITla. opltoiiTG.L. 
cr. MeJaphysics X, 4, 1055a, 5. 

106. Cr. De Caelo I, 6, 273a, 21-274a, 18, and Averroes: D'DI'il 

•r C,C,;:, 'M "'1'0111'0 ,'JI¥DIIIil caC,pm. 

107. See above n. 104. 

108. See above n. 105. ( 

109. Hebrew 'Dim C,::u ,!1 m•:.n. ·In Averroes: n'::l:l."l CIIPlM lD &,.,::m , • .,!1 l:lll"llil. 

UO. Hebrew JDI::I i'1liW1 C,;:,IP. In Averroes: "For every finite 
magnitude traverses a finite distance in a finite time, as has been 
shown in the sixth book of the Physics." Cf. Physics VI, 7. 
iiD • .,; n•::~ JDC n·::~n PmDil p'J1UI'ID lt1il n•.,;:,n C,JQ "11!11' C,p::~ ;::~., 

.J1'01Pi1 "l!lCitl 'IPIPil "'1'0111'0.::1 ""'M:::l1JJI 

Ill. This last conclusion is not found in Averroes. 

U2. cr. De Caelo l, 7, 274a, 3G-274b, 32; and Averroes D'DIPil 

'I .,.,::1 .'M "'1'0111'0 ,CI.,1J1m. 

U3. Hebrew 1IPI'Dn'fl. 

following terms: 
Td li~a. simul 
xwpls separatim 

In the Physics V, 3, Aristotle defines the 

at once 
separately 
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tangere 

interjectum 
deinceps 
cohaerens 
continuum 

to touch, to be 
contiguous IIMC. 

intermediate r:::~r~ ~-
successive 0'~ <,.am , or 0'1.,3. 

adhering 0':::1"1:13 (,"Ol. 

continuous O'~,nc <n1p::l"1i"D. 

To be contiguous is defined by him as follows: "Those things are 
said to touch each other, the extremities of which are together." 
(Physics V, 3, 226b, 23). 

Cf. also Physics VI, I, 231b, li-18: "The extreme of things 
continued is one, and touches." 

See Epitome of Physics VI, p. 25b: "''IPPM l:r.l oop::a~l:r.l C'"O'T."' 1'm 
~ c.,.nrr,:~n W'l'lll' 'IIII'III'Dll' "1111'10 a;rr, .,,P'. 

Cf. also Olam ~alan III, ed. Horovitz, p. 49: ;r'l"''lll' '11::111' Mr, )::11 
p~ pr,n ,'11!1D l'1'l"'''ll' m V1¥Pr, V1sp III'III'D.O etc •:::~ "JUI"'. · 

114. Crescas does not complete the reasoning. Aristotle has here: 
"For the first motion being finite, it is also necessary that the 
species of simple bodies should be finite, since motion of a simple 
body is simple, and simple motions are finite." (De Caelo I, 7, 
274a, 34-274b, 4). 

Cf. Intermediate De Caelo I, 7: "It is impossible that there 
should be bodies infinite in form, for it has already been shown 
that the simple forms are finite; inasmuch as the simple motions 
are finite, and for each simple body there is a simple motion." 
n11:3WIIM m~ "'11Cl12 "1:l:llll' 'liiD ~:I n':::l:::l C'DII/'3 ruM 1'l"''lll' "''plll'n )D1 

.rnn111 n~~Un r::n11111 ~ r,:::~r, ,n•r,:::~n mr,ll:::l nW~nn m)IUnn •:::~ ,n•.,:::~n n1.,ll:::l 

115. Hebrew ;r)lun., ~D ClDM nn. This remark is not without 
significance. For the next argument, though included by Crescas 
among the arguments from motion, is treated by Averroes as a 
class by itself. I have tht"refore added within brackets the adjec
tive "proper." 

U6. Cf. De Caelo I, 7, 274b, 33-275b, 8, and Averroes O'Dr.'l 
'I .,.,:::1 ,'14 "''CMD .•~ Cr,)lm, 

117. Hebrew )DI::I "'1111'14 n1.,llll;rM n1'7!1110'C nru C3CM'I. Based upon 
the following statement in the corresponding passage of Averroes: 
"By 'acting' and 'suffering action' he means to refer here to that 
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whoee motion comes to an end and whoee action and suffering of 
action are completed. He does not mean to refer to that which is 
in motion perpetually, for it has already been shown that there is 
no perpetual motion except in locomotion." 
nD M7 vn7J,~~nm 1l1"wm nDM 'lnpun m73 nD 7llm1D'I 7)1111:::1 ran .,., 
1:11p1).:::11 prn:::l CM ':I ,1)11 ''llll taD' M~ "1tCl1l"' "1:1:111 .J1,1)11 ~ lmll'. 

Thus the term n17)1mn here in Crescas stands for m7)111nm n71)1m, 
'lf"Ol1fi1'S ~~:a.l rlzDos, action and passion, in A verroes. 

The term n1'7)111M by itself may stand either for "action" or for 
"passion", the one being vocalized n•7v,;:r and the other mv•;:~ 

(butcf. Klatzkin's translation ofSpinoza's.Elhics, Torat ha-Midtlot, 
pp. 394-395). In the corresponding passage in the second part of 
this proposition (p. 204), Crescas uses the expression m7)1mm 7)111M. 
There it is clear that m1li11M stands for "passion." 

What Averroes and, following him, Crescas mean to say is this. 
When Aristotle argues that there could be no action and reaction 
between an iniinite and a Jinite or between two iniinites, he means 
an action and reaction that has been completed and has come to 
an end, and not an action and reaction which come under the 
class of change or motion which, according to Aristotle, is an 
incomplete process of realization (cf. below Proposition IV). 
This qualification had to be made because, according to Aristotle 
himself, it is possible to have an eternal circular motion which is 
to continue in an infinite time (cf. below Proposition XIII). Such 
a continuous motion, always in a process of realization but never 
fully completed, would be possible between infinites, even though 
it implied an infinite time. What Aristotle is arguing here is that 
no action which is a completed motion and which must have 
taken place in a finite time would be impossible between infiJ;~ites 
or between an infinite and a finite. 

The source of Averroes' remark seems to be following passages 
in Aristotle. 

De Caelo I, 7, 275a, 22-24: "But neither will it move or be 
moved in an infinite time; for it has not an end; but action and 
passion have an end." Ibid. 275b, 2-4: "In no finite time there
fore is it possible for the finite to be moved by the infinite.Hence 
it is moved by it in an infinite time. An infinite time, however, 
has no end; but that which has been moved has an end." 
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Cf. Themistius, In Libros Aristolelis D1 Caelo Prmzpllrtlm, 
ed. Landauer. 
Latin text, p. 40, 1. 35-p. 41, I. 7: "At actio omnis affectioque 
tempore perficitur. in infinito autem tempore nee agere quicquam 
nee affici potest; motus enim qui infinito tempore instituitur, 
termino ac fine caret, actio vero omnis aflectioque terminum ac 
finem habent, quorum uterque veluti forma ac perfectio existit. 
per actionem autem affectionemque hoc in loco minime eae in
telleguntur, quae in motu, sed quae in eo, quod jam fuit, con
sistunt. quod enim in continua generatione consistit, esse non 
habet, atque eo minus in alia [affection~?) turpe est enim exis
timare eo quicquam moveri, quo nunquam pervenire potest." 

Hebrew text, p. 27, 11. Jl}-17. 
M71 .,liD' Mr, n•r,~ r,ll:::l;r •n71r JD1:::11 ,JDI:::I M\, r,llll.l '1M ;r71PI .,::1 ':I 
r,;:;n ,yp M71 Mr, 'JID J'M n•r,::m .,!1:::1 •n'7:::11DI:::I l"''M "'IIPIM M)IU!lrt ':I ,r,)lllll' 

.n"1llm'l lTIDm = D.""'l:l "TnN r,:::~ •:::~ .n•r,::m, n'"lnM m'7)1mm ;r71ll., 
I"QQUn:ll n n 1 ~ c 1 :::1 rt'l"'' "'IIPIM nr C1jX):2 r,llm::l1 r,~ '"ID'Ir, ns,. M71 
mM'II l"'IX:: l'1'l'1' "'IIPIM -c~ •:::~ nn ,l"''n "C:lll rrm ,.l"'' "'IIPIM lr.1M [read: 
D'"C~ 11) "C, r•'7M ]M'III' ~ 'Mil MD ':I , 'ln71JD 1:::111 r,:l .J1'1M'SD ,., rM ,.DI'l 

.D'"C~ 1£l "C, 1'"M M)IU!l"rl :::1,.,. tl'7 

118. Hebrew r,lllll!Ct., orr D'r,lllll1D ':111::1 c•ll'mrv:l C'r,lllll ,r,llll~ .'.:a., 
r,Jilllrt "" r,Jilllrt Cln':l r,llllliDM '1M. The text here is incomplete. 
Averroes has: "The second proposition is that when two agents 
act and complete their action in equal time, the relation of one 
agent to the other is like that of one object to the other." 
,cn7p, MD~ il1ll1 JDI:::I l:l'llrm D'r,lllll •• lr,llll'lll':l ICIM n•.IIII'M MD"'Tpl"'m 

·"llllliDM "" .,llll"riDt, Cln':l .,ll1ll"rl "" .,lllDo, DI"1'W 

119. Hebrew JDI:::I r,llll' r,JI1Do"'ll' ,':rn. Averroes has here: "Third, 
every agent acts upon an object in finite time, i. e., it completes 
its action, for, as has been shown, there can be no finite action in 
infinite time." 
M"MII , 'ln.,llll C.,ll/'11111 .,., .n~ JDI::I .,llllllm .,lllll M\, r,lllll .,:Ill nTimn 

• "1ICl1JII = n•:~:~ JDI:::I n•::a nr,ll., l"''rllW 

120. Not found in Averroes. 

121. Not found in Averroes. 
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122. Hebrew n"=1D n-=n r,pllll'9 ~1'11'1' ,r,pmmn "nJ7 ""'= !:1ft 

n-=."''D V11'7Jflll"'D DJ,nD JDI2. This according to Adler MS. The 
Munich, Jews' College, Paris, Vienna, Vatican, Parma, Oxford, 
and Berlin MSS. read n':::lo"''D n'!I:L, instead of ~"''D n"!!:L,, which is 
obviously a scribal error. Ferrara edition omits the first ~"''D 
and reads m7llr.tD instead of V11'11111nD. Undoubtedly, m'7!1mnD 
was meant to be an abbreviation of V117lllll"'D, but the abbrevia
tion mark was errpneously omitted in the printing. Or, it is 
possible, that in the MS. from which the Ferrara edition was 
printed the reading was n'!I:L"''D n':::lo, m7.vr.tD, but the n"::n was left 
out by mistake. Johannisberg edition attempted an unsuccessful 
emendation of the text, as follows: DJ,nD JDC ~, 7)1Dn'll ::l"l'll'l' 

n":::lnD Cn':::lo"''DJ m"vlll"'D. Vienna edition follows Ferrara reading 
but spells out 1mr,liiii"'D. The reading here adopted is what is 
required by the context. The pronominal suffix in 1m7PIII"'D is to 
be taken to refer to 7)11111DM in 7plll1Dl'1 ,ll 7ul::» l:lft, 

123. Cf. below Proposition XIII. 

124. Originally this argument was given by Averroes as class by 
itself (d. above n. 115). 

125. Averroes has here: "He thought that it was fitting to start 
his inveitigation with the simple elements. Of these he selected 
the circular element and tried to show that it must be finite. In 
this connection he has advanced six arguments" (Latin, p. 277vb, 
35. The last two sentences are missing in the Latin). ''IMT.'II1 i1ln'l 

,"::l1::ll:li'l ~ IZ"':: r,.Mm ,C'I:Illlllln a•zm;t 7p m•pm n7nn., 1:1'11'111' nc 
crnii1D rw nc M':::lo, .n·::a Mt"'lll' U"lliD ""KK1. 

126. Cf. De Caelo I, S, 271b, 27-272a, 7; and Averroes: I:I'Dim 

'tc"' l1II'IDM ,'1 r,r,:l ,'M '"1ZlMD ,']ISDMil a71.vm. Averroes introduces 
this proof by four preassumed propositions. 

127. Hebrew 1-.,p 'Sit. In Averroes C"V1 )I) M¥"1' 'lp. 

128. Averroes' fourth preaasumed proposition: "Fourth proposi
tion. If from the centre of the circular element more than one line 
proceeds and these lines revolve until they return to the place 
where they are assumed to have started their revolution, and if, 
furthermore, one of these lines is 118!1umed to be at rest and an-
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other to revolve, then the revolving line may fall upon the line 
at rest" (Latin, p. 278ra, A). 'Ia'~ •:n:ll:li'l aft'IIP n'P':I"T1 i"'D"''pni"/1 
mpa., 1m '1:1'111'11 ,ll ,em tl'1pn 1JIJIWI'II ""'nM rrm , "1I'1M 1pc .,. 1Q"'DD 
rrn> ,y,vuno "YWI1 ru r::ntl "1ntti1 'l:lml r»n '\II:X) ti'JIYUI'ID l3'n.l ....,.. 

I"D1"" 1m ~"111'11 ~ PJI1W't, liJNil'll ,. 

ll9. Averroes' second preassumed proposition: "Second, if the 
radii were infinite [in length], the distance between them would 
inevitably have to be infinite, for the longer the radii the greater 
the distance between them, that is to say, between their extreme 
points. It necessarily follows that if the radii are infinite the 
distance between them will be infinite, for having assumed that 
the distance increases with the elongation of the radii, then if the 
elongation is infinite, the distance must likewise be infinite" 
(Latin, p. 277vb, M). ,n·~ 1~1DD C'ta1'1"1 c•1pn 1'i"'' CIICif n•r.n 
t1'1PI"I 1'i"''ll MD ;:Ill •:me .n·~ Cli'l'l':::l "111M c•pn,n 1'n'll n"OrQ ::I"M' 
.Dn'ISJ' 1':::1 .,., , ;,"'ll ~,, Dil'l':::l pn.,, i"''i1' ,c•::n"1M ~,, 1:::1.,, C'Mln'M 

)I'Xl CMII ,n·~ C.,.l':::l "'!liN Cl'j:IM"\, 1'1"1'11 n·~ D'1pi1 CMII ,Mlo, :1''11"1Dl 
'lin .n':l:::l c.~ nmmn M'm ,c'1PI"I nmtM:::I 'JtM' c,,.r:::l "111M prn, 
n':l:::l tlil'l':::l c•prn, i"''il'll. 

130. Averroes' first preassumed proposition: "First, in an infinite 
circular body the lines proceeding from the centre must inevitably 
be infinite [in length]" (Latin, p. 277vb). ':::I'QD DIDl ;:Ill !MD nml 
ant, n•t,:::~n 1'"' 11:::11DD c'MXl'n c•1pn 1'i1'11 n~n:1 '"", n·~. 

131. Averroes' third preassumed proposition: "Third proposition. 
No moving object can traverse an infinite distance" (Latin, pp. 
277vb-278ra). n·~ prno llll'llnDn "lV'n'll M"MIII n'll';lllil ~pnm. 

132. Averroes illustrated this proof by the following figure: 

B 
Let ACB be an infinite circle. 

A Let CA and CB be infinite radii. 
Let CA revolve on its centre C and let CB be fixed. 
If an infinite sphere could rotate upon itself, CA 

B would sometimes have to fall on CB. 
But the distance AB is infinite, and an infinite distance cannot 

be traversed. 
Hence, CA coul!l never fall on CB. 
Hence, no infinite body could have circular motion. 
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133. The reference is to Altabrizi. The argument is designated 
by him as ta'nan lUI'ID, i.e., "the proof of the scale." 

Originally it is given as follows: 

J VB' Let AB and AB' be two infinite lines 
e. e: diverging from a common point A. 
a ,._• Let A8 and A8' be successively inter-

sected by common lines at points dd', ee', 
A etc. up to 88'. 

Since A8 and A8' are infinite, 88' must be infinite. 
Again, the number of the intersecting lines between A and BB' 

must likewise be infinite. 
But BB' is bounded by AB and AB' and the total number of 

intersectors are bounded by A and BB'. 
Thus infinites would be bounded, which is impo&o;ible. 
Altabrizi's proof reads as follows: 
(a) Isaac ben Nathan's translation: 

rb "'117!1M n·~ c•prnD;r l';r 1? "''I»U> •D?,Dil nlllD.'1 '1'1N~ nn11 .,nM 
J':::l j:ln"1DI'1 '1D ~e? rzo?le'c n:nmc nnN ;r?nnnD n~~om• nl''IW:'Iln;r 'lle' rr.ll!Z' 

'lim ;ro;r ;r:lM i1';'1 tiM 1'1Z'Mo'1 j:li1"1DI, lD:::I i1!1CM;'ID '1ml ,JIIZ':::I 'JDll D.,..DI 

;r•m • •rzo•?rm ?11 'll':::1'1n p1 ,:::J'l ,liiZ'n ;rr:::~ 'lim ?11 'II'T'?IZ'n 'J'Dll'l , ·~nl ;'1DM 

;ro;r'l '1:::11li1 nllcnn;r Dll n•?:::~n •n?:::1 ?N 1:::1?'1 ,n111cnn;r ;rr:::l '1DI7l ,lllv.'l ;rr ,.llM, ,1D'IN ?:::1 ?11 1•nnn ,.M c•pn'1D;r ?:::~ ?11 '!'i'D D.'1'lllll':::1 11'?11 prT"'tt ?:::~ 
DN ':I ,'1i1M pn'1D:::I n':::l:::l;r c•pn'1Di11n'IN ?:::~ ?11 '!'i'D ;r•;r• '1i1M pn'1D tue'll 
laD'IZ' ,liM ;ro;r '1IZ'M '1i1M j:li1'1D:::I n':::l::l.'1 D'pi1'1D;r 'INl£0'111' '11Z'IIM ;ro;ro M7 

.::1''11'1' nr ?~1 .n':l:l.'1 D'PM'1Di1D c•?:mr:1 D'j:IIT'It) M\'1 DlDM ,'1nM pn~ 
pi1'1D::I C'laDl D'j:li1'1D llaD'II "llZ'IJM ;rl '1ml llal:ll ':::1 ,i11''11:lllllli1:To'l lj:IDEI'III' 

?:aM .'J17i1 i11 .CI'7:::1l1D;r D'j:IM"'I:li1 DnlM tnm ;riD '1i11' M"•HIZ' i1DD '1n1' '1i1M ,.llM n•?:::~n •n?:::1 ?~t nllcnn;rc 1'Dn 1nlM ?11 D'i'M'lnD nl'l~nn;r 'llll '1MIZ'i1 

Cl'pi1'10;'1 Dn'IN ?:::1 ?11 'J'i'D DM'llll 1':::1 '1nM pi1'1D 1M laD'lll ::I''IMJ:) i1li1 ,i1'1:::1;r:::l 

·1'D'po 'lllli1 1':::1 'JplD 1i11':''1 Dll n•?:::~n •n?:::1 1:::1 DN pn"1D1'1 '11'11N ;r•n•1 ,n·,:n, 
.'1pll1 nr 

(b) Anonymous translation, which is much clearer: 
,..," ;ro;r n•?:::~n •?11::a D'p1no'1 'l';r DtW ;rn .•c?11To1 MD'I:ln ;rnll '1Dtn 

;riD ;rr 1pi1'1n'lll' ~:I nme ;r?nn;rc D'~' D'i'i1'1D n:::~:z~cn 'llll rrll'l :::I'IZIMllll 

lalD ;rnn;r i1DM pr11'1 ?11 CI;'I'?M D.,ll nl"ll CIMIZ' ,D;r:::l '1i11'D '11)1111 ?11 j:li11'1::1 

.CI'pi1"1DI'1 D"i1111' '11!1 i1l"M mDM 'i1111' nl''ill'l "'121M:::11 ,i1DM pm'1 :::IIT'I:::I C;'l'l'::llll' 

, '1r.T nr ?11 D'pn~ nlll.llr.1 1'NZI n'1:::1;u ll'l'1'i1 1D1 .n•?:::~n ~t? ?~t 1:::1 "" 

1
:::1 1'11M::I ,., ,CI':::~a~Dln D'Pi1'1Di1 '11)1111' '11:::1 ,.101'1/:) Cli1'l':::l pi11o'1 i1'i1 Din 
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~"1:1 "111M ~·, , "1:11'11 pn'U'I ay 11'~::111 tn?:= CI'IIUIU Cl'pn"'l::m ~ 
'I'M 1:11'1'~ pmci'1 "~!PM ,.. ,rn:IO'C ,~ "'~::111 I'M pmo l:li'l'~:::a :I'M l'l'i"'' 

CI'"''X1JJ'' IMD1M D'MlrZ» a'1p 'liP r::~ "''ZJJl'l "'CCMl VTI'M ;.. "J'11li'D ,n•?::111 1~ 
rn:II"CC :I'M ,n~ l"''iM a'1pM 1:1!"11.1 C'~ ,1:*3 l'1'l"''',, "1pm 'li1T1 .'lmlt 

.lf:::a::l 'IJ"'l'1 "'111M a-1p? n•~::111 l'1'l"'' .n•?::~n ,~ .,. DM1 ,ll'?::»n ,; nvr:~ :::a"M' 

It will be noted that Altabrizi's proof is reproduced only in the 
last part of Crescas' proof and is introduced by him with the 
words D'1i' 'llll ~:::1::1 nr :l"M' nrn. Originally in Altabrizi there is 
no indication of the connection between this proof and the Aris· 
totelian proof reproduced by Crescas from Averroes. But Crescas 
must have surmised that Altabrizi's proof was merely a modifica
tion of the Aristotelian, the difference between them being merely 
that whereas the Aristotelian proof is connected with the rotation 
of an infinite sphere, Altabrizi's proof argues from the existence 
of any two infinite lines. Crescas has therefore reproduced it as 
another version, more general in its application, of Aristotle's 
proof. 

On the margin of the Vatican MS. there is the following note: 
"This argument is taken by the author from the commentary of 
Altabrizi where certain doubts are raised against it and are 
answered by him." 
n1pDD ~· 1D1pD:::a1 n~ •r"'::n., '"1::1,1:1 "1:lnzm 1np? nm nii1DM n:n 

.C,.n., v?p MD 

134. Hebrew '111111.1 '"1I'I1D n":l:l1 "Ji'1D 'ln1'0'C ~, '::1. 

In Isaac ben Nathan's translation of Altabrizi it reads: l"''l'1'1 

""'J''' nr ·I'D'po 'liPil )':a "li'1D wn Dp n':l:l :::J"l pr~~, mm. 
In the anonymous translation it reads: "1DMl l"''l"''lll ,pen "li"tn 

n':l:l l'l'i"''1 tl'1pM D.'11' D·~. 

135. Hebrew 1':1~"1D D'Mln'M, proceeding from the centre. 

Altabrizi: nm1 n?Mi1D maar•, proceeding from one beginning. 

136. Cf. De Caelo I, 5, 272a, 7-20; and Averroes: D71pm CI'DIPn 
'JIIIi'1 l181Dl"1 ,'1 7):::~ ,'M "1J:IMD ,•~. 

Averroes again introduces this proof by preassumed proposi
tions. 

In Averroes this proof is divided into two parts. The first cor
responds to the last part in Aristotle (De CtUlo 272a, 11-20). The 
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aecond corresponds to the first part in Aristotle (De Caelo 272a, 
7-11). 

Crescas reproduces now only the first part of Averroes' proof. 
(see below note 141). 

137. By Averroes' first preassumed proposition, in which reference 
is given to the Physics (i. e. VI, 7): "First, every object that is 
moved in finite time is moved with a finite motion over a finite 
distance. This has been demonstrated in the Physics" (Latin, p. 
278rb, E). n~ npun liJIW1D m, n~ )DO Jlpun'll liJIWID r,X' ,nr'IM., 

'll:::ll!lil liDIO "''M::::l1l ~ ~, nn .n·:::~ pmD:::I1' 

138. Averroes' fifth preassumed proposition: "Fifth, if from the 
centre of the infinite circular element we extend a line and cause it 
pass through it, the line will be infinitely extended. Similarly, if 
we extend a chord through the infinite circular body, the chord 
will be infinite at both its ends" (Latin, p. 278rb, E). n'IP'I:II'Im, 

.n•'7:::~n •nr,:::1 ?M ,.,, ,'1:::1 m,':::l]m ,1p U:::I"''IX) M':INII:::I .n"::.::::., ':::l'l:ll:li'll:lln"'IP 
1•rnsp •n111c n•7:::~n •n7:::~ ?M :::l"l ,., ~·c '1:::1 M'lNII:l 1:::11. 

139. Averroes' fourth preassumed proposition: "fourth, the cir
cular body completes its revolution in finite time" (Latin, p. 
278rb, E). n~ JDO 'Q'QD c7rr ':::11:::1DM cmD ,n'll':::l"\,. 

140. Averroes illustrates this proof by the following diagram: 

B 
Let C be an infinite circle. 
Let CD be a radius infinite at D. 

C D Let AB be a chord infinite at A and B. 
Let CD revolve on its centre C . 

.B CD will complete its evolution in a finite time, 
during a part of which it will intersect AB. 

Therefore, CD will pass through AB in a finite time. 
But an infinite distance cannot be passed through in a finite 

time. 

141. This proof is of a composite nature. Its phraseology and 
construction are borrowed from Averroes' third proof, correspond
ing to De Caelo I, 5, 272a, 21-272b, 17. In substance, however, 
it is the second part of Averroes' second proof (see above n. 136). 
A similar proofisgiven by Avicennain hisAl-Najah, p. 33, which is 
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aleo found in Aigazali's Ma~ oJ.Fakuifah II, p. 126, and in 
Altabrizi, where it is called ~ Nnl:) (anonymous translation: 
~ ""'), "the proof from parallel lines." It seems that Crea
cas' object in putting here this proof in place of the original third 
proof of Averroes was in order to be able afterwards to refute it 
by an objection raised against it by Altabrizi himself (see below 
p. 468, n. 117). 

The following are the texts illustrating this note: 
(a) Averroes third proof: 
"Third argument. He introduces this argument by two 

propositions. 
First, if two finite bodies are parallel to each other and are 

placed alongside each other, and each one of these bodies turns 
on a pivot (literally: is moved) in the opposite direction of the 
other, or one body is moved and the other remains at rest, both 
these bodies will cut through each other in finite time and then 
part from each other. There is no difference whether both bodies 
are moved or only one body is moved, except that in the former 
case their departure from each other will begin sooner. 

Second, if of two magnitudes of this description, i. e., parallel to 
each other and alongside each other, one is infinite or both are 
infinite, and one is moved while the other is at rest or both are 
moved opposite to each other and then become parted, they will 
have to cut through each other in infinite time. For it has already 
been shown by a demonstration in the sixth book of the Physics, 
[ch. 7], that if an infinite distance is traversed it must be traversed 
with an infinite motion and in infinite time. 

Having laid down these two propositions, if we now assume 
that the celestial sphere is infinite, it will follow that the celestial 
sphere will traverse a finite distance in a finite time, for we 
observe that it traverse a section of the earth in finite time. It 
will thus follow that two magnitudes, one infinite and the other 
finite, will traverse each other in finite time. But this is an 
impossible absurdity" (Latin, p. 278vb) . 

.n'IC"Tj:m '111' ,., C"1pD m nmll)., nn , .,.~ n111m1 
,"I"D' 7!1 MDI "1MM7 '~l C."l%) ,rm,, ,n•::a D'l:lllr.l 'lll' 1'1'1'10 M\, Drn) MW1 

Di'lD ,MMI"I ll]l1lni'lll '1M , 1~n n!llll'lr, "~UI"I "1i7 Di'1D '1nM r,::l lll'Wlm 
Di'l':r::a Fl!l;r 1'"' . 'IDl ,.,.,., n"::: lDl::l 1~n -,m., Di'1Z) ,""' 7:::~~~ ,n) ""'nMm 

,.,"1m) ~~· cn'111;r 1'1'1'1' 1~n n)IUn n:N ti"ID '1I1M 7:::~ liJilll'l'll::l tt'7M ,no 
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I:I'1D "'!rKKIf Y, • ....,, i"'l t,p -npw ,.,,:a ,. """" M'll"'- n•:r.t i"'ZT1prrn 

.,.., 37J7Wii"''' .n·::a::a cn'.llll ,.. n'::a::a Di"'Z) "II'1M l"''i"''1 .m=m 'l"l::ln "'X ~ 1'011:) 

::I"M' \"CM'1 '!.1m ~ mu au ,rc.li"' 7y ,. 1!1!11m 1M , "''I''Mi1 lUI 1:1'1/J 

1111"1' CM n"::a::a., pn'10i"':l1 ~ ~ MD .n":::: 11)1::1 ,; 1::ann i'l'i1'111 nm 
J1l)llli"' "1111:10 'lllllli"' ~ "1ICIUI i"'D •rh i"'"::l::l 1DI::11 n'::a::a ;"'I]1W1::I 1"1T' tllDM 

.•y::a~~n 

1n11'111 ::a"nrt' ,n·::a::a •srp•, cm.-w SI'XJI .mD"1j:r.'l •mr.t ,;.. 1::1r•n:r~1 
y-Mi"'!D ~m ,;;:~:a 1n1n 7lt,.li"' 111'1'1l unlM21 n•7::»n ;11::1 lDI::I n·::a., pmr:m 
"1I1M t,::l ,n'::a "Y1Mi"'1 n•::a::a anD ,nMi"' , ,IIIII '~:I 'ZI l::IMIT'III ::I"M' .n•::a lDI::I 

• .,.,., .. 'M ~ nn ,n·::a JDr::a M::am a:1c 

(The term 'n::»U represents here the Arabic .sjl_,., partUlel, 
which occurs in the quotation from Algazali given below in this 
note. Cf. also below n. 142. The expression -m: ;y nl1D, literally, 
pla&ed beside it, seems to me to mean also para.lkl and to be an 
attempt to give a literal translation of the Greek term which 
means beside of one another. The Latin translation renders 'f1:l1l 

by "obuius" and m 7yl1l1D by "iuxta positus.") 

(b) The second part of Averroes' second proof: 

"Furthermore, everything finite has a beginning. This being so, 
then the intersection of the radius CD and the chord AB (see 
diagram above in n. 140) must have a first point and that is the 
point at which the two lines first meet and come in contact with 
each other. But if we assume these two lines to be infinite, they 
can have no first point of intersection. For when the two lines 
described in the diagram meet, they cannot first meet at some 
point in the middle. It is quite clear that they must first come in 
contact with each other at a point at the extremity of one of the 
lines or of both. But an infinite line has no extremity. Hence no 
infinite line can come in contact with another line and can have no 
first point of intersection. But the assumption is that the infinite 
lines in the diagram meet at a first point of intersection. Hence an 
impossible absurdity. Since it has been shown that in the circular 
body under consideration the two lines must have a first point 
of intersection by reason of the fact that the time of the inter
section has a beginning, it has thus been demonstrated that a 
circular body moving circularly cannot be infinite" (Latin, p. 
278va-b). 
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"'" tl'l 'lp rcrrb .,. ·1~ "''2'To'' 1M! ~.,~mm ,., .. "'»n ~ .,. .,.., 
a'1D "''I'1Mn ·J=.,., ,D"J' .., ~ ,.,..., IVIIIIM"Ii'l rrn~»r., "'"' ,ns,;, ::a"M 
~ l'T"npl r:srt'7 ..xc..- "''D8M n'n' '*'" ,n•::a::a EMp ,., ~ ,.. ."''nlC 
-a "l!Xm nMr .,, ;wun.., • .,; ..,., "111M I:Mp ':llr.'lll i1n ~.,.s, "Onnow 
p7r111 .,...,., ~"M am ~ nn ,)JWtQ "11M nrnp:'1 nrna ,...., M"M rr.111 

S, .I"'SP ,; 1"' n"::::::.., 1pm ,l:ll"'"m '1M ~ ""111M rrnpl::l "''I'11C ona "''nMn 
,,; MSm t.mll sr.m "1::1::11 ,.,nn nr,Mn ,; l4lm' Mr,, "'Q., 'Q 1=.,. Mr, 1~ 
MSD'II "1Mnl"' nr::a '11'1' '::I'QDn DIWI l'lYD "'IQN "1::1::11' •mD • ""''IIIM •M ,pll nn 
"''tQN rnn .mnn.., ,mnn 11:1rl1 ~UD'II •mo ti'1J' • ., nr,Mr, ,nn nr,nm 'Q 

.n'::l::l Sll'DNM ::1':::11:1 11~, '::I'QDM I:IIIJ., IUD'II ""''IIIM 'Mil "'I)MD;'1 nm 

(c) Algazali's proof in Ka'IJJ'IJJanol ha-Pilosofim II (Ma/la#d 
al-Falasijah II, p. 126) : 

,a:m """ .nrtn ·~ ~ n:lo., O'I'"'IIWl n•.,:~nn p1~ rn'1pll cr;m 
n 'IJ'D ·~ -rs "'*' •n ~ ::I'M 1p ~rn .n';:lll .;:a '1'l 1p ~nrl ,; 'IJ'I.IMII 
.n~ n'""''IIIM ny.n nr rrn ,1n:1:c :xr .,, 
Ul)l) n::l-np:l "IS "" n:l1li"'D ~ ,., 
ll'IIM'1 M'n rrnpJ UDD nDW •n;::~~:~ M"M nn 
"''MMI nD,' nr '111M .,, .rnnD"Ii'l rn'11i'lM 

n::un "'*' rrr,::ara rnM,nD ::l'llriP .,,~~ nrnpl"' 
rrm .,,_ I:IMirl • .,; • '1J'IP ;'In • ,nM;'I -cmD :. 

'n»n nrD'1.""111 • .,; , ,I'IP nrD'1i11 , '1J'IP em n:n ,;'!rD., •n;::~~:~ n1•n~ 1'"" 
~"''M''4'1 M'i1 iTTIJ'l n•.,:~n; Jl'l' M., ""111M 1pn .,, J'M1 ,lTT!pl .,, I l'll'IIPM,I 

rrmn nD ;'II'Z)'U "1::1::1 l'l'ilniP •nr,::ID M'"M illM ,illWIM., nrD'1., i111l1i1 i1'11pl .,:11 
n•r,:lll !'Mil n~:~ I'Z)'1' "'• n11n ;:~ M'n nD'1n M;1 .n't:ln::a nr, nrD'1n np 
nii\D nn • .,I'IP Mlm ,ni'Z)'Uil i1'11J'l M'n i"'l1!DM'1 m1p1 n::a rrrr M; ,II .1; 

.n1p.,r, m .,;~:~; nm m~r n•;:lll .;:a pn'lD 1:11'1' n1,pv.~ •rrr.n ,nm 

(d) Altabrizi's version of the proof in Isaac ben Nathan's 
translation: 
n'::l::l 11' n•.,:~n ;11::1 •n;::an pn'1D::a ll'D 'IJ'I.IMII : m-,x mm::J.n na\D cr?'IM1 
,n•r,:lll ;y::a •n;::an 1p; 'l"'l n•::a 1p 11::1'1Da MS1' .,.,:~ n•m .::a"M 1p M1111 
n~ll:l .,, 1p '1D ,II .,:lil ll]11ll1., '1!DM:) rnn ~,, \D::I 1p '*'"'" .:a. ,. 
mlpl ::I'M 11= 1P'1111'1P •n;::ID "IIIIDM 'M ,'I!IN'1 n:ll ~ ::I'M 1p 
;:~at ,'I!IN., n:u nl!P'mn c,.,.;, 1;.,. "111M rn-,p.n n'IPM'1 M'n G 
l'1lZ:10 ;'!;liD; Mr, CIM 'Q m1p.lJ'M •:~ ,,J'IP n":: •n;::a.., 1p::1 nr .,. a 
1:1'111' llU'I•r,pn rn'11J'l"' till • ., n:ll nrmm .nnM i1'11J'.l 
11' "'*' '1':1 1p 'llJil'1 "''nQ •:~ .11W1M., nrntm till nrmn 
rmn "''IPt44:: rnn '1n1' rrM llU'I'r,pn m'11tm till rrnnn "1llM n'lrn rnn ::a"M 
nw., tm m1p.1 CliP rrM~r '1piPl"' 1a1 ~,'nl ea., .nUVlnnn n\"'\p.li1 av 
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., ~rep nn .nrJDn '"rnn12ID""" "''1D 'M ra"I"'D 1m .,:~at ,I'IIMDn 

.,~ 1p .I1Mln VIJNm "lmi"' ni"'S'1D ITIIrlpi'Q 'lmll"'l1 "'11M .,~ ~ .~ 

.n'=l"' 1pn n."m M., CIM ,n"Ol"CC 1m' 'IM/:M '"ll"'ltl'' 1p., •r= 10"'1C!:) zr'l~ 
zr'l~ .,]Q l'm'&' ::S"11"1' ,PI" 'rnJ .,:! i'l2i"l ,.,ID l"''i1'1 ;=.., ~., .:I.'"VID m 

.lm"li1 tml 
In the light of these passages quoted the proof reproduced here 

by Crescas is as follows: 
Let C be an infinite circle. 
Let CD be a radius infinite at D. 
Let AB be an infinite line parallel to DC. 
Let CD revolve on C toward AB. 
Let angle D' be the acutest angle formed 

"" A' »' .a by the meeting of lines CD and AB. 
D' will thus be first point of intersection of CD and AB. 
But since D' is not the extreme of either CD or AB, it is pos

sible to take any other point A' at which CD and AB would form 
a more acute angle than at D'. 

Hence angle D' is both the first point of intersection and not 
the first point of intersection. 

In restating the argument this way, I have drawn upon AILa
brizi, whose refutation of this argument is made use of by Crescas 
later in his criticism. cr. below p. 468. 

141. Hebrew O''n!nl tMj:l. The term 'l"':l'll has several meanings. 
(a) Here in the sense of parallel it is a translation of the Arabic 

.s..il,.. which occurs in the corresponding argument in Ma/la#d 
al-Falasijah II, p. 126. See above n. 141. 

(b) rnn:ru as the equivalent of the Arabic~. sine in trigono
metry, has been noted by Steinschneider, Ueberset.zungen, p. 516. 

(c) In the expression .,...,., n:ru, zenith, (see quotation from 
Altabrizi above in n. 141 and Sejer ha-Gedarim, s.v.), the term 
n:ru represents the Arabic.;...... in ........ 1)1 .:....... In the same sense 
is ftl"''n ncy; used in Cum.ri II, 20. 

(d) In the following passage in MiliJ,amot Adonai VI, i, 11, 
,DD. p;n 'l.liX) rm:w "'11M ;:~~~ •m-., ,1m~ ;y vm.-,n.,:;s ,~:~m JDil"' l"''l'1 

p;n tiDD the phrase 1rnn:ll ;, means in a forward direction. 

143. Hebrew lnJI "''nttm. The word I'D does not occur in any of 
the MSS. or printed editions. It is, however, required by the 
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context. In justification of its insertion here, compare the expres
sion I'D "1mtm anD "1nlm YVW1Mr11H in quotation (a) above in n. 141. 

144. Cf. De Caelo I, 5, 272b, 17-24, and Averroes: a.,;pm l:l'l:r.' 

'"111 n~nC."I :r ~r,!:l .'M "1ZHl ,'JISIJIC'I. A vermes again introduces this 
proof by a formal statement of preassumed propositions. 

145. Cf. Averroes' proof for his third proposition: "As for the 
third proposition, it can be demonstrated by what has already 
been said, for it has already been shown that if there exists 
circular motion there must also exist a body circular in form, 
whence it follows that if circular motion is infinitely circular, the 
circular form implied by the circular motion must likewise be 
infinite" (Latin, p. 279ra-b). ,C"Iplll ;,co !:l'l n~o n•rtl')m r::IJJM1 

,n-mc::s •::s'l!:lo IX'2 ~o·111 ., .. , n•::s1::so nvan ~on OMIII "IM!:Il"'l ~ t:IMtll nn 
I'!HXI»"I l"''!:I'I!:IDi1 :"'""''r.''lll ::s'l!:lo::s n'::l:l nO:S'I!:IDi1 nyunn l"''nn t:IMtll M'll"' '"'IM1!:II:) 

n'::l:l l"''M nr,. 
Cf. De Caelo II, 4, 287a, 4-5: "It follows that the body which 

revolves with a circular movement must be spherical." 

146. Hebrew Dill"!, r""J, lnroypaq,T,, descriptio, which is opposed 
to "l"ll, • ..bo, optup.Os, dejinitlo. Averroes uses pn, ~, essentia. 

(MS. Paris, Cod. Heb. 947.) 

147. Hebrew I:T'rli'IO. Averroes has here "'t:lllln (MS. Paris, Cod. 
Heb. 947). 

148. Averroes: "As for the first proposition, it is evident from the 
definition of figure, inasmuch as figure is defined by the geome
trician as that which is contained by any boundary or boundaries" 
(Latin, p. 279ra). pno Mlnn 1 n•::s i"'""1S r,!:IIII=J 11l1111M"Il"' Mtl"1pMil CliJM 

"J'P' "JJilN ~ npn:l "'t:lllllr.l iC '1mt' "JJilN M'M M"IIXMI' "lnMIII l"'l"' ,M"11r.t 

1:1''1"'D 1M "l"ll n::s. 
Cf. Euclid, Element.~. Book I, Definition XIV. 

149. In Averroes: "In general, finitude exists in a thing only by 
reason of form and lack of finitude by reason of matter" (Latin, 
p. 279ra). rrr,::~nn "l"ll7M1 M"l1r.t 'm3 't:l"lr, ~1:1' J:J:JON rrr,!:ln;"t r,r,!:l!:l1 
"10m "lSI), 

150. Cf. De Caelo, I, 5, 272b, 25-28; and Averroes: or,1;pm l:l'ar, 
•m nii'Cn :r ~!:1 ,'M "''I*!).·~. 
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Ill. Hebrew "'DJ'l'' a, "'''aJ nm CIM. In Averroes: a, 1p tiDD nu~ 
I'QSl ,.,,, 

152. Hebrew n~ JDO n-= 'IJ' 'lVlM"'I M"tn. The phrase ll"::s JDO 

is Crescas' own addition. In the original, this proof like the first 
is based upon the general proposition that no infinite distance is 
traversible, and not, like the second and sixth, upon the proposi
tion that no infinite distance is traversible in finite time. That 
this addition was not intentional may be inferred from the fact 
that in his criticism he groups it together with the first proof 
(See below p. 466, n. 113). 

153. Averroes illustrates it by the following figure: 
A Let C be an infinite circle with Cas its centre. 

® 
Let AB be its diameter infinite at both sides. 

r; ,:. Take any point E in AB outside C and draw 
through it infinite line EF at right angles 
with AB. 

Draw CD infinite at D intersecting EF at 
:B any point F'. 

Let AB and EF be stationary and let CD revolve on C. 
CD could never pass through EF, for EF is infinite, and no 

infinite distance is traversible. 
Hence, no infinite could have circular motion. 
The figure is given by Aristotle, who makes use of the line 

AB. In Averroes' Paraphrase line AB in the figure serves no 
purpose. 

154. De Caelo I, 5, 272b, 28-273a, 6, and Averroes: a•cm 
'I ;;!:1 , 'M "''DMD ,'JISDMM a;,sr.n. 

The argument in the original has two parts. 1. If the heaven 
were infinite, an infinite body would traverse an infinite distance 
in a finite time. 2. Since the heaven is convolved in a finite time, 
it must be a finite magnitude. Aristotle calls the second part 
the converse of the first EUTL 8~ Ka1 aiiTEUTpajjJj~IICIJS El11'E'ill. 

Averroes terms it "a more direct argument" nm n!J1Dl"' ta'l1 "1RM'I 
l"'Cl "''lrl"' ,, .,,, 

Only the first part is reproduced here by Crescas. 
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155. Averroee refers kere to the Physit:s {i. e. VI, 7). MD •rh 
,..., "'IID:l ...an:.. 

156. Hebrew: ~ ~. Aristotle has here ).o-yL~7'epol' (De 
Ctulo I, 7, 27Sb, 12). Cf. above n. 5. 

1!7. Averroes has in this class four arguments, of which Crescas 
reproduces here only the first two. 

158. Dr. Cauo I, 7, 275b, 12-24 and Averroes: a"wm D'alm 

l:li"ZI "'I'WW ::n '11tan • r:::~ .M"D , •psDMn. 

159. Aristotle as well as Averroes introduces this by a statement 
that the infinite must consist of similar parts. 

160. Cf. Dr. Ctulo I, 7, 275b, 25-29 and Averroes: cr,ym c•cr.r 
"lrnl 'TitCl ,':1M ~, ,r:::l ,M'C .~. 

161. Cf. Dr. Anima II, 5, 417a, 2 ff. 

162. This is not found in Averroes. What the author means by 
this additional argument may be restated as follows: If an infinite 
magnitude is possible, an infinite number of magnitudes must like
wise be possible (cf. below Proposition II). Furthermore, if two 
infinite magnitudes are possible, there is no reason why an infinite 
number of infinite magnitudes should not be possible. But the 
assumption here is that the two infinite magnitudes are related 
to each other as mOfJens and motum. Hence, it should also be 
possible that an infinite number of infinite magnitudes should be 
related to one another as mOfJens and motum and thus forming an 
infinite series of causes and effects. 

163. This refers to the two other arguments from gravity and 
levity which Averroes includes within this class of arguments. 

164. Hebrew nll:»pp)l"'C. I take nm1po here as well as below in the 
expression mpc.~ nll:»pp)1 as reflecting the Greek T01I'OL in its 
technical sense of loci or sedes argumentorum. Thus also is Aris
totle's Topks called ,., '1110, Emunah Ramah II, iv, 3, p. 65: 
~ .,.o 1m ~;.. C:::I.Dm ~ '111C:::I ..,.,.,. ~:m:::~n. Cf. Stein
schneider, l.Jeberselaungen, p. 47, n. 26, and p. 48: er;u,oDan ~ 
l'11l:rlpoM ~ M1m ~.,.,;.., "'= 'Cab. In the same technical aen.e is 
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to be taken the expression an1l7D r:npa ,l:niWI'I.,_ pswo, the locus 
uf IMir foJlacy, in Cusan V, 2, and l"D)n:l:'' l:nJ'D ,JpD'm piWID, the 
locus of the argument, in Moreh II, 16. 

165. Hebrew D':pr:x!l"', causing ,or, misleading, The Paris, 
Munich and Berlin MSS. read D'JnD'I, This reading may be 
explained as a scribal error arising from the splitting of the Ill in 
D'JIIIIA"1 into U Still, if the reading of these three MSS. is correct, 
we have here a new meaning of the word D']I'UD, used in the sense 
of subject to objections, refutable. A similar use of the noun lnJI'ZI, 
in the sense of objections, strictures, is to be found in Isaac ben 
Na,than's translation of Altabrizi, Proposition I, in his discussion 
of the 'D.,1Dl"' n11mn : J':n l"D'::S ")11'1r1D l1S'7D l1S'7Dn nMID '.1Vo'lp7ml:' yn 
mpm n1 Jl'lD ,.;11'1 i"DWM"Ii1 i'lr;,.,, 

166. Hebrew n,~. The term i"''11S is used here in the logical 
sense of the form of an argument as contrasted with its content. 
Cf. Crescas' reference to material and formal fallacies in the 
expression i"'"'11r.n "'lD1rr.t '1D!Jl, p. 192. 

PART II 

l. In order to understand the meaning of this passage, it is.neces
sary for us to summarize the chief points in Aristotle's argument 
against which Crescas' criticism here is directed. Aristotle has 
laid down four premises: (1) There is no immaterial quantity, be 
it magnitude or number. (2) An infinite, by definition, must be 
divisible. (.1) An infinite cannot be composed of infinites. (4) 
Everything immaterial is indivisible. By the first premise he dis
proves the existence of an infinite quantity. By the remaining 
three premises he shows that an infinite cannot be an immaterial 
substance, that is to say, a substance which is infinite in its es
sence, just as soul is said to be soul in its essence. 

In his opposition to this, Crescas rejects outright the premise 
that there cannot be an immaterial magnitude. The vacuum, he 
says, if one admits its existence, is such a magnitude. He then 
proceeds to identify this immaterial magnitude, or vacuum, with 
the infinite. He furthermore argues, in effect, that the infinite 
vilCUum has the following three characteristics: (1) It is infinite 
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in ita esaence, as an immaterial infinite should be. (2) Still it is 
divisible, in conformity to the definition of infinity. (3) But 
though divisible, it is not composed of infinite&. 

This, however, would seem to be contradictory to Aristotle's 
premises which we have enumerated above. For, in the first place, 
according to Aristotle, nothing immaterial can be divisible. In 
the second place, if you say that the infinite vacuum is divisible, 
it would have to be composed of many in finites, or, to quote Aris
totle, "the same thing cannot be many infinites, yet as a part of 
air is air, so a part of the infinite would be infinite, if the infinite is 
a substance and a principle" (Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 15-17). 

A way of reconciling these apparent contradictions is found by 
Crescas in appealing to the case of a mathematical line. Crescas, 
however, does not go beyond a mere allusion to the mathematical 
line, and so we must ourselves construct the argument by the aid 
of what we know about the definition and the nature of a line and 
their implications. The argument, we may state at the outset, 
rests upon a comparison of the terms "infinite" and "linear," 
and its purpose is to show that whatever is true of the latter, even 
acrording to Aristotle himself, can be true of the former. 

(1) Jn the first place, a mathematical line is an immaterial 
magnitude (see definition of mathematics in De Anima I, 1, 403b, 
12-15), and is linear in its essence, for a line, according to Aris
totle, is a continuous quantity and does not consist of points (d. 
Physics VI, 1, 231a, 24--26). The line must, therefore, be said to 
be linear in its essence. 

(2) In the second place, a mathematical line, though immate
rial, is still said to be divisible. Aristotle speaks of a line as being 
divisible into that which is always divisible (Cf. Physics VI, t, 
231b, 15-16). That is to say, it is always divisible into parts which 
are in themselves linear. 

(3) Finally, a mathematical line, though divisible into linear 
parts, is not said to be composed of many lines. To prove this 
statement, it must be recalled that Arabic and Jewish philoso
phers usually quote Euclid's second definition of a line, namely, 
that "the extremities of a line are points." Cf. Elements, Book J, 
Definition IJJ, and Averroes' Epitome of Physics III, p. lOb: 
nrnpJ 'nrl 1'n1'.,.::m "'111M M1i'1 1-r= "1aaUUI = '1pi'1'1. Cf. also Sefer 
Yesodot II, ed. Fried, p. 45 : lTI"Tij:m 'nil 1~ ]Mi'1 j:lmD tm .,-nMi1l' '•" 
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'lpl1 am 'li'1n. Now, if a line must have points at its extremities, 
a mathematical line cannot be said to consist of lines, as that 
would make it contain points. Thus, while on the one hand, a 
mathematical line is said to be divisible into lines, on the other, 
it is maintained that it is not composed of lines. 

The anomaly of this last statement, we may add in passing, is 
explained by Aristotle himself in the Metaphysics VII, 10. He 
tries to show there that to say that a certain whole is divisible into 
parts does not always mean that the whole is composed of those 
parts. The mutual implication of the terms "divisibility" and 
"composition" depends upon the circumstance as to whether the 
definition of the whole involves the definition of its parts or not. 
The definition of a syllable, for instance, involves the definition 
of the letters of speech. The letters, therefore, exist prior to the 
syllable. A syllable, consequently, is said to be divisible into let
ters· and also composed of letters. The definition of a line, how
ever, does not involve the definition of a point. The latter can be 
obtained only by dividing the line into parts. The point, there
fore, does not exist prior to tl1e line. Hence, though a line is divis
ible into parts, it is not composed of those parts. To quote Aristotle: 
"For even if the line when divided passes away into its halves, or 
the man into bones and muscles and flesh, it does not follow that 
they are composed of these as parts of their essence, but rather a~ 
matter; and these are parts of the concrete thing, but not of the 
form, i.e:, of that to which the formula refers" (Metaphysics VII, 
10, 1035a, 17-21). In other words, Aristotle's statement amounts 
to this: An actual line may be actually broken into parts and again 
be composed of those parts. An ideal, mathematical line, how
ever, while it is thought to be infinitely divisible, it is thought to 
be so only in potentiality, and consequently it is not thought as 
being composed of parts. 

The same holds true, according to Crescas, in the case of the 
infinite vacuum. As a mathematical line is linear in its essence, 
so is the infinite vacuum infinite in its essence. Again, the infinite 
is said to be divisible in the same sense as the mathematical line 
is said to be divisible, namely, into "parts of itself" 1'P.,I"'D, i. e., 
infinites in the case of the former, and lines in that of the latter. 
Finally, just as the mathematical line is not composed of the parts 
into which it is divisible, that is to say, its parts have no actual 
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co-existence with the whole, so the infinite parts of the infinite 
have no actual co-existence with the whole infinite. Or to use 
Crescas' own words, the definition of infinity must not necessarily 
be applicable to its parts: 'rJ"m '7)1 ):nS" n":=t, "I"IJII ~ M.,, 
The infinite no less than the line is simple and homogeneous, hav
ing no composition "except of parts of its own self," ::S"M' W11 
1'i»I'ID """ ;;!:1 '1:1 l'O!:I"'M, that is to say, of parts into which the 
whole is thought to be potentially divisible rather than of which 
the whole is actually composed. 

As for the use made by Spinoza of Crescas' discussion of this 
argument, see my paper "Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal 
Substance," Chronicon Spinosanum IV (1924-26), pp. 85-97. 

A criticism of Crescas' argument is found in Shem-tob Ibn 
Shem-tob's supercomment:ary on the Imermediate Physics III, 
iii, 4, 1: 

"Rabbi I;lasdai in the Or Adonai raises here an objection, 
arguing, that he who affirms the existence of an immaterial infinite 
will undoubtedly affirm also the existence of an immaterial num
ber and magnitude, and so it is necessary first to establish that 
number and magnitude cannot be immaterial in order to prove 
afterwards that infinity, which is an accident of number and mag-
nitude, cannot be immaterial. · 

To this we answer, that his contention is quite right, but Aris
totle is addressing himself here to men of intelligence and under
standing, who 'do not deny those true propositions, namely, that 
number and magnitude are undoubtedly inseparable from matter. 
This is Aristotle's method in most of the arguments he has ad
vanced here. 

It may also be 11aid that Aristotle has anticipated this objec
tion in his statement that 'the essence of number and magnitude 
is not identical with the essence of the infinite.' Aristotle seems 
to reason as follows: If the essence of the infinite were identical 
with that of number and magnitude, the opponent would be right 
in contending that, inasmuch as he maintains that the infinite is 
immaterial, he also believes that number and magnitude are im
material, seeing that they are identical, and then, indeed, it would 
be necessary for us to establish by proof that number and magni
tude are not separable from bodies. But inasmuch as thou, who 
art of sound mind, already knowe!lt that the essence of number 
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and magnitude is not the essence of the infinite, and that they are 
two accidents, as we have stated, there is no need for further dis
cull8ion, and what we have said is quite enough." 
'r= n= 111'1' "''DM'ff 'alP piiD JWI , "'DD'' JIC piiCI ,., "ftC 'M"TCII'I ::S'VTI 
;~ •n;:~ ,pr.n "''IIIXIM nm "''DM9 '1M, .~ "11lJI"' "''IIIXI r11 "''DM' 
• ~ •n.,:~ M"M" ,pF, 'UIIXI., .. .,P' em "111M n·:a:a..,., '11C' TIKI ,mM 
lh "111M nn::wn ;xn ..,M ap "1.::1"1' 'WCI'""'M ;:1M ,m, J:l IUKIII l"'r; ::S'IIIl'l 
'":I D'Ti:u •n.,::s en ,pr.n "''IIIXIM •::1 ,Cil"'l"' m'l1Dtll"' mznp:To'1 ,;M lll'n:l' 
::S9M 'lt!CI'"''ttlll "''DM9 ,.,mn .JM::I:I l"'lll1 "111M l:l'nll'ID., ::s1,:;s ,, nn .p111:1 
'113p::S M\"1 n•:a:a,, n'!I"UI M"l"' DMII nn .'~1 m."UI •::1 l"DC ::l'l pDCil"' l"'r; 

::l'l "11:ICI' .,:ll m, n•:~:~ ~1:1' tmll "V1MCI •::1 1"11:1M M'l"' , ~v.n "''IICCCJn 

ni!I'IDt"1 l"'IIJJ:rll 'lit, M"l"' Aa ,'mM ,:;s, Cll"'ll "V1M ,.,,:ll Mlo"111 '1lJIIIl'11 ,IIIXI::S 
"1::1::1 , ;;:~m M""U., ,MMII "'V'IM .,:1M • ~ •n.,:1 1n1'i"D ., • ., • .,pr.n "''IIIX!:I 
l'KI ; 'D"1i:IMII 'IC::I l:l'"l'£1 •• a;·1111 , '1::11 n'li'1D •n.,::s "11JIIm "''IIIX!t, l1V1CII np"1' 

,., ,niQ ,.,, • ., 1"11S 

An allusion to this argument is also found in Isaac ben Shem
tob's suond supercommentary on the Intermedf.ate Physics, Zoe. 
cit.: 

"An opponent may contend that Aristotle's argument from the 
fact that number and magnitude are inseparable from sensible 
objects is a begging of the question, for he who believes that the 
infinite is an immaterial substance does not admit that number 
and magnitude are inseparable from sensible objects; but, quite 
the contrary, he denies it absolutely. That this is so can be shown 
from the fact that the Pythagorean& hold that the infinite is noth
ing but number itself and Plato similarly believes that it is the 
universal, immaterial Great and Small. One may, therefore, ques
tion Aristotle as to what justification he has for taking it for granted 
(an, see below p. 426, n. 42) that number and magnitude are 
inseparable from sensible objects, therefrom to argue against the 
Metaphysicians, when as a matter of fact, the latter do not admit 
it but rather maintain the contrary." 
JD Cl'.,:ll •n;::s ,P!Vo"'l "''IIIXIilll l"'rr 'lt!CI'""'M "'CCIIII l"'Zl!P "1Dtf'll "1D1M., r 
1311 m, ,; n•;:~n J'MII l"'Zl!P "11:11Ml"'ll Mn ,111~ ;p l"':::"1JID Kll"'ll lll-nCJI'I 

.,:1M ,lll-nCJI'I JD Cl'~ I Cll'M] ~ ["''III:ICl"'IIJ t=Jii"illl m1D 'll'MII .,:ll 
CJ"lUn'll n.~ro "llltiCI "''M1::sD ;1n .. "llln::lm rr;:~n m lll'n::l' Dl"'ll nn , 1Dl"'l"' 
"1DM Jm;mn , "''IIIXIM mrp •n.,r ,:;s, m ,., n•.,:~n J'MII "1:1'To'11' "1I:I1M 'll'M 
np; 1'M CI';IMCI'""'M., .,_., r ::~"KI .~ ,.,.,:In 1~ ~ tm11 ::1"1 
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.cron'1~a nr )JI P'l)n) &:riii1"1D, JD 1:1'),:2:1 •n).2 ,.vr.n "IIII:ICMI' a'nlv» nrr 
... :c IM1I) mttn ,.,~ Er"''DlM am>n DJ1 

A similar allusion to this argument is also found in Isaac ben 
Shem-tob's first supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics, 
loc. cit.: 

"The question may be raised, that those who admit the exist
ence of an infinite deny that quantity cannot be immaterial, for 
they maintain that the infinite is immaterial and identify it with 
the number. In answer to this we may say that Aristotle has 
assumed it here as something self-evident, inasmuch as it is gen
erally acknowledged that number and magnitudes are accidents, 
and accidents do not exist apart from their subject." 
1M .linn:~) a•),:::ll •n):::~ .,,, ),:::ll na:::t n•n•11 )1:1:::11 

):::tU'I ."IIIIX:In 1m'! n~ ;bnm;, nMIII 1"1CM ll01II ,nr 'lm:::t' an •"To'llllnwh 
a•,p~:~m ,a•,pc ,vr.n "1111X:1."111 m, vn•11 'D) ~ ~,) 110:::1 1rrl:'lll ,,) 

.MI:IIX:I a•'n:::ll va:e~• tot) 

2. Hebrew P'DCICI nDlCI. The term P'DIX:I reflects here the Arabic 
tl:il, as in Cuzari V, 2: mP'DDCI nl'M, ,nMJIMlpM (p. 297, I. 2, and 
p. 296, I. 1). Both the Hebrew and the A1abic terms mean 
"satisfying," but the Arabic means in addition to this also "per
suading" and "convincing." 

In Zerabiah ben Isaac's translation of Themistius' commentary 
on De Caelo the Arabic term is Hebraized and taken over into the 
Hebrew translation from which it is rendered into Latin by 
persuasibilis. From the context it is clear that the term is applied 
by him to an argument which, on the one hand, does not establish 
the truth as it is, i. e., it is not a demonstrative argument, and, on 
the other hand, is not an eristic argument. Cf. Themistii in Libros 
Aristotelis De CaeloParaphrasis, ed. Landauer. Hebrew text, p. 88, 
1. 9: nDM vn•n •n):::~ :"!JJlpt~ ~ )JI tan l:llDM Dn"lCM "'IIIII' nym nr •:::t ~. 
Latin text, p. 131, II. 23-24: "Haec autem vestra sententia 
persuasibiliter (inquit Aristoteles) non autem vere dicitur." 
Hebrew text, p. 91, I. 31: ~ ):::~~::~ J1100i1 :::1;'11'1 D,li'1 'mMM '1DMD., )3 
l"lJIM m» )JI JllpCI norr11 D"Jita. Latin text, p. 136, II. 33-34: "Ali us 
autem sermo est sermo sophisticus, tametsi prima fronte persu
asibilis videatur." In this last passage of the Latin translation 
the term conlentiosus would be a more accurate translation of 
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lYDD than sophuticus, For Jl.!pO the term J7'.tm (other readings: 
~ and J7'~) occurs on p. 8, 1. 34. 

The precise technical meaning of the term P'DDD, P.lpO, may 
be gathered from Algazali's Mosene Zedeh (ed. Golden thai, 1838; 
Arabic original Milan al-'Amal, Cairo, A. H. 1328). Algazali 
enumerates first three classes of arguments: (1) contentious 
and litigious, nP'I)nan rTilCi'l, •)I.W1J J41, O.'YWJI,U1'"c6JI /CAL 
~p,uT"c6JI; (2) demonstrative, nnm ..,t. ,r.l1 (see above p. 326, 
n. 13); (3) rhetorical, M.:K:I::I)wr, ~ lJ,.;. =ra:lm, cf. Millo# ha
Higgayon, ch. 8. The last one is described by him as an 
argument the purpose of which is to persuade. Hebrew text, 
p. 170: 11m :Ill'~, Arabic text, p. 159: ........L:l1 t l.:.i1 J1, Later 
he designates the rhetorical type of argument by the term 
"persuasion." Hebrew text, p. 172: ~ ~M M1l'1l :::lll'no"''m; 

Arabic text, p. 162: t l.:.i\11, Hence the terms •P'DDD nJnD o::lll'm 
nJilpl'l, all mean persuasion and refer to the rhetorical argument 
which is known as ra:'1n. The connection between these two 
terms is to be found in Aristotle's definition of rhetoric as "a 
faculty of considering all possible means of persuasion (riDAJillll) 
on every subject." (Rhetoric I, 2, 1355b, 26-27). Thus Jl.!pO, 
P'.DDD is r.S41!6JI; ;'1Jilpl'l and :::lll'n., are rLUTU. 

This contrast between a demonstralirle and a persuasi'Oe argu
ment underlies the following passages in the Cusari: I, 13: "Be
cause they are alluments of which some can be established by 
demonstration [IC'I")JI MWn:i' ,nJnD Cl'I'~JI ,.DJIM'<'] and others can 
be made to appear plausible by persuasion ::31/'Mirl ~, ~ 1P'DC'] 
IC'I'.D 11JI.1p' ,1'~JI n~]. I, 68: "Thus far I am satisfied with 
these pef'Suasi'Oe [MJilpC1'1M ,nlpo.DDDM) arguments on this subject, 
but should I continue to have the pleasure of your company, I 
will trouble you to adduce the decmrJe [MJII:IMp~ .mp'D.rm..,.m::~nm) 
arguments." 

3. Hebrew ntotm ~11:1 I:IJICI U'M n~JIVI 11121 'D~. By a similar state· 
ment Aristotle introduces the problem of infinity in De Caelo I, 
S, 271b, 4-6: "For the existence or non-existence of such a body 
is of no small but of the greatest consequence to the con temptation 
of truth." Cf. Themutii in Libros A ristotelis De Caelo Paraphrasis, 
ed. Landauer. Hebrew text, p. 14, 11. 19-21: -npn'7 '1tM tmll "''l::ft 
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a.,sm t:ll "1Dl?:::~ ,a'J'Vol ?:::~:~ ~ NH1 ~ ?rn 'M\lM' ':I .nr ?p 
,.t,~ ?p.:l •n?.:l tm '1M ,.t,~ m. Latin text, p. 22, 11. 4-7: 
"Necesse autem est, ut de eo inquiratur, videlicet utrum 
mundus sit finitus an infinitus, quia magni est momenti ad 
veritatis cognitionem, quam omnibus in rebus quaerimus." 

The expression li:IJICI U'M, no small, which is the reading here 
according to all the MSS. instead of ?rn, great, in the printed 
editions, reflects the Greek o~ 1"' I"KpOII in the corresponding 
passage of Aristotle quoted above. The expression '11:1]11:1 'D'M is 
again used by Crescas in Or AdoMi I, iii, 1 : 'II:IJICI 'll'lit piiD -,.,, 1:::11. 

4. An allusion to Crescas and his argument here is found in two 
identical passages in Isaac ben Shem-tob's first and third super
com!Dentaries on the Intermediate Physics IV, ii, 5. 

"There is some one who raises here a question, saying that those 
who admit the existence of a vacuum do not maintain its existence 
on the ground of its being one of those enumerated causes of 
motion but rather on the ground that it is necessary for motion, 
even though not a cause thereof, just as there are many things 
without which some other thing could not exist even though the 
former are not the cause of the latter. Consequently, even though 
he has demonstrated that the vacuum cannot be any one of the 
causes, this does not make it impossible for it to be something 
necessary for motion." 
.,.,., ?•.:111:1 "'SD M'li'll' 1"''CCM' tot? mp"1.:1 D'"11:11Ni'll' "''CCM'1 ?Mrll 'CI 11'1 

,l"'.::I U'litll »"JJM rb n-,:,11:1 lit'L,., ?p ':1M ,m"''::::rn nuCil"' nrnt~:~ n.:ID nJIUI'I? 
,):I? .n1:1D Dl'KII "IIJIM ,Dn.,l MXCIM? ?:::1• U'M "1.:1To111 D':::l, a'"1.:1, 11'1/ 11:1:::1 

~"1)1Ul1? m:JlCI M"M'I' Ml 'liiCI JI:ID' lit? ,111:1CIMCI ~ U'KII "'ltCII "IIJIIC 

Pico Della Mirandola refers to this argument in &amen Doc
triMe Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6: "Negateteosqui vacuum astruxere 
id ipsum causam motus asservisse, praeterquam ex accidenti, ne 
videlicet fieret corporum penetratio." 

5. Hebrew D"1D"1D1 "''IIJ'Cit, n1'l111Dm -,nnm Mn'l:lr.tCI 1:::1 Dl no ,,!ll:n 
D'"ll"'lt. In Physics IV, 6 and 9, Aristotle reproduces a number 
of aJieged proofs for the existence of a vacuum, aJI based upon 
various natural phenomena. Averroes has grouped them into five 
classes. Intermediate Physics IV, ii, 2: "Those who affirm the 
exietence of a vacuum support their view by five examples ..•• 
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locomotion . • • • motion of increase • • • • rareness and dense-
ness • • • • weight and lightness • . • • augmentation and divi· 
sion." •a ... :'lllan a•v:n nr-2 an) ra:1 n'lp'"lo, nw:m-2 1""1DM' ..,.,.. DDO 

~ ••• n1':niiDiTI n19pCMD ••• m'Dr.t npw'l '3ID ••• pnpm nJ1W1 
pl7nm '1:1"'1:'1D ••• n1)pm. In referring to these proofs, Crescas 
quotes only the first three, and alludes to the others by the 
phrase "and other illustrations." 

The term "JV1m'l is not found in the original. Crescas has added 
it apparently for no special reason, except out of the habit of 
coupling the terms nn•D¥ and,., together, as in the expression 
rcnm l'111'D¥ •• 

As for the meaning and use of the terms ,"JV1l'1 .n1':niiD .111'li'pO 
l'111'D¥, the following observations are in point: 

l'111'D¥anditssynonyms)rnandl'1'"111aretheHebrewequivalentsof 

the Greek 11~~cns, Arab1c ~,used in the sense of natural growth 
and increase, as in the following examples: Intermedio.te Physics 
IV, ii, 2: l'1n'Cilel'1 n~un •a (Kalonymus' translation), nJ1W1 •a 
c,,,ll'1 (Zerabiah's translation). Altabrizi, Prop. IV: 'lmM ':I 

C, 1 , l M,P" 'JQI:l n:1::1 ,.c,M ,"" DZ'2 ~;'1::1 l'1'l'1' ~ nllml'1 (Isaac 
ben Nathan's translation); 1')11 "11"111 "JU m~l'1::1 ;m~~:n NID1m M'lm 
) 1, l 1M i1 n' Cl X M"1pl l'11 .•. 'JQI:l n:I:::J (Anonymous translation). 
Jl,Dm l'1', II M'l;'lll n1CI:::J.2 i1JIW1) (Hillel of Verona, Prop. XIV). 

"JV1l'1 or l'1:1nil is the Hebrew translation of (a) J~l or J~ ::., 
q,IJLau, and (b) J:L..r, Q.pcl~vcm as opposed to uiJIIBeuu. In 
the former sense it is opposed to iln'D¥ or )rn, as in the expres
sion of "JVL~ m'Dr.l , )M)ni:I::::M)M'I 'ICl)M 11~~ULS KI1L q,IJLuu, increase 
and diminutzon (Morek II, Introduction, Prop. IV). Its syn
onyms are J1•);,, i111J"111M, J1"1011, as in the following passages: 
Altabrizi, Prop. IV: m'Cill:i"' nm•n., M1l'1 i1 ::1 n ill'1 1 (anonymous 
translation) ; M'lm ,l'1 :In l'1 1 p • ) ::1 11,1"1 UDCI p)n ~ l'1'l'1' ~~ 
n:::Jnl'11 Jl'):l::l ,,JI'I ,DI1' ni:IU-2 )n:n )::~p~:~ (Isaac ben Nathan's 
translation). Ibid. Prop. XIV: ,~ -,n:n •p)n~:~ ~, "Jfl1'11 M"MII •a) 
l'1 n n lll'1l'1 1 l'1 :In l'1l'1 )M V11D:I::I ,Dn ,.,.. A verroes, Epitome of 
Physics V, p . ..!2a: nM,p:n trm n11:1:1::1 '.2., ••• ;'111?11 n1~ '310 1'11' 

1 1, D n 1 l'111'CI:IC. In the latter sense it is used as the antonym of 
i"Q::J"''l'1 ~ J', as in the expression i"Q::J"Io~ ,)•)nn)M'I ::I':::J"VI)M-2 
I"CCl1ml "synthesis and analysis" (Cuari V, 12). 
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IIM!IID and ln'I'J'Z' are translations of J.:.LOoi, pu6r, rtmU, and 
...J:I!i, ruiCJ'Os, densus, respectively (see Ma/lalitl ~Fakmjah 
III, p. 237). The synonyms of m'NID are .rf1~ ,11111'Vn .mp'1 
lTilll'lll\,; those of li1'1PpD are ~m .m=m as in the following 
passages: Altabrizi, Prop. IV: "Ju:t np•m ~·, .n 1.2 J1 n n M,P"' 
,D'ZIJ' '111!1'1 n:r~ l:l'prrm Jill "''DS 'I"' 1111:r1:::1 ~ n ., n n a 1 Ill ., 11 n a n 
n 1.2 J1 n n nJ'.lJ1 tnm (anonymous translation). Maimonides, Mish
nah Torah, Yesode ha-Torah IV, 5: rPM., "l'IDDM 'lnXJXI nnn ):::11 
!PM Ml'Jil1 ., n ~ n n a 1 l"!l1111CI. See also quotation from Albalag 
below inn. 23). Themistius on De Caelo IV, 2, Hebrew Text, P. 
148, 11. 34-35: n1p,::1 "11:117:::1 .111ll'i'::11 ·1::1~ ,.::2;)., .,P~ ~IG"' m,"1ll:lli:IM1 

•., 1 p .2 1 (mollitie) )1'11~ 1M (crassitie) a • • .2 J1 1 aop~m (tenuitate) 
.:::11:1 m (duritie) 

6. Hebrew ~. used here in the sense of ao7.D. Cf. Mili;Gmo' 
Adonai VI, i, 3: n•~:m J'M C'CIJ111 no!lm a71!1n n..,~ "''DM''I 'lXI nn 
.,::C MXZ» "1::1:111 DMCI .!lm'IZ' ;'11:1 111., 1n~ 1CI"P' D~ nl£P 1~ Ill' ,rJrb 
Nm niD .211m' nm ,D.,DIDl a•n,, !:IMP 'lbsM ,... a·~~. 
Cf. also l;lobot ha-Lebabol I, 10: ao:n·~ 'G J'Wot 1~ .2-,p., 'IT'M, 
D'-21-,p ( C'~D-.J:l~) . 

7. In Physics IV, 6, Aristotle mentions two views with regard to 
the vacuum. (1) The Atomists' view, according to which the 
vacuum is an interval separate from bodies, having actual exist
ence and pervading through every body, so that bodies are not 
continuous. (2) The Pythagorean view, according to which the 
vacuum exists outside the world, the world itself being continu
ous. (Cf. Plutarch, De Pladtis Philosophorum I, 18). 

Narboni, in his commentary on Moreh I, 73, Prop. II, describes 
these two views accurately and finds an allusion to them in the 
text of Maimonides: "Similarly those who believe in the existence 
of a vacuum are divided into two classes. Some believe that the 
vacuum is interspersed in bodies, diffused throughout them, and 
existing in actuality. Others believe that it is not interspersed in 
bodies after the manner of pores in porous objects but that it is 
rather something entirely unoccupied by a body, existing, as i1; 
were, outside the world and surrounding it. Having explained 
this, I say that these two views are summed up by Maimonides 
in his statement that 'the Radicals also believe that there is a 
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vacuum, i. e., one interval or aeveral intervals which contain 
nothing.' By the expression 'one intezval or several intezvals' he 
refers to the two views of the vacuum, by the latter referring to 
the kind that is interspersed in bodies and by the former to the 
kind that is not interspersed in bodies but is existing separately 
and unoccupied by anything." 
Cl'~ ::l"nYD M'G"'I' 'I""'Dte DMD : ~ •nrh 1p)ru mp"'V'I 'l'DttD l::l '="' 
1)10 .~ ::l"nYD •n)::l M'G"'I' 1"1DMIP crnD1 .l,yw::~ e::1 .uzm Cli'C "1::1'11Xn 
1~ mp-n I read : Em1pDJ D'lpl:) M'i"'' Dill DIP l'M'I ,D''mllm D'::l)'l:l '"liMn 

m ));, l"ll'D 'll'::l, •::~ ~'IM ,nr "1M::In."11' "II"'M'' .1::1 "''i'C ,c)1pn );, YV'I ..,, 
1M pn, nDM::I ;,s-, •••• 1::1 1l'DM' l::l Dl 0"11,1111 ':I ,"1DMIP::I 

.DD'Ipc •n)::~ ),::12 ):1M 1::111:11:1 •n).:~., c•::c1~:~~:~., ));,'II c • p n , 

See also Narboni on Morek II, 14: "As we have said, the 
existence of a vacuum is impossible, for the existence of separate 
dimensions is impossible whether outside the natural bodies or 
within them." c•'n::12 D'Pn, mM~D ':I ,.)llZ)J n1p"1il n1M•:~CDIP U"1DMIP 10::1 
D:l1n::l1 D".)l::llm D'DI/1) 'f"''n JllDl. 

8. Hebrew 11V11MO. This term is the Hebrew translat.10n of the 

Arabic ~1_,.., fitness, agreement, sympathy, analogy, resemblance, 
and is used synonymously with rul::llm (Moritz L6wy, Drei 
Abhandlungen !/On Josef B. Jehuda, German text, p. 38, n. 2; 
Steinschneider, Uebersetzungen, p. 369, n. 4). Hence it may be 
translated here by affinity, inclination, attraction. It seems to 
reflect the Greek lwu·q6EWT7JS, fitness, suitableMss, which is 
used in a context similar to this in the following passage: TL 6~ 
8'oliTE' 'lf'VpOS ~1r'T7J6EWT7JS hrl TOiJTov ~'II'Ep fl611TOS. (Simplidus 
in Physial. IV, 8, ed. Diets, p. 665, lines 9-10). In the Latin 
translations from the Hebrew, n'ln'IMil is sometimes rendered 
by conJJenientia, as in the following passage of Averroes' Inter
mediate commentary on the Meteorology (MS. Biblioth~ue 
Nationale, Cod. Heb. 947, f. 138v): M) i1lil ,lD:I)M nJM 'D::I DlDM'I 

));, mn'IMil 'lei:MM ~ 1'::11 D',nMili"1DMDJ l'::l il'il'. "Sed secundum 
opinionemAlexander nulla est comenientia inter dictum istorum 
et dictum Aristotelis" (Averroes on Meteorology I, p. 409va-b). 

For other meanings of nVI"Kl see Caspar Levias, {}far l;Jokmm 
ha-Ltuhon, p. 29, under n'IM. 
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9. I take 1pvn 1M ~1-,p to refer to n1p, which is used here through
out as masculine. 

10. The argument may be restated fully as follows: The vacuum 
is not the producing cause of motion. It is called cause only in 
an accidental sense, that is to say, it makes motion possible in its 
midst. As for the producing cause of motion, argues he, it will 
remain the same when you assume the existence of a vacuum, 
through which the elements are to be dispersed, as when you deny 
it. It will always be due to the fact that each element has a place 
to which it is naturally adapted, toward which it moves by an 
inner momentum, and in consequence of which it tries to escape 
from any other place in which it happens to be. Now, you say 
that the elements could not try to escape from one part of the 
vacuum in order to be in another, since the parts of a vacuum 
caimot differ from one another. True enough. The parts of a 
vacuum cannot differ from each other in anything pe1 taining to 
their own constituent nature; but they can still differ from each 
other with reference to somethmg el(ternal to their nature, namely, 
their respective distances from the lunar sphere ("J'pc;"', the periph
ery) and the earth (C'"ID.,, the centre). Thus, when fire moves from 
one part of the vacuum into another in upward direction, it is not 
because it tries to escape one part of a vacuum in order to be in 
another, but rather because in its endeavor to get nearer to its 
proper place, wh1ch is the concavity of the lunar sphere, it natu
rally has to leave those remote parts of the vacuum and occupy 
the parts which are nearer to its proper place. 

It should be noted that this explanation of motion within a 
vacuum is advanced by Crescas only for the purpose of scoring a 
point against Aristotle. The real explanation of motion according 
to those who believe m a vacuum, is given by Crescas later. See 
below n. 22. 

This argument is reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola: "Nunc 
ex Graecis expositoribus digressi, parumper videamus quid 
Hebraeus R. Hasdai de eodem vacuo senserit. Arbitratur nihil 
iuvare Aristotelem, earn quae dicitur loci ad collocatum corpus 
convenientiam, cum fieri queat ut elementa etiamsi sint inmixta, 
vacuo eam possideant, et diversos etiam habeant et suos tenninos, 
quibus factum est nomen a quo, et ad quem, ex propinquitate 
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videlicet distantia ad circumferentiam et centrum" (&amen 
Doctrinae Vanitati.s Gentium VI, 6). 

11. Reference to the Pythagorean&. See above n. 7. 

12. According to Aristotle the circular motion of the spheres is 
performed within one place, and it is not from one place to an
other. Cf. P1oposition XIII, p. 623, n. 18. See also Morek II, 4: 
"For it moves toward the same point from which it moves away, 
and it moves away from the same point toward which it moves." 
~pun· 1•?tot p~un· 'llllDI' MCI ?::n ,JIJIWI' 1llm ~pun• 1'?tll' Mel ?::1 •::1 
and 'Olam ~alan I, 3, p. 10: "For circular motion has neither 
beginning nor end, for every part thereof is like dny other part, 
and no one can say that the motion begins in one place and stops 
at another. Consequently, circular motion require'! no place, for 
any one part thereof is a place for any other p.trt." 
,nn,.::~n 1''1::1 :'ll', 1•p?n~:~ p?n ?::~~~~ ,'fiD tot., n?nm n? J'M ru~pm npun •::~ 
1•-u U'M 1::1 ?J11 • ~tot D'lpl:l::l mr1 npunn n.,.nm Jti:ID ~? C"TM ?~ tot?1 

.D'IPCI 'llDD p?n ?::~~~~ ,O'IpCI? 
Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument as follows: "Atque 

ut cetera obstarent vacuo, nihil tamen officere, quin orbiculare 
corpus in eo moveatur, cum in motu circulari, nee terminus a quo, 
nee terminus ad quem motus tendat, inveniatur: et secundum 
Aristotelem maxi me qui motum nunquam voluit incepisse." 
(&amen Doctrinae Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6). 

13. The passage following abounds in cryptic allusions to a 
lengthy discussion found in Averroes' lntermedwte Physics, in 
Gersonides' supercommentary thereon, and in Narboni's com
mentary on Algazali's Ka'llflllanot, Physics, On the Vacuum. From 
the gene1al arrangement of this passage, and from the use of the 
illustration from a "fatigued person," which is found only in 
Gersonides, it is evident that Crescas has been following here 
Gersonides. 

Following are the texts illustrating this passage: 
A. Intermediate Physics IV, ii, 5: 
§1. "From the following it will appear that a stone can have 

no motion in a vacuum, for the medium is a condition in the exis
tence of this particular motion of the stone. It is, therefore, not 
to be thought of that the motion of a stone in air and in water is 
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essentially of equal speed and that the medium in which it moves 
acts only as a resistance to that motion. Quite the contrary, its 
motion in the air is more rapid than that in water in the same 
sense as that in which we say that the keen edge of iron is more 
cutting than that of bronze. Accordingly, there can be no motion 
at all without a medium. The inquiry into the nature of this kind 
of motion and the explanation of the reason why it needs a me
dium in which it is to operate are out of place here, and it is not 
here where the discussion of these phases of motion belongs. 

§2. The objection raised by Avempace in the seventh book of 
this work is based upon the as.~umption that the stone has some
thing to impede its natural motion when it moves in water and in 
air, but has no impediment for its natural motion when it moves 
in a vacuum. For he contends that it is not the relation of one 
motion to another that equals the relation of one medium to an
other medium, but it is rather the relation of the retardation 
caused to one object in motion by its medium to that caused to 
another object by another medium that equals the relation of one 
medium to another. In a similar manner he maintains that if 
anything were moved in a vacuum it would be moved in time, for 
he believes that if the cause of the retardation were eliminated 
there would still remain its original motion. 

§3. But this is all an impossible fiction. For when the rate of 
a motion is changed on account of a change in its medium, the 
relation between the earlier and the later motion does not equal 
the relation between the retarded part of one motion and that of 
the other motion but it rather equals the relation of one motion 
as a whole to the other motion as a whole. To assume that the 
retardation is a motion added to the original motion is an impos
sible fiction, for if there had been an original, natural motion, it 
would have already been destroyed by the retardation which 
accrues to it, so that the resultant motion would be entirely dif
ferent, and there would be no relation between it and the original 
motion. 

§4. Hence it is clear that if we assume the possibility of an 
object having motion in a vacuum, it will result that the same 
object will traverse an equal distance [in equal time) in the me
dium of a vacuum and in that of a plenum. For let a certain object 
traverse a certain distance in a certain time in a vacuum. Let the 
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same object traverse the same distance in air in a longer time. 
Then, let the same object move in a medium (literally: body) 
[more) attenuate [than air), whose receptivity for motion is related 
to the receptivity of air as the relation between the time required 
for the motion in air and in a vacuum. It will follow that the 
same object will traverse the same distance in this attenuate 
medium (literally: body) and in a vacuum in equal time. But this 
is an impossible contradiction. 

The suggestion put forward that when something moves in a 
resistant medium there occurs some retardation to the natural 
motion, so that it is not the relation between two such motions 
that is equal to the relation of their respective impE'diments but, 
as says Avempace, rather the relation between their respective 
retardations, is pure fancy and utterly an impossible fiction. Our 
argument i~o as follows: An object in motion ha!' only one motion 
and one time, and that motion :lfl a whole and that time as a whole 
are described by the terms slow and fast. Consequently, if two 
such moving objects happen to be impeded in different degrees 
by different media, it is the relation between their respective mo
tions that is equal to the relation of one impediment to another. 
This view is accepted in Book VII of this work." 
'Hln ~ 'D~ ,Mpun 1::111~ mP'~ rl'l'V1111 "IIIDM ,.., MM,. l'lli1D1 1 i 
Ml., D'Zl.::ll ,.110 I:::IMM nl7'1lM&' l"'l:ln'll 1:::11"1" M~ Mm ~,pun,, nMI mlt':~Cl:l.::l 
V1]1W1 ;rMn CllDM ~:1M ,ppun• '1:::111 MD ':IDD P'JID ~ ;rMnll M~1 ;"1111 m:lM:::I 

"JI1V1 "V11' ~~~ "111M n1,ma1 "1DIUII'ID:::J D'Zl.::l "1IIMD M,'MD ~· ,,110 "'11/tt 

,Mpunn nto~r:::l M,•pnrn • 'JI:ICDM n~11:::1 npun '1:::1 "IIIDM ;r;r11 to~? ,niii"D:::: "1IIMD 

.C'IpzlM nr:::1 1'1D1M M~M I'M'I .'ID'Ipzl nr I'M '1:::1 PJIWl'll ~, ~M n:::J-u:::l M:::I.Cil"' nm 

I:::IWlll ~p '1l:::l KIM ClDN "1DCil"' niD 'JI':::I.I/::1 "l:::J:::I'CM 'C"n "'11/tt pDDm 2 § 
M]IW1D P'JID ~ I'M'I , ,'11Q1 CI'Zl.::l JIJIWln "111110 ,n•p::m,, V1J11lnD P'PD M~ II' 
MJIWlM ~M MpunM DI'T' I'MII "'Dit' M'lnll Mn .mP'~ ppunn "11/tC .~ 
JIJiunD~ M,P' "'11/tt .,I'T'Mn ~M .,I'T'Mn Dn' ~:1M JMDD., ~M JllClCIDM tii'T':::J 

Jlpun' 1~1'1 JIJilWlo"lll :::11/n 1::1 'ID:I1 .JilC'IDCil"' .,M JllC1DCil"' Dn' M'lt, ~ 
r n:::IDI tnpuro 'llDD p~nDD ;rM Cltll' :::111n M\"111 •rh ·IDI:::I JlliW1' mp'~ 

.n•I/"IIDi'1 V1]1U11 "''ICC/n "WI'Mn 

]ln)D., n~M,:::I MDI'T' "J.,nn• "11110 MJIW1,, •:::1 • .,~ ~ 1~::1 nn 3 § 
;,I,~:~:~ MJIWlM Drr tn., tii'T'M V11M ~:1M , "VI1IIDil ~M ,mMDM Dn' orrn 'll11M I'M 

,')Zl.::l ·~ n'rlm Mpw'IMD nDDU MJIW'I .,nMMII n~ ~,~~:::1:::1 MpunM ?M 

"'111M "WI'Mn CIJI mDD~ ~ nn•n n•JI:::II:I n•11"111 npun 110:::1 ;rM 1?t111 'D~ 
.Dn' n'II"IIDi'1 npun,, 1':::11 n7:::1 I'M n"II"!M MJilnM nn•rn ~ mp' 
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.mp'"':l SIYil"' 'IDSSI=I "''l'W1 SI]7UnDM 'IJ'1J'I ~ "''ICn' 'IDS)I:I Mlln 4 I 
1'11J"'To1 mJ~SZ~~Q 'IDSlQ "1I"'M 1,iiD SIJIWID "1rH"' "':l'Tt'T l'T'M'I' 'IJX) .:I"M' 
.mP'"':l iiD JDI.:I 'IDSJI.:I ,l"'lt 1'i'ID liJIUI'I' "1I"'M CIS! II '1i1n'.tll.:l nn . .,.,D.., 
Clf1' l'T'l'T' ,p-1 Cllll 'IJ"'li'T "'1I'IM:I i'Tli'T , m ..,. JCII.:I "1'1M.:I 'ICIS)I.:I VM ppm~"! 

SIJIUI'IY .:1''111 .JDii'T '" )CIIi'T Dr1' ~ ~ ,'l.:lpn '" i'TJI1ll1, '1.:1 ,liM ~ 
nn .. .,~,~ JDI.:I 'IDS)I.:I 'mll:1 ,.,i'ID., VI'IM mP'"1:11 I'"'" CIIWI Ml.:l )I)IUMi1 Mr 

. ~- •n'.:~ "11~ npun, "l'ln'M mp )11:1.:111 )ll1D.:I SIJI1ll1' "!lite "':l'To'T "I"U'II "''I'IIMII i'TCI1 

,Jilll),, "" )1Nii1 Clf1' tni1 i1JIUI'Ii1 '" i'T)IUn."l Dn' l"''l'T'II MID .:1"11'1' Mt, ,n')l2i'T 
M'li1'l •l"'D"I 'll'SI.:I l'lll ""', ,"'C.:I'I.:IM "IDM'I' 'ID:I ."l'ln'tt., '" "nn'''Mi'T Dl"'' ,.:IN 
m,:l.:l i'TJIUI'Ii'T M1M1 , "1iiM )Dn ni'IM i1JI1ll1 p, S1J1W1D:1 taD' M'111 : ,~ "11'S 

D'Z'.:I 1"1MV1' "IIIIM:I "IIIIIM nm .n1"1'i'TD1 "nM'tl:l 1"11M' ,,:::1.:1 )Dii'T 1mM'I 

Clf1' M'l., n"IMMi'T i1)11l11n '" m)lllni1 •niiD nl"'lt Clf1' l'T'iT'II CI'II,MD CI'SINI 

• • "IIICii'T i'TID 'll':lll.:l '.:11p "'C, nn .)ll'ID., '" Sl:nDM 

B. Gersonides' Supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics, 
lor;. cit.: 

§1. "From the following it will appear that a stone can have 
no motion in a vacuum, for the medium is a condition in the exis
tence of this particular motion of the stone, in view of the fact that 
the medium has something of the nature of a terminus ad quem, that 
is, we claim that the medium does not merely accelerate the 
motion or retard it but rather it is a condition in its existence 
. . . . . . The motion of the stone in air is said to be faster 
than that in water in the same sense in which we say that the 
keenness of iron is more cutting than that of bronze, which does not 
mean that there can exist a keenness without a subject. Similarly 
here, the relation between one speed and another is said to be 
equal to the relation between one medium and another without 
implying that there can be motion without a medium, for it is the 
possession on the part of the medium of the nature of an incom
plete terminus ad quem that is the cause of the motion of the stone. 

§2. Avempace, however, in his treatise argues in the manner 
stated above, namely, that it is the relation between one kind of 
retardation and another that is equal to the relation between one 
medium and another, and that there exists an original time. To 
illustrate by the example of two ships . . . . . . 

§3. But Averroes says that all this is an impossible fiction, for 
the retardation is not a motion added to the original motion in 
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the manner illustrated above by the movement of the ship, so 
that by the elimination of the retarded motion there could still 
remain an original motion. Quite the contrary, if there had 
existed a natural, original motion, it would have already been 
destroyed by the retardation which accrues to it, for there is only 
one kind of motion in the movement of a stone in air and in water, 
and consequently, if an original motion is assumed, it will have to 
disappear completely, and an entirely new motion will take its 
place, and this new motion as a whole will be related to the me
dium; as we say, for instance, in the case of the motion of a 
fatigued person that his motion as a whole bears a certain relation 
to the fatigue rather than to the retardation. To illustrate: If 
Reuben's rate of motion is one mile per hour, but when he is 
slightly fatigued his rate of motion is onf'-eighth of a mile per 
hour, "''t" then s.."\y that if he is twice as much fdtigued his rate of 
motion will be one-half of an eighth of a mile per hour but not 
that the relation between one btate of fatigue and the other will 
be equal to.the relation between one degree of retardation and 
that of another, for that would not be so. But what we do say is 
that the relation between one rate of motion and that of another 
is equal to the reldtion between one impediment of the motion 
and that of another, as is accepted in Book VII of this work. 

a. Says Levi • . . . . . (Here follows an argument against 
Averroes' refutation of Avempace). 

b. But the real refutation of Avempace's objection here is 
Averroes' contention that the medsum is a condition in the ensJence 
of the monon. This is true and beyond any doubt. Consequently 
Aristotle's reasoning here is well established. 

§4. Similarly Averroes' argument in refutation of Avempace, 
that if an original motion were assumed to exist in a vacuum, it 
would follow that the same object would traverse the same dis
tance in equal time both in a plenum and in a vacuum, is subject 
to the following difficulty. 

a. First. .... . 
b. Second ..... . 
c. Hence Avempace's objection here is to be answered only by 

Averroes' contention that the medium is a condition in the eristeme 
of motion. Let us now return to where we were." 
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WI PftD'III1 ,.,r, ,npun mpt"a t:ab M'l'1l1l' "'rr!M W i'IM"I' I'U'1D'I 1 § 
JlftX)."''I'"'Dtllll tb ,1', M II MD 11 ::l.~D 1::1.11 MD:!. ~M nMI ~ 
VIJIUill' "''DM' l:l2l:lM r,::l.M ••• ~"1111M'li:D::l. 'Mll"' ..,., r,::l.M , "1I'1MD 1M M)Nm "''MMXX 
r,I"'C::l. "'111M nnm~~ "1DMlll MD ~ '11 D'D::l. "''llMD m'MD .,, ~ "'111M 

"''DM' 1~ ,MIIU nr,c nnn czt M"M''' .,.,. il'i1'1'1 tb ,l1lll"'l:: "''llMD ,mn "'1m' 

"''l''ltt n-n-11 tb JOODD,, '" J1li:1DDM Dl1' m n1'1'MDt, '" m"l'l"'D., Dn'l' n:n 
rae tm ~ "111M ~:n •nr,::~., ,.r,MII MD Sl= ·~ ,)ln:IDM nr,c MSNm 

.~ M,I7UI'I11 

Dn'~ "11I"K'' "" "11nMn Dl1' : lnJ'II ~ lSIW "''ZlMD:l "t:l::l.l::l.M DDn 21 
•••• .nu•11e '1111D ,liD , '11"'11' JDI 11'1 .~ '" )lli:1DDM 

r, n11cu MJ1UM "11MMn J'MII •rh . '= ''liT! ,r,~ 11111 "111"1 1::1. "1DM"' 3 I 
"'111/IIM M'M'II ,, ,nr11cn nSIUil::l. ~1/JD::l. c-1pr1 MD ~ '' n•rnm 11,17U1'1M 
M,I7UI'I 1~::1. M'iT ,r,. 'II' .n~ 11J1UM11 "''Mtrm "11MMM nJ1UM pr,ncn::~.~~ 
nSIUil::l. 1~::1. 1'" ·~ ,mP' "111M "''lnMn 1:111 mem "'Q:J i111"11 n•11= n'll"llll 
,;,~,r,~ ll'rnm 11J1UM11 pr,ncn Mrln .nnM n.vun CIM ·~ D'D::l. 1M ,'liQ J::l.Mn 
~ ,Jill:lCIDi1 '" ;,~,r,~::~. n::~. em•n n~ nJ1UM nMr i1'nnl ,iii'!'DP M'11 CIM 

~.,.,neb "' myr11 '" ;,~,r,~::~. enl'n Sll' 11 11 • " 11 n ), 1 2 n ::1. "'Dtlll1 
M'M MD nl)l'l' )lr i1'il' "''lltC'' , ,nM ''D 11)111:1 J::l.lM, nJ1UM M'11n£1 ~ ,IIC."TI 
n)lll:l V1J1UM i1'M ,D, 111'D )13' M'11 CIMII "aU run , ''D n•l'DII M)lll:l V1,17U1'1 

, "11nMil '" "11M"1 Dl1' m)l'm '" n1SI'2'i1 Dl1' M'i1'1'1 "1DMlll "' , ''D n•rDII 'll:l"' 
,)121cn '" 1121D., Dl1' tm 11J1UM11 '" M,vun., Dn'l:l -au r,::l.M , "'IIIIIM •nr,::~. Mr ·~ 

."lllcrt MID 'C i1l ,::l.lp'll ~ 
•••• ,r, "''CM a 

'tUI'I Jlll:lt!CMI' "''DM'II MD tm ,nil "t:l::l.~M p11e, 'Dli:)ln In=,, CI2CM b 
.nil ~C'"''M ::1.1'11 noM' 11m ,;-c p11e J'M nDM M'lm .11,17U1'111 nlM'li:D::l. 

,mp"t:l n•rn~~ nJ1UM 1~ i'llm11 CIM , "111"1 J::l.M ~"" "111M p11cn 1~ I:D'I 4 § 
lD ::l.W'IM 11C run ,n1ll r,::l.pD::l.l nlp'"''::l. 'P'SI::l. ,""', SI,17U1'1Dn n.vun M'i'IJ'IIP 

:"''CW MD pDcn 
•• ~,r,M CIM a 

•••• 'Jm piiDn Cl~ b 
,,.,., J::l.M "''CCM''I MD tm Mil "''::l.::l.l::l.M p11e "111C' ,~ "1DMlll MD M,r,l c 

• ~ '12''11 "'111M '" ::~.•.n .,,yun11 nlM'li:D::l. 'Mll"' Jll"'DD1''II 

14. Hebrew ~ m Sin', known to nature. According to some 
readings ·~ r,li:M Sin', known to the natural philosopher. My 
translation of this phrase, however, is based upon the following 
consideration: 

The existence of an "original time" of motion is explained by 
Crescas later (p. 205) as being due either to the medium (..,_., 
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here: '~• recepttule) in which motion takes place or to the nature 
of motion itself (JDC i'QIW'b, nm F1"'0l"'' or n,l71ll'ln I'IWI). When, 
therefore, Crescas argues here that even by eliminating the me
dium or receptacle there will still be an original time on account 
of the fact p::=,, ~ Jm' •••• 1'1llml7' )Dr ::l."M i1]IW1l"'l', the 
alternative reason he offers here must correspond to the alterna
tive reason he offers later. The expression JI::Z., '¥M Jm' is thus 
equivalent to the expression JI::Z., '" Jm' Dl"''::l. which occurs in 
Prop. IX, Part II; cf. also Prop. XII, Part II, n. 6 (p. 612). 

15. Hebrew nll:p!:)::l.. The qualifying term nll:j:ID::l. is rather mis
leading. Crescas has borrowed the theory of an "original time" 
of motion in its entirety from Averroes, who quotes 1t in the name 
of Avempace. 

16. The rt>ference is to Averroes' answer thdt has been refuted 
by Gersonides. See above n. 13, B, §la, §4a, b. Thus relying upon 
Gersonides' refutation, Crescas dismisses Averroes in this sum
mary fashion. 

As for the expression ,:I., C'::l.~ Cl'~, n::l."1i11, see Ecclesiastes 
6.11. 

17. The reference is to Gersonides rather than to Averroes, though 
Gersonides' answer is baaed upon Averroes. (See above n. 13, B, 
§3b, §4c. Cf. also Narboni on the Kawwanot, Physics, On the 
Vacuum: "The learned Averroes has solved this difficulty by ex
plaining that the relation of one motion to another is equal to the 
relation of one medium to another, for the medium is not simply 
an impediment as was thought by Avempace." ,•nn "11M 1::1. r::cnm 

I'" ·~ .PlnDDl'l '" ]lli:'IDDM on·~ M,l71ll'ln '" M.IIWIM Dn'l' ,terr.! p11tr.1 nr 
"1:1::l.'CM :lllml 1D:I Jll!D JOODDo,. The expression Jll!D Jlli:1CD.,, the me-
tUum is ••• impediment, reflects the Greek .,.0 p.EII 0~11 a,· .W 
rpeptTa.' a.Zno11 37-, £p.rooltE' in Physics IV, 8, 215a, 29. 

18. That is to say, the difference in the motion of the same object 
by the same agent in two media, in air and in water, for instance, 
is not due to the fact that water offers a grectter resistance than 
air to a hypothetical original motion, but rather to the fact that 
motion in water is essentially different from motion in air, for the 
medium is an inseparable condition of motion. Averroes compares 
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motion to the keenness of the edge of a blade. The fact that the 
edge of an iron blade is keener than one made of bronze, he says, 
does not imply that there exists an original keenness, indepen
dently of the metal, which in varying degrees is dulled by the 
metal in which it inheres, and by bronze less than by iron, but 
what it means is that the keenness of the edge of an iron blade is 
essentially different from that of a bronze blade, the metal being 
an inseparable condition of the keenness, as there can be no keen
ness without metal. So also in the case of motion, there can be 
no motion without a medium, i. e., without space. See above n. 
13, A. 

19. Hebrew ,.~.., i'll:l~ 1)12 mn'IH:'1~ Mn. This explanatory re
mark is not found in the corresponding passage in A verroes. It 
reflects the following statement of Gersonides quoted above in 
n. 13, B, §1: i'ID ll:u:ID 13' ~ i1)1llni1 lllll ~ •ten 1/WXL"'III 
'Q i"']]WW., n::~.c en,, )IWX)::l. "1lriM "11m ·n~::~.M ,.~Mill i'ID 112 ·~ ••• ,.~ ... 

What Crescas wants to say here is this: The medium is an 
essential condition of motion, because when an object moves to
ward its proper place, it is not the object alone irrespective of its 
medium that moves, but rather the object in so far as it is in a 
certain medium. Every point within the medium which the 
object has to pass in order to reach its goal is in itself a relative 
goal and acts upon the object as a terminus ad quem. The medium 
itself thus becomes charged, ar. it were, with a certain power to 
carry the object toward its objective. If that medium should be 
eliminated, the object would cease to move. Consequently, there 
can be no motion in a vacuum. 

20. The purpose of this pa~sage is to prove that the medium is 
not a necessary condition of motion and that motion is possible 
in a vacuum. CrescdS, however, does not attack the problem 
directly. He starts rather with a flanking movement, arguing that 
weight and lightness need no medium, and seems to leave it to 
ourselves to supply the conclusion that whatever is proved to be 
true of weight and lightness must also be true of motion. 

Such a conclusion may be properly supplied. For according to 
Aristotle, weight and lightness are only other terms for down
ward and upward motion. "But I call that simply light which 
is always naturally adapted to tend upward, and that simply 
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heavy which is always naturally adapted to tend downward un
less something impedes" (De Caelo IV, 4, 31Ib, 14--16). We may 
therefore infer that if it can be shown that weight and lightness 
are independent of a medium so will also be upward and down
ward motion. 

In showing that weight and lightness are independent of the 
medium, Crescas advances a theory which dispenses with the 
necessity of an inner striving of the elements towards their proper 
places. This is not original with Crescas. It is reported by Aris
totle as the view of the ancients, Plato and the Atomists. Accord
ing to Plato, as reported by Aristotle, the difference in the weight 
of bodies is due to the differenCf' in the number of "triangles" of 
which all things, he says, consist. According to thE' Atomists, the 
difference in weight is due either to a difference iu the number of 
void intt·• ;,paces a body contains or to a difference in the size and 
density of the atoms of which bodies are composed. (Cf. De Caelo 
IV, 2.) 

According to these vie11rs, as may be inferred, the difference in 
weight is due to a difference in the internal &tructure of bodies. 
Crescas, therefore, characterizes them by saying "that the move
able bodie& have weight and lightness by nature" (Compare the 
account of the different theories of gravity and levity as given by 
Plutarch in his De Placitis Philosophorum 1, 12). 

21. That is to say, the the01ies of weight and lightness just stated 
might be said to deny altogether the existence of ab1>0lute light
ness. There are according to these theories only different degrees 
of weight. This interpretation suggested by Crescas ag1ees with 
what Aristotle himself has said of those ancient views: "Of those, 
therefore, who prior to us directed their attention to those things, 
nearly most spoke only about things which are thus heavy and 
light, of which both being heavy, one is lighter than the other. 
But thus discussing the affair, they fancied the discussion was 
about the simply light and heavy" (De Caelo IV, 2, 308a, 34-
308b, 2). 

22. This correctly describes the explanation ol upward motion as 
given by Democritus and Plato. According to both of them, the 
less heavy bodies move upward not on account of their own na
ture but by the pressure of the heavier bodies. (Cf. Zeller, Pre-
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SocrtUie PIHZosophy, Vol. I, pp. 701, 713; Vol. II, p. 420; PltwJ, 
p. 376, n. 30). This view is also quoted by Avicenna and is 
attributed by him to some unnamed philosophers. A'I-Najah, p. 
41, quoted by Carra de Vaux in Allicenne, p. 193. 

Pico Della Mirandola, in E:ro.men DoclrituU Vanilatis Gentium, 
VI, 6, discusses this argument of Crescas as follows: "Et praeterea 
nihil efficere eas quae sunt excogitatae contra vacuum rationes, 
et fundatae super motu recto, quando intermedium nullum sit 
necessarium: et dici queat gravitatem et levitatem naturaliter 
corporibus inesse mobilibus, nee ea mediis indigere. Dici etiam 
possit omnibus corporibus inesse gravitatem, eaque vocari levia, 
quae videlicet gravia sint minus, eaque ipsa moveri sursum ex 
eorum, quae magis gravia sunt impetu et violentia. Ac memini 
etiam ex nostris theologis, qui causam quod ligna supematent 
aquae, referant in gravitatem atque, quae minus gravibus sua 
parte natura non cedit. Sed quod attinet ad Hebraeum omnia 
corpora gravia non negat, et aerem descensurum, si terra loco 
moveretur affirmat, ob gravitatem veri us, quam ne vacuum detur." 

CC. the following statement in op. cit. VI, 18: "Negaret alius 
fortasse etiam in ipsis corporeis authoritate Scoti, decementis 
gravia et levia se ipsis moveri. Cui videtur assensus Hebraeus 
Hasdai." 

23. This argument is not unanswerable. Aristotle has forestalled 
it by the theory that all elements, except fire, have gravity in 
their own place. "For all things, even air itself, have gravity in 
their own place except fire" (De Caelo IV, 4, 311b, 8-9). "But as 
earth, if the air were withdrawn, would not tend upward, so 
neither would fire tend downward; for it has not any gravity in 
its own place, as neither has earth levity. But the two other ele
ments would tend downward, if that which is beneath were with
drawn; because that is simply heavy which is placed under all 
things; but that which is relatively heavy tends to its own place, 
or to the place of those things above which it emerges through a 
similarity of matter" (op. cit. IV, 5, 312b, 14-19). 

Cf. Gersonides on the Epitome of De Caelo IV: "This is an 
indit:o.tion thaJ air has some graflity in its own place. Aristotle cites 
here another illustration for this from the fact that, when water 
or earth is withdrawn, air is easily attracted to the lower place, 
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but the cootrary does not happen, namely, when air is withdrawn, 
earth and water do not tend to move upward." 
!IDD'"''MJ "''Z»t"t .1D1pD:I i1D n1,:1!J ,,, .. , l'1,1'1P i1DD i111 

'IJX) "1D'Io~ .m~ 'IIIPM c:npDM '" 'T'K'I -,m, m '' mn, 10 1~ m 
D:'I'"1I"'M 1f1Dn "' , "1'1Mi1 "ICI1o,.3 , ':nrl , 111iQ 1'lSii1 MSD' M,l , }'"1M 1M D'D."I 

-"~ 
The same illustration with the inference that the descent of air 

is due to the impossibility of a vacuum is given by Gershon ben 
Solomon in Sha'ar ha-Shamayim I, 1: 

"It may further be made clear to you by the following illustra
tion. If a man makes a digging in the ground, the a1r will descend 
into that digging and fill it up. But how, then, h. t possible for 
the air to move downward against its own nature, seeing that it 
does not ordmarily de~cend hut rather ascenrl7 fht- explanation 
is that Its de~oCent is due to the fact that no vac-uum can exJ.st, for 
which reason the vacuum att.acts the air and causes it to move 
downward against its own nature, for there can be no vacuum 
dt all." 
i1,.11fU ,'1No"l ,,, 11P,P~ i1,'11i1 O"IM "11Di1' OMIP , 11'11M 1':1., ,~ "1111 
M,M i1T,i1 l::I,"ID 1'M ,,0111 , 111::11:1 "Ill ,,1Mi1 , 1'M1 ~"lnlM M,J:Illl M'i1i1 

}'\"1 'lrnM ,."'1101 ,,1Mi1 nlP'"\"1 ;t::w'll:) ,tiSDl n1po, 1'MII 'liiD .. ,M ! i1'',11i1 

• "~ tum mpo-,., 1'""' 'liiD ,1SCI:ID 
This view that motion is due to nature's abhorrence of a 

vacuum is quoted in the name of Avicenna by Shem-tob in his 
commentary on Moreh II, Introduction, Prop. XVII: "It has 
been said by Avkenna that all motions, whether violent or 
natural, take place on account of [the imposs1bil1ty of] a vacuum." 
m:I:"'D 'IMSD' .n1'11::11:1 1':::1 n1'~i1 1':::1 .mJI1llli1 ,~II Ml'C 1:::1 ~ ~ 

.m~ l m)IZ."11 

Another explanation for the descent of air into a ditch is given 
by Albalag in his commt"nt'l on Algazali's Makarzd al-Falasifah 
Ill, On Place. Accordmg to him the descent of air under such 
circumstances is not locomotion but rather a form of expansion, 
that is to say, it is not local change but quantitative change: 

"Says the translator: Inasmuch as the pl.1ce of water is the 
inner surface of air and as the nature of each element is to tend 
toward its own place and not toward the opposite direction, would 
that I knew why it is that, when we withdraw, for instance, half 
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of the water from a ditch, its place is taken by air? This evidently 
cannot be explained except on the ground that the air moves to
ward the water; but, if so, the air will then have a downward 
motion. One would rather expect the water to move upward 
toward the air, inasmuch as it is the object which moves toward 
its place rather than the place toward its object. The answer is 
that the motion of the air in this particular instance is not due to 
locomotion. It is rather due to the rarefaction and expansion of 
the parts of the air with the result that they spread over and 
occupy a larger area. It has already been explained by Algazali 
that this kind of motion belongs to motion in the category of 
quantity." 
Y)IW1;r', ,D'n Jl::ll:ll ,•o•:um ,.11fo'1 nt:lll tm D'Di1 c:npc CM ,J"nliDM "''DDt 

,, '' ,;rl,)lra '111M CI'D., 'lm M'li:UilO •n,. tn• 'D , ~ "' ,1CI1J'D ,.,,~ 
,CI'DM • .,,~ 1SIIIW1l"':: CM ·~ "111/lltl '" nr ·~ ,Cil1"10T1 ,,11fo'1 "'D' 1'" • '-'zl 
·~ , ,.11fo'1 l"'eel 'II'~ CI'DM l)I]IWI'I' .,.., M'M ~1'1 ,ntiD, ,,. ,.11fo'1 tUDl1 

i1,111l1'1M ·~ ,l"'::'ll'nn .CIDlpnD, c:npa, "' .c:npo, SISilWI Cll:l'lpna, I'~ 1D 
''1:12 ,.'lti'IP ,, 1:1n111~m ,.p,n l1113111l1i1 "'" n•o1po Ml'M ,.,.., '111M n..rn 

.n'ID!I:::I ...,.. M]IW1., 'l'DD M'i1 nMrn i'IJIW1i1 ·~ , '1Dm:IM Y:::l ~1 • ,nl 
A similar illustration is cited by Bruno in his criticism of Aris

totle's theory of light and heavy. His explanation of the descent 
of air is like that offered by Albalag, namely, that it is due to 
expansion. CC. De l'Infinito Unillerso et Mondi III, p. 356,1. 18 II. 
Cf. Prop. VI, n. 18, p. 539. 

24. This is arguing for the Pythagorean view of a vacuum. See 
above notes 7, 11. 

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument as follows: "Nee 
impediri ex intermedio quin vacuum extra mundum reperiri queat" 
(.&:amen DoctrituU Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6). 

25. This refers to the circular motion of the celestial spheres 
which does not involve change of place. See below Proposition 
XIII, n. 18. 

26. Pico Della Mirandola reproduces this argument as follows: 
"Parvi facit etiam illam non penetratorum corporum, ob dimen
siones rationem, cum dimensiones materiae iunctas id efficere 
posse dicendum sit, non seiunctas, et ab omni prorsua materia 
separatas" (Examen Doctrinae Vanitatis Gentium VI. 6). 
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2'1. Hebrew .»TID 'lp"'lr n:n .•• D"'"ne.J tp"IS' N; l:ltt'l. The terms 
Tim .:!TID' are borrowed from logic, where they are used in 
technical senses with reference to the fallacies of compositio, 
trbp(JEtiU, and diwsio, 8ta.lpEtrts. Cf. Epitome of Sophistic Elenchi, 
p. 55a: cr.»TID 1jnr Cl.,"lm 1jnr "'llltO ...,.. 1:1'"1:1,::1 I1Citll1' l:llDtt Mn. 
I have translated these terms freely, however, as required by 
the con text. 

28. This argument of Crescas contains many phrases which seem 
to be aimed at Aristotle's commentators, e&pecially Avenoes and 
Gersonides, who insist upon showing that the impenetrability of 
bodies is due exclusively to their pure, incorporeal tri-dimension-
ality. · 

Averroes' Epitome of the Physics IV, pp. 14b-15a: "We may also 
explain this in another way. Bodies exist in pmce through their 
dimens1ons and not th1ough their acndents. The impot>sibility 
for two bodies to exist in one place at the same time is not due, 
for inbtance, to the fd.Ct that one it> white and the other black, but 
rather to the impossibility of dimensions to penetrate each other 
...... Now, if place were identical with the vacuum, bodies 
would penct1ate each other. But this is absurd." 
C11pD::I 1.,1i1' CllDM CI'D!Dl., ':I Mn .C',ntl Cl':lll::l J'lJiil i11 '1M::Illl1 ,IIIIIN i1li11 

"' ,ntt C11pc::l "1n' 1':o1n"11 Cl'lm 'llll::l J1lDl CllDN1 ,Cii1',pD:I "' C.,'pM'"ID( :II 
C111Sp Cl'pM"1C., Cll:li1 n1J1lDi1 "UD ?:IN , ':oliiCI ,, , ,nil Mn J::l, i11l' "'C£CC 

Mn ,C'~ CI'D!Dl., 1Dl:l'lll ::I"MD i1'i1 '1:111i1 tn., Cl1pDi1 iTi1 1,N1 ••• .11Sp::l 

·1'111 
The same question is raised by Simplicius: "For why should 

these be prevented proceeding th1ough each other, but a vacuum 
not? Shall we say that these are hot, or white, or heavy, or are 
replete with certain other passive qualities which happen to them, 
but that a vacuum is deprived of these? To assert this, however, 
would be absurd, for it has heen shown before that bodies exist 
in place according to intei"Vals alone" (Simplicius in Physica IV, 
8, ed. Diels, p. 681, lines 21-26; Taylor's translation of the Phys
ics, p. 228, n. 2). 

Gersonides' Commentary on the Epitome of the Physics, Zoe. 
cit., elaborates Averroes' statement as follows: "One cannot argue 
that while indeed it is impossible for corporeal dimensions to 
penetrate into other dimensions on account of the impenetrability 
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of bodies, it should still be possible for dimensions, which exiat 
apart from bodies, to penetrate into each other; for as against such 
an argument, the following may be urged: It has already been 
explained that corporeality is not the cause which makes the 
interpenetration of bodies impossible, but the cau11e of that im
possibility is rather the fact that a body poSBesses dimensions. 
Con~~equently, if dimensions of any kind and under any condi
tions were capable of interpenetration, then the reason given for 
the impenetrability of bodies would be no reason at all. SuppoBe, 
for instance, we raise the question why man is incapable of flying. 
If we answer that it is becauBe he possesses life or becau11e he is a 
featherless animal, the reason given would not be a valid reason, 
for the ability to fly is possessed by those who are animals and by 
those who are featherless, though it is quite true that that 
particular animal called man, or that particular featherless being 
called man, does not happen to possess the ability to fly. But if 
we answer that is becau11e man is wingless, we have given the true 
reason, for we do not find anything wingless that can fty. Simi
larly in this caBe if it were in any way at all possible for dimen
sions to penetrate into bodies, there would be no cau11e for the 
impenetrability of bodies, for it is certain that mere corporeality 
cannot be the cau~~e." 
y%fl'b 1:11§1 'pn't:l 1Dl:l'rl 1:11§1 'Pn't:l ]1lel ClDM MJrl , "11)M'ff ,'Itt" rtn. 
~ I:Mp 't:l:lll Mn • 1Dl:l' 1:11§1 )1:1 D'CIIIIJli:IM c•p.,,, .,::m ,C'I:In'! Dl:IM 

Vl1'l'1 M1M n)llli:IM 1'1!11:11'1 .,::m ,llll:llllM Jl:lt:l C'l:ln'! Dl:lMI:I n)llli:IM 1'1!11:11'1 )'Mil 

1W 't:l:l rnM ,i"rn!l 1'11:11 1'M ,C'pn"1., 1Dl:l'rl ,.IJM i"rM CM1 .c•pm .,)l:l 

UC'IIM I:IMII ,1JIJ1)1C I:I"''Ml'1 i"ri"r M., 1'11:1., U.,Milll CIM 'IC:l ~'t:ID i"D'MII M:lD 

,n:~c rn"MII M:lD um 't:l:l rnn .nw .,JI:l •n.,:l •n tt'lo,. ,.,., 'Itt ,•n m,. ,.,., 
,I:MM MlMII 'MMII ''IJ)IM ,l'lW .,)l:l 'M":l" 1M •n? l111JIJ1)1M ~1:1' 't:l:lll 'liJI:I 

'IJ? UC'IIM CIM ClDM1 .IJIJ1)1D i"ri"rll M"M ,I:MM Mlnll l'1W .,)l:l •n.,:L, 1M 

IJl:l "ll:l •n.,:l MXI:I' tt.,ll •mo .n•l11:H1 1'1!11:11'1 1W 't:l:l ·"ll:l 7)1:l •n.,:l tm11 

"'ttiPl1 M., Dlll:l 1Dl:l'll D'pn't:l C'liJ D1ID:l ,.liM i"rM CIM rnM );)1 ."J.D1J11:1 

."n'I!XIlM "1St! C.'t:l nr )llr:l' "" ';) ,D'I:In'! =n n~)l:l JllC' 1'1!11:1 )tt= 

Cf. Narboni on the Moreh Nebu.kim l, 73, Prop. 2: "The 
impossibility of the interpenetration of bodies is due only to 
the impossibility of the interpenetration of the dimensions." 
c•pmn Dl:l., 'B tt?tt 'll'tl 1:11113:1 ~ Dl:IM )ID'I1. 
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29. Pico Della Mirandola refers to this argument as foUows: 
"Negat praeterea dimenaiones esse corporis extrema" (&amen 
Docmnae Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6). 

30. Hebrew srnn 'Ill' •c. Cf. job 23, 3. The expression as here 
given by Crescas was frequently used by mediaeval Hebrew writ
ers, as, e. g., Gersonides' Mill}amtN Adonai III, 4. 

According to Shem-tob Falaquera, it is a rendering of the 
Arabic phrase '"1JIII n•?, ..S~ .:.:1. He also quotes Avempace's 
explanation of the meaning of this phrase. Cf. Morek ha
Moreh II, 15: .,.n ,l"'JMll''n ,,pn::l ,'JI:li:Z"' )IDVo'IZ) J'I"1MMn "'DMM:):l: 

n?c., n~r~ Jll,. "1:l:l1 ••••• iDllllt,n n)l1ll'1n iii1'1Mnn DM srnn 1"' •c "'DM 
M?M "'D1Ml"' i"'M1M ~· M? ,JI"!Ml 1"' •c ~:21 ,,Jill n•? ':l,JI:l M1l'1l' 
'IDC!'~ ~ M? mDn 1M ,'lli'IM n~? mMr!Dl n•niJH 1'1)1',. 11"11' U'Mtll ~~ 
1:2 "'Q::UM ::1l1:11 • • • • 1:11pan nc iV1'1tt ~"" cnut ~Mil c·~,., "'IMID 
1'MIII i"'D:l mut IPICI' .,Jill n•? M1m n?cn nn : ~ .mDn nr ?p r~CX?M 
nM i1C ~~ m:llmZli'1 'llnr!P:l iV1ut liiiDI" C'DJIIJ., ,1'1111JH M., 1:l n~ 
,n?•?v.t ,,., ?p M'li'&' ,m?;)Dn m,.,~ M'ln nl:lrmDn t:1 mr. i1D1 , ~ 

.~ Ml'"liiiiJta r:l'lll 1'nM c·~ •:r.t •;) 

Cf. also Morek ha-Moreh I, 73, Prop. VII: 1:lM P'"1n .,Jill n•?triJ 
snM'I JM' 'D •P'MJII'1? Jt:lli11 .ncn 'lM'I ,:l'nD l:l"IJ:l )::11 .n·on 'lM'I ,)1::111. 

31. The implication of this statement is that by defining place 
as a vacuum it does not mean that there is no difference in the 
UBe of these two terms. It rather means that what is called vac
uum when it contains no body but is capable of receiving a body 
is called place when it d~ contain a body. This is in accord with 
the following statement of Aristotle; "For those who assert that 
there is a vacuum consider it as it were a certain place and vessel. 
And it appears to be full when it possesses the bulk which it is 
capable of receiving; but when it is deprived of this it is void; as 
if a vacuum, plenum, and place were the same, but their essence 
not the same" (Physics IV, 6, 213a, 15-19). A similar statement 
is found in Plutarch's De Placitis Philosophoru.m I, 20: "The 
Stoics and Epicureans make a vacuum, a place (T6ro11) and a 
space (x&lpa.ll) to differ. A vacuum is that which is void of any 
thing that may be called body; place is that which is possessed 
by a body; a space that which is partly filled with a body, as a 
cask with wine." Similarly the Brethren of Purity explain that 
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those who define place as a t~acuum (~.lull, Dieterici: Write) call 
it vacuum when considered apart from body but place when 
considered as possessing a body (Cf. Dieterici, Arabic text: DW 
Abkandlungm der Ichw8.n Es-Saf8., pp. 3o-31; German transla
tion: Die Naturamckauung und Naturphilosophie der A railer, p. 9). 

32. Cf. below Second Specula,ion, Third Argument. 

33. I. e., it is said to be "small and g1eat" but not "much and 
few," because it is a continuous quantity. Cf. Physics IV, 12, 
220a, 32-220b, 3: "It is also evident why time is not said to be 
swift and slow, but much and few, and long and short: for so far 
as it is continuous it is long and short, but so far as it is number 
it is much and few." 

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument of Crescas as fol-
lows: " ...... quas explodi miratur cum magni et parvi 
nomine donentur, et per eius partes queamus illas dimetiri" (Ex
amen Doctrinae Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6). 

M. Hebrew 'DDC p~rc ,)1"4'1:1 M\"11. 
Crescas evidently uses this expression here to prove that a 

vacuum must be a continuous quantity. 
Abraham ibn Daud, however, uses it only as a definition of 

quantity in general and not necessarily of continuous quantity. 
Emunah Ramah I, 1 : 1~::1 ,ll1""' ""lnMIII ~, ~:J:J ~a· l'lll m nc:~m 
•••• 1~::1 1::1 ,yr, lt:IP p~n U!lO n-,:,•11 '"111/DM '"111/M ~mn Dlr.ln m:1 , uzm p~ 
p~nnzn ~"W:I C'l'D 'Jll no:~m. 
Cf. Isaac ben Shem-tob's first supercommentary on Intermediate 
Physics IV, iii, 4: U!lO p~n:J ,ll1""' ~, em na:Jn ,21. 

Gersonides, on the other hand, uses it as a definition of continu
ous quantity. Mill;amot Adonai VI, i, 10: 'IIZIID ~ M1."1ll 'YJIUI 
.. ~, n~~ Co"1ll .:"1111 •n~:J 1M m11 1::1 "~~*' ~ nn ,nc:J."1D M\"1 lDIM ':I 

~ ':I .~"1nD."1 o"1D:Io"1D M1."1ll "'1M1:1D em rrn ,em nD:J."1D p~n nrMD ~'IMl 
~ nnrr:J U!lO p~n M1."1ll nD:J 1~::1 ,II• M1."1ll "11)11 • ~ ,.,.. 1::1 "~~*' 
j:Q"1Nio"1 o"1D:lo"1 m- nn ,)I:JD:J. Crescas himself, in another place, 
uses this expression as the definition of quantity in general. 
Cf. fh Adonai Ill, i, 4, p. 67b: "11"11' M1."1ll l"''i"1 CIM n':J:J '"IDW nn 
'DCC p'm:l "1]TIIr "'111M M1l"'ll o"1D:lo"1. • 

All these definitions of o"1D:J are reproductions of Euclid's defi
nition of the multiple of a magnitude, in Elements, Book V, Defini-
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tion 2. "The greater is a multiple of the less when it is measured 
by the less." 

It will be noted, however, that this Euclidian definition, which 
in Book Vis applied to magnitude, i. e., a continuous quantity, 
is in Book VII, Definition 5, applied also to number, which, ac
cording to Aristotle, is a discrete quantity. 

It is possible that in citing this definition Crescas merely meant 
to reason from the fact that a vacuum is measured ("'1)riiiiD) and 
not numbered ("1111D), on which account it must be a continuous 
quantity. See Metaphysics V, 13, 1020a, 8-11: "A quantity 
(rOCTlw) is a plu1ality (r>.ij8os) if it is numerable (6.pt8JJ,f1TOP), 
magnitude (JJ.E'"(efJos) if it is measurable (p.tTpf170J1). 'Plurality' 
means that which is divisible mto non-contmuous partS, 'magni
tude' that which is divisible into continuou~:. parts." 

But here, too, it will be noted that Euchd uses the term mea
sured (1CilTilJJ.ETp1jTat) with reference to both magnitude and 
number. 

It is curious that in I/obol ha-Lebabol I, 5, Euclid's definition of 
part is rep1oduced from Elements V, Def. 1, and there the original 
term measures (ICilTilJ.I.ETpU) is replaced by the term numbers 
(,II'ID, ~) though it is used with reference to magnitude ("1111'1', 
.J I ..li.o) : "''DND., n;,nn:l crr)pM "1:11 "II'M:I )rn, 11M "1II'ID JI:IP, "JlY'I'i'1 ';) 
'"'l1li'Vo1 "111DD 'IT'Dn,. 

Cf. Pico Della Mirandola's restatement of this argument in the 
passage quoted above in n. 33. 

35. The implication of this statement is that a continuous quan· 
tity is either time or magnitude, rn. However, inasmuch as a 
continuous quantity includes in addition to time also Une, sur
face, body and place, it is evident that Crescas uses here the term 
magnitude, )"1U, in a general sense to include all these four which 
are magnitudes as opposed to multitudes. cr. above n. 34. 

The following excursus on the various enumerations of quan
tity will be of interest. 

Aristotle enumerates seven kinds of quantity, of which two are 
discrete (6twpurp.EJIOJ1), number and speech (M-yos), and five 
are continuous (O'VJIEXEs), line, surface, body, place and time 
(Categories, 6, 4b, 2D-25). Cf. Intermediate Categories II, 2: 
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P''""' run ,I:IPI'I'I rmm~ 1pn : 11IIDI1 J'l:l"1l'TI • -n:~"1l'TI .,.EXn : D'3l1 p7rtnDn 
.mpcm )am am .cca iTm c-~ 

Algazali follows Aristotle in his general classification, but instead 
of five conlinu.ous (~....:... n~,nD) quantities he speaks of four, 
omitting place, and instead of two discrete (~~. liTWV:)) quan
tities he mentions only one, number. (Ma~ aJ-Falasifah 
II, pp. lOQ-1). 

Probably following Algazali, Abraham ibn Daud speaks of five 
quantities, of which four are continuous and one discrete (p?nnD), 
and concludes his discussion by saying that these five are the 
only quantities "and he who made them more erred." n?M'I 
1'1JII' "Vn' CllllM en/ •z:n ,1'11:):Jo, 'MWU 'l'l:l c., illll:lnn. He was evidently 
not aware that Aristotle himself made them more than five. He 
must have had in mind Solomon ibn Gabirol who alludes to 
seven kinds of quantity (Me~or Qayyim III, 21: np:::Wo'l l'l'l:l 
d. Fons Vitae III, 27, p. 143, I. 22) and perhaps also Saadia who, 
in Emu.not ve-Deot II, 2,1ikewise speaks of seven kinds of quantity: 
n=.-1 'l'l:l 1'131~. These aeven kinds of quantity are enumerated 
by Saadia in his commentary on the Sefer Ye,irah ( Commentaire 
su.r Ia Slfer Yesira, ed. Lambert, Arabic text, p. 18; French 
translation, p. 36). 

The Hebrew translation of that passage in Sefer Ye;irah 
(quoted by Guttmann, Die Religionsphilosophse de.f Saadia, p. 97, 
n. 4) contains several unusual terms. The passage reads as follows: 
,mparn ,c?um ,:Do, .~n c,, ,c•llnR Cill:) illll:ln ,C'l'l:l 1131:117 m•z:~:::~nzo •ll? 
)':ll:lm ,.,Dl"l ,1'11:1m ,C'IlnR •n?n Cill:) C':IVI ,)l:lrm. The term D'llnR, 
;.) ~.in this passage is undoubtedly to be taken as synonymous 
with ~,nD ~. the latter being the usual translation of the 
Greek CTVIIExfls (see Proposition XV, Part II, p. 654, n. 23). ~ 
is a literal translation of the Arabic .!-. which like the Greek 
-ypa.p,p,~ means both writing and line. (Cf. Guttman, ibid.). XI is 
a tolerable translation of the Arabic ~. the latter of which 
means both roof and su.rface. (Cf. Solomon Gandz, "On the 
Origin of the Term Root," American Math.ematical Monthly, 
Vol. 33, 1926, p. 263, n. 2). It is in this sense of su.rface that" 
:11 is used in the following passage: pc1J71 m mw 1? n "Ill (quoted 
in Pinsker's Uleleute ~admtmiyot, Nispabim, p. 200). a'ra for 1:1111 
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or 11J11 is quite simple. It is similarly used for "1Im by Maimonides, 
Sefer 114-Matlda' I, ii, 3: .~n.., p~ru 1C~ l"'":2pn M"ml nD ~~ 
M"''Dn ar,m C'"'Q1MI:I c;"'IP C'M'I"'Q l:lnD. The term "1111D, which Gutt
mann declares to be a mistranslation of the Greek >.h'YOS should 
be read "'''l!? which is the equivalent of om,, ..;J..:.II, and a perfectly 
good translation of >.h'Yos. Cf. Cumri IV, 25: "mT.'I "1111~ 1'DMI 

~ 
The Aristotelian classification of quantity is faithfully repro

duced in the encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity (Dieterici, 
Arabic text: D'e Abhandlungen der lchwdn Es-Saf8, pp. 343, 360; 
German translation: Die Logik und Psychologie der Araber, 
p. 7). Under discrete quantity they mention number and ~,!.I. 
The latter term is translated by Dieterici as Bewegung. But this 
makes no sense. It happens, however, that <) r means also 
syllable (see Dozy, Supplement awe Dictionaires Arab'es, s. v.), and 
fJOWl, like the Hebrew nyun, and is thus a well-enough translation 
of M'Yos. It will be recalled that in the passage of Metaphysics 
VII, 10, quoted above in n. 1, Aristotle speaks of a syllable as of 
a discrete quantity. 

36. Crescas' argument that outside and beyond the world there 
must be either a plenum or a vacuum had been answered by Ger
sonides who maintains that beyond the world there is neither a 
plenum nor a vacuum but absolute privation or non-being. This 
state of absolute nothingness, he continues, is one of the assump
tions that a1e often made and are to be considered as true even 
though it cannot be g1asped by the imagination. Mi/J}amotAdonai 
VI, i, 21, p. 386: "But there are things which, though true, man 
cannot grasp with his imagination, as, for instance, the termina
tion of the wmld at absolute privation which is neither a vacuum 
nor a plenum." ~ ,tnM."l l:ln'ltt i'IZTI'II l:n!' M~ 1:1~ C'"'Q, 1:111 ?::m 
•l?a M~ 111p"1 M~ 1l'MIII t:I~M1Dil .,.,ym ~M a~1yn m~:J. That there are 
things which reason compels us to assume even though the 
imagination fails to grasp them is elsewhere also admitted by 
Crescas and is equally insisted upon by Maimonides. See below 
n. 112. 

Similarly, prior to both Gersonides and Crescas, Averroes 
argues, anticipating Crescas, that beyond the world there cannot 
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be a body, "for were it so, it would be necessary that beyond 
that body there should be another bocily and so on to infinity." 
Nor could there be a vacuum beyond the world, "for the impos
sibility of a vaeuum has already been demonstrated in the specu
lative sciences." But unlike Crescas and like Gersonides he 
concludes that beyond the world there is nothing but "privation" 
(r.u:, "T!)iol, t1TEf171tm)." Cf. M. ]. Miiller, Philosophie una 
Theologie von Averroes, German text, p. 63; Arabic text, p. 66; 
Mohammad Jamil-ur-Rehman, The Philosophy and Theology of 
Averroes, pp. 17Cr-177. 

The difficulty raised here by Crescas is alluded to by Albo and 
is answered by him. His answer is that while the expression 
cr,J, rm. outsid~ or beyond the world, would ordinarily imply the 
existence of something by which the world would have to be 
bounded from without and that something would have to be 
either a plenum or a vacuum, still the term }'1M may be used in 
this connection in a figurative sense, in no way implying the exist
ence of anything outside the world. 'l~~arim II, 18: "''I)M'ff ~ 

'Itt mp•, Cll.' r M"\T.C Y'l" Cll.' r I:IM'I • .,r,D Mr, mp', "" c"nvr, 'J'I'I r
t"'IVm )D r,prc, M't:IVo"C "'DDIl rm n.,CII.' """ ,.,.,D. In making that 
distinction in the use of the term ym, Alho must have drawn 
upon Maimonides v. ho, in describing God as an incorporeal 
agent, says that in that case "it cannot be said that the agent is 
outside the sphere; it can only be described as separate from it; 
because an incorporeal object can only be said metaphorically to 
reside outside a certain corporeal object." Moreh II, 1, First Proof: 
1M 'a "lDM' Mr,l ,CII.'l •nr,:l M'i"'''l 1M Din VWl'ID I::I"D' Mr, 'llDD }'1M i"rl'' 1M! 

'll'Mtll MD •;) ,'llDD <Mp'lHDDI r,,:l.l 'a ~ r,:IM ,'llDD UU'1101 }'1M MV'IW 

"1DMD:: l'I:IM"\r,:l Mr,M Din? Y'IM M\"111 "1DM' "" Cll.'l. 

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument as follows: "lmo 
accersiri vacuum ab eis vel nolentibus, quibus asseritur non 
inveniri corpus infinitum. Nam si nullum et extra mundum 
corpus, nee plenum ibi esse convincitur, vacuum potius et seiuncta 
dimensio" (Examen Doctrinae Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6). 

Similarly Bruno argues that according to Aristotle himself the 
nothingness outside the finite world must be a vacuum and that 
the vacuum, since it cannot be limited by a body, must be infinite. 
Cf. De l'Injinito Universo et Mondi I, p. 310, I. 7 fl. 
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37. Creacas draws here a distinction between the infinite in the 
sense of being incapable of measurement and the infinite in the 
sense of having no limits, and points to the possibility of an 
infinite in the sense of immeasurable which may not be without 
limits. Such, for instance, are the lines in Altabrizi's proof, which 
are infinite on one side but finite on the other. When two such 
immeasurable but limited infinite& are given, then while indl!ed 
one of them cannot be conceived as greater than the other in the 
se~se that the total number of its parts can be expressed by a 
number which is greater, still it can be conceived as greater than 
the other in the sense that it can extend beyond the other on the 
limited side. The reason why one immeasurable infinite cannot be 
greater than another, suggests Crt'scas, i!> that their parts cannot 
be expressed by any number and therefo1e the terms great and 
small are inapplicable to them. As he says elsewhere (Or Adonai 
JIJ, i, 4): "But when the time or the number of rotations is 
infinite, neither of these can be deSC'ribed by the terms much and 
few, great and small, equ.J.I and unequal, for all these terms are 
determinations of measure, and measurability does not apply to 
an infinite." 

. mrl1 Jl:lpl ?l"m 1:11JC1 :I, "1:::1 l'lZlM' tc? ,n":::::::: "Ul!XTo"1 1M JDr.1 :"T'iT~ ?:1M 
.n•?:m •n?:::~:::~ 17:11» ,,prrr,n , ,,prm •?l:::ll cn111 nc? ,mrD tc?l 

As for the use made by !:.pinoza of Crescas' discussion of this 
argument, see my paper "Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal 
Substance," Chronicon Spinosanum IV (1924-26), pp. 99-101. 

In the last statement of this passage, I have followed the 
reading in MS'i. c, ?, 1, ,, ,, p, :::1, M, l. Jn the editions and MS. r, 
the reading is: rr?:::~n ?11:::1 tn;'lll1 '1r.'ID i'1'1"1 ,ntfo'lD "JDtl i'1'1"1 ctn. "Thus 
indeed the former line is not greater than the latter, and if it 
extends beyond the latter, it is on the side which is finite." 

38. If time be eternal, the following objection might be raised. 
Divide eternal, infinite time, at any point at the present, into 
past and future. Past and future time will each be infinite and so 
will the whole time be infinite. But the whole is greater than the 
part. Thus, one infinite will be greater than another. 

The answer, as suggested here by Crescas, is as follows: The 
whole time is said to be greater than past or future time only in 
so far as the latter are each bounded at the dividing point. In 
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so far, however, as they are all infinite in the senae of beinr im
measurable the whole time cannot be said to be greater than the 
past or future time. 

Both the objection and an answer are given by Gersonides in 
Milbamot Adonai VI, i, 27, p. 406. 

39. According to Crescas' view, the belief in creation does not 
necessarily imply a belief in the future destruction of the world. 
The world, according to him, must have had a beginning in the 
past, but may be endless in the future (Or Adonai Ill, i, 5, cf. 
Moreh II, 27). This view, however, exposes itself to the same 
criticism that has been raised against eternity, namely, that one 
infinite will be greater than another. For, before creation there 
had been an infinite time of non-existence. After creation there 
will be an infinite time of existence. The sum of theBe two kinds 
of time will make infinite time, and thus one infinite will be 
greater than another. The answer, of couree, is the same as given 
before in the case of eternity. 

Both the objection and a similar answer are given by Ger
sonides in Mill;amot Adonai VI, i, 27, pp. 405-6. The objection is 
reproduced by Crescas in Or Adonai III, i, 1, p. 62b, lines 7-10, 
and the answer in III, i, 3, p. 66a, lines 15-20. 

40. This objection has been anticipated by Narboni in his super
commentary on the Intennediate Physics III, iii, 4, 2: "Two objec
tions may be raised here: First, against Aristotle's statement that 
there can be no infinite surface, we may argue that he who main
tains the existence of an infinite body also believes in the existence 
of an infinite immaterial surface." "'C'Itt M1:'ll' ."Hn :li1'1P1p 'JP II' 1lC!I 
tllm'IP •t:no MV'IW n·~ I:IIPl IUD'II ,,. nlrin' ,H:I .n·~ l"'ttll IUD' """ 
'rc.l ~ ntllll. 

Likewise Gersonides in his supercommentary on the Interme
diate Physics, loc. cit., has a remark to the same effect: "The 
proposition that every body must be bounded by a surface or 
surfaces, is based upon the analogy of bodies which are perceived 
by our Benses." ~ em ,l:l'l"'ttll 'Itt ,., 'la'P' I:IIP.1 ?.:~~~ ;om ann 
ogm "111M CI'IPM1I:It, co=rte rnnp?. · . 

Isaac ben Shem-tob refutes Crescas' objection in his 1ectmtl 
supercommentary on the I~ PhyJicl, ltlc. cit.: "By a 
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proper understanding of the minor premise of this syllogism one 
may solve the difficulty raised by Ibn l;lasdai, viz., the opponent 
may dispute the truth of the proposition laid down by Ariatotle 
here that every body is surrounded by a surface or surfaces, for, 
believing as he does in the existence of an infinite body, he does 
not admit that every body is surrounded by a surface or surfaces. 
But the answer to this is as follows: We have already shown that 
every body must be predicated as being either circular or not
circular, inasmuch as these two predications, circularity and non
circularity, are contradictory to each other after the manner of 
the contradiction between a positive and a negative predication, 
and in such cases, when the subject ordinarily may be either one 
or the other of the predications, it must necessarily he either one 
or the other. Consequently, since the mathematician has defined 
a circular body as something which is surrounded by one surface 
and a non-circular body as something which is surrounded by 
many surfaces, the aforesaid difficulty disat~pears." 
1'IDII tm1 • 'M'Ton '1 ;"'ZZJ1111 PIJI:r.1 "1111' iZ1p:To'T nrc MltlpiT i'I'"PtTI "11IQ::1 rnn 
l"''i'1''l ,CI'rn:le' '1M rn:le' U 'J'PD I:Wl ?::111 na,pnn nHC 1Tli! D'?tcnl:lD'-,et "'DD«<< 

~3' :rn• M~ .n•?:~n •n?:J 7],:Jn 1:1113:1 "We Mlo"'lrl nn ~·'\, ?v:2 nr ?v plm 
~:I ~nSnll :l"lnD M'l.,. 1U"' U'WCII 1D:J ':I nn .D'rn:le' 1M IWII U 'J'pz:l 1:11P:1 

t'Vo" :nvnm J'ljm np1~n n1p~V1 a."''l// -nt .~ •n?:J '1M ~ M\"'11.1 Dill 

ltUD'II ny:J a;c M¥1)'11 'C,a., MIIUI'1 ?y a., ,"" p-.x•r~ :l"'IMD .,~ 
tiiWIII1 ,,MM n1:111 u 'l'P' ""'" ~~ MT.'1II:l ?uvn 1:1111r1 'Ttl >-nz)';rzo m ~" 

.??::1 pi!D .,... M? ,D':l., 0'1'11:111 U 'IIJ'P' "111M Ml1'1 ?ey •n?:J.., 
See also his .first supercommenta:ry on the Intermediate Physics, 

loc. cit.: "Some one has raised an objection, arguing that this syllo
gism is a begging of the question, for he who admits the existence 
of an infinite body claims also that there exists a body which has 
no surface; and so, how could Aristotle refute the opinion of his 
opponent with a premise which the latter does not admit? Our 
answer to this objection is that this premise is self-evident and 
the opponent could not help but admit it." 
r ."1:11 ':li:JD 1'1'1'1 CIM "ll"IM net" 1:2 'J'P' l'1l1'1 Cllll ?::1 
wo n":l:l ~:~~v.~ "1D'IMI'1I' ,n:~.,van ?v 111, m, rDpnn n~r~ "''l:lM1 l"Jrrpnr1 •~:~ 
?:lUI ,ll'n:Ja H'll'1ll nz:np.~ 1:1}1 'IMY, "1nD 1'M :I'M'I ,mal M~:J Clll:l !I'll ~' 
.1'::11 ·~? ,1'!DXy~ n"IM'I:Itl tnm tn?~P"' an? "'" m:~o, ;"'D"''pnn I'IMirl ~w 

41. Cf. below Proposition II. 
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42. Hebrew nrnD •n~ ITID"!pnD. One would naturally take ,.,.., 
as the active P&rticiple 11M1D. But the expression "admiss.ive 
pr,emises" is as awkward in Hebrew as in English. While the 
passive participle rn-nD does not occur in Hebrew, as far as we 
know, still by taking it here as a passive participle, we get the 
right expression "inadmissible premises." The term nrnD occurs 
in a Hebrew version of Algazali's Ma/ta#d al-Folasifah as the 
translation of the Arabic W... and r1-' both of which, to judge 
from the context, are to be vocalized as the passive ~i:.! 
and ~. In two other versions the same Arabic terms are 
translated by the passives m~1pc and n1D;IVID, Cf. Ma~ al
Falasifah I, p. 68: ~L.ll .;.1....&&..!1 ~! ~ .J (.s.o~l ~ 1,)1) . . 
.rt..:...ll ...,.. rl-' .)~.J ~_,I o:J~ "' ,jl 1..1_, .•..•. r!.ll 1.!.\h ~ 
Anonymous translation, MS. Jewish Theological Seminary, Adler 
398: [read: ~m i'1Z):If1il JD nTTID i"'"''1n DM'I nm~~M, m- a.7rJ DM'I 

Anonymous translation, MS. ibid. Adler 978: nU'IIIH, m- m ma 
~nD n1;:11pD 1'D''iln r,:llfl. Isaac Alhalag's translation, MS. ibid. 
Adler 131: ,D,r,;, JD n11:1~ Ji"'ll "'" ~ •nr,:~ 1'i'1' 'IM. See use of 
c7rJ1D in quotation from Isaac ben Shem-tob's second supercom
mentary on the lnJermediaJe Physics above n. 1, p. 395. 

43. Cf. Physics I, 7. 

44. This criticism has been anticipated by Narboni in his super
commentary on the Intermediate Physics, I, ii, 2, 2: "Sbouldst 
thou say that our contention that principles must be known is 
true indeed according to him who maintains that the principles 
are finite, but according to him who believes that the principles 
are infinite, they need not necessarily be known; quite the con
trary, they cannot be known, inasmuch as the infinite is not 
comprehended by knowledge-the answer is as follows: Aristotle's 
statement that the principles must be known, is based upon his 
belief that in order to know a thing perfectly it is necessary to 
know it according to its causes and principles, as we have stated 
at the beginning of this work." 
'D n•rn:~n '•n mY"' l"U"i'1NI n~n:~ .:~•.,. n1.,m'T.'IIP 'D"'IMMI nD n"Jft 

1'D''l"!lW :l"VT' "' n':l:l "'"Ml"'i"W ~11111 'D ;.::uc .n•:~ Dn mr,Ml"'':l ..,... 
.l"'fll.,. 1.:1 "''pn "' n•.:z::~ tn."'l' nD ·~ .mm i'U'':"'I1 M7rJ .:~"'11'1' ;.::uc .nwno 
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~ ,.,.n "'':lTo'llll ·~~~ myT'T' O"D'';'UW :a•.,. m)nrnw "''IH1 MCII ~ 
• "'1111:11"1 nr,nn.:a 'D""ICMIP 'IC~ ,.mr,nnm ~ ,.,.., .,..., 

The same question has also been raised and answered in aa 
anonymous supercommentary on the lnJermediale Physics I, ii, 2, 
2, fol. 99v (MS. Adler 1744): " 'But the principles must be 
known.' Who has told you that the principles of being must be 
known? We answer that the reason underlying this statement is 
the view that nature does nothing in vain, for inasmuch as nature 
has implanted in us a desire to comprehend all things and these 
things cannot be comprehended by us except through their causes 
and principles, it follows that the principles must be known." 

·~ :~'In .n1371,. m'To'l "''Mm ·~ ,., ,.:., 'D .1·~ .:~•..,. m'nn.'To'l r,.::ue 
rar.f, pm 'D:l 1l'D tm ·~ ,nl,r::t:lr, ~, lY]I' M., ll:ll:ll"''ll .,~ ,nMr M"l"''l"CI:In 

mr,Mm 1~ CK ,cn,r,Mm cnl:lo:~ CK ·~ crmr, '3 M' cr~~ .cr~'To'l r,~ 
.nl~ O"D'"l"!nll :l"V1' 

Shem-tob Ibn Shem-tob, in his supercommentary on the Inter
mediate Physics, lor. cit., answers Crescas as follows: "It is for 
this reason that Rabbi Ibn f:iasdai raised here an objection, argu
ing that it i& a begging of the question, for he who believes that 
the principles are infinite claims that the principles are unknown. 
Either one of two answers may be given. First, Anstotle is 
addressing himself here to a man of good sense. Kow, it has al
ready been demonstrated in Book VJ of this work that when we 
are deprived of the knowledge of something, we have a longing 
for it, and no sooner do we come into the possession of that knowl
edge than the longing di~oappears. Hence we do know that we 
have a knowledge of the principles, inasmuch as that knowledge 
causes our longing for it to disappear. [Second), or we may answer 
it in this way, which indeed is something very subtle. Aristotle 
will first force the ancients to admit that they possess a knowledge 
of things, and then he will use their admis!oion as an argument in 
their own confutation. For they claim that, because the existent 
objects are infinite, the principles must be infinite. Thus we 
do know that the principles are infinite, and this, perforce, con
stitutes a kind of knowledge. But, then, if, as they claim, the 
principles are infinite, they could not have that knowledge." 
"ID1MI1 •1:111 nn ,.,,'To'l r,p :-r~,PD tml' ~ •~non '1 .:~~ rwpn nrl11 
: m:~wn ':ID ,"" ,r, tiS' nrl11 .n1371,. J'M mr,Mmi1111 "11M .n':l.:l nbM:'1i1111 
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"''lnn uwr .rm= "1DDr1 l"'ID "a "''IC1 ,'7::111 r,~ DP "C"I' ~ .'MM 
mD '1:1 Ml7'"l'11 1DPl'1 "''rrtC1 ,1'r,M J'PVWl DZIM MD "'C, nJM' UDC rJOr,Pl 
,e,e,~ l'1p'llln nsn•n l'ln1M "''I'1M ut, IT"'MMDl ..r, "'11'/tQ 'fJV1'II 'fJV1' I:DDKI ,npwn., 
D','ll D'~ "Db M":::l' ~l"':: lm'l ,"1MD ~ "'1:1, lm'l ,"'JDM., .,~'U 1M 

D'"'l:1"1l'll' 'llr, ,n~ nlr,Ml"''l''l' D'"1D1M ani/ ,M.,Ill"':: 1"11MD M":l' ~Ml ,0'"'1:1~ 
~ DM1 ,l"''JM'n M'l"'' naen .n·:~:::~ Dl"''IP 'fJlM' ~ ~'It .n":l:l D"MXm"' 

.:'QI',.n naer 1J7"1'11 M'M .n•:~:::~ an 
A veiled refutation of Crescas' criticism is also found in Isaac 

ben Shem-tob's second supercommentary on the Intermediate 
Physics, loc. cil.: "He who is inclined to be skeptical may raise 
here a doubt and contend against the first argument, wherein 
Aristotle states that principles must be known, that it is a beg
ging of the question, inasmuch as the opponent disputes its truth, 
for he who maintains that the principles are infinite claims that 
they cannot be known." 
,l"':: D'MD'"lM ...,.. l"''CCI i"U''IIM.,., l"Ulll:ll1 ~ "'IDM'1 peo'll p~~oor, r 
: l"nw! p'Mc ,llri,'To'1 r,p ~,pD ..,,_ .n1]m' :"'l''iiNI ::::1"111 n1r,nn.~ .,:1M 
r,p:l •nr,:1 ll"'' n1r,Mm111 ~,..,.,., nn ,::::~•-,., r,p:l ,.r,p [Cambridge MS.: 

.num' ~ "''IIIIIM •nr,:::l ..,..,., '1DM' ,n•r,:an 

Two indirect answers to this criticism, one like the answer given 
by Shem-tob Ibn Shem-tob, are found in Jsaac ben Shem-tob's 
first supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics, loc. cit.: "The 
principles must be known, that is to say, inasmuch as the knowl
edge of anything becomes complete by a comprehension of its 
causes and principles, and, furthermore, inasmuch as many of 
the existent things are known to us, consequently we are bound 
to admit that we have a knowledge of their principles. Or we may 
say that any agent who performs a certain thing must have a 
knowledge of all the principles out of which he has produced the 
thing •.••.• Gersonides, however, explains it in another way." 
1'n'I:1D n]7'"T'::l nDr,.,l "'1:1, r,~:::l np.,.l"''ll , r,., .nl.tm' l"''l''MII ~"V1' 
.mr,nn.,., yup ::1"111' ur,XM n1pn• n1M¥1»"1 tc l"'::"l.,., "''I"'M ~"KK , ,.m'mn,, 
mr,nmrr r,~ Jl"1'll ::::1"111' "'1:1, r,p11•11 r,lNI r,~ll 'llr, M1l"'' nc apr::tn~~ "1DKK '1M 

• "''I"'M Dpr::t l"''C M'~, I t:lr,,.,. I t,.,m .•.. "'D'To'1 V11M l"''IIP' Dl"''DDII 

45. This is an argument against the rejection of an infinite neutral 
element. See above p. 348, n. 61. The reason given by Averroea ill 
that an element in so far as it is an element must possess qualities 
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different from those of other elements. Creacae' contention is that 
the unqualified and formless infinite element would be the sub
stratum of the four elements into which they would never have 
to be resolved. 

46. Cf. De Caelo I, 3. 

47. I. e., the argument that sublunar substances would be de
stroyed by the infinite, does not obtain if an infinite existed 
outside the world of the four elements, which is the view held by 
the Pythagoreans. See above n. 7. 

48. This question is discussed by Narboni in his superrommentary 
on the Intermediate Physics III, iii, 4, 2: 'We may object to this 
by arguing that the assumption of an nfinite body does not neces
sarily require that the infinite should occupy all the room in all the 
three directions, for by assuming thE' infinite element to be a 
magnitude infinite only in length but not in breadth there will be 
room for the other elements, even if we say that such an infinite 
magnitude exists. To this we answer that such an assumption is 
untenable. For we observe that when a body increases by natural 
growth it increases in all its directions. By the same token, if we 
assume an infinite magnitude, it will have to be infinite in all its 
directions. Hence there will be no room for any other element." 

::l"nn' "" n•::~::~ ~ m:n~~ 'WIVI : ·~ r,~;.:::J C'"IIC'b D1i'D .,..,. "" :::J"M'I 
,.,.. ..,.., ,n·::~::~ ~ M'li"lll urn., CMrl 'rJr, .~ mMrJ:-r r,:::J M'7oc "'""" 
.'~ D'"'"IMt'lr, D1pD ;r;r ~:::J .n·::~::~ r,~ Mlm'lll "IDMJZ' '"rJPM :::J"M'I ,:1m, '":I 
,,.~ 1;.::~::~ nDr ,nDr "'!111M Dllll.~ l'IM"D 1lHII1 •rJr, ,"'IIIJJM •nl;.:::~ :-r~a~. c,,r, ::l'lll.l 
Mr,ll :I'M ::I"M:'I • 1'"1m1p .,::1::1 n"::l::l ;r:T'II M1:'l :::1''1J'IZ) n"::l:::J r,~ "1DIUII:::J :::J"Ml 

.~ ClpC .,....,. 

Cf. Averroes, Epitomt of the Phy.~ics Ill, p. lOb: "That the 
infinite must be assumed to be infinite in all its directions is made 
clear by him by the following argument: Inasmuch as a body is 
that which extends in all the three dimensions, it must necessarily 
follow that if anything is assumed to be infinite qua body that it 
must be infinite in all its directions. For if one of its dimensions 
were supposed to be finite, then infinity will be only an accident 
of that body and not essentially necessary, for the same reasoning 
that makes it possible for that one dimension qua dimension to 
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be either finite or infinite must equally apply to all the other 
dimensions. Hence the infinite must necessarily be infinite in aU 
directions." 
~ em IV1 ,1•10p r,~ n·r,~ r,p.:~ •nr,.:~ ~• :l"V'ID tt\"11' a* 
.:l"'"'l'l' .~rtr.'l D'pr1""1Z)n .,~ -,.m:t .., Cll'S'1 r1'i"'IP "1Qp.:l • 'lCMIP neD 
r,.:l.:l n•r,~ r,p:l •nr,:l M'i"'''l ,1:1&'2 tt\"11' MD:I n•r,~ ,r, rMIP nm OM ,m:ll"'.:l 
mpm -b n·r,~, ,,pn ;rn ,ctru) "II'1M:I n.l,~ -b n nm "1IIIM:I ·~ ,,.~ 
tb '1M n.l,~ pn10 M'll"'ll nD "'¥£) ,,ntt pmo r,p 1~ ·~ .~ •nr,.;~, 
n•r,~ r,p.;~ •nr,.:l MXD'II m:li"'.:l .:l"nn' nJ'n .D'pn""'Dt, .,~ r,p 1., m~ 

·"~ "-= 
Gersonides paraphrases Averroes' passage in his commentary 

on the Epilome of the Physics, loc. cit., as follows: "That a body 
assumed to be infinite must be infinite in all its three dimensions 
may be shown in this way. If a body is assumed to be infinite 
qua its being a body and it is a body qua its three dimensions, it 
follows that it must be infinite in every one of its dimensions. For 
if one of its dimensions were assumed to be finite, then infi11ity 
would be only an accident of the body and not essentially neces
sary, since to assume the contrary, i.e., that infinity were essen
tially necessary, would imply that the body is infinite qua its 
being a body, and hence it would necessarily have to be infinite 
in all its dimensions. Furthermore, the very same nature of the 
body which makes it necessary for it to be infinite in one of its 
dimensions will also make it necessary for it to be infinite in its 
other dimensions, for the same reasoning must hold true for all 
the dimensions. Conversely, the very same nature of the body 
which makes it necessary for it to be finite in one of its dimen
sions will also make it necessary for it to be finite in the othl'r 
dimensions." 

.~ D'pmn r,~:l n'.:l.:l M'i"'''l .n'.:l.:l Cll'S'1 nn, CK ,:::1''11"1D M'll"'ll D'7'IM'I 
ar.a 1m1 ,ar.a tt\"11' MD:a l1'.:l:::l crv.n ;rn DMtP nn ."1Xl"'' l"''lt) ~ nr ~, 
,a'pn"\10 "1nM r,~ n'.:l.:l ~·111 :l"V'ID tt\"11' "''K'CD em ,D'pm ~ M'll"'ll MD:a 
,•m:~n •nr,.;~, n,pD.:l ,r, n•r,-'11., ,pn l"'''l"'' ,a•pn"'L, JD "II'1M:I n·.:~ nm DMtP nn 
.ar.a tt\"11' MD:a n'.:l:l ;r;r11 :::1''11"1D l"'''l"'' • 'm:ln ,r, ll'r,~m ~ l"'''l"'' DMtP 

rrr,~n ,,pn ,r, :::l''l"''' "111M p:mn ·~ "11Y'I .1•pm r,~.:ln'.:l:::l M'i"'''l .:l''TI' nl'n 
.'mM tiRe., ·~ ,a·.....,~ D'pn~ n•r,-'11., ,pn ,r, .:l"M' em D'pn"'n ~ 
n•r,:mn -b :l"n' 1:1o10 "II'1M:I n•r,:mn ,r, .:l"n'll1 p:mn111 • '.llln ~"2 nr '1ll"'f1 

.D'~ 
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Cf. a1ao Isaac ben Shem-tob's /wll supercommentary on the 
/fllennlllial. Physics Ill, iii, 4, 2: "An objection may be raised 
that his statement that an infinite body must be infinite in all its 
directions is not true of a natural body qua its being natural which 
is here the subject of our investigation, for in the casepf a natural 
body qua its being natural one body may cliffer from another and 
in the same body one dimension may differ from another, and this 
indeed must be due to its being a natural body and not simply a 
body-for if the equality of dimensions were true also of a natural 
body, then all bodies would be equal in their dimensions and all 
those dimensions would be of equal size. In the same way we may 
argue here that this body under consideration qua its being 
natural will have its length infinite while its breadth may still be 
finite. To this we answer that even though what has been said is 
true and that in natural bodies qua their being natural the dimen
sions may differ from each other, that difference will be only 
relative, that is to say, even though in natural bodies qua their 
being natural one body may differ from another, still any given 
difference between them must be relative to the other difference 
between them." 

M'll"'ll MD:a ~ l1DtV1' "" n111 "1CCtr,, n111pnr, 1M : 1•pmc r,~::l ~ 
'IJ" ,nr ncMn' "" ,•p:m ~ tml' ,r,., .J~::l m, Ul'I'SIW ~ ,•p:m ar.a 
"J"M' 'IDSJI::l ,men ~ , ,nMn CIF.Ir, "1I1M CIF.I "J"M' 'JI:::Ir::l tml' MD:I CIPS"'I' 

.ar.a ..,.,., "1S/:) "" • •p=:~r::t ar.a tt\"111 -n£D ir:"'' :-rn • 'V'Rio, pmz:~r, '1IK'1 Pf"Dt, 
CIF.I Cll'S'1 i1111 ~ "lDKI )~:I :J''l'l .Dirj:lmD:::I D'111 1'ir D"D!Pli1 r,~ ~-
1'1Dte1W "IIJIMIII "1DMl1 ::::1'11~ i1~ .n•::~ 1::lln1 n'::l:l ~~ irl"'''7 :::I"M' 'JI:II:I 

,D"p:ll:l D"DI'l ~ -n£D tnn i11D nr D'DI'lo, pn~ "',r,,., ,~ ~ em 
,"11'K! JD "1nM ar.a ,,r,n "FD' p:m:-r '1l'DI1 "IJJIMIII ,r,., ,"Dn' "~'"" .,..,. nr 

.'"Wii1 "J1r,m cp Di1' ,r, .,..,. "'''~m '"'" nr r,~ cp 

4.9. Cf. De Caelo I, 3. 

Similarly Bruno argues against Aristotle that the infinite would 
have neither weight nor lightness. Cf. De l'Infinito Uniwrso d 
Mondi II, p. 328, 1. 24; alsop. 335, 1. 12; De Immenso d Innu
mmdlilibus II, iv. 

50. The printed editions as well aa all the MSS. read here 1D1pCIP 
'VIn'W 1'11!111 tm, its place is the surfa,ce of its conca.vity. But this is 
impossible, for it does not agree with any of the views on this 
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question reproduced below in n. 54. I have therefore ventured to 
emend the text by introducing the word "DDZZ. It will be noted that 
1mT'1)1p 1"111111 "DDZZ is fittingly counterbalanced by V1U':CU "DDZZ1. 

51. Hebrew 1mT'1SJp. Above (p. 188, I. 6) C'rescas uses the adject
ive .,,JP, We should therefore expect here the form VI,.,JP, 
But mT,JP is used by him later (p. 196, I. 9) and the same form 
also occurs in Emunah Ramah I, vi, p. 28. 

52. As for the special meaning of the term "centre" C'11) used in 
this connection, see below n. 70. 

53. Hebrew Vl1l':CU, By analogy of the Biblical l.l:ll and the 
Post-Biblical )1.l:ll, we should expect here Vl1':n.l:ll. But the 
MSS. read here Vl1l'.l:ll with which VU':CU in the Ferrara edition 
is practically in agreement. Similarly later (p. 196, I. 2) the form 
n1l'.l:ll is used. Some MSS. read there n1'.l:ll, 

54. The implication of this statement that according to Aristotle 
there is a difference between the outermost sphere and the other 
spheres aR to their places needs some qualification, for it touches 
upon a controversial point. Aristotle himself has only the follow
ing general statements on the suhject. "And some things indeed 
are in place essentially; as, for instanre, every body which is 
moveable, either according to lation, or according to increase, is 
essentially somewhere. But heaven (oupa:v6s) is not, as we have 
said, anywhere totally, nor in one certain place, since no hody 
comprehends it; but so far as it is moved, so far its parts (J.loploLs) 
are in place; for one part adheres to another. But other things 
are in place accidentally; as for instance, soul and the heaven 
(oilpav6s); for all the parts are in a certain respect in place; since 
in a circle one part comprehends another" (Physics IV, 5, 212b, 
7-13). Aristotle's commentators are divided in their opinion as 
to the meaning of this passage. The cause of their disagreement 
seems to lie in the vagueness of the term oopav6s which might 
refer (a) to the universe (1'~ 'll'liv) as a whole, mentioned previously 
by Aristotle, or (b) to the outermost sphere, the parts thereof 
thus meaning the inner spheres, or (c) to all the spheres indivi
vidually. The discussion is reproduced in the texts accompanying 
this note. It will be noted that it is only one interpretation, that 
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of Themistiua, which makes the distinction, implied here in 
Crescas' statement, between the outennost sphere and the inner 
spheres. According to Alexander Aphrodisiensis the outermost 
sphere, which he believes to be immovable, is not in place at all. 
According to Avempace and Averroes, all the spheres without 
distinction have the "centre" as their place, though the former 
calls it essential place and the latter calls it accidental place. 

The following texts are illustrative of this note as well as of the 
succeeding notes. 

Averroes, lntermediaJe Physics IV, i, l, 9, in which only his 
own view and that of Avempace are given: 

"As for the univocal applicability of this definition of place to 
all bodies that have locomotion is something which is not so clear. 
For if place is the limit of the surrounding body, then every body 
which has some other body external to itself is, as Aristotle main
tains, in place. But as it is only the rectilinearly moving sublunar 
elements that require the existence of something external to them
selves, would that I knew what is the place of those bodies which 
have by nature circular motion, [and hence do not require the 
existence of something external to themselves), as, e. g., the 
celestial bodies~ 

Aristotle, however, solves this difficulty by saying that a body 
which is endowed with circular motion, as, e. g., the celestial 
bodies, is moved only with reference to its parts, in consequence 
of which it is not necessary to look for a place for the whole of it 
but only for its parts. This is a rather plausible explanation. Still 
the following inquiry is rather pertinent: Those parts which are 
considered to be moved essentially in the circularly moving celes
tial spheres must inevitably have as their place either the con
vexity of a spherical body about which the sphere of which they 
are parts revolves or the concavity of a spherical body which 
encloses the sphere of which they are parts from without. If we 
assume that the place of the parts of the celestial sphere is the 
concavity of another surrounding sphere, then it will follow that 
every such sphere will have to be surrounded by another sphere, 
and this will go on ad infinitum. It is therefore necessary to as
sume one of the following alternatives, namely, either we must 
say that not every body that has locomotion is in place or we 
must say that the place of the circularly moving celestial spheres 
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is the convexity of their respective intemalepheree about which 
they revolve. But the first alternative m uat certainly be dismiiiiCCI 
as false. Hence the second alternative must be accepted. 

Evidence for this . • • (Rest of paragraph is quoted below ia 
n. 70). 

Hence it ia generally true that place ia the limit of that which 
surrounds, but in the case of the rectilinearly moving sublunar 
elements the surrounding body is from without and in the cue 
of the circularly moving celestial spheres the surrounding body 
is from within. 

That the centre must be something separate • • • (Rest of 
paragraph is quoted below in n. 70). 

It cannot be contended ••• (Rest of paragraph quoted below 
inn. 72). 

But the universe as a whole is not in place except in so far as 
its parts are in place. This is what Aristotle has meant by saying 
that it is in place accidentally. For a thing is said to be in place 
potentially or actually, essentially or accidentclly. Now, the uni
verse is not in place actually, inasmuch as there is nothing which 
surrounds it from without. Nor is it in place potentially, inas
much aa there is no possibility that such a body surrounding it 
from without will ever come into existence. Still less is it in place 
essentially. Hence it must be in place accidentally. But to say 
that something exists accidentally may mean two things: First, 
with reference to some accidental property, as when we say, for 
instance, that the white man is a physician, if the physician hap
pens to be white. Second, with reference to a part of the thing, 
as when we say, for instance, that the man sees, when as a matter 
of fact only a part of him sees, namely, his eye. It is evident, then, 
that the universe is not in place accidentally in the sense that it 
happens to be a quality of a thing which is in place essentially. 
Hence, we are bound to say that it is in place because its parts 
are in place. Aristotle, however, uses terms rather loosely, some
times applying the term accidental in a general sense and some
times in a specific sense. 

What we have just stated with regard to the place of the circu
larly moving celestial spheres represents the view held by Avem
pace and before him by Alfarabi, namely, that they exist in place 
essentially, their place being their [so-called] centre (see below 
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n. 70). Accordingly, the term place is uaed in Ill analogical aense 
with reference to the celestial spheres and with reference to the 
aublunar elements endowed with rectilinear dimensions. 

It seeme, however, that it would be truer to say that the celes
tial spheres, whose place is the (so-called) centre which they 
enclose, are only accidentally in place, for that which is in place 
essentially must be surrounded by its place and not ffice persa 
surrounding it. The surrounding limit corresponds to the srw
"oundMJ limit. But it is only accidentally that a surrounding body 
is said to exist in that which is surrounded by it; so that when a 
certain body, as, e. g., the celestial spheres, does not exist in a 
body that surrounds it, it is not in place essentially; it is in place 
only by virtue of its existing in that which is surrounded by it, 
but that means being in place accidentally. This is the view of 
Aristotle. Avempace, however, does not see the homonymy 
between the place of the circularly moving celestial spheres and 
the corresponding place of the rectilinearly moving sublunar 
elements. 

Inasmuch as a thing is said to be in place accidentally on ac
count of its existing in something which is in place essentially, 
this must be the case of the celestial spheres in their relation to 
their (so-called] centre (see below n. 70), the (so-called] centre 
itself being in place essentially. This, according to my opinion, 
is the meaning of Aristotle's statement that the heaven is in place 
accidentally, that is to say, it exists in the elements which are in 
place essentially, for when a thing is said to be in place on account 
of its parts it is not the same as when a thing is said to be in place 
accidentally. 

This interpretation agrees with what appears to be the opinion 
of the author as well as with the truth itself." 
neD m pny.m nvun ,:wun' "'111M a•~:~~r.n .,~., -rn:t :-rr rm~cm azoo 
'!zm }"'n DIP:I .,~ :-r11 ,-J'J'Cl"' am ,..,~ em 01JX'l"'' M'il aMI' nn .l"'l1p''l 

'"11M tm "'1:1, D:'ID }"'n "111M D'Dftn .~ tm ,11:117'"'1M "1DDn' = ,"'1:1, 
:~-a= P.:ll= D'Jisnwm D'Dft'l 01po i"'D :JMM1 Ill' '01 .:nr l"''))W1 anvun 

! D"D!Pi'l 'D"U = 
'137.PW1' DmM ,D'DIIr."' 'D"U = ,:n:ac:a PJIW1D~ ,illc :a..,. 'll:li7'"'1M .,:aM 
.T'I ~,. nn .,orhm .,:aM 1n,.,.,~., 011= ,., 111'1,., 1~· "" 1~., ,,.p~ 
l'l'n9 JJZI' "" ,mr:p:a ·:a~cm I:II1.CI D'.lllNnD 'IIUa' "'111M ,D"p.,rm ,.,_ ~ 
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• }'V1D .,.,. • .,::1 "1I1M I:IIJ ::l'l:lp ,.. ,::I'QD' ,..,, • .,::1 I:IIJ ~ r:Jn', a1pCIM 

, '1n::l m::1 'l::~'ll'm'lr ::I."V'I , .,.. m::~ ::a1:1p m ~n •p'ln cnpa 'Unl'l mn 

: cr:r:.p 'R "lntt Mnn"' nttr 'Itt ::1."'111'1r r= n"'1 .n•'l::~n •n'l:~ 'Itt 1':1PM nr 1~ 
Cllllll"' n·~ ta.'1 m:m C'IJ'D "1DMJII ett1 ,C1pc:~ pnpl '1::1 1'"" "1DMJII att 

.::1."1111) ':111M run . '~= M1MII ::llrl1' '1::1..::1 JWIM"1M1 ,::a'QD' 1•'1p '111M 

.. • M"' ,.,. ~ 
Cl'::l.l:IO'I CM1 flMC C'"''lr'M c•Cirl'l CM 'I'J'Do'1 n•'l:1n ltV! ~::1::1. D'IJ'DM i'W'I 

.CI'lD:I 

• • • ::1."111' 0'1Ct"''P Clll*'l 

• • • "'DM'Ir "'D1M'Il'M'I 

O'IX'1 ~ 'IMn ,Clp.!):l 'l'p,nlr::l. M, CIM ,C'Ip.!):l U'M 1'1,.::1:1 c'll)IM ClCM1 

n::l::l. CIM C'lpD:I tnMIII "'DM' '1::1.'1i'llll nn .l"'"lpD:I ClpD::I M1l"'lll '1-,mQ 'lt:ICI'"'M 

Y1l1 J'Mir '!I, , , ]1'1!)::1 C'lp.!):l 'll'M C,'I)IM'I ,l"',pD:I CM1 13)1::1. CM , '1)1'1!1:1 CM1 

Ul'M'I .CIIIl 'llCD flM '1'n)l::l. iaD'Ir M 'Mir •a'l ,n::l::l C'l~ 'W'tn • '1::1.'1 'UDO 
n~ i1l)lll tt'ltt .n,~ C'l~ l"'"l"'"lll tbtt ~ tt'l i'CO'I .csp::a D'l~ '::~"l 
MrJ'I,., mp "'C'M::I IUI'I, 1::1.'ln&' , "'D.'UII 'ID::I ,:I'IIIDl"' "'XD Ci'IZ) '11"1M : C':I'C 'JII 

ntt'l, ClDtt M'lm ,ntn, C'1Mn&' "'DMJII 'ID::I ,p,nn ':IIID ,ntt., .J::I'I .,...,.. 

l"'"lp' M'll"'lll 'l!ID ,n'1pD::I. C'IJ'D::I. U'M c'l'llliW '1M'I::I.C'I .U')I ta., ,'llCIC p'II'Q 
':IIID tt'ltt C'l~ M'll"'lll '1:1 "'DM: "\.~ M, l"'lo'1 .13)1::1. C'l~ M'lm ~.,C, 
c)lrJ'I n'l,,::l::a n,~"' r= n&'ll' C)lrJir ,I'I'IDIO::I. 'lpo 'lr:JO'"lttl .C'I~ 1•p'l,.. 

,,11''::1. 

"Ul'I:IM'I :rlbtt 1::1. "':::::I.'I:IM "':::C ,"'" tn., ,,,:;,n C'l~ 'll"'''l~ ~ nn 

C'IJ'D 'lp PUJD::I. ~· C'lpDm .11::1~ .,., ,CS)I::I. C'l~ M\"'1111 ,., ,1'l!l'l 

.CI'pi'I"'DM "''lr'M Clllli'l D1pl.) .,, ·~ Clllli'l 

Cl~ '1:1 'I'P' '"IIIIM '11::1~ m::IM ':I ~'Ill •nDM '1m'M l"'"l"l"lr r=,. ,:Itt 
'l•::apD 'I'J'Dm .'I!I'J'D M, '1:1 "Jp'ID ta., 13)1::1. ClpD::I. "'IIIMMI 'l!IC ,M,~ 
,MD Cllll l"'"l"l "'111110 ':I ,'1:1 ")p1D:I M1MII ~'Ill ")'pD'I l"''1P' '1::att ,'1:1 'IPlC'I 

"Jp'ID:I ClpD:I M'lo, ClCM1 .13)1::1. C'l~ U'M i'CO'I ,'1:1 ")'~ 'W'M ,C'Dirl"' 'ID::I 

.m~ ta., c1~ tam CIM 'D'Dirl"' Dl!ll."'llll nDM.'1 :I'M run .n,pD:I nn ,'1:1 

Clln'1'l •::a1:1cn DllllM 1'::1. "11IIM "J'Inm 2•'1r tb "':::::l.'l:ltt l:lll*'l .'lt:lcr"'M n)l"' nn 

• ,ntt:l ,•:ape Co'1D '1MM::I C'lpD.'1 M'l"'''ll "''IP'M 

M'li'IIP 'liiD :11 1:1 ~· DX»> n,~ c1~ tt1l"'lr 1:1 "'Dtt''ll r= ;rnr;o r-='11 
~ m "11IIM 'II::I"'D cp .,,.::~,, l'lll nr l"'"l"l"lll ::I.'"'M ,13)1::1. Cl)'D:IItVI ~~ 

n'I"'''D':::. l:li'llr .,., ,M'1)'D:I C'IPD:I c•DIIIn&' wcr"'M ~ I':IP •!ntt nn .CIX)I::I. 

MD •n'l::a 'l'p,n::a c1~ tnl"'lll ,.,, ~"" I"''DDI1 •11'1 ,l::ar)l::l. Cl)'D:I an -... 

.:'l,p.!):l Cl)'D:I M1l"'lr ,.,, "'DM''II 

• mp::a nDM'I1 "'D1Mr= ntt"'IJII r-='1 c•::IOD .,,.~,, nn 
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In his Long Commentary on the Physiu,loe. cit., in hie exposi
tion of the various interpretations of the Aristotelian passage, 
Averroes reproduces also the view of Themistius, which is of par
ticular importance for us here, as we shall find allusions to it in 
Crescas. We quote part& of it here from the Latin translation: 

"Themistius vero dicit respondendo quod corpus coeleste non 
est in loco secundum totum sed secundum partes, scilicet secundum 
orbes, quos continet maximus orbis • . . . . . sed quia corpus 
alti1111imum, v. g., orbis &tellarum fixarum, non continetur ab 
aliquo, concessit quod hoc corpus est in loco propter suas partes 
intrinsecas tantum, scilicet quae sunt in concavo eius." (p. 
14lrb-va.) Cf. Themistius in Physica (ed. Schenk:l), p. 120. 

"Et etiam secundum e.xpositionem Themistii, cum Aristoteles 
dicit quod coelum est in loco per accidens, intendit quod alterum 
coelorum E''!t in loco, s. orbium; et illud quod apud Aristotelem 
attribuitur alicui propter suam partem est aliud ab eo quod 
auribuitur alicui per accidens: et ideo omnibus expositoribus, ut 
dicit Themistius, displicet ut coelum sit in loco per accidens et 
dicunt ipsum esse in loco secundum partes." (p. 141vb.) 

Narboni on the Kawwanot ha-Pilosofim III, Motion, probably 
based on Averroes' Long Commentary on the Physics, gives a 
complete account of all the views: 

"Know that Averroes in the Physics has discussed five views 
with regard to relation of place to the heavens. We shall briefly 
restate their essential points. 

First, the place of the outermost sphere is the potential vacuum 
[which exists outside tbe world). This view is to be rejected with 
the rejection of a vacuum. 

Second, the viE'w of Alexander, according to which the outer
most sphere has no motion and does not exist in place, for it docs 
not change it& place nor is it divisible, in consequence of which it& 
parts cannot be described as having motion, and so it does not 
exist in place. 

Third, the view of Themistius, according to which the outer
most sphere has motion with reference to its parts but not with 
reference to its whole, that is to say, the celestial body as a whole 
[is in place) on account of the individual spheres, all of which are 
in place with the exception of the outermost sphere. As for the 
outermost sphere it is in place on account of it& concave parts 
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which are in place, for the convaity of the aphere which ie within 
it, being enclosed by it, equal to it and separate from it, is in place 
essentially, and is the subject of the outermost sphere. Aristotle's 
statement that the heaven is in place accidentally is to be explained 
by the fact that that which is said to be in place on account of its 
partll is not in true place. 

Fourth, the view of Avempace, namely, that the place of a 
aphere gut~ its being a sphere is the convexity of the object which 
occupies a place within it and about which it revolves, and that 
Aristotle's definition of place as a su"ountling, equal, JefxJrale 
limit must be understood with reference to the rectilinearly mov
ing sublunar elements to mean an uternallimit but with reference 
to the celestial sphere an internal limit. If some of the celestial 
apheres happen to be also [externally) surrounded [by other 
apheresJ, it is to be considered only as an accident. According to 
this view, the outermost sphere i& moved essentially and is in 
place etoSentially. 

The fifth view is that of Averroes, and it is composed of the 
views of Themistius and Avempace. From Avempace he borrowa 
the view that the fact that most of the circularly moving celestial 
spheres happen to be [externally) surrounded by other spheres 
should be considered only as an accident. From Themistius he 
borrows the view with regard to the outermost sphere, namely, 
that the convexity of the [so-called] centre (cf. below n. 70) should 
be considered as the place only of the concave surface of the 
sphere which surrounds it, for it is only that concave surface 
which the centre equals and not the surrounding sphere in its 
entirety •••••• 

Thus, according to Averroes' interpretation, the natural bodies 
are in the opinion of Aristotle of three kinds: First, those which 
exist in place per Je, namely, the rectilinearly moving sublunar 
elements. Second, those which are in place per accidem, namely, 
circularly moving celestial spheres. Third, those which are in 
place on account of their parts, namely, the universe a& a whole. 

Themi&tius, however, considers the case of the [outermost) 
celestial sphere a& similar to that of the universe a& a whole." 
~ ,EI'Dm ln. aii:IDI'1 1:11'1' ~ ml7"1 1a1 Jl~ "'tQ ...., ~ •:::t ,., 

."'l::taa aMI lVI 
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.JTJp"n 'n= In=""" .r=.,., m J'IS"J'" DIJDIIP .J'MM" 
1D'M •:::t .cnpm 'm'M1 JIP1W) moM JTPl'l a-,n~ • "'nlD::'M ,., am ,'Jim 
~ m'M nm ~"'')l'DD'D J:::l 1:12 D'p~m !'"1m' M~ Mri11 ,pi,M' M~ 'ID1pl) "1'DD 

•D'tr.r D""'n ~·, .~~~ ~ ,~na JIP1W) M'L""''1 ,D'I'm7011 n,-, em,....,., 

,.pi,,. ._, l1l£FI DM1 .l'll£FI "''~c ,1::11JXD ~"" rm 11:npm M'l:"'l ~~ 
,ttll1'lrllm'l ,To, l"'''l'1 c 'JII!I"'D 'I:::I1I'D "111M~~ n•N:U •:::t ,~:npm ~cpn 
•a "1M' "111M J'M1 .mp= 1:11pm D'~ -,etc 1tlD'"IM1 ~:a 1:11pm """ 

.•noM 1:11pm M'L"I 1'p~n 
"lm:: tm .~em rm ~ D1J'Zll' M\"11 .~'DM n]M m ,'J".::ITI 

1"1111 'J'pc ll'~:::tn 1m11::1. ~ 1tlD""IM .,..,., .::accr !'~JI "111M .c IZ1pcM 

ImP 1'l'l tltiiP'I ,D'l!!.::IC • .,.,~, • f'1J"'C lmll::l. "''l"l'l ~ J::1.1'11 .,.., • 7t:ll 
DXJI:::t JIJIUMD J'IXJTol ~l~lil Mlil ,'Q,~ mp M"lpc Ml ,D'I!p1C D''D'tr.'l D'C""'n 

.DXJI.::I .crrpc m 
."l:l::a 'DM1 D'l'l::nxm nsnc ::a:::~"I1D """ ,..,.,., 1::1. n)l"l ta."l 'rem mrrm 
np'1 ·'11'1D wn ~~ M"IJ'I' m M"IPC ::ac= pvunc.""''1 'D::I.'DMD I1P' M\"1 •:::t 
'::I.'Dpn Mtxn p"l D1pO U'M I:::I"''Do"l 'm:Dll tt'rn , JU'p::l. I"''DMMl' MC D'I'I::IDOnC 

• • • • • . • • • .•. • ·'l'pl!m .,.,:::1~ ~ '"1::1.'7 r'1 i"'W M1M •:::t , 1''1)1 IJ"J'CC1Z) 
D!pc:IJ'C : D'l'C nr,lr 1tlD'"IM ntt D"JI::I.I::IM D'DIIl.""''1 , ..,.,., )::1. n)l"l :I'M Mlil 

,,~,n 'lllc £nP= J'C'I .a~ciTo'l am ~ D1pO::I. J'cr ,D'Tn am DXJI::I. 
.a'n!1n ~:::t rnn 

.a~rpn '1~:::1~ "D'tr.r D""'n 1::111110 mr Dl'tlcarn 

In the Epitome of the Ph)•sics IV, p. 16b, Averroes mentions 
still another view, that of Avicenna: "Avicenna's statement with 
reference to circular motion that it is not in place at all but only 
in position is past my understanding. I surmise that he meant 
thereby that circular motion is translation from one position to 
another without changing places as a whole. If this is what he 
meant, it is true enough. But if he meant to say that circular 
motion is in position itself, that is to say, in the category of posi
tion, then it is not true, for position has no existence but in place. 
Furthermore, we shall show that there can be no motion at all in 
position." 
:ax= M'i'l D3DM'I ~~:I 1:npm Ml'M M'M "111M li'::I.'DITo'l rrpun::a IG'D J:IM "DtC'' 

•m.::ac ::m~ 'M :as= pngn M'm'l no mrw c ::a1111"1tt1 vr'IM J'::att ~ Mlil 
Mli'WI •,:, "ID!~ mr"l CIM1 .ncM m Mlil ~.,, M'l'1 DM1 .:+l~:::t::a ~:npcn 'I'"""' 
=en c D"P"• l"'CC "lntt •:::t .natt wtt MlM , "''CMD."I tm "''PN ,wm ::as= 

.~~:::1 MJNll 'D J'M :::lm1 '!) "'ICl l'1l'l ):I CD'I ,l:npOI'1 ~ 

Cr. Proposition Vl, p. 504, n. 6. 
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Gersonides' supercommentary on the 17118nnedioU Phynes,l«. 
cil.: "Says Levi: It seems that Aristotle's statement read& only that 
the sphere is in place accidentally. This term 'sphere' was taken 
by Avempace to refer to the universe as a whole, and the reason 
for his taking it in that sense is because he believes that [every 
individual) celestial sphere is in place essentially. Averroes, on 
the other hand, according to my understanding of his discussion 
before us, took the word 'sphere' in Aristotle to mean that [every 
individual) celestial sphere is in place accidentally. For were 
Aristotle's own statement explicit on this point, Avempace would 
not have understood from it that every [individual) celestial 
sphere is in place essentially." 
"D:::I'QM '!liZ 1':::1., ,;r,p.o:::l C'lpD:::I ,,::li"!£1 'II:ICI'"1M "ICMCII ;ro,.. .,., "II* 

D"WWI' ::llllm' M'li"!£1 'II" 'lliXI ;rr :-r;r•1 , ,t,l,::~:::~ cl,,p;r I,~ ,::l;r ;rr ;r•;r•~r 
c"WWI' , "II*C;r ;rrc :nmN~r ;ro •11'1 ,J':::I., ,.:I c~ .DltJI::I ~ •crcr.r 
"D::I'CM J'::ID ;r•;r ttl, , "1M1::ID ;rr 'II:ID'"1M "II*C rr;r CMII ,;r,pD:::I C'lpD:::I 'C'I:IVo'l 

.Cl£)1:::1 C'l~ 'CI'I:IVo'l "1n::l;"' ;"1';"1'11' 'II:ICI'"1M "II*CC 

Isaac hen Shem-tob's first supercommentary on the Interme
diate Physics, lor. cit.: "Averroes says: 'The meaning of Aristotle's 
statement th<~.t the sphere is in plaee an:identally is as we shall 
set forth.' All the commentators, however, agu~t: that Aristotle 
did not say explicitly that the universe as a whole is in place 
accidentally, for were it so there would have been no room for the 
disagreement between Avempace and Averroes, as will appear in 
this chapter. What seems to be the case is that Aristotle said that 
the sphere is in place accidentally, which term 'sphere' is taken 
by Avempac.:e to mean the universe whereas according to Averroes 
it means the individual celestial spheres." 
.rntt IIMDlll 1D::I n,p.o::1 D'lpD:::I m"llr 1"1Ctt::~ wcr"1M 111::1 "1lrtt ,,. : "1CM'I 

D'lpD:::I m ,.,.,::1::1 c.,Jii"!£1 !1'11,.11:::1 "1CM "" ll::lD'~ 'IC'::Io;r c..,.,c., l,:::~tt 
":Itt .p"1!1., nc ;rtt, • ., 1C::I , ,., .,, "D::I'CM nc a•pl,m 1•n "" :I "MMi .mpD:::I 
w,., ""~~* "D::I'CMl .mpD:::I c1po:::~ m "1n::li"'£' ""~~* 'ltiD'~ ~" ;ro 

• l,lt,lil ~t, 'IMl::llr "1Ctt ,., '11 ,c.,pn ~t, 

The following statements seems to reflect the view of Alexander: 
Joseph Albo in '1/l/larim II, 17: "For the uppermost sphere is 

the absolute above, and it has been shown that it is not in place, 
inasmuch as there is no other body outside of it to surround it 
. . . . . . but this is based upon the view of Aristotle, who says 
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that the universe as a whole is not in place, inasmuch as there i& 
nothing outside of it to surround it." 
l"'ITT J'M ':I ,cnpc=a 'U'Mtll -,.an:n ,l::l?mD::I M"JIDM tm J1•'1p;r ?~'1lil '"''i''ll 

':I •••• ""'DW1 'llllcr"'M n~n '7p •= m Mill M'1M .•• 1::1 "1'1" "II'1M IZ':I 1? 
.1::1 "I'P' "111M -u, '" ram 1'"" •D'1 c::np~ U'M alny, "":I 

Cuzari II, 6: "The uppermost sphere carries the whole and 
has no place." 1'1 D'lpD l'Ml '7::~;r MW p•?p;r '1~?:..,. 

55. This, as may be recalled, is one of the tentative definitions 
of place advanced by Aristotle. See above p. lSS, n. 80. Ac
cording to Crescas' interpretation, following that of Averroes, 
this definition identifies place with the vacuum (n1??n; see above 
p. 357, n. 80). And so subsequently in the course of h1sdiscussion 
Crescas keeps on referring to place under this definition as being 
identical with the vacuum ('lliiM}. 

56. Refers to Aristotle's argument that if place were the interval 
of the body, an object would have an infinite number of places, 
and place would be movable and exist in other places. See above 
p. 155. 

57. That is to say, there is no reason to as.o;ume that the interval 
of the body would have to move together with the body. If the 
interval was place it would remain unmoved just as the place of 
Aristotle's llefini tion. 

This argument has been refuted by Shem-tob Ibn Shem-tob in 
his supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics IV, i, 8: "By 
this we may answer lhe objection raised by Rabbi Ibn J,Iasdai 
who argues as follows: \\hat makes it impossible to argue that 
just as you, who define place as the limit of the surrounding body, 
say that when a body is withdrawn from its place that place is 
left behind it intact while the hody is translated to another place, 
so also would say those who identify place with the dimensions 
that when a body is withdrawn from its place those dimensions, 
which constitute9 its former place, are left behind it, and the 
object assumes new dimensions which become its new olace. And 
the same will happen to any of its parts. Furthermore we observe 
that even when a body is removed from a vessel, the dimensions 
between the extremities of the vessel are left behind. When the 
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expreaaion OCCflpyi•g 11 pltlee, however, is well understood, the 
difficulty disappears of itself. We may state the answer u fol
lows: When a body, [e. g., water), is lodged in dimenlliona and 
fills them up, those dimensions must of neceeaity be occupied and 
absorbed by that body [of water) and by aU the parte of the water 
in the vessel, for were it not so, would that I knew where they go! 
Similarly, the contention that the dimension& are observed to 
remain in the original place of the vessel after the vessel has been 
removed to another place, will be rejected by them as inconllia
tent with their view, for they will contend that the dimension& 
do not remain behind but must rather be removed with the vessel 
by which they have been occupied and absorbed." 

"=" JniDi'1 l"'D'' ,"''DMM nr ?p J:~DD -n ,"tnDD'' '1 ::I.""'M "PDD ~ :a~ rn::n 
Q'"ID1M CIM ':I •"l'J'DM Cln"' n•'1::111 ll)lpO i1'M "'llllC CII.IMIP Q'"'ID'IM antllr 

?M pnJ13 M'lm ,CliP "''IX'l'' D"f' tm'1 cnpo.., non ll)'lpoD CIII1J"' pnpl "'llllC •.::. 

D'pmD."1 M'lM 1l)1plX) CIII1J"' pnpl "1lltO ':I ,D'pmDil •?p::a 1""1CM' p , "'11"1M mpo 
.aop?nMD "1I1M ?::.J::I1 .cnp.o 1? 1'M'I ,D'"V'IM Q•pM'1D ~., n?M::III)'IpD en..,.,.. 
l11Xp r::a Q'pn"'IDM I Dl7J 1"''ttllll CIIIJ'I pnpl ~ ''D),)M ':I MM"1l UM ':I "11)11 

ra "''IPtaal •e? nn • nppc peen ?= m-,an nMr 1::1.1n "'IIlO ?:1M1 , •?::~n 
ao),)?:m Q'"1'1Cl.l D'pM"'IDM 1'i1'1' ,lDli"' M"1::1."1::1. ::I."Y1 ,Qn1M M'1C1 D'pM"1C::I. CIII1J"' 

,_ r=~ .en MD'M l1"1M1111' •c ,J::I "" CllC ,•?.::~::~. ..,.,.. &:rc., ·p~ ?.::~::~.1 -u"1::1. 
~"''D ::."l nr ,•?::.n pn),)M "1I"'M Q•pn'1D CliP ,.,._. •?::.n cnpc::~ D'M'I"1 

rn;,"1::1. •'1::..., =P lpnPJ/1 ::."l ::a"lm ,Q'pn"''C t11r1 ,.,.. • .:I''Y1 mtMir ,Qn-uc? 
.1::1. 1p?:m n'lCl.l ~ '"V'IM 

It has been forestalled by Gersonides in his supercommentary 
on the /nJenntJdiate Physics, loc. cit.: "This objection cannot be 
raised against our view, for we maintain that it is the vessel, i.e., 
the place of the water, that is translated and that the water is 
only accidentally translated with it. Essentially the water always 
remains at rest within the vessel, never leaving it& place, which 
place, a& defined, is the limit of the body that surrounds it. The 
water and itl part& thUS never mOVe essentially 1 for they are al
ways in a place which is part of the place of the occupied vessel." 
cnpc m ..._ ,•?.::..-. ""Dt.l W1HI nn .p~ nr ~ .:I"MM''' M? 'IJ'IM aZIMI 

""" TM , •?.::~::~. ary::a D'FU Q'Dm .mp.D::~ D'DM 'IDP 'lpnPl1 pnP3 m .ere., 
,CIIJQ 'QI),)lln' 1'p'7m D'Di"'ll M? ·= "J'pcn arm 11'?::111 tm'l .IZ1p0 'I"''D' 

.tbcn •?::~n a1pcra:1 p'm m a1pa::a en ••'~ 
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It baa been adopted by Joseph Albo in 'll:lrtuim II, 17: "Thie 
impossibility will indeed follow if the dimensions were capable 
of motion, but if we say that they are incapable of motion, and 
that it is only the body and its parts that are moved from one 
aet of dimensions to another, this impossibility will not follow 
at aU." 
,D'JISN"D =-- ""Dt.l CM '1:»t ,D'Jil~WZ aopmn ,.n I:M m :l"''1nn:: i'W'I 

."h:l 71D:l nrD :::I"M' tb ,D'prnD ~ D'p1'1"1DD D'PJIWU'1 Di"' 'l'p'nn c:IIJ'W'I 

58. Similarly Bruno argues that Aristotle's definition of place 
does not apply to the place of the outermost sphere. Cf. De l'ln-
fi•ilo UJJWITSO et Mondi I, p. 309, l. 16 ff.; De Immenso, r •• ,. 
m~Tabilibus I, vi, p. 221 ff. 

59. Here again Crescas argues from Themistius' interpretation, 
according to which the places of the inner spheres are the concave 
surfaces of the spheres which respt'Ctively surround them, whereas 
the place of the outermost sphere is the "centre" round which it 
rotates. He therefore calls the places of the inner spheres essen
tial whereas that of the outermost sphere accidental. No such 
distinction exists according to the other interpretations of Aris
totle. See above n. 54. 

60. In this argument Crescas will try to show that even the places 
of the sublunar elements cannot meet all the three conditions 
which are considered by Aristotle as essential of place, namely, 
srurounding ("J'J'C, reptE'X,WII) the object, eqU4l (mP, taos) to it, 
and separate ('n:ll, x.wptaT6s) from it. Cf. Physics IV, 4, 210b, 
34 ff. and 211a, 24 ff. 

61. Hebrew CI¥JI:::I. The term CD:JI:::I is used here advisedly. For 
some parts are moved essentially with the whole, while others are 
moved only accidentally. The former is true of homogeneous bod
ies, the latter of heterogeneous bodies, as for instance, to use Aris
totle's own illustration, the parts of the body and the nail in a 
ship. (Cf. Physics IV, 4). Speaking here of the simple elements, 
Crescas emphasizes the essentiality of the motion of its parts. 

In order to understand the argument Crescas is about to ad
vance, we must quote here the particular passage in Aristotle 
111ainst which it seems to be directed. "And that which is COD· 
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tinued is not indeed moved i•, but together with it; but that 
which is divided is moved with it. And whether that which con
tains is moved, or whether it is not, it is not the less moved. 
Further still; when it is not divided, it is said to be a& a part in 
the whole; as for instance, sight in the eye, or the hand in the 
body; but when it is divided, or touches, it is said to be as in place; 
as for instance, water in a wine vessel, or wine in an earthen ves
sel. For the hand is moved together with the body, and the water 
in the wine vessel" (Physics, IV, 4-, 2lla, 34-2llb, 5). 

The implication of this passage is that every part of air,for 
instance, by virtue of its being part of something continuous and 
homogeneous, is moved essentially with the whole and exist& in 
the whole not as in place but as part in the whole. Crescas will 
hence investigate a& to what is to be the place of that part. 

62. Hebrew 1'Mrn n'D,P. Cf. De Caelo IV, 3, 310b, 10-12: "It is 
to its like (6poto11) that a body moves when it moves to its own 
place. For the successive members of the series are like one an
other; water, I mean, is like air and air like fire." Cf. also Aver
roes' Epitome of the Physics IV, p. 14-a: "For place is that toward 
which the bodies move according to a desire, when they are out 
of it, and, having attained it, rest in it according to an agreeable
ness and likeness." 
,'IZD 'f"1M 1':"1 "''l'tt ,np111n., "1S ~JI 1'~M O'Dm 'lpliJI' "&'M M1M a'IJ'CM ':I 
1 1 • c, M 1 n 1 ::a, p n -,s ~ ,V1U'Ir.'l "&'M::: ,'D 1ml'1. See below n. 69. 

As for the meaning of n'D~ throughout this passage, judged 
by its usage in the passage "&'M M~JIC., 1111,,, IIMM ,CI'rl 1::111 I,::~L 
IIJ'pa::l 11'~1 n'D~ 1~ r "1SM MIZ), it is to be taken in the sense of 
agreeableness, fitness, suitability, and seems to be used by Cresca& 
as synonymous with n1n1ttn. Cf. above n. 8. 

Were it not for that particular passage, one would be tempted 
to take it in the sense of mixture, i. e., the "mutual transforma
tion" of the elements into each other. Cf. ds 4).).71).11 p.ET'Il/3o).l, 
in De Generatione el Corruptione II, 4-, 331a, 11. It is in this sense 
that the term ::1.1~ is used in the following passage of Averroes' 
Rpitome of the Meleorology I (MS. Bibliotheque Nationale, Cod. 
Heb. 918, fol. 74-r-v; Latin, fol. 4-04-r-v): "It is also manifest in 
the De Generatione el Corruptione that the elements exist one 
within another according to mixture and proximity . • • • . . But 
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as for fire, it aeem& that in its own place it ie simpler than all the 
other elements, for the other elements have a certain weight in 
their own place, a& has been shown in De Caslo (d. above n. 23), 
and consequently are mixed with one another; but a& they have 
no lightness, their mixture with fire is difficult." 
7p nsp:::1 ~ 'lam)' 1 m,cri"lz 1 Dl'1ll ,gm;r.n ;"1'l:1i1 .,.,I:Q J::l 1:1:1 i1M'"gl 

rnriPII "ln1' i1D1pD:::I i1'Mir iiZT1' :1:n ,111Mi1 c'nta ••• .n'U:IVo'l -nc '1P1 :::ll,JIO'I -nc 
-,.an.,. 'ID::I ,anlC'Ipc:::~ il/:) ~ Ci1r, m,cr.., JC mr,111 :1c ':I ,c7:::~c 
.I'IIC cc,pn.., n&lp'l .m'7p Ci1'1 J'Hl ,n:~p:::~ ~ :::1,pn• J::lr, ,cr,lli11 CI'CID 

63. That is to say, Aristotle's definition of place a& something 
su"ounding the object, separate from it, and equal to it is incon
sistent with hi~; view tha't the elements have an affinity to their 
proper places. 

64. As to what are the proper places of the four elements, the 
following statement is made by Algazali. "'The place of fire is 
the internal surface of the moon, the plare of air is the internal 
11urface of fire. and the plare of water is"the internal surface of 
air." KawuJanot, Physics, On Place (Ma(la$id III, pp. 246-247): 
;IPIC"'C 'CI'lr.l n1:11r:1 ,,'IM:'1 Clpcl ; 11ne n,,.., '1l?l., "l'i'l' lC'IpC lrMi1 ~, 
'1'1IC"'C 'CI'lr.l moVo1 C'Di1 ClpDl. 

As for the place of earth, which Algazali does not mention, 
there seems to be some confusion. 

Aristotle himself speaks of earth as moving toward the centre 
and of its resting there (lJI' Cae/o II, 13, 295b, 20 ff). But he does 
not explicitly state what the place of the earth is. Simplicius 
raises the question and argues that it cannot be the centre, inas
much as it comprehends nothing. On the basis of a passage in 
Physics IV, 4, 212a, 26-28, Simplicius concludes that the place 
of earth is the boundary of the body which contains the earth, 
which body partly consists of water and partly of earth. (Cf. 
Simplicius in Physica, ed. lJiels, p. 585, I. 34 ff., and Taylor's 
translation of the Physics, p. 204, n). 

Averroes evidently follows this interpretation and makes the 
explicit statement that the place of earth is the inner limit of 
water. He goes even further to say that earth moves toward that 
limit and rests in it. Epitome of the Physics IV, p. 15a-b: "In 
accordance with what is established by evidence, we may assume 
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that the lower limits are the limit of water and the limit of air, 
for we obaerve that earth is at rest at the limit of water and moves 
toward water, and water similarly is at rest at the limit of air and 
moves toward air by nature. In like manner we may propose 
here that the upper limits are the limit of the celestial body and 
the limit of fire, the former being [the place) of fire and the latter 
[the place) of air, as has been shown from their nature in De Caelo 
el Mundo, so that fire moves toward the limit of heaven and rests 
there, and similarly water moves toward the limit of fire and rests 
there." 

n·~:m D'Zm n·~~ Di"' m~IIIVo'l lll'~:tm •;:, .rmJQ JMU M1i"'ll i"'D '"~ n'DI 
D"D., ,p::un a,,.~.. npJIWID1 D"D., n·~~ rnu l", •;:, MM"D •;:, , '1"1tC'' 
m·~:m., •;:, 1tO:I srs~ 1:::11 .p:~a:~ l'~M D"JIJIWID1 ,,'IIC1 ,.~~ a•ra p ca 
"D"Dm 1:1111r1 n·~~ tllDM ,n., n·~:111111 ''El'Dm 1:1111r1 1 ,.~;:,m Di"' lml'~lm 
D~m D"Dr.l 'UICC "'KKllnl' i"'D 'D:::I ,,'1M~ 1M"! n·~~ DlCM1 ,riM~ 1m 

JIJIWID ~ ,n:~ l"'tUU D"Dm n·~:lll ~M npJNnD IIIK'W1 ,D'~"!i"' l~M 1'~D 
.. ~ M 1M"! n·~~ ~M 

The same view is given by Albo in 'li~m Il, 17: "And if the 
place of the element earth is the surface of the element water 
which surrounds it from without •••.•• " y-Mn 'TID' D'lpO CIC1 

••• fY1D n:~ "I'PDo, D'Di"' 'TID' 111:111 m. 
As against this, Joseph ibn ~addi~ takes the centre to be the 

place of earth. 'Olam Kalan I, 3, p. 15: "Having observed and 
studied the nature of the elements, we find that the earth is in 
the centre of the universe . • • • • • We know therefore that its 
proper place (Jm'M MDlpD, cf. above p. 356, n. 76) is the centre, 
which is a point in the middle of a circle, and that it is therefore 
in the middle of the universe." 1»= ~n ~JI u,pm uyrt '"~ 
i'l'11prl M'M1 , -n=n M'M m i"'pn'M i"'DlpDII i"'ID up,- ... DZ,l)m '11:1t!:::l y-.IC"' 

D~ )7SIXI M'i"'ll'' ,~ :JISI.)tOD. Cf. below n. 77. 

65. Hebrew mn'lln'1. In the printed editions and most of the 
MSS. the reading here as well as later in the expression 
~~= I:ID1J'D:I 'nDM "11PM l1V11Ml"'l"' 1:1 1:111' M~ is mnlMi"'. 

If the reading mn'IICt, without the definite article, n, is cor
rect, then I1V'I1Mi"' here as well as in the Ia ter expression cited is 
not to be read mn111;:1 but rather mn~, that is, n1n1M with the ddi-

nite article 0. The term nlniM will then refer to the distin(uUM"f 
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or chMacleristie mGrks of place from which Aristotle arrives at 
ita definition (see above p, 153). The term ITM, r:lk sign, muk, 
ecrmuk, is used in this sense with reference to place in the fol
lowing passage of the KG'Ill'I/Janol ha-Pilosofim III, On Place, 
(MG~,id Gl-FGlasijGh III I p. 246): "'DC:: .DlpDo"'IWII4 nz:1l "'DC:: I:IIC1 

~a~:~ nr'n!Kio"''lll wm .~::m ''~" :nr "''IPM M1m ,'CD'"''C nsn "~JI :111"11 :'1D 

(.:.\.:lUI) II'VIW'IIP .,~ .IIJJ"Do, mpc m "''IPM ,•,.zn l"'tFoo .•:ran .am 
;m (.:.\.:>WI) lM1IC1 m1'M 'Q Ml%):111 :'1D ~::n ,'Q ~ m"t:lrrr nJQ-.c'l 
~:npa m. 

66. The text here is uncertain. 
MSS." ,., ,, .p read: ~~ U'Mtll DM "MMnJD ·~~nil mctn 

.. .am 1:1tt1 ,t"''DM "''IPM mn'IMi'l '" "''IPM •p.:wn. 
MSS. l ,M ~ read : 'JQI:m 'ID'IpD:I U'Mtll DM .,._., JD 'li¥DtCi'l ~nil mctn 

••• m 1:1tt1 ,t"'I::MMI mn'ltto"T."' '" r ....... 
MS. 1 reads: 'ID1~ tn.'111 DM tl"Dl "" .,.'IIC1 JD ']IX/:)Mi'l p~nil mctn 

•• .an;:~ 1:1tt1 , l"''DM "''IPM nVlllt., '" "''IPM ·p~. 
MS. lr reads: 'ID1~ tn.'111 DM tl~Dl M~ "MNi1 JD ']llmttn P'nil mctn 

... m 1:1tt1 ,1"'1DM "''IPM mnlK'l "' "''Rt i'D~ 'JI:I=:T 'ID1~ 'll'Mtll DM i'D~ •p.:wn. 
Printed editions and MSS. 1:1 ,r read: ,'1M., JD ')IXDIC"' p"nil mctn 

"''IPM mn1Mi'l 1~ "''IPM 'JI:II:Ii'l 'ID1~ U'Mtll DM 'p:II:Ji'l 1D1P.D:J M1:'1111 CM Cl"Dl ~ 
... m 1:1tt1 , 1"'1DM. 

I have adopted the last reading, with the exception of nvnM:'Ii'l, 

and understand the passage to argue as follows: 
Take the element air, for instance. Its place as a whole is the 

concave surface of fire. This place indeed meets all the conditions. 
It is surrounding, egUGl, and sefJarGte. Furthermore, it is the 
proper and natural place of air, for there is a likeness between 
them. But then take any part of air from anywhere in the middle. 
That part of air will never move in the whole air; but will always 
move wilk it (see above n. 61). Consequently, that part of air 
will never reach the conca\·e surface of fire; it will always be sur· 
rounded by air in which it will exist as part in the whole (see above 
n. 61). 

Crescas now raitle& the following question: According to Aris
totle's definition of place, where does the part of an element, say 
the part of fire, exist? Does it exist in a place which is natural to 
it or does it exist in an unnatural place and out of its own natural 
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place? He seems to think that neither of these alternatives is 
possible. He does not tell us, however, why it cannot be assumed 
to exist out of its natural place. He tells us only that it cannot 
be assumed to exist in its natural place, and for this, too, he states 
the reason rather briefly, asserting only that, under this assump
tion, the place of the part will differ from the place of the whole, 
without telling us how they would differ. We must therefore try 
to reason the matter out for ourselves. The argument in full may 
be restated as follows: 

A. The part of air cannot be assumed to exist outside of its 
natural place. For if it existed outside its natural place, it would 
move in the whole as in place and not with the whole as part of 
it, for when elements are out of their natural place they tend to 
move toward it. But according to Aristotle the elements are 
homogeneous substances and any part of the elements moves with 
the whole as part of the whole and not in the whole as an object 
in place (see above n. 61). Hence the part of air cannot be as
sumed to exist outside its natural place. 

B. Nor can the part of air be assumed to exist in its natural 
place. For what would be its natural place? Two alternatives 
are possible. (1) The parts of air adjacent to it and surrounding 
it. (2) The concave surface of fire which is also the natural place 
of the whole air. But in case (1), the place of the part will be 
totally different from the place of the whole. Furthermore, the 
place will not be separate from the object of which it is place. In 
case (2), while indeed the place of the part will be identical with 
the place of the whole, the place will not be equal to the object of 
which it is place, and thus the place of the part will differ in defi
nition from the place of the whole. Thus in either case, the place 
of the part will differ in some respect from the place of the whole. 

This argument seems to be underlying the following passage 
in '~~~arim II, 17: "This view is obviously false, for as a conse
quent of it he will be compelled to say that the place of the part 
and that of the whole are different. Take, for instance, the parts 
of fire. They are not surrounded from without by a limit but are 
rather surrounded by parts of fire and air, and as the natural place 
of the element fire is the concavity of the lunar sphere, the place 
of the whole of fire will thus be different from the place of the part 
of fire. The same reasoning may be applied also to the other ele-
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menta. Furthermore, he will be compelled to aa.y that the elements 
abide in their respective places by compulsion, for the natural 
place of the element fire is the concavity of the lunar sphere which 
is above, and thus all the parts of fire, except those in the prox
imity of the surface of the [lunar) sphere, will be in their place by 
compulsion. The same reasoning may be applied also to the other 
elements." 
l:l'll~nno ~:1m l*nn l:llptllll "''D''~ 1'~" :I"M' •;:, ,,DIIm "1M1:ID nvm nn 
,l:l','lM 1tt I:I"IIM cr~ crp~n ~" J'lnD "J'PD n•.,;:,n c:f1 I'M lltC1 •p~n •;:, 
·p~n 1:11pz3~ "J~MD mm .m•n ~l~l ,l/li'D mn IIMr"1 ~·~ •p:~rm 1:11prm1 
l:l'm:::llD ~DlJI en 11Tl1D'i"'ll "''D''~ 1~ :I"M' ,Jil ,n,o•n "lMII:I 1:::11 ,1/Mr, 
,mpD~ ICl.Y n,.i"' ~l~l ,JnpD Ml:"' liMo, ,D'~ 'JI:!Di"' l:llpD., ':I ,CID'I~ 
• ~l~.,, nllll ~:r:M D'"''D''Jii"' ·n~u crn,;:,1D ~DlJI IIMr"1 ~n ?;:, nr • .,., tm 

.nmD'i"' ~ nr :I"M' 1:::11 

The argument is also reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola in 
Examen Doctrinae Vanitatis Gentium VI, 4: "Hebraeus quoque 
Hasdai asserit multa contra loci definitionem, inter quae ilia, 
vitium non fui~ antiqui!o permultis, loci definitionem ab Aris
totele traditam corporibus, quae motu recto perferuntur con venire: 
quoniam proprius partium locus, quae ad totius motum agitantur, 
non est supe1 ficies circundans aequalis adeo, ut seorsum habeat 
cum partibus loci convenientiam. Nam si (causa exempli) suprema 
pars aeris conveniet imae continentis et circum vallantis ignis, 
media tamen pars ei non ita conveniet, nee in suo naturali re
ponetur loco, qui si assereretur parti ipsi suapte natura congruere, 
tamen diversus habebitur a loco totius et integri corporis collocati. '' 

67. Here Crescas has departed frOfJI Themistius and is arguing 
now from the points of view of Avempace and Averroes. Accord
ing to both of these the places of all the spheres is the "centre" 
round which they Iotate. But whereas Avempace calls it essential 
place, Averroes calls it accidental place. According to Themistius, 
the places of the inner spheres are the concave surfaces of the 
sphe1e" which respectively surround them. See above n. 54. 

68. An allusion to this argument is to be found in the following 
passage of Pico Della Mirandola; "Praeterea omnia quae collo
cantur corpora, suis congruere locis falsum esse aperiri, et ex 
supremi coeli circunferentia ... " (Examen Doctrina.e Vanilatis 
Gentium VI,)). 
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69. According to Aristotle, the elements air and water are each 
similar to the elements which are both above them and below 
them. Fire, however, has no similarity to the element below it, 
and its motion, therefore, is absolutely upward. Cf. De CaelD 
IV, 3, 310b, 11-13: "For the successive members of the series are 
like one another: water, I mean, is like air and air like fire, and 
between intennediates, i.e., water and air, the relation may be 
converted, though not between them and the extremes, i. e., earth 
and fire." 

Still, though fire is not like air, the transformation of fire into 
air is possible, according to Aristotle. Cf. De Generatione et Cor
ruptione II, 4, 331a, 13 ff. Hence the following statement by 
Maimonides in Mishneh Torah, Yesode ha-Torah IV, 5: "Similarly 
in the case of fire, that part of it which borders upon air is trans
formed and condensed and becomes air." m,~ "J1DOl"'1"111Sp!) IW1 ~ 
m, l"'II1Pll =nD1 I'WIIID. 

Cf. also Intermediate Physics IV i, 1, 10: "It is further c-lear that 
by introducing this element into the definition of place he is 
enabled to explain why each of the natural bodies tends to its 
proper place and rests there, that is to say, why heavy bodies 
move downward and light bodies move upward. The reason for 
their moving toward the limits of each other is to be found in the 
likeness existing between them, that is to say, between the ele
ment that moves and the limit of the body in which it comes to 
rest, as, for instance, the likeness of the limit of the [lunar) sphere 
to fire, the likeness of the limit of fire to air, of the limit of air to ' 
water, and of the limit of water to earth. For in all these cases, 
the element surrounding is like a form and entelechy to the ele
ment surrounded, and the element surrounded is like matter. The 
discussion of this subject will be taken up in a whole book in 
De Caelo et Mundo." 

'WtC l"DCIM w:z.-r7 ~;:,· 1:11pcn -rn~ ~n "111M '1r.'l n= , ,JI ~ 
In ,'Q mM '1ITI'Do, 'ID'1pC ~M )'nJI' D"JI:::Itli"' D'l:lmD '1I1M ~:I i"'"l'l m'CS7::l 

1)'nJI' DlDM Di"'&'' .n~JID~ D'JI]1UI'ID., c·~pm nt!D~ D'JIJ71Wll'l D"l:l::i"' D'Dftt 

"'111M Dlllrl l1'~:::1l11 pnpn t•::a 'r-1 ,cn•:r::a "'111M n~ n:r:p n•~;:,n ~M anKp 

n•.,:::llTI • m .., ,..,:In mzrnn .-~ ~l'm n•~;:,n l1'IZM11 'ID:::I ,m:r 'Q 

mDm m1ll:i"' N,D::a 1t,M ~:::l::l '1~ i"'n • ,.,._., D'Dn 11'.,:::1l11 ,Q'D., ,..., 
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Cf. above n. 62. 

'10. The reference is to Aristotle's theory according to which the 
circular motion of a sphere implies the existence of another spher
ical body round which the circular motion of the former sphere is 
performed and it further implies that the other spherical body 
must be itself fixed and separate from the revolving sphere. It is 
by this theory that Aristotle proves that the earth must be spher
ical in form and at rest, existing in the middle of the universe 
(cf. De Caelo II, J, 286a, 12-22, and II, 14). This separate, 
spherical and fixed body, round which the sphere moves, is called 
by Aristotle "centre" in a special sense, not to be confused with 
the term "centre""in the mathematical sense, which is only a 
point (d. De Motu Animalium 1, 698a, 1S-698b, 1). 

Intermediate Physics IV, i, 1, 9: "Evidence for this may be 
found in the fact observed concerning the celestial sphere that by 
virtue of its sphericity it must have a figure and also a convex 
stationary body about which it is to revolve, that body being 
called centre. This is something which has been demoiWtrated by 
Aristotle in De Caelo et Mundo, namely, that the circular motion 
of the celestial sphere would be impossible without a stationary 
body about which the circular motion is to be performed, which 
body is called centre and constitutes the place of the circularly 
moving sphere, and because it constitutes a place of the sphere, 
it must be stationary, for it has been shown that the place of a 
thing must be essentially at rest. Furthermore, that centre must 
be something separate from the sphere, that is to say, it must not 
be a part of the sphere, and being thus separate it must be a body 
[i.e., it cannot be a mere point), for that which is indivisible [i.e., 
a point) cannot exist as something separate and by itself. Since 
every celestial sphere must have such a separate, stationary cen
tre, which centre is its place, it follows that [the place of the 
spheres) is the convexity of that [so-called) centre which is the 
limit of that which surrounds the celestial spheres from within." 
m::~ tm111 m= P::ID:I "l"'CS' M\"111 m::~n J'll'D l"'M"''It i"'D nD .,.,. "'0:::11 
'llill:r"'M ,"'M::: ..,;:,, nn .D"'ID M"lpl1'l tm1 .=D' ,;pru "2m2 ~::~n Ina I"D''Dn .,._ 

~ ,.., I'U Clln •n'::ID m M"M n'::I'QDI"' n]NIVII' In ,D~ D'Cir."' "''IICQ 
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"Q.3 'fl" ,ru l"''M nm ~'"1]11n1 ntel:l S7JNI1Do, l:npD ..,, "''IJM ,CI~ arm 
, ~., ~ i"''i'l'll ~·.,. r:~"''lm •::1 -,p, .~JI~ ru i"'"l"N ovn 1:npcn1 ""'ICM 

.,,~,. "" pt,,. """ i"IDII' .,., .m:~o~ 1:1111.1 ~ ,ua~:~ pt,n 'D'M i"''i'l'll .,., 
I::I"!D., ~ n:n ,mpon n~ M'i"' neen ,ru r::I""'D ,., ,:I t,::~ rm "'IPPI1 

• ~,::1.::~ a•z:= "J'pDi"' ~::111 ..,, 
lf. '0/am ~atan J, 3, p. 11: '"\\'e say that the sphere has circu

lar motion, and everything that is moved with such motion must 
perform its motion round something stationary . . . . . . Fur-
thermore, a circumference cannot be without a centre ..... . 
Hence the moving ci1cumference is the celestial sphere and the 
stationary centre is the earth. •• Jlli1Wl .,J.,lo"111 "''I»U i"'l ""'M::I1m """" 

~ aM ••• .&~~ ~·:~o JI)I"IJI"1Z) M'li"' nMI::I npun JIJTWIC t,;:, .nllpm nJI1ll1 
,.,...., M'i"' 1Wpwr.1 :rnp.rn .,J.,.n M'lo, "J'j:ID., JI)I"IJI"1Z)., i"''i"''. 

Cf. also Moreh Nebttkim II, 24: "Again, according to what 
Aristotle explains in natural science, there must be something 
fixed round whi<"h the m(ltion takes place; this is the reaaon why 
the earth remains stationary... n•l1:1£To1 i"'ZZI"C li'O'""'M mpr.w -,y1 

i"'':VW :I"M, nm ,;rpum i"'';""lll 'C'~O D"i' ~, •nt,:m ~ .....,.. .... 
1'1D'P y-K1. 

It is becau~oe the earth is the stationary and ~eparate centre of 
the spheres that Avempace and Averrocs conbider the surface of 
the earth to be the place of those !!pheres. See above n. 54. 

The special text against which Cresca~;' criticism here is directed 
is the passage quoted below in this note. 

In this passage A verrot's tries to pro\'e that the centre round 
which a sphere rotates mu .. t be a stationary Lody. The language 
of the passage is rather misleading, as A\'errrl(.>s u~ there mathe
matical terms which, however, as has been pointed out by Cer
sonides, he could not have meant 10 be taken in their purely 
mathematical sense. ThP argument may be restated as follows: 

0 
Let C. be a sphere rotating on C. 

A. Draw a radius from (" to A in the periphery. 
Let CA revol\"e on C. 
Any point taken in the radius(" A will deacribecir

cles concentric with the periphery of the sphere. 
The last point C inCA, therefore, will likewise describe a drcle 

concentric with the others. 
That circle will have to be somewhere, that somewhere beinc 

either a plenum or a vacuum. 
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But a vaeuum does not exist. 
Hence, it must be a plenum. 

453 

Now, that plenum must be at rest, for if it rotated the 118.me 
reasoning might be repeated and the thing would thus go on 
ad infinitum. 

Hence, C is a magnitude and at rest. 

It is against this proof of Averroes that Crescas raises his objec
tions. He argues thus: If the last material point on the bar at C 
must describe a circle on a stationary magnitude, then the radius 
CA at C must be implanted in a stationary body. But that is 
absurd. 

Intermediate Physus I\', i, 1, 9: "That tht cemre must be 
something beJlilrdte and stationary may be dcmono.tr<~.ted as fol
lows. If we draw a lint' from tht' centre to the ~riphery [of the 
sphere! and tmagine that line tc• mo\'e on it!! centre until it returns 
to its original por:.i lion, then every point a!>Sumt!d in that line will 
in the course of it~ motion describe an arc- similar to that great 
arc descrii.Jed IJy the further end of the line upon the periphery 
of the sphere it~~t"IL Thi~o being so, then all the parts of the line 
must of nccessrty perform movements all of which are related to 
the movement of the whole line in exdctly the same way, so that 
the point at the end of the line [at the centre! must inevitably 
describe a cirde llimilar to the circles described by all the other 
points in tht• lrne. Xnw, tholt circle must inevitably e.'l\ist either 
in a spheric.d body or in a \'acuum. Rut the e'istence of a vacuum 
will be shown to be impm...ihle. llenu- it mu .. t exist in another 
~opherical body. But that other spherkaiiKIC1y, again, mu .. t either 
be at rest or mo\'e in a circle. In the J.uter case, if that other 
~tphericdl body Wt're a~>Sumed to rnuve in a circle, then b\ the same 
reasoning applied in the case of the former spht're, there will have 
to be still another spherical lxdr [and th.ll "ould go on ad infi
llilumJ. Hence the ceiPStial spheres muM need .. hii'e il >'ldtionary 
body round which they are to perform their c-itcular motion." 

'IICn"' "'ltt 'UM "'IPPtC "''CQD Ml [ MlJ ~ :m'll .:2"11'1' Q-,a,'11' CUDlC1 

~".:2 :'IZ"' ,;.nn, -. ::a'IIM1 "1l7 l1PW!D tnrc-n ."Jtpe:1 '" Cl"'lll''D 1p 
nnno ..._ ;,'1l., I'Wp; :'IDM IWp 1V1JNI'I::l rrnn.am i'tn .lpo, nr ;p i'1'1'1 

. ,a,;= J7PWID ob:::~ -q:n i'tn ,J:::I nr rrn "WWC1 , 'II:ISJI 'm:::l., "I 'I'= -q:n l'ISP 
m:m rmn 'IF' ,J,:::~n M'M -. rn1pl'l1 .'11'1M Dn' ;p 'IJIJIUn' ,;n ;~ 
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~ llm1 "''llttD JllDn "" ~ Tml 1'111 .rrbur.t .,;, nDn ;+,;, 
I:IPJ aD'W CIM ~ 1'111 ''1pl1 MI:'IIP "''ICn' rnJn nwsD1 .mp'1 'It "11"'C' 

.~ ::a"V1'1' no::a -a ::l''V'I ::~-a~:~::a S7JNI1Z' rm aen .S7JNI1Z' aen ra "~ 
~'QI:r 1'"JI I'D .. "'1n2'' - rr.rll ~ 1'111 

In his supen:ommentary on the Intermediate Physics, lDc. cit., 
Geraonidea argues that Averroes could not have used his term 
centre in a strictly mathematical sense, for the mathematical 
centre of a moving radius does not describe a circle, contrary to 
what is implied in Averroes' diacu!ISion. He suggests that Aver
roes must have used the term centre in the sense of the convexity 
of the enclosed sphere. "Says Levi : His conclusion is inconse
quent, for while that line as a whole will indeed move on ita centre, 
its extremity at the centre, which is the centre, will not be moved 
at all ••• : •• But if by centre here he does not mean a centre 
in the true sense of the term, but rather the convexity of another 
sphere enclosed within it, then he is justified in arguing as he does." 

'IMn1 "'~~PM:~ '1M ""'IPPtC "IC'I::ID nr ••• ~; ~ i'1'l"'IP ::a"V1' D""'DiDi1 CIDft 

i'1'i'1' ~ 1p:1 n111 • .,; ,p-ns •n;::a ::11'm m ram ,"'; "11M ••••• D"''DD"'D 1p 

tn=:'ll'IWI "11M CM'I • • • .p)IWV:) "11;:1 D., tm "''l''t "''l'1tC1 ,.;~ l'lnW' 
p-1r CIM1 ,l:rDQD ~ ::a-ap ;:aM nDtC'I ,, ;p D"'la l"'J"' 1:1"'11:1 '!"DC 

••• '!"DC 

See above in this note on Aristotle's use of the term "centre." 

7'l. The expression ,-p;n 7.::1 aM 'IDWll"', used here by Creacas, 
is suggestive of the identical expression used by Maimonidea i~ 
describing the Mutakallimun's explanation of tift revolution of a 
millstone in accordance with their atomistic tf.'Ory of motion. 
See Moreh I, 73, Prop. J: ::a'QDi"' ap 1'p;n '!Ullin' •.::~ DI"QWll nmn. 
The Mutakallimun, in order to defend their theory of atomistic 
motion, were forced to assume that during the circular motion of 
a millstone the parts of the millstone separate from each other. 
Creacaa, therefore, challenges here Aristotle, or rather Averro.. 
as followa: If you aay that the place of the world is a atatiprY 
centre of a certain magnitude, and on this centre the .pfle,.. 
perform their revolution, then like the M utakallimun you will be 
forced to &Blume that during the rotation of the spberet tbe 
centTe will fall apart. 
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71. The meaaing of this pueage is as followa: In Averroee' proof, 
C ie nothing but a mathematical point and ie thus the ideal centre 
of the sphere and likewise the ideal extremity of the radius. As 
such it ie neither in motion nor at rest by itself and does not 
therefore describe any circle that would have to be "somewhere." 
It is on this ideal point that the sphere is in rotation. Thus the 
earth itself rests on the ideal centre of the universe, which ie a 
point, as in plare. But an ideal point cannot be place. 

This objection has been suggested by Averroes himself, in 
lnlermediate Physics IV, i, I, 9: "It cannot be contended that the 
centre is only a point, for a point cannot be described as being 
either at rest or in motion except accidentally and in so far only as 
it is the extremity of something at rest or in motion, as will be 
shown in Book VI of this work. Avempa.ce has already refuted 
this view in his work on the Physic.f, where you may find his 
discussion on the subject." 
th! ~ "''CCM M" :rnp:n ':I ,"0":1 m1pl D,._ ~ ~ ')'M'I 

nD '11:::1 ~ '1M r= acsm n•r,:111 M1iW nD "1¥DI ~ CM •:::~ ~ 
~ nm "'I2MDn :rs"-" p -,:Q'QM 'VID ""Q::::1 • "UIOil i"'IZ) '1110 "''t::ll'W 

.,"''tM DP~ .saa 
Simplicius, too, has raised the same question and answered it. 

Cf. Simplicius in De Caelo II, 3, ed. Heiberg, p. 398, ll. 2D-24: 
Taylor's translation of De Caelo, p. 176, n. 2. 

That the centre is only a point is also asserted by Ger
BOnides in his commentary on job, ch. 27, in l'UJ70l"' '"'1:1, "11M:~: 
T ., M 11 I :I ., D r,p ~~ Itt! ':I ;rnn "» :I...., 1:111 ..... J1D:1 :'laD CIFo1 ':I 

lUlll'l M'l'W .,., ,I"''D"":I "» y-K'I n'71ru ,n , 1 p l 1:1 M ' :I 1l ' M ., 111 M 

.Jn'SI::Ia:l "llCmml 'Kl:::l .:uco )"V1 "'1:1"0 "" ,nc"ID M'iW :rnp:n "» n:xxm 

73. Cf. Physics VI, 10, 240b, 8 ff. 

74. See above n. 55. 

75. Similarly Albo concludes his arguments against Aristotle's 
definition or place by setting up against it a definition which 
identifies place with the vacuum. '/J/toriM II, 17: "But if place 
ia identified with the void or vacuum into which the body ie en
tered, none of these impoallibilitiea will arise." em a1pCI'1 CM ~ 
a~ M 'V1 :::a"M' tb ,1:&'1'11:1 =-w '"1"'11.,..,· 
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76. I. e., if place is the intervals of a body, and wherever a body 
happens to be that is its proper place, natural motion can no 
longer be explained by the alleged tendency toward the proper 
place. What the cause of motion would according to the present 
theory be is expounded by Crescas above, p. 410, n. 20. 

77. Hebrew cnpo J'"1Mo"1 ,cr, lX'p::l "WIO. The phrasing suggests the 
passage from 'Olam Satan quoted above in n. 64. 

78. This would seem to argue from the assumption that the place 
of the earth is the centre, thus reflecting the ,;cw of joseph ibn 
~dil$: in 'Oiam f:;afan quoted ahove in n. 6-1, with which the 
phrasing of this passage has some resemblance. See preceding 
note. 

However, it is pos..ible thdt the argument is here incompletely 
stated and is to be ("arried out in full some111•hat as follows: If we 
were to determine the pl.1cc of the earth by the same reasoning 
as in the case of the other elf'ments, namely, by the consideration 
of its ab!oOlutely downward motion, it would have to be the al160· 
lute below, that i&, the ("entre. But since the cent1e i~o only a point 
and cannot therefore ~ plac-e, Aristotle 111•ill have to make the 
adjacent surface of w .. te.· a:o ib place. But then the place of the 
earth will not be what it should he by reason ofitsdownwardmotion. 
This interpretation of the argument 111·ill make 1l mm~spond to 
the following passage in 'I;;arim II. 17: ".\nd 1f the pl.1ce of the 
element earth is the !'Uifdce of the element Wolter which ~unounds 
it from without, the place of the earth will not be the absolute 
helow, as has been assumed by him, for the absolute below is the 
centre." :-rrr "' ,J"U"'Z' :"'::l "J'pl:):"' crzm ~ I"'CCI' tn, }""K1 ~ cnpo IM1 

r~"''D., m "'~ i"'I::D."III •rh .m rr:nrz, = ·"'~ :-r=:'1 J'"1Mo"1 CJIPZ'. 
Pico Della Mirandola reproduces this argument a11 follows: 

"Praeterea omnia quae collocantur corpora, suis congrucre locis 
falsum esse aperiri, et ex supremi coeli circunferentia et etiam ex 
terra, cui locus assignatur non superficies aed punctu!l imus, cui 
loci nomen iure non congruit" (Examen Dodrinae J."anilatis 
Gentium VI, 4). 

79. Hebrew '1¥ '= cr~t:IDI mp' '1P,.., TM ;rm. Cf. AuJyliell 
Priora I, 32, 47a, 8: 6t'i "YAP rb T6 AX,B6 a.UT6 iAuTrfi IJ,.,.o'Ao
"YoUJI.fJIOII el11cu rAIITJ. This Aristotelian formula hu many 
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different Hebrew translations and paraphrases, a collection of 
which was made by Steinschneider. (Cf. MMIGisJCltN/1 frlr G.
JcMt:ltle untl Wissen~eltajl des Judenlltums, Vol. 47, (1893), p. 81; 
Uelwrsetnngen, Endenote 11; ibid., p. 56, n. 75b). 

80. That is to say, the place of a thing taken as one whole must 
be equal (nw fcror) to the place of the same thing when broken 
into parts. But if you accept Aristotle's definition that place is 
the boundary of that which surrounds, the place of a two-foot 
cubic block for instance, will be twenty-four square feet, whereas 
the place of the same block cut into eight one-foot cubic blocks 
will be forty~ight square feet. 

This argument is thus the nucleus of the following passage in 
']~/tarim II, 17: "Similarly he "''ill be compeliL'1.1 :o wy that one 
thing will have many places differing ac('()rdinl!. to great and small, 
for if a body is broken up into part~. it• parts will require a greater 
place than that required formerly by the whole, and the same will 
happen if tho!oe parts are broken up again into other parts, and 
the other parts into still other parts. But this is contrary to what 
has been lo~id down by Euclid in his work on WeigiU atU.I I.;gktJu..ss 
Ia pseudo-F.udidian work; see Steinschneider, C:ebrrsetzungen, 
p. 503, n. 20J wherein he says that things "'·hich are equal occupy 
equal places." D'::l, mzllpo ,r, :m• ,I"K'I OII1S"1II .,,r, ,r, ::l"Mn' 1~1 
.,.,. cnpc~ "",~m ~'1D¥' .~"me'! am •;) ·1~ lrng trDimnc 
i'1n .a•pr,,r, oopr,m a•,l'lt oopr,,r, ,.pr,n ,pr,nno;o;) p1 ,;T,M::l "WtCD r,,~ 

D"F.1 a'aiWI ·~ DIP ~ ,n,r,p., nn», 1~::l on'~ ln'.I"WI :1D .,.,, 

'"' l1VIpl:) -'oo. 
The commentary Slwrasltim on the '1/l/larim has failed to 

notice this similarity, and describes it as one of the original argu
ments of Albo wihch was not borrowed by him from his teacher: 
IIJ'm m . 'l;)l pr,m mpo :'l'i'1'11 am ~·l'lt "l::lnD., i'11'J'..,., "'"'i' '::l r,:»e 
a, """PC U'N1 :-r'Mzl. 

81. Hebrew I'ITO nDlCi'1 JIN une. The term wn, or~ is the 

technical Hebrew word for the thesis, or that which is to be 
proved (':-'.1\l... quaesiwm, probandum) as contrasted with 
mm, ~ , which is the conclusion already proved. See Ma~,ul 
GI-Folosi/Gie I, p. 30. 
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0. Creac:aa is indirectly alluding here to IIOIIHI implied diBereace 
between his definition of place and that of Aristotle. According 
to Aristotle, place is different from form (see abow p. 155). Again, 
according to Aristotle, there is a difference between getUI'Gl sflaU 
and (lrtlfler ;l«e (see above Part I, n. 76, p. 356). Furthermore, 
according to Aristotle, Creecas has already tried to show, there 
must be a difference between the place of the whole and that of the 
part (see above p. 197). But if the place of a thing is identical with 
the vacuwn occupied by the thing, it is like the form of the thing. 
There is no distinction between general space and (lrof:W piDu. 
Nor is there any distinction between the place of die whole of the 
thing and that of the part, except that the latter is part of the 
former. 

83. Cf. Shebu'ol, 7b. 

84. Cf. Mekilta, Ki Tissa, I (ed. Friedmann, p. 103b). For this 
reference I am indebted to Prof. Louis Ginzberg. Cf. W. Bacher, 
DU &eg. Terminologie der judischen Tradilionslikralur I, p. 8. 

85. Cf. Horayot, llb. 

86. This is an allusion to Maimonides' explanation of the term 
"place" as meaning '"degree" or "pollition." \f . . 'Joreh I, 8. 

87. Cf. 'Abodalt Zarah, 40b. 

88. Hebrew: cnj:!Co, n~., un~ &,y a..·~,-... D',SI':::IIn) 1M -,n~ &,11 "'"· 
This is evidently a composite quotation made up from phrases 
in the following passages: (a) SlJeb,,'ot 29a: -,n~ &,11 "'"" J1'TI' "1'1 
1., 11';) n~ &,sn un~ &,y ahM .,. 1'lr.211:1 1M. (b) Shebu · ot 39a: Jm' "1'1 
1'"1 ~ n~ &,sn cnpc., n~ .,, -""' .,. 1'lr31D 1M ~ &,p rb.. 
(c) Nedo.rim 25a: ·n~ &,11 tOM CCnM JI'.211:1'M ccn~ .,Y """D'YTI' m 
a~pan n~ &,sn. 

89. Genesis Rabbah 68, 9, and elsewhere. 

90. Isaiah 6, 3. 

91. Referring to the three times that the word "holy" occun ia 
the wne. 
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9.3. In David ~bi's commentary on Isaiah 6, 3, the threefold 
repetition of the word "holy" ia said to refer to God's separation 
from the three worlds, which are named u followa: (1) The world 
of angels and eoule. (2) The world of spheres and stars. (J) The 
terreatial world : }Mpn alnp ,ma.,y rhrJ "'D) Imp aoz~.v• W7W -,:,n 
a71Jn ~., Cl'in'm a'7w MVn '('C'm a'n)n .mann Cl':.t7an rh1p 1m1 
a~ m Mm &,..,, A similar interpretation of the verse is given 
in Solomon ben Immanuel Dapiera's Balle ha-Nejesh (Hebrew 
translation of Abu 'lmran Moses Tobi's Al-So.bG'niyyoh with 
commentary, ed. Hirac:hfeld in the Report of the Judith Monlejiore 
Colle1e, 1894), p. 45: ,D"'1""1m'!"nea ~ llnpl'l rhllo..,_.~n&,p 
a'n)n a•ln'm a&,,,.. cr,..an a.,y 1n1 ma'71p 'ria ~ tm11 l:l'r."'P 'r1 
nmm rhlp :::n tnJ» ""' ,..,, 

From the entire tenor of Crescas' discussion here, however, it 
would aeem that he has reference to the Cabalistic Sefirot and 
their threefold division. As prdiminary to the understanding of 
this pa!l88ge the following remarks :.re pertinent. 

The term ~ in the Biblical expression 'l"' '"I'I:U, the glory of 
tile Lord (Ex. 24, 16), was taken from earliest times by jewish 
philosophers to refer either to the essence of God or to so;nething 
emanating from His essence (see next note). In the Cabala the 
term '"~'~:&:) was appropriated as a designation for the Sefirot. cr. 
Azriel, Perwh 'Eser Sefirol, p. Sa: '"~'~:&:) mt-,pl nri'.DCX1 &,~ ~ ~
The ten Sefirot were divided into three worlds, as follows: (1) 
The world or mind,&,~ a.,y, (2) The world of soul, IIU'I rhrp, 
(3) The world of body, ~ a71y (op. cil. p. Jb). All the Sefirot, 
with the exception or the last, have both an active and passive 
quality, i. e., they are both emanating and receiving. In the lan
guage of Cabala these two qualities are designated as the mascu
line and the feminine qualities. Cf. '1/l~rim II, t1: 
aor.. •n 1Z' """" .,,y '" lmC., •era a1' .,~ 'ICII"I" m:::lp.-1 •a:n .. ., 
&,:r.1 anw ,..,., &,::r.~~~ 1"'1DM'1 ••• .m,•.a a•"")J1'1 ,...,., ,a'l\"'VK'' 
•• ., l"'::)rW 11:111 ...,.,.. rM'II]r.1 l"'"1'.DCX1 Mm ,,...,.., ,~ tm1 "'19JJ1'' 
I'I'I'I'W "V1M lam ~1&,~ ,l\1 p m 1'1'1'1 IC., m&,.,l,nr.'lil :'Cl lDI' na&, •n• 'n 
n-... ., raDD YIIII'D 1'l'il'll a-&,~ ~ anw "m1 mY:~ "m11 &,:::. 

.nyiiiiD M., ny1111111 I"DD= am 
In view of these considerations, Creacas uses the expressioll 

"''DJn "'lD', 1M element of im/)rep.alion, as a designation of the 
em&llative proceu whereby the Divine influence is extended to 
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the terrestial world. Ordinarily, it may be remarked in pallinr, 
the term ~SI ·refers to metempsychosis, as in the expression 
~pn "''''D in Bal;lya ben Asher's commentary on the Bible, Ex. 
34, 7: "TQS11'1 "TID '1:'111:1'2:1 &,p ~ JISI "'plll. Deut. J, 26: ":1 •n ~Pll"' 
~pn WID'\. 

Crescas' interpretation of the verse, therefore, is as follows: 
Though God is exalted above the three worlds into which the 
Sefirot are divided, still through the emanative quality of His 
Glory, i. e., the Sefirot, He ito present in the terrestial world. 

It may also be remarked here, that the term "TTD' in Cabala 
is the name of the ninth Setirah whi<"h in the figu1e of the Adam 
Kadmon, rpwT6-yo110s, represents the genital organs. Cf. Azriel, 
Perush 'Eser Sejirot, p. 3b: T:n ~ D.,SI "TTD'. It itt not impossible 
to find in the exp~sion ~Vo'l ,10' here an allutoion to this. 

~imilar Uses made of this Ver!ot' to prove the JlreRenCC Of the 
Divine influence in the ter.e»tial world is to he found in many 
places, as, for inHance, in Seft'r lw-Bahir -l8: ':'I ImP mp 'VI ...., 

mp ·1&,...,, n.,.., mp ,JI'&,p 'V1:I mp """ ,rnx~ rae"~ &,~ """ ~ 
'mXI J""M:':.,~ M'7c '11:11' rntO¥ ':'I ·1.,~ 'mrC p1:1.,,and Jla'amar Yitta'W1• 
lra-.Mayyim, <"h. 8, pp. 31-.~l. 

93. In the following pas,;age Cre;.('a!' allude~~ to an old qut>stion as 
to whether the BiLliCJ.I expreto...,ion "the (;lory of the Lord" refers 
to the essence of God or to somt•thin&: emanat~l from 11itt ~nre. 

The question is 1ai~ hy Philo in hi!o attempt tu e'plain away 
the implication of spatial motion in Exodus 24, 16: "And the 
Glory of the Lord came down," came down heing here the Septua
gint reading for the masoreti<" 1~ d1J aMJt'. Acrording to Philo, 
the term "Glory" in this Rihlical ver!le refers either to (a) the 
presence of His powers by which Cod manift'~;tll Himllt!lf in the 
world, or to (b) the subjective manner in whi<"h the human mind 
apprehends God. Cf. J. Rende! Harris, Fragments of PlsiltJ 
JudMus, p. 60; Wendland, Neu Efldeckte Fragmmte PIHUis, 
p. 101: Philo Judaeus, Opera 0mflia, ed Richter, Vol. VII, p. 310. 

Maimonides discusses the same que~otion in the Jforeh Nebulim. 
According to him, the expression "the Glory of the Lord," aa uad 
in different places in the Bible, has three meanings: (a) An ema• 
nation from God designated by him as "the created light," and 
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in thia connection be quotes Exod1111 24, 16, which ia at.o quoted 
by Philo. (b) The eaaence of God itself. {c) Human glorification 
or conception of God. "The aame is the case with 'the Glory of 
the Lord.' The phrase 10metimes signifies the created light which 
God cauaed on a certain place to show the distinction or that place 
• • • . • . Sometimes the essence and the reality of God is meant 
by that expression . . . • • . Sometimes the term Glory denotes 
the glorification of the Lord by man or by any other being" 
(Morel Nebultim I, 64). The similarity between Philo's two ex
planations and Maimonides' first and third explanations is strik
ing. It has been definitely shown, on other grounds, that Philo's 
writings were not altogether unknown to mediaeval Jews. See 
Harkavy's additions to Rabinovitch's Hebrew translation of 
Graetz's Gesclsiclste der Jwlm, Vol. III, pp. 497 !! 

The first mterpretation of Glory is referred to by Maimonides 
also in Morels I, 10; I, 76; III, 7. 

The term -r= as an emanated Divine Light identical with 
Shekinah occurs also in the works of other Jewish philosophers. 

Saadia, Emunolllt-Dtot II, 11: "WWt M~ 'M1M 'C MM""'i1 "D:l m csn 
'1'C:n ru'3' M'1p:n 1-cr 1Z'1p.'1. cr. commentary on Stfrr ite;irals, 
ch. 4 (ed. Lambert, Arabic text, p. i2, French text, p. 94), 
Malter, Life and ll'orks of Sa.cdia Gaon, p. 189. 

Jehuda ho~-Levi, Cuzari II, 8: ~M '11M f1Sl -r=:1 p ,-em "'CM 

'llnlC1 1DP 'n:M 'rpm, V, 20: "''IPM 1M .a•;,I,IC"I &,~e m&,r,~ :Ill &,::».'11 
n,.PIZ* 1m0 &,~e T"'Ja I'" :m ,mrTIC"'1 -r=:1 am :n'"D iT1D:l :mo. 
Cf. also II, 4. 

Pseudo-Habya, .\la'ani aJ-.Najs, ch. 16, ed. Goldziher, p. 54: 
Broyde, ToriU lsa-Nefesls, p. 71. Cf. Harkavy's additions to 
Rabinovitch's Hebrew translation of Graetz's Geschichte d. 
Jrulm, Vol. V, p. 18. 

In accordance with these interpretations of the term Glory, 
Maimonides interprets Isaiah 6, 3 in two Wcl)"S, one taking the 
term '11:D to mean the essence of God and the other to mean an 
emanation (Moreh I, 19). 

Now, just as TC:I has these two m~.anings so the Sefirot which 
are identified by the Cabalists with '11:D have two meanings with 
reference to their relation to God. According to some Cabalists, 
the Sefirot are identical with God's essence while according to 
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others they are emanations of God's essence. Abraham Shalom 
compares this cabalistic controversy to the philosophic contro· 
versy as to whether the Prime Mover is identical with God or is 
something emanated from Him. Newh SJuUom V, 11, p. 81b: 
MY'1 m.,.IID ''all l'I:M"'IIP l:n:l II' : lM!) 'lVII' :'II rlP::l ,pr,ru D',::l1pan nnl 
ID"D tb n:IEXI "D"n' It, 1'D1l'M'T1 l"CI:IMI' l'I:M"''e 'D D."1D'I , 'n' 1'D1l'M'T1 :-aDn 

'111,11' MD, rDJn l"CD tonoWI '1¥D M1lm •••• "J1D 1'14 ,.,..."11''' .,,,ll::l tm 
:'1"1pl' 'ID:I D''::l'PD' :'II :Mp1 .D'':HI cmM 'IM,P' D'':HI '• UDD ~~- "VIM'! 
'"lr.'l MY'I 'It r,r,p 1'11'"-,, Jl'lD., DM "1J'I"'D:'I 'D!)M,. 

What Crescas is trying to do in this pahllage i!l to transfer 
Maimonides' discussion of the term "TQ!) a!; he understood it to 
the term "TQ!) as it was unde1stood by the Cab.di..t!l in the belllle 

of the Sefirot. 
Assuming first that "TQ!), or the Sefirot, is identical with God, 

Crescas interprets the verse to mean a~ follow!!; "The bles.c;edness 
(11"D) of the Glory of God (':'1 "TQ!))," i. e., of the Sefi1ot, "is 
from Glory's place ('IDljXID)," i.e., from the e&!'Cnce of Cod, inas
much as Glory or the Sefirot are identical with (~od's essence. 

He takes 11"D not as a passive participle Lut as a substantive. 

94. Referring now to the other Cabalistic view, that the Setirot 
are intermediarie~o and tool!. of God, CreM"as inte11)ret~o the vel'l!e 
as follows: "Blessed is (1'"'1::l) the glory of Cod (';, "TQ!))," i. e., 
the Sefirot, "from His place (1mj:IDD)," i.e., from God's cs&ence. 

The entire passage, as will have been observed, is a Cabalistic 
version of Maimonides' discussion in .Jioreh I, 19. 

95. Cf. Morell l, 8. 

96. Hebrew •pr,n ::lWTo"' i'm' :1m. I. e., G.rMt~u «ATA ~J,Ipos, 
fJMticultu demonstration, as opposed to lrl Toii K.a.IJii/l.ou, ~ 
r,r,:,, •nirersal demonstration. Cl. AMI. Post. l, 24, 85a, 13 ff., 
De Culo l, 6, 274a, 20. 

91. That is to say, there may exist an infinite number of concen· 
tric spheres, so that while all the motions toward the circumfer· 
ence are one in kind they are infinite in number terminating u 
they do at each of the infinite number of circumferenc:ea. The 
argument is taken from Gersonides' commentary on lfiUmlltlu 
Physics. Cf. above p. 373, n. 103. 
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98. Creac:u refen here indirectly to the answer given by Ger
aonides hi~~~~elf to his own argument for an infinite number of 
upper places. Gersonides' answer is as follows: If there were an 
infinite number of upper places there would be no absolute above, 
and without an absolute above, there would be no absolute be
low. Crescas does not explicitly state here his reasons for rejecting 
this answer. He summarily dismisses it as inconclusive. His 
reason for that may be supplied as follows: The centre of tbe 
earth is called the absolute below only in relation to the periphery 
of its surrounding sphere. But if those peripheries are infinite, 
the centre of the ea1 th can no longer be called the absolute below. 
In fact, the very idea of an ahove and a below in tht: universe is 
based upon its finitude. Anaximander and Democritus who deny 
the finitude of the world likewise deny the d•stinction of an 
above and a below within it. So also Plato denies the distinction 
of above and below (Cf. De Caelo 1\', 1). 

99. Crescas argues here, in the first alterno~.tive, that the hypoth
esis of an original time of motion might be tenable even if we 
admit the impo..sibility of motion 111·ithin a vacuum. ror even 
according to A\enoe~t' contention that the medium is a neces
sary condition of motion and that within a vacuum motion can
not take place, we may still maintain that within the medium of 
any plenum there is a common original time of motion which can 
never disappear, no matter what the agent or the magnitude rna)' 
happen to be, for that 01 iginal time is due to the very medium 
itself in which the motion take~ place. 

100. In this second alternative <.:re&eas rejects A\erroes' conten
tion that the medium is a necessary condition of motion, but, 
following Avempace, he argues that the original time of motion 
may be due to the nature of motion itself and must thus exist even 
in a vacuum. See ahcl\'e n. 19. 

Ill. Crescas refe1"11 here to the difference between "motion" and 
"chanp." Motion is always in time. Change is without time. 
Change in plo~ce is "motion," whereas change in quality is "altera
tion" (cf. Propositions IV and V). 

That locomotion is gradual, i. e., in time, whereas qualitative 
cbanp may be instantaneous, i. e., in no-time, is the view of 
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Aristotle in D1 &m.su, ch. 6. 446b, 29-447a, 2: ''Local movemeata. 
of course, arrive first at a point midway before reachina' their 
goal 0 0 • but we cannot go on to assert this in like III&Diler of 
things which undergo qualitative change. For this kind of chance 
may conceivably take place in a thing all at once." Cf. alto 
KaVNXJnol ha-Pilosofim Ill (Ma;a.#d al-Falasijah Ill, p. 236): 
"As for quality, a sudden translation is possible in it, as, e. g., a 
sudden blackening." ~ ,DIMnll npliJm '1:1 "'IIIIM ra'1 ~ DM 
awut '"VV'r.l:'l. Cfo Prop. IV, notes 3 and 4. 

10.2. Similarly Bruno dismisses all of Aristotle's arguments that 
an infinite would be incapable of circular motion by contending 
that those who believe the world to be infinite belie\"e it to be 
immovable. Cf. D1 l'lnfinito Uniwrso II Mondi II, p. 326, I. 29; 
D1 Immmso II lnnumerabilibru II, ii. 

103. While number and magnitude must be actually finite, still, 
says Aristotle, they are both infinite in capacit)', but with the 
following distinction. ~un1ber i& infinitely addible, and magni
tude is infinitely divisible. It is in this sense that an infinite ia 
possible, "for the infinite is not that beyond which there is nothinr, 
but it is that of which there is ~!ways something beyond" (Pltylia 
III, 6, 207a, 1-2)o Number, however, being a diS('rete quantity, 
cannot be infinitely divisible, nor can magnitude, which is by its 
nature limited, be infinitely addible (ibid., Ill, 7). 

Cf. Epitome of the Ph~lsics Ill, pp. 12-13: "Aristotle believes 
that magnitude is not infinitely clddible ...... But that mag-
nitude is infinitely divisihle will be shown in Book VI .••••• 
Number is infinitely addible but not infinitely divwble." 
"'lpr.t p.,m a"-a •• .n·'l~n "' "- IJCM"' "11J1112 .._... •• "1:11D ..,...., 
'ne .. DVI.., "'IIDO:I "'IIIIM 1m :1m ... 'Rr.'l '"1DMD:1 "'tCCl1' ra'1 n-&,.:Jll rD .,.. 
"' n-&,~n M'1 '" P'""' 'l::~~t .n·&,~ M'l. 

Cf. also Milbamot Adono.i VI, i, 11, p. 334: "The case here is 
analogous to the case of number, that is to say, it is like number 
which, though infinitely addible, is always potentially some finite 
number." '" 'JDVI' "'IICCi'lll 1D:::IIJ 'm, , "'IIDD:: rl,lln 'II:Q :"IC t'l,lln nr11 
,..,~ &,~ "'IliZI "'" r= :m'll n.,JD ,.Dn 'JDVI"' :11:1. 

104. Cf. M1111.pltysits XI, 3, 106la, 19: 'Ere18' H'Tl TA ~....,.,. 
d.JITCI rijs e&brijr ~,U IJ.'AS FrWniJA'IS 8et~~pqti'CI&, 
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115. Hebrew lftn'Tn ._., .:.U. _,.).I "l'W" A'li!Pi.ell crT«XEie& of 
Apolloniua (Book II, Theorem 13). Cf. Munk, Gt.ide I, 73, p. 
410, n. 2. 

CreiCal aeems to have quoted the problem referred to from 
Morel I, 73, Prop. X. The entire passage here i& full of expte&
sions taken from Maimonides. See below n. 112. 

106. Hebrew ICI1'. MSS. :I and J read '!Mr. MS. M reads CI'ICn', 

In the corresponding passage of the Afareh our texts read liCI', 
and so aJso in the reproduction of this passage in Isaac ibn Latif's 
RAb Pe'alim 63. But the Arabic ~ in the MrJTeh would 
sugest a passive form like '""' or more likely the new form lll¥f., 

117. Hebrew ell' "' Similarly later the negati\re 1:11' fMI' (p. 
216, I. 1). The word 1:11' in these expre~~.o;ions i!> not the ad,•erbial 
"there" but rather the pronominal ''there," reflecting the Arabic 
;.: which, like the English "there," is used as an indefinite 
grammatical subject of a \-erb. cr. Bacher, Vber den sprachlichen 
Choroitn des .\laimr2ni'schen Mischne-Torah in A us dnn Wortn
b..U.. TarKhNm Jm4salmi's, p. 121; I. Friedlaender, Der Sprach
ltfwauch des Afa.imonide.s, p. 15; S. Rawidowitz, Sefer ho-Ma.dda', 
p. 73, n. 20. 

108. Cf. Euclid, Elements I, Def. 23. 

109. Hebrt"w Cl'r'&r.'1 which stands here for I:I'I'UID., D..,..,. We 
should naturally expect here l:r'TU'1 "IMIP1, and 1M other Drfini
lions, lor in our present editions of Euclid the First Principles are 
called Definitions, Postulates and Axioms, but not Hypotheses. 
But the use o( Hypotheses here instead of Definitions may be 
explained on the ground that in Crescas" copy of Euclid's Ele
mnrts the term Hypotheses was used instead of Definitions. The 
confusion of these two terms are traced to Proclus. (Cf. T. L. 
Heath, The TlrirteNI Books of Eudid's Eien1mJs, \"ol. I, p. 122). 
Similarly Algazali in his Ma~a#J a.I-Fal4sifah l, p. 68, quoting 
Euclid, leaves out Definitions and diol.·ides the First Principles 
(llpx.U, .s~~~. m'mmn) into the following three classes: (1) 
Axioms (~/1, IIUWM,) or Common Notions (ICO&Pe&l fl'li'O&e&&, 
~ "fA&, ~JI.:. l..J,, rnsnD lnJM', In Albalag's translation: 
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rQM'). (2) Hypotheses(~~.,. J_,.,.l, rmD ..,., AJbalag: I'UID "''p'P). 
(3) Postulates (e~l,...pe~T'CI, oiJ,I.-, l'O"'l7D, Albalag: :-a:rrpn), 

The force of C'rescas' reasoning here may become clearer in the 
light of Aristotle's statement that a hypothesis, unlike a defini
tion, ci.SSUmes the existence of the thing defined and rea110ns from 
that assumption. C'f. A nat. Post. f, 10, 76b, .tS ff. 

UO. Hebrew l!UIIIM.,., mrm Jl!l ~m~r, literally, one of the 
axioms. But see preceding note. Cf. Euclid, Elements, Book I, 
Postulate I. 

Ill. Similarly Bruno contends in connection with another of 
Aristotle's arguments that when an infinite acts upon another 
infinite or upon a finite the action it~lf will be finite. C'f. nr l' ln
finito Uniwrso el MotuH II, p .. 140, I. .U ff.; De Jmmrnso et Innu
merabiJibus Jl, vii. 

Ill. Hebrew 'Q''I"'D .,.:w, ~ Jl!l pvn :-rn DM'I. Ry .,"¥ here i11 
meant Jl'D'T.1 ,"¥.. Cf. :\verroes, lnterme,Jiale De Anima Ill: 
M"I:ID UD/!11 Jl'l!l'1 UD/!1 ~ .,,lrn ':I. 

The statement here is IJascd upon the discu51oion in J/oreh I, 
73, Proposition X, where the problem from tht' Conic Sections 
referred to above by \•esca" is ai!IO mentioned. ~laimonides dis
cusses there the difference hetween imagindtion and reaJoOn: "And 
the action of the imagination is not tht' same all the art ion of the 
intellect," .,=*"' .,PII J1'D'T.1 .,PII J'KI, and concludes: "It has 
consequently been proved that thing11 which cannot he perceived 
or imagined, and which would be found impossible if tested 110lely 
by imagination,are neverthelei>S in realexi~otence." "''Qm "'O:I:v'l 

t~ PZJ IC\'1 .,:lit J1'1!1T.I T"1lT "., :1Zm' M~ :m mtt'¥D. Cf. Ph1s. III, 
2, 202a, 2-3: )(.e~Xen}v piv l6e:'iv, ~v6t:)(.o~v 6' t:lvcu. 

As for the use made by Spinoza of C'rescas' discussion of this 
argument, see my paper "Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal 
Substance," Chronicon Spinoaan11m IV (1924-26), p. 101-3. 

U3. Originally "sixth," '1:1, in all the texts. But the sixth proof 
is based upon the impossibility o{ an infinite to be patllled throqh 
in finite time and not upon the gencoral propoeition that no infinite 
can be palllled through at all, and should thus be grouped together 
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with the lleCOild proof which is taken up next by Crescu. The 
fifth proof, however, is originally in Averroes baaed on the propo
sition that no infinite can be palllled through at all. See above p. 
389, n. 152. 

114. Originally "fourth," '"VV, in all the texts. 

115. I. e., as in the third argument from circular motion in the 
Third Class of Arguments (above p. 173). 

116. I. e., as in the second and sixth arguments from circular 
motion in the Third Class of Arguments (above pp. l71, 175). 

ll7. In order to under~tand the meaning of thi& pa.~. it is 
necessary to summarize here part of Aristotle's d1srussion in the 
sixth book of the Physi(s. 

He shows there how in motion three things are to be consid
ered: that which change!!, i e., the magnitude; that in which it 
changes, i. e., the time; and that according to which it changes, 
i. e., the category of the motion, as, for instance, qualit•·, quan
tity, plaCf'. (Cf. Physirs \"1, 5, 2.1bb, 2--4). 

He also shOW!i that in none of these three respects can motion 
have an absolut~ly fi'Ced beginning. He puts it as follows: 

(I) "That there is not a beginning of mutation, nor a lint time 
in which a thing is ch,mgl'<l" (Physir.< \"1, .'i, Bba, 14-15). 

(2) "Neither that which is changed, is there any fint part 
which is changed" (ibid., 27-28). 

(J) :-.;or is there any first with reference to motion of place or 
quantity (cf. wiJ .. 236b, 9 ff.). 

lie then conclude!! with the following statement: "E,·erything 
which is moved mus.t ho1\"e been p1e\"iously moved" (Physics \'1, 
6, 236b, 32-.~4; Mt:taph_,..•i•·s IX, II, 1049b,35 ff.). 

The upshot of all thil. is that there is no absolute beginning or 
motion. No llt'ginning which we may as. .. ume of motion, either 
with reference to its time, its magnitude or its place, can be defi
nitely designatt.-d by a fixed, irreducihle quantity, since motion is 
infinitely dh·isible in all these respects. \\'hate,-er quantity we 
may assume to designate the first part or motion, we can always 
mnceive of a smaller quantity which would have to be prior to 
that alleged fint part. 
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With this in mind, C1'e11C8.11 now eodeavons to anawer the IICtlffll, 
ITHrd and siziA arguments from w&WM motion in the Third Clau 
of Arguments (above pp. 171,173, 175). 

fie first tackles the third argument. His answer may be para
phrased as follows: 

,-tr),c. 
"' • I 

,, ' 
iA A' ~· JJ 

You say that CD cannot meet AB at 
D' without having met it first at some 
point A'. This indeed would be true if 
D' were a definitely fixed point on AB. 
But D' is a point in infinity. The argu
ment therefore falls down. 

This refutation of Averroes' proof is taken from a tentative 
objection raised by Altabrizi against the corresponding proof by 
himself (see above p. 384, n. 141). The final answer by which 
Altabrizi justifies his own proof does not apply to the Aver
roesean proof adopted by Crescas. 

The refutation as given by Altabrizi is as follows: "Against this 
proof many objections may be raised, of which the recent philos
ophers had no inkling. It may be argued as foll011o·s: Why do you 
say that the sphere in the course of its rotation, when its radiua 
ceases to be parallel to the other line and is about to meet it at the 
vertex, that the former would undoubtedly have to meet the lat
ter at a point which is the first point of the points of interaection? 
Why should it have to do so? Their meeting at the vertex cannot 
come about except as a result of motion, but, inasmuch as motion 
is potentially infinitely divisible, a first meeting at the vertex 
with the infinite line will be impossible, seeing that the extremity 
of the finite line which is moved along with the motion of the 
sphere is potentially infinitely divisible so that we cannot auume 
any point of the points of intersection without the pouibility of 
assuming another point before it ..••.. The result is that the 
meeting of the two lines at the vertex cannot be effected but by 
motion, which is potentially infinitely divisible, and similarly any 
parts of the lines that meet must be infinitely divisible. Conae
quently we cannot assume that any point is the first of the poiota 
at which the lines meet." 
"'T'Co., an"''DM 'l'fD'1 : ,..., lftin ,D'"II"'V''Cn cnrr tb mpm 11'11*' ,..,, 
rr=n ~ '"""' I*' 1'" 11m n:n l"'rDDl1 'nt n:mD "''D "TJ.. JIJ'Dftl'l -..o 
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a~~~~ CI"''JP r.:a .., r= I"'IP'EW nn rnwmrt nrnp:n II'W"I am IT11D 
r= l"'rDDl1 "IPI' ;mo 1"11'1 ,r= rn,y, np'mra nJW1."11 •"1JJ''m rmn 
pm rbt,'7 'W:1 nyvi'Q .)lj7U11&1lt IT':t 1p:t nspl' ap .n":I:L"T ~ .., 
n"11"M ~ I1I'1S'1 .,,_, tb CM nr:IDl'l nrnplD ~ nrar ""'PIPM .., .r= 
~m m:apD lm'l ,i"']71J'Q SMn ID* IPMTI ~~ i'III'Dil'lll P'Zin l'U"' •• .. 'T?Jh 
II'W"I am ~ nrar ., • .,.. m • 'lpii}D T'IIIDII'II1l"'D 'PI .r= m::m "fb:D 

.IIM"'Ii'1 r= 'Q I1'IIP2m'1 rm1FI 

118. Hebrew ~ "''1JJIQ, in a finite magnitude. 

119. In this part of the passage he means to answer the second and 
sixth arguments. The~~e two arguments are based upon the impo!llli· 
bility of the infinite chord AB to be passed through by the re
volving line C:D in finite time. 

U' 
Crescas' answer may he paraphrased as 

A ~ follows: 
Point A', at which CD first meets AB, is 

indeed a point in infinity. But A'B' which 
is part of AB forming a chord in the circle 

generated by CD is finite. It is therefore, only a finite di!'tance 
that is trave~ by CD in finite time. 

Ul. Hebrew }DJ n'nc ;,pum n1mm :-up ~ nn. This passage 
is misplaced. Logically it is an explanation of the previous state
ment l'IIIMDl'IZ) l"'MMM, :rnp~ mM'¥D .:i"M' "' l'U"'. One is tempted 
to emend the text here as follows: p',n mpm., "''M::I'1."W i1D; l'U"''' 

liW¥D .:a .. M' "' l'U"' ,.)lyum "Q:: .)I,PUnD ',::. .:l''Y'III i1D., ,i1J'UIU JWIIt"1 
WM nm .)DI rmc i1Jnlm n',nm :-up ~ nn ,:'IIIMDl"'D i"D1l''n ~ 
~ l"']nln.:a n~ ,~ ,.,.., ra~~• pvn. 
"Since, ho11-ever, it has been shown that there ran be no first part 
of motion, because every object that is mo,·ed must have already 
been moved, it does not follow that there would have to be a linst 
point of meeting, and this indeed because of the fact that the 
extreme beginning of motion must take place in no-time. It is not 
inconceivable, therefore, that the infinite line [in question] should 
meet the other line in a finite distance with a finite motion." 

The meaning of this statement is as follows: The reason why 
there can be no absolutely first part of motion is that an abeo
lutely finst part of motion would have to take place in an indivis
ible instant. But motion is infinitely divisible and cannot take 
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place in an instant, except qualitative motion in a c:ertaio aspect 
(see above n. 101). To quote Aristotle's original statement upon 
which this statement of Crescas seems to be based: "But that, 
in which that which is changed is first changed, is necessarily an 
indivisible" (Physics VI, 5, 235b, 32-3.1). 

Cf. Epitome of the Physics VI, p. 32a: "No part of motion can 
be called first, inasmuch as motion is infinitely divisible. But the 
same is not true of the end of motion, for that is called end which 
refers to something that has already come into existence and is 
completed, so that a certain definite time can be assigned to it, 
and of such a nature is the entelechy which is the end of motion. 
But as for the beginning of motion, it exists in an instant rather 
than in time, on account of which it cannot be definitely desig
nated in the same way as the entelechy, for the latter is the 
limit of [a completed) motion and not, as in the case of the 
former, the limit of something that does not yet exist." 

P'mrrzr ilt:l "-" npl7nnD 1m •;:, .JWH, ;"'ZZC ~n ear:r~~ ,._ ,. nvanm 
nc n·~:~n np~l DlDM tm •::~ ,)::1 'C rl» 1"" :m .nP'Ill'lt, n·~~ ~ ,.,.,.. 
"", ""'''M rnc~m ,, nr •;:, ,JDI l''nt 1'ID"1'II ..., .. :-r:n .a• M¥DJ '1:1::1111 

nm .JDC Min MJ1::3 M'ltt'XD :u'1 ,npw1i'1 n.,m, a'nMl ~"'QNN'n n·~~ 
tb ,npun., n..,~ tm ""'''M rnc~~ :-rr ~IIMIII 'ID::I ,,.., .. 11:1'1'11 "''IIIIM ,. 

.. ~nmc l"lJI:I 1""1SS ~ ""'-' nc n..,;:,n 

121. All the MSS. and the printed editions read here "fifth," •m. 

122. Similarly Bruno argues against Aristotle that the infinite 
would be without figure. lf. De 1'/njinito Uni""so rl Mondi 11, 
p. 326, I. 29; De Immenso el lnnummwilib11s 11, x. 

123. This argument has been anticipated by Averroes in his 
lmennediate De Caelo I, 4: "It cannot be argued that the existence 
of circular motion implies only the existence of a body that is 
capable of circular motion hut not necessarily the existence of a 
spherical body, seeing that fire and air, for instance, are by their 
nature capable of circular motion. The answer may be stated u 
follows ...... " (Latin, p. 27 3vh, L). ::3"M' ".,. .,.,~ m 1'1'1 
IM1 'ID:I , ''"In::! I:IIP2 tC ::3'CIXI SISIUI'ID 1:11P2 C1M ':I n'::3'QCr:"' l"Qnn1 11'11'111D 
... :-rn .:1'CIXI r:J:b D'SIJIUI'ID D:"'ll arlJJG l"'M,. ""'''M Tttnl. 
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llf. A ~U~P~tion of this argument may be discerned in Isaac ibn 
Latif's Rab Pe'Glim, 60. 

He first makes the following statement: "The rays furnish an 
arrumeat for the non-existence of a vacuum and so does also the 
viaibility of the stars, for the sun's ray coalesces with them 
gr.u:fually until they reach the sense of vision." n11111:1 = nmD'1 
JW, JW, = ~~= 'Wr."' YID"' ':I ,CI':l:I:Tol ,...., )::11 .mpTI 'n:l::3~ 
mM"'n rnm l'P'D' ,p, 
(The term ,:l~nD here seems to reftect the Greek tru,...rt>wtr6tu in 
De Sensu, ch. 2, 438a, 27). 

Aa far as one can make out the meaning of this argument, it 
seems to rest on Aristotle's theory that the perception of vision 
requires some medium and that "if the intermediate space became 
a void. . . an object could not be visible at all. ·• (De Anima 
II, 7, 419a, 15-21). Hut !;Ce the interpretation of this passage by 
F.fros, Th' Problem of Space in Jew~sl1 .\Jediaet•al Philosophy, p. H. 

Then he proceeds to say: "This proof for the impossibility of a 
vacuum is itself a proof for it!. e.'Cistence. Consider this, for it is a 
sealed mystery." J::3rn .VM'SD~ n111D 1D¥SI::3 M\, mp''\, K,ccK, n11'1Z)., 
..,, DVV1 ':I i11. 

This mystery may perhaps be unsealed for us with the aid of 
Crescas. \\'hat ls."lc~.c ibn Latif may have wished to sav is that 
the same argument from the sun's rays, or the rays of any lumi
nous object, which proves the non-existence of a vacuum within 
the world must prove its c'Cistcnce ouJ.side the wor/.1, as is main
tained by the Pythagoreans (see above n. 7). For by an argument 
from the ra)'ll of a luminou11 ohject we may prove, as shown here 
by Crescas, the po11sihility of the existence of something infinite 
outside the ,·orld. Hut that r.ornething infinite out>.ide the world, 
again as argued above by Cn•sc.as (see p. 189), must be either 
a plenum or a vo~.cuum. As it cannot be a plenum, it must of 
nece88ity be a vacuum (see Wid.). Hence the argument from the 
rays of a luminous object proves the existence of a \'acuum out
side the wurld. 

The reference in Isaac ibn Latif, however, may be to some such 
argument for the existence of a vacuum from the transmission of 
light as is reported by Simplicius in the name of Straton Lamp
sacenus. "Straton Lampsacenus endeavored to show that there is 
a vacuum which intercepts eVPry body so as to prevent its 
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continuity, for he says that light would not be able to pervade 
through water or air or any other body. . . unless there were 
such a vacuum: for how could the rays of the sun penetrate the 
bottom of a vessel." (Simplicius in Physico. IV, 9, ed. Diels, p. 
693, I. 11 ff.; Taylor's translation of the Physics, p. 237, n. 9). 

ll5. Similarly Bruno argues against Aristotle that the infinite 
would have neither an end nor a middle. Cf. De flnjimto Uni
~so et MMJdi II, p. 328, I. 22. 

126. AtuJlyticrJ PriorrJ II, 18, 66a, 16: 6 8~ 1/lewi/s >..6-yos -yLPE1"CU 
'll'a.pcl ri .... ,c,,.o, 1/lewos. Cf. De Caelo I, 5, 271b, 8-9: El'll'ep 
"a.L ri ,uicplw 'll'a.pa.{jijlla.t t"ijs 6.>..,.,BeLa.s 6.,Pttrra.p.blots -yLHTa.& 
ripf»' p.upw'II'>..G.trwll. Of this last quotation there are the fol
lowing Hebrew versions: I ntermetliate De Caelo I, 7 : ""111M mpcn 
s,m m~ 1m c:niG"' M':::l' ,,., n;m-c ;,.,.. Themistius, In Libros 
Arist.otelis De Caelo PrJrrJphrrJSis, ed. Landauer. Hebrew text, 
p. 14, II. 24-26: ~ pn"VU I!IJTID "UT.I ,;.IIM'I rDM"D :'IYDJI'::I UM ':I 
mpcn 1ZID '0 ;.,. I"'DD C"• 'II l"lJil"' n;MD '0 'PI"CC'. Latin text, 
p. 22, II. 13-15: "Entenim si initio vel in re minima a veri tate 
deflexerimus, Ionge plurimum deinde ab "" scopo errabimus, 
quem ab initio intendebamus." 

It is interesting to note that this statement, with which Crescaa 
introduces here his discussion of the existence of many worlds, 
is also quoted by Bruno in the middle of his discussion of the same 
subject (De l'Infimto Universo et Mondi IV, p. 369, lines 39-40). 
As we shall see, Crescas' argument against Aristotle's denial- of 
many worlds has something corresponding to it in Bruno. See 
below n. 130. The statement, however, occurs in De Caelo which 
is the principal source of the problem of many worlds. 

ll7. The discussion of the problem of the existence of many 
worlds would seem to be quite irrelevant in this place. Crescu, 
however, has introduced it here because Aristotle happens to take 
it up immediately after his disposing of the problem of infinity 
(d. De CrJelo I, 8). Then also Crescu needed it for his criticisnt 
of Maimonides' proofs of the existence of God. The problem is 
again taken up by Crescaa in Book IV, 2. Cf. MilbrJmot Arltmai 
VI, i, 19, and Emunot 'flle-Deot I, 1, First Argument. 
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Ill. The pauage u it stands would aeem to contain one Bingle 
argument of which the first part (:"bonn :S"n MI"'IP) is the premise 
and the aecond part ("" rm ,,_ :S"m) is the conclusion. I take 
it, however, to contain two distinct arguments. The first is 
suggestive of one of the arguments against the existence of many 
worlds used by Crescas later in Book IV, 2. The second is taken 
from Aristotle's discussion of the same problem in De Caelo I, 8. 

The first argument is incompletely stated here. Only the 
premise is given. In its full form, as given in Book IV, 2, the 
argument reads as follows: 

"If there existed many worlds at the same time, the following 
disjunctive reasoning would be inevitable, namely, that between 
those worlds there would have to be either a vacuum or a plenum. 
But the existence of a vacuum outside the world is impossible, 
according to the opinion of the ancients. Hence there would have 
to be a body between those worlds. Now, that body would 
inevitably be either transparent or not. If it were transparent, it 
would follow that we would be able to see numerous SI4JIS and 
moons on such occasions as when the suns and the moon's of the 
various worlds happened to be together on the horizon. And if 
it were opaque, then, inasmuch as the dark celestial bodies 
receive light from other bodies, as the moon, for instance, re
ceives light from the sun and as do also certain stars in the opinion 
of some people, it would follow that the opaque body between the 
worlds would receive light from the suns and it would be possible 
for us to see many stars from one or more of the other worlds." 

J'3 l'll:!:l 1m'&' ctt ,:-rp1;nz:1 l'llli'l a'mo "' , .,. mDiny JIO:S 1'i1 1:1111 
~ p CIM :S''Y1' ,CI'Irnp.-1 'net PlDl mp, "" m'm .=:1 'M n1p, mD'71Jm 
lllrj:Q :"II,., :S"ln' , .,,'111:1 teL, CIIC1 .M, CIM ,.,.111:1 i1'i1'11 CIM Clllm1 .=:1 C.T:I':s 

. ,., .,u 1m CIIC1 .pnc-1 ;p Cli1'll1 1'i1'1D • "1niUI "V'Il' trm'l Cl'lnW Cl'.lDii1 

rnon m .Cin'71ra i1.,...,, 1»P'11 cr:~'lllni1 Cl''l:l'arr.t cro-= t~SD~P l'ltl • .,; i'U'1 

mit t,:sJ"'I :S''M' l"DD'1 ,):! i1MTII 'D n.,-b ,CI':s:l:li111Sp1 ,IIDir.11:1 m1M ,:SP'fl 
JMI'1M mD;,p., 'M CI'11SID D':S, 1:1':1:11:1 i1M"UUI pl1'1 .cr~ ITID~ r:s~~ i1l:l 

Similarly the refutation given by Crescas of this argument in 
Book IV, 2, is the same as here, namely, that the impossibility of a 
vacuum outside the world bas not been conclusively demonstrated. 
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The BeCOnd argument against the existence of many worlds 
is somewhat as follows: If there were other worlds, they would 
all have to possess the same nature as this world of ours. The 
elements of those other worlds would, therefore, have to possess 
upward and downward, i. e., centrifugal and centripetal, motions, 
the same as the elements in our world. Furthermore, the centre 
from and toward which all those elements would move would 
have to be one in all the worlds, that is, it would have to be 
identical with the centre of our own world. Consequently, if 
there were other worlds, the earths in those worlds would all tend 
toward the centre of our world and the fires in those worlds would 
move toward the periphery of our world. But that is impossible, 
since in that case the earth and fire in those worlds would move 
away from their own respective centre and periphery. Cf. De 
Caelo I, 8. 

129. Ecclesiastes 6, 11. 

130. The meaning of this argument may be stated as follows: It 
is true that the elements in all the other worlds would have to 
have two kinds of motion, upward and downward. It is not true, 
however, that their motions would all have to be from and toward 
the same centre. For our knowledge that those elements would 
have to possess two kinds of motion is based only upon the as
sumption that they would have to be of the same nature as our 
elements. But what does that assumption mean? Certainly it 
does not mean that those elements would have to be a continua
tion of our elements. It only means that, while they were distinct 
from our elements, they would have to present the same charac
teristics, namely, some being light and some heavy, some warm 
and some cold, etc. Or, in other words, those elements would be 
the same as ours in kind but not in number. By the same token, 
when we say that those elements would have to move upward 
and downward like ours, it does by no means imply the same up
ward and downward, from and toward the same centre. It is 
therefore possible to conceive of many worlds, each with a centre 
of its own, from and toward which their own respective elements 
have their motion. The motions of the elements in all those 
wflrlds would thus be one in kind, i. e., centrifugal and centripetal, 
but many in number, i.e., with reference to different centres. 
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This criticism is found in Gersonides' commentary on the 
Epitome of De Caelo I: "One may argue that if many worlds ex
isted, the elements in those worlds would exist in their respective 
natural places and their movements would follow the order of the 
movements of their respective worlds, without necessarily giving 
rise to the conclusion that the natural place of the parts of the 
same element would not be one. The only conclusion given rise 
to by such an assumption would be that the below would consti
tute the place of the heavy elements, that is to say, the heavy 
elements would sink beneath all the other elements that exist 
together with them. Nor will it follow from the principle that 
contraries a1e those things which are most distant from edC'h other 
that the place& of the part& of an element mu&t be one in number. 
That this is not to follow can be illustrated by the following exam
ple. Take a rei tain black object that is undergoing a gradual 
change f1om blackness to whitcneS&. Then take other black 
objects which are Iikewi&e being in the p1ocess of changing to 
whiteness. Thi& does not mean that the whiteness into which all 
these black objects are being changed and which constitute the 
opposite of the terminus a quo in their changing process is one 
and the same in number. What it implies is only that they are 
all changed to colors which are one and the same in kind. Simi
larly if there were many worlds, it might be said that the element 
earth in every one of those worlds would move away frOm the 
above and downwa1d tow.1rd the below, but this would not mean 
that the above f1om which the different terrestial elements moved 
would be one in number; it would rather mean that they would 
be one in kind, that is to say, it would be the concavity of the 
circularly moving celestial sphere." 
DD'I~ c."1:1 nrnl7'n 1•n .c·~, n11:1.,1P 1IWn DIW, "'l:lH'III -,nmr, i'1rl 

~·.,rr Mr, ,D.,Pi'1 i1n ::ll mpun., ,,o "1ll: r,p m,,DD c,,.m)J1ll11 , •y.m., 
i1'i1'l' ~"11'1"111 i1D r,~M , "1MM CD'IpD i1'i1' M~ "1MMi1 ,C"i1 •p17n~ i'1f 'liiD 

• "11'1" Di'IDP crtc=n D'IX'n ;:~ "1MMII nnn 1pPIIIIII ;., ,I'RX!t, c.,:~::~n Dlf'D 

.III'M:l ~nM 'l'i1'111 ,pn"lni'1 n•.,::Jn:l Cl':llli1i'1 m•n ::31'i'1 •mo ,J:l Dl ::3''1i1' Mr, 
1Jilllll1' "'VVIM:l1 ,)::31~ '" 1::3 m, "''!!IM mTIIr.ID Jllllll1' ,11'1!11i'1 •::~ ,n1 ~ 
'DDD "''IIIM 1Di'1i'1 .J~1.,i'1 '" i'1'i1'lll ::3"11'1" "' ,)::31;;, '" c•,n111 c·~, "1MMI1 
i'1l1Wli'1 '1l:lH' ):1 m 1:1 ·I'D:! ,nM i1'i1'111 ::3"1n'lll i1D ;:3M • '111DD:l ,nM ,npun., 

l11lniC1 Di'1D 1PP1ll1' "''IIIM i'1.,)1.,, i'1'i1'lll "' ,i'1t1Di1 '" i'1.,)1Dt"1D M\, ~ ,:1::3 
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JIPUI'ID 1m11 n= :a=a PJIW!Dn :a1:ap wm .r=.,.. m ~:ate ,"''ICCm.,.... 
.:a1XQ 

A similar refutation of this argument of Aristotle against the 
existence of many worlds is found in Bruno. Cf. De l'lnfinilo 
Uniwrso et Mondi IV, p. 365,1. 31 ff. 

131. Ecclesiastes 1, 14. 

132. l;lagigah 11 b. 

PROPOSITION II 

PART I 

1. The Hebrew version of this proposition is taken from Isaac 
ben Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

:Z. This entire proof is a paraphrase of Altabrizi. 

Aristotle himself proves the impossibility of number by the 
following argument. Physics III, 5, 204b, 7-10: "But neither wiU 
there be number, so as to be separate and infinite; for number or 
that which possesses number is numerable. If, therefore, that 
which is numerable can be numbered, it will be possible for the 
infinite to be passed through." (Cf. MeJaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 
24-26). 

This Aristotelian proof is faithfully reproduced by Abraham 
ibn Daudin Emunah Ramah I, 4, p. 16: "For when you say that 
things which have number exist in actuality, it means that their 
number is an actually known number. But when you say they 
are infinite, it means that you cannot arrive at the end of their 
number. Consequently, he who says that an infinite number 
exists in actuality is as if he has said: I have completely enumer
ated that which is infinite and I have come to the end of it, 
despite its being endless." 
, ~JIUI:a ,. "111:70 C1"11cal n,,. '1JN~:~ CI'MSm CI'Zl CI'"Q, 1"~~* '.::1 

"1D1Hrn .1:1"111:70 'm t;trb '1.::IVI tb Ml1MI' '1p mr 11''1.::111 '1p:a •n'1:a 1"1DDn 
•n'1:a Mlo, , up ,, •nta "Q.::Il ,; n•'1.::111 1'""' na 'II'Z "Q.::I "'I* 1'no ,.,, 

.11''1.::111 ;p:a 
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PART II 

3. This proof, taken directly from Altabrizi, is to be found in the 
following sources. 

Algazali, llappalat ha-Pilosofim I (Tahajut al-Falasijah I, p.9, 
U. 23-24; Destruaio Destrudicmum I, p. 19va): "We say number 
is divided into even and odd, and it is impossible that anything 
should be outside of this distinction whether it be existent and 
permanent or non-existent." 
rrnw I' ::I .np1r,m 111) MX'IP Mlr, ""'ppPP , "MDl1 .m "" pr,rr "11DO., 1T1DM 

~,.,:J 1M "1MMPl MSm "1::1~ 
Avenues, lnle-medwte Physics III, iii, 4, 2 (Latin, p 453rb, E): 

"It can likewise be demonstrated that every actual number is 
actually numbered and everything numbered is l'ithl'r even or 
odd. Consequently everything numbered is fin1te." 
m M'l;'l ill:"' ,lllO r,:n r,)llll::l ,UIO M'l., n:l,, ~:I "110;:) .,:Jill -,agn• ):Jl 
n•.,:Jn r,17:1 ,DO r,:J n:n ,,"W CM. Etntome of the Physics III, p. 
lOb: "Again, every number is even or odd. Either one of these 
two is finite. Consequently every number i!, finite." 
.n•r,:Jn "v:1 c•:r.t 1H "TriM r,:n , ~l CM1 lll M'ln Cll ,DOD r,:J ):J Cll 

.n•r,:Jn .,17:1 "1100 .,:J ):J CM 

lrersomdes, Mdl;amot Adona~ VI, i, 11; "We may also say that 
number is finite, because every number i!o either even or odd, and 
this con'ltitutes ito; finitude." 
,,"11l CM l1l CM M'l;'l ~DO .,:Jill 'll" ,n•.,:Jn .,17::1 M'l;'l "UID0."111 ~Ill ):J'I 

.wr,:~n 1m 
C(. Proposition III. 

4. The reference i!o here to the view held by Maimonides and 
Avicenna that infinite number is impossible only with reference 
to things that exist in space but that immaterial beings, such as 
disembodied souls, can be infinite. From this Crescas infers that 
they do not admit that infinite number must be subject to the 
division of odd and even. Cf Proposition Ill, Part I. 

5. The reference is to the passages of the Intermediate Physics 
and the Epitome of the Physics quoted above in n. 3. The argu
ment does not occur in the corresponding passage of Averroes' 
Long Commentary on the Physics. 
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6. Crescas' argument is especially directed against the passage 
in Physics Ill, 5, 204b, 7-10, quoted in Prop. II, Part I, p. 476, 
n. 2. Aristotle, it will be recalled, argues that "number" (Q.p,Bphs, 
"'DCCCC) is the same as "that which possesses number" (To EXOII 
6.pt0p.0JI, 'WDD., ·~17:1) and that both are "numerable" (Q.p,Bp..,roJI, 
1"1m7'111 c:J,D) and that both "can be numbered" (EIIclEXETa.' 
Q.p,Op.ijua.t, ~J,ne:l "nllD), and consequently neither of them can 
be infinite. Crescas is attacking here the original assumption 
that "that which possesses number" is the same as "number," 
arguing that while the latter Cdnnot be infinite the former may 
be so. 

7. The implication of this argument is that the fact that number 
must be divided into odd and even does not by itself prove the 
impossibility of infinite number, for unless it is established inde
pendently that number cannot be infinite, it is possible to assume 
the existence of an infinite number of dyads no less than of monads. 
This argument must have been suggested to Crescas by the fol
lowing passage in Mi/.bamot Adonai Vl, i, 11: "The same can be 
demonstrated with regarp to number, in the following manner. 
Seeing that every number must be finite, it follows that every 
even number must be finite; and the same must be true with re
gard to the even-times even number and the even-times odd 
number." (Cf. apnaKu 4pnos and cipn6.KLS 1rEptuu6s in Euclid 
Elements VII, Definitions 8 and 9). 
,n•r,;:,n ~17:1 "WDD ~:I il';'ll.' •me ':I M'lm : ,D'IMID ;'IDD 1!100:1 "''M::n' ;'In 

,,'WJ:'I :nr:11 lm m:1 I'll~;'~ J:l1 ,n·~:;,n ~l1:1 H\, :nr ~:;,111 "''M::n' ill:"' 

8. For a full discussion of the sources of this distinction, see Prop. 
III, Part I, notes 8-9. 

Crescas' use of this distinction as a criticism of the proposition 
denying the possibility of an infinite number is not novel. It is 
to be found in the following works. 

Algazali, Tahafut al-Falasifah l, p. 9, 11. 19-20: ".Should one 
say that only the finite is described by even and odd but that the 
infinite is not to be described by them, we answer etc." 

Narboni, Supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics Ill, 
iii, 4, 2: "Second, how can it be proved that there is no infinite 
number on the growtd that number is divided into even and odd, 
when those who affirm the existence of an infinite number may 
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also claim that such a number is not divisible into even and odd 
but into an infinite number of parts, etc. To this we answer that 
Aristotle is arguing here in accordance with the truth, namely, 
that there is no infinite actual body [that is to say, Ari!ototle is 
not arguing here from the premises of his opponents]." 
• .,r, :J"J/J ,,1»'1 Jll "" pr,no ,.,IXlnrl • .,r, n':l:l "WIXl MXD' 11.,111 1'11 , 'lllm"l 

D'"pr,n 1m tc!m "nl:n Jll r,ll pr,;r ~~~ ,:110 n•:~:~ "WIXl tao'lll "''DWI n]n 

r,l1111:1 CIIPl tao• ~~~ nn ,notcn ~ r,17 """ ~, "" ~D''1MII :l'llll .'1:J1 n·:~:~ 
.n•:~:~ 

An answer to Crescas' criticism is given by Isaac ben Shem-tob 
in his second supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics III, 
iii, 4, 2: "By what 11•e have said in explanation of this proposition 
may be solved the difficulty raised by Ibn l;lasdai, namely, that 
the argument is a begging of the question, for he who affirms the 
existence of an infinite number does not admit that everything 
actually numbered must be either even or odd but; quite the 
contrary, he will deny this. In view, however, of what we have 
said, namely, that the relation of even and odd to number is like 
that of priority and posteriority to time, the objection disappears. 
For just as there ran be no time without the prior and the pos
terior (cf. definition of time in Proposition XV), so there can be 
no number without even or odd. Hence the proposition is abso
lutely true." 

n1111 M'lm ·~on '1 nllllllll p.Don ~1· n~pnn nttr ,111•.:1.:1 u~ no:11 
r,:llll ml' "" n•.,:Jn r,17:1 •nr,:~ M1illll "Wc.o:l "''DlMnrl nn .1111~ r,17 n:J,170 
1~ • U'1DII ~ iiD:I r,:IM .nr lll"il:l' r,:IM ,"Wl 1M Jll 1M m, r,l7l.IJ:I "W11Xl 
run .Jom 1:117 ~or,1 crnpr, 111"111 ,,vn lD:J M'ln "WOO., 1:117 ,"Wlm 21,; ~~~"" 
,nMD.,1 crnpn taO• II., JOI taO'III ~!Ill 'IIIII 10':JIII nn ,r,r,':J pllO "'MM'l M" 
i1'i1'111 :I"M' J:J I:IM1 • 'Mill 1M Jll 1M n•;r 11r, "WDD taO'Z' "1111DN 'II J:J 'ID:! 

.CJ.,nn:l n~ n~pnn ntcr 

PROPOSITION III 

PART I 

I. The Hebrew version of this proposition is taken f10m Isaac 
ben Nathan's translation of Altabrizi, with the following excep
tion: Altabrizi reads n•.,:Jn "" for ;rr,:Jn •nr,:l, 
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The tenn "'!MUD in ~., "'!MUD is to be taken here in the sense 
of "demonstrably" rather than "evidently" (Munk: ividemmenl), 
for in MoreA I, 73, Eleventh Proposition (quoted in the next note) 
Maimonides speaks of the impossibility of an infinite series of 
causes and effects as having been demonstrated by proof, "''ICW1 

na=. 
2. This introductory comment is based upon Altabrizi: "The 
verification of the first and second propositions is not sufficient 
in establishing the truth of this proposition, for what has been 
ascertained by the first two propositions is only the fact that 
things which have position and place, i. e., bodies, must be finite. 
Causes and effects, however, may sometimes be not bodies but 
rather beings free of matter and body and independent of tltem, 
called Intelligences . . • . Hence Maimonides has made of this 
inquiry a separate proposition." 
.na"''pm ntcl l1l1DN:I npDDD ;rnn M~ n•., :"'l''II1M'1n il!)'1jT.1n lV11JKI 
1:11pc1 nm Clo'1~ C'l'll1 n·~:m n~., m., CleM rnJ:)"''pn 'Nii"' can'IMD l11,.n •::~ 
C'tl:rlll'ID C'IGCl 1'i1' ~:1M ,C'C!Dl 1'i1' M~ C'Dl111 c?1~]1m 111.,]1m ,C'Dm em 
m•pm nMI crl 1'1,.,1 •••• C'"::Jrl 1M'1p'1 ,C."'C mzu •n.,:l ,l11Dm'11 '1D1mD 

.nmy::s m'111l l"'D""pt'1 

The same distinction between magnitudes and causes is made 
by Maimonides himself. MoreA I, 73, Eleventh Proposition: "It 
has been already shown that it is impossible that there should 
exist an infinite magnitude, or that there should exist magnitudes 
of which the number is infinite, even though each one of them is 
a finite magnitude, provided, however, that these infinite magni
tudes exist at the same time. Equally impossible is the existenc:e 
of an infinite series of causes, namely that a certain thing should 
be the cause of another thing, but itself the effect of another 
cause, which again is the result of another cause, and so on to 
infinity, so that there would be an infinite number of things 
existing in actuality. It makes no difference whether they are 
bodies or beings free of bodies, provided they are in causal relation 
to each other. This causal relation constitutes [what is known as] 
the essential, natural order, concerning which it has been demon
strated that an infinite is impossible." 
I'M C'C!Dl n'IM':sc 1M ,,r, n·~:m J'tt '1nM = mM'¥D l1D'I '1M::Inn "'C::: ':I 
1r,M ~ 'Mll1::11 ,n•r,;m r,p:l 'Dill Cli1D '1nM .,2 'II r,y "JMI D"IIIDD., n•r,;m 
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Y., ,"1J''' n•'1::m a.-b I'M m'1p mtt':m 1~1 .100 .,. trM:ml n•;::m a;T, J'MIP 
rb ~ ~~ ,nr., mp;, mrm n'1p M1l'1i"' ~,;, • ,nM l'lJI; mp ~., rrrrw 
,1:1'~ '1M D''*l '1'1'1' '1,m tram» a;T, n•'1::m I'M c"UD 1'1'1'11 ., .n·'1~n 
pmn ~ ~n "W "DS]]l'' •p:=n mlr.l mn ,ansp; mp l:ni'l1 ~ 

. ~ 1'1 n•'1::m I'MIP no 
In the foregoing passage we have Maimonides' own commen

tary on his first three propositions and the source of the state
ments here by Altabrizi and Crescas. Maimonides first divides 
the infinite into infinite magnitude and infinite number. The lat
ter is subdivided by him into the number of co-existent magnitudes 
and the number of causes and effects. Then, again, he describes 
the relation between the causes and effects as an essential, natural 
order. The term essential is used by him as the opposite of acci
denial which he proceeds to explain and which is taken up by 
Crescas later (seep. 494, n. 19). The term natural is meant to be 
the opposite of what Altabrizi and Crescas call here order in 
position. 

The expres&ion mo •'1]0, without any qualifying term, occurs 
in Emunah Ramah I, 4, p. 16: "It is also impossible that there 
should be an infinite number of actually existing things having 
order." ,.,o .;17:1 ;pw:l c•tam C'lDl c·~"'l 'IM:SD'III "'1111!111 'M ~~ Cl1 

n•;::m .;17:1 •n;:l, Judged from the context, however, the ex
pression "having order" here may mean hoth "order in position" 
and "order in nature," for the author seems to deal both with co
existent magnitudes and with causes and effects. When he argues, 
for instance, that "the things which have order are those things 
which have a first, an intermediate or intermediates, and a last," 
"J1D'I D''Jil'DM 111 Pl£CM1 mnnn 1:1."'1'1 "'!IIIII Clmll CIM ,,0 ';17:1rT '~, hP 
seems to be quoting phrases from Aristotle's proof for the im
possibility of an infinite series of causes, quoted below in n. 4. 

Equivalent expressions for ~ ,.,o are i'1N"C l"'l"'l"'ln (Alta
brizi) and "Z»>III1 "'1"'10 (Mifalot Elohim IX, 4, p. 62). 

3. This last statement contains Crescas' own explanation of the 
expression "order in nature." A similar explanation of the expres
sion is found in Ka'UI'UJanot ha-Pilosofim II (Ma~a#d al-Falasifah 
II, p. 125}: "For the order between cause and effect is necessary 
and natural, and should that order between them be eliminated 
the cause will cease to be a cause... ;,;lim mpno ,,0/WI ·tJ'1 
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mp V11'i1 '1cc p;,CI C1M ,'JDD ~. It ia on the basis of this 
interpretation of the passage that I have connected it with 
the statement preceding it rather than with the statement 
following it. 

4. The proof for t.he impossibility of an infinite series of caU!IeS 
and effects reproduced here by Crescas is based directly upon the 
proof given in Altabrizi, which in turn is based upon a proof found 
in Avicenna, which in its tum may be considered as a free version 
of Aristotle's proof in Metaph·ysics II, 2, 994a, 1 ff. Crescas him
self refers later to Altabrizi as his immediate source and describes 
the proof as having been suggested "in the eighth book of the 
Physics and in the Metaphysics" (see Prop. Ill, Part II, p. 225). 
Again, later, after refuting this Altabrizian proof of Aristotelian 
origin, C'rescas quotes what he supposes to be another proof in 
the name of "one of the commentators." That proof, too, we shall 
show (p. 492, n. 16), is based upon the same proof of Aristotle, 
though Crescas unwarily advances it as something new. 

The original proof of Aristotle, as interpreted by Averroes, may 
be analyzed as follows (cf. Epi~ of the Metaphysics Ill, Arabic, 
p. 118, §64; Latin, p. 383va; Qu1r6s Rodriques, p. 187; Harten, 
p. 140; Van den Bergh, p. 98): 

I. In a series of causes and effects, consisting of three or more 
members, that is called cause proper which is the first in the series 
and is not preceded by any prior cause. That is called effect proper 
which is the last in the selies and is not followed by another effect. 
The intermediates are IJOth causes and effects. They are causes 
only in relation to what follow& from them; in themselves they are 
effects, requiring thus a first uncaused cause for their existence. 
Cf. Metaphysics II, 2, 994a, 11-15: "For in the case of an inter
mediate, which has a last term and a prior term outside it, the 
prior must be the cause of the later terms. For if we had to say 
which of the three is the cause, we should say the first; surely not 
the last, for the final term is the cause of none; nor even the inter· 
mediate, for it is the cause only of one." 

II. Intermediates will always be effects and thus require a first 
cause even if they were infinite in number. Cf. ibidem, 15-16: 
"It makes no difference whether there is one intermediate or more; 
nor whether they are infinite or finite in number." 
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III. Hence, there can be no infinite number of call!leS. For 
in an infinite number of causes all the causes would be interme
diates, and intermediates, being also effects, could not exist with
out a cause which is not an effect. Otherwise, things would exist 
without a cause. Cf. ibidem, 16-19: "But of series which are 
infinite in this way, and of the infinite in general, all the parts 
down to that now present are alike intermediates; so that if there 
is no first there is no cause at all." 

Avicenna's version of this proof, in its fullest and most elabo
rate form, is to be found in his Al-Najah, p. 62, quoted by Carra 
de Vaux in A vicenne, pp. 269-271. It is to be found also in the fol
lowing places: Algazali, Ma~a#d ai-Falasijah II, p. 127, Tahajut 
al-Falasijah IV, p. 34, I. 12 ff. (Dt'structio Destructionum IV, p. 
71va, I; Muslon 1900, pp. 376--377), Teshubot She'elot, pp. LI
Lli; Moses ha-Lavi, .Ma'amar Eloki,· Altabrizi, Prop. III. 

Though Crescas has taken his proof from Altabrizi, he does not 
follow him closely. Altabrizi's proof is more elaborate and is more 
like the original argument of Avicenna. It runs as follows: 

I. In an aggregate (Altabrizi: y:npc Ma~a#d al-Falasijah II, 
p. 127: ~~ • .,.,:I), of causes and effects, let each member be 
conditioned by a preceding cause. 

II. The aggregate itself will be conditioned. 
III. Now, the cause of that aggregate will have to be one of 

these three: 
(a) The aggregate itself. 
(b) Something included within the aggregate. 
(c) Something outside that aggregate. 

The first two, (a) and (b), being impossible, the third, (c), must 
be true. 

JV. But that external cause must be causeless. 
C'rescas' statement of the proof, as may have been observed, is 

much shorter. It runs as follows: 
I. Within the aggregate (c.,.,:;,) of the infinite series of cause 

and effect, either all the members are conditioned or some of them 
are not. 

II. If they are all conditioned, there must be a determining 
cause. "Outside the series" is to be understood here. 
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III. U any of the members is unconditioned, the aeries is no 
longer infinite. 

The text of Altabrizi's proof reads as follows: 

, ;,r,p ~r, "llllllll no;r "'rm MSDll"ll' : i"'D"!pm mer Meet ' ' notc-rn 
~ i1'n' 11t ,n·r,~ •nr,:1 "" V1r,17 nr,17 t:n ,J:;, m "1lW'I no nn'n DM Vlr,;sn 
m, -,sc y:npcn nn • ;,r,17 "llllll'll ,"" r,:;, ,n·:~:~ c•;,r,;sn m.,, y:11pc 17'Tol 
..,.,." n'i1'111 I'IIIIM, "V11' ;,r,sm "llllll'tcn D''1PDnlll •• ;,r,17 "llllll'll :;,·~ ;rn y:npc 
• uco }'"In "1:1, '1M ;c =~ "1:1, '" ,1D:S17 n'i1'111 DM , y:npc., V1111 nr,;sn , .;,r,17 
• "ID:S17 .,17 ~P' "" "1:1"1m • .,.,sm .,17 nnp msm •:;, . .,r:3:1 )'1!1111"\, pr,nm 
'm)lr, m17 i1'i1' Mr, f:11pDn 'llTIM:I D~l M1n "'rJJI ':;) , .,1:1:1 :;)'~ 'lilln pr,nm 
mp i1'n' M., , ,,pill nn VI.,! r,;sn 1DS17 r,17 ~p l'm' M\, DM'I • Vlr,yr, M., 
1'i1' 1•pr,n ''llSDM:I ,"" ,.pr,n nr,17 n~, ;rnn f:11pcn nr,17 •:;, ,f:11i'Dr, 
V11MD }'"In "1:1, f:11pcn nr,17 ;rn•111 m, . •lll"r,llln pr,m c"'"' • y:11i'Dr, nr,17 
na ':;, mcp ~ 'llnlMIII '!1'7 , '71'717 "1111!111 il"i1' "" }'"In M'nlll vnM mn • f:I'J'Dn 
"IIIIIIM n•;r "" DnD }'"In M'ln "'rm run .m~r,nmn V11M:I r,,r,17 "IIIID'II M'lnlll 
:1"1nD ;rn• ;,r,17 "IIIIDM n•;r "" ""'IIIM MSDrn .1:1 D~l ;rn• n'n DM'I ,r,,r,17 
cm11 1•no ""' ,cnr, n:sp M'ln n•;r, ,,r,:sll ,r,:;, mr,sm n,r,V,nm i1'i1'1 ,1mc:s17r, 
nr,p M'ln ,l'mi!IM, nr,17 r,ll n•r,:;,n .r,17:1 1'il" r,:IM ,n•r,:;,n '"17~ •nr,:1 mr,sm 

.111'1~ ,,n .mr,17n ID ''~Mill ncr, 

5. H~brew mllllln '1M c·r,~. See at the end of the next note. 

6. The question as to whether the infinity of disembodied souls 
is to be included within the rule of this proposition has been also 
raised by Altabrizi, who, though inclined to answer it in the nega
tive, ends with the remark that God alone can solve such intricate 
difficulties. 
,. Dmtcm ,D1'p:11 P'~ m~ n•tc, r,p ,D1V 1.:1 l'll1il r,:IM. This is 
expressed in simpler language by the anonymous translator: J'l]1m 
m"V1Dl ,. •"ron ,Dr,lD no. Unlike Altabrizi, however, Crescas, 
instead of relegating the problem to divine omniscience, tries to 
solve it with whatever help he could get from Avicenna, Algazali 
and A vermes. 

Algazali's view as to the infinity of disembodied souls is to be 
found in the following places: 

Ka'UIWQ,not ha-Pilosofim II, i (Ma~ al-Falasifah II, p. 125): 
"Similarly the human souls which are parted from the bodies at 
death can be infinite in number, even though they exist simul
taneously, for there is not between them that order of nature the 
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elimination of which woulcl cause the aouls to cease to be aouls, 
for those souls are not causes of each other, but exist simultane
ously without any distinction of priority and posteriority either 
in position or in nature. If they seem to have a distinction of 
priority and posteriority it is only with reference to the time of 
their creation, but their essences qua essences and souls have no 
order between them at all. They are rather all alike in existence, 
in contradistinction to distances and bodies, causes and effects." 
,a"1JICJDr, n•.,:mn p1r,D "Wmt n!D~ n!mliiD n1"nll:n ni'I?UHM n'll'm"l ~~ 
am•n r,tl'l:l 1p1r,o ,3111' ,r, -,s::~ 17:ltl;'l ,no D:l l'M ':I • "Tn' a"MSm 1'i1 1»11 

"'11M'N'I no-,p •n.,::~c • "Tn' rnN¥DJ D;'l r,.::oo .n:rpr, nr,17 an:rp I'" ':I ,n'll'lll 
Do,.nl'Dl£17 ar,M .DimM JDO "'11i1'ttm MD'"Tpn nDn' ,OlDM'I ,JI::Itlm m:n::l 
"Jlr,n::l ,n1tt•~::s c•w an r,~ r,r,:l D:l ,,D I'" iDM .nwm.n n1'DXJ7 an11 -,so 

,r,,r,17m nr,17m .tr~., a•pmcn 

RappaloJ ha-Pilosojim I (Tahaful. al-Falasifak I, p. 9, I. 26 ff.; 
Destrucko Dest,uctionum I, p. 20ra, I. 8 ff.; Harten, p. 29; Muslim 
1899, pp. 281-282) · "Furthennore, we argue again,t the philoso
phers thus. Even according to your own principles, it is not impos
sible to assume that at the present moment there exist things which 
are units [•~'. a.,ntc; but Latin: eadem in esse] qualitatively 
different from each other and still are infinite in number, namely, 
the souls of men which have become separated from the bodies 
at death [.:.._,.lt., n!tl:l, hora mo,-tis], and these are things which 
are not described as either even or odd . . . . This view concern
ing the infinity of disembodied souls is one which Avicenna has 
adopted, and perhaps it is the view of Aristotle." 
D'Th, a•tc:sm 1tc:sC'III ,pvm ID 'W'M CI:IIII"'YYI •gr, n:n a,,r, "IDMl 'lll1lMIII "'11:111 
tr!Ni1D mr,::s:n trllllttn n1111Dl em ,anr, ;rr,:~n I'M'I ,IM::I D'.lnllll:) a·~ al'l!lll 
n111111:c. 11 tt"CO'I •••••• ,"Ull'l .no a•,MV1D Cll'MIII a·~ an l'1l:TI : rnz:l:l 

.1w~ n"Cc M'MIII '"'IM'I ,ltl'c 'I 11::1 "1I"CCP wn 
Cf. the parallel discussion in HappaloJ ha-Pilosofim IV (Tahafut 

al-Falasifah IV, p. 33, I. 29 ff.; Dest,-uctio Destr'uctionum IV, p. 
71r; Muslon 1900, pp. 375-376). 

Maimonides refers to this view of Avicenna in Mo,-eh I, 74, 
Seventh Argument: "Some of the later philosophers solve this 
difficulty by maintaining that the surviving souls are not bodies 
requiring a place and a position on account of which infinity 
is incompatible with their manner of existence." 
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='" m"''ln'' 111111.a:n 1"DDl':: p.Dtlil nr ,,,m ~:rmcrb.Di'1 'li"II'IM n¥P c=ec 
.n•.,::m 1'Mi'l DmK'x= P:ID'IP l'1n:n\ cnpo am i'1'i'1'11 a•cm 

The original view of Avicenna is to be found in his Al-Najah, 
p. 34, partly quoted by Carra de Vaux in his Aflicenne, p. 203. 
Cf. Shahrastani, pp. 403-404 (ed. Cureton). 

It must, however, be noted that personally Algazali does not 
admit the infinity of disembodied souls. He advances it merely 
as an argument ad hominem. Crescas is following the general 
method of quoting in the name of Algazali views contained in his 
Kauowanot ha-Piloso.fim, which Algazali himself later rejected. 

The expression miP!l:C 'IN C'.,::IIP:l "souls or intellects" call for 
some comment. The term "intellect" does not occur in any of 
the sources which we haW' reason to believe to have been drawn 
upon by Crescas for his information. Altabrizi has here only the 
term "souls," m,~li'1 cntt •:a mlrl!l:c. So does also Algazali in 
the Kawwanot ha-Pi/osofim: n1!1Ui'1C nn,!lli'1 m•lriUNl"' l11111!ll., "1l:ltM 

tlil., n•.,=:~n l'H and in the Happalat ha-Piloso.fim: l:l'.,,:l:n l1111111l 

mc:l n'I!IU:"'C. 
It is quite obvious that by C'.,::llrl here Crescas does not mean 

the "Intelligences" of the spheres, in which sense the term .,::1111 

is used by Maimonides in the proposition. Such a rendering could 
not be construed with the context. 

It occurs to me that these two terms are used by Crescas for a 
special purpose. He wants indirectly to call attention to his con
troversy with other philosophers as to the nature of the immortal 
soul. According to Avicenna and others, it is only the "acquired 
intellect," i'1lpli'1 .,::llrli'1, that survives. But according to Crescas, 
the soul as such is immortal in its essence (cf. Or Adonai II, vi, 1). 

Accordingly wh.tt Crescas means to say here is as follows: It is 
possible to have an infinite number of disembodied souls, whether 
these disembodied, immortal souls be acquired intellects (C'.,::IIrl:l), as 

is the view of Avicenna, or soul essences (nwm:c), as is my own view. 
A similar indirect allusion to his controversy with the philoso

phers on the nature of the immortal soul occurs also in Prop. XVI, 
Part II. 

7. Happalat ha-Happalah I (Tahafut al-Tahafut I, p. 10, I. 6 ff.; 
Destructio Destr'ILCtionum I, p. 20rb, I. 26 ff.; Horten, p. 31): "I 
do not know of any one who makes a distinction between that 
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which has position and that which has no position with reference 
to infinity except A vicenna. AJJ for all the other philosophers I do 
not know of any one who maintains such a view. Nor is it in 
harmony with their principles. It is rather a tale out of fairy land, 
for the philosophers reject an actually infinite number of forms 
whether it be corporeal or incorporeal, inasmuch as that would 
imply that one infinite can be greater than another infinite. 
Avicenna only meant to ingratiate himself with the multitude by 
advancing a view concerning the soul which they had been accuR
tomed to hear. This view, however, carries but little conviction or 
persuasion. For if an infinite number of things existed in actuality 
then the part would be equal to the whole." 
M)M 1'l:lli"' 1'11':1 3D 1) 1'Ma1 1'1D'I :l~D 1) 111'11/ MD 1':l lrl',!l' ,,.,.. ~,M M)1 
, ~MDn nr ~ IT.ID ,,.,.. JnM "" e):~ C"JM •:a ,._ elnMl , ~):l •:ro 1:l 
nl,~D 1p'M,' CI'.D1D'I)!ln ':I ,nl)!lDM •)::l.,D Ml., ,Ciil'lnii/D 111"'ffh n'IM' 14), 
1'1'1'1'111 1lCtl :l"M'III •D) Cl!//3 •n):l '" Cl!//3 1'1'1'1111 1':l )V!D:l ,) n•)::~n 1'Ma1 ne 
11Ci1i'l lr"!l) 1::1 11::1 •:ro j:l e)un ,,) n•)::~n 1'Ma1 nDC ~,, ,) n•)::~n 1'Ma1 ne 
,)" ':I ,D'I'.Dm npDtm "liD ~ m, ):lM ,11/!lln J'lliD 1~ l)l.,,lll ~ 

• )::~n 1D::I p)nn 1'1'1'1 en) n•)::~n 1'" 7V!D:l e·~, ~Dl 

(Cf. a similar refutation by Averroes in Happalat ha-Ilappalah 
IV; Tahafut al-Tahafut IV, p. 71, I. 23; Destructio Destructwnum 
IV, p. 71va, G). 

It is evidently this passage of Averroes that is restated by 
Narboni in his commentary on Moreh, I, 74, Seventh Argument: 
"Averroes objects to it, and argues ......................... . 
Furthermore, it is a well recognized principle that that which 
exists in actuality cannot be infinite whether it be material or im
material, and there is no difference in this respect between that 
which bas position and that which has no position, as was thought 
by Avicenna. For if actually existent things were infinite, the 
part would be equal to the whole." 
Kli'1111 MD 7p n•)::~n J'MIII I'1CIIII ~· ~1111 1::1 Dl1 •••• ~ p)n ,.,, J:ll 
1)11/ MD J':l 1'11':1 ),::l., J'KI .CI'CI!//3 •n):llM e•e!Dl 1'il 1'1111/ ,plDl KIM )V!!l:l ~Dl 
1'" )JM:l e·~, ~ ,) •::1 , 'l'D J:lM :llllnl'l 11:1::1 nnn ,) J'Ma1 MD l':ll nnli'1 

• '7Pl.D:l n•7::~n 7p:l •n7:l '7·, , 7::~n 11:1::1 p)nn 1'1'1'1 en) n•);:~n 

According to Narboni (Commentary on the Kawwanot, loc. cit.) 
Averroee' denial of the infinity of disembodied souls follows as a 
result of hie denial of individual immortality. 
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"It behooves you to know that this philosopher [i.e., Averroea) 
...... objects ............. to Algazali's statement that disem-
bodied aouls are infinite . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. He aaya 
that this view is refutable .................. It is not in agree-
ment with Aristotle's view as to the immortality of the aoul, for 
Aristotle does not believe that every man has an individual soul 
which is individual in its essence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . And conse
quently we do not have to adopt the view which Algazali was 
compelled to adopt. Ponder upon this. We further say that Alga
zali's statement here indicates that he has been following Alex
ander's view, who believes that the soul is only a predisposition 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . and that it is created." 

mD'Il:'1D nmmn nwm:rn~ ~M '1CM!D:l •• im ... c::1m i"'J&I ]1'1nlll ,.""m 
.n,Mn'l 11/.Dl:l WD'~ n]n •m) l1CM nr I'M ••• )~ nn ..• cn) n•7::~n I'M 
1"10 J'l:liC'1' :l"Mm M71 ••• 'IC~P:l n),:ll 11/!ll D"IM )::1)111 'n:lD' M7 1m ':I 

"" ,DM'I:ltl ':I I"'M,' rn., 'l:ll1::1111 nm:~ ':I "'CMl'l .nr lM1 • '1DMUM U'l:l1C'111/ 
.n111"'1Vm tt'i"'ffl ••• -c7 i"'l:::i"' tt'i"' 11/!ll:"' ':I J'l:liC'1III ,lD::17M 

8. Crescas is misrepresenting Averroes' view in attributing to him 
the distinction of odd and even as an argument against the infinity 
of disembodied souls. It is true that Averroes denied the possi
bility of an nfinite number of disembodied souls, but his reason 
for it is not that attributed to him here be Crescas. He rejects it 
on the following two grounds: (1) No infinite number is possible, 
whether material or immaterial. (2) There cannot be an infinite 
number of disembodied soul& because the individual souls do not 
persist afler death (cf. above n. 7 and below n. 9). 

Crescas himsel£ mentions Averroes' commentary on the Phyncs 
as his only source for the argument from odd and even (see Prop. 
II, Part II), and there is no indication there that the argument 
was directly applied by Averroes to the infinity of disembodied 
aouls. 

9. Crescas argument that the infinite by virtue of its being un
limited should likewise be indivisible into odd and even has been 
raised and refuted by Algazali. It is introduced in the following 
connection. 

Algazali raises an objection against the eternity of motion on 
the ground that every number must be divisible into odd and 
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even, whereas eternal motion would imply an infinite number of 
motions which could not be divided into odd and even. He then 
suggesta himself that the etemalists might say that it is only a 
finite number that must be divisible into odd and even but not an 
infinite number (quoted above Prop. II, Part II, p. 478, n. 8). But 
be rejects this distinction and affirms that an infinite as well as a 
finite number must always be divisible into odd and even. 

Happa,lat ha-Pilosofim I (To.hafut al-Falasifah I, p. 9, I. 23 ff.; 
Dutructio Dutructionum I, p. 19va,l. 11 ff.; Horten p. 27; Muslim 
1899, p. 281): "We say number is divided into even and odd, and 
it is impossible that anything should be outside this distinction 
whether it be existent and permanent or non-existent. For when 
we assume a certain number we must believe that it must inevi
tably be even or odd, irrespective of whether we consider the 
things numbered as existent or as non-existent, for even if they 
cease to exist after having existed, this [disjunctive) judgment 
does not disappear nor does it change." 
"'Q'Ta"' rrrr111 J':l ,npl)m no aa'll m,, ,J'III1 , ,!lll llr 7H p7M' 'W!XIo, U'1DM 
H7= l'DM:III 'U')y :l"mD • ,.,cc '1lnl1'1111:1 nn .m:~ 1H '1Hin t=l l"'ll:lf1 

1,.J7l CIM ':1 ,CI'"nlll 1H CI'Ml£Dl CI'~Oi1 ,.)111/lll/ )':l ,,'Wl 1H lll '11'11'1'1D r:J7D' 
.a"Wlllln H)l n,llil rnu ,yn H) .li'M'=rl ,MN 

Averroes, on the other hand, insists that it is only by virtue of 
its finitude that a number must be divisible into odd and even, 
be that finitude conceptual or real. Conceptual finites, however, 
as, e. g., future time, are only conceptually divisible into odd and 
even. The infinite, therefore, is not necessarily divisible into odd 
and even, inasmuch as the infinite hds neither conceptual nor real 
existence, for it exists only in potentiality, and existence in poten
tiality is like non-existence. 

Happalal ha-Ilappa1ah I (To.hafut al-Tahaful, p. 9, I. 3 ff.; 
Dutruclio J)eslructionum I, p. 19va, I. 24 ff.; Horten, p. 27): "This 
proposition is only true of that which has a beginning and an end 
outside the soul or in the soul, that is to say, it is only then that 
we are intellectually bound to think that it must be either even 
or odd irrespective of the circumstance whether it has actual 
existence or it has no actual existence. But that which exists only 
in potentiality, that is to say, a thing which has neither a begin-
ning nor an end, cannot be described as either even or odd ..... . 
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for that which is in potentiality is like that which is non-
existent." . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
~ ,., ,Ill= 1M lllrJb 'f'1l1 n•)::m1 mnnn 17111 i'1IU p"TS' DM "''CCMDii nn 
,'1:1:l MSW ..,,.., i'1D c7oo . V1'1M'SD nP:l1 ,,.tm np:l ,"1Pn l1r:l 1•7p 7.3n 
.. :nm M1i'1l1 ab1 :nJ 

0

M11'111/ "' ,.,p jnr "' .n•7:Jn """ mnnn ,, JWI .,.., 

PART II 

10. Physics VIII, S; Intermediate Physics VIII, ii, 2. Cf. below 
n. 19. 

11. Metaphysia II, 2. Cf. Prop. Ill, Part I, p. 482, n. 4. 

12. See Moreh II, 22. 

13. Crescas' argument here may be restated as follows: Suppose 
we have an eternal uncaused cause capable of producing more 
than one effect. Suppose again that these effects co-exist with the 
eternal cause and have order neither in space nor in nature. Under 
these circumstances, according to Maimonides' own admission, 
these effects may be infinite in number. Crescas now raises the 
following question: Why could not these effects be infinite in 
number even if we assume them to be arranged among themselves 
in a series of causes and effects? In other words, Crescas' conten
tion is this. Assuming an uncaused eternal cause, with which its 
effects are co-existent, these effects should be possible to be infinite 
in number even if they form a series of causes and effects. As for 
the possibility of one simple cause to produce more than one 
effect, it is denied if the cause acts by necessity but is admitted if 
it acts by will and design (cf. Moreh II, 22). 

The point of Crescas' reasoning will become all the more effec
tive when taken as being especially directed against section II of 
Aristotle's proof in the Metaphysics as reproduced above in Prop. 
III, Part I, p. 482, n. 4. It will be recalled that Aristotle makes 
the statement that intermediates would require a first cause even 
if they were infinite. Now Crescas seems to turn on him and 
argue: Why not assume an infinite number of intermediates hav
ing a first cause and affinn the existence of an infinite series of 
intermediate causes and effects? 
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14. Hebrew lftl~ l'l¥p "one of the commentators" and not as 
the expression would ordinarily mean "some of the commenta
tors," for the reference is here to Narboni. The term nsp is used 
here in the sense of the Arabic ~ which means both some and 
some tme. Thus in Cusari I, 115, ,.,D7M yp~ is translated by 
D'::I7D."''D ToiM "one of the kings," whereas in Morek l, 74, Seventh 
Argument, MTol lfl7n.D 1'11lDM7.D714 '"'CMD rP~ is translated by nsp 
nr 1"1'nn Cl'lnDl7.Dn 'l'l"mM "some of the later philosophers have 
explained this." It was the ordinary understanding of the 
Hebrew n~p as "some" that caused here the corruption of "VIM 
into 1"V11'1 in the printed editions and some MSS. 

15. Hebrew ll'l'. The term ll'l' th10ughout this passage and else· 
where is used in an additional sense which it had acquired from 
its Arabic equivalent ~~ of which it was used a~ a translation. 
Both the Hebrew and the Arabir terms mean rea.-h, arrive, extend 
lo, attain. But the Arabic means alsu be brought to an end, be 
accomplished, be limited. Thus in Qobot ha-Lebabot l, 9; Jl.ll 
I~ ~I .} ~b tn7~ n111':1D m7lm, "the causes are limited 
a parte ante." Here I have translated it in each instance according 
to the requirements of tht> context but always in conformrty with 
its original and acquired meanings. 

Shem-tob ben Joseph Falaquera evidently was conscious of the 
new use of the term ll'l' in philosophk texts but, unable to ac
count for it, a&eribes it to the intransiti"e meaning of the verb, 
which indeed is a good explanation as far as it goes. Re~hit 

Qokmah II I, 1, p. 62: "I.DDi'l nr mD1pD ~1"'1::1 II':ID n7D ':I nsn' 1''"1X1 
1'1'JIPI ~· ..,pw 1lDD ~1 .ll'l' ~p7 "IIIJM, l' :I ~1'Ml 1D.::l , ,D1P 7pw lfli'1 
cnpzx~ ~·n !111'1'1'1 M-npil 111:v1r 7~7 nr •n"'':::n .n·~ n·~ '.II':ID 1 •n 'n 
a"!' D1p%)!1 ,D1p;"'1 ,D1p. 

The influence of the Arabic ~~ reach one's aim, ib albO to 
be discerned in Samuel ha-Nagid's use of .ll'li1 in the following 
verse in Ben Kohelet: mP' "1MD en·~ Cl.ll':n7 ,CI"1MD u7~ en• lll"llM. See 
Yellin, "Ben Kohelet of Samuel H.t-Ndgid," Jf:"'li!ilh Quarterly 
Review, n. s., XVI (1926), 275 [6], and Yellin', comment on 
p. 273. 

For p•:n as a translation of ef.~, see quotations from Saadia 
and Babya in the next note. 
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16. This passage is a verbatim quotation from N arboni'a commen
tary on MoreA II, Introduction, Prop. III. 

This statement, however, is not original with Narboni. It ia 
only a paraphrase of Aristotle' a own words with which he clinches 
his arguments against an infinite series of causea upward, in 
Melaphysics l, 2, 994a, 18-19: "So that if there is no lirat there 
ia no cause at all," and of the statement in Physics VIII, 5, 256a, 
11-12: "And without the first mover, indeed, the last will not 
move." What Crescas, therefore, really does here after having 
refuted the Aristotelian proof of Altabrizi, is to quote again, this 
time Ilia Narboni, another part of the same Aristotelian proof 
(see above p. 482, n. 4). 

Other paraphrases of this statement of Aristotle are as follows: 
Themistius in De Caelo I, 1, ed. Landauer, Hebrew text, p. 27, 

1. 15 : ):Ill/ .,:I mM'li:'D ,., I'" ,.Dll i'Mn'lll ~ i'1'l'1' "111/M '1:1To'l •::. nn 

~ 1'"" l"')1W1i'l :nl'l'1' M., D'"'QTo'I)D "'Q, 1'.,14 )7'l'V1 "111/mM W1 nD ':I • VliniD 

CI''1:1To'IJD. Latin text, p. 41, I. 4: "Quod enim in continua ~;ener
atione consistit, e&se non habet, atque eo minus in alia <affec
tions?> turpe est enim existimare eo quicquam moveri, quo 
nunquam pervenire potest." 

Saadia, Emunot we-Deot l, 1, Fourth Demonstration: "For the 
mind cannot think backward infinitely and comprehend the in
finite. By the same token, existence Co:lnnot proceed forward 
infinitely and complete an infinite process so as to reach us. And 
if existence could not reach us, we would not exist." 
~ n.,.tm .1::1 ~)1n1 'i1.,)1D., l'1::111111Dt, 1::1 mvn "., "'.,:In ,., 1'14111 l"'D1 
vm "" CIM'I .u~ '~' vm~~~ ,l11::1 ~vm nOD., mTo'l 1::1 ,.,"" l1lDl1 

.rrru "., rrm 
Bab,ya ibn Pakuda, Qobot ha-Lebabot I, 5, Second Proposition: 

"It has already been shown that that which has no beginning has 
no end, for it is impossible in that which has no beginning to 
reach at a limit at which one can stop." 
)1"1n., ~-- '14111 •:we ,'it.,::ln ,., I'M mnn ,., 1'14111 'i1D .,::1111 ,-,:w "1::1::1 ':I 

.1'mc CIW'I '11D)1'11/ 71::1.:1 "" 'it.,M ,., 1'14111 "'Q~ (~J 
Judah ha-Levi, Cuzari V, 18: "For that which is infinite can

~ot become actually realized." .,JTI.D'it .," Ia' M., n•.,::~n ,., )'14111 rra~. 
Averroes' Epitome of the Physics VIII, p. 46b: "For ifthe inter

mediate causes go on to infinity, there will be no first, and if there 
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is no first, there will be no last. But the last exists. Hence the 
first exists, and that is the self-mover." 
l"''l"'' .,r, "11PtCC ,JW, 1:111' rrrr .,r, ,n•r,:::~n .,r, r,.. D"JMK11:::1'm ,r,., ':I 

ICVTI .11m1 JW'TI I'W'I ,Mlall J1'YitC'I r,::»c .J1'VIM I:IIP l"''l"'' Mr, JW, I:. 
.~SJ,IIUI'II:Io, 

17. The line of reasoning employed by Crescas in the arguments 
following bears some resemblance to Algazali's reasoning against 
the impossibility of an infinite series of causes and effects, in 
Happalat ha-Pilosofim IV (Tahafut al-Falasifah IV, p. 33, 1. 24 
tf.; Destruction Destructionum IV, p. 71r; Muslon 1900, pp. 375-
376). 

Algazali's arguments may be outlined as follows: 
I. According to the philosophers' belief in the eternity of the 

universe it should be possible to have a series of causes and effects 
which is infinite in the upward direction but finite in the down
ward direction, for of such a nature is time according to their own 
view. (Cf. Refutation of Altabrizi's proof in Prop. I, Part II, 
p. 423, n. 38). 

II. If you say that time constitutes a successive series whereas 
natural causes and effects are all co-subsistent, the answer is that 
disembodied souls are admitted to be infinite even though they 
are not in a successive line. 

III. If you say that disembodied souls have no order at all, 
neither that of nature nor that of position, whereas causes and 
effects have order in nature, the answer is: 

a. By admitting the infinity of disembodied souls, the philoso
phers have admitted the possibility of an infinite number at large. 
If they are now to deny any particular kind of infinite r.umber, 
such as the infinite number of causes and effects, they must prove 
that by a special argument. 

b. It is not true that disembodied souls have no order. They 
have order in time. 

18. That is to say, Narboni's statement might hold true only in 
case the causes are prior to their effects in time in addition to 
their being prior to them in nature. In fact, in the original appli
cation of this argument to the problem of eternity, as we have 
seen, there is the assumption of priority in time. The argument, 
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therefore, is insufficient to prove the contention of thia proposi
tion, namely, the impossibility of an infinite series of causes and 
effects where the priority involved is only that of nature. 

The reasoning in this argument, it will be noticed, is just the 
opposite of that employed by Algazali. Cf. above n. 17, II. 

19. The distinction between essential and act:WmkJJ causes with 
respect to infinity is described by Maimonides in the following 
passage: "Equally impossible is the existence of an infinite series 
of causes • . . This causal relation constitutes [what is known 
as] the essetUWl natural order, concerning which it haa been dem
onstrated that an infinite is impossible. . . . . In other cases 
it is still an open question, as, e. g., the existence of the infinite in 
succession, which is called the accidental infinite, i. e., a series of 
things in which one thing comes forth when the other is gone, and 
this again in its tum succeeded a thing which had ceased to exist, 
and so on ad infinitum" (Morek I, 73, Eleventh Proposition). 
Cf. above Prop. III, Part I, n. 2 (p. 481). 

Similarly in Algazali's Ma~ al-Falasifah II, pp. 124-5, 
the impossibility of an infinite series of causes is confined only to 
that which Maimonides describes as essential. "It follows that 
any number assumed to consist of units existing together and 
having order in nature and priority and posteriority cannot be 
infinite, and this is what is meant by infinite causes." 
, "''V1'M1 i"'D~ p~ ,.,D 171 '11'1' I:I'MSW IMI"1M IUVI "11100 7::1111 :::1"1nc., 

.em m.~ I'M m7)r.l nn , ,1'1' uoo ,, n·7~ 1'"" l"'D lM'SD ron 
This distinction is likewise discussed by Averroes in the fol

lowing places: 
Happalat ha-Ilappalah I (Tahafut al-Tahafut 1, p. 7, 1. 30 ff.; 

Destructio Destructionum I, p. 18vb, 1. 7 ff.; Horten p. 21, I. 29-p. 
23, 1. S): "This [impossibility of an infinite regress] is true and is 
conceded by the philosophers if the prior motions are assumed to 
be a necessary condition for the existence of the posterior motions 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Accordingly, in their opinion, the 
existence of an accidental infinite is possible but not of an essen
tial infinite." 
~ 'U1 mzrnpn mJnm vrm a.. tr1111:1bllll"' 7Dm lr.npD1 nJM nn 
.azp:::l .... , rnP= ,, tr7:::1n l'Mrl i"'D mt.t.'ZD n ......... nom •• .m""II'IW1Dn 
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HafJ/JGloJ ha-Happala/1 IV (Tabaftd al-Tahtl/fU IV, p. 70, I. 4 
ff.; Duwumo Dulruaionum IV, p. 70ra, I. 8 ff.; Horten, p. 187): 
"ACCXIrding to the philosophers a series of infinite causes is in one 
respect false and impossible but in another respect necessary. 
They consider it impossible when the causes are essential and in 
a straight direction, if, e. g., every preceding cause is a condition 
in the existence of every succeeding one. But they do not con
sider it impossible if the causes are accidental and in a circular 
direction." 
JIZl ..,.,., nn ."'!¥D ~·onn "''¥D snm n~ rMJ'II co~ ~:rnnr,11n 
•nr,~, , "V''IWll"' li'M':r~ 'Mll'l CL"'D trnp i"''i"' CIM • "11111'1"1 r,, a:r~ 1'i"'l':7 alnM 

~=~, ~ 'l'i"'l':7 alnM snm 
lnlermediate Physics VIII, ii, 2: "As for the existence of an 

infinite number of bodies one being the cause of the other, it is 
impossible both essentially and accidentally if they all are as
sumed to be at the same time; it is impossible essentially but 
possible accidentally if they are assumed to be not at the same 
time." 
"1pl1 nn ,.,.,. 1i"'l1'11 CIM .nxp7 n=o an:rp ,.r,;,n .r,~ •n7~ I:I'D""D nw=1 

.n'1pm "1111DM r,~ a:r~ "1pr.1D m . .,.,. "' r,~ . VU'I'IP DM1 ~,,J'D1 a:rv~ 
Throughout all these passages, it will have been noticed, in 

addition to the distinction between essential and accidental 
causes, a distinction is also made between succusifiiJ causes and 
co-existent causes, the former being described in one place as be
ing "in a straight direction" "11111'1"1 7y, This distinction can be 
traced to Metaphysics II, 2, 994a, 1 ff. Aristotle states there that 
causes cannot be infinite either "in a straight direction," ets 
eli8wpLa.v or "according to kind," lta.1'' el8os. Averroes offers 
two interpretations of these Aristotelian phrases: "By in a straighl 
direction he means that the causes are coexistent, as if they were 
in a straight line, and by according lo kind he means that the 
causes are one after the other and not together, after the manner 
of things which belong to the same kind, that is to say, that one 
individual exists after another individual and one group after an
other group, so that when the later comes into existence the earlier 
passes away. It is possible, however, that by in a straighl direc
tion he means that the causes belong to the same kind as, e. g., 
man from man, and by according lo kind he means that the causes 
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belonc to different kinds under one genua, as, e. g., fire ariling 
from air, air from water, water from earth, for all these are causes 
alike in genus." (Quoted by Abrabanel in MifoJot Elohim IX, 
4, p. 62b). 
nrM , -. 'II' "v a., ,,10 ,,. n"~MXm m"Jm 'l'i'1'll 'YI'M 1~ Mln' 

D'Dm'Do, D'"CIT.I ,, "v ,,. ab .n"U"'IC1 "''I"'M nrm m"Jm W'I'IIJ'Do"l 1~ 
"'I''V1DD"'l' "v ·""~ ~ ""~ ~ "'U"'M "'U"'M DnD M¥D'II •:ns, ,'11'1lC'1J'Dn ,_. 
-u= , "'U"'M )'DO anD mW nt1 '111'1':J i"r.n''l ~IM ..c-npn ,Dill tcXI:I.l '"IIIlO 

:no 11M 1:1'~ D'!I,MD D'l'DO l:nD M'i"'ll MD )'Do"! 1~, ,1:1"1MD !:11M nm 
a,, 1:1,~ rba. ·~ ,y"ltli'ID D'D., D'Do1D ,.,..,, 1'1MI"'D ., l"''i1'11 11:)~ ,"II'IM 

.l'ID:J n1D·~= m"v 
Averroes' first interpretation is reflected in the following pas

sage of Gersonides' Commentary on Averroes' Epitome of the 
Physics III: "Another difficulty has been raised against this view, 
which difficulty is based upon the proposition that an infinite 
number of causes and effects is impossible, whether those causes 
and effects exist together or not. This proposition has already 
been demonstrated in the first book of the Melaphysics, [i. e., 
Book Alpha Minor]." 
J'M D',VI n,,P lnM'mP "v om nn , ,.. p!ID nc aopanoc m 11VI 
~ MD1pm mn , ,. '!M¥D' ab11 ,.. ,. '!M¥D'II l"''l1 .1p11 1:1~cxb n·"~ 

.~ .,..,.., i"'ZX) )11/M"\, "1DW.):J ~1"1 

A similar interpretation of that statement of Aristotle may 
also be discerned in the following passage of Algazali, Teshubot 
She'elot, p. xxxix: "Those causes must inevitably be in a straight 
direction, i.e., existing together, or in coming one after the other." 
11 ~ tin ,11' mM¥Dl 'TIIIi'1 ,JI 1'M'II CIJI mpm m:Jim ClmM ,Jnl:l' tO 

,, "'U"'M 

20. The Hebrew text is rather vague. I take it as Crescas' own 
criticism of the foregoing distinction. He now argues to the effect 
that if an infinite series of accidental causes is possible, it will be 
necessary to advance a special argument to prove that an infinite 
series of esstmhal is not equally possible. 

The reasoning here is suggestive of the reasoning employed by 
Algazali as reproduced above in n. 17, III, b. 

21. As we have seen, the main point of Crescas' argument was, 
that, assuming an uncaused etemal cause, it is not impossible to 
have an infinite series of cauaes and effects coexisting with eternal 
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cause. And so he now concludes, quite logically, that while it is 
true that this proposition does not prove the impollBibility of an 
infinite series of causes and effects, and hence does not prove the 
creation of the world in time, still it proves that the world is not 
its own cause but presupposes the existence of an uncaused cause. 

There is in Crescas' conclusion the ring of a veiled challenge to 
Altabrizi's statement that the object of the proposition is to prove 
both (a) that the series of causes and effects cannot be infinite 
and (b) that they must culminate in an uncaused cause: "Now 
that you know this, you may understand that the purpose of this 
proposition is to prove that there must be an end to the series of 
causes and effects and that they must terminate at a cause which 
is entirely uncaused but has necessary existence h' its own nature." 
mrnrum n•,::ln "11tQ 1m MD"Tpl'li'l Mia J11="'l' 31"1 ,l"'r nsrr ""''AC'C 

n::l''"' rmn '.:tit '"'-' n"'"" rmn ab ~'IJ "" cnm nr.,,pm m;'IJ'il 
·'mll" mM'm'1 

PROPOSITION IV 

1. The Hebrew text of this proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Alt.tbrizi. 

l. Hebrew m,~ 'Dl10. The term no is a literal translation of the 
Arabic ..;J..b... Both these terms are derived from a root origi- . 
nally meaning set free. They thus reflect the Greek 6.'11'6AII'I'os, 
which, from its original meaning loosed, free, came to be used in 
the sense of absolute. A still closer analogue of the Hebrew 'ii"-D 
is the Arabic J..or, which, literally meaning sent, is used in the 
sense of absolute in the spurious Theology of Aristotle (d. Dieterici, 
Die sogenannte Theologie des Aristoteles, Arabic text, p. 108, I. 3). 
The term ~:~'mil) in the sense of absolute, which occurs often in 
Crescas (p. 152, I. 13) and elsewhere, is of Mishnaic origin and is 
to be considered as the equivalent of the Arabic and the Greek 
terms rather than a translation thereof. For the opposite of 'il~ 
and li:l;mD there are several terms each of which designates a differ
ent shade of meaning of the term relative. (a) 'ln"''X in the various 
senses of the category of relation, "J"''I::W, ~t..... 'll'p/Js n, (Prop. 
VI, p. 2."~8. I. 9). (b) 1&IIXI eo.\.; 6.K.6Aov8os, consequent upon or 
incident to Prop. XIV, Part II, n. 9, p. 631, Prop. XV, p. 282, I. 
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14; below n. 14). (c) "'Wipe, ~. res~Ncwl, from a root meaning 
bifid, 88 na'm1a 1:111 ll""'rrpC '*in Narboni quoted below n. 8. 

The expressions ~ 1:1110 and tl"m= 1:1110 are used by Hillel of 
Verona in his discussion of this proposition. 

3. Crescaa endeavors to explain here why Maimonides has in
cluded substance among the categories of change, for, as we shall 
aee in the course of this note, there had been two kinds of classi
fications, one which included substance and the other which did 
not. The distinction drawn here by Crescas between timeless 
change and change in time corresponds to the distinction he 
draws later, in Proposition V, between change proper and mo
tion. The latter is always change in time. (Cf. Prop. I, Part II, 
n. 101, p. 463). What Crescas is therefore trying to say here is 
that Maimonides has used the term change in th1s proposition 
advisedly to include timeless change. This implied difference 
between change and motion and the further implication that the 
former includes substance and the latter does not has a history 
behind it, which I am going to trace here with some detail. 

Aristotle himself seems to make a distinction between change, 
p.eTa.{Jo11:1,, and motion, KlJ17111U. While in one place he says 
"for the present we do not have to make any difference between 
the terms motion and change" (Physics IV, 10, 218b, 19--20), in 
another place he states explicitely that "change differs from mo
tion" (Physics V, 5, 229a, 31). The difference between motion 
and change 1s expressed by him as follows: Motion is the change 
from a certain subject to a certain subject (Physics V, 1, 225b, 2, 
and V, 5, 229a, 31-32), whereas change may be from a subject to 
a non-subject or from a non-subject to a subject (PhyS1.CS V, 1, 
225a, 3 ff.). Accordingly, Aristotle denies that "there is motion 
in the category of substance" (Phyms V, 2, 225b, 10--11), inas
much 88 generation and corruption, he says, which constitute the 
changes in substance, are changes from a non-subject to a subject 
and from a subject to a non-subject (Physics V, 1, 225a, 26 and 
32). 

Following out this distinction, Aristotle seems to be on the 
whole very careful in the use of the terms change and motion. 
When be uses the term change as the subject of his classification, 
he enumerates four categories, including substance. But when 
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he uaea the term moli.on, he enumerates only three categories, 
excluding substance. The following references to his writings 
will illustrate this point. 

I. Passages in which the term change is used and the category 
of substance is included: 

Physics III, 1, 200b, 33-34. 
Metaf>hysics VIII, 1, 1042a, 32-b, 3; XII, 2, 1069b, 9 ff. 
De Gen. et Co". I, 4, 319b, 31 ff. 
The category of substance is also included in the classification 

given in Physics l, 7, 190a, 31 ff. and Metaphysics VII, 7, 1032a, 
13-15, where instead of change the term gent:Tation, 'Y~JIEOU, is 
implied. In the first of these passages the catt'gories of relation 
and time are also mentioned. 

II. Passages in which the term moti<on i& used and the cate~tory 
of o~ubstance is excluded: 

Physics V, 1, 22Sb, 7-9; 2, 226a, 24-25: VII, 2, 243a, 6-7: 
VIII, 7, 260a, 26--28. 

De Caelo IV, 3, 310a, 23-24. 
De Animal, 3, 406a, 12 ff. Here Aristotle speaks of four kinds 

of motion, but he gets the four not by includinj!" substance but 
by resolving the term quality into diminution and growth. 

Topics IV, 1, 121a, 30 ff.: "If, then, motion be assumed as the 
genus of pleasure, we must see whether pleasure be not locomo
tion (cf>op6.), nor alteration, nor any of the other assigned mo
tions." By mentioning here under motion the categories of place 
and quality and by referring to the remaining kinds of motion by 
the plural 'other motions', by the 'other motions' Aristotle un
doubtedly means here the categories of substance and quantity. 
Thus, by implication, substance is included under motion, con
trary to Aristotle's general usage. This contradiction to his 
general usage will appear all the more forceful if we accept the 
reading cf>8op6. in this passage instead of cf>op6.. Then, indeed, 
substance will be explicitly mentioned under motion. It is, how
ever, possible that by 'other motions' Aristotle means here 
'growth' and 'diminution,' which terms are often used by him 
in place of 'quantity.' 

Categories, ch. 14, 15a, 13 ff.: "Of motion there are six species, 
generation, corruption, augmentation, diminution, alteration, and 
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change of place." It will be noticed that these six species of 
motion fall under the four categories, including substance. 

This sixfold classification of motion given by Aristotle in the 
Categories seems to have been adopted by many Arabic and Jew
ish philosophers from the earliest times. Traces of this classifica
tion are found in the works of the following authors: 

Al-Kindi, "Liber de quinque essentiis," in Die philosophischm 
Abhandlungen des Ja'qu.b ben Isl;aq Al-Kindi, by Albino Nagy, 
p. 35: "Motus autem diuiditur in sex species. quarum una eat 
generatio, et secunda corruptio, tertia alteratio, quarta augmen
tum, quinta diminutio et sexta permutatio de loco ad locum." 

lbwan al-Safa. See Dieterici, Die Naturanschauung und Natur
philosophie der Araber, p. 11; Die Lehre 'liOn der Weltse~'le bei den 
Arabem, p. 117. 

Isaac Israeli, Sejer Yesodot III, pp. 62-63 (and d. p. 71): 
"For motion must inevitably be either essential or accidental. 

As for essential, it is, e. g., the motion of generation and destruc
tion. As for accidental, it is of two kinds, either motion of quan
tity, as, e. g., motion of increase [and decrease], or motion of 
quality, as, e. g., alteration, and translation from one place to 
another." 
~ c71M .n-,pc r,~ 1M csy "~ eM V1ml:l y:=n "" n]IUI1i'lll 'JJ" 
nSNn CM ,c•m •nr1 r,y I'TM n•'1pDr, c~ ,,O.DiTI ,, ·n)l'lll1 1~ 1111, 
mpoo pnJii"'m , "'JPii 1~ .~·~~n n)l'lll1 1M .1 -,mm1 r,"'Dr, nyun 1~ ,mz='! 

.mpcr, 
Saadia, Emunol we-Deot II, 2: "And thus of the six species of 

motion." 1"1)71l111"1 •:ro ~ 1:n. 
Pseudo-Babya's Kitab Ma'ani al-Najs, ch. 2. ed. Goldziher, 

p. 6: "And the species of corporeal motions are &ix: motion of 
generation, motion of corruption, motion of augmentation and 
motion of diminution, motion of place and motion of alteration." 
. r,:., i'Q'VTI W i'Q"'V'' .~Oil i'Q"11'1'1 Jt) ;"C"'V'' : MO i'TOo*M TIIC"'V''r,M ota»t'' 
;'1-0M ;c, mi» i'Q"'V''. The term mMnOM is translated in 
Broyd~'s Toral ha-Nefuh, p. 7, b}' the Hebrew l"'mll, rut, which is 
obviously wrong. The term mtiMOM reflects the Greek 6.XAolc.ICTtr 
(d. Munk, Guide II, p. 7) which is specifically used by Aristotle 
as a designation for qualitative change which is otherwise de
scribed by him as Ka.Td. 'lrcnOJI (Physics Ill, 1, 200b, 34), Ka.T' 
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el6os (De Caelo IV, 3, 310a, 24) and KATd. rdBos (De Gen. et Co". 
I, 4, 319b, 33). Narboni distinguishes between p.tTafkiA.,, ~, 
.,., and a).Ao£c,a,r by using for the latter "1'11"1'::1 zrunm (see 
quotation below n. 8). Hillel of Verona uses for it "'''min Tagmule 
ha-Nefesh (see quotation below) and .,,n in Propositions XIII 
and XIV. The term .,,n, however, may be a corruption of "11r,n, 
In Sefer ha-Yesodoe it is simply.,., (see quotation above). 

Hillel of Verona, Tagmule ha-Nefesh I, 3, pp. 3b-4a: "Shouldst 
thou be inclined to say that the soul is moved essentially by the 
motion of the body, [you will find that] it cannot be moved by 
any of the six kinds of motion which are found in four out of the 
ten categories, namely, substance, quantity, quality, and place. 
Substance includes two opposite motions, i. e., generation and 
destruction. Quantity includes increase and decrease. Quality 
includes only one kind of motion, and that is the alteration from 
one propert}' to another, as, e. g., from hot to cold, from black to 
white, and their like. Alteration occurs when a new property is 
generated, contrary to the one which exists in the subject now, 
while the subject itself remains the same. Place, too, includes 
only one kind of motion which in its tum is divided into other 
kinds. This kind of motion is prior in nature to all the other mo
tions, that is to say, locomotion, which is the motion whereby the 
heavenly bodies are moved." 
nft'l) YJYlnm ;"'r, .,.,liM '" ,,u., nJNn::l ;"'l:lXSJ::I nyYllnD lll!lli'W ~Mn 1:111 

.nxn .~'11;"1 ,11~n ,CSSJ;"! ,., ,;"'..,.,SJ;"' JD n1~MD ·,::~ nlM::I;"! nlYlln;"' 
Mn'D¥1'1 nlD:Cl ~:I ; ,D!!Mm ;'!'1m D;"1 ,nnllr'ID nlYllri 'lllll n1D:Cl CSY::I 
DlnD '1D'Ir,;:, , ~,r, ~,D ,,r,.m 111m nnM ;"!Ylln nD:cl nl::)•M::I : J1"1Dni'l1 
M¥Drr 111;"1 , ~~~ ~, n1111SJ;"'::) 11'1;"1 ,,r,nm .;"11'7 MDrn ,m,n111r, 1::11r,D , ,pr, 
,MM I'D ):I Ill nD:cl I read i"DM:::I i'C .C"P Mlll1rl "'MMIm cy ,m'li'Q "Q 

Y~ ~ m, ;"!YllriM JD I'D., ;'In ,c·~~~ C•l'D ,y Ill' 1•nnm ,;"!Yllr'ID 
.C'Dm '!Ill 1YYlln' ;"1::1111 ,n'D1J'Dt, nYlln ~,r,.::l , ~· n1Yllr'IM r,.::lr, 

Al-Saba'niyyah by Abu 'lmran Moses Tobi with Hebrew trans
lation and commentary Batte ha-Nefesh by Solomon ben Im
manuel Dapiera (published by Hartwig Hirschfeld in the Report 
of the Judiih Montefiore College, 1894), p. 46, speaks also of six 
kinds of motion. But these six motions all belong to the three 
categories of place, quantity and quality. The number six is 
obtained by counting upward, downward and circular motions 
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88 three kinds of motions under place, and augmentation and 
diminution 88 two kinds of motions under quantity. "The mo
tions of animal beings are six . . . Motion includes the three 
in place, [and those] in quantity [and] in quality. The three [in 
place] have been explained above [see p. 45: upward, downward, 
circular]. Motion in quantity is twofold, towards augmentation 
and towards diminution. This makes it five. Motion in quality 
makes it six." 
am ,rhrJ ~IC ,m=:::a ,:uc rhrJ mJNI'ln """ ••• I:IM 11111 '" rnyun 
.liDI'1 • ., ·1,~ "-n 1111cnnn 1m : ct'"" mct:~:::a nJNI'I, .mpa" m"''::IJ'1 

- • ., m:I'IC nJNI'11 
StiU among the Arabic and Jewish philosophers who were ac

quainted with the other writings of Aristotle the classification of 
motion does not include substance. Thus Algazali in Ma~ 
al-Falasifah Ill, p. 236: "And the term motion does not apply 
to all the categories but only to four: motion of place, and trans
lation in the categories of quantity, position and quality." 

Algazali's fourfold classification, with its inclusion of thecate
gory of position and exclusion of the category of substance, is 
adopted by Abraham ibn Daudin Emunah Ramah I, 3, p. 13. 
In Shahmstani it is definitely stated that there is no motion in 
the category of substance (ed. Cureton, p. 397). 

In view of all this, it is strange that Maimonides himself, in his 
own explanation of this proposition, should maintain that the 
term change as used by him here is identi("lll with motion and is 
in time, though he includes under it the category of substance. 
It is stranger still that Crescas should not have known of Mai
monides' own explanation and offer here an explanation which is 
diametrically opposed to it. See ~obe; Teshubot ha-Rambam we
lggerotaw II, (Letter to Samuel Ibn Tibbon), p. 27b: 

"With regard to your question concerning the phrasing of the 
fourth proposition, there is nothing wrong with it. You may re
call the general statement we have made in the introduction of 
the book that I have written it for him who has read much in 
the sciences and that it is not intended for him who has never 
studied any of these profound and difficult subjects. It is one of 
the generally known principles, about which there can be no 
doubt, that every change is necessarily a motion, for every change 
is in time and time is the measure of motion according to the 
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prior and the posterior in motion, as we have explained it in ita 
proper place (see Prop. XV]." 
M'nG 'I'Jr,r,:. l"'D n)n' ~ .J1"'1D11 i'C 1''" 'Tr1 ~ "'1"1DZ) n"1:111' l"'D 
~ cnp .. r, "Dr, 1'n"':ln .-r, ,m=m JD i'C"n tnp11 'Dr, 1'n"1:1n •,:, • "11101'1 
l'M ..,... sm'i'l lD1 .r~.,r, ~ mttl"' 13'J'1DPM D'l'llll:l "Cl"Q 11'Y r/wJ7 
lDim I JDO M'i'V'I nunr.r t,:w • .,., ,D'al .,, r,y rryun l1UI'1Im .,, ., • 'Q p11D 

·~ "'Kil "'11'tC ,i'I)NI"Q ~ cmp::~ l"'))'''Jm "11JIII m 
The difference between Maimonides and Aristotle as to the 

use of the term motion is correctly set forth in RtU&f Qm, ch. 11 : 
"Know that all these kinds of changes are called motion according 
to the Master's view, as is set forth by him at the beginning of 
the second part of his noble work the Guide of the PeYpleutl. But 
according to Aristotle, there is no motion in the category of 
substance." 
IIM"l:l .,.., '11:1:1 • .,., .::IT.I n3n •rh .rryun l:l'tnf'l I:I''UI'l"' ,.,_. t,:. 31"11 
J'M 1t,£1'1111D'""'M n)n ,_,., 1M ,CI'::Jl::IJ"' lTnZl "111D "C:Irl "ICII4D.::I 'JVo'"l pt,m 

.aspn "ICII4D.::I l"'JW1 

4. The reference here is to De Gen. et Co". I, 4, 319b, 31 ff., where 
a distinction is drawn between change in the categories of quan
tity, place and quality and the change of generation and corrup
tion, i. e., change in the category of substance. The difference, 
however, is not expressed by Aristotle in the terms used here by 
Crescas, i. e., between temporal and instantaneous change. As 
Aristotle puts it, change in the first three categories implies a 
substratum which is perceptible and persists throughout the 
change (319b, 10--11), whereas in change of substance there is 
nothing perceptible which persists in its identity as a substratum 
(Jl9b, 14--21). The view that change of substance is in no-time 
is reported in the name of Avicenna by Shahrastani (ed. Cureton, 
p. 397). It is also found in the comments on this proposition by 
Altabrizi, Narboni, the Morl'h ha-Moreh and the Ruaf /Jm, ch. 
11. But this view was a matter of controversy, as we shall see in 
Prop. VII. Maimonides in his letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon, quoted 
above in n. 3, is of the opinion that all changes, including that of 
substance, is in time. A similar statement is found in Physics 
IV, 14, 222b, 31. There seems to be, however, according to 
Maimonides, one exception to this generalization, and that is 
the generation and destrut"tion of forms. See Moreh Nebukim 
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II, 12: "Every combination of the elements is subject to increue 
and decrease, and this comes-to-be gradually. It is dilferent 
with forms; they do not come-to-be gradually, and have there
fore no motion; they come-to-be or pass-away without time." 
!I'll' ,J::II:Il'M m-nr.n,fllllt"IJ'IIPM"I IIMnl'l' tm1 ,J"MDnm IWDV!o, .,::1pa 211:1 .,:I 
.JDI aO::I MDII' 1M 'IFTM' l:llDM1 ,Cii'C ~ 1'M nm ,)'111M, fi!DI', 'llnM' M., 

No mention is made of the distinction between change in 
time and change in no-time in the passage in the Intermediate 
De Gen. el Corr. I, i, 4 (Latin, p. 354rb--va) corresponding to 
De Gen. d Corr. I, 4, 319b, 31 ff., quoted above. 

5. This question has been raised by Altabrizi: "Know that against 
the author's statements many objections can be raised, viz., what 
does he mean by the term change in his statement that 'change 
exists in four categories'? Does he mean sudden change, or 
gradual change, or change in general, whether sudden or gradual? 
He could not mean sudden change, for change in quantity, qual
ity and place are not sudden but rather gradual •.•••.•••• 
He could not mean gradual change, for change in substance is 
not gradual but rather sudden .••..•••. o Nor could he 
mean change in general, inclusive of all the kinds of change he 
mentions, be they sudden or gradual, for change in this general 
sense is not confined to those four categories mentioned, for every 
one of the categories is generated in the subject in which it in
heres, and thus every one of them has some change either sudden 
or gradual. Why then did he !Ungle out thebe four categories to 
the exclusion of the others?" 
,~ 'Uv."'D rn£"1:1 l"'D "1DK'III ...,., : mpm mpeD ~, "!D, .,.Jill .sm 
.,..., 1M ,C'1tV111 ab 1M ,tmvl!l 'UVo"' 'Q rn£"1:1 eM .IIMDitD ·~ IUD' .,.,., 

iU"' ,cnttnll .,.., 'Q Ul¥, i"''l"' eta .tl1Mnll ... ., 1M r:NWI i'T'I"' 1"111' .rbrtla 
U'lrl i"''l"' eta •••••• rn~ .,P .,:lat. amr111 i'T'i'T' ... ., I"'XTT TMm l"'D:::::I .,.., 

o • o .tl1Mnll i'T'i"'' '7::ltt. .rn~ .,P i'T'i'T' ...-, 1337::1 .,.., 1U"' .rn~ .,P .,.., 'Q 

Cl'lltNI i"''l"' • '1.::11 ....,... .,:I "1'1" "Jp ,l"'.,li'D .,.., 1m 'UVo"' 1'11:1 VIS", 1'1'1"1 aM'I 

,1:1'1.::11 ...... I"'SS::I"JMM"' n1"'1D~ "Tm'' ... ., ~ .,.., iU"' ,I:RIWI l"''l'1 ... ., ,... 

l"'D '1ll1 "'1DMD .,::1., l'l'i'T'1 .~ rnrr 1:11'1 iU"' n1"'1DMD1'1 JD "'DtD .,:I ':I 
.l:ln'"W •n.,::1 'TI ln"atDl"' '1.::11!1 ,., nr rm., ,r:NWI tt., 1M CJIWI mt 

6. The category of position is included by Algazali among the 
categories of motion. Malea#d al-Falasifah III, p. 236: "The 
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term motion does not apply to all the categories, but only to four, 
namely, motion in place, and trans1ation in quantity, in poaition 
and in quality." Upon this there is the following comment by 
Albalag:" 'The tenn motion does not apply to all the categories, 
but only to four, namely, motion in place, and translation in 
quantity, in position and in quality.' ...• Says the transla
tor: •••••••.•• This is the view of Avicenna with regard 
to the celestial sphere, namely, that its motion is not in place, 
inasmuch as it has no place. Moreover, its motion is circular, and 
circular motion is not in place ..•••....• Aristotle's view, 
however, is that motion is in three categories, in quantity, quality 
and place, and that the motion of the [celestial] sphere is in place." 
~ pn)li"'i'TT .n•D'IpO., l"'liUMI"' : SJ:::I"'ItQ M.,M CI.,::ID I"')IUm .,.,n _., 
VlpuM J'MIP J1'.,lm .,l~ Ml'D J::IM n]I"'T V11 •• ·P'"YDI"' -at , . .m:I'M::I1 :IXIXl1 

i'T'::I1::1cn mmnm ,n'::I1::1D V1l7W11' ".," ,Y M'n .01JX' 1., 1'*' .,., .n'D'IpD 

,I"'JJC1 ln::I'M::I1 mD::I.:I n1"1DMD ·~ i"'))1ln., •::1 ~·,.. n~ ••• D'IpD::I l"'l'M 

.n•D'IpD .,l.,li"' nyun '::11 

A similar comment occurs in Narboni's commentary on the 
Ma#l(lfid: "Avicenna calls the motion of the celestial sphere mo
tion in position, not motion in place, because of the fact that the 
body of the sphere as a whole does not change its place. But 
A verroes has already caught him up on this, for the celestial sphere 
does change its place as a whole in fonn if not in substance.'' 
Clllli"' )):11'1 'f'l'D., ,l"'lM:'' npun M., ,:IXIXl I"'JIW'I 'n);n nJIW'I M"1p' 'l'D J:::IM'I 
n-nx::~ 1.,.,::1::1 1D1pD ,.D' am ':I ,,..,y .,.., 1::1 DBn ~ ,1.,.,::1::1 1D1J'D ,.D' "" 

~~~., 

So is 'position' also mentioned by Shahrastani in the name of 
Avicenna (ed. Cureton, p. 398). 

The same view is followed by Abmham ibn Daud in Emunah 
Ramah l, 3, p. 13: "Motion is a term applied primarily to the 
translation of a body from one place to another or to the transla
tion of its position.'' 
• l::ISD P"Yil .,y 1M 01JX'., CllpDCI Clllli"' pnVo"' )SJ nllZ'M, '1DtU 1:1111 i"'JJW''I"' 

Similarly Altabrizi is for the inclusion of position: "Then the 
philosophers proceed to say that motion exists only in four cate
gories, three of which are mentioned here by the author, namely, 
the categories of quantity, quality and place, and a fourth one 
which is not mentioned by him, namely, position." 
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• "'aaD"' a"l:ll l::riD rhrl .m"1DttD '"a MJDn I:IDe npmn 'Milt p .,. 
~ "''DDtD tm1 , ""Q"1 .0 l::riD T~tC nn ,nxn 1'Mm n=n "''DDtD Mm 

He explains, however, the omission of the category of position 
by Maimonides on the ground that motion of position is identical 
with circular motion, and the latter is to be included, aa:ording 
to Maimonides, under locomotion. 
,.,_ n•.:s'OCn n)1W1l'1 nr171 ••• ll'.:s'l:lan l"QNm 'ID:I tm ::m= l'IP'II1t'11 

.. ..,., "'~~~ltD:~ l'IJIUI'I:l liCICl 
Cf. Judah Messer Leon's commentary on Ctlleguriu Ill, 2, 

On Motion: "It would seem that there is motion in the category 
of position, even though Aristotle does not mention it, as, e. g., 
the motion of things that remain in the same place, and of such 
a description is the motion of the celestial bodies. If one should 
try to forestall this objection by saying that the spheres have mo
tion only with reference to their parts and those parts do change 
their place by motion, the answer is that it is not so, for the parts 
of the spheres have motion only accidentally, by virtue of the 
motion of the whole, whereas the motion of the whole is essen
tial, and consequently the motion of the spheres ought to be 
identified with the motion of the whole which is essential. It is 
for this reason that [Avicenna] has said that the motion of the 
celestial bodies is in the category of position. Averroes, however, 
rejects this view. But we shall discuss this problem in the Phyms." 
1:11"1., l'lliWI npun 'ID:I , '!lXI' '1M t"':lr .. ., I:IM1 ..:IXO., "''DMD.:: l'l'i'IIW :::1111'1' "1:1.:1'1· 

1'na i'IJIUl'll"'ll '101M "10M' I:IM """ ,CI''D'C&'i'1 CI'D'Ul'l npun 1.:11 , ,.Dn '1I1M 
l'l'i'l Dl'l'p.,m l'IJIW'Ii'l '.:1 , ,., nn ,l'lliC CID1po CI'II.,MD l:ll'l1 ,Dl'l'pi,n., ,.,, 
Dm',., .:I''V'ID rrn nr., 'll11DSl1.:1 l'l'n .,.:1., nyun.-n , .,.:In npun '1ZD ,l'l"'pC.:: 

"''DMD.:: M1o"''lll CI"CI'DIPi'l CI'D'Ul'l n]1Un:l '1I:IM nrl7! .M1Dll:l1.:1 17SNI1D., l"'llW1i'' 
.]1DIPi'l ,.,CQ i'IQ -npru "1:1.:1'1 .,,, p•n,- .,.., , .::wo,, 

7. Whether Aristotle himself included the categories of action 
and passion under motion is not clear. On the one hand, in 
Phyms V, 2, 225b, 11-14 and 226a, 2~24, he definitely states 
that there is no motion in the categories of relation, action and 
passion. But, on the other hand, in Topics IV, 1, 120b, 26-27, 
Aristotle seems to state that there is motion in the categories of 
action and passion (cf. Zeller, Aristotle, Vol. I, p. 277, n. 1). 
According to the Stoics action and passion are included under 
motion, and this view was later introduced into the Aristotelian 
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doctrine (cf. Zeller, Stoiu, Eflfctu'mns, and Su/llfu, p. 185, n. 3). 
Sbahrastani in the name of Avicenna enumerates only four cate
gories of motion, namely, place, quantity, quality and position, 
and explains in great length how in all the other categories motion 
is to be found only indirectly and accidentally (p. 398, ed. Cure
ton). In the lntenn«lioJe Physiu V, ii, 4, Averroea enumerates 
only the three categories of motion and tries to show that there 
can be no motion in any of the other categories. A similar dis
cussion occurs also in Rual} /len, ch. 11. As against all this, 
Altabrizi states that change in the general sense of the term, if 
no distinction is made between temporal and instantaneous change, 
is to be found in all the ten categories (text quoted above n. 5). 

8. In raising the question, as we have seen above (n. 5), Crescas 
has been following Altabrizi. In trying now to answer it, how
ever, he disregards Altabrizi and follows other sources. 

As preliminary to our understandlng of Crescas' answer, I shall 
reproduce here first certain texts from Narboni which are the 
underlying sources of Crescas' statements here, then I shall try 
to show how the distinctions made by Narboni can be traced to 
Aristotle, and finally I shall point out that while Crescas is fol
lowing Narboni on the whole he departs from him in certain 
details. 

The immediate source of Crescas' answer is the following pas
sage in Narboni's commentary on this proposition in the Moreh: 

A. "Change has two subjects, a sustaining subject, i. e., the 
body underlying the change, as e. g., water, and a material sub
ject, i.e., the quality that passes from potentiality into actuality, 
as, e. g., heat or cold, or blackness and whiteness in a body that 
is becoming black or white. With reference to the change itself, 
i. e., the transition [of the sustaining subject] from one state to 
another without reference to the state, change belongs to the 
category of passion, that is to say, it is the process of suffering 
action and of being affected and the realization of a state of being 
which previously did not exist. But with reference to the material 
subject, i. e., the state of being itself with reference to which the 
body in question is undergoing a change in passing from that 
state to another, change belongs to the category to which that 
state belongs (see below n. 12), for when a potentiality with 
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reference to any of the categories falls in aome way under any 
given category, then the motion or change, which is a certain 
entelechy of that potential state of being, seeing that is a sort of 
realization whether relative or absolute, must be included under 
that category to which belongs the state of being that is passing 
from potentiality to actuality. 

This is what is meant by this proposition wherein it is stated 
that change exists in certain categories. What is meant is that 
inasmuch as the material subject of change exists in four categories 
the change itself exists in those very same categories, for change 
is of the nature of the state that comes-to-be (see below n. 12) 
and, as such a state exists in four categories, change itself exists in 
them. These categories are then specified as follows: 

'The category of substance,' and this change which occurs in 
substance is 'generation and corruption.' By this is meant the 
non-being and the coming-into-being of the form. With reference 
to the form which comes-to-be after it has-not-been, it is called 
generation, and this is a change from non-being to being. With 
reference to the form that passes-away, it is called corruption, 
and this is a change from being to non-being. But with reference 
to translation from one form to another form, it is called change 
from being to being. In the last mentioned case, there is only 
one change, but in the first two cases there are two changes. 

And it exists 'in the category of quantity, which is growth and 
diminution,' thus again two opposite motions. 

And it exists 'in the category of quality, which is alteration' in 
the proper sense of the term, as, for instance, when cold water 
becomes hot. 

And it exists 'in the category of plare, which is the motion of 
translation, and to this change of place the term motion proper 
is applied but of the other kinds of changes it is used in a general 
sense.' Truly speaking there is no motion in the category of sub
stance, for substantial change takes place suddenly.'' 
Mftl I:IM1 ,CI'D::I ,l'!l1'111D., I:IIPln 141m ,,.DPD Mftl I:IM ,CI'MIP'I:I •• ,., 'Uir.'TI 

m"'l'llr.'' 'Itt ,pil '1M cnn::~ • 'mli:J r,l1Wi1 "" n::li1 lD tan'i"' ~To! tnm , '"IDI'I 

"" "'IMD pnp:t Kll'lll • 'Uim mD¥17 '1m! ·l:J.,nDl'l '1M ,l"'l''IIIIl"' em:~ 121m 
mpDnm tnm • "C., n1.,l1lll'li1i1 "''DMD:J .,.., i1'l"' '"'II''M IU'n:J '":I "11M 

pnP' .._.. '"1Mm .am ,•-,em tiiN'I IU'n:J:J1 ~,.;, "' "'1tM nprn ntDIIrV1"'1 
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,Mn'l "''Mii 'l:l "111M ~ "DDPii n'l"' '"''Mii 'M "''Mii JD ,c,;, 'l:l Dn"' 

, "D1Pi1 1M l"'JJUU''lW M\"'l"' ~ MD J1111C DJ:Il "'t*D .,17 Fa'~ i'l'i'l "''lftt '.:1 
'lm:IZI .,...., m-, I:IM1 n"1VVpD I:IM l"QQll'' m •.:1 , "'0-r'l MD mD'nl m ..._ 

,.,JI'IIIo, -,.. n:m JD Ml'l'n mn "''"1i'' 'l:l ..._ ~ 
MIN"'I' ns,. .m""'ZZMDD ltlaJ' ~ ro "''I::MMI' .i"ID"Ij:lm me i"llr'Vi'l ,.,n 
"DDPii •;:, ,CIDSJ1:1 c;c IUD' J:l CD mn "DDPii .m~ '"1.:1 m ...,..;, '"1DD'll'' 
.an:a p CD MSD' 'tllm ~ ,zn~ '"'0 M¥Dl M'lm ,rrMD., "'Mo, P:IIIID ..,, 

• "''D1M1 i'll lniiD iU'11 

iT11r.l 'T1Jii'l ~,, , ,DIIi'lm i'I''L"''i'' ttrn axy:s ,.,, 'tllm nn .CI¥J7l'l ~ 
..,, ,i"Mi'' M,i" nn•M M'nl "V1H nrrMDi"' il"l1r.'l lU'n:l:ll .iTnr.l rrnnn1 
.,. lm'l , "TD&Ii'l M-,p' n,Dmi"' iT11r.l lU'n:l:l1 ..I'M'lm .,M n'IM':m M'm '1rl' 
mM'SDD '1rl' M,p, i'I"11S .,.. i'1"11SD pnlli"' lU'n:l:l1 .l11M'lm tO .,.. n'IM'XIXI 

•• n•rr rM!Ptl"\, n'll'n:L, 'IVP:I1 ,,MM '1:.i"' rrrr i"':ri"':L, nM01 .rnwm -,.. 
.cr•,. 

.rnlr:s;m m]1lln 'nl' 1:11 .Jl~ i"'M'Dr.'l Mrn ,:-tD:Ii"' ~ MSD'1 

.crDn cr,pn criJl"' :1111.:1 • ,n':l nunrrn tnm ,l11:1'Ml'l ~:I MSD'1 

l'IJ1W1o, ""'CIV1 ~ ''ll'll1i1 nr .,ll'l ,npnJ1:-tM n]1lln tnm ,i'llMi'l ~ M¥D'1 
M'L.,., rul., l\CM:I i"']1lln I'M I3Jii"' ~ I:IM1 • .,.,.:1:1 CI''Uim .,.. .,]11 tl"l!l:l 

.'DlMnll 

B. A similar use of the terms "material subject" and "sustain
ing subject" is found in Narboni's commentary on the Moreh l, 
73, The Third Proposition: "Know that motion is the entelechy 
of that which is in potentiality, in so far as it is in potentiality, 
while it has that entelechy. Therefore the entelechy which is 
motion is an intermediate entelechy, that is to say, the material 
subject, i. e., the thing itself which passes from potentiality into 
actuality, is neither completely potential nor completely actual, 
but its realization is taking place slowly and gradually so that 
the potentiality cannot be distinguished from the actuality. If 
the motion, for instance, is that of place, it is the gradual con
sumption of distance. This is the material subject of motion, for 
the sustaining subject refeJS to the thing that is being moved." 
.mD~ Ml ,., nm CIJI 11::1:1 ,.,, MD ~D 11::1:::111 MD n1D'nJ M'M i"1]1llno, ':I ~ 
'"1CIMM Mll"'l11 J'MIII .,., ,Jil'lDD mD'nJ ..,, M]1llno, ..,, "111M n1D~ M1 i'l'i"' )::1.,1 

, 'IDSJI:I .,]1111:"1 .,.. ll:lt"ID Ml'l'i'l tnm "''"''i'' .,., , ~ .,]1111:1 M., '11m ~ 
n]1lln M'i'l Cltn • .,]1111:-r JD 11::1:-r "''l •n.,:s JliPM, J"IPM, tiJID tiJID pom m .,:1M 
m 17l~W1Dt, •;:, ,'"IDMM MIIIUi"' M'lm .J'II'M, J'IIPM, ,,"''i'' n)ll., w:-r illM ,:'DM., 

• ,.DJIO., MIIIW'I 
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C. Cf. al110 Narboni on Morels II, Introduction, Prop. XXIV: 
"From this you may gather that the term 'possible' may be ap
plied in general to two kinds .of things: First, to that which re
ceives, which may be named the sustaining subject, and an example 
of this is prime matter, which is potential with reference to form, 
and likewise body, which is potential with reference to accidents. 
Second, to that which is received, which may be named the 
maleriaJ subject, and an example of this is the form [with reference 
to prime matter] or the accidents [with reference to body]." 
,"1'DJID., tiW."1 ,.,,, ,?::JpD;"t ?p ,CI'J'D ''JII ?p "''DM' '-w&lml;"t ':I ;"tiD 1? 1"1M"Ul 

l"Q::J M'l;"t "111M ,I:IIPn 1::1 'ID:Il .~;-, ?tt ~ M'l;-t "liiiM , 1w,;-, "lDlm M'lm 
.cr-,pDl'l 'Itt ;-t"1lr.l ttlill .·~m tiW."1 ttlill , ?::Jl)'Do, ?p "''DM'l ,CI'"1pDl'l ?tt 

D. In his commentary on Algazali's Kawwanot ha-Philosofim 
III, on motion, Narboni quotes this distinction in the name of 
Averroes. "Said Averroes in the fifth book of the Physics . .... 
• • • . • that motion has two aspects, first, with reference to its 
matter, and, second, with reference to its form. The meaning of 
this is as follows: Motion has two subjects, (a) A subject in which 
it exists, and this is identical with that which is movable. It is 
with reference to this subject that motion is defined as the en
telechy of that which is movable qua movable. (b) A material 
subject, and this is identical with that which is realizable in 
place or in quality or in quantity or in substance, if there be 
motion in the category of substance. It is with reference to this 
subject that motion is defined as the entelechy of that which is 
in potentiality (see about the two definitions of motion in Proposi
tion V, p. 523, n. 5) ••.•••.•.. Motion, then, when viewed 
with reference to its matter . . • . • . • . . . is to be included 
under the four categories . • . . • . . • . • But in general, when 
we consider motion only with reference to its form . • • . . • . . . 
it is to be included under the category of passion, for it is the 
transition of a thing from state to another." 
nnttn ,nlJ'M::J •n11 ;-,? i"'))Um •;:, ••••• •p::~t~ 17D11D 'II'DI'Q ~, 1.::1 "''DM 
'1::1 MIIU ,CI'MIIU ':IP ;-,? l'l]11l/li'l ':I .nr ,M::Jl .M~ -uD n•lll1ill ,l'nDrl ~ 
m MD::J pJIWlDn mD?II tm11 "nl::l "''DM' ~ nr?l ,J7SIUI1Dl'l ,.,, ,'TIDpn 
"1DIUI::J l'l'i1 CIM ,CIXJI 1M i1D::I 1M 1'M 1M i1liC JI':IDl'l M'lm , ·~ MIIU'I ,p,INnl:) 
"'IIIC i1Jillno, i1li1 ••• M::I::JII i'lD mD?II 1•?p "''DM' "''PM ttrn ,l"'JJ'Dn mQm 
MpJP ??=1 •• .m"'DMD Jl::l~ nDJ::~l nJIWlo, ill'l'i'l ••• ;"1"1CIM ~ rD"I::Il 
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~Tol n"''ICn arn •.:~ , .,PIIn'fl ~ n=.~ arn MJ'1 ••• "C., nn'TIS i"QJW1MD 
• "'VV .,M "IU'1D 

E. This distinction is made, without mentioning Averroes, in 
an anonymous supercommentary on the I~ Physiu 
(MS. Adler 1744.2) V, ii, 4: " 'The contraries between which 
there is an intermediate etc.' If the question is raised that motion 
is known to exist in a category in which there is no intermediate 
between the contraries, as, e. g., the categories of action and pas
sion, our answer is that motion has two subjects, a material sub
ject and a sustaining subject, and that the motion which exists 
in the categories of action and passion is that with reference to 
the sustaining subject which we have mentioned. But in three 
categories, i. e., quantity, quality and place, there is motion, for 
these categories there is an intermediate between the contraries.'' 
J'MIII ~ i1JI'Ul1 tam ~1 "''mU DM1 .'1.:11 'JISDM a,,.~::l "'''M CI':3.Tol 

MP\1 ,CI'MP\1 ':rtl i1., i1JI'Ulli1 C::l'l!ll '.,11DI1'11'1 .,1111'111 "1DIUI ~ I 'J7XDM CIM'~::I 
.'ln:lM '"IIIlO ,'DJ1D., MIIIU, 'lDD M'li1 Cli1::l IP'II i1J1W1,, , ,.D.J1D MII1U'I ''1DY'I 
J'::l .,., ''JISDM CIM'l'::l ':I ,i1J1W1,, tmln ,i1»Q1 1'M::I1 l"'D.» .,., .~1 

.cr.:111m ':rtl 

F. The original statement of A verroes is not found either in his 
Intermediate Commentary or in his Epitome. It is found only in 
his Long Commentary on the Physics V, i, 3, of which the follow
ing passage is quoted from the Latin translation (p. 215ra, B): 
"Motus igitur habet duplicem consyderationem. quoniam secun
dum suam mateliam est in genere eius, ad quod est motus, sec
undum autem formam, idest secundum quod est transmutatio 
coniuncta cum tempre, est in praedicamento passionis.'' 

There is no single passage in Aristotle to which this distinction 
of the two kinds of subjects in motion can be traced. But it can 
be shown that on the whole it reflects the main trend of his views: 

First, as pointed out by Narboni himself (quotations B and 
D), it is based upon Aristotle's two definitions of motion, which 
we shall discuss later in Prop. V, n. 5. 

Second, it reflects Aristotle's discussion in Physics V, 1, 224a, 
34-224b, 16. Aristotle names five things which are present with 
motion, namely, the mover, that which is moved, time, that from 
which the motion proceeds, and that to which it tends. He then 
raises the question as to in which of these five things motion exists. 
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He eliminates outright the mover, time, and that from which mo
tion proceeds. He takes up the remaining two and concludes that 
motion is in that which is moved (,.0 '"liOiJp.Ell011, ppunc.,.) 
As for the into which (Els II, 1'~tlll' i"'D), he draws a distinction. 
Taking the change of a thing in its process of becoming white as 
an example, he says that whiteness ().EuKOT7JS, 12') is not mo
tion, but becoming white ().EiJICtJJIDU, J12~) is motion (Physics 
v, 1, 224b, 15-16). 

Now, taking this last example of Aristotle, the change under
gone by a thing in its becoming white, Averroes would call the 
thing underlying the change (,.0 ICLliOiJp.Ell011) the sustaining ndJ
ject whereas the color that is becoming white (]I.EiJICAIIDLSI he 
would call the material subject. 

Third, it may be traced to the following passage in Metaphysics 
VII, 7, 1033a, 7-12: "But though what becomes healthy is a 
man, 'a man' is not what the healthy product is said to come from. 
The reason is that though a thing comes both from its privation 
and from its substratum, which we call its matter (e. g., what 
becomes healthy is both a man and an invalid), it is said to come 
rather from its privation (e. g., it is from an invalid rather than 
from a man that a healthy subject is produced)." Now, in this 
illustration, Averroes would call "man" the sustaining subject and 
"invalid" the material subject. 

Fourth, it reflects a lengthy discussion of Aristotle which occurs 
in De Generatione et Corruptione I, 4, 319b, 8 ff., and in Physics V, 
1, 224b, 35 ff. I shall start with an analysis of the passages in 
the De Generatione et Corruptione and -.:hen correlate with them 
the passages in the Physics. 

In the De Generatione et Corruptione Aristotle enumerates the 
four species of change, belonging to the four categories of quan
tity, place, quality and substance (319b, 31-320a, 2). Each of 
these changes is from contrary to contrary, as, e. g., growth and 
diminution in quantity; front and rear in place; hot and cold in 
quality; generation and corruption in substance. In each of these 
changes, furthennore, there is a subject or substratum (brOICfL.. 
p.Ell071) which is receptive of both the contraries. There is, how
ever, the following difference between the subject in the changes 
of quantity, plo.u and quality and that of substance. In the first 
three, the subject is perceptible (319b, 11) and the contraries are 
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each "an accident in the general sense of the tenn" (320a, 1). In 
the change of substance, the subject is imperceptible (319b, 15), 
being "matter in the most proper sense of the term" (320a, 2), 
and the contraries generarion and corruption do not exist in it 
as accidents. C£. Joachim, Aristotle on Coming-to-be and Passing
away, p. lOS ff. 

Aristotle goes further to say that in the categories of quantity, 
quality and place, the changes may be considered with reference 
to three things. First, with reference to the subject. Second, with 
reference to the categories to which the contraries, considered 
independently of their subject, happen to belong. Third, with 
reference to the contraries considered together wid; their subject, 
not as accidents but as forms of the subject. If we take, for in
stance, the qualitative change expressed in the statement "that 
the musical man passed-away and an unmusical man came-to-be, 
and that the man persists a~t something identical" (319b, 25-26), 
in that change three things are to be considered. First, man as 
the perceptible, persistent subject of the contrary properties 
musicalness and unmusicalness. Second, musicalness-antl-un
musica/ness as constituting a property or quality inhering in man. 
Third, the musical man and the unmusical man considered as two 
men. Now, says Aristotle, the changes will have different desig
nations in accordance to each of these three aspects. 

First, "as regards man, these changes are rMTJ" (319b, 29). 
The meaning of 7r407J here is uncertain. Joachim takes it, with 
some hesitation, in the sense of ci~~O"dCTEU. But from Nar
boni's and Averroes' statements in quotations A and F, it is clear 
that in the Arabic and Hebrew translations of the De Generalione 
et CoTMtptione the term rMTJ here was taken in the sense of 
7rUXELII, i. e., the category of passion. Thus, according to this 
interpretation of the text, the changes with regard to the subject 
belong to the category of passion. 

Second, with reference to mu.sicalness-and-unmusicalness con
stituting "a property essentially inhering in man" {319b, 27), 
the change belongs to the category of quality and is therefore 
called alteration (d. 319b, 33 and 30). 

Third, "as regards musical man and unmusical man, they are 
generation and corruption" (319b, 29), i. e., they belong to the 
category of swbstance. 
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By the same token, we have reason to infer, if instead of "musi
cal" and "unmusical," we take the predicates "great and small" 
or "front and rear," with reference to man the changes belong to 
the category of {HUsion; with reference to great and small or j'!Ymt 
and rear they belong to the categories of q114ntity and plo,u re
spectively; but with reference to great man and small man or front 
man and rear man, the changes belong to the category of substance. 

But still, according to Aristotle, there is a difference between 
substantial change in this last illustration, which is only involved 
in the other three kinds of change, and substantial change which 
is a complete coming-to-be and a complete passing-away, as, 
e. g., the birth and death of a musical man. The former kind of 
substantial change may be called relative substantial change, or, 
to use Aristotle's own expression, it is "a certain" (Tu: Physics 
V, 1, 225a, 14) change. The latter kind may be called absolute 
substantial change, or, to use again Aristotle's own expression, 
it is change "simply" (d.'11"~61s, ibid.). We may express this dis
tinction between the relative and the absolute kind of substantial 
change in still another way, also suggested by Aristotle. Relative 
substantial change is from a subject to a subject, by which terms 
is meant a perceptible subject. Absolute substantial change is 
either from a subject to a non-subject or from a non-subject to 
a subject, i. e., either from a perceptible subjeC't to an impercep
tible subject or from an imperceptible subject to a perceptible 
subject. 

Cf. Intermediale Physics V, ii, 3: "After it has been shown that 
motion is of two kinds, either from a subject to a subject, i. e., 
from a contrary to a contrary, or from a subject to a non-subject 
and from a non-subject to a subject, i. e., from being to non-being 
and from non-being to being, meaning by non-being here not 
absolute negation but rather privation which is inherent in 
matter, I say that motion cannot exist in change from a non
subject to a subject and from a subject to a non-subject. It exists 
only in the change from a subject to a subject. Although it is 
true that of both these kinds of change we say that it is from a 
non-subject to a subject, the meaning of the term 'non-subject' 
is like that of the term 'non-being' in the phrase from 'non-being 
to being' when applied to the same two kinds of change. For the 
prefix 'non' is used in both these cues equivocally. Its proper 
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meaning, however, is evident. In the first kind of change we 
mean by 'being' and 'non-being' that absolute being is generated 
from absolute non-being, as, e. g., man is generated from non
man. This is absolute generation, and its opposite is absolute 
corruption. But in the second kind of change we mean by 'being' 
and 'non-being' that being is generated from non-being which is 
a certain being, i. e., white is generated from non-white which is 
black. This is not absolute generation; it is only a certain genera
tion, and in the same way its opposite is not absolute corruption 
but only a certain corruption. In general, these two kinds of 
change are differentiated f•om each other in two ways. First, 
the change f10m a subject to a subject contains something actual 
which constitutes the subject of the change, whereas generation 
and corruption contains nothing actual to c .. m~titute the subject 
of the change. The latter is therefore called absolute generation 
and corruption, where.~s the change m the former case is called 
a certain generation and corruption. The second differentia h. 
that the change from a subject to a subject is from an existent 
contrary to an existent contrary and from an affirmation to an 
affirmation, whereas the change from a non-subject 1<> a subject 
is from privation to existence and from negation to affirmation." 
r,M 1!1i!l) ,., ,MW r,M twll.,IJ OM ,D'l'D 'C ''lliiT."'!!I ~i1 ~~~ "1nM'1 

,Jii1 r,M nlM'XDD ,., ,MW r,.. MW •nr,:ID D1 MW •nr,::J r,M Ml'1lO DM1 ,,lr.'1 
IUDlil ,:ii:To'l r,::JM r:lr,M'ID., n'7'nr.l )10::.1 "1"1l7o"O i1X, M., ,n1M'XIJ '7M ,Jii1IJ1 
Mll1l '7M Mll1l •n,::JD i1'i1' ~ n1lnlli1::J i1'i1nll "lZ'!IM 'M i1Jillni111 ~1M ,•l;.,'l'!::J 

I:IM1 M'IOW i1M .MIVIl "" MWD i1'i1' '11110 i1':-tn Clll:»t1 ,MW •n'7::J r,M Mll1lD1 

~:Ill ~lr, i1X,. DlDM ,MIVIl I;.M MIIU •nr,::JD i1'i1' '1IIM!ll 'Uv."l 'l'D •JP::J U~ 

A"'DMl •nl;.::~ nl;.c •;:, .aum aum •nl;..:m i1'i1'111' '1Dttll' lD::I DM •nr,::Ji1D i1'i1' 

•nr,.:m M1i"'l' )Wit~ "'DMl UM •;:, • ~ .,, • .,i1 DiiiJ •.:n ,c:m ')'llW::I D::J 

M'i1 nMM ,C"IM i1'i1' C,M •n,::JD ~ lD::I ,r:lr,~ IUDl i1'i1' r:lr,mD::J MXD.1 

~ DlDM 'Uv."ID ~~~., 1'Di1 DlDM'I ..r::1r,mDi1 ,D!Im il::l!ll'M ne~r,mcn i1'1i1i1 

,ill) tum m "'111M 1::.11;. •nb,c !;.·, ,IUZ:Il i1'0W ill) MXDJ •nr,::JD m,., 'C 

1::.1 '1DM' ClDM ,r:~l;.nlD::J rmi1lln M\7 1::.1 '1DM' "" nn ,J::II;. i1'i1' ,'111"1r.1 ~;.-, 
I'Di1 1;.1;.::~::.~1 ..r::~l;.nlD ,DIJ., Mr, i1D ,CIJii'l 1,l1i1::1 ~~~ 1D::I ,"!D nTil'W'I tmrl 

~, Mll1l r,.. MII:'UD i1'i1' "111M .,.,.., ':I ,'Mi1 .CI'l''lll '::1::.1 CI'~1D Cl'.,.,., ':I 

)snm ~, 1::.1 1'" ,Dili1i'l'l i1'\'1i1D ·::~n rDm . .,.,.., Mll1l M'li1 '"~PM "JI'III::J i1D 
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ICI.""''II '1:IIQ "!DDM ,D'7mz:l ,CIIIm nD'7mz:l l"''\'1 mil 'D "V:1M' nm , '1liPM MIN 

M'l"'' DZ1M MIN '1M MII1UD l"''l"'' "'11M .,...,. 'Jr.'! ~ .nD '1DIIm nD l"''\'1 

lnM'XC '1M 'T13Il"'D l"m ·~, 'Uim1 ,:ll'M '7M :l1'J"'Z)1 ~ '1mt '7M ~ ,..., 
.:l1'M '1M m'rn!PD1 

In the foregoing analysis of Aristotle I have purposely restated 
his views in such a manner as to form a background of Narboni, 
In Narboni's language, the fnrouLp.EIIOII of Aristotle is called 
.,.D]7D MIN, which he himself explains as "TIDPn 'D MIN, "the 
subject in which the motion exists (or by which the motion is 
sustained)." We may therefore translate .,.D]7D Mll1ll by sustain
ing subject. The accidents of quantity, place and quality which 
are predicated of the sustaining subject are called by Narboni 
·~ MIN, literally, material subject, but preferably, subject mat
ter. This subject matt~ is identified by him, quite properly, with 
"form and accidents" (see quotation C). It should be noticed 
that throughout his discussion Narboni applies the expression 
sustaining subject to primary matter, i. e., to the imperceptible 
subject. He thus finds the distinction between the sustaining 
subject and the subject matt~ in all the four categories, including 
the category of substance. 

On this last point Crescas seems to dE-part from Narboni. It 
will be impossible to explain fully all of Cree;cas' statements un
less we assume that he uses the expression sustaining sttbject with 
reference to a perceptible or, as Averroes calls it, actual subject, 
and the expression subject matter with reference only to accidents 
of quantity, place and quality existing in the perceptible subject. 
He does not seem to apply this distinction to absolute substantial 
change where there is but an imperceptible sustaining subject.• 

9. Hebrew "''Ml1 '1M "''Ml1D l1li1IIIDn pnJil"'. The term "''Ml1 here 
reflects the Greek waJJos in De Gen. et Corr. I, 4, 319b, 8. But 
the Hebrew cannot be translated here by property, {or that would 
apply only to the category of quality (cf. Ibid. 319, 33), whereas 
Creacas uses it, as he proceeds to specify, with reference to the 
three categories of quantity, quality and place. The tenn "'Mft 

ia therefore to be understood here in the aense of acciUfU in 
gener"l. Cf, ~. 320a, 1 : wGIJos ~ trop.{3ef3"1KOS lSX(.IIS. 
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In Narboni (quotation A) the same term "'ll''.is U8ed also with 
reference to the category of substance. Accordingly I have ren
dered it there by s141e and s141e of being. 

10. We have seen above in n. 7 that while some authorities did 
include the categories of position, action and passion in their 
classifications of motion, none of them included all the ten cate
gories, with the exception of Altabrizi who makes a general 
statement to that effect. Furthermore, Narboni, who is the 
immediate source of Crescas here, says definitely that change 
with reference to the sustaining :subject exists in the category of 
passion, which, as we have shown, is based upon a dubious state
ment in De Gen. el Corr. I, 4, 319b, 28 (see above n. 8). Conse
quently, this statement of Crescas here is to he rendered either 
"and the other categories," thus reflecting the !-tatement of Alta
brizi, or "and the other categories [mentioned above]." Crescas 
himself later in Prop. V says that change with reference to the 
sustaining subject belongs to the categories of action and passion. 

Crescas' statement here, however, may perhaps reflect the fol
lowing passage in Ka'lll'Wanol ha-Pilosofim III (Ma/la#d al
Falasifak III, pp. 235-236): "As for its trne meanjng. it is well
known that motion applies only to translation from one place to 
another, but by the common consent of the philosophers it has 
come to be used in a more general sense, signifying the transition 
from one descriptive quality to another ... This transition from 
one state to another undoubtedly applies to all the ten categories, 
but motion does not apply to all the categories but only to 
four." 
E:npD'7 C1pOD pnpi1i'l '7p mn i1yul1;"111 CI~DD., iCi1 ,n'lnDMi1 a'71tn 
~·m "", ,i'Dim '1'11:1 .,. l':IJID nr'7a l:l'l1lMi'1 n~CI1'Q nn•n '7::1Ml :o.'7 
"''llpi1 m~ ?ul• Clli:IM )':1]1'7 «Jl.l l'lPD pn)li'1i1l ... '1tU1 '7M .,MD 

.np:::a"'IC M'7M ,D'7::1D i1yurli1 '7,Dn M'71 ,pliO •'7:::a 

ll. The omission of substance is significant. Using the expres
sion sustaining subject, as we have suggested (above n. 8), only 
with reference to a perceptible subject, Crescas similarly uses 
the expression subject matter only with reference to accidents 
which exist in a perceptible subject. Consequently, change with 
reference to the subj«:t maUfr' cannot exist in the category of 
aubstance. 
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12. Hebrew 'UIPI"' '"1m 'Q "111M ~ m nMm iU'J"CD1. Verbally 
this passage is undoubtedly a paraphrase of the following 
passage in Narboni (above n. 8, quotation A): MI'Ui1 IU'~1 
'UIPI"' ;m • "1M '7tt "IMWl ,;;, 'Q l:ln'1 pnsr "'111M "liMo, ..,., • '"'DD'VV 

lt\TI '1MV1o, 'Q "111M ~. But it is used by Crescas in a 
different sense. Narboni's original statement means that change 
is named after the terminus atl quem. Cf. Physics V, 1, 224b, 
7-8: "For change is more denominated from that into which, 
than from that from which, it is moved." Crescas' statement 
here means this: Change with reference to the accidents which 
exist in a perceptible substratum is to be found only in the three 
categories of quantity, quality and place. For it is only in these 
three categories that you have a perceptible subject receptive of 
contrary accidents, such as 'augmentation and diminution in 
quantity, blackness and whiteness in quality, front and rear in 
place. In substance, to be sure, there is generation and corrup
tion, but these are not changes between accidental qualities but 
rather absolute substantial changes between being and non-being 
and there is no perceptible substratum there. 

Cf. Intermediate Physics V, ii, 3: "It is evident that there is no 
motion in the category of ~tubstance, inasmuch as motion is 
defined as the entelechy of that which is movable, but there i11 
nothing actual that is movable in this substantial kind of change." 
mD;., tt'1'11' ~ "''I::IC9 1D.:I i'1JIUI'Ii'1 i'V1'ill' "Y''M MJIUI'I 'Q J'KI' '1'7l lm'l 

• '7P1JI::I MSI:ll '1llv."'I J'Di'1 i'11:l ]1]11W) J'IC1 ,]lpui'ID;"' 

Intennediate Physics V, ii, 4: "It is evident that there is no 
motion in substance, inasmuch as there is no contrary in it. 
Furthermore, substantial change, as we have said, has no actual 
subject, its subject being only potential." 
,I3JI:l "111M 'UIPI"' ':I ,.111 ."JA, 'Q J'KI' "Y''M ,i'1]1U1'1 I3JI:I JW '1'71 1m! 

m!l 1m '1:JJ'h 'Q MW"' QZ)IC1 ,'1:JJ'h '7]11D:I MW 'Q J'M ,U"'DMM' v= 

13. That ia to say, the proposition deals with change in which a 
perceptible substratum passes from one cu;cidene to a contrary acci
dent, as, e. g., from one size to another, from one color to another, 
or from one place to another, and then, too, with reference only 
to the size, the color and the place involved, i. e., the matm of 
the change, but not with reference to the substratum underlying 
the change. 
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14. It wiD have been noticed that Narboni, by taking the sus
taining subj«l to include an imperceptible subject, i. e., matter, 
and by taking also the :subject matter to include forms in addition 
to accidents (see above n. 8), had no need of explaining the inclu
sion of the category of substance by Maimonides in this proposi
tion. Crescas, however, by"using the terms sustaining subj«l and 
n~bj«t matter with reference only to a perceptible subject and 
accidents, has to look now for an explanation for the inclusion 
of the category of substance in the proposition. 

Crescas' explanation is expressed in the following statement: 
i"'))::I""Rt"'' 1?M ::1,n ,"', ,n1"11:1MDM 1?M::1 ~ n)71ll1? -,wl1311::1 "1IDM '1l'r.'ll"m1 

m'1CMI:l. In the English te.xt I have given a literal t• anslation of 
it. But what does it mean? 

It would seem that the statement lends itself 10 three possible 
explanations: 

(a) Change of substance, accordinl:" to Maimonides, is always 
preceded b}' changes of place and quantity and always precedes 
change of quality (see Prop. XIV, p. 281). Hence, argues Crescas, 
since Maimonides has enumerated here the changes of quantity, 
quality and place, he also had to mention substance, 'nasmuch 
as it is involved in all these three. 

(b) As we have seen above (n. 8), in every quantitative, quali
tative and spatial change there is a relative substantial change. 
What Crescas, therefore, means to say here is this: Whenever 
there is a change of quantity, or of quality or of place there is 
always a relative change of substance. To take Aristotle's own 
example, when a musical man becomes an unmusical man, the 
change with reference to musical man and unmusical man and 
not with reference to man or to musical and unmusical is a rela
tive change of substance. Now, argues Crescas, while indeed in 
absolute substantial change there is no distinction between ms
laining subject and subj«t matt~ in the specific sense used by 
Maimonides, still he includes relative substantial change in the 
proposition because of its being concomitant with the other three 
changes. Similarly in Prop. XIV (Part II) Crescas points out 
that Maimonides deals only with relative generation and the 
term used by him there is the same as here, ti::II'ZU mn (seep. 282). 

(c) The statement may reftect the following passage in Mela
~lsysics VIII, 1, 1042b, 3-5: Ketl d.1C0Xov8oii1n 6-r} Ta.brQ a.l 
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4X).a., p.e-ra.fjoXa.L, f'WII 6' 4XM.J., 4) I"~ 4) 6voi11 a.lm, ofJIC 
d.KoXouBei. The meaning of this paasage is explained by Aver
roes in his Long Commentary (Latin, p. 211rb) as follows: That 
which has change of substance has also all the other three changes, 
but that which has change of place may not have change of sub
stance, as, e. g., the celestial spherea. If this be the source of 
Crescas' statement here, then it does not mean, as it would 
literally suggest, that change of substance is incident to the 
motion of the other categories, but it is rather to be understood 
to mean that change of substance involves the motion of the 
other categories. 

15. If the third interpretation given in the preceding note is 
right, then the reference here is clearly to the quotation from 
Metaphysics VIII, 1, 1042b, 3-5. Accordingly what Crescas means 
to say here is that the reason for Maimonides' inclusion of sub
stance among the categories of change is Aristotle's statement in 
the Melllphysics that the change of substance involves all the 
other changes. Otherwise, the reference is to Metaphysics VIII, 
1, 1042a, 32-1042b, 3, which is one of the places where Aristotle 
enumerates all the four categories of change. Accordingly what 
Crescas means to say here is that Maimonides' enumeration of 
the four categories of change in this proposition follows the enu
meration given by Aristotle in the Metaphysics. 

16. The emphasis is here on the word "right." It is an indirect 
allusion to his preference of Narboni's answer of the difficulty to 
that of Altabrizi's and also to his slight modification of Narboni's 
answer (see above n. 8). 

17. Cf. DeGen et Co". I, 4, 320a, 17-19: "Since it is evident that, 
whereas neither what is altering nor what is coming-to-be neces
sarily changes its place, what is growing or diminishing changes 
its spatial position of necessity." 

Physics VIII, 7, 260b, 13-15: "The magnitude likewise of that 
y."hich is increased or diminished, changes according to place." 

Ka'UI'Illanot ha-PiJosophim Ill (Ma{lasid al-Falasifah Ill, p. 
236): "Quantitative motion likewise cannot be without locomo
tion." n·~ l"'JWTt'!C 1::1 CD JnD' M ru=m. 
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The same question is also raised by Hillel of Verona: "From 
Aristotle's and Averroes' statements in De Caelo ttl Mundo and in 
De GtJntJTaHtme d Corruptione it is evident that growth-and
diminution is motion in place." 
~ nm ~~ a'npm l:l'cm "111D:l .,.,., PI' ..,;), Wl:nM ..,;), -,wn 

.I"DDQ n)NI'I wn ,J1"1DI"'m :-r"Uin C,., , -,vvrn i"'M"Dr.'ll1 lYtl 

18. Altabrizi: "As for change in the category of quantity, as 
growth and diminution, it almost deserves to be called motion; 
it is not called so, because the motion therein is imperceptible." 
·1-":l npun M"1p'&'D :ll,p i1l"1 ~""Qllm m'D¥:l n=n ~ 'ur.T cl1ln 

.IIV1:I CIJ:)' "" ..,~ 
A similar answer is given by Hillel of Verona: "The- reason why 

the Master has ascribed growth and diminution to quantitative 
motion and not to locomotion is to be found m the fact that ob
jects moved by locomotion are moved either both from within and 
from without, as in the case of animals and the motion of the 
heavens, or only from without, as in the case of the motion of 
artificial things. These motions are more known to the senses, 
whereas the motion of growth and diminution is more known by 
reason and nature, for nature is the principle of motion to that in 
which it is inherent essentially" (cf. Prop. XVII, n. 7). 

':1 "TCP:l m l"'lM., "" M'n n~ nJ~W~n "" :l.,., """' pno DJIC.'7 
a"n •?SQ., ~ ,J'VlDI n•:lD m InK'! :Jpn? 1'"1Xl nn'Dr.'l n)JWI p:!pm., 
m '""' .·n~M?o., nSNn ~ ,,:l.., finD m c·:r~p !Up:ll ,I:I'Dir.l n)JWII 
'nMI ?=n '?D nDD"!IeD "'lnl' M'M MIMI ,111m '?D "VII' n'ID~'IIID mSNn 

.~ l:l VIJNI"I n?M'7 MD MI., lJ::II'i"'l' ,p:=,, 

19. This seems to reftect the following passage in De Gen. et Co". 
I, 4, 320a, 19-22: "For that which is being moved changes its 
place as a whole: but the growing thing changes its place like a 
metal that is being beaten, retaining its position as a whole while 
its parts change their pldces." 

PROPOSITION V 

1. The Hebrew text of this proposition reads alike in Ibn Tibbon's 
translation of the Moreh and in Isaac ben Nathan's translation 
of AI tabrizi. 
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2. This statement is based upmi Altabrizi: "But it is inconverti
ble, for generation is also a transition from potentiality to 
actuality and still is not motion." ntat• 1.::1 m M'n'T '.::1 .,IIMI'I' tb! 
npun U'KI ?yen '" n.::li"'Z:l. Narboni similarly remarks: "It is evi
dent from this that every motion is change but that not every 
change is motion, for motion does not take place suddenly but 
is rather a gradual transition from potentiality to actuality, 
whereas the transition from potentiality to actuality which is 
change may be either sudden or gradual." 
'.::1 '~'IMllll 11'11' M~ ,nyun '1JII ;.::1 J'KI '1JII i'I,Jnln ;.::IJI' i'IID "''ttmm l'D'1 

;pen ;M n.::IM JD i'IM':I:'M '.::1 ,;pll;r ;M n.::IM ID i"IMX"' nl"1"T."C J'l&'ln J'll'ln aM 

·"PD "PD '1M 'D'IMI1II 1l'1l' ''llllr.1 KIM 
A similar remark is also made by Hillel of Verona: "While it is 
true that every motion is Lhange, this is not an altogether con
vertible defimtion, for not every change is motion, that is, 
motion in the ordinary sense of the term." 
;;:, I'M '"To'111 , '1:1: ;;:,o '"1m; ,..-,no Til nr l'" • • MJN11 ;.=. •• ;p .,.a 

.Cil1D n)JW1 , 'VSI;.::I ~-,un .,., 
Cf. above Prop. IV, p. 503, n. 4. 

3. Cf. Prop. IV, p. 517, n. 10. 

4. Taken literally the text contains the following argument: (a) 
The proposition is inconvertible. (b) It is inconvertible because 
change means both timeless and temporal change, and of these only 
the latter can be called motion. But if this is what was meant by 
Crescas, then his conclusive remark that none of the philosophers 
has been aware of this distinction is puzzling, to say the least, 
for we have seen that the incovertibility of this proposition has 
been asserted by both Altabrizi and Narboni (see above n. 2) 
and similarly the distinction between timeless and temporal 
change is not original with Crescas (see above Prop. IV, p. 503, 
n. 4). 

What the text perhaps means to say, but says it imperfectly, 
may be stated as follows: (a) It is asserted that the proposition 
is inconvertible on the ground that change includes tim~ 
change. (b) But inasmuch as Prop. IV has been explained to deal 
with change only in its respect to the "subject matter," in which 
respect change is temporal and is motion, Prop. V similarly uses 
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the term change in that restricted sense. {c) The proposition ie 
thus convertible, contrary to the assertions of Altabrizi and 
Narboni who failed to note this distinction. I have therefore 
retained the reading of the printed editions "111M 1 l D D 'tllr."' .,:1M 
""Q., l"'VVW! 1:11' PT 'Q , IP M 'UIPI"' "ID1M N'n= m, as against most 
of the MSS. which omit 'UDC and "111M and have translated the 
text according to the interpretation suggested above. 

Cf. discussion on this point in Flensberg's commentary Ofar 
IJayyim on Or Adonai, ad loc. 

5. The following preliminary remarks will help toward an under
standing of the rest of the chapter. 

Aristotle phrases his definition of motion in two ways: {a) 
"Motion is the actuality of that which is in potentiality in so far 
as it is in potentiality." ~ Toil 81J116.p.EL 6P'Tos iJ'Te>.ixetA, u 
TOtoilTcw, KLJ17111Ls fiT'TLJI. (Physics III, 1, 201a, 10--11; cf. 
Metaphysics XI, 9, 1065b, 16). (b) "Motion is the actuality of 
that which is movable in so far as it is movable." ~ KLVIJO"U 
•JITe>..!xeta. roil KtJI71TOil, i KLJI71TOII. (Physics Ill, 2, 202a, 7-8; 
cf. Metaphysics XI, 9, 1065b, 22-23). 

The difference between these two definitions, it will be ob
served, is in the use of the term "potentiality" in the one and of 
the term "movable" in the other. Averroes discusses the relative 
merits of these two definitions. Bearing in mind that a defini
tion, according to Aristotle, must not include the thing which is 
to be defined nor such terms as are derived from the definiend 
(Topics Vl, 4, 142a, 34 ff.), that the terms it uses must be especially 
appropriate and applicable to the subject (Topics VI, 1, 139a, 
31), and th.1.t these terms must not be equivocal (Topics VI, 2, 
139h, 19 ff.), he finds certain defects in both of these definitions. 
The first definition is, according to him, equivocal and not espe
cially appropriate to motion in the strict sense of the term. In 
the second definition he finds that the differentia is derived from 
the term which forms the subject of the definition. His discus
sion is contained in the following texts: 

lntel'f'Mdiate Physics III, ii, 2 (Latin, ·P· 450rb, D): "It is 
evident that this [the first] definition applies to all the genera of 
motion, for motion in substance is the entelechy of that which is 
in potentiality with reference to substance, in so far as it is in 
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potentiality. The same may be said of motion in quality and of 
every one of the four categories. This is a definition of motion 
derived from things which are applicable [to the term defined]." 

nv:J'RJ "'" 1331::1 M3NM •::~ .mnm •:no .,::1 .,J7 i'::l,. TDn n• ""M1::ID1 • 
nT'IIXlo"''D '1I"'M "ll"'tC1 ,.aa ;"'1)1W1., 1::1 '11)::11 .~=- na "lSD 13J1n 1"1::13 na 

.c:rom•on a·~:IJ7l"'JD np.,:n TQI'Ilni'1 'M1 .. ,n .np"''Mn 
(In the Latin translation the last part of the sentence reads: 

"sumpta ex rebus proprijs, (seu proportionalibus)." The trans
lator evidently had before him two readings, a.,n,•c., and 1:1'01'11'Dn, 

the former of which he translated properly by "proprijs" and the 
latter he translated quite justifiably, but erroneously, by "pro
portionalibus." Both of these terms are used in the anonymous 
supercommentary quoted later in this note.) 

Ibid. III, ii, 3 (Latin, p. 450 rb, F-va): "This differentia, used 
in the present [the second] definition, though not the same as the 
differentia used in the first definition, being a differentia derived 
from the subject of motion, is still superior to the differentia used 
in the first definition, for it does not contain that equivocation 
which is contained in the term potentiality. For potentiality may 
be found in all the ten categories, whereas the potentiality used 
in the definition of motion is the potentiality which is to be found 
only in the four categories." 
,J12'M.,., ,1:1 mp.,n .,'1::1.~ •n.,::1 n•n I:IK1 ,"nl., nr:::t. mp.,n t,::~...,., nn 
.,,.::~.~ .,31 .,,.::~.~ nr '1',.11' ~ 1::1 1:1:1 Kin run ,M!Dllo, -,sa t,::~., Klnl' • .,., 

MXD.I 11::11'11' nn .n::~n I:F.I ~ 'J'Im'il '1::1 J'MI:.' • .,., .J'IAI~ ,1:1 mp.,n 
1'1.11::1~ MXW., ~n KIM l:llDM MJIWlM -rn::l Mp'l., "lli/M ~m ,;,-,]In nl"''DMD::I 

.m"'!DMD 

The first part of this passage is elucidated by a paraphrase 
in an anonymous supercommentary (MS. Adler 1744.1): "This 
differentia, even though not as good as that used in the first defi
nition, being a differentia derived from the subject of motion, 
whereas that of the first definition is derived from things which 
are only appropriate and applicable to motion, is still superior 
to the differentia used in the first definition ... " 
.,::1.~ 1'11::1 np., 1M '::1 ,Jb"''i!D Jl"''DM::I IP"'' M'M CIM 1:1:1 ,t,::lnn nt 'IT!f(l' 

.mnm,, "" a•om•D1 a•,.o C.'111 c:r~~ DM •::1 np., J'lllltc~, taPUn "mG 

.J'Il'M~ -rn::1 mp.,n t,::~."''il .,.II TDn nro t,::~.~ nr '1',.11' nr .,::1 ay rmt 
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These two passages of Averroea are summed up in the afore
mentioned anonymous supercommentary as follows: "The first 
definition is superior to this one, because it is made up of terms 
that are appropriate and applicable to motion, which is not the 
case with this definition. But, on the other hand, this definition 
is superior to the first, because it cannot be applied to any other 
category outside the four genera of motion, namely, substance, 
quantity, quality and place, whereas the first definition may be 
applied to all the ten categories, for in all the ten categories there 
are a potential and an actual." 
I:Mm'D C':l"l]ID mp., 1'1111M.,, "l"ll., '::1 • "'rni1 nr., 1'~~'".,, ,"'D:t ,.,,. l"Dm 

"'rni1 n111 ,1'1111M,., "m'l nr "l.,SM • "nl., nc 1::1 1'MIII l"'D .MliW'In "" c-onrm 
• mat., 1'Mm l"'D:::m cxvn .,., .mrlln,, 'l'IO ·,.:::~ CM •::~ "lrnt "IZ:lMD::I P""¥' "" 
~ n111vn m~n .,::1::1 '::1 .n"111Vt1 m~n .,::1 "v J'"1S' 1•-n "MJm 

• .,]1111.::1111 MD1 n::I::IZ' l"'D Do"1::l 

The relation between Maimonides' definition of motion and 
the first definition of Aristotle is described by Altabrizi as 
follows: "They have already mentioned two ways of formulating 
the definition of motion. The first we have already reproduced 
(i. e., the transition from potentiality to actuality). The other 
is mentioned by the First Master who says that motion is a first 
entelechy of that which is in potentiality in so far as it is in 
potentiality." 
1~111 MD ,nMm .1m11~111 l"'D I:L"1D '"1'I'1M :D'lii'IN MJIUM np,;-c 1~1 ~ 

.n:1::1 m i"'D ~ n::I::IZ' i"'D., 1•, ll'ID'""' nyunn ~ '::1 ·1'1111M"T1 ,D.,Z1o, 
As for the significance of the expression "first entelechy," used 

by Altabrizi, see De Anima II, 1, 212a, 22-27. 

Unlike Crescas, however, Shem-tob Falaquera, after quoting 
"a certain learned man," probably Altabrizi, finds that Aristotle's 
definition is not the same as that of Maimonides, and points out 
the superiority of the former definition to the latter: Morek /w,

Moreh, II, Introduction, Prop. 5, p. 66: "A certain learned man 
said: 'motion is a first entelechy (of that which is] in potentiality 
in so far as it is in potentiality, and if yoa. prefer you may say 
that it is a transition from potentiality to actuality.' The first 
definition explains more accurately the nature of motion than the 
second, for motion must exist potentially, being something inter-
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mediate between potentiality and actuality • • • • • It must 
combine both potentiality and actuality." 
"'DDtt'' ru"lll 1M! .~~ MVII' nD ~a ~~ 1WM, n'ID'nr i'1Jrui'To11 .=n '1DM1 

'"1m' i"'J7Wlo, "IIQI:l 11111t~ 1'lSim ·1M:! ,Y • t,p~~o, t,IC ~l'ID l"'IC'S' IC'i'1 ·~ 
"" 1~ 1:11t •• ,t,y.,., n~n 1'~ 'lll'Dit ~, m, .~ n,I1Wiil ·~ , • .., 1'l,l1i"'D 

• t,yDm ~ l'1DD ~., rrru. """ "''ttl''l 

6. Hebrew l11D'n1, Jl.S, ~JITe}l.exe,a., completeness or actuality, 
1111 distinguished from t,JI'III J-i, ~JIEP'YE,a., which, strictly 
speaking, means activity or actualization. Aristotle, however, com
monly uses these terms without distinction (cf. Zeller, Aristotle 
I, p. 348, n. 2). Both these terms are used by Aristotle in defining 
motion (cf. Physics III, 2, 201b, 31; 202a, 7; Metaphysics XI, 9, 
106Sb, 22-23), and they are both likewise used by Crescas in this 
chapter. I have translated both these terms here by "actuality,'' 
except in two places, where Crescas used both of them together, 
when I have translated them by "entelecheia" and "energeia." 
The Latin translation of Averroes renders n'!Dt,l1 by "actus (seu 
perfectio)." 

A discussion 1111 to the meaning of the terms "energy" and 
"entelechy" as used by Aristotle in the definition of motion is to 
be found in Simplicius on Physics III, 1, 201a, 9 (ed. Diels, p. 
414, 1. 15 ff., and Taylor's translation of the Physics, p. 141, 
note). 

7. Cf. above n. S. 

8. Cf. Physics Ill, 2, 201b, 27 ff. 

9. Cf. Posterior Analytics II, 4, 91a, 16: "Now it is necessary 
that these [i. e., the definition and the thing defined] should be 
convertible." Ta.vTa. &' UJIU'YK"' ci.JintrTpbpe,JI. 

The Hebrew term n11'1Di'1 (Arabic Jlti'1~. cf. Steinschneider's 
Uebersetsungen, p. 54) corresponds to the Greek ci.'ll"o&eucn~ and 
npl ci.'ll"o&~s by which the Posterior Analytics is called by 
Alexander and Galen respectively (cf. Zeller, Aristotle I, p. 68, 
note). 

I 

10. According to Maimonides' definition, motion is the transi
tion from potentiality to actuality. As the definition must be 
convertible, it follows that every transition from potentiality to 
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actuality ia likewise motion. Now, in the motivity of any motive 
agent there is also a transition from potentiality to actuality, in 
so far as it is first a potential motive agent and then becomes an 
actual motive agent. If every transition from potentiality to 
actuality is motion, then every motivity is motion. But every 
motion requires a motive agent (see Prop. XVII). Consequently, 
every motivity would require a motive agent, thus subverting 
Aristotle's contention as to the existence of an immovable mover. 

This argument, as will have been observed, contains two ele
ments. First, the convertibility of definitions. Second, the im
possibility that everything which moves should be moved. These 
two elements occur in the following discussions of the definition 
of motion: 

A. Physics III, 2, 201b, 2()-22: "By some motion is said to be 
difference, inequality and non-being; though it is not necessary 
that any of these should be moved, neither if they be different, 
nor if they be unequal, nor if they be non-beings." 

This passage is paraphrased in Intermediate Physics III, ii, 5 
(Latin, 450vb, L) as follows: "Among them there were some who 
said that motion is difference and inequality and others who said 
that it is non-being. However, if motion is difference, as they 
say, it will follow that whenever a thing becomes different it is 
moved. But while all things are changed into one another, they 
are not all moved." 
M'i'W "'DDIP 'D Ci'll:)1 'nVo'l JD 1'IMT1 n'UII i'1)runl'111 "'DDIP 'D l:li"'D 
.,. am C1pD .,~ ~ .. nn., , t"IDICtll 'ID~ ,n•UP i'1,11W\, M'l'l ,., .ntc¥m •nT.s 

..myp'IW) 1:1.,~ l'KI ~ l:ll'ISi' l1Unl1t) n~ .,~ ,.IJ,IIUI'ID i'1'i'1'l' 

Upon this paraphrase of the Intnmediate Physics there is the 
following comment in Gersonides' supercommentary: "Says 
Levi: Everything is clear until the end of the chapter, except the 
statement 'If motion is difference, as they say, it will follow that 
whenever a thing becomes different it is moved.' The explana
tion of this reasoning is to be found in the fact that a definition is 
ctmr~erlible into thedejiniendum. Accordingly, since they say that 
motion is difference, this definition can be converted so as to read 
that difference is motion." 
11l11W1 M'i'l ,r, : "'DDIP i'1D """ .p.., 11J1D ""rP ""'mD ,.,~ m • .,., "1Ctt 
ntai"QDn 1:1~ • .IJJI'W1D i'1'i'1'l' nr,r i'1'i'1'l:l i'1D .,:. ~"'" ,1"'DDIP t= m'nr,r 
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.," ltVII' tm 1'1J7UM .,.,. "* em • TrD, .," "JIIM' "'"D"D'' 'rJ., tm ::a1'nn 
.. "'QQUll tl1i'1 m•n.,, ICVII' i'1D .,::311 "JIIM' nm ,,.n.,, 

(In the foregoing Hebrew quotations, it will have been noticed, 
the second passage uses m•n.,r for I1'UII of the first passage. Both 
represent the Greek iTEpOTf/S. The Latin translator evidently 
had before him the reading m•n.,r, and being uncertain as to its 
exact meaning translated it according to the various meaning of 
the Hebrew word by the following Latin terms: "alietatem (seu 
non ens, seu nihil, seu aliud)." 

B. Physies III, 3, 202a, 21-31; restated in lnJermediate Physies 
III, ii, 6 (Latin, p. 451r, B ff): "There is, however, a logical 
doubt ••.•• If the motive agent is different from the movable 
object and their actions constitute together motion, I wish I knew 
whether their actions are one or two . • • • • If their actions are 
one and the same, it will follow . . • • . , but this is absurd. And 
if their actions are different, .•••• the question is whether 
motivity is in the agent and movability in the object or whether 
both e:ocist together either in the agent or in the object ••••• 
And if we say that movability is in the object and motivity in the 
agent, seeing that they are two different things, i.e., two different 
motions, it will give rise to these alternative conclusions, namely, 
either everything which mOfles will be mowd or that which possesses 
motion will not be moved." 
SJ.JIUID, •n.,::a ,:a, SJ'lD., i'1'i'1 DM .~.., J"' •a ••• l'ID p111:1 i'1r::a :r~~a rrm 
.i'WD nn .•. nnM DM ••• aon• m """ Cli'1'nl.,l:IJII DM ,i'1:1J1l11 '1n' Dl"''nl.,:IJIIl 
Dl"''JII m ,.,SJIInD:I n1:1731W1m .,:17111::a i'1.11n CIICi'1 •• .11111.,nnc a.,.nl.,l:IJII l'i'1 l:llt'l 

i'1]1rli'1'1 .,SJ!InD:I nlSJ:IJW1i'1i'111 'll'WIC Clltl •• ,.,SJIIliC:I Cltl1 .,SJlll!:a CIIC '1n' 'IMXD' 
i'1'i'1'W DM ,O'l''lll ·::aa ,nM ::a"M' ,nl:IJ1ll1 ':a .,., ,ao,:a, •:a l:li'1l1 .,:17 , .,:17111::a 

.SJ:IJ'Il"D •n.,::a ,:a,::a neam i'131W1n rrnn11 DM SJJIUM SJ':ID .,:I 
This last passage is made use of by Gersonides in Mill}amot 

Adonai VI, i, 24: "For while indeed it is true that every change is 
a transition from potentiality to actuality, as may be gathered 
from its definition in the Physics, it does not follow that every 
transition from potentiality to actuality is change. The reason 
for this is as follows: Change is a transition from potentia,lity to 
actuality only with reference to a passive object in its process of 
suffering action, but it is not a transition from potentiality to 
actuality with reference to an active agent in its process of carry-
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ing out ita action. This becomes self-evident from the definition 
of motion, which reads: 'Motion is the entelechy of that which 
is movable gu movable.' And in general, change exists in that 
which is moved and not in that which moves. Were it not so, 
the agent would be moved by the work it performs. Furthermore, 
if the transition from potentiality to actuality in the agent is 
change, we will have to say that every mOfler undergoes change, 
in so far as it is a mover.'' 
.pcm "'1!1D~ 1"'1'1lD "''IQ11i111 'IC:J ,.,:SJ.,, .," n:JD i'1H'l£" H1i'1 'UI' .,:I ':I .nn 
m, '1llv."'l' nn .'UI' .,:SJ!li'1 Inc n:~na me•:!£' .,:I i'1'ill1lll i'1l 'DID ~""' M., .,~ 
.,:SJIIi'1 lm n:mc i'1H'~'i'1 M., , .,:SJII11i'1., .,:SJ.D11Z):J '1!IIN .,:17.,., Inc n:Ji'1z:l ~ 
~· nn .'rni'1 nc "1DHlll i1Dz:l •11:c ~ nn ,1M.,1:SJII 111l'll., .,:SJW~ '1IIIN 
M\, 'UI'i'1 l"Di'1 .,.,::1~1 .:SJ:SJ1ll1D H'illl ~ :SJ:SJ1li'1Di'1 n'IC"- H'illl i'1:SJ1ln~ "1DHl 

i'1M~'i'1 DHI1 ,:171 .i'1:lH.,Di'1z:l :SJ:SJ1li'1D .,:SJ1!)i'1 i'1'i'1 i'11 t1.,1., ,:17'~ M., :SJ~ 
'm) ,ml'l&'l:) :SJ'lD .,:I i'1'i'1'11 ~"1i'1'1' "1DHl i'1l, , 'UI' .,JI'ID~ .,:SJ1Di'1 .,M n:li'1z:l 

.:SJ'lD M'L'111 i'1z:l 

It can be readily seen how these pas&.tges with their references 
to the convertibility of definitions and to1the impossibility that 
every mover should be moved could have suggested to Crcscas 
his argument here. 

There is also a suggestion made by Aristote himself thatfrom 
his first definition of motion it might be inferred that every mover 
is movable. Physics Ill, 1, 201a, 23-27: "Hence that which na
turally moves is also movable; for every thing of this kind moves, 
while being itself moved. To some, therefore, it appears that 
every thing which moves is moved. Whether, however, this be 
true or not, will be manifest from some other of our writings; for 
there is something which moves and is itself immovable.'' 

ll. See above n. 5. Cf. Averroes' Intermediate Physics III, ii, 3 
(Latin, p. 450rb, E F): "Aristotle says also that motion is the 
entelechy of that which is mO\rable gua movable. This definition 
becomes evident by reasoning inductively from similars and par
ticulars. For building is the entelechy of that which is buildable 
qu buildable. Rolling is the entelechy of that which is rollable 
gua rollable. Heating is the entelechy of that which is heatable 
qu heatable. The act of building does not exist when the house 
is already completed nor does it exist when the house exists only 
in potentiality. The act of building is rather the passage from the 
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DOD-being of the bOUle to its becoming a bOUle in actuality aad 
in complete reality. This being eo, it ill thua proved by thie in
ductive method of reaaoning that motion ie the entelechy of that 
which is movable qtUJ movable. The juatification for including 
the term 'movable' in the definition of motion ill evident from 
what we have already stated, namely, that the genus of motion 
is relation. We have therefore taken the term 'movable' in tbe 
definition of motion, because it is more known than motion. This 
differentia, used in the present definition, though not the same 
as the differentia used in the first definition, being a differentia 
derived from the subject of motion, is still better than the dif
ferentia used in the first definition, for it does not contain that 
equivocation which is contained in the term potentiality. For 
potentiality may be found in all the ten categories, whereas the 
potentiality used in the definition of motion is the potentiality to 
be found in the four categories." 
.,-, "nn1 rm .ypuna MV!I1 :ta:~ JJli'IW)l'1 nv:i'~ npwnp 1~ a:a ~ 
nm ,l"!nl tnriiP :tD:I rn:ln mD"" l'A., ·~ i'1n .C'plmm 1:1'Dm .,....., 

,IZirtnD MVII1 ~ CIIWIDi'1 """" av:mm .'mwJ tnriiP :tD:I ~ ml)"" 
.nxa M¥m n•:~o., l11'l"Q 1~ ca l"''i'111 ~e'n ~., mD"-' a]7 l"''i'111 'tb i'1"D'1 ':I 
.mD~ .,:171 .,~ l1'~ mlt'lm .,It ll':L, TIJ7l"'D ,., lim i'1''A, IDMI 

MVII1 ~ SI]I'IWr.l mD"-' l"JP'DD''i"'' nm i'1lZ) '1lt1:IZI ·1~ m i'1'i'1 ~ 
i'DID I"']7UmmP • 'IZ'1pill' l'ID., .,., i'1],NI\, ~ SI]I'IWr.l 'IJ'1P., .SJpw!D 

.. ~ Jm' .,. MVII1 ,,., ,i'1JNI1i'1 ~ :17JN11Di'1 W1p., IDMI ."J"''IIISm 
,JW'1i'1 ~ mp~ .,,:L'1i'1 ·n~ rrn tiM'I ."nn1 nc mp.,n ~'111 rm 
.,:17 ~'111 nr "1''1:17' ~ 1~ ca tm i'1li'1 ,lti!M'I '1:m ~., MVII1 ,,., 

I'Cl"'IP nn .11:111 CIIC ..,.. "Jftli'1 'Q rM!I.' ,,., •f111C"1i'1 ~ mp~ ~"'i'1 
M~Dn 11:111 tm CIZ1M i'1li'W'Il'1 -n= np'l., ..,.. 11:1., ,i"'"''PJPi'1 m~ am 

.lml:IMD ~"''IC 

12. See above n. 6. 

PROPOSITION VI 

I. In the Arabic original of the Morell and in its Hebrew transla
tions there follows here the statement: "The latter kind of mo
tion is a species of motion according to accident." I"'DD l'llD Mm 
11"1J'1=1'. (d. below n. 3). It is, however, omitted in llaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi, from which source the Hebrew 
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wraioa of this propoeition is taken. Similarly, toward the end of 
the proposition, Altabrizi and moet of the MSS. read .,_, whereas 
Ibn Tibbon and the editions read ~ J-'1. 

]. Hebrew r"D'm= "''IIla, Arabic :'a'11D'm 'II """MMDD'M, a literal trans
lation of the Greek b ~ rM«, ~).os (Physics IV, 4, 211a, 
20-21). 

3. Aristotle has several claasifications of motion or change. 
A. Physics IV, 4, 211a, 17 ff.: (1) According to itself or its own 

esaence, u8' a!)-r6 (2) According to accident, KIITd. trop.fJefJ'IKIJs. 
This accidental motion is subdivided into (a) what he elsewhere 
calls 'according to part,' illustrated by the motion of the parts of 
the body and of the nail of a ship and (b) what he elsewhere de
scribes as 'inherent in the mover,' illustrated by the motion of 
whiteness and of knowledge (see B, C, E). 

B. Physics V, 1, 224a, 21 ff.: (1) According to accident. (2) 
According to part, KCITil. p.ipos. (3) According to itself. 

C. Physics V, 2, 226a, 19 ff.: (1) According to accident. (2) 
According to part. {3) According to itself. 

D. Physics V, 6, 231a, 10-11: (1} According to nature, KIITil. 

q,{xtw. (2) Contrary to nature, rapll. f/Jbtf£11, 

E. Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 7 ff.: (1) According to accident, sub
divided into (a} such as are inherent in movers and {b) such as 
are according to part. (2) According to itself, Ka8' dri, sub
divided into (a) By itself, iHp' abToii. (b) By something else, 
671'' 4AAou. (c) By nature. (d) By violence, fllq., and contrary 
to nature. 

F. De Anima I, 3, 406a, 4 ff.: (1) According to itself. (b) Ac
cording to something else, Ka8' ITepov, or according to acci
dent. Here, again, Aristotle identifies 'according to accident' 
with what be elsewhere calls 'according to part.' 

In the foregoing classifications, it will have been noted, Aris
totle draws no sharp line o£ distinction between 'according to 
accident' and 'according to part.' Both are sometimes treated as 
one claas and contrasted with 'according to itself.' Similarly 
Alpzali uses the term accidental in the sense of 'an:ording to 
part.' KfJ'U1fiNSnot lus-l'Uosofim III (Ma~ tsl-FGltuija.IJ III, 
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p. 238): "As for accidental, it is so called when a body is iD BD· 

other body and the enclosing body is moved and thereby motion 
is produced in the enclosed body." 

Dft'l ~ JIU'1 "J'pci'l Dft'l 37JIWI"' • 'VIM 13m l:llm 1'l'n'l' ..,., 1'I"1P= "WWCC .,pat 
It will also have been noted that Aristotle makes a distinction 

between KaiJ' a.il'ro, nmp~. and ixf,' a.iiTou, mp I'IIUIC, 'l"'mm. The 
fonner means being moved independently of anything else, as 
opposed to accidental motion, whereas the latter means having 
the cause of motion in itself, as opposed to being moved by some
thing external to itself. (Cf. Prop XVII, n. 7). Similarly there is 
a difference between KaiJ' ~T,poll and inr' llA).ou. The fonner 
means being moved as a part of something else, whereas the latter 
means being moved by a cause which is external to oneself. 

A very elaborate classification is given by Altabrizi in his com
mentary on this proposition. But stripped of its numerous and 
cumbersome subdivisions, Altabrizi's classification is in its main 
outline based upon Aristotle's classification E. It is as follows: 

I. According to its essence, ~ lnl)'l)n I'ID"P M)lllm l'"II"M M'i'VIIII. 

This is subdivided into two parts: 
G. By something else, Dft'l )D l"'i'1 ~, i"''i"''l' DM i'1SIUI'Ii'1 l'"II"M l'l:lCI. 

This is also designated as motion "by violence", p;sruru:m ,r, ""'DM' 

~. and Altabrizi gives here an eightfold classification of 
violent motion. 

b. By itself, ""'DM' ill'1 l:llm 1M1M 11!l:C ~, l'1371:11'1o, l'"II"M n:lCI i'111'i'11:1M 

~ PliWV' M\""1111 ,r,. Under this Altabrizi includes "voluntary 
motion" and "natural motion.'' 
•n"= 1M .n·u~ l'1)l1lm tt1i'1l n,•rc1 i"UC.:l 'lmD n~ M'i'11111 DM 1m1 

'"IX "" ,.a.~ li':IC li'Z., M'M'I1 ':17'~.,., .. .l13lm i'1lllll\, lt'i'11 m·~, l'UD 

.J7~tli"' tt1i'1l .,.. 

II. According to accident, i'1,~ l7l~W1Dt,. This is subdivided 
by him, as in Aristotle, into two parts: 

G. According to part, lt1i'1l' r71h pt,n M'M'I1 DM l"nJ'= .I1JI1li1Di1 ':I 

IIDIC'I WIW'· 
b. Not according to part, but existing as a quality in a sub

ject, illustrated by the motion of "whiteness." "-'a .•. rrrr tb 'M 
13m 1~1.,11. 
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What Creacaa is. therefore, trying to say here is that Maimo
nidea' claaaiJication of motion waa not meant by hlm to be final. 
All that Maimonides wanted to establiah in this proposition is 
the fact that motion can be claaaified in a general way under the 
headings of eaaential, accidental, violent, and according to part. 
Creacas then proceeds to show how Maimonides' classification 
can be reduced to the Aristotelian and Altabrizian pattern. In 
the succeeding notes we shall see how be does it. 

4. I take the expression cnpD .,It cnpco Cln'1 pn,Sr.t3 to be an ex
planation of n•nmp and not of n•liXTI. This reclassification 
corresponds to sections I a bin Altabrizi's scheme. Cf. Physics 
VIII, 4, 254b, 12-20: "Of those things, however, which are moved 
eaaentially, some are moved ••••. by nature, but others by 
violence and contrary to nature: for that which is moved by itself 
is moved by nature, as, for instance, every animal; since an 
animal is moved by itself. But of such things as contain in them
selves the principle of motion, of these we say, that they are 
moved by nature. Hence, the whole animal, indeed, itself moves 
itself by nature; but the body happens to be moved by, and con
trary to, nature: for it is of consequence with what kind of motion 
it may happen to be moved, and from what element it consists." 

5. Corresponds to section II b in Altabrizi's scheme: "Second, 
when it is no part of that which is moved essentially nor is it 
capable of having motion indpendently, as, e. g., whiteness in 
a body, for when the body is moved, the whiteness is said to be 
moved accidentally." (Hebrew quoted below n. 8). 

Cf. Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 8-10: "Accoding to accident, in
deed, such as are inherent in movers or the things moved." 

6. ln. Altabrizi there is no such subdivision under section I a. 
But in Aristotle there is mention of two kinds of "violent motion," 
one "according to its essence" and the other "according to acci
dent," i. e., "according to part." Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 22-24: 
"Contrary to nature, indeed, a terrestrial things when moved 
upward, and fire downward. Again, the parts of animals are 
frequently moved contrary to nature, on account of positions 
and modes of motion." 
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The term "accidental, .. then, ia Uled here by Creac:u ill the 
leDie of "according to part." See below n. 13. 

7. For instance, the parte of an animal, which are moved with 
the whole, may sometimes move by nature and sometimes con
trary to nature. Cf. Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 17-20: "Hence, the 
whole animal, indeed, itself moves itself by nature; but the body 
happens to be moved by, and contrary to nature: for it ia of con
sequence with what kind of motion it may happen to be moved, 
and from what element it consists." 

8. This statement reflects the following passages: 
Narboni: "The difference between 'accidental' and 'according 

to part' is that in the case of the latter it is possible for the nail 
to become separated from the boat and be moved essentially." 
IVIII:Il'1D lru• ~ ""'')DC;"' ':I m"'" ~ p'm:l ""''M ':I I:I'T':r~ 'ro,-m 

.IDJI:I J7P1m 
Altabrizi: "Second, when it is no part of that which is moved 

essentially nor is it capable of having motion independently, as, 
e. g., whiteness in a body, for when the body is moved, the white
ness is said to be moved accidentally. Third, when it is part of 
that which is moved essentially and is eapable of being moved 
independently, as, e. g., a body composed of other bodies, as the 
boards of which the boat is built and as the nails which are driven 
in them." 

1~1'm lm:r.t , ,.,~ il]71lni'1 n.,~l' 'I:J'n) ""' ,., """ i'1'i'1' """ Cli'1D •:ar.n 
l:liiD ..,.r,r, .i'1,J'= SJlTDf!D M1i"'ll ~~,.,., '1DM' ~:~m wum "'''tt •.::~ .~ 
co,m:~ ,D'I:lU'IE) ~,rum 1:11m ,'ma . ~ m:~po• 'Q'T1D1 ,., ""i'1 i'1'i'1'l' i'1D 

.r:ca D'SJ1pni'1 D'""'')I:IDl'l'l lVII= D'"'1'111D'! 

Physics IV, 4, 2lla, 18-20: "And those which are according to 
accident, some can be moved essentially, as, for instance, the 
parts of the body and the nail in the ship; but others cannot be 
so moved, but are always moved accidentally, as, for instance, 
whiteness and science: for these thus chc~nge their place, becau~e 
that changes in which they subsist." 

9. Hebrew I:IDt. This ia one of the many instances in thia book. 
especially in the texts quoted in the notes, in which aDt is used 
in the aense of "only," after the Arabic WI, of which it is com-
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IIIDilly Uled u a t:ra.llllation, u, e. I·• toward the end of the 
Introduction to Mordl Neb~Wm I (Arabic, p. lla, last line): 
,.,., "'" I:IDt 'IJ1M'I .aara lto ..,. l!VI. 

11. Regarding the motion of the celestial spheres, there is a dif
ference of opinion between Avicenna and Averroes. According to 
the former, the circular motion of the spheres is not locomotion 
(naa mnm or ~ npun), since the totality of the body does 
not change place at all. He therefore calls it "motion in position" <= npun or ~ :"'VW'J). Averroes, however, maintains that 
it is locomotion. Cf. Prop. IV, p. 504, n. 6. 

Hence, Cre!IC8S argues as follows: If Maimonides' definition of 
essential motion were true, namely, that it is the translation of a 
body from one place to another, the celestial spheres could not 
have essential motion. 

II. Continuing his argument, Crescas proceeds to prove that the 
circular motion of the spheres must be essential. The crux of his 
argument is this: Essential motion, the Ka8' a!)T6 of Aristotle, 
must not be defined, as is done by Maimonides, as motion by 
which a body is translated from one place to another, but rather 
as motion by which a body is moved in virtue of itsetr whether 
from one place to another or within one place. 

In the course of his argument, Crescas refers to the question as 
to the nature of the motion of the spheres. According to the 
view which he ascribes to Aristotle, the celestial spheres are 
animate and intelligent beings, endowed with souls and intellects. 
Their motion is, therefore, voluntary, as is the motion of animals. 
A statement of this view is given in Aivcenna's al-NajaJJ, p. 71 
(see Carra de Vaux, Arnunne, pp. 249-250), in EmuMh Ramah 
I, 8, p. 41, and in Morek II, 4--5. Crescas discusses it in Book IV, 
3. As to the antiquity of this view among the Jews, see Ginzberg's 
The Legends of 1M ]t:uJS V, p. 40, n. 112. 

The opposite view, that the circular motion of the spheres is 
natural, is discussed by Crescas also in Prop. XII, Part II; in 
Book I, ii, 15; and in Book IV, 3. Here he describes it as our 
own view ('ID l"'n"'' MD ••">. 

As a matter of fact, this view is not original with Creec:as, u is 
claimed by him, unleas he means here by u'l l"'n"'' MD •• ., the 
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view which he prefera to follow. Algazali devotes to it an entire 
chapter in hia HafJIJ4loJ ha-Halpalah: "Disputation XIV. Of 
their failure to eetabliah a proof that the heavens are animate 
beings, worshipping God by their circular motion, and that they 
are moved voluntarily." .,, l'l'ln'1 '11D~ ~~ .'1"'i'l rmwn 
~ D'PlNl1D I:IMIP'I n·~'QD/1 en~ •n., .,. lnb D"C1JI D"M I:I'IIIPIW. 

Hia argu,ment ia contained in the following paaaage (Tahtifllt 
al-Falosijah XIV, p. 58, 1. 25-p. 59, 1. 2; Dulruaio Dutrue~Umum 
XIV, p. 118rb): 

"The third [possibility for the motion of the apherea] ia that 
the heavena are endowed with a particular property which prop
erty ia the principle of their motion, analogoua to the principle 
aaaumed by the philoaophera in their explanation of the movement 
of a atone downward, and, again, like the atone, the heavena are 
unconacioua of that principle. Their contention that the object 
which ia aought after by nature cannot be the same as that which 
ia fled from by nature ia erroneoua, for the celestial apherea have 
no numerical difference, being one in the corporeality of their 
aubatance and one in the circularity of their motion, and their 
corporeal aubatance ia not actually divisible into parts [nor is 
their circular motion actually divisible into parts]; they are divisi
ble only in the imagination. Furthetmore, that motion of theira 
ia not due to a quest for a place nor to a flight from a place. It ia 
quite possible for a body to be created with auch a nature as to 
contain in itself aomething which determines circular motion. 
Thna it ia motion itself that determines ita own direction, and it 
ia not the quest for a place that determines the particular kind of 
motion ao that motion would be only an effort to reach that place. 
When you aay that motion ia due to the quest for a certain place 
or, if it ia violent, to the flight from a certain place, you apeak aa 
if you consider nature as that which determines the queat for the 
place and regard motion not aa an action purposeful in itself but 
aa a meana of approaching that place. But we aay it ia not im
possible that motion itself, and not the queat for a place, deter
mines its own direction. What ia there to deny thia view?" 
,nyun., n'mm tmi"1 "Wim , "WD nrrru D'lar.'IIP .,~'IJ"'I' m ,,..,.~w,n 
D"''aM\ .J:am ~ ro mJII" tt'nl tt'm ,rJZ., l:ac"l ln'"l'~ 'lo"'mmti"1'1l v= 
~, 1:1111'"" •• ., ,1'13 m .~ 'IZID 1 ~~ i"'D::l'l'l'l' ~ ~ IPM"''iW 
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,t,pa p'm ,., 1""1 .nrM rr=an l'IPiftTI ........ 1m'1 .,. ·*--~ 
.a!pC1MD nn:a., am 1:11pD nr"f'b nJJ1m !'111M 1""1 .J1'D'D 'li"mn' IDMI 

nasp nJWn l1'niTI m'= """ -mr "' ~ CIIP!I ~w ..,.,... 
r1tb nP1n'! rmn "'''l' ,cnpa1 ,..,..,.., wm l'1JIWW1 .,llnlll tb .r.nr.t m n"'UU 
·""'" ~ ,'IJX) nrD., ... • nr-rl1 am nsnm .,21 ="''DDft .m 
,J"'DDP I'DI'Qa ·m~ nsnmn 'ID'Im ,p:n .,a- mpan ,.,., 'ID'IIn me 
lfii'T'I am ,'1!D'I 111112 nJnm :'I'MII1 pm"'' "" "'EEa 'I3I'DIC1 ,,..,.. norm ~ 

.. "tb "IPI/ZII'1 nD1 ,alplln 

Likewiae, Shem-tob Falaquera quotes in the name of Avem
pace a view which corresponds exactly to that advanced here by 
Creacas. Furthermore, he claims that Aristotle himaelf bas three 
different views with reapect to the motion of the aphen, one of 
which is identical with that of Creacas. Moreb luJ-Moreb II, 4, 
pp. SG-82: 

"Avempace statea that 'Aristotle's view ia that the celeatial 
sphere is moved fJe1 se.' And it is thua stated in De Caelo d 
Mundo that motion is natnral to the celestial sphere and ia ODe 
of its properties juat as upward motion ia natural to fire and 
downward motion to earth •••••••••• 

We find that Aristotle haa three statements in explanation of 
the motion of the celestial sphere: Firat, that the celestial sphere 
is moved by nature • • • • • ••••• Second, that it is moved by 
a soul • • • • . • • • • • Third, that it is moved by an infinite 
force which acts aa a motive agent after the manner of an object 
of desire, as baa been explained above. In view of this, there are 
aome people who find these statements contradictory to each 
other. But Aristotle himself has cleared the matter up in the 
Mlltlpbysics where he aaya 'And the proximate cauee of the mo
tion of the spherea is not nature nor an Intelligence but rather a aoul. 
The remote principle of its motion, however, ia an Intelligence.' " 
:::~ro ,,.. ~ mPD 'JNI1D ~'mill ~ .... n]n ~ J"IU'm ~~ ~ 
., nsnm ~ ,,., mJII:IDI ~'m ~ npum ., ,a.,sr.n D'IX'n '111~ 

...... 11DD., Y"K1 nsnm1 rbvo., 
warm 'mrl ., nrH1 :,_., rw ~m nsnm ~ ~ .... 'IZlMfll' 'IMSD1 

JW n= 'JNI1D ImP 11'111'Xrn ••• on= ppunD ImP n•:r.n , ••• J7:ut= 
n D'"'D'M r ,, .,, .. .,.,~., "'::I:IP 'ID:I .pllm"' ,.,.., ~ J7'M .m~ ,., 
w ao'7lm ~'l"'pn J7'Zm ::1r0 1:1111\ .,rna '1"111~ nr 'Kl1 ,i'l"''nD 1'~"C 

.~ npvrn mnmm ,!Dm "'* .,21 am s= 
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It will have been notic:ed that Creacu 111e1 bere thn~e tllnD8 ia 
deacribiu.g the motion of the apherea: (a) voluntary, 11'211"'1, (b) 
appetent, n"PP'n, both of these attributed by him to Aristotle, 
and (c) natural, n.,:m, thus corresponding to the three viewB 
which Shem-tob Falaquem has found in Aristotle. My ineertioa 
of "or" between "voluntary" and "appetent" in the teJ:t is baaed 
upon that consideration. 

Among the Jewish philosophers Saaclia also aeema to have been 
of the opinion that the motion of the apherea wu natural. Cf. 
Emunol we-Deot I, 3, •rz:11r.1 nPTo~, and VI, 3. See commentary 
ShebU ha-EmuMh, atlloc. 

Thia view is also ahared by Judah ha-Levi (C~~mri IV, 1, cf. 
Moscato's commentary ~ol Jelnulah, atlloc) and Isaac ibn Latif 
(Sha'ar ha-Shamayim quoted in Isaac 'Arama'a 'Aketlah, Sha'ar 
II, and by Moscato, op. cit.). 

Isaac 'Arama (op. cu.), who lived after Creacas, argues in favor 
of thia view, ,claiming, however, to have found no aupport for it 
among Jewish philosophers except in Isaac ibn Latif. For this 
he has been called to account by Moscato (op. cit.). But Moscato 
himaelf faila to make any mention of Saadia and Creacaa. 

12. Hebrew ~ '"'IPIC m""'"I'D. Thia phrase was undoubtedly 
meant to be a quotation from the proposition. In the propoaitioa, 
however, following Isaac ben Nathan'a translation of Altabrizi, 
Creacaa has~ tn"''ll m""'"I'D. Thia variation ia probably due to 
the influence of a lingering reminiscence of Ibn Tibbon'a trans
lation, which reada: 1:1111'1 na '"'IPIC m"Y"lr.l. 

13. The point of Crescaa' criticiam is as foiiowa: From Maimo
nides' illustration of accidental motion it would seem that acci
dental motion ia possible only in the case of accidental qualities, 
as, e. g., color, whereas there can be accidental motion in some
thing which ia not an accidental quality, namely, the extreme 
point of a line. 

Creacaa does not explain why the motion of the extreme point 
of a line along with the line should be called 'accidental' motion 
rather than motion 'according to part,' which are treated by 
Maimonides as two diatinct claaaea in thia proposition. It would 
seem that Mai111011ides would have put the motion of the extreme 
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point of a line IUlder motion aa:ordin1 to part rather thaD under 
accidental motion. He could cite Aristotle as his authority. 
Pll1nes VI, 10, 240b, &-13: "These things being demonstrated, 
we say that the impartible cannot be moved, except according 
to accident; as, for instance, the body being moved, or the magni
tude in which the impartible is inherent: just as if that which is 
in a ship should be moved by the motion of the ship, or a part by 
motion of the whole. But I call that impartible, which is indivisi
ble according to quantity." 

Cf. Intermediate Physics VI, 12: "I say that that which is in
divisible cannot have esaential motion, as is the caae of a mathe
matical point in the opinion of the geometricians. If aomethin1 
indivisible is moved at all, it ia only accidentally ao; after the 
manner of partll which are moved along with the mo.tion of the 
whole and of man who is moved by the motion of the ahip." 
D'l::r"'J''C., nr '!OW 'ID::I ,13J7:::1 J7l7W1'II "'l!!mt 'M p.,,.., ....,.. w l'II:IIP "''I::1KK 

n~ wpun• ..._ ~:r~nn nrn= mpm 1m ran nr "'" aM .,:aM .. "1"11J= 
.. "'D'acM npun:::l JIJNIU)l'l a"'WW1 .,:::li'l 

Creacas is constantly insisting upon the use of "accidental 
motion" in the sense of "motion according to part." See above 
n. 6, and Proposition VII, Part I, n. 18. 

14. Hebrew l:llniiDn •:rrn 'f'llrl,, I take DD"''UUI),, as qualifying 
nsn.,, despite their disagreement in gender. The surrogate "the 
Greek" is similarly applied to Aristotle by Crescas' teacher Nis
aim ben Reuben: •;n•n "'nN D'::II'Dnl D'Mill:),, twniP 'ID::I, (quoted 
by Isaac Abravanel in Mij'oJot Elohim I, 3, p. 6b). 

15. Cf. Prop. I, pp. 161, 410. 

16. Cf. Prop. I, Part II, n. 21, p. 411. 

17. Cf. Prop. I, Part II, n. 22. 

18. This illustration is an unhappy one. Aristotle himself ad
mitted that air has some gravity. The question was merely 
whether fire has any aravity or is absolutely light. Cf. Prop. I, 
Part II, n. 23. 

19. Cf. Prop. I, Part II, n. 23. 
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21. Hebrew P"''l" r= rnrnn m:a .,, This Ia the only chapter 
which ends with such a remark. Creacu has evideady meant 
by this remark to refer to his inclusion of the criticism of this 
proposition in the chapter dealing with its proof inatead of 
putting it in a aeparate chapter, aa he haa done in other proposi
tions. My translation of this remark runa accordingly. 

PROPOSITION VII 

PART I 

1. The firat part of the proposition reads alike in Crescaa, in Ibn 
Tibbon's translation of the MoreA and in Isaac ben Nathan'• 
tranalation of Altabrizi. The laat part reads in Ibn Tibbon: 
.,.,~ l:ll'l l"''i"''W "'11!/lltt 'M ruin ppuno M., J*M' M., l'IZ) .,.:n and in 
Isaac ben Nathan: .,.,~ l:ll'l i1'i'1' tb nm ppuno M., p.,n' m TID r,,:n 
Crescaa's reading agrees with neither. But within the text 
of Altabrizi's commentary there is another version of this part 
of the proposition: ppuno M., J*M' m TID.,,., IM1m ,'Toii'U)7Iilrl rhMI 
~-c l:ll'l rrrr acr,, Evidendy Crescaa has combined these two 
veraions of the latter part of the proposition. 

2. Altabrizi divides this proposition into four parts, which are 
designated in Isaac ben Nathan's translation by l1UJII' and in the 
anonymous translation by 111111p.l, i. e., thues, questions, problems 
(see Prop .1, Part II, p. 457, n. 81). But they are referred to later, 
in the courae of discussion, by the term i"'D""J'l'1, which haa been 
adopted here by Crescaa. Altabrizi: "Know that this proposition 
contains four theses." Isaac ben Nathan's tranalation: ,...., JM 
np:I'"IM l1UJICI .,p nape mnp;n Anonymous tranalation: ,.., ·~ , 
~ ~.,. n.,~ l"'l:npMTT. 

3. So also in Altabrizi: "Now for the fourth thesis, namely, 'any
thing that is indivisible cannot have motion and cannot be a 
body.' Mter having shown in the aecond proposition that 'every· 
thing divisible is movable,' and aa it is known that every body 
is divisible either potentially or actually, it follows by the method 
of the conversion of the obverae that 'anything that ia indivil61e 
cannot have motion and cannot be a body.' " 
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,n""C'ra a.:~ i'l'il" .m ppurr rb p~nv~o rhtll"'D .,., am~ • '"11'1 l'Ullll1 rhMI 
p1mnD - .,21 ,., ,p'mna ppunD .,21 ,.., TID"''PP'C a"p ...... .., n:n 
rb .,.,!) pm rb ..... "VnDM .,., ~ :::1"1'1' n:n .~ I:M r= I:M 

~rrl'l"rh1~ 

Similarly in Nrboni: "This is known by the conversion of the 
obverse." "V1D'1 .,....., Jn13 nn. 

The expreuin "Vnl:ll"l "JWl"' reflects Aristotle's 'I) KATA T'I)Jr 
AIIT~Aa&Jr ll.ltO'Aolih,atS IJ.vll.rr~'A&v 'YLIIOP.E""'· (Topics II, 8, 113b, 
25-26). This kind of inference is called IJ.IIT&aTpotfYi, riv 
11.'11Tt.8hru by Alexander and conwt'sio per optJositionem or um
Nrsio per conh'apo~Uitmem by Boethiua (d. Sir William Hamilton, 
Logic (1866), Vol. I, p. 264). Thus -,mn represents IJ.vbo.'A"' 
'YLIIOPoE""'o IJ.vT&aTpoc/1q, and "lmD represents l&vT~O.ULS, i&IITL8N"LS. 

In the anonymous translation the expression used is m:IIII'VIM 
"1mDl'1. But in both tranalations once the term "JWl"' occurs 
without "lmD. Isaac ben Nathan: 11l'1 1m n:n n>p':::l"'li"' nlPDrl Clr,., 
nzrnpn rnnpnn. Anonymous: 1TQ :::I"M' •• .n'SI':::I"''n ~, CIDft 

"J11m· 

4. A·body, awp.A, is that which has three dimensions and is a 
magnitude, roa6v. (Cf. De Caelo I, 1, 268a, 7 ff.; Mdalhysics 
V, 13, 1020a, 7.). A magnitude is a continuous quantity (ibid.), 
and a continuous quantity is "divisible into things always 
divisible," 8LALPETOII els AEL 8&o.&peTIJ., ,.lXI pr,M'II l"'D "" plmnD 
(d. Physier VI, 1, 231b, 16, and De Coelo I, 1, 268a, 6). We thus 
have the proposition: every body is divisible. By converting the 
obverse of that proposition, we get the fifth proposition men
tioned here by Crescas, namely, anything that is indivisible can
.not be a body. This proof is a development of a suggestion made 
by Altabrizi. Cf. quotation above n. 3. 

5. So far Crescas has been following Altabri.zi. In his subsequent 
proofs of the first and second propositions, however, Crescas no 
longer follows him. These proofs are rather based upon Averroea' 
works: Long Commentary on Physics VI, iii, 1 (Latin, p. 265 ff), 
Inmmetliate Physics VI, 7, Epilome oflhe Physics VI (p. 30 ff), 
where the entire discussion of Crescas is to be found. The views of 
Alexander, Themistua, and Avempace are also to be found there. 
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The expresaion ~ n::a 'II:Wil, used here by Creacaa aeema 
to reftect the Long Commentary which reads in Latin: "Et ideo 
a:iHJIUoru ambiguunt in reapon&ione in isto loco." 

6. Cf.PhyricsVI,4, 234b,10ff.,andi~Phyriu, VI, 7· 

7. Creacaa' statement here aeema to be based upon the Long 
Commentary on Physics VI, iii, 1 (Latin, p. 265vb): "Sed &i hoc 
modofueritintellectuaistelocua,excipiunturtunctransmutationea, 
quae fiunt non in tempore, et ista tranamutabilia aunt diuiaibilia, 
et corporalia, et sic demonatratio erit particularia, et deberet ease 
universalia." 

In Intermediate Physics VI, 7, this objection is quoted in the 
name of Theophrastua: ''Against this proof an objection has 
already been raised by Theophrastua. He maintains that the 
argnment employed in it is applicable only to a certain kind of 
changeable things, namely, things whose change takes place in 
time; but with reference to things whose change takes place in 
no-time, it cannot be truthfully said that some parts of them are 
in the terminus a guo and others in the terminus atl pem." 
,EMI'IIPDM nxp .,, 1"11*11' DJMP ""''I:M'' ll'l'lnln np '*' -= l1ftZ'I nn an-.,, J7U' tb i"'l'' ,JDI n'nc unr ..._ D'"U"'l"' IDIM1 ,JDCl D'.li"Rn am 

,,.,.., n= DI1SJ'I 'lliD' n= ~ ,... 
The foregoing passage in the Intermediate Physics, as will have 

been noticed, does not contain Crescas' concluding remark that 
"the demonstration will thus be of particular application." It 
occurs, however, in another passage in the same chapter in the 
Intermediate Physics: 

"Inasmuch as it is evident that Aristotle does not mean by :his 
statement 'from one thing to another' from one contrary to an· 
other, for in that case the demonstration would then be particular 
and not universal, i. e., applying only to certain changes, such 
as are in time, but not to all changes, it follows that what 
he means by that phrase is from one state of rest to another." 
,-,.n '1M .,.., 'U, .,M "'Q"'') MDIC 'ltiD'"'M mn' tmr '1M1:m mt "'~~tat 
,rn:= M., JDCl 'I'M' D''1r.1 nxp., .,., .~ tb •p'm M'n' 1M 'ntQ, .. ••'J 

.ru 'U, .,.. I'D 'U"'D 'U, .,.. 'U"'D 1"1DtQ ~ I:IDIW "'CDD "" 

Aa for the meaning of "particular" and "univeraal" demoD• 
stration, see Prop. I, Part II, p. 462, n. 96. 
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I. Apia baaed upou the Lone Commentary (ibid.): "Et ideo 
apoeitoree ambigunt in reapon&ione in isto loco, et dicunt quod 
Alexander exponit quod omnia triUlllllutatio est in tempore, aed 
quondam latet aenaum." Cf. l"""""iale Physics VI, 7: "But 
Alaa.nder, in hia anawer to this queation, is reported to have 
maintained that everything that ia changeable is changeable in 
time and that if anything is said to be changeable in an inatant 
it ill only becauae the time in which the change takes place eacapea 
the notice of people." 
,JDCI l"'lf11PD tm 1'DriiiZ) .,21 !11m ·~ 1~111 n= :::l'r.l tm ~ CllDH1 
"CI ranr ""111M JDii'1 at,prb m alDM nnp:::a 1'DriiiZ) ..,..., 1:::1 "11M' • "IN nrt, 

..D"M •m 
9. Crescaa is aimply re-echoing Averroes' summary dismiasal of 
Alexander's view: "It does not behoove us to enter into such 
subtle diacusions with Aristotle as to be led to say that the ends 
of the processes of change take place in time as did Alexander. 
Heavens! unless Alexander did not want us to include the ends 
of changes in the proposition that every change is in time, con
sidering them to be not changes but rather the limits of changes 
• • • • • • • • • • This is probably what Alexander has meant, 
for that man is of too great eminence and distinction to be ignor
ant of such an important point in Aristotle's doctrine and to try 
to answer for him by an impossible statement, namely, that the 
ends of motion take place in time." 
C'"'JDD'1 Cln'IM nPl,., "''DNNII ,, 'ICI0'"11C D.V I:IX.Vn.,t, P'DJJlrl I~ CD '1tn W'll1 
.,21 1"1CIC ~'m l"Dr,.., Mt, aM ,CI'i'f.,tt,, ,""I"'TlD:::It,M l'1P]II' ~ ,JDCI an 
1m "I"'DD::.,M ,.,.., ••• l:l"llrl J1'.,.:n1 an I:IDC'I C''T&' Cl'M Clnllll' JDCI 'T&' 

n.,pon r~ nr UIXl C.,JJ' "WMD .,pr.n nt,J7Di"' m M'lo"1n I"Mn ':I ,l"Dr"W TID 
.JDCI m.JI'lD IM:II:'I ,..,.:m W'l'lltnm , "= M'lo, "1:::1"1!1 inln'll ,, t:enn '"I:::I"IZ) 

10. Crescaa' paraphrase of Themistus's view does not correspond 
with what we have of it in the lntermeMate Physics. It is not 
impossible that Crescas has derived his knowledge of Themistus 
from some supercommentary on Averroes. 
I~ Physics VI, 7: "Themistius has discussed this 

view of Alexander and has arrived at the conclusion that there 
are things changeable which are changed in no-time. His answer 
to the difficulty in question is that Aristotle did not intend that 
his proof be applied to this kind of change, i.e., change in no-time. 
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He aaw no need for mentioning tbia ezception becauee it ill 
aelf-evident that such c:hangea are indivisible, for when we ay 
that certain things are changed suddenly we mean that they meet 
with a sudden change in all their parta." 

m::a :::a..m .JDI n.,r:::a ~:M~WDn I1Spl' ~1'1 '1Dtn nr:::a "'1:::1"1 I::II'IIII:ICII I:IDft 

n.,r:::a 'llniP' ..._ .,.., ,I:I"UUr.t JD l'Dn riD I1II1DM nr:::a 1~ "" ID"B"''P piiGI'1 
.,.. ,D'pt,nno •nt,:::a ~ ca "''M1::::D "I:::I'To'llf •• ., ,D"I:::Ir =nn :::arp DXMI .JDJ 
D1MfJ tnJlllr.V1 ,.,., ~ .,.., ,D'IMfJ D'nPD ~ CQ 'D"'IM l'2Vo'1 m"'t 

~.,= 
Cf. Themistiua, In.Arislolllis PhysicaParalhrasi.s (ed.Scheakl), 

p. 197 •. 

11. Hebrew "''lm:::: l"M1lC"' M. The word ., is uaed in philo
sophic Hebrew as a technical term in describing the act of the 
entrance pf any kind of form into any kind of matter, correspond
ing to the Arabic ~ (d. Cu.ari II, 14: YJ'1nl 'D., TlfJ1S t,X'n "''PPC 

'1:::1 <?no JM1 "'"'- 1'nnDl Will mnm l'll='· It reflects the Greek 
lru~' aa in EnflllStls II, iv, 8: lre"a' Toi.PIJII 7V elaor r~b.,.j. 

That the change of form is timele&& is also confirmed by the 
following paaaage in Moreh II, 12: "Every combination of the 
element& is subject to increase and decrease, and this comes-to
be gradually. It is different with forms; they do not come-to-be 
gradually, and have therefore no motion; they come-to-be or 
pass-away without time." 
.1~ I:D'M m-nr.n ,,..,.., I'IIIM"1 '"""' Mrn ·1''1Dm'l nacnm t,:::a~ 110 .,:a 
nDII' ,.. '111'11'11'1' l:llDMI ,cn:::a nJI'WI I'M nm ,fii'M, ,,.., .-mrr M,t, I:II'W 

.JDI M,t,:::a 
Cf. Averroes' Epilome of the Physics V, p. 21b: "But the last 

actuality in them, namely, form, arrives without time." 
.)DI n.,CI .JI':ID ,l"M1lC"' 11m\ ,cn:::a I'"AII"' mo"-'n ~ 

ll. Intmnediale Physics VI, 7: "Avempace has solved this diffi· 
culty by contending that the Philosopher did not mean by the 
term 'divisible' the divisibility of magnitudes at the end of their 
motion but rather the divisibility of something changeable during 
the interval between two contraries existing in it, i. e., between 
the ~erf~Hnu.s a guo and the tenninu.s atl guem. For Avempace 
believes that the .latter kind of divisibility is peculiar to that 
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which ia cJumaeable in time whereaa the divisibility at the elt· 

tradt:iee of motion applies to both kinds of c:hangeable objecta, 
aamely, thoee which change in time and thoae which change 
without time." 
p'mn plnrQ ran tt'7 ~ p11cn nm :::a'lr.'l ~ r:::a ~ CIDC'I 
waD' ...,.. CP~ CPMJm '.:&':::1 :"DD""IIDi'1 p'7m ran CIDC'I m~ CPTa-1 
l'mB:::I "'1111'D m p.,m n111 :::wm ICTII' nn • ,..,._ nzn 'ID1I' nD t•:::a "C 

In ,I:MIWDl"' ·~= "11'1" ~an •7th '1~ m m'7~ ~m CIDC'I .JDI:::I 
.JDr n.,e1 JDI:::I l:l'lniPZI:'I 

13. Ifllermediate Physics VI, 7: "This being so, it is clear that this 
proposition includes all the kinds of change that occur within the 
qualities and forms that are generated, whether they be change 
from one contrary to another, as, e. g., the motion from whiteness 
to blackness, or from non-being to being, as, e. g., the change of 
generation and corruption. But would that I knt:w whether the 
timeless changes are changes of independent existence or only 
ends of changes and whether they are from one state of rest to 
another. It is evident that they are ends of changes, seeing that 
they are timele&&, and that they are not from one state of rest to 
another." 
~ D""Dm ·~D '7~ -,.,~. "1DMDi'' n111 ""'M'CD m .J~ nr rrn "WlC1 

.nT'II"'Im '7M 1:::11'mo nyum ~ ,,lin '7tt ")linD 'l'l'IIIJn .crrrni'"IZil'l ~ 
-. D'VVo"' DM V1lfl tn• 'D'I • '11:1Dm 1'Mi'l:::l 'Uir.'l ~ ,lniC'SD '7M "nJil"'D 1M 
nmliXI an I CIM1I D'tll 11''7~ '1M I':IDSSI:::I D"tllrm D'UII en CIM )Dr n.,CI 'l'i"'' 

nmliXI m tt., ,)Dr n'71m ,.Mill ,.. ,D'UII m·'7~ ~ ""I41:::ID tam .. "1mlD '7M 

.. "''l"'llD "" 
14. According to Aristotle, if a thing is becoming to be in time 
A, the process of becoming is actually completed in the extremity 
of A. Cf. Physics VIII, 8, 263b, 28-264a, 3: "For if D was be
coming to be white in the time A . • • • . it was generated, and 
it is the last point of the time in which it was becoming to be." 

15. Crescas' proof for the third proposition dift'en from that 
Jiven by Altabrizi. 

16. Cf. definition of place above Prop. I, Part I (p. 153). 

17. Quality and quantity are accidents residing in a body. 
Conlequeatly qualitative and quantitative changes imply the 
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aisteDce of a body. In subatantive c:hanp, too, the wbject tbat 
undergoes the change from being into noo-beiag muet contain 
matter which ia the peraiatent substratum of the change (cf. 
Melaphysics VIII, 1, 1042b, 1-3, and above Prop. IV, p. 512, 
n. 8). 

18. Thia comment of Crescaa ia baaed upon the following paa
aagea in Altabrizi: 

"Aa for the second theaia, namely, 'everything movable ia 
divisible,' that, too, may be doubted. For when a body ia moved, 
its motion necessarily causes the motion of its surface and of the 
extremity of the surface, i. e., the line, and of the extremity of 
the latter, i.e., the point. So that the point is moved along with 
the motion of the body even though it ia indivisible." 
l:a"ll' nn .piiD J::l c:l 'Q ,pm PJI'W'ID .,!II' MVTI ,ri':Dl"l i'D]IIIM' ~ 
.~ ..,, ,mp1 ,'lpnlml ,mp'l ntliiM YIJIUI'Q PliUII' m PJIWVI -..o 
.np'mno •n.,:~ M"1'11' ap ,J::I m ~ ppun,., am npun 'mn ..rn="1:l 

"Aa for the explanation of the second thesis, know that by 
'movable' ia meant here that which ia movable essentially to the 
exclusion of that which ia movable accidentally. By thia the 
objection from the motion of the point falls to the ground, for 
the point ia moved only accidentally but never essentially." 
Jlpunc;'l tb ,rnD¥Jr.l ppuno,., PJI'W'1D::I J1n'IIP p-, .n•:Dl"f I"DJJI::I'1 ~ 
tb ppun,., rT'IpD:I l:llDM m1J»'1 •::1 ,;rnp.t:~ :rrnDM l"D!Z mlll'l .. "1"1J'= 

~ 

Strictly speaking, the motion of a point is according to Aristotle 
accidental only in the sense of "according to part." See Prop. 
VI, p. 539, n. 13. 

PART II 

19. The assumptions underlying thia statement are aa follows: 
AU knowledge originates in sense-perception. The aenae data, 
however, before they become pure objects of knowledge, must 
pass through the faculty of imagination, whence they emerge aa 
imaginative forma. It ia these latter upon which the Active 
Intellect operates, transforming them into intellectual concep
tiona. Hence the statement here that the mind derives ita lmowJ,., • 
edge from sense perception and imagination. Cf. D1 A.mmtJ Ill, 
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a, 4:27b, 14-16: "lmaginatiou, too, ia different from lelll&tioa 
Uld diacureive thought. At the IllUDe time, it ill true that imagi
natioD ia impoltlible without III!DII&tion, and conceptual thought, 
in tum, ia imposaible without imagination." 

Mil1)amot Adtmai I, 9: "Because the Active Intellect makes of 
the forma of the imagination actual objects of the intellect after 
they have been only potential objects of the intellect." 
,.,. "''I"'M 7snr.s m7::11L'!D m•ll'tnn m"'nr.'' I:I'I'Z) am 7~N~M 721MI' .., 

.rD:I "*'"' Crescas, however, has taken his entire comment from Alta-
brizi: "As for the first thesis, namely, 'everything changeable ia 
divisible', it contains a difficulty • • • • • The rational soul, as 
will be shown later,ja an indivisible substance, and still it is subject 
to all kinds of changes, as, e. g., it is without knowledge and then 
becomes posaessed of knowledge, and similarly univraal forma 
are generated in it aa a result of ita preoccupation with imaginary 
and perceptual forma. And so also there is a change with respect 
to the qualities of the soul, such aa appetite, desire, joy, fear, 
anger, and their like. Thus the essence of the soul is susceptible 
to all these changes and still is indivisible. How then can it be 
asserted that 'everything changeable is divisible.' " 

nJ'1 ••• PDCJ -a i'il"' .p~mnc run&'O '' ,"'\ttM 1m1 ,MJ11/11'VT i'DJ~Do., m 
l'mlWI 'ID!I ,1:1"1:11' m Vl"M p7fW) •n7:~ l:l¥ll p '"''I"'M l"'H'1' "'l'tt n~"''Z:::1 
.rnm'IDiTI mDT"'D.:l WIIPnD O'lpl 0'77t:~ O'"'n'X l"C 'IIMM, ,llyn' ::1'11/m m::ID 

IMI ,anr,n DSJ:r.ll .,nn nnzr.n pamm npw1m 'ID::I ,m'1111:n m::l'tC"' 1.::11 
"''ttM''I P"'ll'' 1'"1 ,p7fW) •n7:::a MV'III ap ,O''UPl"' nlm7 7:~i)Z) 1111:n l:l¥ll 1::1 

.p'mnc 1'Qnlla ., 

20. Hebrew 1DI rblc 'l'i'1' "111M. This phrase does not occur in 
Altabrizi. Crescas haa added it himself for a very significant 
reason. In Physics VII, 3, 247a, 16-b, 1, Aristotle states that 
while the emotions of pleasure and pain are qualitative changes, 
the habits of the intellective part of the soul undergo no change. 
To the explanations advanced by Aristotle aa to why the acquisi
tiou of knowledge is not a qualittive change, Simpliciua adds 
another one. It ia due, he aaya, to the fact that qualitative change 
must alwaya take place in time, whereas the act of the mind's 
acquiring knowledge ia without time. (C'f. StmpUcius in Ph11itiG, 
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ed. DieJa, p. 1075,1. 23--1»- 1076, 1. 15. Cf. Taylor'• tran8lat1olt 
ahhe Pll1riu, p. 416, n. 5). 

A etatement like that of Simpliciue is also found in Averroa' 
I~ Phyri&s VII, 4:: "It eeeme also that the action of the 
intellect in attaining knowledge ie not a motion, inasmuch aa it 
doee not take plac:e in time." 

·IDI:I m'll1 tb V1PJ'I ....., MJnJ'I 'IJ'It 7=-n npnp I"'W1' 1::1 all 

Similar statements to the same effect occur in the writinp of 
Jewish philosophers: 

Li~~ute Sefn Me~or]Ja-yyim Ill, 30: nrnr.t 7::ll'lllm 7.:11111"1 ~In 
l:l'lpD ~, tDI tb:~ m7~.,, of which the following is the Latin 
in Fons Vitae Ill, 48 (p. 187): "Actio autem intelligentiae est 
apprehensio omnium formarum intelligibilium in non-tempore et 
in non-loco" 

Cvmri V, 12: "Although the activity of the intellect in fram
ing syllogisms by means of careful consideration appears to re
quire a certain time, the deduction of the conclusion ia not 
dependent on time, reason itself being above time." 
,"''::llrrD:11 na nwpm n:a:rn:a IDI:I ~ Mlf'1Z' 'II 7p IJM1 7:r.n 

,,1:)11'11:) lmMD 7.:11111"1 I:ISP "'" ,,1:)1:1 1I'M'1l Ul'M rrbvt7 V!l:3o., MJ'I 
Thus according to Aristotle, the acquisition ef knowledge is 

not, properly speaking, a qualitative change, inasmuch as it doee 
not take place in time. But as for that matter, Crescas seems to 
argue, it may still be called timeless change, for the proposition, 
according to the interpretation adopted by Crescas, includes both 
change in time and change in no-time. · 

But eee quotation from De Anima below in n. 22, where the act 
of thinking is called motion by Aristotle himself. 

:u. While Crescas uses here the expression "motions of the soul," 
Altabrizi in the corresponding passage (quoted above n. 1} uses 
the expreseion "qualities of the soul." In Aristotle himself the 
emotione of fear, anger, and their like are described both as 
"qualities" 11"0&6n,TES (Categories, 8, 9b, 36} and as "motione" 
~vm (De Anima I, 4, 408b, 4). Cf. next note. 

22. That the emotione of pleasure and pain are cbangee, and hence 
in time, ia aaeerted by Aristotle in Ph1ri&s VII, 3, 247a, 16-l7t • 
"Pleaaure and paiD are cbangee in the quality of the eenaitive 
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part {of the 10111]. Cf. a1ao De AtrimGI, 4, 408b, 2-4: "Theaoul 
Ja laid to feel paiD and joy, mnfidence and fear, and again to be 
anpy, to perceive and to think; and all these states are said to 
be motiona." CJ. also Topiu IV, !, l2la, 30 ff., where Aristotle 
disc:ullles the question whether motion is the genus of pleasure. 
But a direct statement on this point is found in Li~~llle Sejn 
Me~ llaY1im III, 30: D'l:lft'l m-ns:2 rm trrao ll':ll'm IIU1 ,,., 
JDQ ~. of which the following is the Latin in Ftm~ Vilae 
III, 48 (p. 187): "Actio animae animalis est aentire formas 
grossorum corporum in tempore." 

The main point of Crescas' argument is this: The soul suffers 
change both in its rational and sensitive faculties. In the former 
it is change without time and in the latter it is change in time. 
And yet the soul itself is indivisible. It will be remembered that 
Crescas has interpreted the proposition to include both change 
in time and without time. That the soul is indivisible was gen
erally accepted on the authority of Aristotle. Cf. De Anima I, 
S, 411a, 26-b, 30. 

A refutation of Crescas' criticism is found in Shem-tob Ibn 
Shem-tob's supercommentary on the InUnnedi.ate Phyri&s VI, 7: 
"By the same reasoning may be answered the objection raised by 
Rabbi Ibn l;lasdai in his book, where he argues against Aristotle, 
contending that the intellect is something that undergoes a change 
in passing from ignorance to knowledge, and still it is indivisible. 
But we may answer him in the same way by saying that the intel
lect can only be said to have been changed, for its change takes 
place suddenly, inasmuch as there is no intermediate between 
ignorance and knowledge, but it cannot be said that the intellect 
is undef10ing a change." 
7::11111"11P TaC 'V:ID'"'M 7p p111:111 ,.,.,= 'M"'DD'' 1 ::I.'TI PJID :1111' mp::1. nr.n 
"''DDGG 1::1 c:a l'IQ VQ'f/2 7:m .pm U'M lml nJnl'l ,.. m7::1DnD l'1ftl' "'01 
l"'JM'l'' 1'::1. I'M '::I ,lnWI i'W1I'l'll' • .,, ,i"C1'11Vo"1 "'0::1 MN 1::1. "''Dtr 7!MVo'llf 

.. "'DD"''IID M'liiiP 1::1. "''Dtr "' 7:m , 'JIICIM "'0"'0 m7.xrn 

.U. Altabrizi: ''The answer to the first objection is that we mean 
here by 'changeable' that which is changeable with reference to 
the qualities of the body, as, e. g., heating, cooling, which are 
called alteration, whereas the objection raised was from the exam
ple of the qualities of the soul." 
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.I'II'ZIIPI1 m:l'lC raran m l"'fttiD I'II"D 1l'lle ,J111"'1'1 '*"' r=wn 
,..., ~ ~ rrrnarn .mnn M'ITI ,n"'pnn"'1 aa1n 1ID 

:H. That is to aay, if the Proposition, whether takeD aa:ording to 
the interpretation of Avempace or according to &at of Averroea, 
me&DB, as is maintained by Altabrizi, that only corporeal objecg 
that are changeable br movable must be divisible, it is entirely 
supertluous, for it is generally known that corporeal objects are 
divisible. 

This objection has been anticipated by Altabrizi himaelf, and 
he answers it: "Shouldst thou say that, when the term 'change. 
able' is taken as referring only to corporeal qualitiee, then the 
object so changeable is self-evidently a body, and hence necee
sarily divisible, and there was therefore no need for a special 
proposition, my answer is as follows: By 'divisible' is not meant 
here that which is potentially divisible, in which case the proposi· 
tion would be self-evident, but rather that which is actually 
divisible. The meaning of the proposition is accordingly as fol· 
lows: That which is changeable with a corporeal change is actually 
divisible. The proposition so interpreted is not self-evident. 
Quite the contrary, it needs to be demonstrated, for the elements, 
which are simple bodies, are one in reality, just u they appear to 
the senses, and still they are not actually divisible but only 
potentially." 
M1m caom m i"DN::ZX'' m rrrl:lln"' rrr::.a .,.., nnpm ""''IC ,n"D aMI 
I'M •n"D ,m-nll'l!l'1 ~ l"'C''P 1m 1"'1"1K m 11ft ,n"''l"Q p71"1l1DM 
TO 'J1lM'1 7:»t ,n•n"l:lM 1'llr1pl"'l'' l'IWI ~ ,n= p7I"RRn ,p7rlr!= nra"l 
ln'Cftt lNI'1IPl"Q l"DD'11''m : p nzrrpi"'l'' Ml ,PI' m'T"' • 7pw:a p7!'lnan 
~ ,rrtn'l 1m l"Q'"U em 7:»t ,,.rT"Qo., I"'ZTTpl'1l"' ,.., 11ft • 7pm p7rtnD 

."1:17 n= 7:»t 7p~ p7ma U'IMl ,I'II'VI 7D IMlW tz= ,IDa "''I'11M DWIII"' 

:J5. In Moreh II, 1, First Speculation, Maimonides proves from 
this proposition that since God is immovable he must likewiae be 
unchangeable and indivisible. Now if, according to Altabrizi'a 
interpretation, the term changeable in this Proposition refers only 
to physical qualities, Maimonidea could not prove thereby that 
the First Cause of motion is free of any kind of change, even of 
such change as does not refer to physical qualities. 

l6. Cf. Or AtltnuJS II, vi. I 
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PROPOSITION VIII 

PAJI.T I 

1. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi, except that Altabrizi has nnM 
ft"1'CCI'11"QnW1 (Ibn Tibbon: ll""'pCM llml'1 l'IJWlt,) in place of Crescas, 
IP"Ipl:ll'1 npum, I have translated it here in accordance with 
the original Arabic reading which is faithfully reproduced both 
in Ibn Tibbon and in Altabrizi. The significance of "thai ac
cidental motion" will appear later in the discussion as to what 
kind of "accidental" motion is meant here in this propositiou. 

:Z. Cf. Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 9-10: o6 -yd.p 6.Jia.-y«a.'LbJI .,.a 
trop.fJefhiKIJs, 6.).).' ~JI8ex6p.EJIOJI ~~oil elJia.,, Cf. below n. 4. 

3. That is to say, since accidental motion has only possible 
existence, i. e., it may and may not exist, both these possibilities, 
existence and non-existence, must be realizable, for, according to 
Aristotle, "it cannot be true to say that this thing is possible. 
and yet will not be" (Metaphysics IX, 4, 1047b, 4-5). Cf. also 
Metaphysics IX, 8, 1050b, 11-12. "That, then, which is possible 
to be may either be or not be; the same thing, then, is possible 
both to be and not to be." 

4. On this proposition Crescas had before him several different 
interpretations all turning about the meaning of the term "acci
dental." First, Altabrizi, who takes the term "accidental" in the 
sense of "violent" motion. Second, Hillel of Verona and Isaac ben 
Nathan, the translator of Altabrizi, whotaketheterm "accidental" 
in its ordinary sense of the motion of an accident inherent in a 
subject. Third, Narboni, whose view will be quoted by Crescas 
later. 

The source of these differences of interpretation, it seems to me, 
is the ambiguity of the term vnDSY-a, "in its own essence," used by 
Maimonides in the proposition. We have seen above (Prop. VI, 
n. 3) that in Aristotle there is a difference between «al' a»ri and 
,. ' cWToO, the former meaning to be itself essentially translated as 
a whole from oue place to another, contrasted with the motion of 
color in a body or of a part with the whole, the latter meanillJ to 
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have the cauae of ita motioD in iael:f, c:ontraated with haviq the 
cause of motion atemal to itaelf. 111 Hebrew DO leal than in 
Eqlieh it is difficult to tranalate a.cx:urately the difference be
tween the two Greek prepoaitiona, «a.7'& and 6-ri, though, aa I 
have pointed out, in the I~ P"ysics oue ia translated by 
~ and the other by mp IHID or 'I"'!Ja. Now, in this propoei
tion it is not clear what Maimonides' VlmJI:l repreeents, whether 
the «al' a.Uri or the iHp' a..mHi. Altabrizi seems to take it to 
represent the latter, and therefore takes its opposite "accidental" 
in the sense of having the cause of motion external to itself, i. e., 
violent motion. Hillel of Verona and Iaaac ben Nathan, on the 
other hand, aeem to take it in the sense of the former, and there
fore take "accidental" in the sense of the motion of accidental 
qualities. As for Narboni's interpretation, we shall take it up 
later. 

Altabrizi: "You already know, from what haa been said before, 
the meaning of 'accidental motion' and 'essential motiou' and 
their subdivisions, and in the light of this the intention of the 
author in this proposition will not be hidden from thee." 
w, ~.,.m~ ll"nD¥Jm i"'JWWo., ll'"lp&ll"' l"'P1WW 'l'2l7 l:nPI' J"'D:a •n,. 'U:I 

• ""!Znpm 1'1MID 'n"'' ,..,, rflvo 
Upon this Narboni comments: "The learned Mohammed ben 

Zechariah (see Steinschneider, Uebersetaungn, p. 361, n. 764) 
Altabrizi, the Persian, the commentator of the Propositions of the 
G14ide, in his explanation of this proposition talf:es the term 
'accidental' in the sense of 'violent,' for 'violent molion' is one of 
the subdivisions of accidental motion, aa he haa explained in the 
sixth proposition • • . • • • . • • But the translator of 
Altabrizi's commentary Rabbi Nathan ben Isaac [read: Isaac ben 
Nathan, see Steinachneider, Ueberselnngen, p. 362, n. 769] of 
Xativa, in answer to the difficulty raised by Altabrizi said that 
while it is true that violent motion is called accidental, the Master 
doea not use here the term accidental in the aenae of violent but 
rather in the aenae in which blackneaa is accidental to a body." 

M IM'I rT"'II1 n'ID'Ipl'lt r1IID • .,.., 'M:Ili"M "'""' 1:2 "''ZZI"'D =rm 
I'ID 'KID .,.... rr=TI lml' ~ ,m:n'l atpD mpcn """" .,, J"'nPP''" 
• ., a:n"l .Mrn I"'"''Jn P'"JD"ft ••• ,..., I"'D"'pI'1:a "'CCI1 'ID .,.,..., 

m == M'l"'pn ""' I'M"'' "'1110 .aa......, 'lN "'CC tnr ., piW' "1":1 '!I'D 
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~ ,.., rb n:n JMpD W1pn -= norn:nt I'IJI'DliW ,_ am CM ~ ·1"1'"' 
, .lllb l11"IZI mpa::a ..,.. ran ~ .n'm:m ..,. "'"'J''D 

(laac ben Nathan's anawer referred to by Narboni ia DOt found 
iD the printed edition of Altabrizi). 

Hillel of Verona in his commentary, Gdloc.: "This proposition 
hardly needa a proof, for an accident ia that which diaappeara and 
doea Dot continue to exist in the aame state. An accident is 
deiiDed aa that the existence and the paaaing-away of which are 
mnceivable without having to conceive the passing-away of ita 
subject, aa, e. g., the color in a garment." mpcn '::1 ,"'111t':a T"U 'I'M 
·~= ,'TIJIMI V1"n l"'l::''"f''l "CC'T m mpcrr Tl2l • "'II"M r.11 ~, .,..,,. rb1 "TTD" 

"'Q'T Dll 1='1 iiC - ,'!Mirl:l ""'" l"'lm''P. 
If we aaaume with Altabrizi that the term 'accidental' ia to be 

taken in the aenae of 'violent motion' then the source of the 
proposition is the following paaaage in De Ca.elo I, 2, 269b, 6-9: 
"If, on the other hand, the movement of the rotattng bodies about 
the centre is umlrary to nature, it would be remarkable and indeed 
quite inconceivable that this movement alone should be contin
uous and eternal, being nevertheless contrary to nature." In the 
Arabic versions of the De Caelo, the Greek 'contrary to nature, 
wa.pG. f/>6trtll, must have been replaced by 'accidental'. Thus in 
Averroes' Intennediate De Ca.elo I, iv (Latin, p. 274va, H) the 
paaaage quoted is paraphrased aa follows: "For accidenkU motion 
cannot be perpetual and infinite, and to aaaume this is beyond the 
bounds of all reasoning, for we obaerve that all things perish and 
disappear." ,rb rr&,::m J'M rn'ml tmftl "''RM "1M l1'"lpA'1 i'IJNIV'I '::1 

IM3t cr7:::. CI"""JXXo"1 cr"CC"''M I:I'MI, '111M •.:. ,~~pn &,::~e I"'IMln' nr np;w~. 
In the Morell ha-Moreh (p. 67) this passage of the De Ca.elo ia 

uaed aa the explanation and hence the source of the proposition, 
and this view is followed by Munk (G.ids II, p. 8, n. 3). 

Crescaa, however, seems to place the source of the proposition 
in Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 3-13, for his proof of the proposition ia 
baaed upon that passage, and in this he is following Narboni, 
whoae proof is likewiae baaed upon that passage. 

Aristotle's own argument in proof of this proposition may be 
outlined aa follows: Starting with the major premiae that motion 
ia eternal and that there is a first mover, Aristotle tries to prove 
that the first mover cannot itself be moved. If the linlt mover, 
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he arcues. is UIUmed to be lDCJYI!d, the question ie whether it iii 
moved accidentally («ATA nllfkfhlr/n) or eaaentially («al' a6T6). 
If you say it is moved accidentally, then it may be poaaible that 
at some time or other it will not be moved, "for accident ie nQt 
necessary and it may not exist" (Phylics VIII, 5, 256b, 9-10). 
But if the first mover may at some time cease to be moved, it 
may also cease to move, since it is now assumed that it is of aucb 
a nature that it must be moved while it moves. But that motion 
should come to an end is impoaaible, accordinr to our major 
premise. 

Averroes' Long Commentary on Phylics VIII, ii, 3, p. 375vb, 
K: "Cum posuerimus quod iste motor non movet, nisi moveatur, 
et posuerimus ipsum moveri per accidens, posaibili est ut aliqua 
bora veniat, in qua non movebitur, quod enim est per accidens, 
non est semper neque neceljB&rium. Et cum fuerit pollibi1e ut 
non moveatur, erit possibile ut non moveat, cum sit ita, quod 
suum moveri est necessarium in suo movere." 

The text in the I~ Phylics VIII, iv, 4, 2, upon which 
Crescas' proof is directly based, reads as follows: "That not every 
mover must necessarily be moved becomed evident by the follow· 
ing argument. For if every mover were moved, it would have to 
be moved either essentially or accidentally, as in the case of the 
sailor who causes the ship to move and is himaelf moved acciden
tally by the motion of the ship. But if every mover were moved 
accidentally, and its being so moved were a condition in the 
existence of the mover as a mover, then, inasmuch as that which 
is accidental may not continue to exist, for that which is acci
dental does not continue eternally, it will follow that the first 
mover may not continue to exist as a mover, and if the first mover 
may cease to exist, motion may cease to exist. But this is a 
logical absurdity, for it has been shown that motion cannot cease 
to exist. And any premise that gives rise to an impossibility is 
itself impossible, and of such a nature would be the atateJQ.eot 
that every mover must be moved accidentally." 
nn .vrM ~ l"'DD MM"I' m .WW!D JI'Z .,, "'""' :~nw n aJ:IlCI 

men = .mpm Elft I::IIJC m "'""' aM ran .WW!D JI':ID .,::1 "'" ~ 
'tun rrm ,mpc:~ m rrn atn .. -npa:~ I"'Z!D JIJIUI'1D 1m1 rao.cn " ..., 
,,.anD 'DW'...,.. .IUD' n "''IIIIM-= rnpti:IIP MD rrm ,JI':ID JI'Zin ~ 
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........ rQnml' "''CCIn ""Q:H: .. ., '"''ppP "" .nsran Hmrl ..., ..... -= 

J1"'llCQ ,., P'Z .,X' 1m) ·"=~"I .~- :l"Yrrr i'ID1 ·"'""PI'W 

PA:aT II 

5. The term ~. literally, "aphere" or "globe" and ~. 
literally, "circle" or "orb" represent the Arabic •J and ~; 
respectively, but on the whole they are indiscriminately uaed by 
Maimonides with reference to all the different varieties of the 
celeatial spheres (see Friedlander, Guttie of the Pnplesetll, 72, p. 
291, n. 1, and II, 4, p. 32, n. 1). Here Crescas and Altabrizi (see 
below n. 6) use "''T1:J with reference to "lire," and by implication 
with reference to all the other sublunar elements, and 'n11 with 
reference to the celestial spheres. In CUtJN V, 2 (end), however, 
the author speaks of M'1 ~~ • ....mt ,.,.,, "fire sphere", ,.,., 
.,.., ~ ....me., "air sphere," and O'Dn 7m, IMCint ,'78, "water 
sphere," but r.ttn ~. y-..'M n""', "terrestial globe." Similarly 
in Cuzari II, 6, l".,Pl'1 'nm, •'7,.mt ,.,.,-,.., "uppermost sphere" 
but Y""" ~. }'"IbM n""', "terrestial globe." 

6. This criticiam aa well as the illustration ia taken from Altabrizi: 
"Aa for the truth of this proposition, I know of no proof for it. 

Quite the contrary, it is possible for one body to be set in motion 
accidentally by another body, and if the other body is moved 
essentially for ever and the two bodies are linked together aa 
cause and effect, the accidental motion of the body moving 
accidentally will also continue for ever. An illustration for this is 
the globe of lire which is moved by the motion of the celestial 
sphere, and inasmuch as the motion of the sphere continues for 
ever the accidental motion of the globe of lire continues for ever." 

am rmw -.nG"'D '::I ~"'W!DDa ·• N1D ta tb ran nr1liElM a1'p a"-s 
,npunn ,.Dn ll'CSP:a ppuna,-. em rmo , "'I''M ama 11'"110 :'lliWI wanD 
ppunan -" ll'"'pDi'' npunn ,.anm I'I1M'sa:a O':a"nnD O'Dfl .., r.M 
I"'JUU''I'VmiP "n::,P:a1 ,'nm ~ WW1D 1m '::I ,l'ltG'1 ~ = .1'1"1pm 

.~ IM'1 "'11'1:J., 11'"1pDn npur!o"l i'ln'il '~ 'mil 
Strictly speaking the illustration uaed by Altabrizi is a species of 

'violeut' motion rather than of 'accidental.' But we have seen 



-above (n. 4) that Altabrid taba the term 'aa:idental' ill tfae 
propoeitioD in the eepae of 'violent. • 

7. By the parta of the sphere he means the spheres that are 
within the spheres. Cf. Jliihnli Toral, Yuotle lui-Toral, iii, 2: 
"Every one of the eight spheres containing stan ia divided into 
aeveral spheres.'' P'm l:l'::a=rt 'Jl'CII' aJnlm I"DaaD ~ 'n'n " 
n:I'TI ao'T~Tb. MoreA II, 4: "Though in aome of these epherell 
there are several orbs." 1:1'::1"1 ~~'n ann 1:1'~ 11SP3 •• "r "'MMo 
Creacas undoubtedly alludes by this to the illustration U8ed by 
Gersonidea in the second passage quoted in the next note. 

8. These two illustrations, one from the auperficlea of the celestial 
sphere and the other from its parts, are not found in Altabrizi. 
They are based respectively upon the following two paaagea of 
Geraonidea. 

A. Supercommentary on the Ifllermetliale Physics VIII, iv, 4: 
"Says Levi, Would that I knew, when aomething accidental is 

the consequence of aomething esaential, why should not the 
accidental continue for ever as a result of the continuity of the 
eaaential? To illustrate: If we aBiume that there exists a certain 
body that ia moved eternally, such as has been shown before. but 
that its surfaces are moved accidentally, shall we then B&y that 
those surfaces may on that account come to rest, which will mean 
that the body itself will of necessity have to come to rest? In 
general, it is not impossible that aomething accidental should 
continue forever in consequence of the continuity of aomething 
e8lleJl tial. .. 
rb rmr, ,13J1::111 rm'l ..,.m mpo::a~J rm ;m -..c ,JnMI tn' •a ,.,r, ,. 
,"I'Dn JIJIWID IIP2 nrt n rMl aM "-am ,13J1::11' rm rnzn"l::l ,.DnD "'"' 
a ,....,.. n'l"'l''l' "DU mpa:2 I:I'PJN11D ''~"~~~~~' ,., aMn , -.::anrw om 
~ rnpc::~~~ rm::a pm:~ n nr~ r,r,=, tm:m::a Mm am M'D"' .l'll"nZn 

.llmJI::III "'''CCP::: "'''Dr'G 

B. Supercommentaryon I~Ds Ctulo I, 4: 

" 'For accidental motion cannot be continuous and infinite" , • 
An objection may be raised against this proposition by show
ing that accidental motion can continue for ever, as, e. g., the 
diurnal revolution of the sun which i8 caU8ed by 110m .... 

external, for of itself it has only the annual motion. That it 
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lhould be eo is quite explicable, for this accidental motion of the 
IUR ia cauaed by an eternal and natural circular motion, namely, 
the motion of the diumal sphere. This, to be sure, is not an 
objection against the principle which Aristotle has meant to 
eetabliab by this proposition, for, after all, this accidental motion 
ie consequent to a' natural, circular motion, but it is an objection 
against Arietotle's wording of the proposition. Some philosophers 
have been led to say that it is not inconceivable that eomething 
may bepoaaiblewith reference to itself and nec:eeaarywith reference 
to ita cause, according to which view there may be continuity in 
that which is moved accidentally Averroes, however, reject& this 
view. But this is not the place to discuss this matter." 
.,.,.. ~ ... rb n·r,~ J'M lM'Dl'l ,r, NIDI1III "''IPPIM 'It l1"'1pDM 11]l1m •::. 

npun ""aV1 1"-o ,l1"'1'r::tn :mn ~ n•"'''=1 npun."'ll ,.._., m '1lll'ft"'l 
i1'TM .o'DD mp "'XD ,., "111M l"'PW1o'1 '!I ,1n.,, "'XD ,., M1'll' .n'Dm Rlll'1 

tm1 .n·~ 11'n¥:1 11'.:1'0D l"'JJUU'' n•.,pcn 11]l1m nMQ i"CCCCl''l1 ••" .J!I nr 
r,:::l '111 ':I ,nrt 'IDD'""'t .,.;,.., nD r,p piiD nr JW M1m • 'D1'n 'n'm npun 

'111 P•D tm ~ .n'.:I'OD 11'p.:!D l"'JJUU''., ,.,an 11'-,po:'l npun.., nMI a'DI 

~ n'n'll l13Dl Ul'IWI a>ancm•e,., n¥p 1-aM .'IIIIO'""'t l"'.::"M "11M nznpni"' 

i'1Z).:I n..,.crn mr ,r, nr r,y, ,1n.:ID lll'M.:I.:I .:1"11'1D mp nm.:1.:1 "''IPPIM 

,.,.,.pm mpo nr1 J'M'I ,nr JMD' ..,.., J.:lln .. "nJ''.::I' 

An argument similar to that contained in the second quotation 
is aleo raised by Simplicius on Physics VIII, 6, 259b, 28-31 (ed. 
Diels, p. 1261, 11. 14-19, and Taylor's translation of the Physies, 
p. 479, n. I): "Aristotle having said, that in things which are 
immovable, indeed, but which move themselves according to 
accident, it is impossible to move with a continued motion, it 
becomes doubtful how the celestial orbs, since they are self
motive animals, and have a mover essentially immovable, and not 
moving itself according to accident, but accidentally moved by 
another; for the pianeta are moved by the inerratic sphere with 
the motion of that aphere,-it becomes doubtful, how they are et 
the aame time moved with a continued motion." 

There is aleo a similarity between the answer mentioned by 
Gersonides in the name of eome philosophen (probably A vicenna; 
.ee below n. 15) and that offered by Simplicius, as will be shown 
below in n. II. 
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9. I take this comment to refer only to the r..t two c:uea ol 
participative motion borrowed from Geraonidea and not to the 
lint case of violent motion borrowed from Altabrizi (.ee above 
n. 6). These last two cases, strictly speaking, are motion 'accord
ing to part' and not 'accidental motion.' But Creac:aa justifies 
him&elf here for calling them accidental motion by alluding to 
Maimonides' statement in Prop. VI that motion according to 
part "is a species of motion according to accident." See Prop. 
VI, n. 1. The direct reference of ,., in his illustrtUitm, is to the 
statement ppunn ~ ~1"11 "''DM' 1'h= J7JJW1' "'011'1D r,::n "and 
similarly, when something composed of several parts is moved as a 
whole, every part of it is likewise said to be moved" in Prop. VI. 

10. By "others" Creac:aa undoubtedly refers to Narboni, whom 
he mentions later in the course of his discussion, and to Ger
aonides, from whom, as I have suggested, he must have taken his 
last two illustrations (see above n. 8). It may also allude to the 
answer attempted by Altabrizi's translator quoted above in n. 4. 

11. What Narboni wants to say is this: The term 'accidental' in 
the p1oposition does not refer to violent motion, nor to motion 
according to part, nor to the motion of accidental qualities. It 
refers only to one particular kind of motion, namely, the motion 
produced accidentally in a mover as a result of its being itself the 
cause of motion in something else. It is quite clear from this that 
Narboni did not take this proposition to reflect Aristotle's state
ment in De Caelo I, 2, 269b, 6-9 but rather the statement in 
Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 3-13 (see above n. 4). 

Narboni's text reads as follows: "What the divine Rabbi Moses 
meant by this proposition is as I shall state. The expression 
'everything that is moved accidentally,' concerning which he aaya 
in this proposition that it 'must of necessity come to rest,' is 
meant by him to refer to everything that is moved accidentally, 
by any kind of accidental motion, in BO far ~Jy as it is moved 
accidentally. If, for instance, we assume a certain mover to be 
moved accidentally but that accidental motion therein is the result 
of the very motion of which it is the cause, then that mover must 
of necessity come to rest, be it a force distributed throughout 
the body and divisible or an indivisible force, as, e. g., the hwna.n 
soul in man and the Intelligence, according to the Master's view 
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(d. Mora II, 1; below Prop. XI, n. S, p. 605; above p. 267). 
When this proposition is thus interpreted, namely, that, every
thin~ that is moved accidentally ia, to be taken in a restricted 
aenae, i. e., in so far as it is moved by the motion of the body of 
which it is itself the cause, it becomes &elf-evident that it must of 
nec:e&Bity come to rest, unless there be outside of it another 
immaterial mover, asia the case of the soul of the sphere, which 
continues to be moved perpetually by the perpetual motion of the 
sphere, even though it is moved accidentally, the reason for this 
beinl that the soul or the sphere acquires ita perpetuity or motion 
from the eternal immaterial mover." 
"D .... n"1!'= JIJ7W1Do'1 : "1D11111 '.D!I MV1 i1IPC 'll'~., 'M~ W .._, 

ppunD em ~ ,mp=rr i'IDI) i'l'l"'''' J'D l"'I'M ,11"U.~ ITD'I' l"'D"1pl'1M MO 'a 

l"'""!'= )IJIW'I'I' r,y VI)IUI'Ir, l"QD1 .P'ZI n"1!'= Wl3la1 i'1f i'l'i'1 Cllrl '1)1 ,n"ljXI:I 

!I'D 1M p~ 'a til/miD ~ i'l'i'l' .~;"Q lTD' ,:"'I'QD M'ill'l i'I)IWio'1 MO 

,..,. 1~,. "1PtC1 ~.,.., liJI"' ·•~ r,.:IIIITI 1nt:1 D"'M'1 •~ ,pr,nnD •nr,.:l 
PJrWID ..,., n= .,..., . "''D''pD n.,p.o.:~ Pl1UI'ID r,;x.o .,..., •I'll'" nr ,r, nznp;n 

"JJ' .rn;:,~ lTD' tmRJ =~ "''M'aD em ,."'U1.:1D M'ill'l CIIIS'1 n)IUI'I.:I n"ljXI:I 

nr r,p m ~m n~ •:::~ nn .~ i'l'i'l' ,Vtr,r "'"" .srm ~ IIJ"''U' tb aM 

.n"ljXI:I nJIJI'UIID M'n I:IM'I , '7lm npun n"''Dm:: "I'Dn l1JIPUliD M'm , "''ttnn 

.lnzt '1'1U1 .P'.=."'D nl'rm'l rapn ':I 

Narboni's answer, as will have been observed, is practically 
baaed upon a distinction between a mover that is moved acciden
tally by itself and one that is moved accidentally by an external 
cause. This corresponds exactly to the answer offered by Sim
pliclus to the same question (quoted above in n. 8): "He solves 
this doubt, therefore, by saying that it is not the same thing for 
any being to be moved accidentally by itself and to be moved by 
another" (ed. Diets, p. 1261, 11. 19-21). And this is exactly the 
same distinction implied in the answer mentioned by Gersonides 
in the name of some philosophers (see above n. 8). As we shall 
see, it is adopted also by Crescaa here (see below n. 15). 

It should also be noticed that Narboni's interpretation of the 
tenn "accidental" corresponds exactly to the use made of the 
term in the passage from Averroes quoted above inn. 4. where it 
is illustrated by the motion caused accidentally in the sailor as a 
result or his setting the ship in motion. 
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U. Hebrew .:a"'D onroa ncrm m.:a ~ nn. LiteraUy the 
Hebrew.,_, is the equivalent of the Arabic olfo:o, Gerl tme's self, 
mcke 1}/orls (see Stejnachneider, UeberslllsungM, pp. 279, 339, n. 
252). But it is not impo&Bible that here it reflecta the Arabic 
JY...:..I, haN a aKng shuum to fiMs self, uk for an arpmenl. In 
th~ M~ al-Fakuifah II, p. 82, however, .J,l"'-!, is translated 
by 'lpm', shl'ink from, k"iJ aWGy from, or 'lp'ln', repudiall, reject. 
See Prop. X, n. 9. 

13. Hebrew :::n-rp -.pn 1M n'IM'SD -.pn. These two expressions 
which describe two different views as to the relation or the 
rational soul to body may be traced to Aristotle. The expre&Bion 
mwm -.pn refiectB the view that the soul "is not body (crciipA), 
but something belonging to body (crC:,pATOS 8e T') ancl therefore 
existing (h-ci.pxe') in the body" (De Anirrul II, 2, 414a, 19-22). 
Thus the term li1M'ZD in this expression represents the Greek 
V!rci.pxe'"• inuse, ine:Jei&tence, inbling. The term :n.,., represents 
the Greek Kpicr'f, ~£Eifu (De AnirM I, 4, 407b, 31; 408a, 14). 
These two views with regard to the relation of soul to body are 
mentioned by Bruno and are designated by him by the same 
terms as in Hebrew: "Questa forma non Ia intendete accidentale, 
ne simile alia accidentale, ne come mUla alla materia, ne come 
inherente i quella: ma ine:Jei&tente, associata, asaistente" (De ltJ 
Cmua, Pl'ineipio, Ill Uno, II, ed. Lagarde, p. 240, 1. ~p. 241, 
1. 2). 

14. The criticism against Aristotie's proposition raised here by 
Creacaa, including his rejection of Narboni's answer, is reproduced 
by Pico Della Mirandola in EmmM Doctrinu Vanilatir Gertnum 
VI, 2: "Falaum quoque et illud esse Hebraeus Haadai contendit, 
quickquid ex accidenti movetur, quandoque neceaaario quiescere. 
Nam ex Aristoteleo dogmate sphaera ignis ex accidenti mota, 
videlicet ad orbia superioris motum, non qiescet coelo agitato: 
quod noluit Aristoteles posse quiescere, superficies quoque coeli 
extima, et partes ipaiua semper agitatae, non ex ae, sed ex acci
denti ad motum corporis in quo sun moventur. Nee responaio 
Moyaia Narbonensis quicquam auffragatur, ut illud ex accidenti 
quantenua, ex accidenti vim exemplorum imminuat. Ani!BIIe 
enim dum motu corporum moventur, ut coniunctae aunt moven-
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tur, et aetemo motu c:oeli anima a eiuaeententia movet." (Cf. 
Jol!l, Dtm ChasdM Cruluu' reltgiorupMJtnofJ!tisciN IAMrm. p. 83). 

15. I take this conclusion to be Creacas' own attempt to remove 
the objection raised against the proposition, by pointing out that 
the proposition is not meant to include the kind of accidental 
motion which proceeds by necessity from something that moves 
eaaentially. In a similar way Geraonidea solves the difficulty in 
the two passages quoted above in n. 8. In the second of those 
passages he justifies the exclusion of this kind of accidental 
motion from this proposition on the ground that such accidental 
motion, brought about by necessity by something that moves 
essentially, is to be considered as a "necessary" rather than a 
"possible" motion, according to the Aristotelian view as inter
preted by Averroes. It is only Avicenna, he says, who would call 
such an accidental motion possible. We have already seen that 
the proof of this proposition, namely, that every accidental 
motion must be transient, rests upon the principle that every
thing accidental is possible (see above notes 2, 3, 4). Conse
quently, if an accidental motion cannot be called possible, such, 
for instance, as the accidental motion necessitated by some 
eaaential motion according to Averroes, it will have to be excluded 
from this proposition. 

As to the controversy between Avicenna and Averroea on the 
meaning of the term possibility, see notes on Prop. XIX. 

PROPOSITION IX 

PART I 

I. The Hebrew text of this proposition is taken from Ibn Tibbon's 
translation of the Morek. 

2. This comment of Crescas is based upon the following passage 
of Narboni: "Motion may be produced by either one of two 
causes, one of them acting as a final cause and the other acting as 
an efficient cause. By the mover in this proposition is meant that 
which acts as a proximate and efficient cause, for a mover which 
acta as a final cause, not being proximate, is not moved, as, e. g., 
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fire, for when air ie moved upward in quest of iw~turallocality 
and ascends u high u fire, it ie acted upon by tbe·latter u a final 
cauee. But that which produces motion u an efficient cauae, 
whether by pushing or by drawing, produces that motion oaly 
by contact ..... and hence must neceaearily be mowd." 
,.,., ~ ,..., ,11'~~ ,.,., ~sr ...... arm nnM .m= .,. m nsrum 
-.... SI'D"' ':1 • ~]l'llll'l ,.,., ~sr -.... Tm'lpM r=n rm IV1 nram . .,., 
'SIZ't 'ID1JX' 1IP"'1'D ,.,.., m~~ ,1110 ~~ SISI'Dn' tb ll''nm Tn "sr 
ca:M • ,..., DM'I mn CIH .r!SI'II'I~ ~,..., ~~ .rr~.:~m ,.,., ~sr rwb n'1rt 

.m;:,;·"Q 'IDSI srsrun'1 • ••• ~ Sl''l' 
Narboni's comment, as will have been observed, contains two 

points. First, that only movers which act by am/act are them
selves moved in producing motion. Second, that movers that act 
by contact produce motion either by impelling or by drawing. 
Both these points are traceable to Aristotle. 

The first point is based upon Physics III, 2, 202a, ~7. (which 
seems to be the direct source of Maimonides' proposition and not 
the lengthy discussion in Physics VIII, 5, referred to by Shem-tob 
and Munk): "But as we have said, everything which moves is 
moved, being movable in capacity, and of which the immobility 
is rest: since the immobility of that to which motion is present 
is rest. For to energize with respect to that which is movable, 
so far as it is movable, is to move. But it effects this by contact: 
so that at the same time also it suffers." 

The distinction between a cause which acta by contact and 
one which does not act by contact is elaborately developed by 
Maimonidea in MMell II, 12 (see below n. 5). 

The second point is based upon Pllysics VII, 2, 243a, 1~11. 
and the corresponding passage in lnlef'me4iale Physics VII, 3, 
where Aristotle enumerates four ways by which an external agent 
can produce motion in an object: (J) drawing, IAf", raw. 
(2) pushing, &ou, l'l'm. (3) carrying, 6x'JOU, MR. (4) rollinr, 
aL"'lcr", ::mD. 

3. Hebrew l:ll:l'mr"l pe, ......J.U..II ~ 'I) Ma.'Y"'lCTLII AIBor. 
Hebrew translations of magnet are: 1. 11=--n J:::IM (MMM II 12. 
cf. Sanhedrin 107b). 2. ICftl'l PM (E~ of the Physics VII, 
p. 37a). 3. n'mm l:::IM (Anonymous translation of Altabrizi, Prop. 
IX). Cf.l Kings 1, 9. But in Hebrew 1m is intransitive, meaniq 
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cret/i, mrtlll. Ita use by the anonymous translator of Altabrizi in 
a tranllitive aenae, as ll)'llonym~ua with :a.- and ,.a, ia probably 
due to the influence of the Arabic ~.), 16/ee or drtmJ from a 
/Jitlce. The connection between the two words bas already been 
pointed out by Ibn J anab in his Sejer lus-Shoruhim. 

4, Cf. I~ Physics VII, 3: "A certain difficulty has been 
raiaed in the case of motion by drawing, for there are things 
which appear to move by drawing without being themselves 
moved, as in the case of the motion caused by the Magnesian 
atone which attracts iron." 
'QR' a;w l:l'.l"lJD MM"'1' D'"'CC'1 JIC3' l"'l1 ,i'ID p.DD ~ .,. ~ 

.r,~., .,...,. ,CID'Z"' ~ ~ ,S7Jitl'"' •nm 
5. These two e'tplanations are quoted by Averroea (Intermediate 
Physics VII, 3) in the name of Alexander: 

"Alexander in his commentary on this passage answen this 
objection in two ways: Fint, that it is doubtful concerning these 
things whether their motion is brought about by drawing or not 
by drawing, for one may argue that the iron is moved of itself 
toward the stone by reason of a certain disposition which accrues 
to it from the stone, but that the stone does not draw the iron. 
Second, if we admit that it is done by drawing, this drawing may 
be explained by the fact that certain particles are emitted from 
the object which draws and come in contact with the object that 
is drawn and then draw it toward the former object." 
I:I'"'CCT.t ,.,_ ,ni"'IC'1 :m::~wm ·~ pDCn nr r,p cnpo.'1 na .:l'tl' ~Ina 
r,~.,., "''DM'tt ~ ':I ,l"'::::'ttD l"D'M OM n.:I'IID Cli"T'mpun I:IIC"' Cl'l":I3JD pe'II:ID 

,.,~., "'jjPCll l:::llC"'a' "" ,):::IIC"'Z) mp' "111M :IICI.:I J.:IIC'1 '" 'ICISJI.:I W1WI 
"JJ'!Do'1D 'l:lm'l'.:l nr M'M' CIZIIt nrr ,i"'::::'ttl) MTo"'ll mp IH1 ~.., l"1.:1111nr, 

·fllll"1 "JJ''DM '" 'G"'1::IPD"' "'I'=" "ftt)' 1:1'1:11'-1 
The second of theae explanations represents the general view of 

the Atomists (see Zeller, Pre-SocrtUic PIHiosophy, Vol. II, p. 230, 
n. 1), which is fully described by Lucretius, De Rerum Nalum 
VI, 11. 998--1041. It is also followed by Maimonides, MoreA II, 
12: "In the natural sciences it has been shown that a body in 
acting upon another body must either directly be in contact with 
it, or indirectly through the medium of other bodies . . . . . 
The magnet attracts iron from a distance through a certain force 
ClOmmunicated to the air which is in contact with the iron." 
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'D lWJ' rb 'I'= "'I"M iWPD l"'l'P''' ~ ~;:, '!I ·P=n n=ra -.am "=" 
~., 'fiiiV'I I:IDt ~ ~ , ••• 'lnPlnl i1D ....... ..._., P"1 
~l"''::n IIIJIIIM '1'1ICI 1Im '1IIIMIP ~ pmc. Efodi lignificantly explains 
Maimonides "force" to mean a certain "quality emanating 
from the magnet," lQM'&IM JS1D Ml1'l1 i1D ~ i. e., the "parti
cles" of Alexander's second explanation. 

Pico Della Mirandola 'a discussion of the magnet in ~ 
DoclriJUU Va.nitatis Gentium VI, 18, is evidently baaed directly 
upon Averroes, and is not taken from Creacas, though the latter 
is mentioned immediately before that discussion in some other 
connection. 

PART II 

6. Hebrew Da'Z"'I ~ JID. There is a subtle suggestion of a 
contrast in the choice of words here, for JID and rr=l' are two 
contrasting terms, denoting two different kinds of composition, 
one consisting of a harmonioWI blending of ingredients and the 
other of simply a juxtaposition of ingredients. (Cf. JID n=T.t and 
II':IX' n=TI in Samuel ibn Tibbon's Pmuh me-ha.-Millol Zorot). 
Now, if the iron is to acquire a new characteristic or tendency it 
must be the result of a new harmonious blending of its ingredients 
or qualities. Hence C'rescas argues: How can the iron acquire a 
new characteristic out of its mere juxtaposition to the magnet? 

7. Hebrew m ~ •p;x, n;, '1ntt .,:::1., "111M. My translation of this 
pa81111ge is conjectural and it has necessitated the insertion prior to 
it of a statement wh.ich is not found in the text. The pa81111ge, 
however, lends itself also to the following three translations: 

(1) "which is apparent to everybody that it must be a natural 
force of considerable strength." 

(2) "which would require on the part of either one of them (i.e., 
the iron and the magnet) a natural force of considerable strength." 

(3) "which would require on the part of every piece of iron a 
natural force of considerable strength." 

8. Hebrew "'ND m~piiMM -.p anm aMJID om MTo'lll ~. All the 
MSS. and editions agree upon having a plural pronomiaal 
suffix in both m"JJI and anm. A change to the aingular, would 
make these pronouns refer to the act of acquiring a new diepGii-
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tion on the part of the iron. What the plural prooominal suffillea 
refer to ia hard to determine. My traDBlatioa ia conjectural and is 
dependent upon my other conjectural tranalation of the preceding 
piUII!IIIe. The plural may also refer to the iron and the magnet or 
to every piece of iron, if either one of the last two translations of 
the preceding panages suggested in n. 7 is correct. 

It is not impossible that both this pasaage and the preceding 
pa&~~~~ge are misplaced. Another instance of a misplaced passage 
we have already met in Prop. I, Part I, n. 104 (p. 374). Cf. also 
Prop. I, Part II, n. 120 (p. 469). The order of the text here may 
be rearranged to read as follows: 
r,~r, ""'11M ,r,~., l:la'Z""I l:::IM IO'IIDC TIM.,., nDD 1~f ""'11M 0'2 '.111m l"a'' 

Dn1'l"' CD"lpD '1~ lmll i'IDr, ,tmsp~ nC,.R'I '""'Ml::D ,m "nYI' ']CD~ "11"M 
.ymb :mp pvn llt\'1 DI:MD1 M2ll:l 2rD r,~., rup-. ·~ • .,.., mr,pem -.p 

"The two methods mentioned by them in explanation of the 
phenomt>non of the power of the Magnesian stone to attract iron 
which, according to either one of the suggested methods, is a 
natural force of considerable strength, are self-evidently ground
less, inasmuch as it is clear from their nature that both these 
methods are very difficult of performance. That the iron should 
acquire from the magnet, through its proximity to thl• latter, a 
new disposition, is a far-fetched assumption and well-nigh 
impossible." 

9. Hebrew ""''JRC''lll' '1:1. See Prop. I, Part II, p. 417, n. 30. 

18. In opposition to the two explanations advanced by Alexander, 
Creacas argues that the attraction of iron by a magnet is not due 
to a new property which the ilon acquires from the magnet nor to 
corporeal particles emanating from the magnet but rather to a 
certain natural disposition or tendency in the iron itself. This 
natural tendency, ll'.)l:ll:l M)IWI, he describes as being either due to 
rni'I1V'I, suilableness, i.e., the fact that the magnet is the proper 
place to which the iron belongs and consequently tends towards 
it, just as the natural elements according to Aristotle move in 
different directions because they have different proper localities, 
or to a n'7ml, a certain peculiar property within the nature of the 
iron itself, just as the natural elements, according to Crucas' 
own view (see Prop. I, Part II, p. 456, n. 76), move in different 
directions because of a peculiar property in their own nature. 
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Cresc:aa' explanation of the motion of iron toward a magnet and 
ita analogy to the natural motion of the elements can be traced to 
the following passage in Gersonides' supercommentary on the 
E;ilomfl of thfJ Physics VII: "The motion produced by the magnet 
may be considered as an action produced by a final cause, in tbe 
same manner as the elements are moved toward their proper 
places by reason of agreeableness and likeness." 

l:la\pD 'M a•Dnt 'ISJvan• 1D:::t ,nor,:::~m -,s r,p M'l"' n:ftr1 PM npwwr nn 
.J1'ZMITI n~-,n -m r, 

The passage in the Epitomll of thll Physics VII, p. 37a, upon 
which the foregoing quotation from Gersonides is a comment 
reads as follows: "For the magnet and its like produce motion as a 
final cause in the same manner as the water circumference causes 
earth to move toward it." 

·f'"'IM" D'cn "'I'M V'"' 1D:::I ,l'l'":::lm -nr r, 1JI'l' m D'r:mm n:nn '=*" 
It must have been to this passage of Averroes that Gersonides' 

father, Gershon ben Solomon, referred in his following explanation 
of magnetic attraction. SM.'ar M.-SM.mayim II, 3: "Of the 
amber stone, i.e., the magnet, which attracts iron, some say that 
it is of the nature of iron, but [what we call iron is] of an imperfect 
nature and hence it desires to unite itself with iron that is perfect 
[i.e., the magnet]. This is the view of Averroes." 

JCtll' WM ':I D'"'D'1MM'.,., ,r,Nr, li:::IW),.,"'"' ,Oiil'llD.,M M'l"' ·~'M PM 
n,., y:n .ar,., r,Nr, J:Q-m'7 pm m Mlr, ,'ISJ:::I.I2 nv:l'1rl a"-:1 Mr., r,ra 

.~:~:::~m..,.., ~ 

Literally the passage reads that the magnet is an imperfect 
kind of iron and hence is attracted by iron. But that obviously is 
not what the author meant to say. 

We thus have three explanations of magnetic attractions, the 
two recorded by Averroes in the name of Alexander and Crescas' 
explanation, which, we have seen, can be traced to Averroes. I 
believe there is still another explanation discernible in certain 
passages of Jewish philosophic writings. This explanation, like 
that of Crescas, attributes magnetic attraction to a certain un
known power or peculiar property. But unlike Crescas' expJana,. 
tion, it places that power or peculiar property not in the iron but 
in the magnet. 
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Sk'M ,._ShlsmGyim III, 1 : "In this all philosophers agree, 
namely, that plants have a vegetative aoul, except Galen, who 
claims that what they have is not a soul but only a power like 
that which exists in a magnet." 
,.., .~ 1"1" ,I1I"'D1S ~m aormJ, r •:::1 ,I:I'D:::Im r,:::l 'ID':at i"'C1 

.ll:::lnrT PM 'ID:::I "'1I"'M I'D eme ~m r:r;b 1W 
Joseph Zabara's Sefer Sha'ashu'im IX, 11 (ed. Davidson, p. 

104): 
"And he said: 'Knowest thou whence comes the juice of the 

food into the liver, seeing that the intestines have no aperture 
through which it could exit nor is there an aperture in the liver 
through which it could enter?' 

I said: 'By that peculiar power which in the land of Arabia is 
called falliJaf, but which no man is able to understand, for it 
is not a physical force. It is analogous to the action of the load
stone which attracts iron not by a physical force nor by means 
of anything, but by that peculiar power'." 
'llDD Mnl :::1]:1.1 a'J7D:::I 1'MI , '"1:::1:::1.., 'M r,:::IMDn ra IC' J'MD V1m , ""'DIM 

t1:::1 =m ""':::::::::::lem 

»- I7'IM r,:::l l'ICI .t!'itc 'lmM l:l'ln1p :::I,P )""1'C "''N ..r,~m rcaf ,•n-ut 
.r,:n Jl:::lm '":I r,Nn ,.on ...._ ll:::llnlr.'l 1:::ltC"' n:::t 'ID:::I ,JI:::Im une ':I ,vryb 

.Mr,D'I 1"1:::1:::1 r,:::IM '1:::1"1 

The expression ..r,m I'D in this passage is intended to be a 
translation of ~l>. which, in addition to meaning peculiarity, 
flrOIJerly, i. e., ;,l,m, also means ;artieular efficacy, fNIWer, 
tmerfY. I have therefore rendered .,.r,m I"CC by "peculiar power" 
instead of "wonderful power." 

The same explanation is also suggested in the following passage 
in Altabrizi, Prop. IX: 

"Know that when one body moves another body, it moves it 
either because it is a body or because it is a [peculiar kind of] body, 
that is to say, it moves the other body either because of its very 
corporeality or because of a certain peculiar property it possesses. 
If the second explanation is accepted, then the real cause of that 
motion is the peculiar property it poasesses and it is not the body 
qu body, and consequently the body under such circumstances 
must not nec:essa.rily be moved itself while causing motion in 
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something else. As an illustration we may take the magnetic 
stone which causes motion in iron not by its corporeality but by 
a certain peculiar property it possesses, on which account it is 
not moved itself while causing the iron to be moved." 

~ ICV'II1 'rJ" 1M ,1:111:1 tcnl1 'rJ" 'lmJI'l'lf aM • "111M ~ 31':1' ~ "=- ,., 
i"'J"' ,'::IVo"' i'T'i"' J:IKI ."1:1 "IYT'., '1M vnclfl .,m aM -b Vl)lli"'IIJ ·~ .ll"'ll lnn> 

1:::1r, ,1:111:1 1m ""''IPMD am tb ,,IT'M V11M en.., I:I2!)M nma npm l"1l1'M nr,p 
'"1IIM:::I ,I:ICI':uc'm J.:IM 'ID:::I :mp:::1 1:::1 m 1m P]llln'lll:::l ,r,, 1l1P.nD :::I"Yr tb 
ppun•111 •n.,::aa Vl1ll'l'1 ,'llni:)IT.Ir, tb ,1:1 "IYT'r, 'li1JI':I' Cllml M'li1 ':I ,r,I""CCo, p•.:n 

.mp:::~ am 

The term "1YT' in this passage I again take to be a translation 
of ~l>. as the tbm 1'1:::1 in Zabara's passage. 

This last type of explanation seems to reflect the view attri
buted by Plato to Thales who is said to have affirmed the load
stone to possess a soul, because it attracts iron." (De Anima I, 
2, 405a, 19-21.) Plato himself explains magnetic attraction by a 
power (8vve&~&t!) which not only the stone itself possesses but it 
imparts to others (Ion, 5330). Thus the "power" of the Sha'ar 
ha-Shamayim, the "peculiar power" of the Sefer Sha'ashu'im 
and the "peculiar property" of Altabrizi are all heirs of the 'soul' 
of Thales and the "power" of Plato. 

11. Hebrew 1lmi1 WIIHI ebM ""'))Wl tb ""'N. The printed editions 
and some MSS. read here 1lmi1 W1Z»>IP ., p M'm ~ .,.r, ""'N 

which would mean: "the nature of which we shall not know until 
it will have been verified by sense perception." This would lead 
one to credit Crescas with a vision of a future experimental 
science. But the real meaning of the passage becomes clear by 
a comparision with the following passage in • I~9arim IV, 35: "Just 
as the existence of the Magnesian stone attracting iron is indis
putably true, even though it cannot be demonstrated by reason, 
but since it is warranted by experience." I:ICI'Z"1 'f:::ltt rTiM'SaiP ~ 
'J1'='1 1'r,p "1'P'1 .,...,., ,IPipi'1:1 \.,.,D' M"n!J 'rJ r,p IIJM , "11QQl'D M'n r,I""CCo, 'fiRII'I· 
I have therefore adopted here the reading which omits "1P and 
translated the passage accordingly. 
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PROPOSITION X 

PART I 

1. The Hebrew text of the proposition down to this point follows 
Isaac ben Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

2. This part of the text follows Ibn Tibbon's translation of the 
Morell, except that Ibn Tibbon uses It, as does also Isaac ben 
Nathan, in place of Crescas' second CIM. 

3. In the passage following Crescas reproduces Aristotle's argu
ment for the deduction of matter and form, as given in Physi&s I, 
and Metaphysi&s XII, 2-4. Crescas deals again with the same 
argument later in Propositions XXII and XXV. 

4. Aristotle himself has grouped together all the views of his 
predecesson with regard to the composition of corporeal sub
stance into two classes; (a) the pluralists, among whom are in
cluded the Atomists, and (b) the monists, who are identified with 
the Ionian school. Cf. De Gen. et Co". I, 1; Physi&s I, 2--4. 

In Arabic philosophy this classification has been p11!served. 
Thus Algazali enumerates three views with regard to the com
position of body, the Atomistic, the Ionian and the Aristotelian. 
Ka'lli'UI4not ha-Pilosofim II (Ma~CIIid al-Falasifah II, pp. 85-86): 
"Concerning the difference of opinion with regard to the com
position of body . . . There are three different views. Some 
say that body is composed of parts which are not divisible either 
in thought or in actuality. These parts are called atoms and of 
these body is composed. Others say that body is not composed at 
all, but its being is one in reality and definition and without any 
number in its essence. Still others say that body is composed of 
matter and form." 
Cli'11:) i"'J"' .m"'DD ~ .,p 'llllnvm ~, ••. DIIIl:t ~""'i"C ..... ,~n-a 
a,*nn am1t 1np"' , .,P'III::a tb! ~ 1P'mn- tb ~:~•p'7ill) ~"1V:l M\"'111 "''Z*' 

~~ •n.,::a Mll"!!l 1"''Z*' cn111 .CI'I:)XSm l:lrTIMD '1::1mD 1:111nm ,CI"T''II CI"D¥JI 
1"''Z*' Cli'1l)'l • ~ 'lmi:)Sp::a r" . "Tnm lMI:IM::I "''I'1M Mml am .,:aM . .,.,:::~ 

(MS. Adler 978) m1X'I "11:111"11:) ::a=!"WJ MVW 
Thel1! is one characteristic which is common to both the one 

element of the Ionians and the atoms of the Atomists. Both the 
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elemeat of the former and the atoma of the latter are euentially 
simple in their essence. Whatever changes may occur in the one 
element or whatever differences may be disc:overed between one 
atom and another are due only to IIOJile unessential quality. 
Maimonides thus lays down as one of the tenets of Arabic 
atomism the proposition that "there exists nothing but substance 
and accident, and the physical forms of things belong also to the 
class of accidents" (Morel I, 73, Prop. VIII). I:IQ tbH t=2 JW 
D'.,C 1::1 CD ln'p::=o, n1"11lli'IIPI .. "npD'I. Similarly Algazali says of the 
same school (MalttJ#tl al-Falasi/ah II, p. 82) that according to 
their opinion "form is an accident related to the existence of the 
'abode'." I:I&IC."1 mM'SD7 -,.= mpD a·~-mn 7xM n-nr.1 '!:1. 

Crescas' characterization here of the pre-Aristotelian theories 
as to the composition of body may therefore apply to both the 
Atomistic and the Ionian schools. It will be noted, however, that 
the first part of Crescas' characterization resembles in its wording 
Algazali's description of the Ionian view whereas the secondp art 
resembles the proposition quoted from Maimonides. 

5. Aristotle's refutation of the views of his predecessors are found 
in Physics 1, 2-4, and in De Gen. e1 Co". I, 2. These arguments 
are all reproduced in the corresponding places in Averroes' 
commentaries, with which Crescas was acquainted. The argu
ments against atomism are also reproduced by Algazali in 
Ma/mlid al-Falasifah II, p. 86 f. and by Altabrizi in Prop. XXII. 
Furthermore, we shall see that Crescas' subsequent reproduction 
of Aristotle's argument for the distinction of matter and form is 
based upon Abraham ibn Daud's Emunah Ramah. Hence the 
significance of Crescas' reference here to the commentators of 
Aristotle. 

6. Hebrew "1p"1p 7p '1:7."1. This expression occurs in Morel I, 74, The 
Seventh Argument: "Abu Na11r Alfarabi has already knocked on 
the bead of this proposition." "1p"1p "P ~ "''¥JQM l'1!:IM "='1 
i'ID'1pm nMr. Maimonides himself, in a letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon, 
explains this expression as the Arabic t:-:. which literally means 
"to strike someone on the head or brain so as to cause him to die" 
but is used idiomatically as the Talmudic MI'11IM m ft (Megillah 
19b) which literally also means "they struck it on the head or 
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braiD" but idiomatically is uaed iu the aeDIIe of refuting and 
rejecting aomebody's opinion. See Munk, GtWle I, 74, p. 438, 
a.!. 

7. The following is a brief summary of Averroes' presentation of 
the arguments advanced by Ariatode iu Physics I, 7, in deducing 
the existence of matter and form and establiahing their relation 
to each other. The logical order of these arguments may be 
restated as follows: 

A. From the phenomena of change and becoming it is evident 
that the principles (li.pxa.L, n1"Mr11,) muat be more than one, and 
that they must be contraries (~JICIJ'TLa., a•:an), namely, non-being 
and being. 

B. These contraries alone cannot be the aole principles of be
coming, for nothing can come out of nothing. We must therefore 
assume the existence of a substratum (ii'I'O«ELI'S'OJI, MPD, MD) 
to which both non-being and being equally belong. That sub
stratum is matter. 

C. Of these three principles, substratum, non-being and being, 
only the first and the third are true principles. The second, non
being, is merely privation and is called principle only in an 
accidental sense. 

Intermediate Physics I, iii, 1-3 (Latin, p. 438va): "First, 
wherein he reproduces the well-known arguments proving that 
the principles must be conbaries and that they must be more 
than one. 

Second, wherein he reproduces the well-known arguments 
proving that the contraries alone are not sufficient as principles 
and that it is impossible but to admit a wtium fJ.Uid which 
constitutes the subject. 

Third, wherein he shows that the principles in truth are only 
two, matter and form, and that privation which is the contrary of 
form is not matter but only an accident of matter, and if privation 
be a principle it is 1t0 only accidentally." 
::~•..,.., D':Dt, m"m"VIII 1::1"11" ""'PN 1:1'~, cr""DtD., 1::1 ~r .tn.,., 

• "1nMD "VII' I'U''I"'lllf 

m'i17 IP'IID' rn l:l'!lllt"VIII 1::1"11" ""'PN D'CI:nmD., 1:1'~ "11::1r ,':r.t 
.tll'1l1 ..,., , ..,..,. J1::11D .:=n •n"= ""&'liM 'WI'I .m"MM 
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,n,'lr.'n • .,,,i1i1 • ,::a.,::a c•nr~ en CDm~ ncte m.,nni1i"'ll 1::1 "''IC' • """""' 
,,l7i1i1 i1'i1 CMrll , ,., i1,p ,::1, M1i1 .,:IN , ,D1i1i1 ll'M i1"'11S., "':lpl:li1 ,,)mi1111 

.i1"1p0::1 ta., ;a,, ;T,nn,, 
('f. :M oreh 1, t 7: "You are aware that the principles of generable 

and corruptible things are three, namely, matter, form, and the 
particular privation which is always joined to the matter, for, 
were matter unaccompanied by privation, it would be inacpable 
of receiving form. It is from this point of view that privation is 
included among the principles." 
,,l7i1i11 n-nr.n ,c1m ,rw""' m,o.!un m1nn nua:Dli1 m.,nni1 •;:, ~· i1nM1 
i1l7':L, "" ~,.,t, ,,p;r.r m,;:,nnn """'""' ,c.,_.p., ~,n., ,::a1nc M1i1 ,"'" ,m•cn 

.n1.,nni1n JD ,,p;r.r i1'i1 ,:r.r i11::11 ,n,,:r.r 1'"" 
('f. Metaphysics XII, 2, 1069b, 32-34: "The causes and prin

ciples, then, are three, two Leing the pair of contraries of which 
one is definition and form and the other is privation, and the 
third being the primordial matter." 

This Aristotelian method of deducing the existence of matter 
and form from the transmutation of the elements is already found 
in Abraham ibn Daud's Emunah Ramah I, 2. From an analogy 
of many expressions it may he inferred that Crescas' discussion 
here is taken from the Emunah Ramah. 

The corresponding passage in the Erm:nah Ramah reads as 
follows: "We thus know by observation that th.-~e clements are 
changed into one another .. But .... it is inconceivable that 
the form, after passing away, !>hould become the recipient .... 
Hence we infer that they have a common underlying matter, 
which matter we call first matter." 
pn• N., ... CJON ••• m.:p .,N cm.:p 1lnll1' n1,D'i1 n"""' 1111n::a ;,ltl l7'1l'l 
,111M N1i1 ,")n1111D ~n Ci1., 111'111 SMl J:l.,1 .. ,n.,::apc., N'i1 n,pli1 i1,:!rn i1'i1'111 

.J1111M,, ~m ,,M,pl 
The assl'rtion made by both Crescas and Abrdham ibn Daud 

that that which no longer is cannot be the recipient of that which 
is coming to he reflects Aristotle's principle that "from nothing 
nothing is produced" (Physics I, 4, 187a, 28-29). Cf. also ibid. 
187a, 32-34: "For it is necessary that whatever is generated 
should be generated either from beings or from non-beings, and 
it is impos!iible that thing!> should be generated from non-beings." 

The immediate source of this method of deducing the existence 
of matter and form from the reciprocal transformation of the 
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elements would seem to be the disoussion in De Gen. et CfJTr. 
II, 1-4. 

8. That is to say, matter must be substance inasmuch as it is 
a substratum. 

The definition of substance implied in this statement is based 
upon the identification of substance with substratum, which is 
the first of the four meanings of the term substance enumerated 
by Aristotle in Metaphysics V, 8. In Aristotle this definition of 
substance reads as follows: "All these are called suhstance because 
they are not predicated of a subject" (ibid. 1017b, 13-14). In 
Algazali's Ma~a~id al-Falasifah II, p. 82, the reading of this defi
nition is as follows: "Substance is an appellative for that which 
does not exist in a subject." ~ N., ICOJ .,::JD ~.,D Nt, CDC]J. 

Thus, argues Crescas, matter must be suhstanre in the sense of 
substratum. 

The corresponding passage m F.rmmah Ramah I, 2, p. 11, reads 
as follows: "\\"e shall now prove that matter is substance. For 
why should it not he substance? seein!:' that it never passes away." 
N., N';n 1 Cle}l ;,•;,n N., 1'N ;D;'I .Cll:lJ ,.,,:"! nl':"' ,1110 ClZ)N ~Nl )::J ,nN 
C.,lJ., ,,lJl. The same statement occurs ai!>O in II, iv, 3, p. 64. 

Cf. Metaphysics VII, 3, 1029a, 1G-12: "And further, on this 
view, matter becomes substance. For if this is not substance, it 
is beyond our power to say what else it is. \\'hen all else is taken 
away, evidently nothing but matter remains." 

Cf. also Metaphysics VIII, I, 1042a, 32-34: "But clearly mat
ter also is substance, for in all the opposite changes that occur 
there is something whil"h underlies the changes." 

9. That is to say, form also is substance. The reason given here 
by Crescas for the substantiality of form reflects again mediaeval 
as well as Aristotelian discussions on the subject. Though form 
cannot be called suhstance in the sense of substratum, still, it is 
argued, it must be called suhstance by reason of its being the 
cause of the existence of a thing and also of its being that which 
limits the character of a thing and constitutes its essence. Kaw
wanot ha-Pilosofim II (Ma/Ja#d al-Falasifah II, p. 82): "The 
upshot of this discussion is that the philosophers apply the term 
form in a general sense to that whil"h is an 'abode' and also to 
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that which resides in an 'abode.' On this last point the Muta
kallimun disagree, for in their opinion form is an accident related 
to the existence of the 'abode.' But the philosophers repudiate 
this view and say, how can form not be substance when it is that 
through which substance it.'*!lf persists and in which it has its 
nature and essence?" 
.1:1 Cl l::J'I!tl M\,111 i1C ,)1'1 l::JIIID M\"111 i1D 'l1 Cll:lJi1 Cll1 1n~ C."111 i1!D ]1'1:1\ 

·l::JIIIC., nlN'li:D' "JIIIDl i1,pD C'"1:1,C., i;.li:N i1,ll:i1 '::J ,C'"1:1,Di1 i1C 1pl;.m 

i1'i1n N' 1'N'I ,1"1DN'1 [MS. Adler 1500 :nr 1P'i1,' ,.,:,_,1~] 1pn,. mlfl 
.(MS. Adler 978) 1nt,D1 mmoDN ,,l:llJn1 cxvn n1Dll:l1 ,,cvn n:n .Cll:lJ i1,1ll:i1 

This new meaning of substance corresponds to the other three 
senses in which the term substance is used according to Aristotle, 
to wit, (1) as the internal c,tuse of the being of things, (2) as the 
limits which define the individuality of Ladies, and (3) as the 
essence of things. Form is substance, according to Aristotle, in 
all these three senses: "And of this nature is the ~hape or form of 
each thing" (Metaphysics V, 8, 1017b, 25-26). It will he noted 
that the three terms used by Crescas here in proving that form 
is substance correspond exactly to these three sen~s in which 
the term substance is applied by Aristotle to form, to wit, (1) 
mn ~,i1111 "1DN' "1:::1, through form a thing is said to have its being, 
(2) l;.::al1D1, it is limited through fonn, (3) Cll:lJnl "1:::11, it has its 
essence in form. 

That form is substance but not in the sen~e of suh~tratum but 
rather in the other senses of the term suLstance is also the impli
cation of tlte following passage in Sefer ha- Ycsodot I, p. 12: 
"Should any one be tempted to think that the first form is an 
accident and not a substance, we shall prove the falsity of his 
opinion from the analogy of man. Man is composed of bOul and 
body. His body is analogous to matter and is related as a subject 
to his form. His soul is hi~ form and the cause of the preservation 
of his species. And still the soul is not an accident." 
\,lJ'"11l l::J CN ,Cll:lJ H, i1,pl:l N'l;"l :u1111N,i1 i1,l1:i1111 ::11111i1' ::11111i1i1 ''1N'I 

H1111n 1~m 1,0' 1DU1 ,"JU1 lll!llD :::1:1,0 C,Ni1 '::J ,C,Ni1D 1n::llllnD ,D!Ii1 

,i1,p!) i1ll'N 111!1li11 ,U'D 1;.]1:::1 C1'p11n,lll: 'l!tl!ll1 ,1n,ll: 

The corresponding passage in Emunah Ramah I, 2, p. 11, reads 
as follows: "As for the proof that form is substance, why should 
it not be substance~. seeing that it is form which transforms 
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something that does not exist in actuality into something th.tt 
does exist in actuality." M? 1'M i1li1 ,CXlJ i1,ll:i1 nl'il ,UQ ClCM'I 

?)TID:a MXo0.1 ?]1'1.!!:::1 Mli:Ol •n?:ai1 n'llm M'i11 lCXlJ i1'i1n. The s.1me state
ment occurs also in II, iv, 3, p. 64. 

Aristotle's definition of substance is discussed by Hillel of 
Verona, in Prop. XXV, as follows: "It is well-known that sub
stance has no true definition, for a definition is composed of a 
genus and a specific difierence, wher12s substance, being a 
ntmmttm genus, is only part of a defmition, and the parts of a 
definition are prior to the definition. Substance, however, has six 
properties which constitute its description, so as to differentiate it 
from accident. To begin with, it exists by itself and not with 
reference to something el:.e, it is not in a subjel·t, i· is the cause 
of the existence of all other beings and is prior to them in nature. 
As for the other prt•perties, there is no ne~J .. : repeating them 
here." 
CX]Ji11 , ?,:a;ull llOD :l:l,'ll:l ,,li1111 "'!1:1l1:l ."110M ,,l 1? )'Ill CXlJi1 ':l ]11,' 

1Z" ClDN • ,,3? J'l:l,lp Ci1 ,,li1 •p?n1 , Tllo,O p?n Nli1 J:l CN ,C'llr:r.l llD Nli1 

MlilW N'i1 Ci11:l ni111C .i1,poi1 JC ,.,.,:ail Jl1o? pli1 'll:l:a l'?N Ci1 m?uo rrm 1? 

n1'1i1i1 '1MIII ?:a n:ao IIC1i11111 ,llllllll:l ll'Nl , ~, ?N ,,]1:::1 M?J 'IDll:lJ:I enD Mli:Ol 

.JM:a:l :J.1:ai1? m:a•,x •n?:a Ci1 m?ur:r.1 ,1111111 .v:ao: ci1? c,1p1 

Crescas has thus enumerated two substances, matter and form. 

According to Aristotle, the following are substances: matter, 
form, and the concrete thing composed of matter and form. Cf. 
Metaphysics \'II, 3, 1029a, 1-3; VII, 10, 1035a, 2; \'III, 1, 
1042a, 26 ff.; XII, 3, 1070a, 9 ff.; XII, 4, 10i0b, 13-14. 

In A1abic philosophy, with the introduction of the Separate 
Intelligences, of Neo-Piatonic origin, these, too, were added to 
the substances. Thus Algazali enumerates the following four 
substances· matter, form, the concrete thing composed of mat
ter and form, and the Separate Intelligences. Cf. Kawwanot 
ha-Pilosofim II, (Malm#d cJ.l-Falasifah II p. 82). CXjli1 p1?n1 

'IDS]J:I ,01]1i1 ?,::u, ?:lllli11 ,CIIIli11 ,i1,ll:i11 ,•?1'i1i1 : C'l'O i1lJ:I,N. 

Ab1aham ibn Daud has further sulx:livided them into six cor
poreal substances and six incorporeal substances. Emu11ah Ramah 
II, iv, 3 (pp. 64-65): "At first they- discovered by perception six 
kinds of bodies: a celestial body, an elementary body, a mineral 
body, a vegetable body, an irrational animal body, an animal 
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body endowed with reason. Then by reasoning they inferred the 
existence of three incorporeal substances, namely, the common 
matter underlying the four elements .... form .... soul ... . 
the active intellect .... Intelligences .... First Mover ... . 
Thus the incorporeal substances are six in kind and the corporeal 
substances are six in kind." 
• "~ CIPl1 ... ,cr Cllll1 • "C'Drl CIPl : C'Ci'-1 •rc :"!&&lP I'll' ;r';onn "",, 
1':ol1 1~ ,MM'I • ':o~111 •n;r wtot':o 'l1'n Cllll1 , ~,c •n':o:::1 'l1'n Cllll1 , "nc¥ cllll1 
••• ;rJI:::I,K;r m,cr';o "Jn1111c;r ~1m em ,C"CI'-I •n':o:::1 C'C¥ll ;'1111';.111 mr,• ':oll 
c•C¥JI;r 1•;r 1~ CM ••• J1111K, ll'lC ••• c·':o~111 ••• ':o)I1D;r ':o~m .•. 11/!!l ••. ;r,1¥m 

.C'l'C ;'111/11/ C''l:)ll/l,, C'C¥)1m ,C'l'C ;'111/11/ C''Ci'-1 •n':o:::1 

10. Cf. Metaphysics VIII, 1, 1042a, 27-28: "And by matter I 
mean that which, not being a 'this' actually, is potenti,dly a 
'this'." 

11. According to Aristotle there are three kinds of changes, that 
which is from a non-subject to a subject, that which is from a 
subject to a non-subject, and that which is from a subject to a 
subject. In Averroes' Intermediate Commentary, the terms 
existence and non-existence are used synonymously with the terms 
subject and non-subject (..ee Prop. IV, n. 8, p. 514). The fi•st kind 
of change is generation, the second kind is corruption; the thi1d 
kind is bimply change m motion. C£. Physics V, 1, 225a, 7-14, 
17-18; 225b, 2. 

12. Hebrew n'll:::ltl ;r~. As for the meaning of this term, ~.ee 

below n. 16. 
CrebCas has thus explained the second part of the proposition, 

namely, that the natural form is the cause of the existence of 
body. 

13. Hebrew n•CI'-I ;r~. As for the meaning of this term, see 
below n. 16. 

The corresponding pa&sage in Emunah Ramah I, 2, p. 11, reads 
as follows: "As for the accidents, they apply only to that which 
happens to the body after it has become something definite." 

.J'1liC 1n1';r ,ntl 01/l,, 1'11'111 ;'II) ,ll 1~' l:lll:»> ,C''1pl)., 1M 

14. See definition of sub~rtance above note& 8, 9. 
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15. By this comment Crescas is trying to explain the particular 
sense in which Maimonides uses the term 'force,' n;,, o_,i, in 
this proposition. The term n;, usually means 'potentiality' as 
opposed to 'actuality.' Here, however, according to Crescas' ex
planation, Maimonides uses it in the sense of 'inaliety,' 'in-an
other-ness,' 'existing in something else,' as opposed to 'perseity,' 
'in-itself-nes&,' 'existing in itself' (cf. Munk, Guide II, p. 11, n. 4). 
In the same sense is the term used by Maimonides in Propositions 
XI, XII, XVI. 

According to this explanation Maimonides considers both 
accident and form as "forces" existing in something else. In this 
he follows the conventional method generally employed in 
stating the difference between matter, form, and accidents. Thus 
Algazali divides being, nlK':=, .> r. J; into that which requires 
somethin!_" in which to abide and that which does not require 
anything lor its abode. 

The fonner class is called "accident" in a general sense, and 
includes both form and acc:-ident proper. The latter class includes 
matter. Since form, however, is the cause of the actual existence 
of matter, unlike accident, it is called substance, even though it 
abides in matter. Matter is therefore called with respect to 
accident tcl'tl, t._,.;. .JA, subject, whereas with respect to form it is 
called I~IZ'c, J-, abode. (Cf. Ma~a#d al-Falasifah II, pp. 80-82; 
Shahrastani, pp. 364-365). 

Altabrizi (Prop. X) calls both accident and form by the general 
term l'lll or '1Kn and he designates both the subject, ti!VIl, of the 
accident and the matter, "IC'In, of the form by the term l'lll;r ':o)l:::l or 
"liMe. Thus Maimonides' n~ here is the equivalent of Altabrizi's . 
l'lll. Unlike Altabrizi, however, Maimonides uses the term l'lll, 
,J-, with reference to both matter and form (cf. Propositions 
XXI, XXII). Hence Altabrizi's l'lli.J~ (d. p. 517). 

16. Preliminary to the explanation of this passage we shall try 
to define the terms which are used here by Crescas and incident
ally to give some of their equivalents. 

(a) "IC'In is used here in the sense of •?l•;r, I'IIDK., "IC1n, 'lfpc;,T71 
ll>..,, first matter, which in Emunah Ramah 1, 2, is also designated 
by ':o31Cn •'w;r, fl}..'l 110.,.-n,, ini~Uigible matter. As for the meaning 
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of 1)}.71 110777i in Aristotle, see Ross's commentary on the MMD.
physics (VII, 10, 1036a, 9-10), Vol. II, p. 199. 

(b) lT'Mr.l ~. corporeal form. So it is also designated by 
Simplicius, Avicenna and Shahrastani (see below n. 18, pp. 582, 
583). Crescas calls it later in his criticism of this proposition and 
in Prop. XI n1DII!Il., n~ and rn'DII:'l., n-,u form of corporeity, the 
forma corporeitatis of Thomas Aquinas. It is also called n~ 
ern,, form of the body, and :"D1111N, n~. first form (see Sejer 
ha- Yesodot I, p. 11, and Emunah Ramah I, 2). Plotinus and the 
Ibwan al-Safa call it simply "quantity" (see references below in 
n. 18, pp. 582, 580). As for the history of this kind of form, see 
below n. 18. 

(c) CIPJl body. The term is used here in the specific sense of 
the compound of the first matter and the first form. In the Ibwan 
ai-Safa (see below n. 18, p. 580) and Emunah Ramah I, 2, it is 
more precisely called n\11111c CIPJl, absolute body. 

(d) n•)I::W ,-,x, forma naturalis, by which is meant here the 
forms of the four simple elements which have as their matter 
the CIP1l or nc CIP1l of (c). This form is also known by the follow
ing names. n"TITI•c ,~. proper form (Crescas above, p. 262, 
I. 2); nniD', n,s, forma elemrntorum (Emunah Ramah I, 2); 
n•.,o• ,,¥, forma elementalis (Abravanel quoted below in n. 18 
p. 590); n'l'C ,,,s, .fnrma specifica (Altahrizi, Prop. X); ,-,x 
n•cs)l forma essentialis (Altabrizi, Prop. X; Abravanel quoted 
below in n. 18 p. 590). 

(e) ,,pl), accident. It is also called n•,pc mT!t,forma accidenlalis 
(Emunah Ramah I, 2). 

Now it will be noticed that in the proof adduced by Crescas 
for the existence of matter and form the terms used are "''D''n and 
,¥, i. e., first matter and first form, whereas in Maimonides' 
proposition the terms used are CIPJl and n·ll~" ,-,x, i. e., body and 
natural form. It is Crescas' purpose here to show that everything 
he bas said about the relation between first matter and first form 
may be also applied to the relation between body and natural form. 

The main point of Crescas' observation then is that the term 
matter is always to be taken as relative to the term form and 
that there is an analogy between the relation of the first matter 
to the first (o1'm and the relation of any subsequent matter to a 
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respective subsequent form. The source of Crescas' observation 
may be found in the following passages. 

Emunak Ramak I, 2, p. 10: "That which all the elements have 
in common serves them as matter, even though first matter is only 
that which is matter of absolute body, hut absolute body, which is 
somewhat like hyle to the elements, is not hyle in the true sense 
of the term, for it has form, namely, conjunction. From these 
elements are generated the composite things, and of these, too, 
some may be considered as matter in relation to others." 
CleM llfi'H,;r '1C1n;"W m•;r cy , ,om~ c;r\1 M'l;r 1:1 c•o·~oc c;r "'t'M l'l)m'l 
,m.,D'\1 •'n•;r n1o,~ M'l;r '111/K ,n\I'II'D;r C!Dl., ':~:::~tot ,n\11111o;r em '1Cln M'l;r 
1~nm 1~ ,nM'I .mp:::~,n;r;r K'I:TI ,;r,,lC 1:1111 •D\1 , •\l,•;r ru:noe.- ,,, \ly ll'K 

.nlep\1 '1Cln c;w :::1111n• 1~ Cl cnlepl .c·~'1C;'I 

Li{l{lute Sefer llfe{lor l)ayyim II, 1: "Thw; the relation of 
corpore.thty to the matter, which is it~ ~uJ.ject, is analogous to 
the relation of the universal form, ;, • ., figures and colors, to the 
corporeality which is the subject of these figures and colors." 
m•l:::ln;r '1C1\I~ ,n•\1\l~;r ;r,l:!C;r 111p;r totl;r mlK KIIIU;r .,o•\1 n'ID!Ir.l;r lllp;'l rrrr1 
t;r\1 MIN'I n1DIIIlo, \ltot ,C'll'l:TI. Cf. Fons Vitae II, 1, p. 21. II. l!i-18. 

PART II 

17. cr. below n. 24. 

18. Hebrew c•pm ;w\l~~:~;r mp:::l,, The term mp:::1,, JL,..;I, in this 
connection ill tran~lated into Latin by the usual "continuatio" 
(Epitomf' of thf' Metaphy.vics II, Arabic, p. 76, I. 17; Latin, p. 373va 
I. 17; cf. below Prop. XIII, Part I, n. 6, and Prop. X, Part II, 
n. 23). But "cohesion" or "cohesiveness," i.e., that which makes 
for mass, would seem to be a more exact translation, especially 
when the term io used in connection with the views of Avicenna 
and Algazali which will be explained in the course of this note. By 
the term "cohesion" is meant here the characterization of matter 
as having "mass" or "bulk," ':::llJI, and "rigidity" or "resistance," 
m•rPpD. This is the definition of "cohesion" as given in a passage 
in Emunak Ramak I, 2, which will be quoted later in this note. It 
will also be gathered from our subsequent discussion that this 
"cohesion" or "mass" was conceived by Avicenna and Algazali as 
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something which by itself is not tridimensional but which is 
capable of becoming tridimensional. 

With this preliminary remark about the meaning of the term 
"cohesion" we shall now trace the origin and history of the idea of 
"corporeal form" which is introduced here by Crescas. 

The corporeal form of which Crescas is speaking here is the 
first form in the successive stages of matter and form. In the 
Encyclopedia of the lbwan ai-Safa it is also called "quantity," 
~1. The compound of this corporeal form with first matter 
is "absolute body," ..;tJ.... ~. or "second matter." It is this 
second matter that is the proximate matter underlying the four 
elements. Cf. Emunak Ramah I, 2; Dieterici, Die Lehre von der 
Weltseele bei den Arabern, p. 25, Einleitung und Makrokosmos, 
pp. 176-177, Die Naturanschauung und Naturpkilosopkie der 
Araber, pp. 2-3. Die Abhandlungen der Icl1wdn Es-Safd, p. 25. 
Cf. above n. 16. 

According to Isaac Abravanel there is no mention of the cor
poreal form in Aristotle, though he says, it is made much of by 
his commentators. He further indicates that the reason for the 
introduction of the corpo1eal form was the general belief that 
Aristotle's first matter could not itself be corporeal, that is, it 
could not he an extended body, and hence extension or corporeal
ity had to be postulated as a form of first matter. 

Ske'elot Saul X, p. 18a-b: "There is no statement in Aristotle 
with regard to the corporeal form .... But the commentators 
upon his works have advanced many views concerning it. One 
thing upon which they all agree is that the corporeity of a thing 
is not the first matter, for if corporeity were identical with mat
ter, then matter would be something actual, and as a result all 
the forms that settle upon it would be accidents, for of such 
nature is substance: when it is actual it becomes a subject in 
which all things exist as accidents. Second, corporeity is a term 
applied to form and not to matter. Third, corporeal substance 
is a genus under which are included species. But it has been 
shown in the laletapkysics that matter is not a genus. Hence cor
poreity is not identical with matter. Fourth, AJistotle argues 
that matter is indivisible not only actually but even potentially, 
because matter, he contends, has no dimensions and is without 
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parts at all, and therefore it is not actually divisible except by 
means of the forms which settle upon it. Since, then, matter is not 
capable of division per se, matter cannot be identical with cor
poreity, but the latter is joined to it rather as a form, by mean~ 
of which it becomes capable of division. And just as they are d.ll 
agreed that corporeity is not identical with matter so they are 
also all agreed that corporeity is not one of the essential forms 
which are generatl:d in a compound object, for ju&t as the first 
matter is not divisible per se so also the e~sential form~ are not 
divi&lule per se. Divisibility is due to corporeity which i& [a form] 
placed between the first matter and the essential forms. Thu~ 
accordiug to the view of all of them, the corporeal form is the 
first form that settle& upon the fir,t matter." 
1::1,;r 1'"1!10 '111"1!10 \~:~tot •••• n•CIIIlo, ;J11X::I 1DKC 1"D'1N':o taCl tot\1 ru;r 
,1111/K,;r "1Dln;r ll'K "1:::1,:::1 nlC!Dlilll tot1;r c\1:::~ ;r::~ 10'::IDi"12;" 1cc1 ,n1.11,;r :"!.l"l)l~ 
nl,~ ":I 1';"1'1 , r,J,11!1::1 '"1';"1 JK::I::I ;r;r '"1';r;r ~]1 Ml;"l nlCIVl;"' ;r•;r CMZ' 
c•1po;r \I:~ 1'r,ll 11111Ul' i:l)l1!1::11n1';r::lzt ~.II ':o.;: J,I::IC K1;r I::IIV ,c•,pc 1•\ly n1\ln;r 
1•nnn 1c:c•1 110 K1;r Cllllo"W ,111 • ~1n\l tot? ;r,1:r\l czt Kl;r n1De'lo1zt Cl ,c\1:::~ 
. •\11•m n1czt:L, I'M 1:::1 ctot .l1D •\11•:-r;r 1'1'1111 )I::IC;r 1nK111 ;r0::1 "lK:lil;r "1:::1:::11 ,c•:·o 
,p\lnn• tot\1 n::~::1 Cl •:::~ .l:ll/1!1:::1 p\lnno •nr,::1 1l'K •\11•;r;r111 ,M::I' 1CD·~ ,111 
l Kr,KJ <Mr,1) , r,lll!:J::I pr,nn• tot\1 pr,1 , r,r,::~ c•pr,n Kr,1 c•pn-,c · ' 1'KIII •rh 
I'M 1:::1 CK ,1o:ry ~o •\11•;r\l p1\ln;r 1'KIII 11':::11 ,1:::1 1\11n•zt m,~ my:roto 
K1;r \l::~p• ;rmy:rCM::~ .1 ;r11:r::l1 c;r,1:rrn 1•\ltot "l::lnn• \l:::~o.~ ,n1CIIIlo, ~ll •\11•;r;r 
J'MIII 1,011 llCl ):I , •\11•m ~]1 nlOI!Ilo, 1'KIII lC'::ID;"I c\1:::1111 10:::11 .rrp1\ln;r 
1111/K,;r -,cm;r111 1C::Izt •rh ,::~::~,1o::l mr:nnnc;r m•c:ry;r n111:r;rc nntot n1CIIIlo, 
r,::IM ,1tl:rl1 ntot!ID mp'7nno Cl'M rrrc:ry;r m~ p ,1tl:rll nM!lo pr,nnc 1l'K 
;rn .m•c:ry;r nl,lr.TI 1111/M.,, •\11•;r;r 1':::1 y:r10o K1;rl!l n~ p1\ln;r ;r•;r• 

·111!1K1;r •\11•;r::~ \11nn111 ;rnztM,;r tot•;r n'ctt'l;r ;r,lX;r cr,::~ C.1JJ1,\I 1:::1 ctot 

The reasons leading to the introduction of corporeal form may 
also be gathert.'CI, I believe, from Simplicius' commentary on the 
Physics (ed. Diels, pp. 227-233; cf. Taylor's translation of the 
Physics, notes on p. il ff.). Simplicius finds a contradiction in 
Aristotle's conception of matter. On the one hand, he finds that 
Aristotle's proof for the existence of matter from the transmuta
tion of the four elements would lead to the belief that matter is 
corporeal and extended. "For Aristotle and Plato, first introduc
ing matter from the mutation of thmgs which are changed, were 
of the opinion that the qualities of the elements are the hot and 
the cold, the moist and the dry; but these, having a common sub-
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ject body, are changed about it, so that the first matter will be 
body" (Diels, p. 227, 11. 26-30). But, on the other hand, he finds 
many statements in Arietotle which explicitely affirm that first 
matter is not body and has no magnitude. He furthermore shows 
by many arguments that matter cannot be body, the last of which 
arguments reads: "Body also is defined by three intervals; but 
matter is perfectly indefinite" (Diets, p. 230, I. 14). 

As a way out of this difficulty he suggests that the matter im
mediately underlying the four elements is not identical with the 
first matter of Aristotle, that the former is extended but the latter 
is inextended and that between these two matters there is a cor· 
poreal form which endows the first matter with extension. "May 
we not, therefore, admit that body is twofold, one kind, as sub
sisting according to form and reason, and as defined by three 
intervals; but another as characterized by intensions and remis
sions, and an indefiniteness of an incorporeal, impartible, and 
intelligible nature; this not being formally defined by three inter
vals, but entirely remitted and dissipated, and on all sides flowing 
from being into non-being. Such an interval as this, we must, 
perhaps, admit matter to be, and not corporeal fonn (crwpct7""COII 
el&os), which now measures and bounds the infinite and indefi
nite nature of such an interval as this, and which stops it in its 
flight from being" (Diets, p. 230, II. 21-29). 

In a similar manner Plotinus mentions two views with regard 
to matter, one of which attributes to it magnitude and hence 
considers it as a body, and another which does not consider it as 
a body (Enneads II, iv, 1). He then proves that matter cannot 
have magnitude (Enneads II, iv, 8). Finally he concludes that 
magnitude is imparted to matter by quantity which is a form 
liT' el6os ~ rocrOT'TJS (Enneads II, iv, 9). It will be noted that 
what Simplicius calls "corporeal form" is called by Plotinus 
"quantity," the same term, as we have seen, that is used by the 
1\twan al-Safa. 

Thus the corporeal form was introduced. But what is the 
nature of that form? It is on this point that the views of Avicenna, 
Algazali and Averroes differ. 

Aflicenna-Matter itself, though incorporeal, has a predisposi
tion to receive corporeal dimensions. This predisposition, and 
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not the dimensions, is the corporeal form. The dimensions them
eelves are added to matter as accidents. That this represents 
Avioenna'sview,aays Narboni, maybe gathered from theformer's 
Al-Shaf4 and Al-N4j4h. Cf. Horten's translation of the Al-Shaf4 
under the title of Die Me14pkysik A'llicen114S, p. 101, "Das eigent
liche Wesen der K6rperlichkeit, die aufnahmfahig ist fiir die Art 
and Weise der drei Dimensionen .... " Cf. also Al-Najak, p. 55. 
Sharastani likewise says of Avicenna's definition of corporeal form 
(:i~l eJ,...ll) that it is a predisposition (~) not identi
cal with the cohesion (ed. Cureton, p. 366). 

Narhoni's statement in full reads as follows: 
"Avicenna, however, believe-s that the corporeal form is not 

identical with cohesion nor is it something to whose nature 
cohesion is essentialty necessary. But it is something different 
from t'ithcr of these, though it is joined to matter and is never 
separable from it. He reasons thus· The corporeal form must be 
either something to which cohesion is essentially joined in 
such a manner that it cannot exist without necessarily having 
the differentia of cohesion, or something identical with cohesion. 
If it is identical with cohesion, then body will have to remain 
coherent even after it has become divided. It follows, therefore, 
that there is undoubtedly something that has a potentiality for 
both cohesion and division, namely, matter. Hence cohesion itself 
gua cohesion is not the recipient of division. Rather is it that 
which is a recipient of cohesion that is also the recipient of 
division, namely, matter, inasmuch as the recipient must remain 
with that which is received. Nor can that recipient be something 
to whose nature cohesion is essentially necessary, inasmuch as 
that cohesion may pass away. Nor is it, as has been said, identical 
with cohesion. 

Hence it seems that there is a substance unidentical with the 
corporeal form, ~d it is that substance to which both division 
and cohesion happen as B.('Cidents. That substance must be 
conjoined with the corporeal form; it cannot exist without it nor 
can it change it for another form. Hence the corporeal form is 
not identical with cohesion nor is it something to whose nature 
cohesion is essentially neceuary, inasmuch as the underlying 
matter can become divided and thus have the cohesion dis
appear. It is that matter that is the recipient of unity through 
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the corporeal form, and it becomes a unified body by virtue of 
the corporeal form which caUiell it to exist, or that unity comes 
to it necessarily from the corporeal cohesion of which it is the 
recipient. The corporeal form hu no existence but in matter, 
which matter is a substance, being the first abode in which other 
things exist and itself does not exist in anything else. This is the 
view of Avicenna in Al-Najak and Al-Shafa." 
,VI1DS51:::1 n'lp::l"ll"' ,., :::I"VI' l1:::1t1 H., .mp:::l"ll"' l'U"IW' :::llln IC'D ):II' aDa 

"VJM m ·~ ,C.,,ll., UDD .,"Ul' ""' •L,•;r "" ~1M Mnl ,;rr n.,JII ;rc .,:IM 
"" .,ll ,;r::l pl:l., )1:::11::1 mp::l"ll"' cxy ;r•l"!lWW OM ;rr ,,., ;rrr n•IX'l1t l"n1r.111 
CMl .n1p:::1"1l"' C¥)1 i'T'l'1111Z' CM1 ,;r., ::1"1M nlp::l"ll"' 'rci'1111 M., OM M';'l laDl1 

pllD '":I ;rn ;'1';'1'1 , ,,, ~ p:l,ntl crn'1 taz:l' ~ ;rrr .mp:l"ll"' 13)1 ;rn•;r 
.,::1pc n1p:1., m ;rc::~ mp::l"ll"' n'll)ll:liJ'M ;rrr ,•.,.m Mnl ,crrllll .,~ n~::1 ""., 
M1;r .,::~po;r ·~ ,..,,m m, ,,.,., .,~pc m., n1p:1"1l"' .,:ape~~ ,,., ,,,.,., 
, V~mll., mp:l"ll"' ,., ::1''1i'l' Jl:lt:l , .,:1po;r ., • ., .~~ m., ""' , .,::11pc.., Cll "''ttll'''' 

.n1p::1-,;r DXll ;'ll'M 1~ Dl1 ,mp:~"ll"' p.,nD' ~ 1W1I'I 'WI 

mp:1"1l"'1 ,,;r ,., ;r.,P' "'11PM m ,n'DII:'l.., ;r-nr.r •n.,::1 C¥Y ;rn, I'IM"D ;rrr 

l"l"11r.1 1'" ,~., ,;'ITO' ""' ;rnL,:::~ '11))7' tb lT'IX'l;'l rMl¥7 "'Q1111) Mnl ,-,no 
~ M1l"'ll ""11"114 ,VImll., mp::l"ll"' ,., :::1"1i'l' ll:::ltl ""' .mp:l"ll"' C¥Y n•IX'l11 
Cllll :::111Z"1 .n'DII:'l.., ;r.,~::l m"1IWTo"'i1 .,::IP' "'11PM m, .mp:::l"ll"' p.,nD'l ,. 
~ Dl'P J'M1 .1;'1.,::1P' "'11PM 'IX'l11 n'lp::I"1;'1C ,., ~"VV' 1M ,\,.D)T'IZ' ;rc., '111M 

~T.I .,rr ""' ,Jll'M..,., JX'o;r M1l"'ll ,,., cxp '1D'Inm , "11:11ro "'" n•om 
.aqrzoi,IICl rn«D7tc ~·o J::IM n51"1 vn .?.,~ 

A restatement of Avicenna's view is given also by Abravanel, 
who informs us that among those who adopted Avicenna's view 
should be included Abu Bekr ibn Tufail. Ske'elot Saul, p. 18b: 
"Another group believes that the corporeal form is not identical 
with the three dimensions, either the determinate or the indeter
minate dimensions, for both of these kinds of dimensions are of 
the same nature, both being accidents and unessential. Nor is 
the corporeal form identical with cohesion. It is rather an 
essential form which settles upon matter before the dimensions 
settle upon it. It is the dimensions that are transformed, increased 
and diminished and not the first form, for the latter is eternal, 
and is not one of the forms of the elements or of the substances 
composed of the elements. Of this view was Avicenna. Also Abu. 
Bekr ibn Tufail was of this view, except that he added that the 
corporeal form is subject to generation and corruption." 
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-,b, ~ ab .nrhm CI'J'I'I"1DM liWJ'1 i'I"I'OO'I "'"" :::I'III'V'I l1'JP ~ 
1::1 m i"'l'MM ,cxy Min cr,pc ar,;:, em ,tm ,"" ar,;:, 1'lJIII .cr'1:::1M •nr,:::~,, 
Clo"''P'' ,crprnon 1:::1 1in!T'W cmp .r,.n:::~ 'n-rn rr~ i'rn¥ M'n r,:::IM .mp:::l"ll"' 
I11"11SD l'U"MIPII ,n•mc M'M •::1 .M'l"'i1 rnliiiM"Il"' n'1S'I ab 1~ 'Ill~ 1-,mo 

1:::1 ,.::I:::I'I:::IM CD'I ,IU'D 1:::1 i"''n M'IM nll"ll"' ni'D'I .anD cr:::~::~,'IDI"''D .. ,, nrnD'n 
.mo!lll rmn M'n n•D!IIln n-nsillll'U"':Jll::l "1'01l'11i' "'" ,i"''n nll"ll"' nro ''linD'" 

According to Narboni on Moreh I, 69, Avicenna's view implies 
that the dimensions are superimposed upon matter from without. 
IU'O 1:::1 :::11m11 'ID:I fV1D CI'M:::I c•m'- CliP 1'M1· 

Algazalt--Matter indeed has no corporeality. Its corporeal 
form, however, is not a mere predisposition. It is identical with 
cohesion itself. The dimensions are, he agrees with Avicenna, 
mere accidents. 

Narboni: "According to Algazali the corporeal form is identical 
with the rohesion itself." nlp:::l"ll"' em "''DMnt:IM ny, • .,r, n•C!Dln n-nsnL 
1DSJI:::I. . 

Abravanel: "But as to what is the corporeal form, I have found 
among the commentators a variety of views. One group believes 
that the corporeal form is identical with cohesion and that the 
dimensions are only accidents. Of this group was Joseph ibn 
'A(J:nin, and it was followed also by Algazali. Hence the latter de
fined body as that in which it is possible to posit three dimensions 
intersecting each other at right angles." 
illi"1 ':I : mp'lr,n my, CI'II:I"111Dr, •n•M, i"Do, ,n'D!IIln n-nsn ..,., :-ro l:llDMl1 

,cr,pc an c·pn~n11:11 ,n1p:::1"1l"' ..,., n•DII:Irl n-nsn ':I 1:::1m a.,c nnM n::1 

, ,Dm:::IM 1',nM 111:1Cl1 , ':::I,JID., ''M"11P'l'' M''i"'' "]01' '!Mln '" 'I:::IM i"''n :11Dr11 
nrn r,y c•::~nm crm,_ i"'l'11n1 1:::1 1MU'II:I ""111:11111111 tmr1 ~, -rn .,, 'liiD1 

.11'1:::1¥2 

Altabrizi, too, seems to have adopted Algazali's view. Cf. his 
commentary on Prop. XXII: "That recipient is matter and the 
corporeal cohesion is form." 'Dn"' n1p:::1"1l"'1 •ln'm m r,:::~,po., 1n1111 
i'rn¥:1 ..,,, 

Al/en'Oes-He disagrees with both Avicenna and Algazali. The 
corporeal form to him is neither apre disposition for the cohesion 
of the three dimensions nor the cohesion itself. It is rather 
identical with the dimensions, not indeed the definite changeable 
dimensions which constitute the quantity of an object, but abso
lute dimensionality as such, indeterminate and unlimited. 
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His argument in full is given by Narboni as follows: 
"Thou aeest that the reason on account of which they refrained 

from a&fluming that the dimensiona themselves are the corporeal 
form is that the corporeal form is imperishable, being the cause of 
the existence of prime matter which ia ungenerated and inde
atructible, whereae the dimension& are eubject to tranBformation 
and deetruction. But the learned Averroes caught them up on 
this point, arguing that the determinate dimensions only are 
traneformable, that is to say, their particular limits are altered, 
but not the indeterminate dimension& themaelvee. That eome
thing non-dimensional should become dimensional is in truth the 
work of the corporeal form, which is the first form to settle upon 
the first matter and endow it with existence. It is this that the 
corporeal form is. It is not coheeion itself nor eomething to 
whose nature cohesion is essentially necessary, nor anything else, 
as was thought by Avicenna." 
i1"11Xil 1'i1' DDXV C'pmDo"''lll 11'.li'ID ~ ~:I "'1IPM i1:1DM '::I i1M'I, Mnlt1 

"'1IPM , J11111ni1 ""'l:)''rvt i1"1'DVD M'n •.::~ , ?10.:111 "' n·~ n"11r.'llll m, n•l:ln"' 
n1:1 1:101111 ,.., J:IM c::~nm .nr::~m., ,~,. D'pn~m ,,DIIl'l m., •n?:~ m, 
lnJ:)S]7 M? ,;10:111 an?:llo"''lll y, ,,,. "'1IPM en D'?~'IJ:),, C'pml:)o, '::I ,"''I:M!r.l 

.n·~, n"11Xil nDM:~ c., ~ M?D pn~ nmn• •::1 ,C';~ •n?:~., D'pn"''D., 
, V1?lr ~, n·~ m1r.1 J'KI , V11M ,.Dl'Do, J'llltn., ""'l:)''i1:1 i1111'M, ?mn "'1!PM 

"'1IPM::I .nr n?u "" , V1113)1:1 ,; .:~•.,. n1p:1To11' v= "" mp:ITol =v "' 
JU'CJ J:IM 31"1 

(Cf. the reetatement of the views of Avicenna, Algazali and 
Averroee as given by Duhem, Le Systeme du Monde IV, p. 541 H.) 

Averroee' view of corporeal form seems to have been aleo held 
by Alfarabi. See his Mahut ha-Nefesh (Edelman's Qemdah 
Genflllah, p. 47a): "For corporeal form is defined as length and 
breadth and depth." J'D1V1 :::IITI, 1~ i1"T1I n·~ i1"11Xil '::1. 

The original statement of Averroee' view is to be found in hia 
Sermo de Substantia Orbis (?linn =v:~ ~) where he aleo polem
izes against Avicenna. In a commentary on that treatise Narboni 
remarks that from Averroes' polemic against Avicenna it might 
be inferred that Algazali's identification of corporeal form with 
the coheeion is due to a misunderstanding on his part of Avicenna'a 
position. He aleo adda that the Jewish philosophers Joseph ibn 
Yooai (i.e., Joseph ben Judah ibn 'Alptin, 116G-1226, disciple of 
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Maimonides, whose full name in Arabic is Abu ai-Hajjaj Yusef 
ibn Yabya ibn Sham 'un ai-Sabti ai-Maghrabi) had made the same 
mistake: "This makes it evident that Avicenna assumes that the 
corporeal form is other than the dimension&, and alao that it is not 
identical with cohesion, u wu thought by Algazali and Joseph 
ben Yobai." 
:'D'Ift l:l'pl"'"'la:t nr,r 1m l1'Dm"1 m1XMI1 rrm •:rr::~ 1:»W1 mo ~ rm 

·""" 1.:1 "Jin'l ~ '131'1111 ~ .mp:l"ll'l 
A similar reference to Joseph ibn 'AIPtin, cited by hie full 

Arabic name, is made, as we have aeen, by Abravanel in the 
pa&Bage quoted above. 

The original atatement of Ibn ·~nin reada as follows (ed. 
Moritz USwy, pp. 11-12; ed. J. L. Magnes, p. 8): "We say that 
body ia an appellative for the cohesion wherein may be posited 
three dimensions intersecting each other at right angles. One of 
these dimensions is called length, the other breadth and the third 
depth, i.e., height. This is what is meant by corporeity, which 
is the first [form] to be found in matter, while the latter is as yet 
undistinguished by any other form, and this corporeity is not 
identical with the dimension, for the latter is an accident of the 
category of quantity, which may change and incrcue and 
diminish in connection with any given matter . . . . Thus the 
fOI"m is not the dimension itself but the cohesion wherein the 
dimension may be posited." 
l:llM'~ a•m7rl t1117rl 1.:1 1i'U1'111 "'llllmt """" nlp:1"1i11J MS''D ctn"'llll "'II:)IUI 

,.., ,poll' ..,.~w.n ,:1m., ""'nMo"n • 1""11M M""'i'' D'm'Nir "1I"IM1 .nml nl'lr 'v 
.n"nn n-ns n:ri1:1 •n':1 l"D''IIIM., ''1'i1:1 ~ n'll:lllll.., l'lV ..,., nn .i1:1U 

••• '11"1MM "'II:)M:I '1r::Jl1'1 "l'ln'l '11:)1' .n~n ""11:)MM:)):) mpo m'Nir •;;, .m'Nir lll!ll u•m 
.m'Nir 1.:1 iU1' """" n'lj:l:l'1i1 ':1M m'rm U'M n""'lXii i1lil 

It would seem that Algazali'~o view with regard to the identifica
tion of corporeal form with the cohesion itself wu alao adopted 
by Abraham ibn Daud. Emunak Ramah I, 2, p. 10: "Then 
God endowed matter with the form of body, i. e., the form 
of an abaolute body, which is not air, nor water, nor fire, nor 
earth, but is only cohesion, by which we mean that thereby the 
aubetance hu a certain massiveness in which it is possible to 
posit three dimensions intersecting each other at right angles." 
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.m~ Clllll n-,s ':nr1 ,mM Clllll n-,s "''D''m 1~ 'nc1 i'upn 1::1 TIM 
"''D''' 1mr1 ,"'Q, m~-mnrr 1m "'JM ,'J""''' am .111M am ,a'D am ,"'!'1M 'W'M 
.ln::IS3 ,.,, 'sl a>n"''::.1 ,_.,., nr,. 1M"'' 'Q .....,.. , •:np =P'7 n= !m'lr 

Cf. also ibid. p. 11: "You ehould also know that aubetance ie 
divided into corporeal and incorporeal. It ie corporeal aubetance 
which we are considering now. It is a eubstance which has 
a certain mass and rigidity in which it is poesible to poeit 
three dimensions interaecting each other at right angles. And 
this is what we meant by eaying that its form is the cohesion 
and its matter is that which forms the substratum of the cohesion." 
r'Pl """" mn ·~ CIS]1i1'1 ,'l:llr.l •n,:ll 'l:llr.l '" P'"' =lJilll p-,n '11)1'1 
i111"' 'Q 'li1l'l'lll '1111DM c.'12 i1l:) m'ltlpl:)-'11 ':llpn JD ,, ~~~"~' =v ..,., .nnp 'Q 

mp:::1'1nnn tl'n V1"'11D' 'D'1I:lM ..,.. mm .JI1:::ISl n,.,, 'v cw·ol n1'1111111Dnt'1 
mp:1"'1l1i1i1 Mlll1l Kli1 1-v:nm. It may, however, be argued that the 
term mp:::1'1nn used in the Emunak Ramah, unlike the term mp:::l'1, 
does not mean "cohesion" but rather a "predisposition for co
hesion," and Abraham ibn Daud would thus accuratelv re
produce the view of Avicenna. 

(Cf. Plutarch, De Placitis Philosophorum I, 12: "A body is that 
being which hath these three dimensions, breadth, depth, and 
length ;-or a bulk which makes a sensible resistance." Hence the 
term ':liP in the Emunah Ramah reflects the Greek 6'YICOS, bulk, 
mass, and the term nl'lllpl:) reflects aiiTLTII'II"La, the resistanu of a 
hard body.) 

Joseph ibn ~ddil$:, on the other hand, would seem to have 
anticipated 1\verroes' conception of the corporeal form, namely, 
that it is identical with the three dimensions. 'Olam ~alan I, 
iii, p. 13: "For the matter which is the substratum of these 
four natural forms of the elements is something spatial, being 
itself invested with the form of corporeity, which is identical with 
length and breadth and depth." D'J1:Itlt., i1P:::I"''M' MIN"! '11CI"i1 '::1 
pDl'm :1m., 1"'1Mi1 Kli1lll .rnz:wm n'11¥ 1111.:1':::1 .D~pD P'II"'E:: =v m ,.,._,_ 
But, as we have shown before, Averroes' view had been held 
by Alfarabi long before Joseph ibn ?:addil$:. 

It will be noticed that Crescas has reproduced here only one 
definition of corporeal form and describes it as the view shared in 
common by Avicenna, Algazali and their followers. He has phraaed 
his definition, however, is a vague and noncommital manner. 
If he had simply said mp:1'1i1 n,r i1l'M D'll:" n•l:llllln i1'111i111, "for 
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they believe that the corporeal form is nothing but the co
hesion," he would have been committing himself to Algazali's 
view. If he had said aopn., 1111'Nir n7u TIJ'M a'nte n•e~m mMIII, 
"for they believe that the corporeal form is nothing but the three 
dimensions," he would have been committing himself to Averroes' 
view. By combining these two statements it is not clear which 
of these two views he meant to espouse. Nor is there anything in 
his etatement to include or to exclude the view of Avicenna. It 
is not impossible that Crescas has purposely used this vague or 
rather cmposite language in order to leave the question open, as 
if to say, the corporeal form is the cohesion of the three di
mensions in whichever sense you prefer to take it A similar 
vaguness mdrk!t also his statement in Prop. XI, where he says 
that the corporeal form is "the cohesion of the dimensions." 
r::~•pn"''l"' mp:n t1'1'11' ,m•IX'l.., n"11DI nc7. 

A few more data bearing upon the history of this problem are 
contained in that correspondence between Saul ha-Kohen Ash
kenazi and Isaac Abravanel. 

Saul Ashkenazi's letter (pp. 9b-10b) contains a restatement of 
Averroes' view from the latter's Treatise on the PosHbility of 
Conjunction with the Active InteUect (m~Tol m"''ftM n-mt) and 
Narboni's commentary on that work. The writer further gives an 
account of the conflicting opinions held by Elijah Delmedigo, 
Elijah I;Iabillo, Shem-tob, and Abraham Bibago. 

In his answer (p. 18 ff.), Abravanel informs his correspondent 
that the original sources of the discussion are Algazali's Ka'll!Wanot 
and Averroes' Epitome of the Metaphysics. (See Epitome of the 
Melaphysics II end. Arabic, p. 76, § 73 II. Latin, p. 373rb II. 
Qu1r6s Rodriques, p. 119 ff. Horten, p. 89 II. Van den Bergh, p. 
63 ff.) By the former reference he undoubtedly means Narboni's 
commentary rather than the Ka'll!Wilnot itself. He also ventures 
to give his own view on the subject as well as that of his son Judah 
Abravanel (Leo Hebraeus). The latter's view will be reproduced 
below in n. 26. Isaac Abravanel's view is stated by him in the 
following pdssage (pp. 19b-20a): 

"I now turn my attention to another view which appears to me 
to be the most plausible with reference to this problem, namely, 
that the corporeal form in any body is identical with its sub-
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stantial form [Jonru~ .nWstofllialis] • • • . • • • • And let not 
this diversity of terms trouble you, viz., that the same form 
should be called elemental form [forma elemmlaU.r] and also 
corporeal form [Jonru~ corporeitatis] • . . . • . . . For the 
truth of this view there are ten arguments." 
lm"'D ':Ill' J""''S 'n'M"T 'V1"IM .n"V''M n:17'1 '" •&n., rc•IIIH1 '::1'1'1 'n::llll"' 
;-wpt em .. _,, ....,.. lT'DXYoT M"11r.'l tm Clllll '= n•CW~ ~ 1m1 .rnn 
•• .IT'I:llr.l m'IS 1::1 m M"''J'l11 lT"111:1' M'11S tmn n"11r.'l .. .,pnr1 nan .,. .,m 

·M"WSI D'"1:1"T nm n:17'1M nMM 'sr M"l1' "'1::1::1'1 

There seems to have been a great deal of confusion among 
Jewish students of philosophy in the Middle Ages as to the mean
ing of corporeal form. Narboni in his Commentary on the Kaw
wanot has the following justification for his lengthy discussion: 
"We have dwelt at such length upon this subject, owing to the 
abstruseness of the problem itself, the diversity of opinions about 
it among the philosophers, the insufficient understanding on the 
part of the philosophizers of our own time as to the proper distinc
tion between these opinions, and, in addition to all this, the ob
scurity and confusion which characterize the diSC'ussions of those 
commentators who attempted to explain it. It is for these reasons 
that we have gone into all this trouble here to direct you to the 
proper understanding of this problem." 
N:lo., "''ln)'1 .~ D'D'IIn,lli1 mii,Mm ,J'ly.'T pD'IP, :"II .,1M:!:~ 1l:)""'MiTi 

~m C'"''QZ)l'1 c•.,.,c:~ l'lYi1&' cv .m:17'1M ''"T:In' nr =c D'!I"'IIIU:n 
.O"!Ji'' '1.:1 11T'IIri1 ~~, .i1::I'I:IC'I 

19. Hebrew n'CSl n1'1r 'sr C'.:mnru:l c•pn., .,.,,_,_ This corresponds 
exactly to the definition of body as given by Algazali in Kawwanot 

114-Pilosofim II (Ma/lo.#d al-Falo.sifah II, p. 83): Jf _,. r.JI.i 
4.:\i \;IJj .)c W.\A:.. .:.l.)l.c..l :i::>~: ~ ....aA, ,jl J.-._ ~Y: 
which is translated into Hebrew as follows: (a) MS. Adler 1500: 
m'1r 'sr D'.:WU ,c•20t'1 ,.., ,c•pn., .,.,," 1.:1 vm•111 "TIIIIIM oxy '::1 ..,.., Dft'l 
ln:IX~. (b) MS. Adler 978: ~~~~ ~ VU'I'II '1111!1M czy ,::1 m r:lft'l 

n'CSl m'1r 'p D'n"T::I~ c•m;,... See quotation from Abravanel above 
inn. 18, p. 585. Cf. EmuMk Ramah l, 2, p. 11: m 'DIWI 1DJm 
VU1'II ...,_ c."'':::ll nc m'llpA'11 ':::11Yo'T 11:1 ,, "" DXY ..,., .nny '1:1 l"Sil .,... 
n'CSl mr '' D'n"T::Il m'1tllllllnM ~~~~ 1:1. Joseph ibn 'A~nin (ed. M. 
Lowy, p. 11, ed. J. L. Magnes, p. 8): mp:IT.ID lT~ I:IIPI'W "''I:Maa 
n'CSl m'1r 'v amn•"T::I D'm"' ~ 1.:1 Ym'l' ..,.,.. ....,.._ 
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The tenns pm, pmD. "'JII'DI'I, rrbrl, nw.m, ~, ~~~I, are all 
translations of 6&AtT7'fiJU2 or &atTTCitT&t, distanc:e, ifllenJal, exten
sitm, dimemitm. Cf. Prop. XV, Part I, n. 9 (p. 639). 

:zo. cr. below Prop. XI. 

:n. Hebrew ,D' '1:~m, literally, reason decrees. Cf. the expres
sion 7) bJIOI.CI Uoya in Enneads III, vii, 4. 

The expression, however, may also have an additional mean
ing, namely, that the distinction between matter and form is 
conceptual and not sensible. Algazali says in this connection as fol
lows. Kawwanot ha-Pilorofim II (Ma/la#d al-Falasijah Jl, p. 90); 
"Matter and form cannot be distinguished from each other by per
ception but they can be distinguished from Pach other by reason." 
anD '"II"IM "'01' 'r.r.t 1ITI:I ~ .,m m'"D "'!!"'Nl'l 11:1 -,rnt "01'9 "'* 'M'I 

."'oo'WWJD 

That prime matter is recognizable only by thought is stated 
by Aristotle in De. Gen. rt Corr. II, 1. 329a, 24-26: "Our own 
doctrine is that although there is a matter of the perceptible 
bodies (a matter of which the so-called 'elements' come-to-be), 
it has no separate existence, but is always bound up with a 
contrariety." 

22. In comparing the arguments for the deduction of matter and 
form reproduced here by Crescas with the argument reproduced 
by him above in his proof of the proposition, it will be noticed 
that while the two arguments are alike in logical form they 
proceed from different premises and employ different terms. 
The first argument takes as its premise the phenomenon of the 
transmutation of the elements and reasons from the antithesis of 
generation and corruption ('1DIIl1 mn), whereas this argument 
takes as its premise the definition of corporeal form and reasons 
from the antithesis of continuity and division (p1~m m~'1). 
That the second argument is not merely Crescas' own verbal 
modification of the first argument may be shown by the fact that 
it has a long history behind it, appearing in Avicenna and running 
through the entire literature based upon Avicenna's writings. 

Avicenna's own statement of the argument is to be found in his 
AJ-Na.ja/1, Metaphysics, p. 55. It is reproduced in the name of 
Avicenna by Shahrastani (ed. Cureton. p. 366). 
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It occun in Algazali's K4UIUitJ.ftD# 114-Piltnofi• II (M~ Al
FIIltui/flh II, p. 90): "For the corporeal form ia undoubtedly an 
appelatiw for cohesion, and the cohesive body ia undoubt
edly capable of being a recipient of division. Now, that which 
is capable of being such a recipient muat inevitably be either the 
cohesion itself or something else. That it ahould be the co
hesion itself is abaurd, for the recipient must remain with that 
which is received, inasmuch as non-being cannot be said to be the 
antecedent of being, but cohesion cannot be the recipient of 
division. Hence there must be something else which is the 
recipient of both division and cohesion, and that recipient 
is called matter in the conventional (or technical) sense, and the 
cohesion, which is received, is called form." 
~I'D ~.,nzn l:lln"' •.::1 nn .p111:1 ·~:a mp.:a'1i1 tc i1S'~D rrcn1 i1"11ST1 '.::1 
;m CIM'I .V1'nr '1M mp:::1'1i1 t'V i1'l"'''' DM l'.ll)' "~ ~.:apom .pae~ .;,:a -n.,.r, 
""' "V'1M • r,,:a,J'Di1 av "Vtr ""'" ..,., ~pc.., •.::~ • '1J'II ..,., i1li1 ,mp.:a"m t'll 
•n'r.m .. .,.. '" l'DI"' • -n"Wl"' ~.:IP' "~ rnp.:a'1i11 ,MXm-1 crnp "'l'1)r."' ""'Dtt' 
~ .r,.;, "'1P' ~.:IJX't'1 nn ."''t!' mp.:aT.TI -n,.,r, r,,:apDn 1m -nt l'JY 

.m'IS M? r,.:I'IJ'CI'I m~'1i11 ,(c )\1....-\'ld 

It is used by joseph ibn 'A)f.nin (ed. M. Uiwy, pp. 12-13; ed. 
J. L. Magnes, p. 9): "For body is an appellative for cohesion, 
and cohesion is incapable of becoming the rec1pient of division 
for the recipient must remain at the receipt of that which is 
received, whereas cohesion does not remain at the receipt of 
division, but, quite the contrary, it passes aW.iY at its arrival. 
It cannot therefore be its recipienL Hence the recipient must be 
something different from either cohesion or division; it must be 
something to which both division and cohe.ion occur in succession." 
"Vtr ""'" trn r,,:apc.-n ,-n,.,., r,:::lpc U'M mp:::1'1i11 ,mp.:a'T.'1D l'l:l'r,c anw 
•nr,.:a M1M1 , 'ID:) .,.,ll' r,.:IM • -n'111n nr,.:ap ay .._,. "' n'lp:::l'1i11 ,nr,.:apn DJ' 
11 IIQ.:I mp.:l'1i11 "n'18t'1 :I'll" ,.r,, .mp.:1'1i1 •nr,,:a '"1:::1'1 r,,:apcn i1li1 • ,r,.:apa 

.11 "V1M 

It is similarly reproduced by Altabrizi, Prop. XXII: "Let ua 
now prove that body ia composed of matter and form. We say: 
Having established that a body is infinitely divisible but that ita 
parts are actually finite, it must follow from the combination of 
these two proposition& that if we have a body which appean to 
our senses as one in reality and that body becomes divided, then 
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the recipient of the division cannot be cohesion itaelf, for co
hellion is the opposite of division, and a thing ill incapable of 
being the recipient of its opposite, the reason for this being 
that the recipient muet continue to exiet together with that which 
is rec:eived, and a thing cannot continue to exist when something 
which is its opposite comes into being. Hence the recipient of the 
division of a body which is one and coherent in itself must be 
the recipient of both cohesion and division. That recipient 
is matter: the corporeal cohesion is form: the union of both of 
them ie body. Body is thus the compound of matter and form." 
oop'm-1 001pr1 nD; , '""IDM .rr-nr.n ,.,.m JD ::I:I"TID IXII'I nrn "IQ; 
m.. '1'1111 ~'II"'DC .:1.,11 ,n"':l ;l'!l:l D'P;,;,., l:l"'pl .n"':l:l ~ D"""IPPIIC"" 

ta ""'DtC'' .mn 'nM tni111 ~ l1V1CIC "1nM :r.r I:IIP2 lh l"''i"1''' mD'1pm 
~ '::1 .tnp:I"T.1 em l"'"l'T'fl ""lnM 'lt "TT-rrh .,:ll'Do"' Ml'! ,"TT"'T'Ih'1 "t,p 
ta:Dl :r.r. ~.,., ;:~po.., •::1 ,u11:1 ".,:1p ainv' ~'1::1 :m- "" ,"TT"'T'Ih'1 "111:1 
"11-r!l; ;:~pc.., 1::1 atn • u11:-r IP1"1n nv:~ "''lC7' "' ~T.TI , ;:l'lpC."1 'V11M'¥C nJQ 
"TT"'T'.II."TT mp:n; ;:lpo.., ..,., mp:1'1i1 ;l1:1, • "C'1 V11DSJI:1 p:1"'111Zl tnn ""'" ~ 
trn l:l"rJr f:l1f'DI .i1"11r.1 tn.., 'Dim mp:l"r."n , .;,.nn trn ;:~pen 1n1KI , .,. 

.rr-nr.n •'n•i1i1D ::I:I"TTD K1i1 :I"M .tll311 

From all these quotations and references it may be gathered 
that this argument is not a mere paraphrase by Crescas of the 
first argument, and that while it is not altogether a new argument 
it is a new version of Aristotle's argument for the deduction of 
matter and form. 

The question may now be raised, why was Aristotle's argument 
given this new form? 

The answer ~;eems to me to be as follows: This new version was 
purposely devised in order to prove not merely the distinction 
of matter and form in general but the distinction between first 
matter and corporeal form in particular. Aristotle's argument 
from the transmutation of the elements, as we have seen above 
(n. J8), established only the existence of the proximate matter of 
the four elements as distinguished from the four natural forms of 
the elements. This proximate matter, as we have also seen, was 
generally taken to he dimensional dnd not identical with Aris
totle's non-dimensional first matter. Now, Avicenna and his 
followers were especially interested in proving the existence of 
the first non-dimensional matter llfl distinguished from the first 
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or corporeal form. They therefore devilled thie new arpment, 
or rather revieed the old Aristotlelian argument, in order to make 
it answer the new requirement. 

23. Speaking now of Averroes, Creec:as again lapees into the 
vocabulary of the Aristotelian argument fnr the existence of mat
ter and form. 

l4. That is to say, the celestial spheres are not compoeed of first 
matter and corporeal form. They have no first matter. They are 
pure corporeal form, or the cohesion of the triple dimensions. 
or course, the spheres have each a specific form with reference to 
which their corporeal form may be considered ae matter. But 
they have no indeterminate, unextended and purely potential 
matter. 

Averroes' view may be found in Intermediate Physics VIII, vi: 
"After it has been shown that the celestial substance has no 
opposite and no substratum, it follows that it is simple and ie not 
composed of matter and form. It is like matter in actuality in ite 
relation to the separable forms. It is more like matter than form, 
though it has a resemblance to both of them. It rnembles matter 
in so far as it is perceptible and is eomething definite and has a 
potentiality with reference to place and is a bod}'· It resembles 
form in eo far as it is actual and its essence ill' not potential." 
"IDV1D :e-nD ·n~ .trn 1::1 DM m ,ru!D ""' 1Vol ,, 1'" nr 1'~)1D "''IQNP ..,.. 

i1D"T'II i1IXI ,-a :um .,, ..,., .~ m-,i, 'JID:I -cY1:I tm1 .:nan 
IPI'TIZI tmE' 'ZI:) , "''Zm, i1l:r1' tm '::I ,a"!'JPI:) J1'1:n 1:1 n 'II '"' 'JKI ,mui7 
r""" 'JI'III:a M1i1l' 'ml ~ i1l:n'1 .=:~ tt\"''IVV rue 11::1 1:1 .,.., ,.,.. llrVI 

.11::1.:1 vnDSV 

Averroes has also written a special treatise Sermo de Sub
stantia Orbis ('7h'ln ~::~:p:a "'11*Z)) in which he endeavors to prove 
the simplicity of the translunar substance. 

A statement of Avicenna's view is to be found in his commen
tary on De Caelo: "Book IV. Wherein it is shown that the matter 
of the heaven& and their forms are not aubject to generation and 
deetruction. It is already known that every body, including the 
body of the celestial spheres, has a matter and form of which it is 
composed and that every one of the four elements which are 
called eimple [bodies] has that composition," 
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"'=' . '1DIII"n ""' ~P' tb amun D'IXII"' ....,.. 'Q l"CC' • ·~., "''JJIPP1 
criD .,.... .,.:n ,rP'mrt ,.,..,.. ,l:r1'JPC :a:~"nD .man -.:m ,., r 1:111.1 "'=- V'1'P 

.. ""C':I"'i'VV ""' o:b .,. D'lnPII ,..~ nn11:1' rll':I"IC'1D 

Thie view ie reproduced in all the philosophical treatises based 
upon Avicenna's worke. Algazali restate& it in his HapfJalal ha
Pilosofim IV, to which Averroes makes the following answer in 
his HapfHJlal ha-Ha;;alak IV (Tahafut al-Takafut IV, p. 70, 1. 
30-p. 71,1. 13; Dutructio Destructionum IV, p. 70va-L; Horten, 
p. 188): 

"Hie etatement that every body is composed of matter and 
form does not agree with the view of the philosophers with regard 
to the celestial body, unless the term matter i11 to be understood 
in an equivocal sense. What he says represents only the view 
of Avicenna . . . The celestial bodies are, as said Themistius, 
forms, or they have matter only in an equivocal senSP. But I say 
that they are either matter per se or matter having life per se and 
not through an attriiJute of life." 
C&I:Q 1:1'1!1101.,..,., n)1'1 nr I'M n"n¥1 "1DV'ID :a:l"'nD Dill '=- ,..,.. DDt 

•rr::~ '1 ,..,.. "1.:1., tt1n ClCJM'I .azm "J'IIlr.l ''''" ar1 1'1'1'1'11 "' ctt • "D"IX'n 
•:aa •"J'IIlr.l r:J'"""J:)T1 tr.1, m'l' QM'I ,JTI"TIX OI'CIODn ""'IXW '11)::1 "m'l' DM'I • • ."1:1., 
mn:1 a-•n "' Da¥31:::1 a"n D'"1Dn l'n' 1tt l:ll3lJ D'"l~Xr.l ,...,.., l:ltt'l : m "1Dltt 

It is this pa!oSage from the Hap;alat ha-Happalah that is 
quoted in the .Voreh ha-Moreh II, Prop. XXII, p. 71, in the 
name of an "aforementioned philosopher," "1::1Dn ~:~::~m, whom he 
never names, but by which expression he means Averroes. 

The last sentence of the quotation in the J.forek ha-Moreh 
differs somewhat from our quotation above. It reads: "M1 

1 a-•mw a-•n "' Da¥31.:1 a-•n a•"1Dn l'n"' I:I'DS31 C'"li)I"C"' a,., 1'1"1'1' 'Itt • "1Dltt 
lnl'n:IJ "or, as I say, they are matter itself and matter having 
life per st and not through an attribute of life." The reading 
in the Moreh ha-Morell agrees with the Arabic text before 
us. The reading in our quotation, however, is followed, by the 
Latin translation: "Ego vero dico, sive sint eaedem materiae, 
siw materiae vivente11 ex se, non autem viventes vita." The 
difference must have arisen in two different readings of the 
Arabic. The Arabic text of the Morell ha-Morek read l.lii,Jl 

.;,fo .J 4-.ii. Our Hebrew translation had before it the reading 

.;,fo .JI l.t-A; l.lii,JI. 
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The Morell 114-Moreh quotes also a passage from the Mm,.,s
iu with Averroes' comment thereon which has a bearing upon 
this diaculllion. "Aristotle says in the Mmplayst&s that all things 
have matter, but that some matter is not generable nor is it 
changeable except for the change from one place to another. These 
are his very words. In another place he says: It follows that there 
is no matter except in things that are generable and corruptible 
and are changeable into one another. Fpon this the aforemen
tioued philosopher says: Hence it follows that the celestial spheres 
consist of simple matter and are not composed of matter and 
form, for the spheres have only change of place, whereas it ia 
change of substance that makes it necessary for a thing to be 
composed of matter and form." 

U'tllr """ • , am r l:l'""C"To"' .,:n .~ .,nMtll i'VJ .,.,= 1tii1''1M ""'ZlMM 
tt'no :::11'nl"'D1 , TIM O'lpD:::I ""'ZlMM • ~ 1"11 .l"'lMr, l"'»m M'm l"DD""II'Z) Min I'm 

.aMp., aMp Wllr1 "1DIIo., ..,.,.., 01"1., 11'11 l:l'""C"To"' r,,:,r, """ • r,,:, , :m' 
"'II)1I"'D l:l':::l:l""M •nr,, ,l:l'nll l:l'"''Dn D'inm ,...,., :::I"M"' • '1:lr.n ccm ""'ZlMM 

m:1 :::1"1'1' "1I'M DS]7:::I '1llr.n ,I"'XX """ '1lllr."' orrr, M¥D' m 'liiD .man 
.:I'P .man "'II)1I"'D "CT.I 

The passage in question seems to be Mel4-p1rysirs Xll, 2, 1069b, 
24-26: "Now all things that change have matter, but difterent 
matter; and of E'temal beings those which are not rhangeahle but 
are movable in space ha\"e matter--not mattE'r for generatl.on 
however, but for motion from one plare to another." 

Averroea maintains that all the c-ommentators upon Arisotle, 
Alexander, Themistius and Alafarabi, are agreed all to the sim
plicity of the celestial substance and that Avirenna's view was a 
misunderstanding of the Peripatetics. 

Intermediate De Cnelo J, x, 2, 8 (Latin, pp. 29.Jvb-295ra): "On 
this account, i. e., by virtue of its being simple, the celestial body 
has no substratum and no contrary. Hence Aristotle maintains 
that it is ungenerated and inrorruptible, seeing that it has no 
subject and no contrary. It is thus stated hy him at the end of 
the first book of De Caelo. lt is no surprise that this was over
looked by Avicenna, but what surprises us is that it should have 
been overlooked by Alexander, despite his admilllion that the 
celestial body is simple and not composed of matter and form, as 
is evident from a passage in his commentary on Book Lambda. 
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I believe that there is no difference of opinion among the commen
taton on this point, for it is very clear from Themistius' commen
tary on De Caelo d Mundo that the celestial body has no sub
stmtum. A similar view was expressed by Alfarabi in the name 
of Aristotle, i. e., that such was his own view." 
l'lm ·18l'l .m -b Mr~U l'M l'lll'l am rrn .n. 'lm'l"' "13D ;-., ."''lm l'IID1 

·111" em ,r, Mft fMII 'lDD ,"'DDl em.,.., •nr,~ M1l'll1 l:lft'l nb 1DD'"1MJJRI' 
':I :n J:::IMD J'l]r.'l :'II or,pn:u~ mDnr, 1'"' . "'!DDm:'! m "'1D:::: ,.~, Nn PI 
:::1:1"11D •nr,:::a tn1111 'P'J"'1 I:IIP2iW :rno nr tiP tm'l • "T1lD:Ir,MD 'IDr,ym tiM 

IJ'I"" J'Mrl :xm 'lM'I I:IMr, r,M "'!DDm 111.,.11:::1 -aa:~ ~ rm .mm "II)1I"'D 

,o'nym ~:r~ '111'1.,,.,~ D'I'DCII:In -aa:~ "!MD "''IC1::::Z) Nn ':I ,:"To D'lnmln 1':::1 
• 'IDD'"1M l:lr.l "~¥20M :'11':::1 ,~ ~ p 'ID:I'I • ,., Mll'll I'M 'Y'p-1:1 ~ ;-., 

·'llllM 1m """' ;-., 

Averroes' referenre to Themistiu" is to be round in Themistii 
De Caelo, ed. Landauer, Hehrl'w text, p. 9, II. 26-27: ~ -b J'M'I 
,r, "ID1n l'M 1m11 "1nM 1:11po:::1 ""tan:'! 1m11 l"'n .MD. Latin text, p. 14, 
11. 13-14: "nee ullum suhicctum habet, (alibi enim declaratum 
est materia id t"arere)." 

lla-ppalat 1ra-llappal.ah Ill (Tahafut al-Tahafut Ill, p 63, I. 16; 
Di!slruclio Destrrtrtionum II I, p. 64ra, A; Horten, p. 17;) : "Thl' 
,·iew that the celestial hody is romposed of fonn and matter like 
the other bodies has been erroneously attributed by Avicenna to 
the Peripatetics." 
1~ ~ 1"1111' Mr.'! I:I'Dft"1 ~ """"Z)1m ~ :::I:I"'M "D'Zlr.1 ~ ~ 

.I:I'M!DMD.., r,p 'I'D 
Isaac Abravanelsuggests that Avicenna's view was derived from 

Plato's theory of t"reation. Mij'alot Elohim ll, 3, p. 12b: "For 
Plato say11 that the heavens were generated of that eternal matter 
which had been in a state of disorderly motion for an infinite time 
until it was invested with order at the time of creation. Conse
quently, by their own nature the heavens are corruptible just as 
they have been generated, and it is only God who implanted in 
them eternity, as it is written in the Timaeus. It is from this view 
that Avicenna has inferred that the celestial sphere is composed 
of matter and fonn and is corruptible and possible by its own 
nature but necessary and eternal by virtue only of its cause." 
•nr,:::a l"'JNN'' ]7]1UnD M'i"'l' ImP -en ,_, niW trDIIi"lll "'ZlM Jltlr,IIM ':I 
l:ly.ltl '11.:1 I:I'Dr.l 1':'111'1 , '1"'DD'' m:::ap l"'M""'':L, np:::l, .11'"::111 r,p:::a •nr,:::l 'JDI Tni:ID 
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I"'IICC ~ ~ ,111'I'ID'I CI1'Q JIU "J"=1' - M7H ,&:I'm l'l'IP 1D:t I:Mim'l 
l"''i'11 mU\ '"IEX1D :::1:1"11D "C'Zlir.'l Cl"m'1 l"''l'11ll ':I'D P" np'7 JICDI ,l:llt'C'Iil 

.vtm I'ND '1'1¥21 ~"V1D l'1'0't .,:Itt m]ID '"'PPIta ,Dill 

The following passages in the works of Jewish philosophers 
indicate the influence of Avicenna's view: 

Qob.Jtlla-Lelmbotl, 6: "Composition and combination are visi
ble in the entire universe and in all the parts thereof, in its roots 

and its branches, in its simple elements and its composite beings, 
in its above and its below." 
~.D:I ,I'JIJJI!II I~ ,l'p7n \1~1 c"'um \1~!1 D'N"''l '1l!lm1 ~'TiiTI 

.~1 UI'.,Jr.l ,I:::I:I"IID!II 

Emunah Ramah I, 2: "Inasmuch as conjunction and that which 
is joined are also to be found in the celestial bodies, it follows that 
they have matter and form." 
.mlX'I '1Din r::L"Cl r 1'D:'I ,J!I cu D'DI'I ·~ a,, p:s,ncm n1p:1,mi'lll "V1M1 

Morek Nebukim I, 58: "Thou who readest this book knowest 
that this heaven .... though we know that it must consist 
of matter and form, is not of the same matter as ours." 
Kli"'ll D'S"!' 'llm'O't CSJ •• ·l1'P"1i'' ;"'II '!I y-n• :'II '"''DDUD l"SJD.., IP'tc'l l'VIKI 

• m "'ll'tt 'IDm ;,r U'NII1 tt!IH .m!l~ n"'1rr '1D1n a,Jr.l 
For further Hebrew sources bearing upon problem, see Tag

mule ha-Nefesh I, 3, pp. 4b-5a; Shem-tob on Morek II, Introduc
tion, Prop. XXII; Neoeh Shalom VII, i, 3. 

25. See explanation of this expression above Prop. I, Part II, 
n. 30. 

26. In Averroes' view, as may have been gathered, there is the 
following distinction between the sublunar and translunar sub
saances. The sublunar substances are composed of (1) the first 
matter, (2) the corporeal form, and (3) the natural or specific 
form. The celestial substance, he maintains, is without first mat
ter. It is composed of (1) corporeal form and (2) the specific form 
which each of the spheres possesses, the former being related to 
the latter as matter to form, but even without the latter, the 
former is not pure potentiality but has actual existence. 

Hence Crescas' argument, which may be restated as followe: 
It is true, as Aristotle maintains, that there must be three prin
ciples: (1) non-being, (2) being, and (3) a substratum (see above 
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n. 7). But why should these principles be identified with (1) the 
privation of any form, (2) the first form, and (3) a first matter 
which has no actual existence by itself. It is that purely poten
tial first matter that Crescas ill trying to eliminate. Why should 
not the substratum or first matter be the so-ca\\ed. corporeal form, 
i.e., tridimensionality, the same a.s Aristotle is reported by Aver
roes to have held in the case of the celestial spheres, and the first 
form be the natural or specific form of the elements, and priva
tion be the privation of that natural fonn? As a result of this, 
the first matter, being identical with tridimensionality, will not 
be pure potentiality but will have actual existence, like the so
called matter of the celestial spheres in Averroea' theory. 

The main point of Crescas' argument, then, is to show that first 
matter has actual existence. He is thus reviving the theory held 
by Ibn Gabirol, who likewise maintained the actual existence of 
what he called universal matter (cf. L~~Uie Me~or Qayyim, I, 
6; Fons Vuae I, 10, p. 13, I. 15), though Ibn Gabirol's universal 
matter i!, not identical with corporeal form (cf. L~~Uie Me~or 
Qayyim II, 2; Fons Vitae II, 1, p. 24, II. 15-22. 

We may get a better appreciation of the drift of Crescas' argu
ment if we only recall that in his argument for the deduction of 
matter and form in his commentary on this proposition, Crescas 
followed Abraham ibn Daud's Emunah Ramah (cf. above notes 
5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16). 

Now, Abraham ibn Daud, after deducing the existence of mat
ter and form and defining the nature of the former, quotes Ibn 
Gabirol's theory of universal matter and criticizes it. His main 
objection against the universal matter as conceived by Ibn 
Gabirol is its independent actual existence. What Crescas does 
here, therefore, after reproducing Abraham ibn Daud's proofs for 
the existence of matter and form, is to defend Ibn Gabirol's uni
versal matter against Ibn Daud's criticism. He does this by 
introducing the analogy of Averroes' conception of the celestial 
substance. That this is the intention of Crescas' argument is still 
further evidenced by the fact that his subsequent description of 
his proposed theory of first matter corresponds almost verbally 
with the description of Ibn Gabirol's universal matter as found 
in the Emunah Ramah. Cf. below notes 27, 30. 
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The view which Crescas advocates here, that first matter 
should be identical with corporeal form, has later found its ex
ponent in Leo Hebraeus, as reported by his father Isaac Abravanel 
in She'dot Saul X, p. 20b: 

"And know that my son Don Judah Abravanel has not been in 
this country for these two years, for he has been in Naples to
gether with the Great Captain and the King of Spain who had 
been visiting there. Now that both the king and the Great Captain 
had returned to Spain my son has come here to my house. But on 
the way he fell ill with a high fever, and has arrived home very ill 
and weak. Still, disregarding his weakness, in order to comply 
with your request, I discussed with him this problem-he being 
beyond any doubt the most accomplished philosopher in Italy at 
the present time. Out of the fulness of his knowledge he told me 
that the view of Averroes is open to more doubts and refutations 
than all the other views. His own view is that the first matter is 
corporeity itself. He advanced arguments to prove it and cited 
as evidence passages from Aristotle in the fifth book of the Mt:ta
pkysics. Inasmuch as I could not bring myself to accept his 
opinion, I mentioned here only my own view, and 'Every way of 
a man is right in his own eyes, but the Lord pondereth the hearts' 
[Prov. 21, 2]." 
•.::1 ,croo oo•IUI' nMm ~ n•n tb a,.;clt""Qtl iTT1n• 1n •:c111 JM11 nntn 
1.::1r,MIII nnsn ,i1DII1 IQII ,!ID 1':o0 DSJl nt"U 1'N"IIMJ'il CSJ ll'':o1'!1M:c n'M 

nrnp ,.,::1 1M1M"Ii'1 ,•n•::~ ':ott M!l •:c 11::1 .~ 'IS"'iM':o taX "11llm ,;c,., ~ 
111'1"n::11Dl1 •n"1::1., ,mn nnt':oc':o .mn ;:::~ DP1 ,.,MD 1111r,m nr,1n 11::11 .n..,n 
"'1DM'1 'l.,'1 ,nm .,.,::1 n""Miil'talll D'!I1D1':o'!ln "1n::ID p!ID •':o::~ m, •.::1 ,nm 
V1SJ"11 .m~ "1MII1 r,::~e c·~., 111J"!IDM ::1., "1n1' ~ 1::1 n~ n'MIII .r, 
11:1D'.,M '"1::1~ n1'M"1 M'::ID1 .m311:1 nr ;31 nii1SI1 .111D112i1 tnn J1111H"h, .,l:l'lni1IJ tnn 

DM •:::~ M!l •n"1::1r tb , V1SJI::1 ,.,n •::~; tb "''II1MD1 .31::11:1n .,ntlll1 nee 'II'DI"Q 

.'n n1::1r, J::lln1 l':rSJ::I .,.. II'M ,., ;::11 • 'nJM 

l7. So likewise the universal matter of Ibn Gabirol has actual 
and independent existence. 

Emunah Ramah I, 2, p. 11: "And when Ibn Gabirol wanted to 
describe it, he said in the first book of the FOJJS Viltu, that if all 
things were to have a universal matter, it would have to posaeu 
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properties as follows: that it has existence, that it exists in itself, 
that it is one in essence, that it underlies all the changes, and that 
it gives to everything its essence and name." 
aM ,tr•m "1\pcl:) JW"I;'I ~ "~ElM ,VI'IM awn? r,~:l31~M nr1 """'"'' 
,mJQ "1Z1131 .IUDl n'il'l' m~ ,r, ~"'n , ?~ ,D' o?,;, l:l'"l:l,r, non• 

.'11311 '"~31 ?:::~n r,._ 11m ,c•~n?m .-u .me~~ ,I"'M 
Cf. Li~~Uie Me~or I;layyim I, 6: •??:::~ ,D, 1:1~ Cl'"l:l,? n•n 1»1'1 

1nu ,'fl?rl-1 11111t1 .csvn ,MM • ,..,,g ,D'Il1 .~m» n•no111 m?uonD ,r, ~"nn• 
Ul&"' ~31 ?:::~?. Fons Vitae I, 10, p. 13, II. 14-17: "Si una 
est materia universalis omnium rerum, haec proprietates ad
haerent ei: scilicet quod sit, per se existens, unius essentiae, sus
tinens diversitatem, dans omnibus essentiam suam et nomen." 

:ZS. Cf. Job, 16, 19. But compare also expression ?Ni1 ,'310M, 
Arabic ,.Mill n?lt'l, and ,.111 ~· o•n?ttn in Maimonides' "1DIIn n"Uit 
and ,,~~, ""':m ~· c•n?ttn in Cuzari III, 49, all quoted in 
Steinschneider'!! Uebersetzungen, p. 56, n. 75. 
19. Having thus refuted the accepted theory of matter, Crescas 
now takes up Maimonides' proposition. Maimonides, as Crescas 
has pointed out previously in his commentary, uses the tenn 
body, i. e., the compound of first matter and corporeal form, in 
the sense of matter in its relation to the specific or natural fonn 
of the elements. Again, Maimonides asserts that this compoWld 
of first matter and corporeal form has no independent, actual 
existence without the specific form. Against this Crescas argues 
that it is not so, for the corporeal fonn, as he has shown from the 
analogy of the celestial substance, may have actual and spatial 
existence without the specific form. 

30. Hebrew mm•c,, n~, mDycm ?yw~ ewu., lt'lt, n•DIIIl., n,¥n ?::~~t. 
So is also the universal matter of Ibn Gabirol. Cf. above n. 27. 

:u. Crescas is now trying to forestall a possible objection. The 
contention that the corporeal form should have actual existence, 
independent of the specific fonn, would seem to lead to the con
clusion that the specific fonn would be a mere accident. For the 
specific fonn, unlike all other substances, has no independent 
existence. It cannot exist without matter. It is called substance 
only for the reason that it is the cause of the actual existence of 
matter. In fact, a certain school of philosophers, the Mutakalli-
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mim, consider form as a mere accident (see above n. 9). And 10, 

if we say that the mrporeal form muld have actual existence 
without the specific form, the latter would have to be an accident. 

3l. That is to say, each of the four elements has a proper natural 
locality where it ia at rest, when within it, and towards which it 
is moved, when outside of it. Cf. above Prop. I, Part I, p. 157. 

PROPOSITION XI 

I. As for the meaning of this term in Maimonides, see Prop. X, 
Part I, n. 15, (p. 577.) 

l. The Hebrew text of the proposition follows Ibn Tibbon'a 
translation of the Mordl except for the substitution of the term 
1:-.1 for Ibn Tibbon's "JlJ. The term 1:-.1 is used in Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

3. This entire comment is based upon the following passage of 
Altabrizi: "Know that things which are dependent upon a body 
fall into four classes. First, those which are divisible by the 
division of the body .... as color in a body. . . . Second, those 
which, though existing in a body, are not divisible by the division 
of the body .... as, e. g., the surface, the line and the point .... 
As for point, it is indivisible in an absolute and unrestricted sense. 
As for line and surface, their indivisibility with the division of 
the body applies only to some of their dimensions, thus in sur
face, it applies only to height but not to the other two dimensions, 
and in line, it applies only to width and heightbutnottolength .... 
Third, things which constitute the existence of body and are 
divisible with the division of body, as, e. g., matter and the 
corporeal form, for both constitute the existence of body and they 
are divisible by the division of that body. For when a body 
happens to become divided and disjoined, the recipient of the 
disjunction is not the corporeal continuity itself, (i. e., the 
corporeal form), for continuity ia the opposite of discontinuity 
and a thing cannot be the recipient of its opposite. Since ~ 
corporeal form is not the true recipient of the disjunction, matter 
must therefore be its recipient. Hence it follows that when the 
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body happens to become divided matter must likewise become 
divided. As for the [corporeal] form, it cannot be the recipient 
of an actual division, for the reason we have already mentioned, 
but it can become the recipient of a conceptual kind of division ••.• 
Fourth, that which constitutes the essence of the body and 
is not divisible by the division of the latter, as, e. g., the intellect." 
p1r,I"'Z) :::l'"'n' tn) .,.. .c•pr,n '211 r, Dl'l:::l mr,n,, CM.,. l:l'~Tolll :sn 
p1.,1"1Z) :::1''11'1' .m Cll'l:::l "NlJMI i'1D •:r.n ••• CIIIl:::l ~ ••• 1p1"" Dim 

crm p1r,n 'nM ;m ni:I!Vo"'1 1pn c71M •••• ;rnp:rn 1pm ~ ••• 1p1"" crm 
;m 1pn Cr,M1 ,l:l'"''Mn"' '211 •nr,:::a n= ;m ni!IID cr,.. ,ep1r,n ~ •nr,:m 
crm p1r,I"'D :::1"1n'1 ,,.cJMI nc """"" pm •••• ,"''K"' •nr,:::a i"CCJ1 :::am"1:::1 
p1~ :::1''1n'1 IZ'lr, ao,-cyc D:1'JP •.:;, ,11't:llll"1 n~ .r,.i1i"1 m nn ,1p1r,n 
'D'M m,~~.,r, r,:::li'Do, n:n ,m-wm p1r,n ~r, n,p ""~etC~~ nn .cp1r,n crm 
'l:l»n nr,:::ap n:~ "1:::1,:::1 nono Mr, ,m,»m 111n mp:::~'To'l •;:, , 't:llll"1 mp:::a-m 
,r,.:::apcn crm n:n .n't:llll"1 n'11r.'l nmo m,.,nr, r,:::IJ'Oi"' r.., .,.., . ''"ID'Jr, 
~ .•r,.;,n r,y 1n111, Cllll., r,y p1r,nn nllli'ID ::r'VI' ~ n:n .'r,.:T."' m 
r,:::apn M'n r,:::IM .1.~111 ncr, ,n.,'1Di1 np1r,nn r,:::apnlll "''PDM 'M ,n'11r.'l 
ny:n JC :::1"1M' Mr, Dim ,.CJMI l'1C ,'SJ':::I,_, pr,nn1 •. .n•:::amc,, nplr,Ml"' 

• r,;:,m m . ,.eye., 1n1M r,y 1nWf crm r,y l'lr,nn 
It will have been noticed that while Crescas mentions two 

illustrations of accidents which participate in the division of body, 
color and magnitude, ,S11111 i"'M"1':I, Altabrizi mentions only one, color, 
i"'M"1':I. But in addition to color Altabrizi also discusses the case 
of the geometric figure of a body. It is not exactly divisible with 
the division of the body, he argues in effect, for to be divisible in 
the case of geometric figure would mean that the same geometric 
figure would be divided into many similar geometric figures, but 
"it does not necessarily follow that, by the division of a square 
body into parts, every one of the parts would likewise be a square 
differing only in size from the first square," He then concludes: 
"While the geometric figure of a body, on the division of the 
body, is not necessarily divided into parts which are similar to 
the whole, the geometric figure may still be said, in a general 
sense, to be divided with the division of the body, even though 
it is divided into parts which are dissimilar with the whole." 
"" •.:;, .SJ1:::1~ nr::111m l1:::IC:I ,r, n-,pn~~ MJIIX1., ~ l1:::IC:I IZ'lr, mptlll 1C::!1 
,JWTipr,m "~'~"":a SJ1:::1, ,.P~ .,.. r,,:, nono p1r,n Clllllo, ~'~"n:::a pm :a"'"' 
,or,,:,r, aocn aopr,n r,.. crm l'lr,n:::a pr,nn "" 1:1tt1 ,Ml1Cl1o, '1DM'II1 prn I'M1 ••• 

.tJr,,:,r, ao»'nwl o•pr,n r,.. non 1:1tt1 • r,r,:l:::l 11'1r,n:::a p.,nn M'l'T n11 
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Crescas may have thus added .,.,, magnitude, rile, aa a 
substitution for Altabrizi's "geometric figure" and as an im
provement thereon. 

4. The following preliminary remarks will be helpful to the under
standing of the text: 

The term 11111~ ordinarily has the generic meaning of soul, in
cluding all the faculties, the vegetative, the animal, and the 
rational. The term r,,:,111 usually refers to the rational faculty 
of the soul, and also to the Separate Intelligences, identified with 
the angels of the Scriptures, which are considerd as the cause of 
the motion of the spheres. In this proposition, the terms 11112 
and r,3 are both used. It would at first thought seem that by 
the former tenn is meant the vegetative and the animal faculties 
of the human soul and by the latter the rational faculty. This 
interpretation, however, could not be construed with the text, 
for the vegetative and animal faculties are generally admitted to 
be divisible with the body (d. Shem-tob's commentary on Moren, 
ad loc.). Altabrizi, therefore, suggests that the terms 111112 and 
r,,:,111 are used here by Maimonides as a hendiadys, the term r,3 

thus limiting the term 111112 in order to make it unmistakably 
clear that the latter term refers here to the rational faculty. 

"Notice how the author of this work has joined here the term 
soul with the term intellect. Soul is not the cause of the essence 
of body qua body nor is it the cause of its existence. It is rather 
a first entelechy of bodies, and it brings about their perfection by 
endowing them with life and what is implied by life, such as sensa
tion, motion and their like. Soul thus constitutes the cause of the 
perfection of bodies and not that of their essence and existence. 
The division of the body does not involve the division of the 
separable souls, such as the rational souls, which are neither 
bodies nor anything belonging to body. As for the bodily souls, 
such as the animal and vegetable souls, they are necessarily divid
ed by the division of the body. It is in this sense, i.e., by taking 
'soul' here in the sense of separable soul, which is the cause of the 
perfection of body in its life, essence and existence, that the 
author's use of the term soul as an illustration of the case of in
divisibility can be justified." 
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rrnrh rb» wn1 J'KI ,D'IpCI'I l1Q ~ n11 ""':lr "'Qn ,.~:~n ?ll=l )rn 

aD'~ a•t:llllb JW, n'IDX. m ?:ut , VI'IM'SZ)) em I:IIP2 m ""''lltD I:R1 
D'l:ln"' mcya w;, ;m cnt,n l"QQUU1t, IWil'1D no'7M D':IIIQJ'TI ,.,, ny~ 
tnl'm'1 7-"1 ,ap1);, Dll.lil p1?1'1D ::1'"111' ~e?1 .arntr¥Dl cn1r~ •n?::~ cn'ID'nr.i 
,n1'Dn'l m~~an a'nn .n1~"1CI'T 111111~ .nl'DIII:I M)1 IZ'l c:nc "'IIIIM nDDlDl'T 
,,..., ;,r .,111 .apl)n I:IIIS"' p1)1"11) ::l"ln' ;m .nli"'D'Ir.ll n1•:n•m n'lll~ 
lDV'I' , Vlltl':rm VIWll lnl'n::l Clrllr, liD'nr.-c n~:~~~man IP8.lil IPm::l :'lln'IP Mlm 

.p?;,;, :'10 IPm::l ~~ 

This interpretation, it seems to me, may be re-enforced by a 
passage in Morek II, 1, Speculation I, Fourth Case, where Mai
monides himself explains the terms )::IIPIIIIIIl of this proposition 
by the phrase~~"', IPIIl "the human soul in man." Now, 
the "human soul" is only another expression for the "rational 
soul' ', n~~n IPI!l,. 

Crescas follows Altabrizi's explanation, namely, that the pur
pose of the proposition is to state that the human soul, and more 
particularly the hylic intellect of man, though existing in the 
material body, is still indivisible. He adds, however, that this is 
Maimonides' own peculiar theory whereas, according to what he 
considered to be the genuine view of Aristotle, the rational soul 
cannot be said to exist in body at all. 

5. The entire passage, in which Crescas discusses here the distinc
tion between Maimonides and Aristotle, is a paraphrase of Narbo
ni's commentary on the Morek (ad loc.). It would seem that the 
passage was added by Crescas as an afterthought, after having 
first stated that he would discuss_it later. 

The Wlderlying assumption of Lhe entire discussion is that 
there is an analogy between the relation of the soul to the body 
and that of Lhe Intelligences to the spheres. Another allusion to 
the interdependence of these two problems is made by Crescas 
in Prop. VIII, Part II. 

The differences between Maimonides and Aristotle, or rather 
Averroes, as to these problems may be summarized as follows: 

A. Maimonides: 
(1) Th~ spheres, like all material objects, are composed of 

matter and form (see Prop, X, Part II, n. 24, p. 594), and, like 
all animate rational beings, possess 110uls, n!IPDl, which are the effi
cient cause of their motion, and Intelligences, a•?:~~~, which are the 
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final cause of their motion (see Moreh II, 4). Both the souls and 
the Intelligenc:es, though not distributed through the body of the 
spheres as physical forces, are still said to exist in the sphere. 
Maimonides describes them as "an undistributed force within 
the sphere, tiii.DliD •n'::~ 'Q n:::1 (Moreh II, 1, First Proof). In 
Moreh I, 72, he similarly says D''l'l1 '':::11':::1 '"0"171 n:::li1 J1'D"T l'M1"' 
nh ""IIIM,which Shem-tob paraphrases as follows: "The rational 
faculty of man is analogous to the Intelligences of the spheres, 
which exist in bodies.' ' a'l ""111M D•'7l'nl ''3:::1 '"'C"T.'1 n:::ll"' l'lP l"''l"''1 
nul~. Inasmuch as the Intelligences are assumed by Maimonides 
to exist in bodies, he also maintains that they must be moved 
accidentally while setting the spheres in motion. 

(2) Since the Intelligences, in Maimonides' opinion, are sub
ject to accidental motion, he could not identify God with the 
first of these Intelligences, to whom the expression "first mover'' 
was originally applied (see above pp. 461-2). To the proof of this 
point he devotes much of the first chapter of the second part of 
the Moreh. His final conclusion is that God is beyond the "first 
mover", being its cause, and, unlike it, is absolutely outside of, 
or "separate" from, the sphere, thus not being subject even to 
accidental motion. God is therefore not to be called the First 
Mover, 1'1DM"''i'1 31'lDl"', but rather the First Cause, l"'lWWM"''., i"COl'1. Cf. 
Moreh II, 4 end: "It is impossible that the Intelligence which 
moves the uppermost sphere should be identified with Him of 
necessary existence." tn., ,,.,)In 'l'l., )I'.ID., ':::lrm n•n•IP l:::ln' "" 
rnM'IDl"' ::l"1n0l'1. Again, ibid. II, 1: "And that is God, praised be 
His name, that is to say, the first cause which sets the sphere 
in motion." n)l'zm ~"'1i'1 i"COl'1 ,"!D1, :m1 ,'IDII n'yn• m'Mn '"" 
'7l'7l'. 

Corresponding to this theory is Maimonides' view on the re
lation of the human soul, both the hylic and the acquired intellect, 
to the human body. 

{3) Maimonides' view as to the nature of the hylic intellect is 
a matter of doubt, for he has never stated it explicitly. Accord
ing to Narboni's interpretation, Maimonides is followin1 Alexan· 
der Aphrodisiensis, believing the hylic intellect to be a mere dill
position, but going even further than Alexander, declaring it to 
be commingled with the body. Cf. Narboni on Moreh I, 68: 
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"Rabbi M01e11 follows in the footstepe of Alexander on this 
question, except that he believes that this predisposition within 
us is commingled, for he has stated that the rational faculty 
is corporeal.'' l'I:M"'II p-1 .nJJTol nc ~'N ~pP::l 1Im niiD ~, 
•:.u rt3 "'C"Uil"' rt)l'l "11* m ':I .11::l,JIZ) m ~ m:tm"'ll. Whether 
this is an accurate representation of Maimonides' view may 
be questioned. Shem-tob is uncertain about it. Cf. his com
mentary on Morek I, 68: "For all the philosophers are of the 
opinion that the human intellect is not force in a body with the 
exception of Maimonides who says in two places that the intel
lect is a force in a body, though he himself says in another place 
that the intellect is only a predisposition as is maintained by 
Alexander.'' '11111:1 "''I::ICCP ::1"'1.'1 nr,r ·"I~ n:3 'll'M 'llflliC"' '~ 'ID'::IOM a':lfl 
~' Ml:l;r M'N 'll'M '::r.~ ':I .,,.. I:I1J'D::l "''DDII' ay ."J'Il::l n:::1 m '.:r.rr~ mD1JX1 
~'" ny~. Cf. also Shem-tob on Morek I, 1. Abraham Shalom 
scornfully repudiates Narboni's suggestion that Milimonides con
sidered the hylic intellect to be commingled with the body. Cf. 
NllfJeh Shalom VIII, 3, p. 12Sb. Maimonides is, however, explicit 
as to what he considered to be the relation of the hylic intellect to 
the human body. It exists in the body, indivisible to be sure, but 
related to it as the Intelligences are to the spheres. Cf Morek I, 
72, quoted above under (1). 

{4) The acquired intellect, however, in no sense exists in the 
body. It stands related to the body as God to the world. Cf. 
Morek I, 72, quoted above under (1). 

B. As against all these points Aristotle, or rather his inter· 
preter Averroes, maintains as follows: 

(1) The spheres are simple substances and are not composed 
of matter and form. Nor do they possess souls in addition to 
Intelligences. They have only Intelligences as the sole cause of 
their motion. These Intelligences do not exist in the spheres, but 
tather wilk the spheres, being related to them by a nexus of in
existence, and are therefore separate forms. The Intelligences are, 
however, called "souls" in a loose sense, by virtue of their being 
the cause of the motion of the spheres, for the soul is the cause of 
motion in animals (cf. De Anima III, 9, 432a, 15-17). This is the 
significance of Crescas' (i. e., Narboni's) remark here: "Still that 
Intelligence, though separate, being the principle of the sphere's 
motion, is in a sense the latter's soul." WIDl t'\'1 'I]I':ID 1nm'n. 
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Furthennore, the Intelligences can in no sense be said to exist 
within the body of the sphere. They are related to the sphere by a 
"nexus of inexistence" rather than a "nexus of admixture" (as for 
the meaning of these expressions see Prop. VIII, Part II, n. 13, p. 
560). As a result of this view, the Intelligences are not said to be 
mo~ accidentally by the motion of the spheres. 

(2) Since the Intelligences have no accidental motion, God 
is identified with Aristotle's First Mover. 

(3} and (4} The hylic intellect as well as the acquired intellect 
is related to the human body as the Intelligences are to the 
spheres. Neither of them is said to exist within the body in any 
sense whatsoever. All of these are related to their respective 
bodies as God, according to Maimonides, is related to the world. 

With these preliminary remarks the meaning of the text be· 
comes clear. In the translation I have supplied within brackets 
all the phrases that are necessary for the understanding of the 
text. 

The original text of Narboni reads as follows: 
"Rabbi Moses is of the opinion that the human soul and in

tellect are forces in the body but not divisible [with the body), 
inasmuch as they are not distributed through it. But there is 
this to be urged against him. First, they are not forces in a body, 
for if the intellect were a force in a body, it would not have 
power over matter, and consequently the latter would be able 
to transform the object of the intellect into something of a 
material nature. Second, every force that is in any way related 
to body, must be either mixed with the body or not mixed 
with it. If it is mixed with the body, then it will also have to 
be divisible [with the body) and distributed [through it). If it 
is not mixed with the body, then its connection with it must of 
necessity be that of inexistence rather than that of admixture, and 
consequently it is not to be called a force in a body but rather a 
force with a body. Nor is it to be moved, for the Intelligence of 
the sphere is exactly in such a manner related to the sphere, being 
connected with it after the manner of a separate form, that ia to 
say, by a nexus of inexistence rather than by that of admixture, 
and because of that it is assnmed to be incapable of being moved 
even accidentally. And of the same description is also the acquir-
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ed intellect according to Maimonidee himself, for he compares the 
relation of the acquired intellect to man to the relation of the 
aeparate Intelligence to the universe as a whole. 

You must know that Maimonides was led to this difficult posi
tion by his view that the sphere is composed of matter and that it 
possesses an Intelligence in addition to the separate Intelligence. 
A& a result of this he further believes that it is only the separate 
Intelligence that is not in a body and hence not moved either 
essentially or accidentally. As for the Intelligence [of the spheres], 
it is a force in a body, though not distributed through the body, 
analogous in every respect to the case of the intellect of man. 
And since the Intelligence [of the sphere] is a force in a body, he 
maintains that it is moved accidentally, again as in the case of 
the human soul. As for the natural forms which are distributed 
[through the body] and as for the other distributed accidents, 
they are all not only moved accidentally but are also divisible 
with the division of the body. It is for this reason that Maimo
nides uses one argument to prove that the Intelligence of the 
sphere is not the mover [par exceUence], for, being moved acciden
tally, it must come to rest, and he uses another argument to 
prove that a distributed force cannot he the mover [lrar a:cel
lence], for, being divisible with the division of the body, it must 
be finite and thus its activity must be finite, as you may find it 
in the first chapter of the second part. 

Aristotle's way of viewing these problems is entirely different. 
He believes that the sphere is simple, inasmuch as everything 
composite is corruptible. The matter of the sphere is thus a 
simple substance existing by itself in actuality and having no 
potentiality except with reference to motion. He further believes 
that the separate Intelligence is separate only in the sense that 
it is not a force in a body and is not distributed through a body 
and is not divisible with the division of a body, inasmuch as it 
is not commingled or entangled with body. But still it is con
nected with the body by a nexus of inexistence though not by 
one of admixture, for it is a form of body, by reason of its being 
the cause of the perfection of body and the cause of its motion, 
and being the cause of its motion, it is its soul. Consequently the 
sphere may be said to contain one part which is moved by itself, 
but, inasmuch as that part is separate from the sphere, the 
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sphere is not said to be moved according to part, but is rather 
IBid to be moved by itseU in the true sense of the expression. He 
proves that the Intelligence must be 'separate' on the ground of 
its special activity, i. e., motion, which is aasumed to be infinite, 
for were it not separate it would be a force in a body, distributed 
through the body and divisible with its division, and would thus 
be finite and its activity would be finite. 

This is the way of Aristotle. And because of the importance of 
this problem I have tried to set you aright as to the Philosopher's 
view in addition to my trying to set you aright as to Maimonides' 
view, for by this, i.e., by a knowledge of the distinction between 
different views, the words of the author will become understand
able according to their true meaning. It was his preoccupation 
with the doctrines of Avicenna as set forth in the Al-Najah and 
other works that led the Master to adopt such fantastic views 
and to consider them as the way of Aristotle. 'But this is not 
the way, neither is this the city' [2 Kings, 6. 19}." 
I:U'M ':I ,p,MD •n.,:::l ~ ~ Clo'1 .,:lim 1:1"'1)1,, IPDJII "OlD i'JIIZ) tl':::l, 
."J~ n:::l Cll'M ':I ,:'m!IIM, ,'llCII:l M.,llm .'Q I C1'1:1111lll1CI :1pn' 1',Sl CI'II1111PD 
m':~Wm nM l'1:'C i'1'iTI ,•71•m .,11 "C'D no;r "' .~ n:::1 '::wm ,.,.,., aM ':I 
.:I.,PCI 'n'::l 1M ::l.,PCI M'l;r i'1l11 .1Jt1'7 Cll'l'nl:) n:::l '73 .n•JII • "1CCn;r 31:11:1 '1M 
"11Ppi11::l ~l m rn;r .::l.,PD •n'::l CIM'I .1:11111111D1 p,nnl:) ..,., rn;r ,::l.,PD aM 

,pJNilD U'M'I ,"J'D;"' Clll aM ':I "I~ n:::1 ti'M 1:::1 I:IM'I ,::11,31 "Wp., M, n'!M'¥D 
l11M'li:D "11Ppii .,., ,n,'11!l ;r.,s "''IPJ';"' ,lm CIP -.pl lfl;"'ll , tl'lP ill ,:::IIVo"' ':I 

,l"'I/D U'::l, ny, 'II' .i'tlpn ':::IIVo"' n:::1:::11 ,,.,,i'D::l p;vanc 'W'M'I ,::11'\11 "" 
,CI,131;"1 IP'M '1M .,~ ,::Fol Cln' CI"IM, 1CII'I'IP -en .,.,.. 

::l:::l"nD ,l~ •:::~ ::~.,.., :wm~ ;"'CC, '''" 1M'::L, ,.,, ,:Ill ny,11111 T~ "''IIIM'' 

"I~ 'W'M "111M m "1'11!n '::r.r •:::1 ::117m , .,~ '::wm n71r .,:::~1111 "ID1I'ID 

'n'::l p, •"I~ n:::l ..,., ,:::lr.l ':I .mpa::~ M71 ~P::l tt'7 P:INM' "" 1:::171 ,,:I 
ll'lll::l 1'l31:::1 ,;r~ PPtl"' •"I~ n:::l M'li1ll '1171 .CMMM .,:::1117:1 1'l31:::1 ,1:1111Jir1Z) 
n,jX)::l 1PJN11' CI'I:III11111Do, et•,pa., '1HII11 n11:111111nD;r l11'P:Iai'l n1'11ll:m .CMMM 
':I ,31'Z., ti'M lnm ,:::lftl .,p nii'ICI ,nM' ;rr ~}1::l1 .'lp,M;r::l 1pi1M'1 
,p::l M'n' ':I P'Z., 'D'M t:IIPIIl1D;r n:::ll"'ll .,11 ni!'ID "IT1"1 ,ntl'1 mpa::l PPtl"' 
p'W::l 1TM"V1117 'ID:::I .n•':::ll1 ,P::l ,.,3111 nom ,1p,M."D p.,M'IP TIM .n•':m 

.JWMTo'l 
, ,CIIIl m ::l:::l'nD ,:I ':I ,D1111D !nm "1CCM' ~ ,;rr 'W'M 'ICICI'"''M ,,., 

,M)Itlm '" p, n:::l::l 'W'M'I mP::~ 'PlD::l M¥m n11 asp m lnlm "1CC1n •::n 
p,MD M7J 1::l l:lll1ml1D M7J II)~ n:::1 U'MII/ 1'ICI::l ~ 1m ~ ,.:len •::n 
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"' l1'lt'KZ) "''lpn i'Q "''IPpl m .,~ .,:anD' .m '0 ::~v "' •;:, ,1plmnra 
l"m "'::m tml .1"1)7'1m -D l"DpCl '11M= Mll"'D 7p ,'Vl"IIS Mn ':I ~ ""&'p1'1 
·""= Mll"'D • .,., .~ Jlpunl:) ~I'U) "'Q'U"'D ~~, ~ "1P ,,., ]I':ID Mn 

M1i"'l' .,, "ltt'::l1 ..I1CtC mp::~ 31JIW1D n>n l;:,r, ,'I:IDC p'm '3IC 3137W'I' "' 
'r= I'1'M' "" CM1 .. ,J7W1., 1M! ,.;;:,n 'n'::~ M1i"'l' "IM1'Cl"' ,..,,., -,sa ~ 
.n•';:,n .,31::1 ,.,,., n•';:,n .,31::1 n'i"M , 'lp'Ml"Q p'IW) 'Q tiAil1DI "JU::l n;:, n>n> 
i'l"mVom ntt "J1171'1oll;r '"'C, .,, TmDp;r 111,;r ~·r, ,'ltlcr~ ,, 1m 
IMII."'C ~ Y., ,VV1Dlt .,, "'QnD;r n, J::l1' ;rc •;:, 1:12 .::~,;r n, .,, 
n'll'I'ITTo"' ,.," '" ::l"''., M'::l;r 1nr,n 'lt7M::l1 •:rD J::ltt '"'C"'C J1'y.T1 .111"'Qm 

• ,.,;r nttr Mr, 1,;r nttr Mr, , '11:11:1'~ ,, =m1 

6. The passage as it stands is impossible, even though the reading 
occurs in all the MSS. and printed editions, for it ascribes to 
Maimonides the view that the Intelligences are divisible. Maimo
nides, however, never held such a view. Quite the contrary, he 
has definitely stated that the Intelligences, though existing in 
the spheres as a force, are indivisible. p'IW) •n.,::l 'Q n;:,. I have 
therefore emended the reading by introducing, on the basis of 
the underlying passage of Narboni, an additional statement. Cf. 
Flensberg's commentary O;ar Qayyim on Or Adonai, ad loc. 

To understand the full meaning of this passage, it is necessary 
to take it in connection with Maimonides' reasoning in his first 
proof for the existence of God (Morek II, 1}. Maimonides tries 
to show that the first cause of motion must inevitably be one of 
the following four things: (1} A corporeal being outside the 
sphere. (2) An incorporeal being outside the sphere. (3} A 
force distributed throughout the sphere and divisible with the 
division of the sphere. (4} An indivisible force. He then elimi
nates all but the second alternative. His arguments against the 
third and fourth alternative, to which the passage here has re
ference, reads as follows: "The third case, viz., that the moving 
object be a force distributed throughout the body, is likewise 
impossible. For the sphere is corporeal, and must therefore be 
finite (Prop. I}; also the force it maintains must be finite (Prop. 
XII}, since-each part of the sphere contains part of the force 
{Prop. XI): the latter can consequently not produce an infinite 
motion, such as we assumed according to Proposition XXVI, 
which we admitted for the present. The fourth case is likewise 
impoasible, viz., that the sphere is set in motion b}• an indivisible 
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force residing in the sphere in the same manner as the rational 
· faculty resides in the body of man. For this force, though in
divisible, could not be the cause of infinite motion by itself alone; 
because if that were the case the prime motor would have an ac
cidental motion (Prop. VI). But things that move accidentally 
must come to rest (Prop. VIli), and then the thing comes also to 
rest which is set in motion.' ' 

PROPOSITION XII 

PART I 

1. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac hen 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

l. ("(, Physics VTIT, JO, 266a, 24 ff., and lnteNntdiau Physics 
VIII, vi, 2, of which the entire chapter here is a paraphrase. 

This proposition is also given by Abraham ibn Daud in Emunah 
Ramah I, 4, p. 17. 

3. Hebrew VI)I:IM, so al110 in Intennediate Physics, lot. cit. In the 
Vienna edition it has become corrupted into V1J1W1, its motion. 

PART II 

4. See above Prop. I, Part II. 

5. See above Prop. I, Part II, n. 13 (p. 40.1). 

6. Hebrew )l::lliiM m :m-;r. See above Prop. I, Part II, n. 14 
(p. 409). 

7. This distinction between the two senses in which the expres
sion infinite force may be used is repeated by Crescas in his 
criticism of Maimonides' first proof of the existence of God (Or 
Adonai I, ii, 15) and also in his discussion of the omnipotence of 
God (ibid. II, iii, 2). The distinction is evidently borrowed 
from Averroes, who advances it in his Ma'amar be-'Etem ,._ 
GalgaJ III (Sermo tk Substanlio. Orbis, Cap. 3, p. 9va, G): "We 
say briefly, that the term infinite may be applied in two senses. 
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Firat, in the sense of a force of infinite action and pallion in time 
but finite in itself, that is, in velocity and intensity. Second, 
in the sense of a force of infinite action and passion in itself." 
•n~ n:::1 Clt"'1D "II"'M :CM"lp 'liD "Dt' ;r'1t.:ID •n'::~ tl""t':MDMDI ,"TTl:Jl'::l "'DDO 

•:r.n ;pnnm ll'l"1'l"IZI::l ,.., ,'lnl::l ~ DMl ,JD'O mpiDi"lm .,,., ~ 
.'111111:0 m's111;rm .,3111;"1 ;r'1t.:ID •n'::l n:::1 

It occurs also in the InteNnediate De Caelo I, x, 2, 8 (Latin, 
p. 293vb, K): "In answer to this difficulty we say that a body may 
be said to have a finite force in two senses. First, that its motion 
is finite in intensity and speed. Second, that its motion is finite 
in time." 
: l:l'l''lP .,. 'sl n"::l mn:::1 'Q IV'I'I "Dt' Cll'lnll ,p11cm ;rr "'V''O'CI W1lM "'DDO 

,..,:1m mtMa:~ 'JVo"' l'lp:'TI .m~, prn::l 1nJ1tl"' n•.,:::~n;r mM'XD Cll''IZI "II"'M;"' 

.JDCm 
It is similarly adopted by Altabrizi in the following pa~~&age: 

"As for the second way in which a force may be said to be finite 
or infinite, namely, with reference to the motion it produces, it 
may mean three things, in intensity, in number, and in time.'' 
:tpn' 1'~1 mn:::l;"' n:rn::l:::l "'':In"' 1M n•.,:::~n;r ,.;p Ml'l:rl'l M1m ,'JVo"' D~ 
tDrm "111DDm pnn;r : l:l'lll 'lD ;rr rm ,,..,11 1 n,pm. But whereas Altabrizi 
tries to prove the impossibility of the existence of an infinite 
force in a finite body in any of these three senses, Crescas argues 
for the possibility of the existence within a finite body of a force 
finite in intensity hut infinite in time. 

This distinction between these two senses of the expression 
"infinite force" is also made use of by Bruno ("infinita estensiva", 
"infinita intensiva") in De l'lnfinito Un.Werso et Mondi II, ed. 
Lagarde, p. 318. 

8. That is to say, the argument merely proves the impossibility 
of a mover which is infinite in intensity, but not of one which is 
infinite in the duration of its motivity. 

9. That is to say, since circular motion is not by propulsion alone 
nor by traction alone and does not take place between two op
posites, its velocity is uniform and unmitigated and can therefore 
be eternal. See below Prop. XIV, Part I. 

10. Thus also Averroes, after drawing the distinction quoted 
above (n. 7) between infinit~ intensity and infinite duration con-
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eludes that an infinite force of the former kind is impoasible at all 
whereas that of the latter kind is found to exist in the celestial 
spheres. Ma'amat' be-'Etem ha-Galgal III, (Sermo de Subslamia 
Orbis, Cap 3, p. 9va, G): .,As for a force of infinite action and pas
sion in itself, it does not exist in any body at all, be it celestial or 
generable and corruptible.... But as for the existence of a 
force of infinite action and passion in time, it must necessarily be 
assumed to exist in the celestial spheres.' ' 

,C,C,:::~ ~ ae:m• "' Mrl ,my mC,yv,rn C,~ n~ •nC,::~o., rDil r:IZIKI 
C,pw::~ m'n:::ID •nC,::L'1 mn:::l;r n'ltl':m D"-a ••• ,'1Dml i'ITo'l '1M "D'Dir l'l'i'V1I' r::~ 

,I:J''D'Dir.'l I:I'D"DC, 'n'1:::1;r IM\'1 Mrl ,JDI::l mC,plll'll'TI 

II. De Caelo I, 3, 270b, 1-4. 
Intermediate De Caelo I, v-vi, (Latin, 272ra, G; p. 274vb; p. 

275rb): "Summa V. To show that this celestial body is neither 
heavy nor light. Summa VI. To show that it is neither generat
ed nor corruptible, that it is susceptible to neither growth nor 
diminution, nor change, nor passion, and that, in general, it is 
susceptible to none of the qualities that are related to change and 
passion, such as health, disease, youth, senility," 

rn;r •nC,::~ M'lo'1l1 "'tQC, 'VI C,C,:::~;r ,C,P1 '1::l:::l 'W'M 1:11m ;r!l'l "'tQC, ."m C,C,:::~;r 
MC, C,C,:::I::l1 ,mC,y11r1m MC, '1JVo'l MC, ,J1'1Dnm 'ml;r C,::ll" MC, ,'11H1.1 •nC,::l1 
m"11'1::L., .c,m, n'ltl''1::l;r 1D:::I , C,p1111;rm "Tifh -ptu ;'1':'111 iiD n1':::1'M;r JD C,::~P' 

.nuprm 
ll. That is to say, if to the fact that the spheres are not subject 
to destruction we also add the fact that their circular motion is 
natural to them and is not caused by any psychic principle, we 
could still more forcibly argue that their eternal motion need 
not be explained by the postulate of an internal motive force. Cf. 
above Prop. VI, n. 11 (p. 535). 

PROPOSITION XIII 

PART I 

1. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 
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2. The diacUIIion here is baaed upon Pl&,rics V, 4, 227b, 3-228a, 
6, and VII, 1, 242a, 33-242b, 8. Motion, says Aristotle, may be 
called tme in three different senses: 

(1) One in genus ('YiVEL, :n=), thus all kinds of locomotion may 
be Cl411ed generically one, inasmuch as they all belong to the 
category of place. Qualitative change and spatial change are 
generically two. 

(2} One in species (et6EL, t•=), thus all objects that are becoming 
white may be said to be moved with a motion that is specifically 
one, inasmuch as white is a species under the genus quality. 
The motions of whitening and blackening are specifically two. 

(3} One in number (6.pt/Jp.if,, "111~). thus the walking of a certain 
man at a certain time may be called a motion that is numerically 
one. The walking of two men at the same timf' or of the same 
man at different times is not numerically one. 

Intermediau Physics V, iv, 1-2: "Chapter I. We say that 
motion is described as one in three senses. It is one in genus, in 
species, or in number. Motion is one in genus when it takes place 
in one of the three categories, as e. g., in place or in quality. 
Such a motion in one category is catled one in genus because the 
terminus ad quem in one category is one in genus. Motion is called 
one in species when it takes place in one species within any one of 
the given categories, and the reason for this is again to be found in 
the fact that the terminus ad quem of objects moved within one 
species is one in species, that is to wy, those objects are divisible 
only with reference to individuals, as, e. g., objects which are 
moved from blackness to whiteness, for the whiteness, which is the 
completion of that motion, is one in species but many in individ
ual. •.. Chapter II. For motion to be one in number three condi
tions are necessary. First, the object which is moved must be one 
in number, as, e. g., a certain man or a certain stone. Second, the 
motion by which it is moved must be one in number, as, e. g , the 
motion of a certain quality or in a certain place. Third, the time 
in which the motion takes place is also one in number," 

rmn tm11 nn ,I:I'CSJD '2 ' ' "'I:Mn l1I"IWI npumr~ ~ .JW"VI p-mn 
:n= rmn .._ tm :n= n..-, l"IJI1WTI • ~ l:IM1 1'= l:IM1 :n= 1M """ 
..,. nsnwt nrm DDt1 • TIC, I'QQ npurr.~ -.= ~,.,.,_, m"113Co"""ID ,.,.. 
np'Dno, .JI= """ ,..... ~ nyw1M ,.,.., ill:) "1JZI ~ """ ,.,.. ~ 
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rqrunn ,..,._, nz:111 ,Me i"CDD'''' ,m'1ala"' •:rDD "'I''M l't= "111M M'l"' •I 'c :a MMl'T 

m:a .~:~or"" '" p, CI'?'IWl •n':a r.:ll'TI' ,., .r= nrrtt r= TIIC'T ~,:a 
Jl"lnttl'T Cln'lz:lr, Mlo'1 "liiM J!l1'" ':I •l!ll.,l'T r,.. n1'1l"RRIi'' 12:1 'IJ7JIW1' "liiM CI''1!I'To"' 

tt'l'T l'Tli'1 '1111Xl!1 nnttl'T l"QQW1M Cl:ll:lM'I .'!ll'T p'1lll'T ••• rta 1:1'!1'1 I'= '1I"'M m 
l:nMl'T m~:a , '1111Xl!1 .,.. PliUI'ID:'1 l'T'l"'''l ,1:1:'11:) "'I''M .~:~'tUn 'l r,.. . TOU 
n"C'tt 1:1tt ttrn , '1111Xl!1 '1ntt l'TJIWll'T 1.:1 .,.,.. ~Tot l'T'l"'''l , • ..., •ewm ·l:attm 

. ,.,IX)!I .,.. l"'JJW1M 1!1 .,.,.. 12:1'" 1"1':"191 • ..,.r,r, .CI'IpD CIM1 

3. Cf. Physics VIII, 7, 261a, 31 fi., the purpose of which pusage 
is explained in the Latin translation of Averroes' Long com
mentary (p. 401rb, D) as follows: "Intendit in hoc sermone 
declarare, quod motus su«:essivi, qui inveniuntur in eodem moto, 
qui sunt idem genere, et diversi specie, non sunt -rontinui," 

4. Crescas fails to carry out his line of reasoning, and does not 
state why the second alternative, namely, that change is timeless, 
is impossible (but see below n. 5). Altabrizi, however, reasons 
it out as follows: 

"For change is either instantaneous or gradual. In the case 
of instantaneous change, it is quite obvious that it cannot be 
continuous and durable, for if only one single instantaneous 
change is assumed, it undoubtedly can have no continuity and 
duration, and if several instantaneous changeto are assuml'rl, one 
following after the other, it is likewise impossible for them to 
form a continuum, for these changes are now assumed to be each 
taking place in an instant, and if the succession of such instanta
neous changes could form a continuum, it would follow that the 
succession of instants would likewise form a continum. But 
this is absurd." 
,.Cili'IP "'1111_,.. 'M cnttrl_, l'T'l'T'IP '1JDiTI .~ M, 11C cnttn_, l'T'l"'''l C1M 'UII'Il'TII 

CI'"IJII npr, CIM1 ,Vl-,:)ll,, 1mp:a., -nsm:a p.,D l'tt ,,net .,. npr, CIMIP .p:a~c 
-met ,::1 ':I .p!l'1l'IC l'T'l"'''l 1::1 Cll "1PDM 'M , "lnMl'T ~ Cll'TC '11"1M ,::1 ,1:1'!1'1 

• '1piP ..,, .TIV1S1l'T "CIPZ)'IP :::1"1n CI'::IIPD.l 1p:a'1nl'T ,r, ,Mp:a IP'1M' Cll'TC 

5. Hebrew mnpo '1:::11nD JDil'T l'T'l'T ·"' CIM1 ,literally, "and if not, time 
would be composed of instants," The passage may also be 
rendered "and if change were timeless, time would be compoaed 
of instants." Thus rendered, it would carry out the reasoning 
against the second alternative. See above n. 4. 
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6. In the preceding passage Crescas interpreted the term ~., 
in the proposition to mean continuous in the sense of an unbroken 
connection of parts as opposed to discrete, 6LWpLtTJUvOfl, and was 
therefore forced to maintain that the proposition could not apply 
to change in one species. Now, however, Crescas suggests that 
the term ~"''lll) may mean continuous in the sense of eternity 
and endlessness, in which case the proposition would also apply 
to change in one species, for no rectilinear motion, even if in 
one species, can be eternal. 

Crescas' latter interpretation seems to be the right one. For 
the source of Maimonides' proposition is Physics VIII, 7-8, 
where Aristotle discusses the problem whether there is any 
continuous (trUJIEX~r, 260a, 22) motion. In the cc•urse of his 
discussion he makes it clear that by tTWEX~r he means infinitely 
continuous. 

This latter interpretation of Crescas may be further supported 
by the fact that the corresponding Greek term tTUJIEX~r likewise 
has the meaning of eternity. Thus in the following passage 
Aristotle uses the adverb tTUJIEXWr in the sense of endless and 
eternal continuity whereas the adjective tTUJIEX~S is used in the 
sense of continuous as opposed to successive. Physics VIII, 7, 
260b, 19-21: l:Jtr'T'' E'II'Ei. KLJ11jtrLJI ,.,.~, UJICX'YKa.Zofl ElJiaL CTUJIEXWS, 
Elf/ a· &, tTUJIEXWr .;; , tTUJIExf,r.;;, ecpEEfjr .•• In the Latin trans
lation of Averroes' Long Commentary (p. 397ra, B) tTUJIEXWS of 
this passage is correctly translated by aeternus and tTI!JIEX~r by 
continuus. "Quia igitur est necessarium ut motus sit aeternus, 
et non aetemus, nisi, aut quia est continuus, aut quia est 
successivus ... ' ' 

A similar interpretation of the term "continuous" in this 
proposition is given also by Hillel of•Verona (p. 36a): "The 
term 'continuous' here is to be understood in the sense of 'ever
lasting'." ,.DIU) 1~ )10!1 tao, p:a1,1:1 lVI,..,, 
7. From here to the end of the chapter, Crescas, commentary is 
a paraphrase of Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 1-4, corresponding 
to Physics VIII, 7-9. 

8. The argument following is taken from Averroes' interpretation 
of Aristotle's argument contained in Physics VIII, 7, 261a, 
31-261b, 22. 
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lntmnedi~Ue Physics VIII, v, 2: "The question as to which kind 
of locomotion ia eternal will be answered by us after we shall have 
first shown that none of the geaera of motion can be eternally 
continuous except locomotion. The argument ia as follows: All the 
other three kinds of motion must be from one opposite to another, 
and two opposite motions between two opposite poles cannot 
form a continuous motion, for a continuous motion is one motion, 
and opposite motions cannot be one motion. To assume that 
opposite motions are one motion would mean that that which is 
becoming white is becoming white and black at the same time and 
that which is generated is being generated and corrupted at the 
same time. Since therefore opposite motions must be two motions, 
there must of necessity be some interval of time between them. 

In view of this, if the change ia of the kind that is called 
motion, then indeed the object undergoing the change must of 
necessity come to rest between the two opposite motions. But if 
the change ia of the kind that is not called motion, as, e. g., change 
from non-being to being and from being to non-being, then while 
there is no actual object in existence of which it can be said to 
come to rest, inasmuch as in this kind of change there is no actual 
object which bridges the entire change from twginning to end 
as in the other changes which constitute true motion, still, even 
in this kind of change, i. e., the change from non-being to being, 
there must be some interval of time between the two opposite 
changes during which interval the object is not undergoing either 
one of the changes, for it is absurd to assume that the generation 
of an object is continuous with its corruption without there being 
any interval of time between them. 

This being evident io.the case of generation, namely, that it 
cannot be continuous with corruption, the same must also be 
true with respect to the other motions, for the nature of things 
undergoing change is the same in every case." 

-.me 'Mill nr,nn "'1tQllP "H'1M m "'!tal ,. l"DM ,ll'l"'D'' tm npnpn 1rtt IDIIt'l 

nn .pny.m n)IWI ,;,r,~:~ MJIWIM 'JII:ll:l :nee n•I'Ul n~'MI:l nntt npun MW1I' 
,.,m "111M m•::Jmm m!NM ':1111 ,,D., r,.. 11Di"U) l'M' all:lM ~ IMJFo'1 '2'M 

,nntt n~TWM M]IUI1l'lll 'II' .n~'MI:l M)IWI M'M1'11'1 "11111M 'M I:I'::JIIITI •m 
-. m I'1'M nntt nn•n ,r, .. nn .l1I"'M n1'::JIIm mpunn Ml''M1'11'1 .,.,. 'M1 

."1M' ,1:111., mm• mmn• m ..,.,.., ,"1M' "IMr'IJ:a.,,. t:a.,n 
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'1lllm M'i"' l:ln .11"1:1.~ Jl:ll ctn':l'!l M'i"' ,I:I'IIP m':l_,m msnm m "1111101 

.n'l:l~~m ll1lNI'I .,.. r:a IT'I:In:a I'D i'DIWI:ll"' "1:"'i"' M'i"' .n)nn'1 :nco M'i"' "1:"'11:1 

• 'T'1]1I"IZ) i'l'i'l' ....... ....... ''lr.1 'IC:I ,i'IJNI'Ii'l :nco 11m "1:"'11:1 'll'M .,., M'i"' I:IM1 

l'!'TIIr 'V1M ~"'~~11m!~ ""'MZ) "1:, JM:I!I i'l'i'l' "" • "MPl'T '" mtt'lml:)'l nwm '" 
"W!! l'.lJIM ,.r,,., i'll:l = uno ,y ''lr.1 nr,m, r,a:a MW "1:, .,., nc J'M 
,,.. •• r:a IT'I:In!l i'l'i'l' ,:at .nma n1pun l:li'l ....... .,..., ,l:l'"''nMM l:l'"'r.1 
rb )Dr .mM'¥D r,.. 'T'1]1I"IZ) i'l'i'l' "'111M .,..., , "tlllm ~ :m:m MC l:l"::lll"'i'' l:l"''r.1 

""'':IM'9 i'l2ll:li'll:l ':1 ,l:l'':l.,i'li'l l:l'"tlllm ':1'1:1 'liPD "1I'IIQ iDI'IIPD "1:"'i"' 1!1 i'l'l'l' . ":a JDI l:ll'l':r:a ~ •nr,:aD no~~n:a p:a1"'11:1 mm l1"'iil'1 

!1''111' J:l 'IC:I i"Di'' ,,1:1~ p:a,n ""' ,., ,l'I"GTo"" l'.lJ71:l "'t1!!D i'll i'l'i'l "1111101 

• "111M 37:::11:1 D':II'IIPDi'l l1:::ll:ll' nn .msrum "'1MMI1!! rlPl'T l'l'i'l'll 

9. Cf. Physit;s V, 5, 229a, 25-27. "And every motion is de
nominated rather from that into which it is changed, than from 
that from which it is changed. Thus that is called becoming well 
which tends to health, but a becoming ill which tends to disease." 

10. Corresponds to Aristotle's argument contained in Physi&s 
VIII, 7, 261b, 22-24: "Again, in generation and corruption, it 
may be seem to be perfectly absurd, if it is necessary that what 
is generated should immediately be corrupted, and not remain 
at rest for any time.'' 

Intermediate Physit;s VIII, v, 2: "That is to say, between 
non-being and being there must be a certain time during which 
the object suffers neither of the two contrary changes, for it is 
an absurdity to affirm that the generation and corruption of a 
generable object form one continuous change, without there 
being any interval of time between them.'' 

'JPD ,ntQ nlnllll:l "1:"'i"' 1!1 i'l'i'l' "' )1:11 lnM':SI:l '" "M37l'll:l i'l'i'l' ....... ,., 
•nr,!ID n~:~r.~:::~ p:anD rnm n'\'"111 "'t1M'W l"'NN::l"'D •:a ,l:l'':a.,m D"''r.1 •:rD 

.JDr l:ll'l':r:a l'l'l'l'lll 

11. Corresponds to the next class of Aristotle's arguments in 
Physit;s VIII, 8, 261b, 27-263a, 3, intended to prove that loco
motion in a right line cannot be infinitely continuous. 

ll. Cf. Physi&s VIII, 8, 261b, 28-29: "For e"ery thing which is 
locally moved, is either moved in a circle, or in a right line, or 
that which is mixed of both of these," Also ibid. VIII, 9, 265a, 
14--15 and De Caelo l, 2, 268b, 17-18. 
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I~ Physit;s VIII, v, 3: "For every motion in plac;e 
must be either rectilinear or circular or composed of both of 
these. And as it will be shown that the first of these two simple 
motions, namely, the rectilinear, cannot go on continually, it 
will become clear that that which is composed of both of these 
motions cannot go on continually, for that which cannot be 
continual when simple cannot be so also when combined with 
something else.' ' 
,IIT':IIID ~"11D 100 n•=CI CIM'I l"'""IP' "'""" aet pnsm npun ):. nn 
.n~1"11) "'""" "'VPIIM '&C rM1!111.., m:snm ,-,.. 'nftl nnta "''ICn' "''I'M::1 
• .,.,11l'll) Mr::niii!Q .,.. • .,r, ,n~1"11) •n'=':a a.-r•c n:a:~.,a,-. .,r,~ ,l"'""IP'n tm" 

.!I:).,'ICI!I &a~:~'l' J7=• mp:a"ll1.-n 

13. Corresponds to Aristotle's argument "that a thing which is 
locally moved in a finite right line, cannot be moved continually"; 
contained in Physics VIII, 8, 261b, 31-262a, 17. Aristotle 
characterizes these arguments as being supported by sense percep
tion (thrl riis a.lutH,uEWs, ibid. 262a, 18). 

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 3: "That rectilinear motion 
cannot be continual, that is to say, that one and the' same object 
that is locally moved, step after step, over a certain distance, 
could not continue to be so moved without ever having to come 
to a stop, can be demonstrated in several ways.' ' 
,I'Dii'l pnsm i"''ii "''I'M:: np:a'l"ll:l i'l'iV1II "'VPIIIR 'M i"''""1r.. ;vaniW I:I:IDM'I 
, i'lliW\., )1:1 .,,.., ''!11:1 ,1:11111 -,nM 1:11111 , 11:1:111!1 .,nMM 7tw1 r,l1 111JUfl' 'ICI¥11:2 

.a'llll:l i'IM"I' "' 

14. Corresponds to Aristotle's argument from reason (i'll"i Toii 
M'Yoll) contained in Physics VIII, 8, 262a, 19-262b, 28. 

The text here is an abridgment of the following passage in 
Imermediate Physics v, VIII, 3: 

"In every finite conbnuum there are three things, a beginning, 
an end and a middle. The middle is one in subject but two in 
definition ("'Dtt::!!, M'YCf'), that is to say, it is the end of one of the 
two parts into which it divides the continuum and the beginning 
of the other, for the middle exists in a continuum in a twofold 
respect: first, potentially, and, second, actually. It is evident that 
when anything is moved with a finite continuous motion over a 
finite magnitude, in so far as it is moved and continues its 
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motioD uninterruptedly, it does not register an actual point in the 
middle of the continuum. It is only when the moving object stops 
and thereby divides the continuous magnitude over which it 
movea into two halves that it registers an actual point on the 
latter, which is at once both a beginning and an end, i. e., the end 
of the prior part of the motion and of the prior part of the dis
tance, and the beginning of the posterior part of the motion and 
of the posterior part of the distance ... To illustrate: Let A move 
over the continuum BC with a continuous motion. I say that A 
will not register an actual point, say point D, on BC unless A 
atopsiODlewhere between B and C. B D C If A does 
not stop at D, there can be no actual point in the interval between 
B and C, unless we assume that a line is composed of points ...• 

Inumuch u it clear that when the moving object does stop, 
it does register an actual point, I maintain that the contrary must 
be equally true, namely, that when the moving object register& 
an actual point, it muat be inferred that it hu come to a stop. 
Assuming, for instance, that A in its motion over magnitude 
B P C has registered an actual point D so that 
it marks the end of motion BD and the beginning of motion 
DC, I maintain that A must have come to a stop at D. For its 
being at Dis not the same as its being beyond D, and these two 
points at which the moving object successively is, i. e., the actual 
point D and a point beyond D, mark the end of two contrary 
motions, [one toward D, and the other away from D). Inasmuch 
aa the moving object must have performed two opposite motions, 
when at first it moved toward D and then it moved away from 
D, these two opposite tendencies could not have existed in it in 
actuality except in two different instants, for only by way of 
potentiality could they have existed in it in one instant. And 
aince these two tendencies imply two instants, there must neces
sarily have been some interval of time between them .... 

As it hu thus been established that when a moving object 
registers an actual point it must have come to a stop, and as it is 
further evident that a moving object, when it returns over the 
IllUDe distance, registers on its return an actual point which is 
the end of the prior motion and the beginning of the posterior 
contrary motion, for were it not so, the two contrary motion& 
would be one, it follows that these two motions, redoubled over 
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the aame distance, an! not continuous, inaam.uch aa there must 
haw been some rest between them, and every rest is in time. 
This is one of the proofs by which is established that the motion 
of that which returns is not continuous, inaamuc:h aa an interval 
of rest must interrupt the two motions,'' 

,.~ mnm ,D"'Q"1 """" ,.r,:::m ~ Jmlll) "= IUZI'W mw rrrm, ~n 
op7., •a "mM? n•?:::m MV~W rm .~ a-• -= "1nM ~ ,psz:!MI 

Di'1D -mM .~ •• ?v ~~ am ~ nn .•JJh n?nnm ~"''lll:r1 
n":: lnu ?p n~n~:~ n•:a npun J7JI'IWI."1 l'lJ71:1 "''M1!!I:) nn • ?p.:a •r.n n= 
MC nn ,J7J7WID Klo"lll "''SC ?snm:a SISI*l'l ta."1 m1p1 1•?p p~ ll"1n' """ 
'Vnl4!l •;, ,l:l"'lm •JP:a ?-run p?m "1z:IJ7 "'111110 tt?tt • 1p!1"1M ?p PliUI'II:l "I'Dnl'IIP 
rrnpb nt?:::m 1:114 .n•?;,m n?nn.., mn ?pu~:a m ?p i'l"nn» ll"1n' npn 
l'll r,c ... •r.J 1?i'll:lm n•r.~ npun? mi'W'I ~ JWIMTI 1?MCm I'UW"TI 

l1J7WID .,.,M """ '"'ll)1tt 1'WI .n~1"11:1 npun r:a lnu ?v vi7W1' ... ppuna"W 
PSNliD "111:131' CIM """ ·n m1p1 = ·:n ·:a t•:a ?JN~:a rrnp1 t:a ~nu r,y ... 
i'l"11pl Dll 1'14 .'M!I "111:131' tt'nl:a D:ll:lM'I .1 i'l :a .':n •:a J'!l ... 

• • .nnlpll:) .:1:)"11) 'lpn n'i'l' 14? CIM • ?p.:a 
.,...... '"'ll)1tt , ?S11.:a i'l"11pl IP"''n' "1CJ7' "'111110 •:a ~ l'JSICI '1?1 "''lllC1 

.ru "1.:1;) • ,r,I'TI:lt., ?v ?~ l'l"11pl F!l1'lrl;) ,J7J7U1'11:lo"lll ..,., .:a "WW 1;, m m 
I'T'I'Tnl' "'TJI ,r,J71.:a •n m1p1 t:a lnu ?p V117Ul1 np:a .,., "1.:1;) 'tt l1J7WID m:n 
.n"1;)l'l!l •ra N "1.:1;) '14 •;, '"'ll)1tt 1"1:'1 .rn nJIUI'I? n?nn,., l'l":: npun? n·~ 
...,.. Vl1W11:lr, 1:1";)111"1 ~ ern • •nc r,.,.:u 'll11M'SI:l 'l'l?:a •n:a V11IC'XI:ll' nn 
V11'm •n:a wn SJJ7UIU)l'l rrn "''lllC1 :nc 'rt:an ?J,M:a •n: V11'l'l r,.., • 'M "'" 
nuDm 1?M 'liiP 1? miUI:Il i'll''Mllrl "'11/IIM 'M ,nm?nnc mpun 'liiP 'MC ?-,.:u 
m:n:::mn ,r,_. .,., 1'n 1:114 """ .nntt np:a "" .n111?nnc mnp '11111!1 p, ?v.:a 
••• JI:ll I:IM':r:a 1"1:'1 nVIP •ne ?;,? .nVIP •n~~~:~ rrn "'1111101 ,n= n~UZ:U ppunc? 
""'M1:3::) rrm ,N "1.:1;) M\"1 1"1:'1 r,V'III!I l'l"11pl !P"111'11;) ~ !III'M "''lllC1 

~ i'l"11pl V1"1'111!1 ll"1n' tml' mp:a .,., ,?ncn r,y "1Mi'l S1JIUI'IA'1C 
ll1JIW1."1 .,., ''" ·"" CIM'I .n? n•;,llm n•JJh mMm l"'l11PMTT i'IJIUI'I,"1 ll'?:an am 
..nntt rn ?p n1?11;).11'1 Y"1 ,mJIUI'Iil 1?tt •rn '1M1!II:) tm ,MM m•:~~~m 
m 1"1:'1 .JI:IC M\"1 MnUCI ?;)! i"'I11Z) I:IM':r:a npc1110 nn•illl "1MM .~nc JN 
P'CIII'II "'11M .n~1"11:1 V1pun I'M "1nnn P;siUI'IA"''I' Di'1D I'!M"I' Cl'"nM!I."tz:l "''I"'M 

.nmz Jl:ll n'I)NI\"1 >mr r:a 
15. Cf. Physi&s VIII, 8, 26la, 28-31: "The like also takes place 
in a circle .•. Hence if neither of these motions is continuous, 
neither can that be continuous which is composed from both 
of them." 
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16. Hebrew •mn, ~J:}-, A~. i.e., epiral-ahaped, the 
name Jiven to a line composed of straight and circular lines. 
See T. L. Heath, The Tmrlun Books of Euditl's ~. Vol. 
I, pp. 159-160, on the classification of lines. The term IMKol oc
curs aiJo in Physics V, 4, 228b, 24, as a description of motion in 
a spiral line. 

17. Corresponds to Aristotle's conclusion contained in Physics 
VIII, 8, 265a, 7-9: "But the arguments now employed universal
ly show of all motion that it is not possible to be continually 
DlOVed with any motion except that which is circular.'' 

18. That is to say, every given point in circular motion is at 
once the terminus a guo and the terminus atl q#em of the motion. 
Cf. Physics VIII, 8, 264b, 18-19: "For motion in a circle is 
from the aame to the same, but the motion throurh a right line 
is from the same to another.'' 

If~Urtnediate Physics VIII, v, 4: "For that which is moved 
circularly is moved from and toward the very same thing, so 
that the terminus a guo and the terminus atl quem are the same, 
for in circular motion there are no opposite limits.'' 
1DSJQ '1nM ,,.,_ l'IZll UIXllll iTI) 'U'To'll:l J7JIWI' CIZlM !I'CCQ J7]11lnl:lo""'P 

.m.,.:apc ~ •• 1:111 )'Mill nn ,mp:a -u., VM .,._ 

19. Cf. Physics VIII, 8, 265a, 1~12: "Thus much, therefore, 
has been said to prove that there is neither any infinite mutation, 
nor any infinite motion, except that which is in a circle.'' 

lnterrrudiate Physics VIII, v, 4: "That circular motion can be 
continual and perpetual and that it is prior in nature to rectilinear 
motion, we shall prove as follows.'' 
J2!1 I'1IT11p M'i11'1 n..,.z:v11 np:aT"'C n'MII "'1111* IT'!I"CDM l"']Nno""'P a:IJ:IK1 

.nc "'au 'IRM rnrn i1pl1J7l'li'l ~ 

PAJr.T II 

21. This is a refutation of the first argument, viz., that between 
two specifically different changes, like whitening and blackening, 
there must be an instant of actual rest. Crescas'line of reasoning 
may be restated as follows: There is no instant of rest between 
the opposite changes of whitening and blackening. The time 
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in which both these oppoaite motiODS take place is one aad 
continuous, the instant in which the change from whitening to 
blackening takes place being the end of the past and the beginning 
of the future time. But while that instant, in so far as it per· 
tains to the time of the change, is common to both the past and 
the future, still in so far as it pertains to the object undergoing 
the change from whitening to blackening it belongs only to the 
terminus ad quem, namely, blackening. Thus the object would 
not be whitening and blackening at the same time. For let ABC 
be the time, and D the object undergoing the change. Let D be 
whitening in A and blackening in C. B will then be the nov, 
which has no extension, and will be at once the end of put time 
A and the beginning of the future time C. Still it must not neces
sarily follow that in B both whitening and blackening would 
take place at once, for in this respect B belongs to the posterior 
change, marking only the beginning of the blackening process. 

The force of Crescas' argument is primarily due to the fact 
that Aristotle himself makes the same distinction in the caae of 
a single continuous motion. Take for instance the motion from 
black to white. It is a single motion and is admitted by Aristotle 
to be continuous. Now, let ABC be the time and D the object 
undergoing the change. Again, let D be black in A and white 
in C. Now, since B, the ntllll, is common to both past time A 
and future time C, would not the object in the instant B be both 
black and white at once? But Aristotle solves the difficulty in the 
manner we have just described, namely, that with reference to 
the object in change the instant B belongs to the posterior only. 
To quote Aristotle's own words: "It is also evident that unless 
the point of time by which prior and posterior are divided, is al
ways attributed to the posterior, the thing itself being considered, 
the same thing will be at the same time being and non-being, and 
when it will be in generation, or becoming to be, will not be in 
generation. The point, therefore, is common to both the prior 
and the posterior, and is one and the same in number, but is not 
the same in definition; for it is the beginning of the one and the 
end of the other. But so far as pertains to the thing it is always 
of the posterior passive quality.'' (Physi&s VIII, 8, 263b, 9-1$). 

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 3: "If we assume that the instant, 
which is the end of the existence of a thing and the bejpnning of 
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ita non-existence, is at once a part of the actual existence of the 
thing and of ita actual non-existence, ••• then a thing will be 
existent and non-existent in one and the same instant. Take, for 
example, the case of Socrates who was alive during a certain past 
time and dead during a certain future time. If we assume that he 
was alive at the end of the past time and dead at the beginning of 
the future time, then, inasmuch as the end of the past time and 
the beginning of the future time is one in subject and is indivisi
ble, .•. it will follow that Socrates will have been at once alive 
and dead in one and the same instant. Hence it must be inferred 
that an instant has nothing actual about it but that it is only a 
dividing point between opposite kinds of existence. just as it is 
only a dividing point between the past and the future, but when 
viewed with respect to the past it is more properly to be regarded 
as the end of the past rather than as the beginning of the future, 
and when viewed with respect to the future it is more properly to 
be regarded as the beginning of the future." 
n•";,n M\"''IP :m '"lSD , 'snm:::a MSDJM n'IH':SIX) """ MnJil"'l' UI"'J"' 1"1n 
••• 1-nsm" i'I"Mi'IJ:I DJ M\"''IP "1:11:1 , .,puJ~ 1-ny,"IZ) p"n y;, D3 'Q i'l'm ,n'IH'SI:l" 
'" acsm i'l"l"''l i'll:l., llltt,J'li:IIP ,Mr ~ • .,"" rrnp:::a "1rr .,.,sm acsm "1:::1"1i'l l'I'M 

Jl:lli'l n•":::m m "111M "1:::1"1l'l l'l'm , -rnS1l'l y~:~m n.,M:'C 111:!'1 "1:::11S1l'l y~:~r ";,:a 
MIZI ~nnn-. ~ m . . . p"MI:l •n":::a1 MW:::~ "'II'IM -rnS1l'l n~m "1:::11S1i'l 
"1:::1"1 MnS1~ i'l'i'l' tt'nl ~''1n'l' i'll:l Mm . "1rr "'II'IM Mn!l:::l 111:!'1 'i'l llltt"1p11:1 ~ 
:rnpm "1:::11S1l'l!'~ "..,= 1m&' 11:1:1 c•:~.,m mM'SI:li'IJ'~ "'"1:::1.0 m ~ .,~ 
i'l'i'l' ......, "1:::11SJ" n'":ln i'l'i'I'IP .,.., "1m' l'l'i'l "1:::11S1l'l )DC IZ'p'li'l "WWIOII M"M 

• -rnp" mrrni'l i'l'i'l9 .,.., "1n1' l'l'i'l IP"1MI:li'l )I:IC "'J'\"1 "1l'lCI , -rnp" n"Mni'l 
And so Crescas seems to argue that since Aristotle draws that 

distinction in a single motion, why not apply it also to opposite 
motions and prove thereby their continuity? 

Crescas' argument against the proposition is reproduced by 
Pico Della Mirandola in &&amen Doctriruu Vanitatis Gentium 
VI, 2: "Non recipitur et illud, solum motum orbicularem esse 
continuum, atque rationes Aristotelis quibus id probare sategerat 
fabulas appellat Hasdai, et nigrum cun movetur ad albedinem, 
licet non quiescat in ea, sed denigretur, non tamen sequitur 
propterea ut dealbetur simul et denigreatur, sed ratione diversa, 
hoc est, quatenus dealbatur potest id asseri, et quatenus deni
gratur hoc etiam potest affirmari: nee absurdum f'llt ullum," 
21. Cf. above Prop. VII, p. 243, n. 8. 
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D. This is the refutation of the aecond arpment, via., tbat 
between two opposite rectilinear motions, like upward and dcnm
ward, there must be an inatant or rest. A similar refutation of 
the argument, containing a similar illustration of two objects, 
one rising and the other falling, may be found in Joannes Veraor's 
Quaulitmu Physit:arum, Liber VIII, Quaulio XI. 

"Question XI. Whether that which returns in ita motion 
must come to rest at the point of ita returning. 

It would aeem that it is not so. For if a small pebble is thrown 
upward, while a stone of the size of a millstone is coming down
ward in the opposite direction, the pebble will have to return 
downward without having fi111t come to rest at all, for, were it 
not so, the millstone will have to come to rest toO, bnt that is 
impoaaible. 

Second, if we aaaume that the pebble which waa thrown upward 
bad come to rest prior to its beginning to come down, it will follow 
that a heavy object will remain at rest in a place above without 
anything supporting it, but that is impoaaible," 

mrr1 ,mii"C ~ n~ m VI~ "1nn M\Y na ":I ate ,M"i't m..n 
PM n=" ,,, 11'1"1'1 ·""va" 11!11' 1!1M ~ CM •:1 nn .1::1 'ID'• 

"" CIM1 ·"":I nnua ":I '"= ~ Mli!IJ'l'11!IMI"' !1111n :u"1 ,D"I1'"1:1 nm 
• ~ ,:l"M .pza nn .D"n'"'rr 'II'T1l" ::Mrl' .1::1 

!I"TV1' i"'J"' ,i"'J"' "I"VVIP D'"l1p nm ""'PrJ" n::1- 1!IMI"' nn•n CM .n•• 
• •,-. J7ZU 1'11 "'IIPM , "":I P'CID' '"!Ia m'PrJ!I D1prJ!I ru "1»"1 "1:1"1l'1 l"''iftJ 

This argument of Crescas is also reproduced by Pico Della 
Mirandola: "Illud quoque falsum inter duos contrarioa motus 
necesaario quietem intercedere, alioqui aequeretur ut pondua 
ingens, ut mons altissimus, super re levissima ascendere pro
cumbena, sisteret motum et quietis interponeret morulam, et 
ipso in aere conquiesceret," (Emmm Doctriue VGnitatis Gemium 
VI, 2). 

A similar argument by Descartes, Oeurwu, ed. Cousin, IX, pp. 
71, 77, is referred to by Julius Guttmann in his "Chasdai Creskaa 
ala Kritiker der aristotelischen Physik," Festschrift•um sWbrigU. 
GeburtsltJge J4hob GuumGnns, p. 43, n. 1. 

23. The argument contained in this paaaa.ge may be interpreted 
as follows: 
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Ia Prop. XIV, Maimonides states that aeneration and cor· 
ruption are alway. preceded by a change in quality. .A. we shall 
see later (Prop. XIV, n. 1 p. 628) by the terms aeneration and 
c:omJption Maimonides means relative aeneration and corruption, 
i.e., the substantial change undergone by an actually existent 
object in pauing from one form to another. That concomitant 
qualitative change, which must always precede a relative snb
stantial change, must not necessarily be in opposite directions. 
It may as well be in one direction. Thus when water changes 
from cold to hot, with reference to coldness-and-heat, it is one 
continuous qualitative change in one direction, but with reference 
to cold-'U161e1 and hot-'llltJtBr, it is a relative substantial change, the 
corruption of cold-water and the generation of hol-'U161e1 (cf. 
Prop. IV, n. 8, p. 513). Now, Crescae seems to argue, if you 
say that between the corruption of cold-water and the generation 
of hot-'U161e1, or, as he suggests to call it, the end of one generation 
and the beginning of another generation, there must be an actual 
instant of rest, you will also have to assume the existence of an 
actual instant of rest in the concomitant continuous qualitative 
changes from coldness to heat. But this is absurd. Hence, Cresca!! 
would expect us to conclude, that there is no actual instant of 
rest between generation and corruption. 

PROPOSITION XIV 

PART I 

l. The Hebrew text of the proposition foiiOWBisaac ben Nathan's 
translation of Altabrizi. 

The proposition is based upon the following passage in Physics 
VIII, 7,260a,26-260b,S: "But since there are three motions, one 
according to magnitude, another according to passive quality, 
and another according to place, which we call lation, it is neces
sary that lation should be the first; since it is impossible there 
should be increase unless alteration had a prior subsistence ..• 
If also a thing is changed in quality, it is necessary there should 
be that which produces the change in quality ... It is evident, 
therefore, that the thing which moves does not subsist similarly 
but at one time is nearer and at another time more remote from 
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tbat which is changed in quality. But thit cannot aubelst 
without lation.'' 

It will have been noticed, however, that, unlike Maimonidea, 
Aristotle makes no mention of the priority of locomotion and 
qualitative change to generation and corruption. He only 
speaks of the priority of locomotion to qualitative and quantita
tive change. 

The discrepancy between Maimonides and Aristotle has been 
pointed out by Shem-tob in his commentary on the Mtweh. 
Munk, in an attempt to justify Maimonides, takes the term 
"alteration", n'llnm, in this proposition not in its usual sense of 
qualitative change (see Prop. IV, n. 3, p. 500) but in the sense of 
substantial change or generation (cf, Guide II, p. 14, n. 2). From 
Crescas' discussion of this proposition, however, where he uses 
the expression "motions of quality", 1'Ml'1 mll'lln (p. 282) for 
Maimonides' "alteration", nunr.t, it is clear that he understood 
the latter term in its usual sense. In this sense it is also taken 
by Narboni and Hillel of Verona. 

It seems, therefore, that the term "alteration" is to be taken 
in its usual sense. Still it is possible to remove the discrepancy 
between Maimonides and Aristotle by taking the expression 
"generation and corruption" in the proposition to refer to 
relative generation and corruption, i. e., to the generation 
and corruption which marks the substantial change from one 
subject to another (see Prop. IV, n·. 8, p. 513) This kind of 
generation and corruption is always concomitant with the other 
three changes and is preceded by alteration (see Prop. IV, n. 14, 
p. 519). In Crescas himself we have a definite statement, 
apropos of something else, that by "generation and corruption" 
in this proposition is meant "relative generation", 113m mn (p. 
582, I. 8). In the same sense the expression seems to have 
been understood by Narboni and Hillel of Verona. 

2. Hebrew II'IIIM!I. The same term is used by Narboni: "'M1!!I) nn 
II'IIIM!I. Averroes uses in this connection the term n""rprQ (eee 
quotation below in n. 3). The characterization of the proof as 
"inductive" is based upon the following statement in Phyriu 
VIII, 7, 261a, 27-28: "That lation, therefore, is first of motion, 
is from these things evident (1/la.PEp/JII u Toilrc.w)". 
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3. Cf. Pllysics VIII, 7, 260b, 16-19: "For that which ia first, u 
in other things, may be predicated mnltifariouely: for that ia 
.aid to be prior, without which other things will not be, but which 
can itself exist without others (i.e., what he calls later priority 
in nature, tjJiJas, cf. below n. 4); that also is said to be prior, 
which is first in time (xp611Cf'), and that which is first in essence 
(KaT' ofJaLa11).'' He then proceeds to show that locomotion is 
prior to all the other motions in all the senses enumerated. 

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 4: "That it must be the first of 
all the kinds of translation and that it must be prior to them in 
nature and in time may be shown in several ways." !1''111'11 I:II:M'I 

D'liiD J!l 1:13 rnt,' JDCl )1!1~ Ji"l'")l I\D"11p M'i'WI pnsm ':I'll" i'D'II'M, i"''i"'nl'. 

Again: "For when the other motions exist, this one must exist, 
whereas when this motion exists the other motions must not 
necessarily exist. This is the definition of prior in nature, as 
has been explained in its proper place. But that it must exist 
when other motions exist, can be demonstrated by induction.'' 

"" N'M ntUDl "WM!!l ,N':t MSm1ll1 !l"ln msnn, ......, lmll "'lll.ltCr1 ••" 
.llllptl!l "T'm!l i"lll '8!1 31!1111!1 ~p;-1 "nl nn .mvum ......, i"'lMSm1ll !1"11"1' 

.n , • p n :a n:r'lll ~ mvann ....., MXD.,;:a MXDniP l:llDM1 

Crescas seems to intimate here that in the proposition the term 
nD,p, Arabic ~pM. refers to "priority in time" whereas the 
term Di"lll ~. Arabic MMM~, as explained by Maimonides him
self, means "priority in nature.'' 

4. Cf. Physics VIII, 9, 265a, 16-23: "And the motion in a circle is 
prior to that which is in a right line because it is simple and more 
perfect... The perfect is prior by nature (1/lvttet), by reason 
(Aii'Y't'· i.e., KaT' o6aLa11, cf. above n. 3), and by time (xp611Cf') 
to the imperfect.'' 

5. Cf. Physics VIII, 9, 265a, 27-32: "But it happens reasonably, 
that the motion in a circle is one and continued, and not that 
which is in a right line: for of the motion which is in a right line, 
the beginning, middle, and end are bounded, and it contains all 
these in itself; so that there is whence that which is moved began, 
and where it will end; for everything rests in boundaries, either 
from whence or whither it is moved; but these in circular motion 
are indefinite.'' -
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6. Hebrew 'W rarr abt, literally, "and no change occun to it." 
But I take it to refer to the uniformity of the velocity of the 
circular motion of the spheres rather than to the unchangeability 
and incorruptibility of their substance (see Prop. XII, Part II, 
D. ll, p. 614), thus reflecting the statements contained in the 
following paseages: 

Pllyrics VIII, 9, 26Sb, 11-14: "Further still, the motion alone 
in a circle can be equable (OI'II}.ij); for things which are moved 
in a right line, ..• by how much farther they are distant from that 
which iB at rest, are moved by eo much the swifter." 

Ifllermetlitm Physics VIII, v, 4: "Furthennore, circular motion 
can be equable ••• for the rectilinear natural motions undergo 
variation with reference to swiftneBB and slowness. 
m"'IP'n 111JNM11 nn ••• n'll' i"''MIII rc "'III!IM l1':::1t:IDM npunn ':! 'TilJ1 

• -nmn nl"1'l""D:::: IJ'I'nm 1:1n:::1 =· nvp:u:n 
Altabrizi: "Circular motion is always of the same order, and 

no variation occurs to it as it does to rectilinear motion, for the 
latter, when natural, becomes stronger in the end, and, when 
violent, becomes stronger in the middle and weaker at the end, 
thus proving that rectlinear motion suffers variation." 
dTrn i'ISJ'DM; p:::a.,.., W "Jl.,nn rD p:::a-r M;, , "II"'M .,.,D ;p ,,Dn i'T'M'I 
wn nn ,rrt:ll"CC nll'M mn ,n•,nta pii"!M tt•n nn ,p:::aa:::a nll'n 1:11t ,wn •.::1 

.NI;IWI n'"llll'n npunn i'T'M'I 1"JlD:::I ~nm SJSZ)IQ pnnn 

7. That is to say, the celestial sphere. 

8. Hebrew "''II:Di1 ;pam '" nz:m U'llJ ;:aM. The term ;p11 may be 
taken here either as a noun, meaning ~. or as a participle, 
meaning agent. 

In the former sense, which I have adopted in the translation of 
the text, it occurs in the Morell lw-Morell: "Locomotion may be 
like perfect actuality in which there is no admixture of potentiali
ty. An instance of such locomotion is to be found in the cue 
of the spheres.' ' l':IJIM tm111 w .n.::1 1:1 :::a~n· tt'n1 'nDS"' ;p.,; i"'DT1'' 

D"'n'n:::a. Similarly also Altabrizi: "This kind of motion, i. e., 
the circular, is the most important of all the motions for an
other reason, for it occurs to its subject in a manner implying a 
perfection in its essence." "MPD m::a:::a.1 ~ ,ll'!lt:IDn .,., ,MP'Ift'llltft 
mp lf'IJ7e .,.. rH1IIb mpn amM wn '.::1 .J.::I C3 nlpunn. All these state-
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menta about the actuality and perfection of cin:ular motion 
reflect the following statement in Phyrics VIII, 9, 265a, 16-17: 
"And the motion in a circle iB prior to that which is in a right 
line, for it isllimple and more perfect." 

If the term .,Sill is taken here in the other sense, the pa1111age 

should be tranelated ae follows: "but that in everything it iB like 
the Perfect Agent [from which it proceed&)." It would thue 
reflect the following statement of Altabrizi: "But ae for circular 
motion, it does not undergo any change at all, proceeding, ae it 
does, from the action of a single force." tb i'D1'I ll':::a'QDl't a'1lft 
"1nM n21 1T"n''CI "''lftt , .,.,:! "J.,Mnn. 

PART II 

9. Hebrew n:.m mM. The tenn '1I'I:XI occurs ae a translation of 
two Greek words: (1) 6.K6Aou8os, conseqtU1Jl upon or iru:ideflllo 
(see Prop. IV, n. 2, p. 497). (2) ~s, suuessirle (see Prop. I. 
Part I, n. 113, p. 376). The two meanings of this word are so 
much alike that it is hard to tell in which sense it is used in any 
particular place. It is of greater importance always to discover 
what the term means to emphasize. 

Here the emphasis is upon the fact that the generation is ctm
seqwnl upon something or successirle ID something in the sense 
of ita being (Jrecedetl by something ae opposed to generation out 
of nothing. 

In the following pa8llage of Or AtltmtJi I, ii, 20, the emphasis is 
upon the successitm of tme tMng a.fter the tlua.ppea.ra.nce of a.notller. 
"It is pouible that the spheres are generated and destroyed in 
suc:ceaaion." ~ "1CIIIll rm M'M'e ...,... "'':::::lfP :m. 

In Altabrizi (Prop. VI) it is used in the sense of a neeessa.ry 
etmsegwnce of a cause ae opposed to an act of volition and choice. 
"But if the cause of that motion is something within the body, 
the latter is eaid to be moved of itself. But this is subdivided 
into two parte. If the motion proceeds from the cause by design 
and choice, it is called voluntary motion; if without design and 
choice, it is called sequential motion." 
M1l"'ll ,., "111M' i'D1'I ,an"! VTM 111-= "1:::1"1 l"QQ'DD1."1 i"'l11M rae~ Mll'l1 1:11t a'na 
MJNm 11m1 d.,.,.I"Q1 n:n:~:::a 'IZC n"'1"11CID i"''l''r. 1:11t 1m1 ~ PJ71I1D 

..I1!IIIM'I l"'SNM 1m1 ,:rrn:::a1 n:n:1 •n.,!ID • .rrD"W1 
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II. Cf. Or Adtnlat III, i. 

II. The point of Creecas' comment ia this: Jf we 888Ume the 
world u a whole to be eternal, there being no first generation, 
it is tn.Je that with reference to each generated being within the 
ungenerated world, arising as they all do from one another 
(rc.m M"''M), locomotion must be the first of all motions. But 
if we 888Ume the world to be generated, having been created iD 
time, then the act of generation will have to be the first motion. 

This comment of Crescas is based upon a paBBage of Aristotle, 
in which, after having stated that locomotion is the first of all mo
tions, he proceeds to show that that statement does not hold true 
unless the world is assumed to be ungenerated. Cf. Physia VIII, 
7, 260b, 30-261a, 10: "In each of these things which have genera
tion, however, it is necessary that lation should be the lut motion. 
For after a thing is generated, it is first necessary that there 
should be change in quality and increase; but lation is the motion 
of things which are now perfect. But it is necessary that some
thing else should be prior, which is moved according to lation, 
and which is also theo cause of generation to generated naturee, 
not being generation itself; as that which generates is prior to 
that which is generated. But generation may seem to be the 
first of motions, because it is necessary that a thing should first 
be generated. This indeed takes place in each of the things which 
are generated; but it is necessary that something else should be 
moved prior to things which are generated, itself eubsi11ting 
without being generated; and it is necessary that there should 
be something else prior to this. But since it is impossible that 
generation should be first (for if it were the caae, everything that 
is moved ahould be ~orruptible), it is evident that no one of the 
successive motions can be prior." 

ll. For the common underlying ahapeleu matter fint receives 
its four distinct specific forms, namely, the forms of the four 
elements, in consequence of which it is moved in space either up
ward or downward. See De Ca.elo IV, 3, 310b, 33-34: "A token 
of which is this, that locomotion belongs to thinp that are entire 
and complete, and is last in generation of motions... cr. quota
tion from the Physics above in n. 11. 
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Genonidee' commentary on In term. De Caclo I, vi: "We 1ay .•• 
that the first matter receives firat the first qualities, i.e., beat, cold, 
moiature, dryneae, and these are related to it aa form, aDd it ia 
for this reason that these qualities are called the fo111111 of the 
elements, as will be shown in De Gmtwa.titme d Corru~.'' 
"''lpm cmn am ,li121IIMTI ,.~ :van .,~P' J1PMTI -.mow • • ."'DUU 
m'TI¥ 111'~ rDM 1'M nm .. "nlr.1 ~ 'lmO 'l'l"r 1:1'11 ,r.ll'm rnmm 

.. "'l'n'1 "''IICD "''ICn9 ~ IIT11Ir.1 

13. Hebrew rmwc MD7o'l. By this is obviously meant the 'cor· 
poreal form' which is called by Plotinus and the lbwan al-Safa 
simply 'quantity' (cf. Prop. X, notes 16, 18). The ezpresion is 
the exact equivalent of 'I'OCJc}v K.a.BbMu qtUJnltmJ-iJJ-(nmU (De 
Gmnwne u Com1/Jiitme l, 5, 322a, 16). 

PROPOSITION XV 

PART I 

1. The Hebrew text of the proposition follows Ibn Tibbon'a 
translation of the More~ except for the expression l"'JIUI1., "JJ'Cl in 
which it follows Isaac ben Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. Ibn 
Tibbon has l"'JIUI1l'l TIM "'FDl-

l. Crescas' analysis of the proposition is based upon Altabrizi 
and Averroes, though it does not follow them throughout (see 
below n. 5). Altabrizi says here: "Know that this proposition 
contains three problems, m,.pn rhrl .,, n11pa nMIM ~ Jn1. 
Averroes gives the following outline of Aristotle's discussion of 
time. lnlermldiate Phyncs IV, iii; "The purpose of this summa 
ia to discuss the essence of time and the instant; the kind of 
existence that time has; and if time belongs to those things which 
exist in a subject, what its subject ia, and in what way does it 
exist in that subject.' ' 
iiiD i'T'i'l CICI :~ mM'XD nrtn :nnsr.n )Drn ~ wg .,.,.:lo"''.nn 

..MtPm ~ 'fKI ,-b MIN"! MD ,-= ""'ElM9 

It will have been noticed that in place of Creacas' m:npn, 
Altabrizi uses m.,., (Anonymous translation nwp:a and alao nn). 
See Prop. VII, Part I, n. 2 (p. 540). 
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3. Altabriai: "F'uat, to prove what time ia," "llfZI ,II'D 'nl 
'JDII1 III"'D. 

4. Altabrizi: "Second, to prove that time and motion are joined 
together in auch a manner that they c:aa in ao way be aeparated 
from ~ other." "niD' W, aop:n nJIIV'I CIP 'JDII1 nm--= .no-m. 
~~ ,., JD II'1D "ll1lt. 

5. This is not found in Altabrizi. Creacaa, however, has made 
a special topic of it in order to use it later as hie main point of 
attack on Aristotle's definition of time. His own definition, u 

. will be shown aubaequently (below n. 23), divorces the idea of 
time from motion. 

6. Altabrizi: "Third, to prove that that which is immovable 
does not come under time.'' "" J7J7W1' W, ....., .,...~ .nor'w.n 
'JDin mn .,_., 

7. Before giving his own definition of time, Aristotle sa)'ll: "Ia 
the first place, then, it will be well to doubt concerning it, through 
exoteric reasons, whether it ranks among things or among non
entities; and in the next place to consider what its nature ia" 
(Physics IV, 10, 217b, 31-32). Provi.Jlg first that time has 
existence, Aristotle then summarizes the views of the ancienta 
with regard to time: "For some say tbat it is the motion of the 
universe; but others that it is the sphere itself ..... But the 
sphere of the universe seemed to those who made that uaertion 
to be time, because all things are in time aad in the sphere of the 
universe" (ibid. 218a, 33-218b, 7). 

lrllmnltli4le Physics IV, iii, 1 aad 3: "Wherein we shall men
tion the doubts raised by the dialecticians as to the existence ol 
time .•••• The views held by the ancients with regard to time 
are two... First, the view of him who believea that time ia the 
motion of the universe, i.e., the rotation of the whole beawa. 
Second, the view of him who believes that we are all ia time 
aad that all thinp are in the sphere." 

rnJnm • • ·ll'll"' nwx= D"ITID'I = DopBD 'l'i1 "'111M lnpiGn .,.~ar,a 
nP'W'! ""' 'IOIIW i"'M"W •a nsn ,"''I"M •• .mn .,. 101:1 ~ m ._ 
a'r.l D'"aTI'I 10a 'DntJ ~1M"~'~' 'D n, ,"JPm ,D"., » ~ h ·,a, 

.,a 
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SimpUdou iD bit commeat oa du. puap eays that the lim: 
view men.tioned by Aristotle ia that which "Eudemua, Tbeo
pbrutua,Aiexander, conceived to be the opinion of Plato.'' Simpli
ciU8 himself, however, denies that Plato identified time with 
motion, and BJ'IUes that Plato, like Aristotle, held time to be only 
the measure of motion. As to the aec:ond vie.< mentioned by 
Aristotle, he aye that it is that of "the Pytbagoreans, who 
perhaps derived it from the assertion of Archytu who IIILid that 
the univenaltime is the interval of the nature of the universe." 
(Cf. Simpliciue in Physica, ed. Diels, p. 700, Jl. 16-22, and Taylor's 
tranelation of the Physics, p, 242, n. 4). 

These two ancient views mentioned by Aristotle, Fupplemented 
by Aristotle's own view, form the basis of Plotioue' threefold 
classification of the various theories of time. En1Uildl Ill, vii, 
6: "For time may be said to be either (a) motion, or (b) that 
which is moved, or (c) something pertaining to motion." He 
then continues: "Of those, however, who say that time is motion, 
some indeed assert that it is every motlon; but others, that it is 
the motion of the universe. But those who say it is that which 
ia moved, assert it to be the sphere of the universe. But those 
who say that it is something pertaining to motion consider it 
either as extension of motion, or as its measure, or as some COD· 

sequence of motion in general or of regulated motion." 
The classification of the various views on time given by the 

lbwan al-Safa (d. Dieterici, Die NatxrtJnscluJuung und Naturfllilll
sot*e tlt.1' Araber, pp. 14-16; Arabic text, DN AbluJIIlllungm tier 
Ic/nlldn Es-Saj4, p. 35) is evidently based upon the discussions of 
Aristotle and Plotinus. They enumerate four views. First, 
the popular view that time is the passage of years, months, days, 
and hours. Second, the view which we have already met with 
in Aristotle and Plotinus, that time is the number of the motion 
of the celestial sphere. Third, a view which we shall dillc:la 
subaequently and show that it can be traced to Plotinus' 01n1 

view (see below n. 23). Fourth, the view discWIIII!d by Aristotle 
(see above a. 7) that time does not belong to the realm of sistine 
things. 

In Altabrizi three views are mentioned in addition to that of 
Ariatotle: "We say that the ancients differed as to the essence of 
time acconliag to four view&. F'1111t, that time exists in itaelf, ia 
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Deither a body nor anythinc belonging to body, but i8 IOIDethint 
which has necesaary existence in virtue of itaelf. Second, that 
it is the body that encompasaea all the bodies of the univene, 
namely, the celestial equator. Third, that it is the motion of the 
celestial eQ)$tor." 
"'D1lJICXI:U,..,., Ji'ID nnM :my, ~"M r,p )DIM l11l'm IMWMTI 'lpin1 "DUU 
~a~ ,nor.n .V11CSY, nwm, ~"V1D M\'11 ,'ZIIIIl em 1:.1 •nr,;~ .~ 
.D1'trinra ngun M\"'IP • or"-m .am :TIIPC ~~ 1m1 ar,n 'ZIIII1 r,~ IJ'PCI" 

·(am rTIIIID ~1, J4:JI J.A.t. •.r.. 1.:., LfTTip.epux~s IWa:MI, ~q~~i4iunsal 
circle, equator). 

Here, again, the second and third views are thOle reported by 
Aristode and PJotinus, whereas the first view we shall show to 
rellect Plotinus' own conception of time (see below n. 23). 

8. Hebrew ~ '"''M'DD an,W,. Reflects the following statement 
in Intermediate Phyms IV, iii, 3: "Whence baa been demonstrated 
the untenability of what the ancients have said concerning the 
essence of time.' ' JDiil QSJr.l Cl'l1D"IpM 1i'11"''DDC i'ID "IDA, i'IID -.ann 1'111. 

9. Hebrew npma TWII:lm cmpn 'VIIO MVII'. This is rather an 
imperfect reproduction of Aristotle's definition of time in 
Physics IV, 11, 219b, 1-2: "For time is this, the number of 
motion according to prior and posterior." ToVro -y6.p •ITTLII 
o X,P6110s, 6.{)1.8p.in a:t~IT&~S a:cmi TO rpi,TEpoll a:a.L l'ianpo11. 
Creacas' version of the definition, however, is found in the 
following places: 

Averroes' Etnlome of 1M Physics IV, p. 18a: ~ m JDI't"' 1'111 
nvun:z tcXm'1 'Y11Cl1C.'11 crnpn '11110. 

Narboni on Morell I, 73, Prop. III: DTtpn "11110 m JDI't"' '" 
l'JJ'In"'D "''IW1Dr'11. 

An accurate translation of Aristotle's definition is given by 
Maimonides himself in his letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon. Kobet 
Tesllubot ha-Rambam we-lggerolaw II, p. 27b: "Time is the measure 
of motion according to prior and posterior in motion.'' 'JDII"'I 
l'1JNIQ 'YIVID1 ~ nymn "11lll' m. 

A somewhat freer, but still accurate, rendering of this definition 
occurs in Morell I, 52: "For time is an accident joined to motion, 
when the latter is viewed with reference to priority and poe
teriority and is numbered accordingly.'' npw~r, ~, rnpD 1Dr.'1 ~ 
n~ l'1'iVI1 .,.,.., ~ r211 I"Q 'IF.I~. 
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It will have been noticed that in Maimonides' two renderinp 
of Aristotle'• definition one 111e11 the term "meaaure'' while the 
other 111e11 the term "number." This point will be dilc:uased 
below in n. 24. 

It will allo have been noticed that in the fim of these reo
derinp, which was evidently meant to be an accurate tranelation 
of Aristotle, the expression 11 according to prior and posterior' ' is 
qualified by the phrue ' 'in motion.'' Similar qualifying phrases 
occur in the following translation of the definition. 

l'lllerrMiliate Physiu IV, iii, 1: 11 It is evident that the definition 
of time agreed upon ia that it ia the number of motion according 
to prior and posterior in its parts." C:CI:nD., )DIM 'TW "''fQD 1m 
:'1'~ T'IMI1D1 ~ Mp!m "''DDI:I MVII1 1m ,..,, 

Altabrizi, Prop. XV: 11 Fourth, that time J!o the measure of 
motion according to the prio1 ity and posteriority 111m a.re Mt 

c011joined.' ' "" .._.. .,.., :tc'"lp:1 -ua l'1l7W'Jl'1 ~ MVII1 JrJI"'.:l"'m 
1"1:11"1l1'. 

Narboni's commentary un Kawwanot ha-Pilosoftm Ill, iv: 
"Aristotle has defined time as the number of motion according 
to the prior and posterior in motion." "''DDD M'I."Wr.l JDil'1 "T'1l 'IIXJ'"'M 
:'1J7WD "'nU1Do"TI D"TI;:r."' 'liiD n1pwn. Again: JDI:'!III 'IIXJ'"'M ~ n:n 
:t:l TIMMD."TI D"TI;:r."' 'DID l"']]W\, "''DDD M\,, 

The reason for these additional qualifying phrases may be 
stated as follows: 

Aristotle's definition in its original wording, namely, that time 
ia the number of motion according to prior and posterior, was 
felt to be somewhat ambiguous, for place, too, has the distinction 
of prior and posterior. In fact, Aristotle himself points out thia 
analogy (Physiu IV, 11, 219a, 14-19). But there ia the fol
lowing difference between the prior and posterior of place and 
those of time. In the former case, they are co-subsistent: in the 
latter case they are successive. It was in order, therefore, to 
make it unmistakably clear that the phrase prior and posterior 
used in the definition of time is the aucce&Pive kind that the 
phrase 'in motion', or 110111e similar phrue, was added as a 
qualification of 'prior and posterior.' 

Cf. Narboni's commentary on the KGfllfiiCJIM 114-PiJosofim II, 
iv: "Motion, as has been shown, ia aaid to be measured in a two-
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fold respect. Firat, with reference to the distance travened. 
Seccmd, with reference to time. Conaequently, when we uae 
the apreaeion 'the number of motion with reference to prior 
and posterior,' the 'prior and posterior' may also refer to the 
parts of the distance, for those parts likewise are the meuure 
of the motion which is performed over them, but these prior and 
posterior are in position and are generally known not to be 
in time, inasmuch as they do not measure motion with reference 
to the nature of succession that exists in it or with reference to 
the character of poesibility that it possesses. It is therefore 
necessary to include in the definition the phrase 'in motion' (after 
'prior and posterior'], for that phrase constitutes the final diffe
rentia by which time is distinguished from the other measure of 
motion which is not time." 
·1"1"1il "lSD I:S"'D .,.. :CI'lll '.JI.IZ) "11lll' ,"'1tQMMII = ·I" m l"'37WW~ ·•~ 
.,JI "ltlM' ~ ~1 cmp::a l'1)IUm "UICIC 'IMCM rm1 ,JDii'1 "1SZ:I 'Jim'l 
,;,nn;:a TIIV1D'I cmp ,...,., ,Cii'I'.,JI .._.. npun., ,.,.,. l:ll"' '" , ,n oplln 
,l"'JNn .,, m"IIPDMI l"!n"M'so "'!!IDl"'::: m,pr tbrl .,.. ,JDO tD'MIP snu ~, 
'1Jim"'ID n''"l::l' 11,_., Tt::am em ., ,l"'JJUU1::: rbo -rn::a '1-om m11 m:m 

.JDii'1 U'M .._.. npun., ..... •r.t 

Similar explanations are given by Averroes, EpililrM of lite 
Physics IV, p. 17b, and Altabrizi, Prop. XV. 

The additional qualifying phrase, however, is often omitted 
as, e.g., in the following translations of Aristotle's definition: 

Abraham bar l:fiyya, Meglllat 114-MegtUleh, p. 10: ""-' JDii'11'" 
"''l"''ml lnJ'l::a .,.,m t•m. 

Gersonides, Mill}amot AdoMi VI, i, 21, p. 386: "''M:::mm1TID 'IDI:I 
"V1ttnD1 cmp::a Myun., "1IICIC M1iiiP 1Dii'1 ,"''lD. 

All the above-quoted passages are direct versions of Aristotle's 
formal definition of time. But in both Hebrew and Arabic 
philosophic texts we find another definition of time, which, while 
assuming with Aristotle that time is not independent uf motion 
or of objects which are in motion, is phrased differently from 
Aristotle's definition. 

We find such a definition in Saadia, who says that "time is 
nothing but the extension of the duration of bodies'' (Efflllfflll 

we-Deotii,l1), rl..:-"il ·~ •·.u ,- \...:;1 .Jl.jl .JIJ.J '" VM '""' 
a'Zlft'l arp li'1D 11M (Arabic text, p. 102) or that "The aaeace of 
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time ia the duration of theee existent tbiap" (tiM I, 4). ~..:;,,., 
.:.J.a,..,Jl ,;.i. ·~ d:b- me., ITIIIDTI m-.n 'IIVD ~ (Arabic 
text, p. 71). Cf. Guttmann, :&UgflmsphilosoJihi. tl. SaiJMa, p. 80. 

Similarly Abraham bar l;liyya defines time a" 1M ~ tDWrl 
1T111DT1 rnDPD IIT"''ZM :"'11M MDII l'M'ZM. (Hegyon 'llo.-Nefeih I, p. 
2a). In this last quotation, if we accept the reading m'IM and 
take it as the equivalent of the Arabic ,;J~, usually translated 
by ~1), 11:1., (see below quotation from Altabriai), the definition 
would mean that time "is nothing but a term signifying the 
duration of existent things,'' thus corresponding to Saadia's 
aecond definition. But if we emend the dubious n"1'ZIM or IM"DM 
to read rrm, then it would correspond to Saadia's first definition. 

A similar definition is also found in Algazali: "Time is a term 
signifying the duration of motion, that is to say, the extension 
of motion." ~ .rJI ~l.~.:.ol ;.r .sl 4) .rJI .;•""' ;.r .;JI...& .Jl.)l ~I 
(Ma/efJiid al-Falasifah III, p, 192). Y., ,."'')nm npD :'lrr,D )Z'IM '!J 

M)l1n'l "JI'ZT.ID (MS. Cambridge University Library, Mm. 6.30). 
M)l1n'll111:11PIIl\, Y., ,npurn mer, rD., )Z'IM •:~ (MS. ibid., Mm. 8. 24). 

In the same passage, however, Algazali reproduces ~totle's 
definition that "time is a term signifying the measure of the 
motion of the spheres according to its division into prior and 
posterior.'' 'YIV!Dll:mp '1M 'IJ"'r,n "''I'M a.r,.Jm nl7W'I "'nllWD :'lr~ JDIM i"'n. 

The common element in aU these definitions is the use of the 
term extension (Saadia: o•""' l"nQ, Algazali: ~1-~:.ol, "JWCI'I, nDmVI) 

and "duration" (Saadia: l.i~, l:ll'p, m,.,, Abraham bar l;liyya: 
rrmp), and this extension or duration is said to be either of 
"bodies" (Saadia) or of "existent beings" (Saadia, Abraham 
bar l;liyya) or of "motion'' (Aigazali), all of which mean the 
same thing. That it is not a mere coincidence that they all 
happen to use this definition but that there must be some common 
literary source to account for it, is not unreasonable to assume. 
That source, I believe, is to be found in a definition which is 
attributed to various Greek philosophers. 

According to Plutarch, time is defined by Plato as "the exten
aion (l&lurTr,I'A) of the motion of the world.'' (De Pla&ilis 
PIHIInofJhtwa• I, 21). 

Simpliciua reports that Zeno defined time as the extenaioo 
(c1,lurTr,~&&) of motion, and that Chrysippus defined it as the ex-
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tension of the motion of the world (Zeller, Sloit:s, ~«Jru, 
and Sceptics, p. 186, n. 6). 

Similarly Plotinua reports that those who say that "time ia 
something pertaining to motion consider it either as the extension 
(&6.0'111~£a.) of motion, or as its measure." (Enneculs III, vii, 6). 

All these definitions make use of the term 6,6.Q'T11~o&a. which 
undoubtedly underlies the Arabic ;,• ..t.o, ~~~~ and ~, and their 
Hebrew equivalents, used by Saadia, Abraham bar l;liyya and 
Algazali. All these definitions are essentially the same as 
Aristotle's, in so far as they make time dependent upon motion 
or upon the existence of things which have motion. It can, 
therefore, be readily seen how easy it was to have Aristotle's 
definition merged with this new definition. 

10. Hebrew Mll'll "" 'I:I"''DS" M'nl I:I'"Q"''l"' 'ID:I, which is an indirect way 
of saying "substances." See definition of substance in Prop. X, 
Part I, notes 8, 9 {p. 573). 

11. Crescas is restating here the successive steps which lead up 
to Aristotle's definition of time. 

In the first place, he proves that it must exist in some other 
subject. His proof is taken from the following passage of 
Aristotle: "That time, therefore, in short, is not, or that it 
scarcely and obscurely is, may be suspected from the following 
considerations. One part of it was, and is not; another part is 
future, and is not yet; but from these parts infinite time and that 
which is always assumed is composed. That, however, which is 
composed from things that are not, does not appear to be ever 
capable of participating of essence'' (Physics IV, 10, 217b, 32-
218a, 3). 

Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 1: "One of the reasons that leads 
one to doubt the existence of time is as follows. Time is divided 
into past and future. Either of these parts is non-existent, for 
the past is already completed and gone, the future is not yet come. 
But that whose parts are non-existent, is itself non-existent. 
Hence time does not exist." 
't::nJI "" 1'pm 1p'mrJ• JDil"'l' ,I:L"''D "111M ,JDr."' ~ 1pDD' .._.. CM:I"''I"'' 
"1'n;pm ,a)tm pDIIl ~ 't:IJTo"'ll rm .M:ml •nr,::1 ,r,.. ':IIID "111M r,:n , .,.,., 
1:11t I'W'I .um •nr,::~ m l'D'1 a•amn •nr,::~ t•pm 1'i'IIP no r,:n ,J..., M::l &0 

.Kml •n~ lD'" 1 
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This Aristotelian reuoning underlies· the following puaage in 
Abraham bar l;liyya'a Megillot laa.-MegallM, p. 6: "Time has no 
more stability and permanency than the tum of the wheel. The 
part of time that has past, i. e., that which has gone before, as 
yestemight, yesterday, the day before yesterday and so forth, is 
already past and gone and is nothing and nil. The part of time 
that is yet to come, as the next day, tomorrow, in the future and 
so forth, exists only in potentiality and has not yet come into 
existence. The part of time that now is has no continuance of 
existence but flows and rolla on and on like water flowing down 
the slope." 
"'01SJM ~:1M .,.,.DSI ~lm nDp;t, rat ""t1PlC MD"p M~ m'DSI 1~ J'M JDim 
'1:1SJ1 IIJ~n ~ .r:L'MII~ "111M ~~ ~ ~ ~PDM ~ ·IMF'I &am 101M 10 
,!Co,., D1'l"bb ,nzn n,r= t= ,JDIM JD 1'11:1~ ,.np tm ._, ,CIIOO J'M &am 

nMJM ~ "DCD tm .._, .~ .,.~ 1ta" "~ n= en ,Dl'!'"''I''M ..._ ~~ 
-~ D'"''m'1 D'~ -prn t,l,uno, "1M m ~:1M "'D'SJ 'IZI'It 

The simile of flowing water is also mentioned by Hillel of 
Verona in Prop. IV: "The parts of time are three, or rather two, 
namely, past and future. . . . The future continues for ever 
infinitely like the rushing of the water of an overflowing river. 
This comparison between water and time is found in the works of 
the philosophers." 
MXD' ,.npn nn ••• ,.nSI' -,:,p .nDWI ·D~ a•• '" ,rtrhrJ cn !DIM ·p~m 
JDI~ ~ ~IPZm Ml '!I ,ti'Dtmr.'l TOM 'D'D ns1~ ~ IIJ1CI J'M~ ,.Dn rQ 

.ti'D1CI'I~'DM ,,_,!:a 

12. Having shown that time cannot be an independent substance, 
again like Aristotle, Crescas endeavors now to show that time 
cannot be identical with motion. Aristotle as wt:ll as Averroea 
produce two arguments to disprove this identification (cf. Pltysiu 
IV, 10, 218b, 9-18). Of these two arguments Crescas reproduces, 
in modified form, the second argument, which is found in Pltysiu 
IV, 10, 218b, 13-18: "Besides, every change is swifter and 
slower; but time is not: for the slow and the swift are defined by 
time; since that is swift which is much move<! in a short time; 
and that is slow which is but a little moved in a long time. But 
time is not defined by time, neither because it is a certain quan
tity, nor because it is a certain quality. It is evident, therefore, 
that time is not motion.'' 
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I~ Phyrie1 IV, iii, 1: "The eecond argument is that 
every change is swift or slow, but in time there is no ewiftnees or 
slowueae. Now, the swiftness and slowness of motion are defined 
by time, for we say the swift is that which travenea a certain 
distance in a short time, and the slow is that which travenes 
the same distance in a longer time. Consequently, if time were 
identical with motion, the term motion would be included in the 
definition of swift and slow motion, ....• but while we say that 
a certain motion takes place in a loiJg time or in a short time, we 
do not say that motion takes place in motion.'' 
: .,..., n1,.l"'D JD,., IUD' M'n "Y11ttD'' ,.no "'"' .,. .,XI , ,., nrcm 

1"11.'1 1m "1'nDi"'ll ""'DtU "IIM::I JDO 1.,:::1l1' DlDM npwQ "'M'lC'TI m"'1'l"'DD'' l'tn 
,.,.., , ,.,.. "'1m' JDO 'QM ..... "YY1NDD, , "Up JDO "11"111'1 1'mzn 1V'ITW 
••• n"YY1NDD, l"'"1'l"'m1 l"']]Unl"' ~ nrnpa, l"'ymn M'l"' ~,punrt 1m JDIM 1'1'11 

.npwa I"QQWW., '::J 'lZIM:I M'n "'ISp1 ,.,.. JDO l"'ymn nMI 'lZIM:I 1M '-' 

13. Having already shown that time cannot be a substance nor 
identical with motion, Crescas now endeavors to prove that time 
must in some way or other belong to motion or, more specifically, 
that it is an accident of motion. Here, too, Crescas closely fol
lows Aristotle's method of procedure, for Aristotle, too, after 
having shown that time is not identical with motion proceeds to 
prove that time nevertheless cannot be perceived without motion 
(cf. Physics IV, 11, 218b, 21ff.) and concludes with the statement 
that "Since, therefore, it is not motion, it is necessary that it 
should be so!Dething belonging to motion" (PhyriGI IV, 11, 219a, 
~10). 

Intermediate PltyriGI IV, iii, 1: "Having been made evident that 
time is not identical with motion and that it is also not without 
motion, it becomes clear that it must be one of the properties 
of motion. We must therefore investigate what that property 
is, for when we know what that is, we shall know what time is.'' 
:rwD tmll '1.,l tm ,l"'punD P', IUD' M'n ,l"'JNII 'll'M JDII"'I' n.,flll ......, 
.JDil"' DSl7 UlM' ,M\, l"'D UJ"' "IIM::I '!I ,l'r/Do, 1'11 l"'D J"Jm .t"1JIUIVI TI'CD 

The proof given here by Crescas, however, differs from the one 
found in Aristotle and Averroes. Aristotle proves that time 
must belong to motion by showing first that magnitude, motion, 
and time are all interrelated, and then by further ahowiq that 
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the diatinction of prior and posterior, which primarily aubeiat in 
place, or magnitude, must alao be found in motion and time. 

Physics IV, 11, 219a, 14-19: "But prior and posterior primari
ly subsist in place; and here indeed in the position of the parts. 
Since, however, there are prior and posterior in magnitude, it is 
alao necessary that these should be in motion, analogous to the 
prior and posterior which are there. Moreover, there are also 
prior and posterior in time, because one of these is always con
sequent to the other." 

Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 1: "Inasmuch as prior and posterior 
are something belonging to magnitude and distance, they must 
also belong to motion, that is to say, prior and posterior are to 
exist in motion, for it is self-evident that the prior and posterior 
of motion are not identical with motion but are rather a pair 
of its properties, just as the prior and posterior in magnitude are 
not identical with magnitude but are a pair of its properties." 
rn:~rg :1"1n .pmrn "'1J7lli'1 l'll9 i"'Zm "1I1M "VVMM'1Cm cmp;~ rr:111 MD' 
cmpi"ll' ~ "''M1::D m •::~ • "VVMM'1Cm cn1p;l rg 1M¥D'I' ,., ,:tJUm 'D'nl 
"YYtU''Cm D,p;l 1D::J ,m'I'!Xl :1ft 1m CIDn ,M]IUI'1o, 1:D'M Mpun:l 'Y1MMD., 

.1'l'IIDD :1ft ,:1M ,Jim 'D'M ,1111:1 

Crescas, as will have been noticed, has slightly departed from 
his sources. He tries to show the connection between time and 
motion by "swiftness and slowness" rather than by "priority and 
posteriority." The change is immaterial. That it was, however, 
done intentionally is clear from Crescas' subsequent reference 
to it.. cr. below n. 16. 

The reason for Creacas' departure from his original sources 
may be conjectured as follows: By proving that time belongs to 
motion on the ground of its being the measure of the swiftness 
and slowness of motion, he could immediately conclude his main 
point "that time must also be an accident adjoined to motion,'' 
inasmuch as swiftness and slowness are accidents of motion. 
Had he followed the original argument of Aristotle and Averroes, 
he would have had to go through several processes of reasoning 
before reaching that conclusion. Firat he would have had to 
identify time with the prior and the posterior of motion. Then 
he would have had to show that the prior and the posterior are 
not identical with motion. Finally he would have had to prove 
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from the analogy of space that the prior and the posterior must 
be the accidents of motion. 

14. See quotation above inn. 12. 

15. Cf. Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 1: "For motion, as has been 
said, is related to magnitude, and time is related to motion ... 
Consequently time is the measure of motion." 
1m l'.llll"' Mm ••• Mpw!, -pDl1 'JCIIm , ~yrh "'JJ'Dll • "DUll ~ ,l'1)1W1l'1W 

.,-,yun, ,pm 1m* JDin 

16. That is to say, whether you prove that time must be an 
accident of motion by showing first that it is the prior and the 
posterior of motion and then that the prior and the posterior are 
accidents of motion, as did Aristotle and Averroes, or by showing 
more directly that swiftness and slowness which are accidents 
of motion are in fact measured by time, as did Crescas himself
in either case, time is shown to be the measure of motion. It 
is thus Crescas' own allusion to his departure from Aristotle and 
Averroes in reproducing their discussion above. See above n. 13. 

17. Physics IV, 12, 221a, 9-11: "To have subsistence in time is 
one of two things: one of which is then to be when time is; and 
the other, just as we say, that certain things are in number." 
The first of these meanings of being in time is rejected by Aris
totle, who finally concludes: "But since that which is in time is 
as in number, a certain time may be assumed greater than every
thing which is in time. Hence it is necessary that all things 
which are in time should be comprehended by time, just as 
other things which are comprehended in anything; as, for in
stance, that which is in place by place" (ibid., 22la, 26-30). 

Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 3: "For their relation to time must 
inevitably be conceived in either one of two ways. It may mean 
that they are when time is. Or, it may mean that time compre
hends them and is equal to the duration of their existence and it 
measures them, just as we say, that a certain thing is in number, ... 
which means two things: F"lrBt, that it is a part of number or one 
of its properties or differentiae. Second, that it is enumerated 
by a certain number ...• Similarly in time there are these two 
relations. The relation of the instant to time is like the relation 
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of the unit to number, which is a part of it. The relation of the 
prior and the posterior to time is like the relation of the even and 
the odd to number, for by the prior and posterior and by the 
even and odd time and number are respectively divided in a 
primary sense and in them they have their primary differentiae. 
But the relation of all other things to time is like the relation of 
that which is numbered to number, or of that which is compre
hended to that which comprehends it, or of that which is in place 
to place. Consequently, just as in the case of any number it is 
possible to conceive a number greater than it, so also in the case 
of anything which exists in an equal time, it is possible to con
ceive a time transcending it on both ends." 
D'MSD.l C."'lll no i"'¥""1Z' DM : D':l'.lJI 'R ""II"'MD PlD' rb )em 'm DDn'l' nn 
,Dr\"M ""llll/0\ l:ln'IM'l£1:1~ mt1\ ,In "''l'D 1Dii1D MD i"'¥W DM\ ,JDIM mM'SD tiP 
"'IIIDO.~ pl,n n'M' "'IM::: ,anD "lnM ; D':lll 'ZI ~JI •••• "'IIIIXD "U"To"'IP ~ ~ 
'ZI II" JD01 •••• MD ""11!1CI M'M "'IM::: 'Zil"11 , 1'~MD ~~, 1':1'l'DD :riiD 1M 

Dn' ; UDD p~n M\"'111 , 'UICIOM 1m "TI"K'' Dn' M\""1 1•fm l"VI)IM Cll"'' ,D'cm't ;,'m 
1pmo ~ •::~ Ill' ,,.,DOM 'm nn'W"TI mnm Dn' m ,,.~m ""lnMnDm crnpn 
Dn'::J m ,JDm ?tt a•-u,;, "1MII Dn' ~~ .D'lWM""IM D'?"t:lo,;, am ,i'UIIrJtn 

""lll1tO )!I DN1 ,D1pDM ~N D1pD::IIII MD 1M , ~~M ~M ??::Jlil ,""IIICII.m ~M ""11!10l'1 

JDO l"1'l"1lll MD ?3 "'IM1::IZl K1l"' ,'Dml ""1m' lGl)'l1 ""IIPIIM ""I::I::J 'UIDD 'r.l l"''i""' 

.1'~ 'ZID 1'~)1 "''""IJI' JDI """"IPIIM ~ iU"' ,mill 

18. Physics IV, 12, 221b, H: "So that it is evident that eternal 
beings, so far as they are eternal, are not in time." 

Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 5: "As for the eternal, everlasting 
beings, they are not in time, inasmuch as time does not transcend 
them nor comprehend them.' ' l"1lil ,D""""'DnDM D"Mn"1 D'OU,;, aan 
l:lnlM a??:~• tt?! Di'T'~JI "''""IJI' M~ JDmD nn ,)DO a:rtt. 

19. Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 5: "And if those things are said 
to be in time, it is because time measures them, and it does 
measure them in so far only as they are moved or in so far as they 
are at rest, when their rest· implies a corresponding mqtion. 
But this applies only to such beings as are capable of motion.'' 
M1l"11 ,D""ISIII' JDii1D "lSD tao C."'lll 1n ""IDM' t=M a•:rlJIM 1Im I'M ""11PM::J1 

a•-u,;, am ,MJ7WIM a.-u l"'Dn'1 a•m 1M D'JIJ7WID a."'lll "lSD CI'1JII" CIX)M 

.IJ'JWl'l' CI::J'T1CII' 
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:JO. Cf. Simpliciua in Physics (ed. Diele, p. 741, 11. 19-26, and 
Taylor's traDBiation of the Physics, p. 266, n. 4): "What then 
shall we eay of perpetual motion? for a circular motion will be 
demonstrated by Aristotle to be perpetual. Is this, therefore, 
in time or not? for if it is not in time, time is not the number of 
every motion. But if it is in time, how is that in time which time 
does not transcend? To this we reply, that because there is 
always another and another motion, and never the eame accord
ing to number, on this account, it is possible to assume a time 
greater than that which is assumed.' ' 

Cf. Morell /Ia-Moreii II, Prop. XV: "The eternal motion, i.e., 
the motion of the sphere, is not in time as a whole. It is, how
ever, eaid to be in time with reference to its parts. Hence the 
sphere does not exist in time at all. It is in time only in so far 
as it is in motion. But then, too, while any given part of its 
motion is in time, the whole of its motion is not in time." 
JDD M\"1111 "'DM' ":let ,JDD rbt,:c l'D'M ,'n'm npun ,~1"1Drr MSNM1 
'1m JDD 1M ":let • ~P'SJ t,;, ]DD V11M'SD l'M t,uy, IJm 1;, t,J71 .o"''p'm:a 

.JDD l'M n"";,;:~ V1)7W1 t,;:~M JDD V1)7W1 p,. M'M ,SIJNIID M'G'W 

ll. Cf. above n. 18. 
lntermetliate Physics IV, iii, 5: "It is thus clear that that which 

is eaid to have neither motion nor rest is not in time. Con
sequently, those beings which continue to exist forever and those 
non-entities which can never come into existence are not in time." 
D'"Q'VI 1'11 nm .JDD Ul'M n.l M'n l1SJ'IWI •nt,;:~ lfG'1I'I "'DM'II TIDI1 "'M1::D1 

.JDD l:ll'M ~~ D'SJ:IDln D''T'Ill:lm mM'SD.~ '"1'DnDrl 

PART II 

ll. Throughout this chapter Crescas speaks of time being 
measured by motion or rest when we should expect him to eay 
that time is the measure of motion or rest. A justification for this 
may be found in the following passage in Physics IV, 12, 220b, 
14-16: "We not only, however, measure motion by time, but 
time by motion, because they are bounded by each other." 

Arietotle himself admits that time is not only the meaaure 
of motion but also of rest. But he qualifies this statement by 
explaining the term rest to mean only the privation of motion in 
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the cue of such beings as are capable of being moved but not the 
absolute negation of motion u in the cue of beings which are 
incapable of being moved. 

Physics IV, 12, 221b, 7-19: "But since time is the meuure of 
motion, it is also the measure of rest according to accident: for 
aU rest is in time: for it does not follow that u that which is in 
motion must necessarily be moved so also that which is in time, 
since time is not motion but the number of motion. But in the 
number of motion there may also be that which is at rest, for not 
every thing movable is at rest, but that is at rest which is de
prived of motion when it is naturally adapted to be moved, as we 
have before observed." 

lnleml«liate Physics IV, iii, 5: "Furthermore, it is evident 
that time meuures the things which exist in it whether they be 
moved or c1.t rest, for inumuch u it is the measure of motion it 
must also be the measure of rest, for opposites are meuured by 
the same criterion just u they are perceived by the same faculty, 
u, e.g., light and darkness are perceived by the sense of sight 
and sound and silence by the sense of hearing. Still, inasmuch 
u time is the meuure of motion and not of rest, it measures 
motion primarily and eBSentially andi.t measures rest secondarily, 
by the computation of the meuure of a corresponding motion ... 
When we describe a thing which is at rest u being in time it is 
not necessary that it should also be in motion, i.e., being actually 
moved, for time is not motion but the number of motion, and 
u a rule it does not necessarily follow that a thing [i.e., the 
object at rest] which exists in something [i.e., in time] which is 
an accident to something else [i.e., motion] should also exist in 
that something else [i.e., in motion].'' 
D'SI]NnD CIMII MD "1l£C 'Q Cl'ew:lln D'"Q"VI ,1111' JDil"'ll 'lin am1ll ,11' 
•;, ,nmll:li1 .,.,.., 1;, m ::~"V1D rm l"'JNl'G'1 "1JII'C rr:111 MD'nl nn ,1:1'11l • 

"!WI ,nr lniD ."'l''t n;,::~ n,r,.;,PA"' ,., • ., w= ,c•;,D."''i1 1"1VI" "'l''t og-a 

M'i1111 MTJ'nl """ ,SJDm IIIV'Q i1p'111Pm r,pm .n-..,;, IPV'C .,. ~ "'JJ'''1i1'' 
.n'DIP' l"DlliiM, nvun'=' '"1lllll rrn ,l"'l1ta"' .,.,= "" mnm .,.,= em JD1i1 

aD l'tli1IP u~ ::~"11' ""' • • • .n'=' i1'lllli1 nvunn ,11111::1 ,.. i1111lDr, '"llll"1 
"1IICJC em I:DDM ,npun 'U'M JD1i1 •;, ,SI)NnD ,., ,l"'JJ'W'Q n:n i1'i1'111JDD rN' 

• ~ nc 'lmM'SD ::~•'1nD i1'i1' og-,1, i1,P' -gog MKD'f1 i"'D r,;, !'WI .nJNM 
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As against this statement of Aristotle, the following aeries 
of counter statements are made by CreBCaB in this chapter: (a) 
Fil"'t, arguing from Aristotle's own point of view, he Bay& that 
even if the time of rest is measured by our imagining a corespond
ing motion, time does not require the actual existence of motion. 
(b) Then, arguing against Aristotle's point of view, he maintains 
that the time of rest can be measured independently and without 
our having to imagine a corresponding motion. (c) He also 
states that rest can be measured as great and small (11:11'1 m, but 
once, loosely,I:IPD1 ::1,, much andfe'W; see Prop. I, Part II, n. 33), 
without our having to imagine a corresponding motion. (d) 
Again, seemingly following Aristotle, he speaks of rest as a 
privation (,sm) of motion. (e) Finally, throughout this chapter 
he maintains that time has existence and that rest is measurable 
without our having to imagine (U"TI'X:J) a correspOnding motion, 
and still, in his refutation of the third premise, he admits that 
by defining time in terms of rest we indirectly form a conception 
{'lt.:m~) of motion. 

It seems to me that all these statements of Crescas can be com
bined to form a connected argument as follows: 

What Crescas is trying tq establish in opposition to Aristotle 
is the principle that for an object to be in time it is not only un
necesBBry for it to be actually in motion but it is also unnecessary 
for it to be capable of motion. In Crescas' terminology both an 
object that is immovable because it is incapable of motion and 
an object that does not happen to be moved, though capable of 
motion, are describrd as being at rest. In both cases, then, rest 
may be considered in a general way as a privation of motion. 
But there is the following difference between these two kinds of 
rest. The former kind of rest is an absolute privation, implying 
not only the absence of motion but also the impassibility of it, 
the latter kind is relative privation, implying only the absence of 
motion but not its impossibility. (On this distinction between 
the two kinds of privation, see Moreh I, 58). When Crescas, 
therefore, describes rest of the former kind as a privation of mo
tion, he means absolute privation. 

Furthermore, both these kinds of rest, according to Cresaaa, 
are measurable, or, to use his own words, they can be described 
as long and short. But here, again, there is the following diffe-
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renee. In the case of the rest of an object capable of motion, the 
time during which the object is at rest iB measured by our imagin
ing a corresponding motion in the same object. In the cue of 
the rest of an immovable object, the time of the rest is measured 
without our having to imagine a corresponding motion in the 
same object. But how is it measured? The answer to this 
question may be found in a comparison of Crescas' statement here 
as to the measurability of rest, which is the privation of motion, 
with his statement elsewhere as to the measurability of the 
vacuum, which is the privation of body, for in both cases he uses 
the same expressions. A vacuum is also said by Crescas to be 
independently, and without our imagining of its being itself 
occupied by a body, described as great and small, provided 
it iB conceived as being enclosed within another body (see Prop. 
I, Part IJ, p. 189). Thus while we need not imagine the vacuum 
itself to be occupied by a body in order to measure it, we must 
conceive of the existence of another body to enclose it. So also 
here in the case of the rest of an immovable body, while we can 
measure it without having to imagine the same body to be in 
motion, still we must conceive of the existence of motion as a 
concept in order to determine thereby the length and the short
ness of the rest of the immovable body. Hence, says Crescas, 
while it is not necessary for us to imagine that the body that is in 
time must itself be capable of motion, we must conceive of the 
existence of motion· as a mere concept in order to provide a 
criterion of measurement for the rest of the immovable body. In 
our subsequent discussion of Crescas' definition of time (below 
n. 23) we shall see the significance of this distinction. 

A refutation of this argument of Crescas is found in Newh 
Shalom Xll, i, 3, p. 204a: "From this argument of his one can see 
the scantiness of his knowledge of philosophy, for if time iB 
measured by rest it is only in an accidental sense, in virtue of its 
being measured by motion primarily and eBSentially, but were we 
to have no perception of motion, we could never have an aware
ness of time, for time is an accident related to motion." 

JDm '1JIW' DM •;, ,M'mDI"'Ilit IID:I~ Vl'lt'~ tm~D -.an• nr 'I"'DMMXX 

l'IJIUM ,.,.~~ •7171 ,1:1¥JQ l'll'IIIIIC~ n~ ~lll"' ~ .n~P= m i'1I'1'IZC 

.. '1JIWir, "F= mpa tam m•m ,a71V, JDm ~ "" 
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An all~on to this pasaqe of Creac:ae occul"' in Iaaac ben Sbem
tob's IJII:orul supercommentary on the I~ Phylia IV, 
iii,~{ 

"One may raise the following objection. Inasmuch u Aria
totle states in the next chapter that time meaeures rest by the 
computation of the measure of a corresponding motion, why then 
did he not define time u the number of both motion and rest .•••• 

In answer to the twenty-fifth objection we repeat what we 
have already eaid in answer to the preceding objection that true 
time does not exist in rest .. This being so, it cannot be argued 
that rest should be included in the definition of time, u has been 
thought by one of the philosophers in his discussion of this subject." 
"'11"1M ta'1 p'111::1 '1D'M 171~0'.,., 'VIMIII "'V:)M''I ,pDO'II pDcmt, Ill' "TTl7'' 
"'Dt "" nr MD r,Jil nr MDr, ,nt, mm nyunt, 1"'11'S::I nrTUDr, ,JII'I' JDr.w nr 

.... "'!111mm nyunn '111CJa 'IDD''1M 1'T"D:: 
am U'tlll1 '1::1311' pDDl'l n'V!."C U'1M::I "C3' ,l"'";,n pmm n'1m::l "'DU'' 

ni'1UDn npt,1111 "''M, ~ "1Dt4llll ""''nt4 'M 1;, 11111 '1MM'I ••• l"'I1UD::: lDm MDM 
.D'IpDn nc D',p1nn JD '111M a;,n ::m1 ~ = lDm 'T"D:: 

The answer referred to by IBUC ben Shem-tob reads as follows:, 
"Time is possession, rest is a privation, and no possession can be 
the meuure of a privation." 1'.11' l'M1 ,.,n t41.., nnuD11':11' m JDI 
-nsm "1)1&'1:1. 

Crescas, however, as we have seen, does not use 'rest' in the 
sense of privation of motion but rather in the sense of immova
bility. 

Crescas' argument is also reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola 
in &amen Doctrinae Vanitati.s Gentium, VI, 3: "Neque autem 
omnia recenseo, nam cunctas fere de naturalibus principiis 
Aristotelis doctripas evertere tentarunt multi, inter quos etlam 
R. Hasdai Mosi Aegyptio minime usensus, qui propositiones 
Peripateticu tanquam solido nixas fundamento receperat, inter 
quas illam: tempus esse numerum motus. Quiete namque men
surari tempus affirmat, etiam si nunquam motus inveniretur, 
magnam siquidem quietem vocari eaepe numero est advertere, 
cum quicquam Iongo tempore conquiescit ...... quare falaum 
afti.rmat esse ut tempus dicatur motui iunctum, quando et quieti 
quae illi opponitur non minus aptetur." 
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It will have been noticed that in the quotation from the I.ur
tMdiale Physi&s in this note there OCCUI"' the following statement: 
orb nwn npum "I SJ ., ::1 11':111 nntcr, 1 , SJ ., • '1. The corresponding 
ltatement in the quotation from Isaac ben Shem-tob's super
commentary reads: orb mm npunr, 1 "I,. s ::1 m1lDr, "I SJ ., D JDil"'l'. 
Thus while the 1"'JJI" of the former passage is retained in the "''lll'D 
of the latter, the term "1JI'::I is changed for 1"11':C. 

The explanation seems to be as follows: The Hebrew .,., is a 
tranlllation of the Arabic Joli, which has many meanings, two of 
them being (1) to measure and (2) to suppose. Now, in both 
passages quoted, the 1"''SJJ" of the Intermediate Physics and the 
"ISJ&'D of Isaac ben Shem-tob are used in the sense of measuring. 
The ,Jir.l. of the Intermediate Phyms, however, stands for sufJpos
ing. The same word is therefore correctly rendered in Isaac ben 
Shem-tob by 1"1r:c. In my translations of these passages I have 
used in both cases the expref>Sion "by the computation of the 
measure'' which combines the two meanings. 

Crescas' use of the terms ,,Jill and "lr¥ may be illustrated by the 
following quotations from this chapter: 
c 1) :1::1 l7SJUI1Do"'' "11]111 'lrn'¥::1 :nllD:"' ,)II'S' :"1':"1 I:IM1. 
C2) 'lr,nnn -= ,11SJUI'Q u"l1'¥ nt,c ,l"'I1UDi''l' 1.:111 t,::n. 
(I) MSJUM 'lrn'¥ nt,c :"1::1 1Dm ,]I'll" ab MD' )MM'I 111' 'D. 
C., JDm 1m Dn1J'2"111t"l "11pr.!. 'lrn'DI :"!Dr, muD1 l"')NlD "1]7111 I»DM!. 
C 6) atn 1'1SJU1'Q 1:1M n1p::l"lnl"' ,,SJI' U"11'¥::1 l"'r,IU JDm :"''l"'''l ::I"M' nm 

muD:~. 

ce) MSJUno"l "11'¥::1 'It nnuD:1 ,SJ111DM Ml.., npun nt,c JDt M¥D' ~-
c n 'It npun."l "11311' "lr¥ Mlm , r,SJUI=:~ npun.., mM'¥D JDm ~ J'MI' l"'Dr, 

l"'MUDl"'. 
In all these passages "11311' seems to be used in the sense of 

mea.sunng and "11'¥ in the sense of supposing. 

In the statement l"'SJW!l"' "'!ll'l l"'r1UD:: JDm "I]II'Jir.l, the term r,.:::.n 
seems to be used in the sense of "I''SJ. 

23. Hebrew 'It MSJUno"l n1J'2"1m "11311' ..,.,., l'lt"l' JDC 1m"l Tm1 nm 
mny •nar r:a~~ l"'nUDt'1. Literally: "Time is the measure of the 
continuity of motion or of rest between two instants." As thus 
defined, Crescas' conception of time would seem to differ from 
that of Aristotle in the following three respects: (1) It is the meas-
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ure and not the number of motion (but aee below n. 24). (2) 
Furthermore, it is the measure not only of motion but also of rest. 
(3) Finally, it ia not the measure of motion "according to prior 
and posterior'' but it is the measure of the continuity of motion 
or of rest between two instant&. 

The external form of this definition would seem to be based 
upon Gersonides' following discUBBion of the nature of the instant 
and time. 

The instant, says Gersonides, has two aspect&. "First, it dis
tinguishes the prior from the posterior. Second, it seta off a 
certain definite portion of time or of motion, as, e.g., one day or 
one hour, for a day is that which is set off by two instants which 
limit it on both ends, and so is also an hour. But if an instant 
served only as a division between the prior and the posterior in 
time, then three daya and three hours would mean one and the 
same thing, for both are numerically the same, if by their number 
is meant the number of instants which distinguish the prior from 
the posterior, for in either case there are on!y two instant&. 
If there is a difference between three days and three hours, it is 
only because there is a difference in the (number of the equal] 
parts into which they may be divided, and the difference between 
the number of the parts of these two intervals of time is due to 
the difference in the respective distances between the inatants 
which limit them, for the distance between the two instants which 
determine a day is greater than the distance between the two 
instants which determine an hour. This being so, it is clear that 
the instant bas a twofold manner of existence. First, it is that by 
which a certain number is generated, in which sense it distinguish
es the prior from the posterior. Second, it is that by which a 
certain continuous quantity is limited, in which sense it sets 
off a certain portion of time" (Mill}amot Adonai VI, i, 21, p. 387). 
"1Xi"' ,mt'm"1D CI"T1le ' J II ,r, 11'11 M,l1il J'.l)JD i"IM"U trn»t 1'Ui'l 7t,.x11 
nD"Iil pt,n., nt,.:un 1m • J 11 n -mn 'WU1D."1D 1:1'11J'l'1 np~t,n am , n " n 
r,::u'ID rrrr l:ll'n •;, nn , "1I1M l"1]]e m ,nM 1:11' "1DIV1 ~~ ,l'1]1Ur1."1D 1M JDmD 

""" MJ1il l'lll M'i"1 "" I:IM1 .n)lllM 1~ ;n..,.:w "'IIPM nV1,11i1 'nil '1¥D 1'"" 
"II"'M ~, 111]111 nr,., 'It CI'D' l'1!V7rl U"lDM M'i"1 , JDC "1I"'MnDt'1D CI"Tip;l np1'm 
"11M msm -n= i"D'SC nnM lt'n r:rmm ,. ,.... t,;,;:~ n"l'llcn '!I .trST.~ 
M'i"1 c'nta ,c•mm ,r,MD '1nM t,:~::~ m31 'nil a,, •;, • "1nlWii1D CI"Tipn 1p'mo 
r:rmm 1"" op'm 'J1r,m ,r:rmm 1'm •p'm 'Jl'm -= r:rmm 1"" 11111'nwn 
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,D'~ CID'r "11M IMJIM ~ "'11M prrm nxpD ansp ,.,.,.., MD "m) tm 
..... prriDI'ID m "11'11' 1m am ,~ ..... mnpn 11111 ~ ..... prnnr nn -=- nnJITII' "'M1:m m ,J;, t•lJIM ~, .npm ,~ "11M mnsm •11111'.2 
np1'm 1m1 , "IIII:ID ~ I7"''V1' "11M 1m ., n " n ~ D'T'IS • l ., ,, . 

pm n'::un 1m1 ,p.2"U'IDl'l mD;,n n'::un 1m ., n " n 1 , '"1l"'tWrrD 1:n1pr1 
.JDmD ""'I'K'' 

Finally, on the basis of this distinction and after a long discus
sion, Gerson ides conclude& that "time is' the measure of motion 
as a whole according to the instants which form the boundaries 
of motion but not according to the instants which only distinguish 
the prior from the posterior'' (ibid., p. 388). ,..,;,n en "11M mnpn "m) ~;,.2 nyunn "''lll'D m JDil"'l' "'M1:m m 

· "1.2' ,nMnD.'"ID ln1pl"' n.2 'P'M'I' mnpn "m) "' ,nJnm 
Gersonides' distinction between the two functions of the instant 

as well as his revised definition of time can be traced to Aristotle's 
own discUIIion in Physics VI, 11, 219a, 22-30: "We likewise know 
time when we give a boundary to motion, distinguishing prior 
and posterior: and we then say there has been time when we 
receive a sensible perception of prior and posterior in motion. 
But we distinguish them only by apprehending them to be dif
ferent from one another, and also by conceiving that there is 
something between, different from these: for when we understand 
that the extremes are different from the middle, and the soul 
says that there are two instants, the prior and the posterior, then 
we say that this is time: for that which is bounded by instants 
appears to be time. And let this be admitted." What Gerson
ides seems to have done was merely to develop one part of 
Aristotle's discussion as to the nature of time and the instant in 
order to refute thereby the latter's contention elsewhere that 
time must be eternal on the ground that an instant, by its nature 
of being the common limit of the past and the future, can never 
be conceived as a first instant or a last instant in time. Essential
ly Gersonides follows Aristotle in making time dependent upon 
motion. 

Still, while it must be admitted that Crescas' definition of time 
is not altogether free from the influence of Gersonides, at least 
in its phraseology, it must be assumed to contain some new ele
ment, for if Crescas merely meant to reproduce Gersonides' de
finition as against that of Aristotle, he has failed to establish his 
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main contention, namely, the absolute independence of time from 
motion. His addition of the phrase "or of rest" hardly achieves 
that purpose, and in fact it is a meaningless phrase, for, if time 
is the measure"of the continuity of motion" ,it must be dependent 
upon motion, and it cannot therefore be the measure "of the 
continuity of rest,'' unless we take rest in the sense of a privation 
of motion and not in the &ense of immovability, which is the sense 
in which Crescas would like us to understand that term. 

It seems to me, therefore, that Crescas' definition is not a mere 
paraphrase of the definition advanced by Gersonides, but is to 
be understood in an entirely new sense. The key to the under
standing of it is to be found in the word m~"1m, which is to be 
taken here not in the general sense of continuity but in the specific 
sense of duration. Elsewhere we have seen how Crescas himself 
interprets the term p::l"''lla in Maimonides in the sense of eternal 
duration and we have shown how the corresponding Greek 
cruv~XELa also has these two meanings "continuity" and "dura
tion" (see Prop. XIII, Part I, n. 6, p. 617). By taking the term 
nlp::I"'T11t"1 in the sense of duration, the definition assumes an en
tirely new aspect, and it falls at once in the line of a philosophic 
tradition which runs through many mediaeval philosophers, such 
as Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, Occam, Suarez, and many modem 
philosophers, such as Descartes, Spinoza and Locke. We shall first 
discuss what may be considered as the origin of this new definition 
of time, then we shall show that this new definition was not un
known to Arabic and Jewish philosophers, and, finally, in the 
light of this new definition we shall try to interpret the definition 
of Crescas. 

In Plotinus we have the clearest and probably also the first 
statement on the identification of time with duration. He starts out 
with a denial of all views that make time dependent upon physical 
motion, showing that it is not (a) that which is movable, nor is it 
(b) motion itself. (c) It is not the extension of motion, (d) it is 
not the measure or number of motion, and (e) it is not an accident 
or some consequence of motion (EnMads III, vii, 6-9). 

Instead of making time dependent upon physical motion he 
connects it with the motion or the activity of the life of the WJ.i
versal soul. He says that time is produced by the extension 
(6LAcr7'acns, III, vii, 10) of the life of the soul, that it is the 
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"length of the life" (p.~ICOI ~Lov, III, vii, 11), and that that 
length implies a continuity or duration of action (CTIIIIEX~r riir 
Dfp-yeLAs, ibid.). This clmritm or length or ctJnljnuit;y or dura
tion of the life or action of the universal soul is, according to 
Plotinus, the essence of time. As such, however, it is unmeasured 
and undetennined, it is invisible and incomprehensible (III, vii, 
11). In order to get a definite portion of time, it must be meas
ured by the motion of the sphere. Still, while the motion of the 
sphere is the measure of definite time, it does not thereby become 
the cause of the existence of time. "Hence that which is mea&· 

ured by the revolution of the sphere, viz. that which is indicated, 
but not generated, by it, will be time" (Ill, vii, 11). Unlike 
Aristotle, therefore, Plotinus declares that time is not the meas~re 
of motion but, quite the contrary, motion is the measure of time 
(III, vii, 12). But see above n. 22 (p. 646). 

What we get then in Plotinus is above all a distinction between 
indefinite time and definite time. Indefinite time is in its essence 
the ezten.rion or continuity or duration or length of the life and 
activity of the universal soul. Definite time, too, remains in its 
essence that e:JCtension or continuity or duration or length of the life 
and activity of the soul, but its definiteness is determined by the 
motion of the spheres. 

This view of Plotinus is reproduced anonymously by the ll;)wan 
al-Safa. We have already mentioned the four views with regard 
to time enumerated by them in their Encyclopedia (see above n. 
7). The third of these four views reads, "Or, it is said that time 
ia a duration which becomes numerically determined by the 
motion of the celestial sphere." .;..IS' J> 1..· ....u •• .o.. ~I J:i .u_, 
~I (Dieterici, Die Naturanschauung und Naturphilosophie 
derAraber, pp. 14-15; Arabic text: Die Abhandlungm der lcl}w4n 
&-Saf4, p. 35). The correspondence of this definition with 
Plotinus' conception of time as we have outlined it above is so 
striking that it needs no further comment. 

That Plotlnus' definition of time was not unknown to other 
Arabic and jewish philosophers can be equally established. 

F'll"'t, there is the following passage of Saadia in Emu110e 
ve-Dut I, 4: "Perhaps somebody might argue from the case of 
time and say, before these bodies came into being, how could 
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time have existed without the existence of anything within it? 
Such an argument, again, could not be raised except by one who 
is ignorant of the definition of time and imagines that time is 
external to the sphere and that it contains the world within it." 
JDit'l rm TM ,mMl"' D'tllm 'IIP"V1n."'lll ImP '"''I::M"' )DQ J!) J:D ~ ..., 
~ .,~ 1m11 •a att ·~ 'ln1M ""'a1M I'" .,, nn !a.,~ ~ m-,p ttm 
1!) ,.,~ ar,p '7l'm rn 101' ~"' m •!) ::mM )Dn. The conten
tion of the unnamed opponent cited in this passage is quite clear. 
While bodies are to co-exist with time from eternity, time is 
assumed to be by its nature independent of body. This is exactly 
the view of Plotinus. 

Second, the first of the four views of time reported by Altabrizi 
re8ds: "Time exists in itself, is neither a body nor anything be
longing to a body, but is something which has necessary existence 
in virtue of itself'' (see above n. 7). Here, again, the assertion 
that time is independent of body reflects the view of Plotinus. 

Finally, Alba's discussion of time in 'l{e{earim II, 18. There 
are two kinds of time, according to Albo. One "is unmeasured 
duration, which is conceived only in thought and has perpetual 
existence, having existed prior to the creation of the world and 
continuing to exist after its passing away." This kind of time 
is called by him "absolute time" (m'ni:IJDI), in which there is no 
distinction or equality and inequality. The other kind of time 
is that which is "numbered and measured by the motion of the 
sphere and in which there is the distinction of prior and posterior, 
of equal and unequal." 
alnPM nM'~ 1n1p ,.,.an ~W» ..,.,., ,l"CCIMD:: i"'l:l1"TDt, '1l1wtl •nr,::L, "~""" 
.~,, n)IUn:l ,JI'II'D1 'UIE» 'llDD :~:r.ra •• "' • .,., lDit'l rm-1 •• ,,'nJJi'l "'V''M'' 
1m1 ,,li'!I"D1 'UIDl •n~ UDD1 ,Mill ·n~., mr.n ,I"'W::m D"npn 1!) c,.,., 

.Mill •n.,::L., mm , • ., C,.,. tt'nl , '7l~ l11M'SD D"np "'""' "~""" 
The similarity between Albo and Plotinus and the lbwan ai

Safa is again strikingly obvious. 
If Plotinus' conception of time was not unknown to Albo, we 

have good reason to believe that it was not unknown also to hia 
teacher Crescas. In fact there are many points in Alba's dis
cussion of time which sound like an echo of his master's teach
ing&. By taking, then, the term mp!l~n in Crescas' definition 
in the sense of "duration," the equivalent of Albo's "JJ'CM, we 
can reconstruct the meaning of the definition in all its fulneaa. 
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To begin with, CreBCaS takes time in the absolute as being 
pure duration. Such duration does not depend upon motion or 
upon material objects for its existence; it depends upon a thinking 
mind. Plotinus finds the source of its existence in the activity 
of the universal soul. Albo says that it exists in our thought. 
But inasmuch as indefinite time or duration existed, according 
to Albo, prior to the existence of the world and consequently prior 
to the existence of our thought, we may be justified in assuming 
that Albo conceived it to be the activity of God's thinking just 
as Plotinus conceived it to be the activity of the universal soul. 
And this view expressed by Albo may with good reason be also 
attributed to his teacher. 

The essence of time, according to Crescas, will thus be pure 
duration. But pure duration, as was pointed put by Plotinus 
and Albo, is indefinite. It becomes definite only when it is meas
ured by motion. Time, i.e., some definite portion of duration, 
could consequently be defined by Crescas as duration measured 
by motion. But evidently wishing to retain the conventional 
formula used in the definition of time ever since Aristotle and 
following the phraseology of Gersonides which, as we have seen, 
is derived from Aristotle, Crescas defines time as the measure of 
the duration of motion between two instants, which is practically 
the same as saying that time is duration measured by motion 
between two instants. 

Furthermore, by conceiving time-in-general to be duration, and 
independent of motion, it follows that it is not necessary for a 
thing to be actually in motion or even to be capable of motion in 
order to be in time. All thinga are in time, in the indefinite 
sense of that term, in so far as there is always a thinking mind, 
the thinking activity of God. And all things are also in definite 
time, whether they are themselves movable, inasmuch as their 
duration can always be measured by a conceptual motion. Thus 
the Intelligences, even though assumed to be immovable, will 
be in time. Similarly time existed prior to the creation of the 
world, even though there was no motion then. Crescas therefore 
includes in his definition of time the phrase "and of rest,'' 
meaning by "rest" not merely the relative privation of motion 
but absolute immobility. Cf. above n. 22. 
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It aeeme, however, that there ia the following difference between 
Albo and Cresc:aa. According to Albo, pure duration ia not true 
time. True time is only that which ia measured by phyaical 
motion. Unmeasured duration is only what Maimonides de
scribes as auppositive and imaginary time (!Dr mzn '1M lDI "''PPI, 
Moreh II, 13; 'Ilelearim II, 18), and it has not that order and 
succession which are implied in the old rabbinic expression "the 
order of the divisions of time" (a•mr .,D, ibid.). According to 
Crescas, pure duration, even though not measurable by physical 
motion, can atill be called true time, inasmuch as it can be meas
ured by conceptual motion. To that extent, too, pure duration 
has order and succession. We thus find that while Cresc:aa 
atates, in opposition to Maimonides, that the order of time existed 
prior to the creation of the world, Albo maintains, evidently in 
opposition to Crescas, that the order of time did not appear until 
after the creation of the celestialapheres (see below n. 33). 

In framing this definition of time Crescas has thus attained hi& 
main purpose, namely, the separation of time from motion. 
Even the definite time of objects which are in motion is essentially 
duration and independent of motion; it is only its definiteness that 
ia determined by motion. With Plotinua he would say that time 
ia not generated by motion; it ia only measured by it. And thua 
immediately after laying down his own definition of time, he 
directly challenges Aristotle by stating: "Consequently it may 
be inferred that the existence of time is only in the soul'' (see 
below n. 28). Being absolutely independent of motion, magnitude 
and apace, time could have been conceived by a mind even had 
there been no external world in existence. We thus find Crescaa, 
again in consequence of his definition of time, challenging Mai
monides by maintaining that the atatement of Rabbi J ehudah bar 
Rabbi Simon that the order of time has exiated prior to creation 
should be taken in a literal sense (see below n. 33). 

A literal tranalation of Crescas' definition of time ia given by 
Pico Della Mirando) a: "Definit autem ipsum ita (ut eius verbia 
agam) menaura continuitatil vel motus vel quietia quae inter duo 
momenta'' (.&:amen DocmJUU VanittJW Gennum VI, 3). 
:U. Thia criticiam il unjuatified. Ariatotle himself atates it qUite 
clearly that the term number, used in the definition of time, ia 
not be taken in the ordinary sense of a discrete quantity. Pllynes 
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IV, 11, 219b, 4-9: "Since, however, numberis twofold, for we call 
both that which is numbered and that which is numerable num
ber, and also that by which we number; time is that by which is 
numbered, and not that by which we number. But that by 
which we number is different from that which is numbered.'' 

This passage is reproduced in Averroes' works as well as in the 
works of Hebrew authors dealing with the subject of time. 
Narboni, in his commentary on Algazali's Ka'lli'UI(Snol ha-Pilosofim 
Ill, iv, has the following long statement: 

"Averroes has explained that the term number is used in two 
senses, in the sense of absolute number, i.e., that wh"ch numbers 
but is not numbered essentially, and in the sense of both that 
which numbers and that which is numbered. . . Know also that 
the term number applies likewise to that which measures, so that 
everything that is divided is incidentally measured by those 
parts into which it is divided, and this is especially true in cases 
where the division is only conceptual. Thus the parts are the 
number of the things into which the object, i.e., the aggregate, 
is divided, and are therefore to be included under the second kind 
of number, which is both thflt which numbers and that which is 
numbered. Consequently, when Aristotle says that 'time is the 
number of motion according to the prior and posterior in it,' he 
means by 'number' the second kind of number, i.e., the material 
number, which is both that which numbers and that which is 
numbered, but he does not mean thereby number per se, for 
absolute number belongs to discrete quantity whereas time be
longs to continuous quantity. What he means by 'number,' 
then, is that which is numbered, that is, the parts of the motion, 
not indeed in so far as they are parts only, for in this respect they 
may all be co-existent, but in so far as they are prior and pos
terior." 
MD 7'"1 ,tl?m:l .,_CIO : Cl'l'CI 'll' ?p "IDM' '1DCIOM ·~ ~ '111'1 1!1 linin 

?p "''DM' ~ .,_CIOM ·~ 1~ Ill S"1 ••• '1l01 nl1D tm .,_DD1 .~:I 'UD M., 
'WIC 'W1'':::11 ,p.,n , • .,M ""~~PM '1!1"VI m111Mo' p'nu "'1:::1, ..,~.., ;,~., , ,JIIID., 

· M\"111 ,p?IUi'l CI'"'Q"VI '1DCIO Cl:"l Cl'p?m 1~ CIM :'llo'1 ,rlm-1 'liiCI ilp'l?m :mn 
~ l"Di1 • 'UDI nl1D M1:"1r1 .,., , ,IICIO:"ICI ':llr.11'CI:"I nnn D:Cl :"II :"l'il"' , fl:::lpn 
,.., J'D:"I ~ 1'1S,. :"1:::1 "lrnWim ~:~mpn •a l"'.J1Unn ..,.= tn., JDii"ll' ltiD'"''M 

':I , mJ7 .,.DCI:"I ~ 1'1S,. M., , 'UDI i1l1CI M1:'lr1 , '"''DD1l"' '1!1CICI., ?'"I , .,_aDill:) 
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,.,...., -a ran aae ~ .J="Va"'lDim ,plmnan ~ D7nat "''IDD::In 
rm .,::ae ,.,. 'R'1P;. "'= •!) ,-o., ~:rp.,n 1:11"1 rm .m ~"''JNM 'P"" arw 

~D'D"'npl:ll"' 

Furthermore, Aristotle himseH, having once explained his pe
culiar use of the term number, uses afterwards the term measure. 
Physics IV, 12, 221b, 7: "Since, however, time is the measure 
(p.~T'poll) of motion ... '' 

We have also seen above (n. 9) how Maimonides, fotlowing 
Aristotle, uses both terms in the definition of time. Similarly 
Plotinus, in his reproduction of Aristotle's definition, uses the 
term measure (see above n. 7). The same is also to be observed 
in the works of Arabic philosophers. 

The question as to the appticabitity"of the term number to 
time discussed by many Scholastics, as, e. g., Joannes Versor, 
Quaestiones Physicarum, quaestio XIII (Hebrew title: She'elot 
Tibe'iyot XIII): ''Whether the definition given of time is a 
proper definition, viz., that time is the number of motion ac
cording to prior and posterior. It seems that it is not a proper 
definition, for time, belonging to continuous quantity, cannot 
be number, seeing that number belongs to discrete quantity .... 

As for the first objection, I say that time is not absolute 
number, but it is the number of motion in a sense in which it may 
be taken as a genus, for in this way, in virtue of itself, number is 
continuous. It is only in virtue of the act of numbering that 
number is a discrete quantity." 
M'ln JDit'l ·~ 'Q "'DtU "~~PM M1iTI ,rb mtll "Ml tm JDit'l "Ml DM .t'i'l :f1MIPM 
~ tm JDit'l ~ ,li'KI "Ml 'll'MII l'IM"1"' • ,n!Wrn l:mpl'l 'II~ 1'l)l'lm "UIDD 

••• pr,nnc,, n=i"'D 1m "UIIXm ·~ I "UIDD 'D'M J!) tiM ,p:1'111Dn 
1'l)l'lm "UIDD .,:IN ,Ill~ "UIDD ..,., )DIMI1 , "''D'M l"D11PPn'' r,.. ,liUJIID., r,.. 
maen ,p:l'l"ll:l m ;"'ll11 ~ "lSD ·~ .l'IDn lVnD:I l'al' i'JYW1i'l "U~DI:III llniQ 

.p'mrut I'll'~ ~~ 'D"lJI ;"'ll11 ,.,,., ~ 

25. C£. Physics IV, 11, 220a, 24-26: "That time, therefore, is the 
number of motion according to prior and posterior, and that it is 
continuous, for it is of the continuous, is evident.'' 

26. Cf. Prop. I, Part II, n. 35. ' 
'l'l. Hebrew 'J"IIIM., 'DSJJ •n.,:1 :no, "an unessential and unprimary 
genus.'' This statement reflects Aristotle's theory that a de-
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IDODitration as well 88 a definition muat contain a .,.._.sal 
(•aBb>.ov, Crescaa' llD, genus, here), which universal muat be es
senlitll (~eAII' a.l/7'6, 'CSJI) and primary (rpiin·o11, JWIIf'l). Cf. Anal. 
Post. I, 4. 

Crescaa' argument is reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola 88 

follows: "Ut genus sit ipsa mensura, viderique iure affirmat nu
merum genus esse primo non posse, cum sit dicretae quantitatis, 
mensura continuae'' (&amen Doctrinae Vanitalis Gentium VI, 3). 

28. According to Aristotle, time is partly real and partly con
ceptual. In so far 88 it is consequent on motion, it is real, inasmuch 
as the magnitude, which is the subject of the motion, is real. 
But in so far as it is the qumber of motion, it is conceptual. 

Physics IV, 14, 223a, 16--23: "It deserves also to be considered 
how time subsists with reference to soul; and why time appears 
to be in everything; in the earth, in the sea, and in the heavens. 
Shall we say it is because time is a certain passive quality or 
habit of motion, since it is the number of it? .... It may, however, 
be doubted whether if soul were not, time would be or not: for 
when it is impossible for that which enumerates to be, it is also 
impossible that there should be anything numerable." 

Intermediate Physics IV, iii, 7: "In one respect time is in the 
soul, but in another respect it is outside the soul. In so far as it 
is number, it is in the soul, for without that which enumerates 
there can be no number, and without an instant there can be no 
prior and posterior. But motion itself is outside the soul ••• 
Similarly, if you only think of time as a concept, it is in the soul, 
but its matter is outside the soul." 
t•aa •:::t ,~r~m:a m .,.,= vn•:t '1XD .111m 1'1" "''¥D1 IIIDl:1 "'Stt m JDil"' 

1'1" M'l"' I"'D¥lQ f1liUI'Il"' ":aM . "Y1MnD' cmp l'M MP J'ICI' •l'.ID I'M raiD 
.rJJJb fV1 m, '~ I:IDft ,I'm:! MSm m :tn 'lit,.'¥1'1 DM ,J::I v:r:n •• J/lfn" 

Crescas, however, having defined time as something essentially 
different from motion and independent of body, maintains that 
time is purely conceptual. See above n. 23. 

Cf. Abraham bar l;liyya, MegilltU ha-Megalleh, p. 6: "Hence it 
has been aaid concerning time that it is dependent upon existent 
things and is consequent to them and that all creatures exist in it 
but itself does not exist except in thought and is perceived only by 
the mind's eye." 
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awm ao'Tilm ~.:n ,'JM''M ,.a~~ n-= '1'm ..,., ID'" ~P,. 1ICD1 
.:slm 17-1 1'IM"VI nJM"' ~ tt'-e ttm1 'U'M lm'l , 12 

Cf. Isaac ibn Latif, Rab Pe'a.lim, 18 (Koktlln Yi"". 25, p. 9): 
"Five things have their existence in the mind and not outside the 
mind, namely, the point, the centre, the species [i. e., universals], 
time, (space?)." 

r·:cm ~"''Dm M"11FF trn • "~ f'II1D "" "~ a-MUD ao-a., l'WDI1 
.crmpcm !Dim 

29. While substance must not necessarily be a body, for there 
are alao immaterial substances, such as aoul and the Intelligences, 
still it must exist in itself (see Prop. X, Part I, notes 8, 9, p. 573). 
Consequently, time is not a substance, for it does not exist in 
itself, being the measure of something else. 

It will be recalled, however, that Altabrizi, in defining time as 
independent of body, alao describes it as existing in itself. He 
furthermore describes it as having necessary existence in virtue 
of itself (see above notes 7, 23). The expression "necessary 
existence in virtue of itself" is usually applied only to God. How 
then does Altabrizi happen to ascribe it to time? The explanation 
seems to me to be as follows: Altabrizi has confused here the term 
time with eternity. Such a confusion may be explained as due 
to the theory that time is the image of eternity, which from 
Plato and Plotinus (Timaeus 37 D, Enneads Ill, vii, Introduction) 
has found its way into the pseudepigraphic Theology of Aristotle 
(see Dieterici, Die sogenannte Theologie des Aristoteles, German, 
p. 109, Arabic, p. 107). Now, according to Plotinus, eternity is 
identical with God (Enneads Ill, vii, 4: ~ea.l nln·lJII T~ 8~. 

30. This passage is reproduced by. Pico Della Mirandola as 
follows: "Motum autem et quietem dimetitur animus: quare 
cum tempus accidens appelletur, ad eum ipsum referri iubet, 
alioqui falsum essent, illud esse accidens extrinsecus, quoniam et 
quietem consequitur quae privatio est, non autem persistens et 
stata natura'' (&amen Dodrinae Vanilatis Gentium VI, 3). 

31. Cf. Physics IV, 12, 221b, 3-4: "So that it is evident that 
eternal beings, ao far as they are eternal, are not in time." By 
'eternal beings' the Intelligences are meant here. See above n. 
18, 21. 
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Pico Della Mirandola reproduc:ea this paaage 81 follcnn: "Fal
aum item, quod non habet motum, id sub tempore non contineri, 
quandoquidem quae aunt a materia seiuncta motu care11t et sub 
tempore solent reponi'' (E:tamen DoctNnae Vanittms Gentium 
VI, 3). 

32. The criticism applies only to Maimonidea but not to Aristotle. 
For the latter believes not only in the dependence of time upon 
motion but also in the eternity of the world as well as of the Intel
ligences and of time. He furthermore maintains that to be in time 
means to be transcended by time (see above n. 17). Consequently, 
unless the meaning of the expression 'being in time' is changed, 
the Intelligences cannot be in time even if time ia made indepen
dent of motion. Maimonidea, however, unlike Aristotle, believes 
in the creation of the world as well as of the Intelligences. If 
time, therefore, ia made indept"ndent of motion, as is done by 
Crescas, and is supposed to have existed prior to the creation of 
the world, the Intelligences can be in time even according to 
Aristotle's understanding of the expression 'being in time.' 

33. This is a reference to the following passage of Maimonidea in 
Moreh II, 30: "We find some of our Sages are reported to have 
held that time existed before the creation. . . . Those who have 
made this assertion have been led to it by a saying of one of our 
Sages in reference to the expressions 'one day,' 'a second day' .... 
Rabbi Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon said. 'Hence we learn that 
the order of time has existed previously.'" 

Maimonidea, to whom time is generated by motion, dismisses 
the statement of Rabbi Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon 81 a mere 
homiletic utterance. But Crescas, believing as he does that the 
essence of time is duration, its measurability only depending upon 
motion and that, too, not necessarily upon actual motion, takes 
the statement of the rabbi literally. 

The same statement of Rabbi Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon ia 
also discussed by Albo. Taking the expression "order of time' ' 
to apply only to time that is measured by physical motion, he 
interprets the statement of the rabbi to mean that time existed 
not prior to the creation of the world but rather prior to the fourth 
day of creation. 'Ilefulrim 11, 18: "Inasmuch 81 tbe literal mean
ing of the scriptural verses might lead one to believe that the 
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order of day and night did not come into existence until the 
fourth day, on which day the luminaries were hung out, Rabbi 
Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon explains that, by reuon of the fact 
that the celestial sphere has been in motion from the first day 
on which it was created, the order of day and night existed prior 
to the fourth day.'' 
1:1'.., ,, emu :t'rlr,n l:ll'l"' ,D l"''l"' tt'nJ M'll"' Cl'p1DIIl'T JD p'IDl"l 'II"' tt'7tf 
,pjl1n) l"''l"' r,tn, tn::lllf J1l'lfY'I l:ll'D ':I "11M .m"TIMDo, 'Q ,.,,_ • ,~.,, 

• 'P':I~ l:ll' cmp :t'rlr.n l:ll'l"' ,o emu rrm 

34. Morell II, 30: 
M'nvm ,p 'IIDMl"' J'1DIIl'T miPI'I.,.., .·~::~ 11"':~::~ n":~o., ,now-a "11M Mm 

.CI'MM., 1:1'11'~ Cllr.'l M"'Q 

This passage has been variously interpreted in the commentaries 
on the Morell. Crescas' paraphrae of it here is rather vague. But 
from his subsequent argument it becomes clear that he has 
understood it to mean that God as cause created the heaven and 
the earth. My translation runs accordingly. 

35. That is to say, a necessary cause, acting without knowledge 
and design. 

36. Cf. Morell II, 13-27. 

37. Cf. Or AtltmtH Ill, i, 2. 

PROPOSITION XVI 

PAB.T I 

I. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Ibn Tibbon's 
translation of the Morell. 

2. Crescas endeavors to show that the first part of Maimonides' 
proposition is a restatement of Aristotle's theory of universals. 
He thus takes the term "force," 11:1, in the proposition as referring 
to the universal or, as he calls it, "the quiddity of the species," 
rcn 111M. Now, the universal, according to Aristotle, has no dis
tinct reality but exists in particulars, or, as the expression goee, 
in re. In Maimonides' proposition it is, therefore, described as a 
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"force in a body," .,m "'· The universal is further characterized 
by Crescaa as being "one in species but many in number," '1I1M 
"''88:m:l ~.,rca. The significance of this phrase becomes clear when 
contrasted with the phrase "one in number," ~ "''l"M, which 
is uaed as a characterization of the Platonic idea, for the Platonic 
idea, unlike the Aristotelian universal, has distinct reality and 
does not become diversified by the particulars, the particulara 
being only imperfect images of the idea. A description of the 
Platonic idea couched in language which is antithetical to that 
used here by Crescas is found in Narboni's commentary on 
Kawwanot ha-Pilosofim II, i: "Know that the Platonic theory of 
ideas is based upon the assumption that the idea of Zaid and of 
Omar is identical and one in number. The idea comprehends a 
plurality of individuals in the same manner as the sun compre
hends in its light a number of different things. But just as the 
sun is the same everywhere, so the idea is the same in every indi
vidual comprehended by it. Consequently the idea of one man 
is exactly the same as the idea of another man, i. e., it is one in 
number." 

'T'i-1 112'~ 1m ., 11 o o :1 n l"' M :T"'IS nnn Jl"' n,.nt~.,IIMl"' m'nr.l ·~ JM1 

JD 1"11 "~ J::l , '111DD llali'l ),";:,• l'!Z) "'¥ "' 0':1, CTM ),";:,n M'm , '10Jn 
,1U'p:l "VIHl"' I"Ml"' n'1'1¥ M'l"' .,nMl"' I"Ml"' n"11lrl .n~l"' M'i"li'l :T"'ISl"' .a'I"'C'' 

• "1IIC7a:l .,.. .,., 

Judged by its vocabulary, Crescas' statement is based upon 
the following passage of Altabrizi: "The purpose of this proposi
tion is quite evident. Its purpose is to show that whenever indi
viduals belonging to the same specific quiddity are numbered, the 
cause of their being numbered is to be found in the numerability 
of their matter and the diversity of their receptacle." 
I'IJ'1 ,.'T'nnn "111M aTMl"' Ul:)' n".rD m,"!Z) "=- , "''tt1::D l"'ZTlpl"'l" Mil:) 'J11=11 

.a·~pc., 'UP! D'~ 1':10 1m l:llDM rz, V11M n:ID 

Cf. Ka'Wfllanot ha-Pilosofim II (Ma[uqid 41-Faltuifah II, pp. 
107, 109): "The first proposition is that the idea called universal 
exists in minds and not in things ••• The second proposition is 
that the universal cannot have a plurality of particulara unless 
those particulara are distinguished from one another by some 
differentia or accident." 
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D'~ tO ~ 'V1'M'ZD r,~ lf'lpJ'I (~I) 1~ •'1111"1 I9IIRII'I 

Mr, ....a D'.:l, aopr,n ,r, ,...,.., "''PR 'M 7orw ,•Jm D111rDn , , , (O:,l:&'VI) 
.rT"'pp 1M 'n.:a."''.:: "V1MnD p'm .,, .,. 

Cf. also Teshubol She'elol, pp. XLVIII-XLIX: "Plurality ia 
inconceivable in one species except through the plurality of the 
matter. Consequently, that which is immaterial can have no 
plurality except by a specific difference, that is to say, by a certain 
peculiarity which distinguished one from the other. This pecu
liarity cannot be an accident, for it would be impossible for any
thing immaterial to have an accident which does not exist in ita 
species. Consequently, being immaterial, it can have no plurality 
except [through some distinction] in species." 

M.,M 1'1.:1,. M., "''l)n 1l'MIP iKl'l • '1Cni"' '1.:1"'1.:1 M.,M ~ J'D.:I '1'1r "" '1.:1""1m 
'1I1M ,n,po n>i"'' ttr, . "11'1Mi"' 1.:1 r,,:a,, .,"1.:1."'1.:1 nnn'nm m, •l'DM IIJ1~ 

l"''i1' "" '"'I)" i"''n' "" "''lltC'' '1l'D.:I tuD' "" i"'~ ,:a,r, .:1''111'11 "lpll i"''i"''l' 

·I'D.:! """ '1.:1, 
All these statements reflect the following passage in Melo.physics 

XII, 8, 1074a, 33-34: "But all things that are many in number 
have matter." 

3. Here Crescas begins to explain the second part of the proposi
tion. While universals are only "forces in a body," there are be
ings which exist apart from a body. These are the Intelligences. 

The term Tt.:al, J;Ll., separate, is the Greek ')(c.JPLtTT6s, i. e., 
')(c.JpLtrTi>s Toii uC:,~a.Tos Cllnr, r,::u, separated from body; hence 
incorporeal. 

4. Cf. Prop. XV, Part I, n. 21 (p. 646). 

5. For according to definition place implies the existence of ~ 
body within another. Cf. Prop. I, Part I, p. 153. 

6. The implication of this statement is that accidents cannot exist 
apart from their material subject. Cf. Physics I, 4, 188a, 6: "For 
affections are not separable." M elo.physics XII, 1, 1069a, 24: "Fur
ther, none of the categories other than substance can exist apart." 

7. The theory that the Intelligences proceed from one another 
and hence are related among themselves as causes and effects 
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represents tha view of Avicenna. Averroes is oppoaed to thia 
view. According to him, all the Intelligences proceed directly 
from God and a.re not related to each other as cause and effect. 
There is, however, between them a difference of degree with re
gard to their perfection and importance, and it is that difference 
which constitutes their individuality and makes it possible for 
them to be numbered. Cf. Shem-tob on Prop. XVI. 

PART II 

8. This is an allusion to Crescas' own theory of immortality as 
contrasted with that of Avicenna and his followers. Cf. Or Adofltd 
II, vi, 1; III, ii, 2. 

9. This is the Avicennean theory of immortality which has been 
adopted also by some Jewish philosopher. Cf. Or Adono.i III, 
ii, 2. 

10. Hebrew l'm!TQl mn. Literally: "its senses and faculties." 
By "faculties" is probably meant here the "internal senses," espe
cially "imagination," as contrasted with "senses" by which is 
meant the "external senses." Cf. the expression nll:lnD, nllmU'I, 
"percepts and images" in Prop. VII, Part II, p. 246. 

11. This is another allusion to the difference between himself and 
the philosophers as to the immortality of the soul. According to 
the accepted opinion of the philosophers, immortality is conse
quent to the soul's acquisition of intellectual conceptions. Accord
ing to Crescas' own view, it is consequent to the soul's love for 
God as its attachment to Him. Cf. Or AdOMi III, ii, 2. 

ll. Hebrew DS)ll"' '11'M. Literally, "individual substances." Cf. 
Prop. XXV, n. S (p. 699). But the expression carries also the 
connotation of corporeality. Cf. Kaufmann, A~lare, 
p. 12, n. 17; p. 13, n. 24. 

13. This is the view of Alexander, Themistius and Averroea. Cf. 
Milbamol Adtmai I, 8. 

I'- Cf. Or AtltmGl II, vi, 1. 
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15. That ia to say, the expreaaion ao'r= ~. "aeparate (or 
"immaterial") beings," in the proposition refers to ~ in the 
sense of the Intelligences of the spheres and not in the aenae of 
the acquired intellects of man. On the two meanings of the tenn 
.,:., and the analogy between the Intelligences and the Intellect, 
aee Prop. III, Part I, n. 6 (p. 486) and Prop. XI, n. 5 (p. 605). 

PROPOSITION XVII 

I. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

l. These opening remarks of Crescas are based upon the following 
passage of Altabrizi: "Know that our discussion here will deal 
with two problems. First, to prove the statement that everything 
that is moved must have a mover different from itself. Secoud, 
to classify the various kinds of movers and to explain the expres
sion 'that which is moved by itself'." 
P'Z ,., ]1pW1D .,2 'TIM:C CL"''I) nnM .nl"'''pp"' 'lll' .,, 'J'pD "''t::"''n nlrl JM 

.n= PJIWlDi'l "'., • .,, P'Zit, !"7n 'CI'I nD •::~., .vmr 
Crescas, as will have been noticed, reproduces only the first 

part of Altabrizi's statement, thus confining himself only to the 
explanation of the first part of the proposition. His failure to 
explain the latter part of the proposition is discussed below in n. 7. 

3. Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 12-14:, "Of those things, however, 
which are moved essentially, some are moved by themselves, and 
others by something else; and some by nature, but others·by 
violence and contrary to nature." 
I~ Physics VIII, iv, 4, 1: "As for those things which 

are moved essentially, they require some consideration. Some of 
these things are moved by themselves but others by something 
else, and some are moved by nature but others by violence and 
contrary to nature." 
I'NID 1JliW'IW MD l:li'ID ,&,.., .Er."D 1~ .,..., ..,.,.. Cll'1 CISJ'X' l"'D aDft 

aopJTUnD 1:111¥J'1 ~ D'YJIWlD r:mp t::J = .}'V!D wanw MD r::nDI .aa~P 

.y.:ltll'IZI J"'l1 "JIUIU (D']1pw!l) ansp1) rn::JI'a 
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4. Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 24-28: "And it is especially obvious 
tbat a thing which is moved, is moved by something, in things 
which are moved contrary to nature, in consequence of their being 
moved by something else being evident. But after things which 
are moved contrary to nature, among such as are moved accord
ing to nature, those are more manifest which are moved by them
eelves as animals." 

lntmnetliate Physics VIII, iv, 4, 2: "In the case of things which 
are moved by violence or contrary to nature, it is self-evident 
tbat they are moved by a mover which is something different 
from the things moved. It is equally self-evident in the case of 
animals that they are moved by something, namely, a soul." 
JI".D) 1ppun• a."1rl p::11m JO }"'n 1tc n~:u 1ppun• -.. 1:1'~,::1 l'nml' rm 
,.,,::~.::~ ~::I "'1KUU) J'lPi!J::J 'ID::I1 • 'lOSS! ::I "'1KUU) J'llltc\, an~r ""' "'1:1, am 

.11P'I IIM1 ,i'ID "1::1,0 1PSNM' CliWI l:l''n 

. Cf.Intermediate Physics VII, 1: "With reference to those things 
which are moved by an external agent, it is evident that they are 
moved by a mover which is different from that which is moved 
• . • But even in the case of animals, it will also become apparent 
that there is a distinction between that which is moved and that 
which moves." 
JI".D) 1PSNM' C."1rl "''IC1:::D CI:'Q l'.l)ll"' • J"'"CC 1:1'~,0 1SISNM' 1:1')1)11311Dt"WW Mn 

,JI"'llJ? )137W'IZ)il ~, "P'l)IO l"'IC,. ""I:I:J i"D:1 'Mi'1 CI:II:)IC'I ... Sl'}'Dlrfh ,.?nrr 

5. Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 33-255a, 5: "But it may be especially 
doubted concerning the remaining member of the last mentioned 
division; for of things which are moved by another, some we have 
considered as being moved contrary to nature; but others remain 
to be opposed, because they are moved by nature. And these last 
are the things which may occasion a doubt by what they are 
moved; as, for instance, things light and heavy; for these are 
moved by violence to opposite places; but to their proper places 
naturally, the light indeed upward, and the heavy downward. 
But it is no longer apparent by what they are moved, as it is when 
they are moved contrary to nature." 

Ifllermetliate Physics VIII, iv, 2: "But a doubt arises concern
ing the simple elements, that is to say, the heavy and light ele
ments, as, e. g., in the case of the motion of fire upward and of 
the motion of a stone downward. For when these bodies are 



moved by violence, it ia quite clear that they are moved by aome
thi~~~r different from themselves, that is to say, by an external 
force. But a doubt arises when these bodies are moved with their 
natural motion, for, when fire is moved upwa'rd and earth down
ward, it seems that they are moved by themselves and that the 
mover in them is identical with that which is moved." 
,a•~ ~ a•CIIIJ"' .,., ,CI'r::nn., Cl'~ M\, CIDC PIICII"' 'Q "'1P1t ;vt 

.~-o 'lllNI'I' ~ ,CI'I:In'1 ,7t111J nn ~~" 1::ncn n"vo" IIW'I n)NI'I 'ICI:I 
Dl'.lJQ piiCin mp' CIDC .M''i=m M\"111 ,Cili.,ID 1)1]1UI'I' 1:L"111 "'1M1:m CD r.llm 
J'"lttM'I n"va" ppunn "''IPtt ll'Mnl' ;:,m ~ •;:, J1'!1Z, anpun 1ppun• "WJtt 

.pywm., m, I:C P':ID."'IVV ~JICI 1Pl1UI1' Clr"'ll ntll:l., 
Cf. Intermediate Physics VII, 1: "But of all these instances a 

doubt arises concerning those things which are moved in place 
without any mover external to them, and especially concerning 
the simple elements, such as earth and fire, for of these it may be 
thought that they are moved by themselves and that the mover 
in them is identical with that which is moved." 
""a, •n"= Cllpc:l 1ppun• "Wtt Cl''"a'\, an a.~ piiCII"' -a "-• "'&'M I:IDft 
I:Q X'M'II "1111* ~ ,.,.. ';:) .111Mi'11 )"1Mo, '10:1 ,CI'"'I!PIIn Cl'lliWI t3"111~1 fV1Z' 

• 'm:P~ ppuna., Mlo, I:C P'.lCirWI I:IDS)1a 1ppun• I:L"'II 

6. Aristotle himself advances several arguments to prove that 
the four natural elements are not moved by themselves. In one 

' of the arguments he tries to show that the diversity of direction 
in the natural motion of the elements could not be accounted for, 
if the elements were assumed to be moved by themselves. The 
argument is contained in the following passage in Physics VIII, 
4, 255a, 8-11: "I say, for instance, if anything is the cause to 
itself of walking, it will also be the cause to itself of not walking; 
so that since it is in the power of fire to tend upward, it is evident 
that it is also in its power to tend downward. It is also absurd to 
suppose that they should be moved by themselves with only one 
motion, if they themselves move themselves." 

This Aristotelian argument is reproduced, either singly or to
gether with other arguments, in the following works: 

Altabrizi, Prop. XVII, who offers it as the second of fow ar,u· 
ments, not all of which are taken from Aristotle. "The proof with 
regard to the first problem is as follows. When a body is moved, 
it must be moved either because it is a body in the abaolute or 
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because it ia a certain kind of body. The first alternative is refuta
ble on several grounds. First, • . • Second, if the body is moved 
by virtue of its being a body, then it must necessarily be moved 
either in one direction or in more than one direction • • • But if 
the body ftiiJ body must not necessarily be moved in one direc
tion, but could be moved in any direction at all, then there is no 
reason why the elements should each tend toward one direction 
rather than toward another." 
..,..., y~ CIM nn YJIUI'In '"WIC ~ "'" nn'M, ,:miiiM,n mopnn 
,a•.lllnD • .., ••• ,"" .D'.l!ID "= l1l'M.,, .nz~ 1::11':1 M1nlh ,. n~nm 1::11':1 
'1M IP.I"I'D '1¥.., )1~D n'n'IP CIM SllD' ,.., ,CIIPl M1."1rl nD.'l PJIUI'ID n•n DM ,CIIPI'II' 

.,. )J)Nn'IP "'I:ISI r,:IM l"'llJD -.sr, )1~ p)mr~D., n'n' ,.r, CIM D~ ... i'1'n' Mr, 

.~ ,... r,. l1J1.11''1D t'IIPH, a~ l1¥P r,.. 1ppun., J'M n:n ,)D"''m -.s nrM 
Emunah Ramah l, 3, p. 14: "Then we observe that the elements 

are moved in different directions. Thus fire tends upward as does 
also air, whereas earth tends downward as does also water. Now, 
if the elements were moved in their respective directions by their 
corporeality, [i. e., ccrporeal form, see Prop. X, Part II, n. 18, 
p. 579] they would all be moved in one direction, and a direction 
which would be conunon to all of them, just as corporeality is 
conunon to all of them. Similarly, if they were all moved by their 
matter, they would likewise to moved in one direction, for matter 
is conunon to all of them, as has been shown in the preceding 
chapter. Since the elements could not be moved in different 
directions by corporeality or matter, it follows that the cause of 
the motion of body is not body. This is an important principle. 
Bear it in mind." 
f"'Mm ,J::J CD ,.1Mil1 n~ IPMi'1 ,1]1JIUI'1'1 D'II.,111'1D a,,.~ &am )::J "Y1M 
,,nM '1¥ r,.. Dr,;, 1PJIUI'1' ,Dl11'~ ~ r,.. 1]1)Nnn Din ,J::J CD D'Dm l1"n1" 

r,p 1PJ11.111' ,C."nDIU )::J D.1 1]111U1'1o, DM'I ,a,,r, "Jl''IID l11'DIPS"'IP ~ ,1J111PD n'n' 
,.., ·"' IT11l' p"IG "11Cl1l"' "'1:12 ~ .c:n IJli'IIPD "''D1MIP .,., ,"mM "''X 
nn ,Clift U'M Clft'l JI':ID )::J CIM , "''IMi'1 1M 111'~ D'llr,MDo, ~ r,p 'llJJ11.111' 

.1n'IM ~ 1m:! • .,., 
KaVNJanot ha-Pilosofim III (Ma/la#d a.l-Falasi/ah III, p. 239): 

"There is no doubt that a body is not moved by itself by virtue 
of it& being a body, for were it so, it would be moved perpetually 
and every body would be moved in the same direction." 
mn , ,.an rm ,J::J rm 1., •;:, .Clift V11'i1., V111D:J1D l1J11.1l1' ,.r,. J'IID J'MI 

• "'111M )111M ., Clift r,;:,r, 
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Creecaa' restatement of this argument contains certain exprea
sion which point to Altabrizi and the Emunaii.RMnah as his imme
diate sources. See below n. 7. 

7. This conclusion does not occur ill Altabrizi. But it occure in 
the following other sources. 

Kafllfllanol ho.-Pilosofim, loc. cit. "The body is moved by some
thing added to it, that something bei~g called nature." 

·11= 1'2SIM vnM M"'J" ,,.-, -pu ~ lr.llt 
Emunah Ramah I, 3, p. 14: "Hence the four elements are moved 

ill their different directions either by their different forms or by 
their different accidents. But to say that the accidents cause the 
elements to be moved in their different directions is absurd •.• 
It is, therefore, the forms of the elements that cause them to be 
moved in the directions that are natural to them, and it is these 
forms to which the tenn nature is primarily applied. And thus 
we say that nature is a certain principle of motion and rest to 
that in which it is inherent, essentially and not according to 
accident." 
c,,.n,~ Cllt l:l'llr,nl'll:),, D.,"'lr.'l r,p nJO"'K11:1'DIII2n 111~ "'IMP2 ~ 
nT11D'i"' D'JI':IZ) c,, l:l',pl)i"'IID ,DI.Ci"'''l p, .D'IIr,nl'll:),, 1:1''"\P= Dlt1 n\lllmncn 
D~ "" Dnllt nlll'.llm en nrncm m"11S1 ••. "= l:l'll'mnan l:li'1'111D1J'D -, 
n'mn,, am y:ua."''l// '1DIUI .. "'D11''t"" ~ 1:111 cnr, n7w ._ a-n .Drb D"P::IIS't 

.lT1pD!I .. ., tm)l~ ,V!mlDI 1:1 MnD nD nsnxb nD 

Cf. Physics II, 1, 192b, 2G-23: "Nature being as it were a cer
tain principle and cause of motion and rest to that in which it is 
primarily inherent, essentially and not according to accident." 
Another rendering of Aristotle's definition of nature occurs in 
Cusari I, 73: "Nature is the principle and the cause by which the 
thing in which it is inherent, rests and is moved, essentially and 
not according to accident." 
.n,~ .. ., csy.~ :a ..,, "WM ~Tot SN"' 1112' rc "WM n=m n.,rtmr'l m •:~ 

Narboni in Prop. XXV has the following rendering: . 
"'11M ~'"In 1112'1 PSIWI' ...,..., n::2D1 nD mm, Mn1 11~ 'IDD"M 'T"D 1*' 

.mpDn 1'n:l "" l11DX3Q1 rmnn a m 
Cf. also the rendering reproduced by Hillel of Verona quoted 

above in Prop. IV, n. 18. 
The view expressed here by Crescaa that the form of the simple 

elements is the cause of their natural motion reftects the opinion 
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of Avicenua and Algaza.li, as give~~ by the fonner in Al-Naja,h, 
p. 25, (d. Carra de Vaux, Afliunne, pp. 184--185) and by the 
latter in the M~ al-FaltJsifah III, p. 239. In connection with 
this, Shem-tob, in his commentary on the Morell (II, Prop. XVII) 
bas the following statement: "Some people thought that in fire, 
for instance, the body is that which is moved and the fonn is that 
which moves. This is the view of Avicenna and Algazali." 
~ ,., m .J'Zln tm _, l1"IUI Wlli1D Mli'l _, 1:111.1 ~ "QQII'' a'I'M1 

.~ 

According to this view, therefore, the cause of the natural mo
tion of the elements abides within the elements themselves. The 
fonn is the cause of the motion of the elements just as the soul is 
the cause of the motion of animals. The elements are therefore 
said to be moved by themselves (ii,P' a.!Woii), in the same way as 
animal beings. 

Averroes' view, based upon his own interpretation of Aristotle, 
is opposed to this. According to him, all the elements, to be sure, 
contain within themselves a certain principle of motion, but not 
one of causing motion but rather one of receiving motion. The 
cause of the motion he contends, does not abide within the ele
ments themselves. It is rather external to them. The elements 
therefore, unlike animal beings, are not said to be moved by 
themselves, iltb' a.il1'oil. 

Averroes' view is based upon Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 12-24, 
which is analyzed by him in his Intermediate Physics VIII, iv, 4, 
1, as follows: "As for those things which are moved essentially 
(QSJI:I&' MZI, 1Ca.8' a.il1'6), they require further consideration. Some 
of these things are moved by themselves (CD:r]J ntt!ID, fJtP' a.i11'0ii) 
but others by something from without, and some are moved by 
nature but others by violence and contrary to nature. Of those 
which are moved by nature, some are moved by themselves, as, 
e. g., an animal, for an animal is moved by itself, though its body 
may be moved by nature and contrary to nature, but some are 
moved not by themselves as, for instance, the light and heavy 
elements." 
n " 11 a ~ MZl arm ,~ .a:t:l I"P., .,.., "WM c., Cl:r]1:21' MZl I:IDII 

an¥p1 p .:1 1:1 .:1 l:l'ppuntl l:lnSp J!l IDI .f 1 n D 'I]IJ7U"Y nD IToiD'I ,D D S p 
,p :a a .:a ._, .p :a an a r, n ~ <1:1'PJ7W11:1 an¥pn n, .:1 n :a a•J7]7UI'ID 
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, ,,., ,.., ~ ,.,. •m ~ .om 'ID:t ,aD :r :sr n te 11 D 'IJrii1'W MD , 
ttb PJ1WI'II' nD tDnD I I:IZMI ,p.=nD 't'V1t p:IID:I PJ1WI'II' "WWM 1"111 ti'D aDI'I 

.a'T.Dl'TI a.&,pn D"'aTo1 'm • 'IDSP I'IMD 

The rat of the chapter contains an argument to prove that while 
the natural motion of the elements is cauaed by a mover the mover 
is not within themselves. Averroes concludes the argument with 
the following statement: "Hence it is clear that these simple ele
ments are not moved in place by themselves but rather by some
thing from without. 

~ l::laSJ'I'M.DD mp= D'PpunD rme D'Dn"' ,.,.., ""1M1:m ,)::J nr "'" -..en 
·J'I"'D "'CC"tD 

Crescas, as will have been noticed, has explained only the first 
part of Maimonides' proposition, namely, everything that is 
moved has a mover. In his explanation, as we have seen, he has 
followed the Avicennean view by showing that the mover in the 
case of the natural motion of the elements is the form of the 
elements. He does not, however, discuss the second part of the 
proposition where Maimonides undertakes to explain the mean
ing of the expression "that which is moved by itself" (Arabic 
n'Mp!m JCI 1""1f11''r::.,M. Altabrizi and Crescas: M¥D PJIWID. Ibn 
Tibbon and Al-l;larizi: mya :srvuna, bql' a.bToii. See Prop. VI. 
n. 3, p. 531). From the context of the proposition it is not clear 
whether Maimonides has meant to use the expression only with 
reference to animals or also with reference to the natural elements. 
Among his commentators there is a difference of opinion on this 
point. 

According to one interpretation offered by Altabrizi, with which 
he is in agreement, the expression is applied by Maimonides also 
to the natural elements. "Some of them take the expression 'that 
which is moved by itself' to refer to that whose motion is not 
produced violently by some cause outside itself but whose cause 
is either in itself or is dependent upon itself. The proponents of 
these views are the truest philosophers. Accordingly the expres
sion includes the sphere, vegetables, animals, and the simple 
elements when moved according to nature, but it excludea all the 
motions that are violent and compulsory. And thi8 is what the 
author of this book bu meant by the expreasion." 
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Tl'l "1J''VVII:I nonn "" ._ ~ 1., s D p p una n .-- 'D IS1DI 
m •11'11 .ao=m JD D"nDM a,, ,'Q n.,ru" tnr'C 1::11"'"' ~ ,,.~ 'IZm 

lnJNM UDl:) 'llt¥'1 ,p~ D'li]IWlDn D'lftlllrn 'fToTI nDr.TI ~ 'Q =• 
• "UIITo1 .,,::s n::s nx-, ._ .am .n1D\IC'I m•n-a."''l"' 

The same interpretation is evidently adopted by Efodi, who 
in his comment on the last part of the proposition mentions the 
natural fonn, ~Dl"l in11n. 

Shem-tob, on the other hand, maintains that Maimonides'last 
statement about "that which is moved by itself" refers only to 
animal beings and does not include the elements. He furthermore 
maintains that Maimonides has purposely left out any mention 
about the natural elements in this proposition, because he did not 
want to commit himself as to the question whether the cause of 
their motion is within them or outside of them. "The view of 
Avicenna and Algazali is untenable, for the body of the element 
is not that which is moved nor is the fonn that which moves. Nor 
in this view espoused here by the Master, for he does not say that 
the elements are moved by themselves, he only says that the 
animal is moved by itself. This shows the pre-eminence and 
superiority of the Master in all the branches of philosophy." 
.:1"\"1 1""1Dtt ""' .m~n Kin p•mn ""' I:W.I.1."1 u•tc PJ71li'IDI'1 •;:, , .,l:l.:l -,::s, nn 
ppunon tn."1 •nnr.r ""IDtt .,!114 .r:ll,D¥17D D'J7171l"D nrno•n ,.,Mill ~ "" •;:, ,)::J r:::a 

.n~n;:, u,.,,, VI.,JID .,~ .,, m1• nn .1D¥17D 
Again: "It is for this reason that the Master did [not] say that 

the elements are moved by themselves, nor did he say that their 
mover is from without, but he rather left them unmentioned, for 
all this is a matter of fine-spun speculation among philosophers, 
and it was the Master's intention to state only well established 
views." 
""' • .,.,;:, a.-,::s -,::s, ""' ,C!D¥]1.:1 r:rpJI1lnD nrnr:m~~ .:1"\"1 ~ 1 "~ t::J'11 mm .:1"\"1 M::J1 ,'D'ICI1.,'11 p-r 11'l1 m nr .,!liP i!1h ,)'V'II) Kin a.,., P'.!Do"''ll1 "1DM 

.D'~ 0''1::s"1 

PROPOSITION XVIII 

I. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

Crescas' interpolation of the words "the author concludes this 
propaeition by saying," l"''IXX natrn I'1D"1J'l"'l'' anm, before Maimo-
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nides' last words, "and note this," nr pm, has its precedent in 
Narboni ("and the author says at the end, 'And note this"'. 
n r 1 :::1 i'l 1 11J1D:::1 "'CM1) and in Hillel of Verona ("and so on to the end 
of the proposition which the Master concludes by saying 'and 
note this"', i'l r 1 :::1 i'l 1 Yr :::I'TI i'l:::l Dnl"'l' i'I81D ,,). In the case of Nar
boni and Hillel of Verona, however, the interpolation was neces
sary, because they quote only the first part of the proposition. 
J3ut Crescas, in quoting the entire proposition, had no reason for 
introducing this interpolation. It was probably used by him in 
imitation of Narboni and Hillel of Verona. Or, he may have intro
duced this statement in order to indicate that the expression "and 
note this" is part of Maimonides' original proposition and not a 
comment by himself. In the absence of quotation marks it was 
necessary to use some such expression to indicate the beginning 
and end of a direct quotation. The interpolation here is thus the 
equivalent of the expressions VVIh nn and )te ,, which usually 
introduce and close a direct quotation. See Prop. III, Part II, 
p. 226, I. 10. 

2. The entire discussion in this chapter is based upon Altabrizi. 
Crescas has only rearranged the parts of Altabrizi's discussion 
and introduced a few slight changes, as will be pointed out in the 
succeeding notes. 

3. The three cases enumerated here by Crescas are based upon 
the following statement of Altabrizi: "We say that whenever any· 
thing passes from potentiality to actuality, the passage takes 
place according to a threefold manner." n:li'l lD M2' i'ID aD "QUI 
nu~ rhr1 ,, i'l'i'l' ,,D., 'IM. 

4. Altabrizi: "First, when something non-existent becomes exis· 
tent, as e. g., when the heat which is non-existent in the water 
but is capable of becoming existent is brought into existence by 
an agent, the transition involved in the process is called a transi
tion from potentiality to actuality." 
a•= n,~ mD'Dml' 'ID!I ,HJDl :::111r1 T1J7l ~'TI 1n'IM i'l'i'l'l' Cli'ID I'VIIIM"\, 
"'"" "'DM ,'Q n~Gm l"QQII ~ i'M'XZX\ "'ltC1 .n'IM'm"l n.,::l)'l) am 'r.M 

• .,,.i'l '" I"Ciit ID l'lfS' 

5. Crescas' argttment here differs from the corresponding IIJ'I'U
ment employed by Altabrizi. The latter's argument reads u 
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follows: "We say that whenever anything passes from potentiality 
to actuality, according to the manner described in the first two 
cases, there must be something to bring about that passage from 
potentiality to actuality, for whenever a thing comes into exis
tence after non-existence it must undoubtedly be with reference 
to its own nature only possible of existence, and thus both exis
tence and non-existence must bear to it the same relation. It 
therefore needs something to determine the preponderance of 
existence over non-existence. That something which determines 
the preponderance of the existence of a thing over its non-exis
tence is undoubtedly that which causes the thing to pass from 
potentiality to actuality." 
'll11M'SD M'S1D ,, cr.mc"'lil a-m •• ,, ,.,.., "- r=-~ JD ttr~r MD ~ '"llliUI 

lrM'm1 DI"M ,pDO '~ Vl13]7:1 .,.,D'M ~"'Iii VI"IMIP •rh ,,JIUII"' '"r=-1 JD 
J7"'DD1 , my.T ,, 'lmlt'XD P'~ P'~ '" 1"'m"' • "11111"1 ·~ ,.,.. "n]7l"r.TT 

.pDO .,:a ')nlln "- n::r.m WS1D 1"1Vo1 ~ ~"''l1 n1M'¥ZI 

6. Altabrizi: "Second, as when, e. g., something existing actually 
as a substance has the possibility of acquiring a certain attribute, 
be it a fonn or an accident, which does not as yet exist in it. Such 
an actually existent substance is said to be potential with refer
ence to that attribute, as long as it has only the possibility of 
acquiring it. But once it has acquired it, it is said to have become 
actual with reference to that attribute. An illustration thereof 
is the case of water which is an actually existent substance and 
has the possibility of acquiring the -attribute of heat. Before its 
acquisition of heat, the water is said to be hot in potentiality, but 
after its acquisition of heat, it is said to have become hot in 
actuality." 
IT'I'I¥ aM ,."''D "'11tn ,, 1"1'1"1'11 "'II'D'M1 IN)SJI:::I .,JnD:::I MSDl ~"'Iii 1"1'1"1'1' .n.., 
·~ .~ ICirmi"' ~"'Iii 'll11lb '"tZlM"' .naam l"''l'VV "' am ~ .. .,"lpD I:IMI 
"11M' ,"1M.., ..,,.. ,, MSDl "lllta1 :p ~ ..,..., ,,, "1Mm vntt nSII" ,..,.,.. 
1"'11m'W ...,....., .amDXll::l. 'vm::~. crMXDI 1'1"1 •:::1 .D'an. 10:::1 ,,Jr1D:::I :::1111 tm11 
:a. tl11'le "IDM' , ,, l"'tuD.l "''nDD ,n:::l:::l 1:1'0."'11' "11M' an' l"'mmt'XD cmp1 .mD'DI'I:::I 

·'~an 
7. Crescas' reasoning here differs from that of Altabrizi. Crescas 
uses here the argument which is later used by Altabrizi in connec
tion with the "case of a potentiality to impart action." Cf. below 
n. 9. 
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8. Altabrizi: "'Third, 811 when, e. g., a being which exists in actual
ity and is perfect 811 to its essence and complete 811 to its attributes 
c~tes something new not in itself but outside itself. Before its 
creation of that something new, the creator is said to be the 
potential agent of its creation, but after the act of creation, it is 
said to have become its actual agent.'' 
""'rlrMi ,1:1'....,., I:I'CI'I ,tnDQn a'1rl .,~ MID1 ~"''iil"1'11'1P ,....,.,., ra-nam 
'lmMt, "'aM' 'aDD 'lllnM 'Dir, , UCD 'n113 t,::ut 1:1 to= Mt, "11'1M ~'1 'aDD IIMIIT9 
• t,~ ,t,SIUI =- ,., ""'':IM' 'DDD .,.,i'l -...::11 .~:a "'V''Mi'' ~.,., t,SIUI tn."''IIIGim 

9. Altabrizi: "That determinant agent which causes the transi
tion (see above n. 4:) must be either outside the thing which is in 
potentiality, as, e. g., fire in its relation to water, or within the 
thing itself, 811, e. g., the natural power which causes the growth 
of fruits and brings about their ripening. In the second alterna
tive, if that power has never ceased to act, then we must consider 
that in which it exists to have always been in actuality and never 
to have been in potentiality, but our assumption now is that at 
one time it was in potentiality but later passed to actuality. 
And if that power was once inactive and then passed from poten
tiality to actuality, there is no doubt that its former lack of 
activity must have been due to the presence of some obstacle or 
to the absence of some condition. It thus follows that it must 
have had something external to itself which removed that obsta
cle or created that condition, and it is that something external 
which has brought about the removal of the obstacle or the 
creation of the condition which will have to be considered 811 the 
agent which has caused that power to pass from its potential 
activity to its actual activity. Take, for instance, the natural 
power that causes the growth of fruits and brings about their 
ripening. If it happens to fail to bring about that ripening it is 
only because of the presence of some obstacle, such as cold which 
causes the fruit to remain hard and unripe, or to the absence of 
some condition, such 811 the absence of the required temperature. 
But whenever the obstacle is removed or the required condition 
is created, 811, for instance, when the cold disappears through the 
warming of the air by the sun, then it is the sun which causes that 
natural power to paa from its potential activity to its actual 
activity.'' 
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.,.., .n= ..., .... "'':rrn Vl'lt II1DSPD rm _. "'= M"'''an ]7'"'CDM "" 

:a mm rrrvh "-=n 'PII'1 n=~., ~ ·"''I'D tM:a M'l"'' ""=' ,O'Dn ;.. ~ 
"a Mmlllmlf nD ,.~ am l"'l'' ,'1'7p 'lll':m ")m abll .a'2lnD ..., ~ 
"'MM ,ra::a "'""' I"'D:::. 1n::l."'1 ,aonSJl'l JD nSJ::I, I"Q::a =w "'"' am ,"''Dll r,p::a 
;.. r=n 1D ""nD <fii:IM'Imm ,.,liD v.= "m CllC'I ,r,ll.,., "-'~'X' 1:::1 
.,.._., , 'MWI 11-,orD '1M PliD ll:'piT1 DM '11"m V11M i'I'M'I'I PDO IJ'IG r,!Mn 
• 'ltW1 JMO ... swn ,.cxn .'Mn'l vnM JM' ,.. JI.2ID11 VnM "1'D' uoo 'f'VI r:JP "-' 
r,M l'1:::ll'1D 1.,D::a "1:::1"1:1 M1:1 "'111M I n:::l:'ll ( f'll1 M\"''IP) i'l.r, M"1'1D UOD 'f'VI Mn 
,m, vnM uoo ]7'l' .. ., "''IPtt ,1:::1 nn.~ m~i'l ~ 'll=i'II"Q:::: ,.,,Di'l.,.. 
I:I1DI'I:::I ,"'W1 -,pm* ,.. .ao~ •nr,:a !MD cmM DW • -np:::1 ,JmD 1:::1 rrpm DM 
D1DM:I1:::11"DPDm "''lllt:::: ~ ,'Mn'l rn ]I'J"'1M M1i'li'l lmX'! ~ np In! ,.,...., 

• r,liDi'l r,.. n:::lnD ,r,,D:I 'P:Itl:'l n:::1:1 M'S'1D am m . ,.., 

10. By this distinction Crescas means to obviate a difficulty with 
regard to the creation of the world. If the world was created, 
then it has passed from potential existence to actual existence. 
God, being the cause of the transition, must have likewise passed 
from a potential agent to an actual agent. Cf. Moreh II, 14: 
"If God produced the universe from nothing, then before the 
creation of the universe He was a potential agent and upon its 
creation He became an actual one. Thus God must have passed 
from a state of potentiality into that of actuality." 
IM1p trn:L, i'l'i'l J:::l DM , ,pm "11'1M cr,pi'l 111"111 1"1:1n' DIVo"' Cit , "'IDMII l:li'ID 

JD DIVo"' MS' "1::1.:::1 l"'l'' , t,liD:I t,P1D :Ill 1M"' "1111M:::11 n:::J:::i r,P1D ar,pn M"1:1'1' 
• .r,pDi'l .,.. n:::li'l 

The answer suggested here by Crescas does not agree with that 
given by Maimonides. Maimonides' answer is based upon the 
distinction between a corporeal and an incorporeal agent, the 
latter exemplified by the active Intellect and God. An incorporeal 
agent, he argues, may act only at times and still not pass from 
potentiality to actuality. Furthermore, quite the contrary to 
the explanation suggested here by Crescas, Maimonides main
tains that while the occasional inactivity of the Active Intellect 
may be due "to the absence of substances sufficiently prepared 
for its action," the period of God's inactivity prior to the creation 
of the world is not to be explained in the same way (Moreh II, 18). 

Creac:as' distinction is baaed upon Altabrizi's discuHion which 
i.e aa follcnra: The activity of a perfect agent may be operated 
either upon a material object or upon an immaterial object. In 
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the former case, be says, the change from inactivity to activity 
on the part of the agent "doea not imply a change in the apnt 
itlelf, for his transition from inactivity to activity is not due to 
an imperfection in the agent"itaelf, which indeed would imply a 
change in its being, but rather to an imperfection in thoae which 
receive its action." 
• '7~ J"3P )Mom 1'l'i1' M'7 11J1'7nn 'ml •:::~ , '7vm .,. :1"11'1' M'7 nr '7.:1M 

.D""=P= ,,an; '7.:1M • 'Til ,..,._ ..,.. ., 

Crescas, however, rejects this answer later in his disculllrion of 
the problem of creation. Or AdoMi III, i, 4 (p. 66b). 

PROPOSITION XIX 

l. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

This proposition as well as propositions XX and XXI is taken 
from Avicenna. The Avicennean origin of these propositions has 
been recognized by all the commentators of Maimonides. Cf. 
Efodi, Shem-tob, Asher Crescas and Munk, ad. loc. 

The principle which Avicenna is trying to establish by these 
propositions is that the term possible means to be cauSed and the 
term necessary means to be causeless (see below n. 4). Nothing, 
therefore, of which the existence is due to a cause can be said~ 
have necessary existence, even though its existence may continue 
unchanged eternally. God alone, according to Avicenna, has 
necessary existence. The celestial spheres have only possible 
existence by their own nature, their eternity and hence necessity 
of existence are due only to their cause. The transient sublunar 
beings, on the other hand, are possible in every respect. 

As against this view, Averroes denies that in eternal beings 
there is such a distinction as being possible by their own nature 
and necessary by their cause. According to him, things are said 
to be necessary when they eternally remain in the same state, 
either eternally existent U11M'SDo, rn:::llD) or eternally non-existent 
("Mllm l"n::::1D). Things which have only transient existence are 
said to be possible because of their not remaining unchanged in 
the same state, for before their coming into existence they haw 
the possibility of either coming-to-be or not coming-to-be aDd 
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after their coming into existence they have the possibility of 
either pusing-away or not passing-away. 

Averroea' conception of "neceasaryexistence" seems to bf' based 
upon the following passage in Mllo.fJhysic:s VI, 2, 1026b, 27-29: 
''Since, among things which are, some are always in the same state 
and are of necessity, not necessity in the sense of compulsion but 

1tbat which means the impossibility of being otherwise ••• " 
The origin of Avicenna's distinction in eternal beings between 

po881'biUty by their own nature and necessity by their cause is, 
according to Averroes, to be found in his attempt to solve the 
following difficulty. No finite body, according to Aristotle, can 
possess an infinite force (cf. Prop. XII). Since the spheres are 
finite bodies, their motive force must be finite and consequently 
their motion must be finite. But still the spheres. according to 
Aristotle's theory of eternal motion, have a motion which is in
finite in duration. In order to remuve this difficulty Avicenna was 
compelled to distinguish within the spheres between a possibility 
with reference to their own nature and a necessity with reference 
to their cause. This distinction, again according to Averroes' 
testimony, was first suggested by Alexander. Averroes himself, 
however, answers the difficulty by distinguishing between a force 
which is infinite in time and a force which is infinite in intensity 
and maintaining that while the spheres, owing to their finitude, 
cannot have an infinite force of the latter kind, they can have an 
infinity force of the former kind. 

Intermediate De Caelo I, x, 2, 8 (Latin, p. 293va, G-293vb, K): 
"There is room here for the following great doubt. It has been 
shown that nothing eternal has the possibility of being corrupted 
nor can there be in it a potentiality for corruption. But it has also 
been shown in this treatise that a body which is finite in magni
tude cannot but have a finite force. Now, since the celestial sphere 
is finite in magnitude, the force within it must necessarily be finite. 
The inference must therefore be that while the sphere by its own 
nature has the possibility of being corrupted it must be free of 
corruption on account of the infinite immaterial force, outside the 
sphere, which causes its motion. That this is so is maintained by 
Alexander in a treatise of his, and he is followed by Aviceona, who 
says that to have necessary existence may mean either of two 
thinp. First, to have necessary existence by one's own nature. 
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Second, to have only possible existence by one's own nature but 
necessary existence by reason of something else • • • This belnr 
the cue, it follows that that which is eternal may have a poten· 
tiality for corruption • . • Our own answer to this difficulty, 
however, is that a body may be said to have a finite force in two 
senses. First, in the sense that its motion is finite in intensity and 
speed. Second, in the sense that its motion is finite in time." , 

•rna "'0, tuD' Mr,. nrr "''lCN "'02 ,..,, 'm1 pao cnpa ,r, n I'IDI 

V'Q I:IIP2 t,:111 "''tlMDo, i'1CI i'11 1:1]1 ""''CM ,.,r t,p n:l ~ J'MII"' 'mil ........ ~ 
"sCC '17'~ an'! ,J:::I "'0~ CIM'I • '11ll= "'".:111 ~ M1i'1l' • .., ,..,:Ill .,JCI 
•nt,:::i , mpa ,or.n ....,.,.. ..,, nrr ,n:~n ,.r,.:m r,P= ..,, aen , ,pm ,..,:::111 
,,r, l7':1Di'1 ,r, ;m, ,'1Dn •nt,:::i:::l m "''IPM n•t,:::in t,p:::i •nt,::~.., n:li'1 "1m , .. 

111M'm'1 :::l''VlOo"'l' "DI1 • •ro piC '11:), ,ezm • 1"10MC nxp:::i V1JM rrn "'0.::111 nn 
:::l"V''I 'IDSJI= nwm, '"''IP!IM pt,m ,'IDSlQ nw:mn :::l''VlD pt,n : aop'm •• 
,pGOM Ml n"Vlo"'' UI'1Jol "''Ittl'' ,,,OIIm n:l •m= IP' ,J:::I "'0'1i'1 I:IM1 ... V1t,~ 
n'M'SC ,In) "1IW1 .D'MJ ... ., m.:m .t,p mn:l ~ "' "11M' anw 

.JDCI nt, n•t,:::~m manD , ':liM fllm1 ,mt,p1 pm V1SJW1r, n•t,:::!m 
This passage of Averroes is reproduced in the Morell luJ-MoreTI 

II, Prop. XII. 

Cf. also Mij'alot Elohim II, 3, p. 12b: "For Plato says that the 
heavens were generated from that eternal matter which had been 
in a state of disorderly motion for an infinite time but at the time 
of creation was invested with order. Consequently by their own 
nature the heavens are corruptible just as they were generated, 
and it is God who implanted in them eternity, as it is written in 
the Tii'II461U. It is from this view that Avicenna has inferred that 
the celestial sphere is composed of matter and form and is corrupt· 
ible and possible by its own nature but necessary and eternal by 
virtue of its cause." 
•n"2 MSNn WW1D M'i'1lll anp '1Dr1 'ln1MD ,-w aor:r.w ,.. re"• •:::~ 
1:11= 'D:::I l:l'lr.'l 'M'1&"' • '1'1Dn nt,:::ap i'IM''l::lo, nJ~=1 n•t,.:m t,p:::i '"":::i 101 TnCJa 

1'1D02 :u1:::lll 'ID:::I1 .m'I"'D'' CIM2 JIU 1'1:::111' .,..,.,., at'7.. ,CI'TI 'I'IW 'II» CI'"ICI81 

rrm M"''m "''DD''CC .2:1~ "D'Ir.'l Cl"ll'l l'l'lW 'l'D J:::IM np'J JtCD1 ,DifD'III 

.vm! J1IW) 'l"':aa :::i"V''I I'I'M ~ 1DSJ7D ......., "'!DDD 

2. The entire chapter is based upon Altabrizi with the exception 
of the last statement which is based upon Narboni. See below n. 4. 
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J. Hebrew vmr "MPI'O 1"1'Vo1 ::!"VV' Mr,, I take "MlJI1 here in the 
aenae of "being non-existent" rather than in the aenae of "c:euing 
to exist." The Hebrew "''Vo"' (Arabic r~) is a translation of 
the Greek VT4fJflfm, which means (a) ~n. and (b) tlefwiua,
litm. The former meaning is implied in the first three senaes of the 
term discussed by Aristotle in Metaphysics V, 22, 1022b, 22-31. 
The latter meaning is implied in the fourth sense of the term. 
Ibitl. 31-32: "The violent taking away of anything is called priva
tion." Cf. IX, 1, 1046a, 34-35: "And in certain caaes if things 
which naturally have a quality lose it by violence, we say they 
suflerprivation.'' SimilarlytheHebrewandArabictermshavethese 
two meanings. Thus in Mamonides' proposition ,,liJ (Arabic 
'ID"'ll) is used in the sense of tleprivalion, i. e., ceung to exist 
whereas here Crescas uses it in the sense of flrivo.lion, i. e., being 
non-existent. 

4. This last statement is based upon the following passage of 
Narboni: "This proposition does not mean to imply that that 
which owes its existence to a cause must have the possibility of 
passing away, for [if it had that possibility it could not be eternal, 
inasmuch as) that which is possible cannot be eternal, but, as a 
matter of fact, many of the things which owe their existence to a 
cause are eternal. What the proposition really means to affirm 
is that when a thing owes its existence to a cause, then the exis
tence of that thing, be it eternal or otherwise, is due to something 
elae." 
ID 11:::1'\., ;'I"'Xl :::111" Mr, "'IP.DM.'1 ':I ,,,]r.'li1 r,p m"'IPIM 1:::1 i'l'i1'1' :::1"1'1'1' M7 
,..,....,.. nrM 1M 'I"'Xl DM ,17rl mt'SDl"'ll m::l )'IJ"1ii 7:::aM .D"'"'Xl D:'l 1:1'7b]ll'l 

.Vl71r 'UD ..,, 

What Narboni and Crescas are trying to say-is this: Possible 
existence does not mean corruptible existence, for it has already 
been shown in the discussion of Prop. VIII, Part II, n. 15 (p. 561), 
that accidental motion, i.e., possible motion, may be eternal if its 
cause is eternal. Possible existence simply means conditioned 
existence, i. e., existence dependent upon a cause. 

Altabrizi'sconclusion reads here as follows: "Fverything which 
has a cause is with reference to the existence of that cause neces· 
sary of existence, with reference to the non-existence of that cause 
impossible of existence, but with reference to its own essence, ir· 
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respective of the existence or non-aiatence of its cause, pouible 
of both existence and non-existence." 
-nsm .N'I"CQ1 .n1M'Stm :::l''11'10 VQD mtrm nl'I"CQ 1m n= y, .... '7.::~~~ 
·'l"nYo'l'l Vl:::iD 11Wl£11) l''Jin p~, I:IJ ,'lmDSJ7 IU'n=l ,1'11M'm'l pmJ VQD 

."'nJJnm nvmt .,..... 

PROPOSITION XX 

1. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

2. Similarly Altabrizi: "For we have already explained in the 
proposition preceding this, that everything which has a cause is 
in respect to its own essence possible of either existence or non
existence, whence it follows by the method of the conversion of 
the obverse that that which in respect to its own essence is not 
possible of either existence or non-existence has no cause at all 
but its existence is necessary in respect to its own essence." 
N'I"CQ 1m ran n= 1'1 "'111M '7::MP nMr •m'7 "'111M ~ 'INC 1I1M •:a 
iT'i'1' M'7 ""''MrM "V11Dil 1DM ,~ nrD :a"ln'1 , "'nJJiTT1 n'IM'm"' ""'PIP'M ~ 
:I"V'ID rrrr '7.:~~t ,'7'7:a reo 1'1 i'l'i'l' M'7 ran ~ '1'1Jii'1i'TI nvmt ..,.. 

• ll110SP'7 nwsan 
Cf. Prop. XIX, n. 4. 

As for the expression "VI10n 111i'1, the conrJersion of the obverse, see 
Prop. VII, Part I, n. 3 (p. 541). 

3. The question is raised by Altabrizi: "One may raise the follow
ing question. You have already shown in the proposition preced
ing this that everything which has a cause is in respect to its own 
essence only possible of existence, whence this proposition is 
deducible by the method of the conversion of the obverse. There 
was therefore no need of making of it a separate proposition." 
..,, ;:un reo 1'1 .,.,.. '7:~~~1'1l4r •m'7 .,.,.. ,1"1D"Tpi1:1 cn"''M:: I:II'IM , 'DAI '1D1M71 
1lli'1 1'T1:::i :"UDO ll:::i'li"'I i'llnpm n..r i'I'M1 ,1nmp nrn= nlN'lrD.'l ...,... 

!m"ml i'!Zrlpi'l ~ 1"'11S J'M'I , '1ml:ln 

On a marginal note in the Vienna Manuscript, signed M"::M. 
there is a reference to Altabrizi. The note is reprinted in the 
Vienna Edition. It reads as follows: "This question has been 
raised by Altabrizi, but the author of the Morek has been justified 
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after the manner explained by that worthy commentator." 
:mm .,_., ~ 'IZX) in'IDM :::i""G"G 'non ,•r-cn ,....,.lli"' nm M:,.lli"'. 

Altabrizi's answer reads as follows: "The answer to this ques
tion is as follows. Inasmuch as this proposition was found to be 
very helpful on account of its manifold applicability, the author 
saw no harm in making of the problem treated in it a proposition 
by itself, so that the principle it establishes may be directly known 
to the reader and exist in his mind in actuality, without there 
being any need of deriving it from another proposition." 
1-ns:1 n:,•m :::i,.,:, ,lniX'i'! 11:::i"1 M'ill' i'ID:, i'ID"1pm nMII' i'IXlD i'l:::i'lrlnm 

,l:rJI"' 1'i"'''' ~ .~ •.m:a a~rl, )IIIII I'M cc 1"1:::i"1' "1M n1~ :"Ci'1 ,i'I':,M 
.n.,I"'M i'!D.,pl"'C DM':n.,:, 1""1Bl Min , :,y.,~ :,::lfl:::i a·~ 

PROPOSITION XXI 

l. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi . 

• 
l. Cf. Altabrizi: "The proof of the proposition is as follows. The 
existence of every composite object requires the existence of its 
component parts, and those parts are something different from 
the whole. Hence every composite object requires for its existence 
something different from itself. Now that which requires for its 
existence something different from itself, will di~~appear with the 
disappearance of that something different. Hence the composite 
must be possible in respect to its own essence and cannot be any
thing that is necessary of existence in respect to its own essence. 
The conclusion is that nothing composite can be necessary of 
existence in respect to its own essence." 
:,~ :v1 .1nlnr ,.p:,m , l'p:,n mM'XD :,.. 1'"1S vnM'SZ) ».,1D :,:II' 1"11M':::l 

,nlnm ,.. '1ICC "'1D' :v1 1n:,, :,.. 1'"1S :,~ • 1n:,n '" 1"'119D vnM'SZ) »"I'ID 
"1:::i, rM'I .~:, ..... ..,., :::1-'"I'ID .,::MP ., . .,., .lnm]l., ..... m lV1 

n'IM'm't :::i"VlD »"I'ID "1:::i, I'M ,.:,,. .1n1D¥ll:, mM'm, :::l"11'1D ..,, "''I'Ka 

·~' 
3. Cf. Prop. XIX. 
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PROPOSITION XXII 

I. The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

2. HebreW ,..,._ ID"'':: .,]1!1::::1 !m'l, reflects the Greek 'li8e ,..,, Cf. 
Metaphysics VIII, 1, 1042a, 27-29: "And by matter I mean that 
which, not being a 'this' actually, is potentially a 'this', and ••. 
by fonn, which being a 'this' •.. " 

3. Cf. Prop. X, n. 7 (p. 571). This, as will have been noticed, ia 
the Aristotelian proof for the deduction of matter and fonn. 
Altabrizi in this place reproduces the Avicennean proof. Cf. Prop. 
X, Part II, n. 22 (p. 591). 

4. Crescas is trying to forestall the question why Maimonides 
mentions only the three accidents of quantity, geometrical form 
and position out of the nine accidents enumerated by Aristotle in 
his list of categories. His answer is based upon the division of 
accidents into "separable" and "inseparable," or "external" and 
"inherent," and the assumption that Maimonides confi.nes)lim
self here only to the latter. 

A similar division of accidents is found in Ka'lll'UJO.not ha-Piloso
fim II, 1 (Ma~~itl al-Falasijak II, pp. 97-98): "Accidents are 
divided into two classes. First, those the conception of whose 
essence does not require the conception of something external • • . 
as, e. g., quantity and quality ..• Second, those which require 
attention to something external. Of the latter are the following 
seven: relation, place, time, position, possession, action, passion." 
"TT'S 1m V11DXll ,'¥::::1 1-w¥' "., ... C'p.,n •• .," ,p.,nn• ... a•'1pca 
CIM Ml:'l 'llDD }'1M J'lll .,... Ml:l::::I.'T.T .,H 1'"1r.l ... 1'Ht, i'JD.'ji1 lu;, ... 'llDD f1M 

,.,ll!lll'll' ,.,ll!l'll' ,J'lpi1 ,i1Mli1i1 ,•no ,ill."'o, o"l1"'1¥i1 :mr::::lll' 
The term "quality" is used by Algazali to include among other 

qualities also that which Maimonides calls here "figure" (see 
below n. 5). His inclusion of "position" among the "external" 
accidents is explained below in n. 7. As for similar attempts by 
modem scholars to classify Aristotle's nine accidents, see Zeller, 
Aristotle, Vol. I, p. 280, n. 2. 

Unlike Crescas, Narboni does not consider the selection of these 
three accidents by Maimonides as being of any particular signifi-
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cance. "As for the accidents which occur to body • • they are 
quantity, figure, position and others of the remaining categories 
according to their order." 
m~., "''IIPD 1:11'17m nnnn rD'QlliTI,m=:'ll:l"' ••• ,. ~nm"~ triJ'ZT.I l:DIMI 

..,,l:ll'lrnD .,ll 
In Altabrizi, however, there is a suggestion of Crescas' interpre

tation. "As for body, it cannot be without these three accidents, 
namely, quantity, figure and position." 

.:asr:rn 1'1l!Dn."11 ~., 1:1"1 "'111M nrhm a•.,pc.., n'nv:l lila' "., 1:1111:1 .,:~ mt'l 

5. Cf. Categories, 8, lOa, 11-12: "The fourth kind of quality is 
figure (crxi)pa.) and the form (p.oP4rl/), which is about everything." 
Intermediate Categories II, iv, 5: ., H n i'1 1 n l1 on i'1 H1i'1 ']1'::::1"1 l1D1 

1:1'"1::::1"1i'1 10 "1i'1H "1nta a·~. This kind of quality is designated 
by Aristotle as "quality according to form," 1Ca.7'4 riw p.oprjrqv • •• 
rodw, ibid, lOa, 16. Avicenna designates it as "qualities inherent 
in quantity" (cf. Horten, Die Metaphysik des Arlicmnds, p. 219). 
Maimonides describes it as "quality which occurs to q\Wltity 
gua quantity," n1Z):I M\"1 "'lftl:l mc:~n manr.t m:I'H (Morek I, 52. 
Cf. Munk, Guide I, 52, p. 196, n. 5). 

The underlying Arabic word for nmm, "figure," here is Js::.. 
This Arabic word is translated here by Ibn Tibbon by the term 
i'1ll:ll1. The latter term usually translates the Arabic ·~. 
8LG.9Et1U, disposition, in which sense it is used by Ibn Tibbon 
himself in Morek I, 52 (see Munk, Guide I, p. 195, n. 2). How he 
has come to use it here in the sense of "figure" or "form" may 
perhaps be explained as follows. The Hebrew ;-agn, as a result 
of its use as a literal translation of the Arabic •u in the sense 
of disposition, has acquired all the other meanings of the Arabic 
term. Now, the Arabic •~. in addition to disposition, means 
also "exterior," "appearance," "form," and is thus the equivalent 
of ~. Hence, Ibn Tibbon translated here ~ by i'1ll:ll1. Cf. 
H. A. Wolfson, "The Classification of Sciences in Mediaeval 
Jewish Philosophy," Hebrew Union College Jubilee 'Volume (1925), 
p. 302, note. 

Hillel of Verona, having before him the reading l"D'Cn of Ibn 
Tibbon's translation, takes it refer to "such things as weight 
and lichtnesa, smoothness, roughness, ~ness, density, and 
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their like, for all these are called corporeal affections." ,n), ~ n 
· rbM ~ ,ll"'''mm .m'I'PD .m'NID .nM'JIW .mp'm .m. "'1:10 m l'llrl'll 

111'111 nwn Inn!". From his list of examples it is clear that 
he did not know that ~ here represents the Arabic ~ and 
is therefore to be taken in the sense of "figure." As to the partic
ular sense in which Hillel understood the term ~ in thia pas
&aifl, it can be determined by the examples he includes under it. 
The quality of weight and lightness is described by Aristode as 
an "affection," riUJos (Metaphysics V, 21, 1022b, 15-18). Now 
the particular kind of quality known asrMos is usually translated 
into Hebrew by m7p~m, .,._,_ (cf. Categories, 8, 9a, 29, and 
Moreh I, 52). Hence,~ is used by Hillel of Verona pardy in 
the sense of m7pm. The other four examples he mentions are 
specifically stated by Aristotle not to be varieties of "quality" 
but rather of "position." Categories, 8, lOa, 14-20: "The rare and 
the dense, the rough and smooth, may appear to signify a certain 
quality, but probably these are foreign from the division of qual
ity, as each appears rather to denote a certain position (6ifr&v) 
of parts." By "a certain position of parts" Aristotle undoubtedly 
means here what he calls elsewhere" disposition," 6&68ans. 
Metaphysics\', 19, 1022b, 1-3:" 'Disposition' means the arrange
ment of that which has parts, in respect either of place or of 
potency or of kind; for there must be a certain position, as the 
word 'disposition' shows." Hence, it would seem that the term 
:-aon is used here by Hillel of Verona partly in its original sense 
of "disposition." 

However, as against the last quoted statement from Aristotle 
there is a statement by Maimonides which describes smoothness 
and roughness, rareness and density as qualities. Moreh 11, 21: 
"We say that the necessary result of the primary qualities are 
roughness, smoothness, hardness, softness, rareness and density." 
'l'lp:11 I 11T1'J11'M=:"t11r::l7MJ 'l::lllm mp'm:-J 'Q 'Q"M, IIVIIPM'T.T tn"CWI JD 

ll1l'l'i'O=i111Ml1:17MI 'l::lllt, ll1'l1IIDm ll'l::l~. Similarly Algazali describes 
roughness and smoothness as qualities. Katlllllanol h4-PilDsofim 
II (Ma~#d al-Falasijah II, p. 98): a•opcrn D'~ .. .m:N't·~.,J'Zin 
-npm cmm IQ'I'm mnm 'l'lpm ll'l::l"m n , p ' n i1 , n , , • , • i1 , ,.,.-rn. 

6. Altabrizi: "For figure is a term applied to that which is con
tained by any boundary or boundaries." IIJ"P' "'Q'1D I'IS'Im TaiDII'I ':1 
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~'M"'=a'D. Cf. Euclid,~ I, Def. XIV, and above 
Prop. I, Part I, n. 148 (p. 388). 

7. Hebrew :az:n, Arabic ~. Ibn Tibbon: nnrt. Al-I;Iarizi: 
II"DD''X'' l'VI:Jm. The term nmn is evidently used by Al-I;Iarizi 
here in the sense of "place" (see Ibn Ezra on Job 23, 3 and 
Fflrat's W6rwbu&ll), and hence mora ~. "fixed place" or 
"polition.'' . 
8. This description of "position" is based upon Altabrizi: "As 
for position, it is a term signifying the condition of a body which 
arises as a result of the relation of its parts to each other and their 
relation to other bodies on the outside. It is well known that every 
body has its parts related to each other after a certain manner 
and is as a whole variously related toward other bodies with 
reference to proximity and remoteness." 
lnt ansp 1'p'n! err rocc r.Jb n)1llml"UDn:'ID ;,r;a 1m ;"~~"~ 2m1 a.,_, 
""" 1'J"Rt r~ '1m'D err ,., IZ'l "=- P1T1 • ,., :"llm "'111M a-z:~~m 'm IXII"M l"'lq:: 

,pm.,., i'O"Tipi'ID D'Dim .,.. 

The second part of the description of "position," which Alta
brizi illustrates by the examples of "p•oximity and remoteness" 
is used by Algazali as a description of "relation," and is illustrated 
by him by the examples of "on the right" and "on the left" 
KatllflltJMI ha-PiJosofim II, Ma~a#d al-Falasifah II, p. 98): "As 
for relation, it is a condition which happens to a substance by 
reason of something else, ;u, . • . to be on the right of something 
or on its left ... " 1n'l":'' rocc mpn asv" J'lll 1M .mii"''I!!SlTT a"-c 
"-n 'nn )'D'i'1 .,ll V1r.TI ... 1n;,r. Similc~.rly in Emttnah Ramah I, 
1, p. 7, it is used as a description of a special kind of "relation" 
characterized as "relation in position." "\\'hen you say 'on the 
right of Simeon' or on the left of Levi', the statement expresses a 
rdalims in /f'DSi'ilm." ~ "11,':1 1m .,., .,.._., J1YZllll'D'" "''lMM1 "WWIO. 

"Poaition" itself is described in Emunah Ramah I, 1, p. 6, as 
follows: "It is the relation of the parts of the body to the parts 
of the place . . . This is what is advanced by some as a descrip
tion of position. But others think that position is the relation of 
the parts of the body to each other." 
ansp ~ ..,..-, i'1l ••• Cllp&:lo'1 •p"n 'nt Dim 'P'nl err tm1 ~ S D i'1 

,_,., cnp Dim op'nl lnt err m :rm."'lr l"'MW 'D Cli'1D1 ~.,. Of these 
two descriptions given in the Emunc~IJ Ramah of "poo.ition," the 
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aecond corresponds to the fint given by Altabrizi and reproduced 
here by Crescaa. It occun alao in Alpzati'a .KAUIIIIGftOI k
PSIDsofim II (M~ al-FGlariju II, p. 98): "As for position, 
it ia the relation of the parts of the body to each other." ant 
nsp'l I:II'ISp Dn'l ~p'm Dl'1' am ::l.m'l. The first deacription of "poai. 
tion" in the Emunah RtJmtiA evidently reflects the following pu
eare in Metaphysics V, 19: "Disposition means the arrangement 
of that which has parts, in respect either of place en:. of potency 
or of kind; for there must be a certain 'position,' as the word 
'disposition' shows." 

The fact that Algazali uses the term "position" in the aenae of 
the external relation of one body to another and not in the aenae 
of the inner arrangement of its parts may explain why he includes 
"position" among the accidents which Creacas characterizes here 
as "separable." See above n. 4. 

PROPOSITION XXIII 

PA:I.T I 

I. The Hebrew text of the proposition ia taken from Ieaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

2. Based upon Altabrizi: "Know that on this proposition there 
are two questions. First, to say of a thing that it is 'in poten
tiality' means the same as to say that it is possible of existence 
but does not yet exist, as we have explained above. When the 
author, therefore, has said 'everything that is in potentiality,' 
we already know that it contains a certain possibility. What need 
was there for him to explain his first statement further by saying 
'and in whose essence there is a certain possibjlity.' " 
n ;:, ;:, M 1 i'1 I' i'1 D ";:, ,.,_, Cli'1D MM ,mr,_ 'rill m:npnrii"MI ""' V1 
,. I'II"IP8'IC"' :'11'1 ,'ll"'ln::ll' '~!:);:, ,MSDJ U'M'I me'¥DI1 "'IIIIM..,..., i'1D "'IPJI 
n D n 1, • • •" 1 n 1 D s J7 ::1 1 1"''DDID::: """'" ay• 1pm nD~ ·'"'"":I,;:, ~ 

This difficulty is not unanswerable. It is discussed by Maimo
nides himself in his letter to Ibn Tibbon (Kobet Tesl&ubol 6a RIJm
bAm we-Igrerolawll, p. 27b), where a distinction is made between 
"potentiality" and "possibility.'' "A thing is aaid to be in poten
tiality when it is capable of receiving a certain form which as yet 
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dCiel not aiet in it, and the form, in that cue, is aid to exist in 
the thing in potentiality, aa when, e. g., a piece of iron is said to 
be a sword in potentiality and a date seed is said to be a palm tree 
in potentiality. When a thing is thus said to be something else in 
potentiality, then the thing itself is said to contain a possibility 
of becoming something else, as, e. g., a piece of iron is said to have 
the possibility of becoming a sword. To grasp the distinction be
tween 'potentiality' and 'possibility' requires great subtlety and 
is a matter of utmost difficulty even to trained philosophers. A 
good account of the distinction is given by Avempace at the 
beginning of his commentary on the Physics." 
"'::"'n lD nnsr 'T1SD ao"'Mo"' to "11M a. nm:a .n= 11m "'CC""i1 ~ ,.. 
Mm "''Va "'DM .M'm "'ltm I~ 'a :Jrrr:b "QMI p!D tm 1M .Nm 
Mrp-Q 'IMI:IIC1 ~ IJ"D tMII ~1"1:1 ~·II'Q 1TaC ,n= Mm "C"'Q 1m11 

ICm -,:&'m aiJQ r rlll DW ~:I tm "11M "'Q'TT'' m::::1 ;p, Mt'JII mDl1 ;., 

rrrrm '""''I'M tmD .,1"\:1 n;,o~ "1aWW = .acm rlVo"' 'D ::::lr1'rm m"'1nM 
.,]1 "'!!CD i"'IPpp P't "1:1, tm l11"'IIRitt:TI I'Dl"' r::::1 "''PM ln::::l.-.:1 MS7"1., .'J"D :tiDD 

pW, Wl,.ll n'm~ r~ J::::IM l'llm nc "1:1, ~ .mrp::::~o, trii1D'I.,.IIi'1 

."'MM:: :net "1:1, •;sr.um 
Maimonides' reference to the difficulty of grasping the meaning 

of the distinction is reproduced by Hillel of Verona (Prop. XXIV, 
p. 39b) as follows: D'~D., 'M'J'::::IlnM ,.,.DM "1lDI"'l '1MZI J'1Dll "1:1, m ·~. 

The distinction made by Maimonides between "potentiality" 
and "possibility" may be traced to Aristotle's discussion of the 
term "potentiality," &ulla~~&s, in MeiBpllysies IX. The meaning 
of the term "potentiality" is explained by Aristotle in the follow
ing passage: "Actuality means the existence of the thing, not in 
the way which we express by 'potentially;' we say that potenti
ally, for instance, a statue of Hermes is in the block of wood and 
the half-line is the whole, because it might be separated out, and 
we call even the man who is not studying a man of science, if he 
is capable of actually studying a particular problem" (M eiBpllysies 
IX, 6, 1~8a, Jo-35). This explanation, it will be noticed, corre
aponds exactly to the explanation given by Maimonides. Later, 
Aristotle further explains and restricts the me:aning of potential 
existence. In tile first place, it is not everything that can be 
called potentially something else, for it is only certain tllings that 
are capable of becoming certain other things. "But we must dis-
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tinguish when a thing exiata potentially and when it doea not; 
for it is not at any and every time. E. g., is «Mil potentially a 
man? No-but rather when it hu already become setlfl, and 
perhaps not even then, u not everything can be healed by the 
medical art or by luck, but there is a certain kind of thing which 
is capable of it, and only this is potentially healthy" (Meltl,.yriu 

.IX, 7, 1048b, 37-1049&, 5). "If, then, a thing exists potentially, 
!!!till it is not potentially any and everything; but different thinp 
come from different things" (ibNl., XII, 1069b, 28-29). In the 
second place, even those things which are capable of becoming 
something else are not potentially that something else unless there 
is nothing external to hinder the actualization of that potentiality 
(ibNl., IX, 7, 1049a, 5-18). It is quite evident, then, that the 
"possibility" which according to Maimonides a subject must 
possess in order to be said to have a "potentiality" for something 
else refers to those conditions laid down by Aristotle as governing 
the meaning of potential existence and making its realization 
possible. 

The distinction between 'potentiality' and 'possibility' is fully 
discussed by Hillel of Verona on this proposition. The most 
important statement in his lengthy discllllion is the following: 
"When we say that the form of a man is in the seed, that poten
tiality, inasmuch as it exists in a subject, i. e., the seed, must be 
preceded by a certain disposition called possibility on the part 
of the subject." 
.:tMc ~, ,MI'IX:I IGZ)J V1l'riD .n ::. n m .n ::. ::2 INn mu JT"'C r ""* "!! 

.1~ ~'1111 n 1, II D M M'1J3' nnM ~ 1') CTip'W T"1K 
Hillel of Verona then proceeds to explain the meaning of "possi

bility." His explanation is nothing but an outline of Metaphysics 
IX, 7. The term "possibility," he says, has two meanings. First, 
it means that the subject that is said to be potentially something 
else must be by its nature fit to become that something else, as it 
is not everything that is tit by nature to become that aomething 
else. Second, there must be all the conditions favorable for the 
realization of the potentiality of the subject to become something 
else. 

Etymologically both ~. potenMlity, and ,..,... possibiJU1, 
are translations of the Greek 6ulltl~~&s, but they repraent two 
different senses of the Greek word. "Potentiality" repn!llellts 
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~ u the oppoeite of Wpyac IJdrMJUiy, whereas "possi
bility" reflecu BV•a~~&t aa the opposite of 43w.,.la, imfJDssilliliJy 
and 4Pa')'q, fltl&essi.ty. Arabic: rtlp ,-peat. 

3. Again baaed upon Altabrizi: "Second, the predicate of a propo
aition must be something different from its subject, inasmuch as 
there is nothing to be gained by the repetition of the same terms. 
It is furthermore evident that the predicate must be something 
external to the subject, for were it not so, its predication of the 
subject would be self-evident and the proposition would require 
no demonstration. But we are dealing here with propositions 
which do require demonstrations." 
n.,snn 'JW ....,.. ,l"'CU ,.,, l'm'll .,., m-Di'l Kllll wn ,..., m..m 
.m , ~~:na ..m vrp M'l"r .tb DM'I , UIX) J"V1 i'l':1'&'1 ....., , "D'm 1111111'1:1 

.l11'11810l'1 m,.= U'"l:l"n ,liii'Ka :tiWIIt rnn ma i'l'i'l' 

4. In this passage Crescas reproduces and criticizes Altabrizi'11 
interpretation of the propo&ition. In his interpretation, Altabrizi 
distinguishes first between the terms "potentiality" and "possi
bility" in the proposition. "Potentiality," according to him, 
refers to aomething which does not yet exist but may come into 
existence (cf. above n. 2). "Possibility" refers to aomething which 
already exists but whose existence is conditioned by the existence 
of a cause, so that the continuance of its existence is only posaible. 
Then he takes the expression .,,11:1 e=• "~ l"'D np:a ,... "1:1.:1, 
"may at aome time not e:cist sn achuzlily," to mean "may at some 
time cetUe to e:cist," l"'D np:a "T1JM'. On the basis of this interpreta
tion, Altabrizi paraphrases the proposition as follows: Everything 
that exists only potentially and, when it acquires actual existence, 
its continuance of existence is only po&~>ible, may at aome time 
ceue to exist. 

Crescas criticizes this interpretation on two grounds: First, 
the expression "and in whose essence there is a cerlain possibility" 
cannot refer to the possibility of continuing to exist. Second, the 
expression "may at some time not utsl in aauolily" cannot mean 
"may at aome time cease to aist." 

My interpretation of Crescas' second criticism is based upon 
the assumption that like his first criticism it is aimed at Altabrizi. 
The obvious meaning of the seeond criticism, however, would seem 
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to imply that the interpretation under criticism tabl the exprea
Bioo 'nlac M z D • tb. MD I13Q ...,... := in the BeD&e of ...,... ~ 
~ M :s• tb. I"'D rQC, "may at some time ""' fHus tfllo actual 
exiltence." But it aeems to me unlikely that, after having aimed 
at Altabrizi's interpretation in his firsl criticism, CreBCU' ahould 
aim at 110111e unsponsored interpretation in hie uetmtl criticiam. 

5. Maimonides own interpretation of this pbrue in the proposi
tion does not agree with the interpretation given here by Crescaa. 
Cl. above n. 2. 

6. The distinction drawn here by Crescas is the same u the dis
tinction drawn by him in Prop. XVIII between the potentiality 
to act and the potentiality to be acted upon, i. e., between a 
potential agent and a potential patient. 

7. Hebrew ~ rl"i'''W ,a, ;om, , a,pll:l IUC' tb. MD np:a ...,... "1:1:1. 

The statement is rather vague. Its meaning may be made clear 
by the following considerations: 

(1) The term '1Vo'l, according to Maimonides, appliel both to 
ab&o1ute non-existence and to the absence of propertiell. Cf. 
Mora III, to. 

(2) Then, again, the term 'T1Jr.t, as we have seen, means both 
"not to exist" and "to cease to exist." Cf. Prop. XIX, n. 3 
(p. 683). 

(3) Finally, form is the cause of the actual existence of any
thing. Without form matter has no actuality; it is pure privation. 

Now, Crescas takes the expression a,pll:l IUC' """ in the propo
sition u affirming that everything which contains a po&llibility 
within itself, j, e., matter, may be conceived u being without any 
form, inasmuch as none of its forms exist in it permanently, and 
thus it may be without actual existence(~ rl"i'''W). 

A different interpretation of the proposition is given by Maimo
nides himself in his letter to Ibn Tibbon. "It is thus evident that 
everything that is potentially BOmething else must not be actually 
that 110111ething else at some time, for a given piece of iron cannot 
be called potentially a sword unle11 it is not a sword at 110111e time. 
Otherwise, its being a sword would not be potential but it would 
rather be actual all the time." 
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nJQ "1'1plllft'n "1MV!o, i'm' rn='C "'V11I "'Q, r= .... To~ ., "''Qrr "'Q::1 

Miw.l .-'M r= 'J"D Mll'!IP ra "1M' .h ~n:a .,., ra•nm rw ., ,a'ny.1JD 

l"D'M •'I"D l1l'l'ba a'ri.Y, -,em t8 att I:IZIM .1:rny.1 1D nnM np IJ"D nm 
·"1P' ~ ~pm 'J"D rmt'l ~ ,11:1 i!"D 

8. Hebrew ~ 'T'7Pi'1:'T rao m :'llriiRX1 "''DD'1l"' •::t. The term Cll1f 
here is used in the sense of "corporeal substance." Cf. Prop. 
XVI, Part II, n. 12. 

Cresc:as' reasoning here reflects a statement by Maimonides in 
which by a subtle change in the use of terms he seems to suggest 
that matter is the cause of both "destruction," '1DIIl'l, ,w, 
and "privation" "MJJ:1, r.u.. Moreh III, 8: "All generated and 
corruptible bodies are subject to destruction only through their 
matter . . . The true nature of matter is such that it never 
ceases to be associated with privation It is for this reason that 
matter does not retain permanently any single form but is always 
taking off one form and putting on another." Cf. Prop. XIX, n. 3. 
P3'1 ••• Jm. "''Dm '1SZ) p, ,.,.,m 1:12'11' .. ., IMDm'1 1rm D"ZZm ~::t 
m'IX 'Q anpnn tt'7 111 •zm , "'T'')r.'r.. n"'QI"'D ~:~'m• tt~ a'ripr, M'I:W ,'lnl"aa "''DD'1l"' 

,,.en n"V1M ;rolrl ~ 1:1'1111' ~ 

9. The passage to v. hich C'rescas refers reads as follows: 
., • .,.. n:l) M'lnD .,.. ~ •n'7= "''&''IMM "'n ~ m .,.. ,.,. "" nn 
"D, mr.a u i'1'i'1' """ ~.':frl, . .,.,::~ ~ u rea '1M rll' .,ll a'rip., ttm:~ :mo "'IJII = ,.,,,J i'1'l"' ,n,"'IIDM HIS]I:l ,:l i'1'i'1 DMII ,n= .a'...,.. :whro 
'What Crescas means to say here is that the passage, quoted from 
Maimonides' fourth p1oof for the existence of God, in which refer
ence is made to Prop. XXIII, can be interpreted in conformity 
with his own interpretation of that proposition. 

Accordingly, the expression m"IIIDM 'IDSJQ 'C i'l'i'1 IHI in the 
passage will be understood by Crescas as emphasizing the exis
tence of the possibility Ulithin tluJ essence of the cause itself, and 
the expression ,Jn i'l'i'1 will be understood by him in the sense of 
rerJIGining unrealiud. The translation of the passage will there
fore read as follows: "We must at last arrive at a cause of the 
transition of an object from the state of potentiality to that of 
actuality which exists always in the same state and in which there 
ia no potentiality at all, that is to say, in whose own essence there 
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is nothing potential, for fllivr• """' Gfly fltlll'ibilily ifl Us ovm 
""""• it might remaifl MMealiutl\ as has been stated in the 
twenty-third proposition." 

There is, however, nothing in the original text of that paasage 
to exclude the other interpretations of the propoeition. In fact 
both Altabriz.i and Hillel of Verona, whose interpretations of the 
proposition differ from that of Crescas, refer to the same pa11111p 

as an illustration of the use made by Maimonidesofthe proposition. 

PART II 

10. That is to say, if prime matter is identified with corporeal 
fonn, then matter is never without actual existence. 

PROPOSITION XXIV 

I. The Hebrew text of the propositions reads alike in Ibn Tib
bon's translation of the Moreh and in Isaac ben Nathan's trans
lation of Altabrizi. 

2. cr. Prop. xxm, n. 8. 

3. Hebrew '1I'1M -a, m :m "" ~r, l:lln. That is to say, if there 
were no underlying actually existent substratum, every quali
tative change would be the generation of aomething new, and 
it would thus be a change in substance. Cf. Prop. IV, n. 8 (p. 512). 
and Prop. X, Part I, n. 11 (p. 576). 

Throughout this chapter there is a confusion of '1Mit and 'Y'M in 
all the printed editions and manuKripts. But in the proposition 
itaelf there can be no doubt that the proper reading is '1MM, for it 
repn!llellts the Arabic MD. I have therefore retained the same 
reading throughout the chapter. 

It is not impoaaible that Cresc:as has taken the expression 
'1Mit -a, in the proposition to mean "one thing" as well as "a 
certain thing." Hence, the force of his argument here. 

Most of themaniJIICriptsread hereeh'Y'MCh'Y'M., mrm, I:M1, 
in which case the last word is to be read 'Y'M, and the Jliiii8P is 
to be translated "for, were it not so, it would become another 
thing altogether." 
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4. Hebrew -.a, J~ i. 

5. The diatinction drawn here by Crescaa between the two appli
cationa of the term "poeeible" occurs in the following aourcee. 

Hillel of Verona on Prop. XXIII: "The term potential is 
applied in two ways. First, it is applied to a substance in which 
IODlething exists potentially. This is called 'the subject of the 
potentiality.' Secorid, it is applied to a thing which exists poten
tially in a certain substance. This is called 'the potential' in the 
true sense of the term. An example of the first kind is when we 
say the seed is potentially a human form. An example of the 
l!leCOnd kind is when we say that a human form exh.ts potentially 
in the seed.'' 

M"'lpJ :1n .n= 'l'linl -a, ~ n 1mJ7 m "''I11C1 .a•a •• ~ m m ,... 
n ~ :::i n D M"'lpJ :1n .n= •n"• !BY:::l Mn~P "Jb11:1 -a""'''l m 'Jim .n ~ a, p :::i 
n'"ll:r: 1TDI .·'llh ~ .n:l:::l .,., n'"ll:l snca r 1TDI JWM"Ia, 'nn:ln .IDQ 

.n:g l'"''a "'" lriiC'I 
Narboni on Prop. XXIV: "From this you may gather that the 

term 'possible' may be applied in general to two kinds of things. 
First, to that which receives, which may be named the sustaining 
subject, and an example of this is prime matter, which is potential 
with reference to form, and likewise body, which is potential with 
reference to accidents. Second, to that which is received, which 
may be named the material subject, and an example of this 
is form (with reference to prime matter] or the accidents (with 
reference to body). The former is called potential with reference 
to something else and is potential in a limited and relative sense. 
The latter is called potential by its own essence and in an absolute 
sense." 
MW"' M1m , a,:apc.-1 a,p .D'~D ':liP a,p .,.,~ ._, ''WIIIC't ·~ :'liD ,., ;'IC"Ill 

.., ..... ,&:IPI't p ~ ,;TTQC"t "" n= 1m -- ,J111M,, "''Dm lm'l ,"I'DJZX1 

.l:l'"'pCM • :'I'TGC'I lfG1I • '"11n'1 MN1 lm'l • .,:::llpc;"' ~ "''DDt'l ,l:l'"'pCM "" n= 
"D n= M'1p' •am .~, ~ n:c lm'l :ne -a-D n:c M'1J)' IWit"m 

~,..., 

Averroes, Haf111Glo.t lts-HafJtNI/4h I, Fourth proof (TtJir.ajwl 
Gl-TaluJjw I, p. 32, I. 10; DulrudiD DutrwcPotlt~.m I, p. 3Srb, E; 
Horten, p. 106, I. 27): "The poeeible is said both of that which 
receives and of that which is received, or both of the subject and 
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that which inheree in the subject." .~~ • .,"'11M' -...el'l 
lnn'n...a1'M. 

The same distinction is also implied in Altabrizi's distinction 
bet"Veen the firsl and the secontl kind of transition from potea· 
tiality to actuality. See Prop. XVIII, notes 4 and 6. 

In MSS. D, 1, p, ::::1, It, t the text reads here "'nJJI'' MW:I "non· 
existent predicate" instead of 'T1)n1'l MPD "non-existent aubject." 
The former reading agrees with the expression 'M ~l'l'l"" ~pc.., 
am~ quoted above in this note from Averroes. The latter 
reading agrees with Narboni's expression M\., '1::::11PQl1 ., 'D'l 
'"'DD"'il ~ quoted also above in this note. 

6. That is to say, the statement made in the Proposition that 
possibility must always inhere in matter is true only of what 
Crescas calls the possibility of an "existent subject" but not 
of what he calls the possibility of a "non-existent subject." 
See preceding note. 

PROPOSITION XXV 

I. The Hebrew text of the Proposition is taken from Isaac ben 
Nathan's translation of Altabrizi. 

2. That is to say, in the process of generation and corruption 
which we observe in nature, the generation of a thing cannot be 
from absolute nothing but must be from something. Cf. Prop. 
X, Part I, n. 7 (p. 572). 

3. Ph-,sics I, 5, 188a, 31-34: "In the first place, therefore, it must 
be assumed, that in the universality of things, nothing is naturally 
adapted to act casually upon anything; or be casually acted upon 
by anything, nor is anything disposed to be generated from any
thing, unless some one considers these things as taking place 
a.c:mrding to accident." 

4. Ph-,sics I, 6, 189a, 34-189b, 1: "Hence, if some one should 
think that what is before asserted is true, and should also admit 
the truth of what is now aaid, it is necessary, if he wishes to pre
serve both assertions, that he should introduce a certain third 
thing as a subject to contraries." 
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Cf. Jl...,.1riel XII, 1, 1069b, ~= ''Senllible aubatance i• 
c:banpable. Now if cban• proceedl from oppollitee or from inter
mediate points, and not from all oppoaitd • • • but from the 
contrary, there must be 10111etbing underlying which cbanpa into 
the contrary state, for the contrariel do not chan.. Further, 
aomething peraiats, but the contrary does not persist, there is, 
then,aome third thing besides the contraries, viz. the matter.'' 

5. Hebrew mrpn rM. Cf. Prop. XVI, Part II, n. 12 (p. 667). 
HU1el of Verona in his commentary on this propollition explain• 
the expression as referring to "an individual substance," asp 
..,..., which Aristotle designates as "primary substance," asp 
lW", as diltinguished from "universal aubatance," ~ as,, or 
the genera and species, I:M'a:'l • D'JICIII'I, which Aristotle desig
nates as "secondary substance" •• !BY. "Of aubetancea there are 
two kinds, a primary aubstance and a aecondary &ubstance. 
Averroea in his commentary gives three reasons why the indivi
dual substance is more fit to be described as 'primary' than the 
universal, i. e., the generic or specific • • • Thus I have made 
known to thee what the Master has meant by the expression 
'individual substance,' namely, that it refers to what ia called by 
Aristotle 'primary substance.' " 
,. 'IIPI,.~ "''tM .,.,., 1~ • ·• assn JWM, ~UP ,IM'D , a-DSPM "" 
,'~'D :'I'M '~11:11'1 "Yl'b~ ,•~r,~:'I)D 'II''Mn !DPn J111'M, M"1p'll' "''t, 

~ ,•., •" a :r:, nxa ~~ ~ nD ,.,ym :1tn •• .crDJJD ~-
..... ~Jll'lt,Mn" 

The reference in Hillel of \"erona's passage is to MeJaphyN$ 
VII, 13, 1038b, 9--10: "For primary substance il, that kind of sub
stance which is peculiar to an individual." Aristotle, however, 
does not apply the expression 'secondary substance' to univerwals. 
He only denies that universals are substances. The term 'second
ary,' however, is applied to them by A verroes. 

6. Hebrew m~ 'JD rnp;"l ,pm 1'1'11 Dlt1. Taken literally, the 
pauage would seem to mean "though privation is the firtt of 
the principles." But, while it is true that in the enumeration of 
the three principles, privation, matter and form, the term 
'privation' is u1ually mentioned first, it would be entirely point
leal for Crescas to designate it as "the first of the principles." 
I therefore take the warda DTipn -,m to staad by themaelvea as 
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an expresaion meaning "prior privation," that is to eay, "priva
tion which precedes form." Aa such 1111 exprelllion it is the 
equivalent of what Maimonidea ca.lls "lm'a1 '""37m· ~ ~. 
"particular privation," by which is meant privation with reference 
to a certain form (Marelll, 17; d. Munk, Gaidlll, 17, p. 69, n. 1), 
as contrasted with "general privation," r,~ -nsm, i.e., the 
privation of all forms, and "abaohue privation," D'1mD ,.,Jr.t, i.e., 
privation in the sense of non-being (d. Shem-tob on Marell, lot;, 
cit.). Crescas' substitution of trnp;l 'TI)7l"'TT for Maimonides' 
"'liTre:"! "1"f)fm is due to the influence of Narboni in whose com
mentary on the Morsh, loc. cit., the expression "IITI'a:'l ,.,pm is 
paraphrased by mi!M.., i"MlSr, cmpn "IITI'D.., ,-,pm, "the particular 
privation which precedes the generated form." 

7. Physiu I, 7, 190b, 23-27: "The subject, however, is one in 
number, but two in species . . . But privation and contrary are 
accidents." 

8. Metaphysiu XII, 3, 1069b, 35-1070a, 2: "Next we must ob
serve that neither the matter nor the form comes to be ... For 
everything that changes is something and is changed by some
thin« and into something. That by which it is changed is the 
immediate mover (rP,:,Tou IUVOUIITOS); that which is changed, 
the matter; that into which it is changed, the form." 

The expression .:n"''pi"1 l1':D"t ~·,P'nc 1"111Zl7M thus reflects the 
Greek rpWTOII ICtvoUII in the preceding quotation, which other
wise, however, is translated by ]111M, p•m, prime mOHr. 

By the "immediate mover" Maimonides means here the celes
tial sphere, which is the source of every motion in the sublunar 
world. Cf. Mareh I, 72, and Hillel of Verona on this proposition. 

9. Hebrew V1'IDSP l1'~ tb "''IMM'1. This statement is quoted from 
Maimonides' proposition where it is attributed to Aristotle. Cf. 
Melaphysiu I, 3, 984a, 21-25: "For at least the substratum itself 
does not make itself change, e. g., neither the wood nor the bronze 
causes the change of either of them, nor does the wood manufac
ture a bed and the bronze a statue, but something else is the cauae 
of the change." Ibid. XJJ, 6, 1071b, 28-30: "For how wiJJ therr. 
be movement, if there is no actual cause? Wood will•welY not 
move itseU-the carpenter's art mUit act on it." Cf. Munk, 
Guide II, p. 22. n. 5. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

I. MANUSCUPTS AND EDITIONS OF TBE OR ADoNAI 

Tile tat of tbe Ot A""'* included in thia work reft8 on the _.. ~P• 
of Femra, 1555, collated with eleven manucriph. The rejected readiap of 
the F...,. edition are ncorded ia the critical nota together with the variant 
readinp of the manUic:ripa. The varianu found in tbe Vieau edition, 1859, 
are partly hued upon the Vienua manucript, which I have -lted directly, 
but ia the pater part are tbe re8ult of errors. Of the latter I have tabu no 
notice. Wbu in a few ill8taneell the readiap of the Vienn edition are recorded, 
it i8 on the u.umption that they re.,._at readiap of the Vieuna manu

apt which I may have overlooked. The JobanDiabufl edition, 1861. 
i8 a repriat of the Ferrara edition with - conjectural emendatioaa on 
the put of the publi8her. Of thee I have tabu DO notice, although one of the 
e.-dation• i8 di.cu.-1 in the explanatory nnte1 (p. 379). The fint put of 
the JII"OJI08itiona (.II'II'IIIJIGr I, Kd4l 1) priated with the commentary Dfar 
IJani• by H. J. Flelwbeq;, Wilna, 1905-()7, i8 likewie bued upou the earlier 
edition• with conjectural emeadation• by the ed1tor. Of theae, too, I have 
taken no notice. 

In the critical noteal have reconled only auch readinp u I could cbed: up 
at the time the tnt wu prepared for publication. At that time, however, I bad 
bllCift me only tbree manucripb ia photostatic reproduction (MSS. ::1, M,l), 

wbereu of the other eicht maaUic:ripta I had only a collection ol variant 
readinp copied ill note-boob. Coa~equently, wbeaever I decided to depart 

from the Ferrara edition and to record ita reading in the critical notea, I bad 
no -Y of allUring myel( of the agreement between the rejected readiD1 of 
the Ferrara edition and that of any of the eight manuacripta except the ablence 
ol any ~ to the contrary in my ~boob. In auch inltance.a, which 
are CUIIIparatiwly few in number, rather than quote the manuacripta oa the 
evldeace ol the lilenc:e of my aote-boob or ele quote them with aome query

-k, I dlouaht it more adviable to omit them altopthB' and to record the 

MIIID& Ia the aame ol the Ferrara edition only. 

Neither the -'iiJll ~ nor any of the maauacripta eeeme to repreaeat 
wllat mQ Ill -.ldend a copy olu qnal deli.nitive text. In fact, it may 

Ill daabtad wbetller IIICh a delinitive tat ever came from the banda o1 the 
701 
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author Tbe vanaate winch are to be obeerwd m the Ferrara editioa Uld tlae 
DWJ1181:11ptl would ~eem to reJlRII!IIt larply alit ID 111ucb corruptJoaa ol 
c:op)'llta as alteraataw tentabw nadaop coatauaed m the co.,- ol the work 
made by lltlldeata of CRICU to whom the Ot Atlout wu lint debvend an the 
form of lecturea aad who partaapated an ate compo.atiOD (cf abow pp 23, 29) 
Tbe autbar'a death whach followed aaoa alter the completaoa of the work 
precluded the po~~~~babty of a fiaal reva11on and of the aauaace of aa authonta 
tJw text On the baaaa of a colophon m the Je.,.' Collqe manuacnpt Hanchfeld 

coaclude1 that at 11 "probable that the MS 11 an autop"aph ol the authw " 
But thaa manuacnpt, adomed watb aame a11te1 by a atudent of Cracu, 11 wath 
a few materaa.l exceptaona (lee, for matance, abow p 140, I If, and p 338, 
n 23, p 180, I 18, p 352, I 15), an exact duplacate of the Parma manuacnpt, 

and al both of them are not c:opaes of a 11ngle maauacrapt, at would -m from 
mtemal evadeace that the former •• a copy of the latter AB for the colophon, 
1ee abow p 17, n 61 

Some IIUJPIIt:IODI 11 to the relataonalup of the manuacnptll are available 
Tbe Parma and the ]eW8 Collqe manu~a~pte, 11 alnady meaboaed, are of 

the ame ongan Tbe Pane and Vatacan maaiiiCI'Iptll haw IIWIY nadanga m 

common Occa.l&onally they are followed by the Adler manuacnpt In tbe 
arne way there 11 a reaembla.oce betweea the Blocb and BamberJer manu 
1e11pta The Sulzheraer manuscnpt comea nearer the Ferrara edataon than 

any of the otbera In four of the manuacnpta, SlllzberiJ!r, Jews' Collese 
Pana and Parma, there aa an 0111188100 of an en tare sectaon an .Ita 11_, Ill, 
KeltiJ I, Pen• 4, IJecuaamg wath ~, "11/ln 0.111111 and end•llf tnth the word 

precedaag ,, '11110"11 (Vaenna edatwo p 66b I fl-p 67b, I 29) 

Tbe texta, arranged an the order an whJCh I haw conaulted them, and the 
aymbola by which they are deaaiftBted an the cratJCBI notel, are as folknn 

11-Ferrara edabon, 1555 

:!1:-Jewaab Tbeologacal Semmuy, Nl.w York, MS Sulzt.&er Tlus 

coniJate of 2f6 fol101, of whach fol101 l!l7-2f6 (begannma early m 

Per,. J ol .Ita Gmor Ill, KeiGJ Ill, Vu:nna edataon, p 73b, I f) are 1111 

ddlerent baDd The 6nt part of thaa manuiCI'Ipt 11 badly damqed by 
the c:onmaoa of the ank, and of fol101 93-129 only the margaa .. re left 

D-Mwnc:b See M Stemschneader, Du ._briu.lcilll Hn41dwifla dM I! 
Haf-•rul SU»Uinblull/MII •• .llllndlm, Mllachea, 1875, No 301 (CIIII· 
tauaaag .Ita' a_, I-ll) and No 303 (coabllaaq .IIG'G_,lli-IV) 

'-Jewa' CoiJeae, London See H Hanchfeld, /Juml'hN CGIIJWpl o/ 
the Hebrelll .II SS af the .II tmll,/illr1 Ltbr~Jry, London, 190f, No Zll. 
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f-Puil, BibUotWque Natioaale. See H. Zotenberr, c.t.loc- du 
JlllfffUCrib Hlbrtla ttl ~ de ltl Billlitlli .. lfrl/llril*, Paria, 
18116, No. 7 37. 

,_VIeana. See A. Krafft und S. Deutlch, D;. ~ Wrdi.r

e.VIt W'•u tier •••• Hafbi6litllu• • Wim, W"~e~~, 1847, No. 78; A.Z. 
Schwarz, DN lulwrJUc,.. Harulse/wiflen tier NtUilllltllbibHDIIul. i" W'im, 
W~e~~, 1925, No. 150.1. 

~-Rome, Vatic:an. See St. Ev. Aaamanua et Joa. Sim. "-manu1, 

BibliDIII«:oe .•• Valicll111141 CDtltJ. JISS. CattJl. Rome, 1756, No. Z6l . 

.,-De-ROIBi Collection in Biblioteca Palatina, Patma. See JISS. 
Ctlllius ulwairi Biblirllll. I. B. D1-Ra1ri, Parma, 1805, Ill, p. 81, 

Cod. 1156; H. J. Michael, Or lla-.Ual':l'im, Frankfurt a.M., 1891, p. 422. 
p--()dord. See Ad. Neubauer, CGialor~~e af lu H~lwroe Jla,.Ut;rifM i• 

lu Badk-ia" Lilwnry, Oxford, 1886, No. 1351. f; H. J. Michael, O,Uol 

.(layyi•. Hamburg, IM8, p. 3J, So. 386. f. This MS. ends with Jla'· 
GIJIIJI' [, Kelallll, Per~lt 6. In N•ubauer thie MS. il erroneoualy IBid 
to end with 111, 6. 

::1-Ak:ademie fur die Wi-nechaft des Judentums, Berlin. Formerly. 

owned by Prof. Philipp Bloch. 

M-Jevn.h Theological SE-minary, New York, MS. Adler !SOU. See 
Calalotu II/ llelwrt~~ JIG11usrripu tiJ llu Coll«<iora af Ella" NoJIIa 
Adler, Cambrid&e. 1921, p. 55. 

l-jewish Theol01ic:al Seminary, New York, MS. Bamber&er. "Written 

in beauli(ul Spanish characten in Lisbon, 20th of Shebat Gan. 15), 

1457, atB.t hall a century after the author' a death, by a member of 

the fa100111 Ibn Yabya family. Solomon b. David, lor a Solomon b. 

Yebiel" (Prof. Aleunder Man: in the Rej(iater of the Jewish Theolqrical 

Seminary lor 1928-1929, p. IJ9). 

The MS. which once eaiated in Turin but ia no longer extant ia deacribed in 

the followi111 c:ataJo&uea: Joeephua Puinua, Codia.s Jla,.usc"flli Bobliallucac 
Ja,U ~ Alu.oei, Taurini, 17f9, p. 54, Codex CXLVI, a. v. 31; B. 

Peynm, Ctlllius RllmJiei J/111111 EuvtUi Ja,UU B~ IJ- j,. TGIII'irmui 
.4~ A.,.,..,.,, Taurini,1810, p. 99, Codez CVII. A. 25; H.]. Michael, Or 
U.Ua)'7iolo. p. 42:1. cr. Jetter by A. Berliner to H. J. Flensber& in Or Admlai 

with Otlu-1/ayyim, Wilna, 1~7. p. 184. 
The mlopbon of the Turin MS. i1 reproduced b)' Puinua as lolloW8: .,,.IM -n '1.,11 ,..,.., p•p 11• 1•r ..,n::a a•,DJID" 1'1D"Im :-rn•:n. The same readin& ia 

li'lell by Michael. Peyi'QII bu -,:,1111., :-rDiw.ln inateall of D',IIIID., llD.,r.l and at 

the ead ol the colophon adda i1n11 n~7~ .,... IIDU"'II. See abow p. 17, n. 61. 
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II. M.a.NUSCUPTS AND EDmon 01' WollD CrrBD 

Thia liat, arnapd alpbabetlcally, CIOIItaiaa only th- warb wfllc:h 
are not adequately d-=ribed wileD cited. They are mtered here 
either by title or by author according a they bappea to be rer...s 
to. A COIDj)lete liat of worka cited wiU be fouad in the lndu of 
P.-pe. The title• of Hebrew baoka, which are jriven thi'OUJhout 
tbia work in tranaliterated farm, are reproduced 1n Hebrew char· 

acters at the end of ibia liat. 

Albalag, haac:, Commentary on AJauali'• .K.a_,., (D•'III) luJ.Pillmjiffl. 
MS. Paris, Biblioth~ua Nationale, 940. 3. 

Albertus Mqaus, Hebrew tranalation of his Plliltuo,_, Pn~. MS. 
Cambridp University Library, Mm. 6. 32 (6), 

Al-Najall, by Avicenna, published together with the .K.i146 al-1!-, Rome, 
1593. 

Altabriai, Commentary on Maimonides' twenty-five propoaitionL Isaac ben 
Nathan'• tranelation, Venice, 1574; MS. Vienna (Krafft and Deubcb 
74, Schwan 150. 2). Anonymoue tranelation, MS. Paris, Biblith~ue 
Nationale, 974. 2. 

Anonymous: 
(1) Supercommentary on Avenues' I~ Phynu. MS. Jewish 
Theological Seminary, New York, Adler 1744. 1. 
(2) Supercommentary on Averroes' lfJieniN4ialtJ Phy.Us. MS. Jewieh 

Theological Semiaary, New York, Adler 1744. 2. 
(3) Commentary on Averroes' B./Norv af 11M Phynu. MS. Bodleian 

1387. 1. Neubauer describes it u on the "Larae" confaentary in the 
body of hie Catalogue (p. 495) but u on the "paraphrue," i. e., Epito
me, in the I ndez (p. 924). Tbe latter ie correct. 

Ariatotle, Opera, ed. I. Bekker, Berlin, 1831-1870. English tranilationa: 
Phylics by Tbomae Taylor, London, 1812; D1 Culo by Tbomu Taylor, 
London, 1812, by J. L. Stocks, Oxford, 1922; D1 ~Ill CllrrW~ 
IMnte by H. H. Joachim, Oxford, 1922; Ds Atti- by W. A. Hammond, 
London,l902, by R. D. Hicb, Cambridp,l907; Jl_,iyriuby W. D. 
Rose, Oxford, 1908. 

Avicenaa, Commentary on D• CoeJ.. MS. Cambridp Univenity Ll"brary, 
Add. MS. 1197. 

Azriel, p.,..,, '&. Sejirlll ( • 'l!.srtll A""-1, ed. N. A. Galdbeq, Bedln, 1850. 
Biltttl '/.,_ luJ.N,;,., by l;ludai c.-, ed. E. Delnard, ICeuay, 19M. 

Bruno, Giordano, D• rIff/milD Unw10 Ill JIIIIIM, in 0, Illllla., ed. P. de 
Lqarde, Gottinp, 1888; Ds 1a ea-. Pr;nciflio, 111 u-. w.;,. 
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/,_,., /M.-abilibru, ia OiJmJ LilllfiG CIIIUIIi,_, I, l-2, ed. F. 
Fiorentino, Neapoli, 1879-l&M. 

C-", by Judah ba-Levi. Amble and Hebrew tata, ed. H. Hincbfeld 
(Germaa title: Dtu Bwlt Al-Ciuwlfl1, Lei~, 1887; Hebrew with 

commeatary ~~~~ Y.rltUIM by MCIIC&ta and CCIIIUIIelltary {}far Net-4, 
W'alna, 190&. 

Elodi. See JL.U Ntt/Nli,., 
B--.. RiiiiiM, by Ahrabarn lba Daud, ed. S. Weil, Fraald'art L M., 1852. 
Em•u w-De'ot, by SaadiL Hebrew, with conuneatary SlllbD 11D-Bifl•ll4h by 

IRael ba-Levi Kitover, Yllllefov, 1885. Arabic, Kil4b ,.Am4ndl wa'l
rfitl44', ed. s. Landauer, leyden, 1880. 

B~ of Arilltotle'e warka by Averro.: 
(1) Btu- of 1M Tfl/lies. m:rl in Kill Mtleh4 HifiGytm, Rm tli Tmtlo, 
1559. 

(2) Btu- uJ lite s,histie Elertchi, nMp::~:or, illitl. and MS. Bodleian 
1352. 3 (included in the coda dea2ibed in Neubauer's Catalogue u 
MDI:I:'I -..~:~, /stJfDfl). My quotation foUows tbe reading of the MS. 

(3) Bf1ilonu of 1M Plysics. Hebrew, K{ffrw /lnJ Rulul 'al Sluma' 

Tibe'i /e-Arislotaes, Riva di Trento, 1560. 
(4) Bjlilolfll uj lite Jl~. Hebrew. MS. Paris, Bibliot&rque 

Nationale, 918. 
(5) Bp.iltmM of 1M JleltJ,hyriu. Arabic, ed. Carlos Ou•r6e Rodrigues, 
Madrid, 1919: Latin translation from the Hebrew, 1!./lillmles ;,. Libr11s 
JlekJ,~ncu, in Aristoteli• DlfiN p111 e%1/J,., DfJe'IJ • • . \'enetiis, 

apud luntu, Val. 8 (pp. 356-396), 1574; German tranelation by Maz 
Harten, Dk Jlm,hysik tlu A~. Halle, 1912; Spanish translation 

by Carlos Qwr6a Rodrii(Ue:c, A~ c-~ de MmjisictJ, Madrid,. 
1919; German traaelation by S. van dea Bergh, DN Epilomc tier 
Mmphysik tlu Allm'Dis, Leidea, 1924. 

Poru Vilu, by Solomon Ibn Gabirol. Awnc:ebrolis Foru VUM, ed. C. Baeum

br, MOniter, 1895. 
Genboa ben SoloiiiOft, SltJ'M ltJ-ShtJIIIIJyi111, Roedelbeim, 1801. 

ee.-idel' Supercommentariee on A vermes' 
(1) /t*l"'lll«lit~M Phyriu. MS. Bodleian 1389; MS. Parle, Biblioth~ne 
Natlunale, ~. 1. 
(2) E/liltHM of 1M Phyna. MS. Paria, Bibliotll~ue Nationale, 962. 1. 
(3) I~ De Clllll8. MS. Paria, Bibliotb~ue Nationale, 919. 4; 

MS. Panna 805. 
(4) ~ uf 1h Ctulo. MS. Paria, Biblioth~ue Nationale, 962. 2. 
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BaHaiGI ftG.HaPflalal. Hebrew tranlllatlon of A~' Tlllqflll al-T...,.,. 
MS. Baclleian, 1354. Arable oriJinal, Cairo, 11103. Latin tnMiatJG. 
from the Hebrew, DufrtM:IN ~-. in AmtotJI!IIe -.ill pu 
ISIIIfll DfMD ••• Vmetn., apud I1111tu. VIII. IX, 1573. Partly tran
lated and partly parapbl'&lled iato German by M. Hortea, DN Ru,. 
16/mm les A~. Boan, 1913. See al10 Ha/lf1tiiDJ ~ 

HafJfJGlalluJ-PiiDsrlfl•· Hebrew tranllatlon of Alp•li'e TtJita!w' ai-PoiMiJu. 
MS. Pam, Bibliotb~ue Nationale, 910. I. Arable orirfnal, Cairo, 11103. 
(The new edition by M. Bouype, Beyrouth, 1927, wu not available at 
the time this work wu sent to the ~). The lint four "Disputatious" 
are tranllated into French by Carra de Van (Lu Dulrtldillfl les PWJ.. 
ofJ/Ies) in JIIUhrt, 1899, 1900. The entire work is incorparated in 
Awnoes' TaluJjfll 111-TaluJ/fll. See al10 Ha~ u-HafJIHIIal. 

Her:YIIfl u-Nejesl, by Almbam bar l;liyya, ed. E. Freimaan, Leipzir, 18e0. 
Hillel of Verona, Cammeatary on MaiiiiDJlidel twenty-five ~tiona, 

published topther with Taflllllk luJ-Nefe•lt, ed. S. J. Halbentam, 
Lyck, 1874. 

Qobot luJ-Le6aiHII, by Babya Ibn Palruda. Hebrew, Wilna edition. Arable: 
Al-Hi44ja 'R4 Ftwa'U Al-pi1J6, ed. A. S. Yahuda, Leyden, 1912. 

•r•tan,., by Ja~eph Albo, Wilu edition, with commentary Bt Sllalrll (divided 
into Shlmuhifll, 'A ll4foa. and 'A IPJ) by Gedaliah Lipp.:hiU. 

l'lllerrlledialc C'..ommentariea on Arilltotle'e works by Averf'oea: 

(2) On the t:.l4ftl'ia. Hebre•. MS. Columbia Univa~~ity. 
(2) On the Pltysiu. Hebrew. Kaloaymus ben Kalonymus' tranllation, 
MS. Paria, BibliotMque Nationale, 938 (al10 943): Zeratliha Gndan .. 
tranalation, MS. Baclleian 1386. Latin traMiation from the Hebmr of 

Bonks J-Ill, In Aristotelialllllllia ,_ llsl4riiii/MN ••• Venetiil, apud 
luntu, Vol. IV (pp. 43~56), 1574. 
(3) On D• Culo. Hebtew. MS. Paria, Bibllotblque Nationale, 947. 1. 
Latin tranllatlon from the HebreW', in AriltOtelia llfflllia pu alafll 

•t-a ... Veaetiia, apud luntaa, Vol. V (pp. 272-326), 1574. In thia 
tranllatlon the commentary ia dacn'bed u "Paraphraaia" iMtead al 
"Ezpoaltio Media." 

(4) On 1h ~ 81 C"""flli-. Hebrew. MS. Pula, BibJJcltWq• 
Nationale, 939. 2. 

(5) On Jl~. Hebrew. MS. Paril, Bibliotb~ue Natlanale, k7. 
(6) On 1h A .. 11111. Hebrew MS. Paria, BibliotWque Nationale, 950. 2. 

(1) On the JletafJirylks. Hebretr. MS. Paria, Bibl~ NaUDeiJe, 
954. 
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lluc Jba Latif, JW P•'-., ed. Ad. Jellinek, ia K11W. Y4W 25 (1860). 

r- beD !hem-~: 
(I) Firlf npercommentary on Averroe~' I~ Pllyliu. MS. 
Trinity Collep Library, Cambridge, Cod. R. 8. 19. 3. 
(2) S.UU supen:ommentary on Averroe~' I~ Plyliu. MS. 
Munich, 45; MS. Cambridae Univenity Library, Msn. 6. 25. 
(3) TIHr4 1111~mmentary on Averroe~' I~ Physiu. MS. 
Trinity Colleae Library, Casnbridae, Cod. R. 8. 19. 2. 

Joeph ben Judah Ibn Aknin, lla'tJfllljr R. JtnefJI& ,_ Jrul4/lllnt AhitJ, 
(I) Hebrew text and German tranlllation by Morita L6wy (Dm 

AblldlllliU11V" 111111 Jtnef 6. hllllla), Bf'rlin, 1879. 
(2) Hrbrew trn with Englilh tranllation by J. L. M-.nea (A Trllllise 

..., 141 ••• by Joseplt Tint Anin), Berlin, 1901. 

Joseph Cupi. 'Amllik Kegf, rd R. Kin:heim, Franlrfun a.M .. liMB. 
Joeeph Zabara. StfJIIn SU....bi111, ed. I David11011, New York, 1914. 
Jndah M- Lron, Commentary on Averroee' lro~ CtJterllf"N•. MS. 

J~ish Thrological Seminary, Adler 1486. 
KtJ_, fta..Piltnoji111 Hrhrew tranllation or Alguali'eJI~tqid tJl..FtJituifaA. 

MS. Parie, Bibliothequr Nationalr, 901; MSS Jewilh Theological Semi· 
nary, Adler 131, 398, 978, 1500. 

lCit4b lla'4nf ai-Nafl, ed. Gold&iher, Berlin, 1907; Hebr-ew tnMiation, Tmae 
ltJ-N~Jr~h, by I. Broyde, Parle, 1896. 

Kel Jlelele1 l1•ao1f*, N~· Avenoes' E~ of lie To/Jiu in the Hebrew 
traallation or hie E.~ of 1M Orprotm, Riva di Trento, 1559 • 

.JIIbef Tr~bbolltJ.RtJIII6a"' U~e-lrrerllldw. Leipzig. 1859. 
IA·~"' miro 5qer ~~~., l;lo11'"'· Hebrn- version or Ibn Gabirol'e Foru 

l'ilol. inS. Munk'• llllo•vs tk PIHlllsofJ/Jie Ju.'l!t! Ill Ardc, Parie, 1859. 
Ltmc Commentariea on Ariatotlr'e worke by Avei'I'Oell: 

(l) On the P/Jyncs. Hebrn-. MS. Bodleian 1388. Latin tranllation 
rrom thr Hebrew in Arietotelie _,,:,. filii" r.r1tJ111 tJfJe'G • • • Venetiia, 

apad luntae, Vol. IV, 1574. 
(2) On the JlmfJII;rncs Latin tranllation rrom the Hebrew, ibilJ., 

Vol. Vflf, 1574. 
Jla'alfiGr fitto- lo-Jiayyi111, by Samuel Ibn Tibboll, PP.sburg, 1837. 

Jlajolftl tJl..FaltJ.tijD/1. by Alga.zali, Cairo, without date. 
lleriJlal lo-llqalkh, by Abraham bar l;liyya, ed. Poananski and Guttmann, 

Berlin, 1924. 
lliJ'IIIM.IiiMUR, by IIUC Abravanel, Venice, 1592. 
Jlil.._, A._, by Genonides. Leipzia". 1866. 
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Jlii/M ia-BicF,_, by Mai-m., ed. D. Slacki, Wanaw, 1165. 

JlirhU TllfWl, by Maimonidea, Berltll, 111811 • 
.11..,_ ai-'A-.1, by Alguali, Cairo, A. H. 1328. 
Jlllrd U.Jitlrd, by Shem·tob Falaquem. Praburr, 1&17. 
Jltlrd N...,, by MaiiiiODidea. Hebrew: Samaellba Tlbban'1 trallllatiaa, 

witb tbe commentlriel of Efodl, Sbem-,ob, Abravaael, llld Alber 

Crelc:u, Lemberg, 1866; Jvdab ll·lfarizi'e tnulatioa, ed. L. 
Scbloesberg, 3 vole, London, 1851, 1876, 1879. Arabic and Fl'lllldl by 
S. Mank, :U Gtft4e IW t,arll, 3 vole., Pari., 1856, 1861, 1866. E,..UU 

by M. Friedllnder, 3 voiL, Londoa, lUI, 1885. Wheaewr ~"ble I 
inCIQI'pOI'ated the pbrueolon' of Friedlllnder'1 tranalation in my En1· 
llsb tranolatiou of tbe paa1p1 from the Jltlrd N-.-,. quoted in 
this work. 

M01eato, &oJ YeWU.. See Cuari. 
M- ba-Lavi, Jla'.,., Eltlhi. MS. Bodleiln 13M. 5. 
Jl-fiiiiH. Hebrew tnmalation of Alpzali'• Jliaft ai·'AifNII, ed.J. Golden· 

tbal, Leip%ig and Paria, 1839. 
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cu 22; ia&aite mqnitude 347, 354-
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qaaatitiel 420; implied aiticiam of 
S..diaancllbnGabirol420;meaning 
of'poeition'689:meaningof'relation 
in poeitioa' 689; the four elemcnte 
not moved by themselva 671: 
aature tbe cause of the motion of 
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four categariee of motion 502 , cir
cular motion ie motion in poeition 
505; u immediate BOurce of Creacu' 
dic....WO of matter and form 570; 
deduction oftheoppoeition of matter 
and form 5 72; relativity of tbe terms 
matter and form 579; corporeal 
form 587-588; why matter ia aub
aac:e 573: why form ie •ubetance 
574; numeration of ab. aubetancee 
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motion of the spheree ie voluntary 
535; accldeate 576. S. abo Index 
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ANcotle'• definition of time 638, 
639, ~;time aot aaubltaace 641; 
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Abrallam SlaaJom-..aitic Crea~:~~~ 
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Maimonida' view u to the bylic 
intellect 607; reluta Cracu on 
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Abravanel, laac,-bfl commentary 
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knowledge of Alpza.li'• Jlt4ali4 
11, a, 48; prime matter 600, _. 
JICiftlal form 580, 584, 585, 589-590; 
reference ta Leo Hebraeue 600; -
8ip Platonic eource to Aviceana'• 
theory u ta tbe compollitioa of tbe 
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Abaolute-relati-Hebrew and Ara· 
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Action and palaion-hetber there ill 
moiioa in the cateaorlea nl action 
and puaion 72, 231, 506, 513. 

Actuality and potentiality-callllt nl 
traaaition from potentiality to ac
tuality muat be aternaJ 89-90, 
299-JOI,676-679;wbyc:reationdoel 
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tiality to actuality in God 90, 303, 
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fen from that nl Cre.:u 679-680. 
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539; different explanation• u to 
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239, 412-414; its relation to fire 
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Albalal,lll&llC,-by air deecend• into 
a ditch 413. 

Albertus Magnus 343. 
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diaculllionB nl Creaca• 30; the Selirot 
459; criticlam nl Aristotle's defini· 
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identifies place with vacuum 455; 
tbe proper place nl earth 446, 456; 
tbe place of tbe outermost •pbere 
440; outllide tbe universe there ill 
'nothing' 115, 422; time 656, 558; 
ai•tence of time prior to creation 
663-664. Su Ills• lndu of PuMps. 

Alesander of ApbrodilliD-aad Mai
monidn 322; biB commentary on 
tbe Pll;ysiu known to Crescas 
tbrougb Averroe• 9; outermost 
8pbere doel not aist in place 437; 
outermost sphere immovabla 433, 
437; apheres not compoeed of IIJ&tter 
and form 596; every motion is in 
time 543; IDIIJIIetic attraction 563; 
Plato's view on time 635; tbe bylic 
intellect 606; immortality nl tbe 

lOIII 667; hill title for the POIIIIritw 
A. fiGI:yliu 526. 

Alfarabi-botb c:ammentator and au
thor322;aad Mai11101lids32J, 570; 
corporeal form 586; place nl the 
IIPberu 434; IIPheres not complllled 
nl matter and form 596. Su Ills• 
lnda:nl~. 
~d Maimonida 32J; Ma

~lill uaed by Cracu 10; Hebrew 
tranelationsnltbeMaialill10,n.44; 
Maialill popular tezt-book &mODI 
Jew~~IO; refutation of the view u to 
tbe influence nl the TtJWfll on the 
Or A.doui 11-II;III'JIImentBagainBt 
infinite lll&pitude 347, 384, 316; 
infinite number 477, 478, 4118-489; 
infinite number nl cau-and elfecta 
483, 493, 496; infinite number nl 
disembodied BOUIB 484485, 486; 
essential and accidental infinite 
cau- 494; bis venion nl Arilltotle'e 
definition of place 362; the proper 
placee nl the element• 445; the four 
catqoria nl motion 502, 504-505. 
in what 1e11ae motion is to be found 
in all tbe ten cate1orie• 517; 
qualitative chanp i1 in no-time 
464; quantitative chanp invoh'l!ll 
locomotion 520; accidental and par· 
ticipative cbanp 531-532; the four 
elements not moved by themselves 
671; form is the cauae of the motion 
nl the elements 673; contend• that 
the motion of the spberee i• natural 
and not voluntary 536; anumeratn 
four continuous quantitia 420; bia 
versions of Arietotle's definition nl 
time 639, 640; clauification nl tbeo
rin u to compolition nl body 569; 
III'JIImeDU against atomiml570; de
duction of the oppolition nl matter 
and form 592; matter rec:otpJiable 
only in tbon1bt 591; two Jneltlliap 
nl the tenD 'form' 573-574; cor
poreal form 585-587; definition of 
substance 573; wby form ill au.,:. 
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lltiiiiCI573-574;eauDIIfttloaoffaur 
lllbetanca 575; two meaniDp of 
the tenD 'accideat' 577; clallifica
tion of aa:ideata 616; thaaccidenta 
of 'IIIIIOCith·ruuch' and 'rare-denle' 
688; univenala ~; meanine 
of 'relation' 689; of 'poeition: 690' 
threefold clallification of arpmentl 
3!17; IIPherea compoaed of matter 
and form 5!15; admi111'bility of poei
tlve attribute. 14. S.ul.ro Indez o( ........ 

AlkiDdi--fint of Moslem philoaophen 
321; enumerate. ai& apecin of mo
tion 500. 

Altabrizi-commentary on the 
twenty-five proposition• I, 2, 3; 
contemplated commentary on the 
entire Jltnh I !I, n. 65: cbara.cteri· 
ation o( the anonymoua translation 
o( hia commentary 19-21; the anon
ymouul'llUiationquoted 20,21,381, 
382, 384, 484; Iaaac ben Nathan's 
translation uted by Creacaa 21; 
e&tent to which Altabrizi wu uaed 
by Cre.:u 22-23; hia three areu
menta apinat an infinite mapitude 
3, 346, 381, 384, 3116-387; infinite 
number 477; distinction between 
number of mqnitudea and number 
of ineorporeal beinp 480; infinita 
number o( ceuaea and elfectl 482-
W; infinite number of diaembodied 
mula 484; distinction between a 
force lafinite in intensity and a force 
in&nlte in time 613; three definition• 
of motion 525; the four cateeorin of 
moticm 505; in what aenae motion ia 
to be found in all the ten cateaoriea 
507, 517; chance in aubetance ia in 
no-time 503 : circular motion ia 
motion in poaltion 505; locomotioa 
ia involved in quantitative motion, 
but ia Imperceptible 521 ; term• 
motion and chance not convertible 
522; c:lulification of motion and 
chanp 532; accideatal and panici-

pative moticm 534; what kiDd of 
accideatal motion cannot be etemal 
551 f.; whether the fonr elementa 
are moved by themaelvea 67CHi71, 
674; deduction of the opposition of 
matter and form 5!13: areumenta 
apinat atomiam 570; corporeal form 
585; clauification of 'ftriona viewa 
on time 635; veraioa of Ari&totle 'a 
definition of time 63 7; why time ia 
described u havine nece.uary ez
iatance 662: meanine of the apra
aion puaine from potentiality to 
actuality 676-678; rneanine of 'po
aition' 689, 690; two aenaea of the 
tenn 'poaible' 6!11. Su abo Iucla 
of PU~~~gn. 

Altero~tion-motion in respect to qual
it} 500-501, 627-628. Su also 
Motion. 

Anuimander-mnumenahle world• in 
an infinite wid 118; denial of dia
tinction of above and below 463. 

Ancient-to what pbiloaopben ap-
plied 320-321. 

Aneer 547, 548. 
Aaimal-cauae of the motion of 2!17. 
Apolloniua 52,465. 
Appetite 547. 
Arama, Isaac, 538. 
Areumenta-daasilicetion of the vari-

ous types of areumenta 326. 337, 
3!17. 

Ariatotle-referred to u "the Greek" 
539; acclaimed u superior to all 
other pbiloaophen 325: evidence of 
an oral interpretetion accompanyine 
Ariatotle'a writinp amone Jen and 
Arabe 7-8: Cre.:u' knowledp of 
Ariatotle 7: impossibility of in&nite 
mapitude 40-41, 43, 49-50, 51; 
impcaibility of in&nite number 65, 
~76: impossibility of inlinite cauaea 
and elfecta 65, 482; impossibility of 
a YIICuum 54, 55, 56, 5!1: finitude of 
tha uniftl'lll liS; impca~'bility of 
many world• 117, 47H74; diller-
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eac:e ~ place and 8pMlli 116, 
352; defiaitioll of place .ff, 362 ; 
variety of Arabic and Hebrew wr· 
lliona of hia defiaitioll of place 362-
365; hia theory of proper placeB 45, 
445-446; u to what Ia the proper 
place of earth .ffS-446; u to the 
placeofthe~~pheresand the uniftl'lll 
45, 432 If.; diatiactian between 
chanl(e and motion 70, 498; hia two 
definition• of motion 75, 511; hia 
enumeration of the catqoriee of 
chanl(e and motioa 498 If.; u to the 
category of circular motion 505; u 
to motion in the categarin of action, 
puaion and relation 506; bia daai· 
fication of motion and chanlfl! 76, 
531; meanine of accidental motion 
534; on the motion of pleuure and 
pain 448, 449; u to whether motion 
ia involved in the act of thinking 
547, 5411, 549; the nature of the 
circular motion of the apheres 53 7; 
on time 6341f.; bia treatment of the 
problem of time 94-95; bia enumer
ation of the views of bia predece&IIOfll 
on time 634; "BB'iety of Arabic and 
Hebrew venion• of hla defiaition ol 
time 631HS40; on the transformation 
of the elements into one another 
450; bia enwueration of the view• of 
hia predec:nmn on tbe compollition 
ol bodies 570; his deduction of the 
oppollition of matter and form 99, 
571; matter recopizable only in 
tboueht 591 ; hi• definition of sub
stance 102, 573; wby matter ia 
sub.tance 103, 573; wby form ia 
aubatance 103, 573; bia enumeration 
of aubstanc:a 575; diltinction be
tween poaibility and necaaity 109-
J JO;diltinction between potentiality 
and pollllibility 111-112, 691-692; 
the nature of the aubstance of the 
11phern 596; hia theory olli&"ht
and weieht and of upward and 
downward motion 58-59, 78-79, 

337-.138, 410-611; .. to tile ni(ht 
ol air 539; hia eau-tlon of 
diiCrete and coati.nuou quaatitiea 
420; hia definition of truth 324, 456-
457. Su aho lndez ol 1'-.-, 

.Aabbnui, Saul ha·Kohen. 589. 

.A.ymptote 52. 
Atomillb-alled 'ancient' by Mai· 

IIIODic:ln 321; vacuum 54, J.ff, 400; 
identification of ~~pace with vacuum 
356; c:haraeteriltic: feature~ of atom· 
ism 120-121, 569-570; Crac:u' 
revival of atomiam 121 ; maeaetic 
attraction 563; innumerabJe warlda 
in an infinite void 118. 

Attributea-admiuibility of politive 
divineattribut.ll-14;of ateaaion 
and thoueht 122-123. 

Avempac:e-mentioned by Cre~ca~ 5; 
known to Cre.:u through Averroa 
9; hia theory of orieinal time of 
motion 57, 183-185, 205, 271,40411., 
the place of the apberea and the 
univene 434, 438, 449; motion of 
the apherea natural and not volun· 
tary 537; everythine movable ia 
diviaible 544; on poaibility and 
potentiality 691. 
A~nd Maimonidn 323; jew

ish Avenoiam different from acbo
Jutic Awnoiam 31; which of hi• 
commentarinuaedbyCreacu8-lO; 
hia TGiul,/rll al-TGita/rll unknown to 
Creacaa 11-18; method of Jewish 
commentarin on A\-erroetl 27; hi• 
Ulle of the eapreuion "be laid'" 329; 
analyaiaofareumentaapinatinfinit• 
maenitude 39, n. 2; why an iofiaite 
mqnituda muat be infinite ill all 
dimenaiona429-430; infinite number 
477, 489; division of number illto 
eYU and odd 219, 477, f89; dllti.nc:· 
tion betweea infinite spatial •hillp 
and infinite non .. patiaJ thine~ 486-
4117; infillite number ol diaembodied 
aoul. 4118; infinite number of c:a
and elf.:ta 4112, 492; -tial and 
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KCidental ca~ f9t-D5; .n.tinc
tloa taetw.a a force iafillite in 
inteawity and a force infinite in 
time 612-614; veraioD of AriRatle'• 
defiaitiall of place 362, 364; the 
proper piKe of earth 44S If.; place 
of the ~haee and the uniwne 
Wll., 6-'Bif., 449; oubide the uni· 
- there ia 'nothin1' 115, ~21; 
defillitiona of IIIOtion 523-524, 529-
530; catqoria of motion 507; the 
two A!bjeeta of motion 51G-511; 
circular motion not motion in po.i
tinn 506; refutation of Awmpace"• 
theory of orilinal time of motion 
4041f.; the medinm an inaeparable 
conclitioa ol motion 409-410; ac· 
quillition of lmowledBe il in no-time 
548; elements not moved by them- 1 
aelYB but by aomethin1 external to 
themaelva 673-674; lntelliBencea 
DOt moved accidentally 608: rei a· 
tion of the lntellipncea to the 
apberea 606; apherea poueu no aoul 
in addition to the lntellipnces 607: 
what eon of acc:idental motion can· 
not be eternal 553; impenetrability 
of hoclia 415 ; deduction of the 
oppollitioo of matter and fOI"m 5 71 : 
C'OI'pCift8) form 585-58 7 ; apherea not 
compaaed of matter and form 103, 
261, 594-597; venion of Ariltotle'a 
definition of time 636, 638; the 
I ntelJicenc:ea not related to each 
other as c:a- and effect• 667: 
immortality of the aoul 487, 667; 
relation of the hylic and acquired 
intellect to the body 608; ~bility 
andnec:aaity 11l,561,680;meaninl 
of aeceaary aiatence Ill, 681; two 
-inp of the term ..-.ole 697: 
maaneticattractioa 566;God identi· 

lied with 'prime -· 608; s. 
tmtJ Index of.,_... 

Avicebnln-- Ibn Gabirol. 
Avicenna-eud Maimoaidea 323; lint 

aad f~ -· M-. plai-

~ 321; bowD to Cracu 
tbroua'h -dary IOUI'Ca 10; IIIP• 
menta apinlt infinite magnitude 
34 7, 383; diltlnctioa between infiD.ite 
apatial thinp and infinite aoa
apatial thinp 477, 486-487; infillite 
nnmber of diaembodied aonla 485, 
486; infinite number of ca- and 
elfecu 482-483; c:irc:ular motiaa ia 
motioo in pollition 439, 505, 506; 
only four catepria of motion 507; 
hia ennmeration of the four catc
IOI"in of motion 71. 507; form ia 
t"auae of the motion c•l the element• 
673; motion of the~ ia volUD· 
tary motion 535: chaoge in aubetauc:e 
ie in no-time 503; explanation of 
npward motion 412; nature'a ab
borrenceof a vacuum413 ;deduc:tioo 
of the oppoeition of matter and form 
591 ;corporea!form582-~85;apherea 
t"Ompoaed of llllltter and fonn 103, 
261, 594, 597; possibility and necea
aity 110, Ill, 561, 680-682; the 
lntelligencea are related to each 
other as cau~e~ and effecta 666-667; 
immortality of the soul 667: God 
not identified with 'prime mover' 
110. Sec QJ, lndez of Paaagee. 

Azriel 459, 460. 

B 
Bacher, w .. 458, 465. 
Bacon, Francia, 347. 
Bacon, Roger, 126, 347. 
Babya ben Alber 460. 
Babya Ibn Pakuda-impossibility of 

an infinite number of cauaea and 
elfecta 492; apherea t"Ompoaed of 
matter and form 598. Sec oJsD 
lnda of Peaqee and P.udo
Babya. 

Barthelemy-Saint-Hilaire, 1 ., 352. 
Bedeni, Jedaiah, 2. 
Below-M Above. 
Ben Daud-- Abrabam Ibn Daud. 
Bellwaiati ibn Labi, Doo., 12, n. 49. 
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.Berrb, S. van den, 482, 589. 
Beqmn, H., 97. 
Bibap--ue Abraham Bibaco. 
Body-definition of 541, 590: cannot 

be iafinite 151-157, .U7-.165; im
penetrability of bodiel 187' 415-
416: meanin1 of 'llimple bodiel' 337: 
everythin1 m01111ble and divill"ble 
Ia a body 241; a body movin1 
another body i• moved ltlelf 255; 
bow accidents and natural form are 
laid to e:Dat in body 257: certain 
thinp aiatin1 in body are divisible 
with the body 263: one of the 
continuous quantitin 419. 

Bonawntura (St.), J. F., 654. 
BrethreA of Purity-uelbwanai-Safa. 
Broyde, 1., 11, 461, 500. 
Bruno, Gionlano,--aimilaritiea with 

Creacu 35-.16, 118; air ha1 weight 
414; action of inliaite in liaite time 
466: infinite baa neither middle nor 
end 472; infinite neither heavy nor 
li1ht 431; infinite ia immovable 464: 
diatinction between a Ioree infinite 
in exten111011 and a lon:e infinite in 
intenait)' 613; infinite ia figureleaa 
470; univer~e not finite 115; outside 
the world there i• a vacuum 422; 
Aristotle's defuution of place doea 
not apply to outermost sphere 443; 
many world• 4 76: diatinction be
tween 'mixture' and 'inexiatence' 
560. Su al111 lnda: of Pa.apa. 

c 
Can and pleasure 247. 
Carra de Van, B., .U7, 483, 485, 486, 

489, 535. 
Carrying 562. 
Caapi, JORPh, 323. 
Category-.ru Substance, Quantity, 

Quality, Relation, Place, Time, 
Pasition, Action, Passion, 4lltl Gho 
_,.,Motion. 

Ca---tial and KCidentaJ 54, 

66-67, 4N. S. IIIIo UDder In6Dlte 
and under Motion, 

CanRI~identlfiecl by Avicenna 
with nece.ry ,., ,. 110..111. 

Cen~meaniqoftermwhen 
applied to earth 432, 451--454. 

Chanae-- Motion. 
CbryaippUI 639. 
Circular motion - - Motion and 

Ia finite. 
Cold-.ru Hot. 
Conic Sectioua, Book on, 207, 465. 
ContiguoUB-delined by Ariltotle 376. 
Contiauou-tbe two meaninp of the 

term 275, 617. Su also Quantity. 
Contrapolition, conwniou by, 541. 
Convenion of the obvene 241, 305, 

541. 
Copernlcaa 118. 
Creation-wbycreationdoeanotimply 

a claan&e in the nature of God 303, 
679-6110. 

CreiCII&, Asher, 680. 
Cre&cas, l)awlai,...!.ue Preface and 

contents of the Introduction at 
the beginning of the volume. 

D 
Dapiera,Solomon ben lmmanue1,459, 

501. 
DavidiOD, 1 .• 567. 
Definition-what it mull contain 523, 

575, 660-661; convertible with the 
definiendum 233, 526. 

Delmedign, Elijah, 589. 
Democ:ritua 411-412, 463. &• also 

Atomiata. 
Demonatratiou-ue Proof. 
Den--Rare. 
DeKartea97, 626, 654. 
Deeire 547. 
Dialectic argument 3 26. 
Didactic argument 326. 
Diela, H., 356, 357, 401,415,445,472, 

526,548,581,582,635, ~ 
Dieterlc:i, F., 418, 421, 580, 635, 662. 
Dimension 591. 
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Dlmlaation - Growth. 
Dllcrete-- Qwuatity. 
Dl~ of 688, 690. 
Diltance 5!11. 
Diviabili~ DOt al-)'11 imply 

compoeiticm 62-63, 393 ff.; divillibil
lty and changubnity 80-81, 241 ff. 

Divillion-logical 332. 
Dozy, R.P.A., 421. 
Drawinc 562. 
Dry and moist-a• qualitis 688. 
Duhem, P., 123, 586. 
Dims Scotae, j ., !17, 654. 
Duran, Profiat,-- Elndi. 
Duration 654-658. Su Ills• Time. 

E 
Earth-mowt~ abeolutely downward 

U1, 161, 337, 412; i• abaolutely 
heavy 239, 412; apherical and at 
rest 451; called 'centre' 451, 45-': 
what ia the proper place of element 
earth 445-446, 456. 

Edelmann, H., 586. 
Efodi - natural elementa move by 

themelvea 675. 
Efroe, I. I., 365, 471. 
Element......-called 'simple bodies' 348; 

their upward and downward motion 
141, 161, 337, 412: their weicht and 
lichtneBa 239, 412: their proper 
II'- 445-446; their relation• to 
each other 450; whether or not tbey 
are moved by themaelvea 88-89, 
67G-673. 

Elijah DelmediJIO 589. 
Elijah l;labillo 589. 
Empedoda 321. 
EneraY 526. 
Entelechy-meanine of 526; •r.rst 

entelechy' 525. 
Eqaal and unequal-not applicable to 

an infinite 423. 
Eriatic: arcumeat 3!16. 
E.ential order 481. 
Eternal time 423 ff. 
Etenaity'-identical with God 662. 

Ether-in ~ 119; In modena 
ph)'llial u compared with Cre.:aa' 
vacuum 117. 

Euc:lid-ue Incla of Pu.pa and 
allo Paeudo-Euclid. 

Eudemu• 635. 
Even and odd-ue Number. 
Eztenlion - Hebrew, Arabic and 

Greek terma for 591; and matter 
120; attribute of atenaicm 122-123; 
pca~'bility of an infinite incorporeal 
extenllion 62-63, 116-117. 

Eztremity 344. 

F. 
Facultiea-in the aenae of 'internal 

Rnle8' 667. 
Falaquera, Sht>m tob ben joaepb

Jitwrll luJ-JltWd may have been 
naed by Cre.:aa 22; definitions of 
motion 525; on the nature of the 
motion of the spbers 537; eternal 
motion of the apherea and time 646; 
apherea not com~ of 11111tter and 
form 595-596; chanp of BUbetance 
in no-time 503. Su also lndu of 
p._gea. 

Falaehood-po..sible and impouible 
149, 343; lictitiou• falsehood 195, 
199, 343. 

Farabi-ue Alfarabi. 
Fear-ue Pleasure. 
F•cure-included under quality 307, 

686-688: Hebrev; and Alabic terms 
for it 687: definition of 173, 307, 
388; no body without it 307; divisi
bility of the pometric Iieure of a 
body 603 : figure of a ayllociam 
called 'force' .U2. 

Fire-mo•-es absolutely upward 141, 
161, 337, 412, 450: baa no weicbt 
239, 412; not ••milar to the element 
below it 4~0; tranaformable into 
air 450. 

Fint Mover-proof for ita immova
bility 553-554; •·hether to be iden
ti 1\ed with God 462 ; not identified 
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with God by Aviceaaa 110; aat 
ideatified with God by Mai~ 
106, 606; ldeatified with Gael by 
Averroe. 608; il a 1111betaace 575-
576. 

Fleaabeq, l;l. ]., 523, 611. 
Fon:e-the term u l1led by Mai

monides 119, 259, 577; u the figure 
ola syllogiam 342; infinite force in a 
finite body 105, 267 IF.; diatinc:tion 
between a fon:e infinite in time and 
a force infinite in intenaity 106, 273, 
612-614. 

Form--.ccideatal, corporeal, elemen
tal, eaaeatial, lint, natural, of cnr
poreity, proper, apecific 578; the 
two uaagea of the term form 573-
574; why form il a •ubetance 103, 
104, 259, 573-576, 601~2; called 
accideat by Kalam 570, 601~2; 
called 'fon:e' by Maimonidea 119, 
257, 259, 577; conatitutel exiltence 
of body 257 II.; not identical with 
place 155, 3~7; in what aenae called 
limit 155, 358-359; c:auae of motion 
of elementa89, 2119, 672-673; change 
of form is in no-time 243, 544: 
corporeal form: ita oripa, hiatary 
and meanin1 100-101, 579-590; 
corporeal form and Ibn Gahirol'a 
universal matter 598-601; indivilli· 
hility of corporeal form 104-105, 
265, 602. 

Forma, Platonic, 665. 
Frederick II, Emperor, 34. 
Friedlaender, I., 465. 
Friedlllnder, M., 2. 
Fundamentala 319. 

Galea 526, 567. 
Galileo 127. 
Gandz, S., 420. 

G 

General &r~ument (or proof) 328, 
390, 462, 542. 

General place 458. 
(" .r.aeration and COITUption-chanp 

with l'eiJ)ed; to .. bltanc:e 229; liCit 

called motioa 498 11.; In no-time 
229, 503; there muat be an iMtallt 
ol rwt between them 277, 619: 
there need not be an ilwtant of reet 
between them 281, 62H27; relative 
and ablolute 283, 514, 519, 628, 
631; are they preceded by locomo
tion and qualitative duulp? 281, 
628; when generation il prior to all 
other motion• 283, 632. 

Genu-motian one in pnua 615. 
Gershon ben Solomon of Arlea-wby 

air deacenda iato a ditch 413; 
magnetic attraction 566, 567. See 
llll• Index of Pa.qa. 

Genonidea - hi• c:ommentariea on 
Averroea uaed by Creacaa 9-10, 365, 
369, 370, 373; why infinite body 
muat be infinite in all dimenaiono 
430; divieibility of number into 
even and odd 477; infinite number 
of concentric 11phereo 462; infinite 
number of cauau 496; the place of 
the apherea and the uniftl'lll 440, 
outaide the uniftl'lll there is 'noth· 
in1' 115, 421; eternal time 424; 
many world• 472, 475; definition 
of motion 528-529; original time of 
motion 406-408; why air deacenda 
into a ditch 412-413; magnetiC" 
attraction 566; the term centre u 
applied to the earth 454; time 652-
653; venion of Arietotle's definition 
of time 638; active intellect 547: 
definition ol continuou• quantity 
418; impenetrability of bodies 415: 
centre ol the earth only a point 
455. Su llll• Index of l'uaqea. 

Ghazali-ue Alpzali. 
Ginzberi, L., 319, 458, 535. 
"Glory of the Lord"-hiRory of the 

interpretation ol the ~ion of 
201, 459-462. 

God-proofs for exiatence, UDity and 
incorporeality ol 323-324; immova
ble, urrchanpable and incllvilib~ 
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U1, 550; whether identified with 
tb. 'prime JDCniW' U16, 110, 461-
462, 606, 608; politive attributell of 
13-14; attrlbutee of eztenaion and 
thouibt of 122-123; poelibility of 
two deitis 14; a• the place of tbe 
world 123, 201; relation to the 
world in Ariatotle, Cre~ea~ and 
Spiaoa 122-123; wby creation doa 
not imply chanp in 303, 679-6110. 

Goldenthal, J .• 397. 
Goldsiber, 1., 461, 500. 
Graciaa-S. Zerabiah ben laaac. 
Graetll, H., 17, n. 62. 
"Grain of udllltard seed" and "grain 

of millet" 342-343. 
Gravity and levity-ue Weiebt and 

ligbtnea 
Great and amall-terma applicable to 

con tin uoua quantity 139, 189, 339, 
418; inapplicable to an infinite 423. 

Great Captain-reference to trip to 
Naples and meetine Leo Hebraeua 
600. 

Grote, G., 326, 336. 
Growth and diminution-change with 

reapect to quantity 229; Hebrew 
and Arabic terms for 399, involves 
locomotion 231, 521. Su alu 
Motion. 

Guttmann, Jakob, 365, 420, 639. 
Guttmann, Julius, 36, n. 113, 347,626. 

H 
Haarbrw:ker, Th., 337. 
l;labillo, Elijah, 589. 
Ha-Levi, Judab,-ue Judah ba-Levi. 
Hamilton, W., 541. 
Han! and 11oft-included under qual-

ity 688; called primary qualities 688. 
Harbvy, A. A., 461. 
Harris, J. Rendel, 460. 
Heath, T.L., 465, 623. 
Heaven-ue Sphere&. 
Heavy and ligbt-ue Weicht. 
Heiberi, I, L., 455. 
ljle~~-- Zerabia ben 1.-:. 

~321. 
HWel ben Samael of Veroaa-ld8 

comiMDtary on the twenty-five 
propoaitiona I, 2; may have beea 
uaed by Creecaa 22; motion and 
chaap not convertible te111111 522; 
categories of motion 501 ; locomo· 
tion of quantitative IIKition imper
ceptible 521 ; what kind of accidental 
motion cannot be ecernal 55Uf.; 
substance baa no definition 575: 
deacription of aubatance 57 5; 
whether aubtlt&Dce of apheree ia 
compoRd of matter and form 598; 
time 641; ~lity and poten
tiality 692, two - of tbe tenD 
potential 697. S. alltJ lades of 
Puaapa. 

Hirschfeld, H., 459, 501. 
Homopneity in nature 118-120. 
Horovitz, S., 355, 316. 
Horten, M , 482, 485, 486, 489, 494, 

495, 583, 589, 597, 687. 
Hot and cold-u qualitis 688. 
Husik, I., 11, 355. 

Ibn Altnin. Su Joseph Ibn Aknin. 
Ibn Alaaie-su Avempace. 
Ibn Baddja-.ru Avempace. 
Ibn Bajja-su Avempace. 
Ibn Gabirol, Solomon,-paraphnue 

of Ariatotle'a definition of place 364; 
term (or 'proper place' 356; action 
of the animal aoul is in time 549; 
acquisition of knowledge by the 
rational soul ia in no-time 548: 
aeven kind• of quantity 420; rela
tivity of the term• matter and form 
579; hi• universal matter and Cres
caa' corporeal form 598, 599, 600, 
601. Sa alu Index of ~ 

Ibn Janab 335, 56J. 
Ibn Latif, laaac,-bia arpment for 

and apinst a vacuum aplained 
4 71 : motion oi tbe ipherea natural 
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and not voluntary 538; ideality of 
time662. S.alsolnda:nfP&.ageL 

Ibn Roabd-.ru Averros. 
Ibn Shem-tob-the literary activity 

of the familty 31. 
Ibn Shem-tob, laaac ben Shem-tob,

bia worka 31, n. 90; hi• criticism of 
Creacu 31--32; no quantity can be 
inc:orporeal 395, 396; divillibility nf 
number into odd and even 479; 
infinite muat be infinite in all 
dimenllions 431; why 'principles' 
muat be lmowo 428; meanin1 of 
statement that vacuum ia cause nf 
motion 398; body muat be bounded 
by surfaces 425; the place of the 
spheres and the univene 440; why 
'rest' i• not induded in the delini· 
tion nf t11ne 650. Sa also Index of 
l'ulagea_ 

Ibn Shem-toh, ]osepb ben Shem·toh 
-oa Cl'ellc&ll' unacquaintance with 
the Twful 16-17; 111qe1t1 that 
Or .4d0ftlli wu written after the 
Billul '111~ 114-N()IfMim 16; 011 the 
obscurity nf Cre.:aa' style 29. 

Ibn Shem-tob, Shem-tob,-opponent 
of philoaophy Jl. 

Ibn Shem-tob, Shem-tob ben j011eph 
ben Sbem-tob,-hll cr1bciam of 
Creacu 32--33; why number and 
magnitude are inseparable from 
body 394; why 'princ1ples' muat be 
lmow:a 427; defends Aristotle's re
jection of the identifiration of place 
with interval 4.41; whether spheres 
are compoaed of matter and fonn 
598; 011 the chanpability and indi
villibUity of the intellect 549; M ai
monides' view on the hylic intellect 
607; whether the form of tbe ele
ments is the cauae of their mot1on 
673, 675; referred to by Abravanel 
on corporeal form 589. S. Ills• 
Index of Paeagea. 

Ibn Tibbon, Judah, 327. 
Ibn Tibbon, Samuel, his translation of 

theJlONA21 ;onl)'afewpropomtlaas 
quoted by Crelcu from bia traalla· 
tion of the Jltwd 23; MalmouUS.' 
letter to him UDimOWD to Craclll 
22. S. also Index nf Puapa. · 

Ibn Tufail SM. 
Ibn~~- Ja.epb Ibn ~i~ 
lbwan al-Safa-venion or Ariatotle's 

definition' of place 362; place and 
vacuum 417-418; enumeration nf 
diacrete and continuoua quantities 
421; llixfold duallicatlon of mo
tion 500; enumeration nf varioul 
view• on time 635; the definition nf 
time as duration 655. S. also 
Index of Pa-pa. 

Imagination 211, 466, 546--547. 
Immediate mover 699. 
lmmobility--diatinguiahed from rest 

646-649. 
Impenetrability of Rodies 187, 414-

416. 
lmpo88l"ble falaeboocl-ue Falaebood. 
lnaliety 577. 
lnc:orporeal beinp--bow numbered 

108-109, 2931., 666-667. 
lnc~ue Growth. 
Induction 281, 628. 
lnesiatence-iliatinguiahed from 'ad· 

nuzture' 251, 265, 560. 
lnfinite---aeneral IUial)'lliS of arru· 

menta againat infinity 39, n. 2. 
(l) impoasibility of an incorporeal 
infinite magnitude 137, 329-335; 
Creacaa' refutation 62·63, 179, 
391--396; Altabrizi'• argument 149, 
345--347, Creacu' refutation 63-64., 
191,423-424.. 
(2) impo!ISibiJity of a c:orporeal in• 
finite mqnitude 151-157, 347--365; 
CreiiClUI' refutation 41~, 191-203, 
424-462. 
(3) impouibility of nctlineu -
tlon in an infiaite body 49-50, 117-
169, 365--379; Craeu' refUUtlaa 
50-51,200-205, 462~. 
(4) lmpoB'billty of cin:1llar IIIOtioe 
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Ia an Infinite body 51, 169-175, 
379-.190; Cracu' refutation 51-53, 
203-213, tM-470. 
(5) paeral arrument• against an 
iafialte magnitude 175-177, 390; 
Creacu' refutatioll 215, 471. 
(6) lmpouibility of an Infinite num
berofmag~~itucte-65, 219, 47~77; 
Cracu' refutation 219-221, 477-
479; the two kind& of infinite 
number 64-65, 221,480-481; infinite 
number of disembodied aoul•15-16, 
67-611, 223, 484-490, 493. 
(7) impouibility of an infinite num· 
ber of causes and effects 65-66, 223, 
482-484; Crescaa' refutation 66-69, 
227, 490; Narboni'a argument 227, 
491-493; CrMI:all' refutation 66-67, 
227-229, 493-496; Creaca•' theory 
of the r-sibility of an infinite 
number of effects 67-69, 229, 496-
497. 
(8) impotllll"bility of an infinite force 
in a finite body 105-106, 2671f.; 
Creecu' refutation 2711f.; diatinc· 
tion between a force infinite in time 
and a force infinite in intenllity 106, 
273, 612-613. 
(9) theunknowabilityoftbeinfinite 
193,42~28, 492; how an incorporeo 
al infinite extenllion can be diviaible 
and yet not be compollite 62-63, 
391-396; meaaine of the statement 
that DO infinite can be lfUtel" than 
another infinite 63-64, 191, 423-
424; indivillibility of infinite num
ber Into odd and even 221, 223, U8, 
488; pouibility of an infinite number 
of concentric spheres and proper 
pi~~CS SG-51, 159, 203, 37D-373 
W; Infinite e-ntial rau~ee and 
accidental cau- 4Q41f.; infinite 
ca- 'in a lltraieht line' and 'ac
~to kiad' 495; infinite divili· 
bjJJty and adclibility 464. 

lutant-not time 28.5; the JlftRIIt i1 
an lutut 285; time not com~ 

of illltantl 277; -- limit of 
put and future 624; Infinite to 
finite like point to line and like 
iaataat to time 163; DO motion ia 
an lnltant 163, 269, 271; then 
must be an instant of reat betweeD 
oppollite motion• 275, 277, 618-622; 
there need not be an illltant of 
reat between oppolite motiona 281, 
6231f. 

I ntellect-pneral eenae of the term 
604; hylic 606-607; acquired 486, 
495, 607; active 546, 547; active 
intellect i1 a IDbltaaca 575-576. 

lntelligence-hetber eallllllly re
lated to each other 108-109, 293-
295, ~7; bow they are num· 
bered Wid.; anaiOID' of their ftlation 
to the apherea to the relation of 
Intellect to body 605&. ; called final 
cauae of motiao of aphens 605-«16; 
called aoul of the apheres 265-26 7, 
607; whether they are moved acci
dentally while movine 606, ,.08; are 
not in time 287; are in time 291; are 
subltancel575-576. 

Ionian School 569, 570. 
laaac Abravaael-- Abravuel. 
laaac Ararna-- Ararna. 
laaac laraeli-ud'old clullification of 

motion 500; y,hy form i• •ubltance 
574. Su als• I ndez of Paasges. 

laaac Ibn Latif-- Ibn Latif. 
lilac ben Nathan-hie translation 

of Altabrizi uaed by Creecu 21: hw 
atyle 21; what kind of acddental 
motion cannot be eternal 551, 552; 
quoted by Narboni 552. S. also 
lndez of Pauaeea tm4cr Altabrizl. 

haac ben Shem-tob - 6ee Ibn 
Sbem·tob, Jaaac. 

laraeli-.m Isaac Israeli. 

J 
Jedaiah Bedeni 2. 
Joachim. H. H., 513. 
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Jol!l, M., 11, .M, D. 102, 36, D. 113, 
123, 321, 322, 335, 561. 

Joeph ben Judah lbll Almia-deduc
tlon of the oppoaition of matter and 
form 592; cmporeaJ farm 585, 586, 
587. 

JOBeph Albo-StJIJ Albo. 
Joeph Caapi 323. 
Joaeph Zabara-mapetic attracticm 

567. 
Joaeph lba ~ddi.,-why the earth i8 

lltatiooary ud called centre 452; 
the proper place of element earth 
446, 456: corporeal farm 588. S" 
also Indo of Puaps. 

Joseph, H. W. B., 335. 
Joy 547. 
Judah Abnavanei-StJIJ Leo HebraeUI. 
Judah al-l;larizi 21, 324, 689. 
Judah Ha-Levi-inlinite nnmber of 

cauaea ud elfecu 492; implied 
Aristotelian definition of place 363: 
the place of tbe outermoat sphere 
441; motion of the apheree ia natural 
motion 538: acquisition of knowl· 
edae i8 in no-time 548: meaning of 
tbe ezpreeeion the "Glory of the 
Lord" 461. St1ll also lade. of 
Pauages. 

Judah Meuer Leon 506. 
Judah ben Simeon 663. 

K 
Kalam-iteatomietic theory 120; form 

ooly u accident 574, 601. 
Kalooymue ben David ben Todroe 

12, D. 50. 
Kalooymue ben Kalonymua 9. 
Ka.api, Joaeph, 323. 
Kaufmann, D., 11, 365, 667. 
Kimbi, David, 459. Sec also Index of 

Paaaagea. 
Kindi-S" Alkindi. 
Knowledge--originatu in aene per

ception 546: acquisition of it i8 in 
11o-time 247, 547-548. 

L 
Lambert, M., ,20, 461. 
Landauer, S., 339, 378, 396, '72, t92, 

597. 
Leibait&, G. w .• 123, D. 27. 
Leo HeiJJ1Ieua-....{olJowa er.ca.• view 

oo prime matter 600; meeting witb 
King of SpaiD ud Great Captain 
600. 

Leviaa, c .. 401. 
Lighta--- Weicht. 
Umit-the different Greek word& ua

derlyiaa tbe Hebrew and Arabic 
word& for it 358-a59; u applied to 
form 155, 357, 358-a59: u applied 
to place 362, 364. 

Une-delinitionaof392-393: not com
paaed of pointe 277; indiviaable with 
rapect tD width 265, 602; infinitely 
diviaible 392: oae of the contiauoUI 
quantitia 419. 

l...ocke, J •• 326, 654. 
Lbwy, M., 336, 401, 587, 590, 592. 
Loaical arpment (or proof) 328, 390. 
LIICn!ti~mapetic a~ion 563. 

M 
Magnea, J. L., 587, 590, 592. 
Magnet-Hebrew tenu for 5112-563; 

different theories of IIIIIIIDetic at· 
traction 90-!12, 255, 257, 563-564. 
565-568: aipi6cance of CreiiCB&' 
theory of magnetic attraction 121. 

Magnit~e of the continuoUI 
qnantitia 341, 419, 541; infinitely 
diviaible 464, 541: but not infinitely 
addible 464; amall ud pat but 
not much and few 337; measurable 
but not numerable 337, 419; term 
ailed by Crecu to include line, 
surface, body and place '19. 

Maimonidea - and Averroea 323; 
claaaification of pbu-phen 321; 
diatinction between 'authonl' and 
'commentator&' 322; I/ ora written 
with pat care 27-28; the twenty· 
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&ve ~ u a literuy unit 
1-2; method af CDIII-tatan on 
JIIIHII 27; Ilia letter to Samuel Ibn 
Tibbon unknown to CreiiC8I 22; 
Infinite number ~ble in imma
terial beinp 219, 223, 477; infinity 
of diembodied BOUle 485; infinite 
number of mqaitudell and infinite 
anmber of c:auaea and eft'eca 480f.; 
eueatial and accidental ia&aite 
ca- 494; general and particular 
place 352; alluaion to two theoria ol 
a vacuum 401; matter, form and 
privation 572, 700; traneformatioa 
of&re into air 450; why the earth ia 
etationary 452; Ilia uee of the term 
'fon:e' 99, 259, 577, wben a aimple 
cauee can produce more than one 
eft'ert 490; CBIIR 9o'bic:b acta by 
coatact and caUR "'bJCb does not 
act by contact 562; mapet1c at
traction 563; the atomiam of the 
Kalam 121, 570, hie uee of the 
terma change and mot1on 502-503. 
every change ia ID t1me 502. genera· 
boll and deatruction of forma ia 1n 
uo-time 504, 5U, vague as to 
whetber tbe element& are moved by 
theiUeJva 67H75; apheree ani· 
mateandintelligentbeinp605~. 
motion of the apheree ie voluntary 
motion 535; apherea compoaed of 
matter and form 598; analogy be
tween ftlation ol tbe I ntelhgencea 
to the lpberea to the relation of 
BOUI to body 606!.; latelligencea 
have accideatel motion 606; the 
hylic intellect 606-«17, the acquired 
lntallect 607; immortality ol tbe 
IIIUI 295, immovebility, unchange
ability and indivillbility ol God 
550; God not identical w1th the 
'&nt IDOYV' 106, 606; .-.ibility 
and potentiality 690-691; liat of 
primary qaalitill 688; hia venion• 
of Ariatotle'a definition of time 636-
637; 110 time pnor to creation 663, 

meaning of ~ "Glory ol 
the Lord" 46()-.Hl. S.. tlbo Indo 
of Pa.qea. 

Malter, H., 461. 
Margiaal DOta on MSS. ol tbe Or 

Adotr4i 29,u. 87,326,3.13--4, 33&-9, 
382, 6M-5. 

Man:, A., 10, a. 45. 
Matter and form---pre-AriatateliaD 

view• 569-570; Ariatotelian method 
of deduangtbe oppoaition of matter 
and form 99-100, 307, 571--572, 
594, 686, 699, AviceaniaD method 
ol deducing the OPJICIIIt•on ol matter 
and form 101-102; 591--594, 686: 
liat of adjectives qualily•ng tbe 
terma matter and form 567-568. 
'aecoad matter' 580: relativity of 
matter 578-579, why matter ie 
eabstance 573; matter not identical 
.. ith place 357: potentialily of mat
ter 112-113, 576; matter recocruza
ble only 1n thougbt 591: diviaibility 
of matter 105, 265, 602, Creacas' 
theory ol matter and farm 104, 113, 
120-121, 263, 598-602, whether the 
aubstance of the apberea 18 compoeed 
of matter and form 103-104, 119, 
120, 261, 594-598. S.. also Form 

Measure--in the delimboa of tune 
289,660 

Med1um--of mot1on 185, 409-411. 
Meaeer, Leon. 506. 
Mntture-.ru lneusteace. 
Modem 320-321 
Mmat-see Dry 
Momentum 337. 
Moacata, Judah Aryeh, 538. 
Moeea ba-Lav1 483. 
Moeea ben Joehua of Narbonne-su 

Narboni. 
M- ben Tobi-• Abu 'lmran. 
Motion and chan~alfereace be

tween chanp and motion 74-75. 
233, ,63, 498,522; but Maimonides· 
all changes are motiana SOJ: diatin1=· 
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tio.a ..,_ ehaap Ia time aad iD 
DO-time Ill' gradual aad lllddea 
cbaDp 71, 229, 232, 498, 503-SCM, 
Ml-Mt, 616; but Aleu.Dcler and 
Maimoaidell: every cbanp Ia iD 
time 243, 502, 543; £1!11er&tioa and 
datnlction of fOI'IIII il iD n<Hime 
243, 503-SCM, Mf; paeratioa aad 
conuptioa in aubatance il iD ao
time 503; termiaaticma of the pro
cesaea of cbaDp and motioa are in 
no-time 243; activity of the intellect 
in acquiriaalmowledae il iD ao-time 
247, 547-s48; motion in no-time ia 
imponlble 145, 147; no motion in 
an inatant 163,269,271; the motion& 
of pleasure land pain are in time 247, 
541-s49; chanp iD quality ia in 
time 243, 504; change in quality il 
iD no-time 205; change in quality 
taka place all at once 464; cbaDp 
in quality may be audden 464; 
locomotion ia gradual 464; the ne
ceaaity of a medium for motion 185, 
403ff., 4C!l; the iJD.-mbility of 
motion in a vacuum 141ff.; ponl
bility of motion in a wcuum 183, 
402; the 'auataiainc aubject' and 
the 'material aubject' of motion 
72-74, 231, 233, 507-520; the def
inition& ol motion 75, 233, 235, 
511, 523-sJO; the continuity of 
motion 341, 27JR., 615ff.; the live 
things involved in motion 511R.; 
no abaolute beginning of motion 
46 7; motion named after lnwli11tu 

114 fUm 518; how motion il called 
one 82-83, 273, 615~16; the 
claui&cation of motion into na
tural, violent, eaential, ICCidental 
and participative 7~77, 79-110, 
235-239, 531-s40; to be moved 
1ssmUally or t1t:tNliJIIIIIJJy with the 
whole 443; ao accidental or vi
olent motion can be eternal 81, 
249, 551-555; qualification& oftbia 
propoaition 82. 249-253, 555-s61; 

the~ ol motioa 70-71, 
229-233, 491-503; wbetber tben il 
motion in aU the tea~ 504; 
why not iD aU the catepriea 7H; 
iD the cab!priea of action ud 
puaioa. 231, 233, 506; in the cate
IMY of pallioa 513, 517; in the 
c:ateamY of relatioa 506; in the 
cateaorY of JX*tioa 231, 439, 502, 
504-506; the four categories of mo
tion 229;1ocomotion ilcalled motion 
proper 229, 231, cbanp in aubatance 
ia conaequent upon all the other 
motiona 231, 520; whether motion 
of arowtb involva locomotion 74, 
231, 520-521; the order of priority 
of the four categories of motion 
87-38, 281-283, 627~28, 632; ell· 

planation& of upward motion 78-79, 
141, 185, 239, 41D-412; oppoaite 
motionacannothecontinuoua83-84, 
273-279, 615ff.; oppoaite motion& 
can be continuoua 114-87, 279-281, 
623ff.; cin:ular motion ia motion in 
JX*tion 403, 439, 505-s06; circular 
motion does not require apberical 
body 213, 470; continuity and eter
nity of circular motion 86-87, 273, 
279, 2811., 623, 630; whether the 
circular motion of the apberea i• 
natural or voluntary 15, 77-78, 106-
107, 118, 119-120, 237, 273,535-
538; motion requin!a a cauae 88, 297, 
668H.; &aal ud ellicient cantle of 
motion 90, 253, 5611.; fDIII' ways of 
pnxluciDamotion562;eCiidentcauae 
il moved while movina 90, 253; 
cauae of motion either atemal or 
iDtemal 88, 297, 678; aoul cauae of 
motkm iD animal& 297, 669; what 
the cauae of the natural motion of 
the elementa Ia 88-89, 141, 297-
299,337-338, 6~75; theoryohn 
orfainal time of motion 57, 183-185, 
205, 271, 403-410; cauae of the 
difference of apeed of motion 143, 
340. 
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MacJa and f._pplied to coatinuoua 
quaatity 418: illappllcable to an 
ia&aiteW. 

Moller, M. J., 36f, 422. 
Multitude - oppoled to magnitude 

419. 
Muok, S., 352,480, 553,562, 571,577, 

680, 687, 700. 

N 
Narboai, M-,-hi1 wurb ued by 

Cr.cu ll, 21-22; why lnlinite 
magnitude mult be in&aite in aU 
dimenlllona 429; inc:orporalmfiuite 
aurlace 424; diviaibility of in&aite 
number into odd and even 478-4.79; 
infiuite number of c:a- and elfet:te 
492; venioa of Arietotie'a defiaition 
of place 362; on Alguali'a and 
Arietotle'a dl&aitiona of place 363 ; 
the place of the ~heres and of the 
univene 437; vacuum 400, 401; 
impenetrability of bodiea 416; why 
'principia' muet be known 426; 
definition• of motion 510, 511; the 
two eubjecta of motion 507-510, 
697; motion and cbange not inter· 
chanpable 5Z2; change in tbe cate
i()ry of paalion 513, 517; accidental 
and participative motion 534; defi
nition of nature 672; change in 
eubetance ia in no-time 503; what 
accidental motaoa cannot be eternal 
551, 559; the c:a- of motion 561; 
corporeal form 583f., 585, 586, 589; 
veniou of An.totle'• definition of 
time 636, 637; ~'bility 683; two 
- of the term pollible 697; 
Maimonidea' ,iew on the hylic intel
lect 606; Platonic ldeu 665. S.. 
allo lnda of Pa...-. 

Natural order 481. 
Nature--cauae ol the motion of the 

element• 299, 672-673; called a 
form 299; Hebrew veniona of An.
totle'a de&altioa of 672. 

N-.,-- Po.ibility. 

Neceuary ~ •110..111, 662. 
Neumark, D., 319. 
Newton, Sir 1-. 126. 
Nm.lm ben Reuben 539. 
Nothingll5. 
Numbel--ime of the dilcrete quanti· 

tin 419f.; ioli.aitely addible but not 
iufiuitelydivillible464;divillibJeinto 
odd and ewn 219, 477; whether 
infinite number ia divillible into odd 
and even 221, 4781.; diltinguiMed 
from lnaiUre 289, 419, 660; the 
aenae in which it .Ia ued in the 
definition ol time 28Q, 637, 65~. 

0 
Ocram, William of, 97, 654. 
Odd and evea-1u Number. 
Odor-see Taate. 
Oral tl'llllml1i..m. of Jewish philoaophy 

to Chrietiana 34-35. 
Order in nature 221, 225, 481. 
Order in poaition 221, 225, 481. 
Original time of motion-- Avem-

pa.c:e and Motion. 

p 
Pain-- Pleaaure. 
Palquera-1u Falaquera. 
Particular proof 462, 549. 
PaBon, category of,--Action 11114 

Motion. 
Peraeity 577. 
Penuuive U'IUJIIeDt 397. 
Petitio prineipii 335-336. 
Pbil__,.ing of the ezpraaioa 

"Glory of the Lord" 460; God as 
the place of the world 123. 

Phinehaa ben Meahullam 322. 
Pic:o della Miraudola, Giovaulli Frau

CI!IICO,-hil refereucea to Crelcu 34. 
S• allo Index of ~ 

Pilpul, the Joiic of Talmudic, M-29. 
Piubr, S., 420. 
Place-one of the coatinaoUI quaati· 

tis &19; Ariltotle'a diiCUaaion of 
place 44-45, 153-157, 35W65; Ya• 
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riaua Arabie and Hebrew wniona 
of Ariatotle'a defialtion of pl~ee157, 
362-365; c:-.· refutation of Aril
totle'a de&aition of place 46-48, 
1!15-203, 431-462; dilferm~t inter
pretation& af Ariatotle'a conceptioa 
aa to the place of the apherea and 
the univerae 45-47, 115, 1!15, 432-
441; CreiCIUI' identification of place 
with vacuum 1!15, 441~; Creacaa' 
definition of place 48-4!1, 1!1!1, 458; 
particular and general place 352: 
place and apace 116, 352; 'lint,' 
'proper' and 'common' place 356, 
458: the proper placea or the four 
elemeata 45, 445-446, 602 :the prop
er place of earth 445-446; proper 
place aa a 6nal cauae of the motion 
of the element& 338; po~&ibility of 
an in&aite nnmber of proper place& 
50-51, 373, 462; Creacaa' denial of 
proper places 7!1, 456; the argument 
from place against an infinite lllq'· 

nitude 4.1-44; the definition of place 
uaed aa an argument qainat an 
infinite magnitude 4.1-44, 354-355; 
the expreNion that God ia the 
place of tbe world 201, 123-124. 

Plac-in6nity 330, 395; place 356, 
357; weight and upward motion 
411-412; denial of diatinction of 
above and below 463; time 635, 
63!1; time image or eternity 662; 
Ideaa 665; aaid to be aource of 
Avicenna'a view aa to compoaition 
of the 1111batance or the apberea 5!17. 

Pleaaure and feal'-1:a.lled either 'qual
itiea' or 'motion&' of the aoul 548; 
tab place in time 247, 548-54!1. 

Plotin-hia claalli&cation of the va· 
rioua view& on time 635, 640; 
analysis of hill own view on time 
654-655, !16-97; time the image or 
eternity 662; eternity identical with 
God ~: 'magnitude' or 'c:orporeal 
form' 582. Su olio Indo of 
~. 

Platarda-pl8ce 363; V8CIIIIIII 4410, 
417, weiaht and liafltn- 411; body 
588; time 63!1. s,. tlbtJ lnda of 
IUapL 

Point-indivill'ble 265, 602; motioa of 
a point 23!1, 538-o53!1, U6. S. 
tlbtJ Liae. 

Parphyry32t. 
Pomtian-1ie&nition of 307, ~; 

u na inRparBble accident 307; u a 
llePU&bJe accident 690; 'relation in 
pomtion' 68!1; 'a certain poeition of 
parta' 688; motion in the catea<JrY 
of position 231, ~~~. 502, 504-506, 
535. 

Pouibility and necnaity-Arietotle'a 
view 1~110, 681; Aviceona'a view 
110-111, 303, 305, 680-685; AVfflt· 
roea' view Ill, 680-681; may be ap
plied to an eziatent or to a non· 
exiatent subject 113, 313, 6!17-691; 
the accidental ia only ~ble 82, 

24!1, 551; the poellble cannot be 
c:oncei~ aa not becominc ru.li.lled 
in infinite time 82, 24!1, 551. 

Potentiali~inguiabed from poa
llibility 112, 6!10-693; tbe potential 
aa non-exiatent 113, 3()!1....313, 690ff.: 
the potential aa material 113, 313, 
6!16!.; paaaing from potentiality to 
actuality 8!1-!10, 299-303, 6761. 

Probabilitiell 31!1. 
Prime M~• Flnt MOVff/t. 
Prilll' 62!1. 
Privation 421, 683, 700. 
Projectile 33!1. 
Proof-cllllllilicatloa of tbe varioua 

typea of proof& 325-1, 328, 3!10, 
462, 542. 

Proper placea-Ariltotle'a tbeary of 
45,445-446. 

Propolition-muat DOt be tautcJiotical 
30!h11l, 6!13. 

Paeuda-Ariltotle'a 1'beDioaY 662-• 
al8o lnda of P-.

Paeudo-Ballya-ebfold dawificacfon 
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of motloD 500; -ina of apra
lioa "Glary of the Lord" 461. 

Paudo-Eudid'a wot"kon Weight and 
Lichtn- 457. 

Ptolemaic 118. 
Pulhina 562. 
Pytbquru and Pythaprean-their 

phU010phy called antiquated by 
Maimonidee 321; inlinite 330, 395, 
400-401, 403; vacuum 54,344,400, 
414; time 635. 

Q 
Quality-liet of qualitiee 687~; 

'qualitieS of the aoul' 548; change 
in the catqary of quality, see 
Motion and Alteration. 

Quantity - continuoue aud diecrete 
289, 419, definition of continuoue 
quantity 418-419; enumeration ol 
quantitin 189, 419-421; divided 
intomapitudeaand multitudea419, 
33 7: an ineeparable accident 307; 
in the eeaee of corporeal fona 578; 
cbange in the category of quantity, 
u. Motion aNd Growth. 

Quantum-in-general 633. 
Qu..O. Rodrfcues, C., 482, 589. 
Quod erat demonetrandum 339. 

R 
Rare and den- qualitin 688; u 

c:orporeaJ affectiane 687-688; u 'a 
catain po.ition of parta' 688; u 
primary qualitia 688. 

Rabiacnriu, S. P., 461. 
Rawidowitl, s., 465. 
a.-125. 
Rdamaa, M. J., 422. 
Relatiaa-delinitioa of 689190; 're-

latlaa ia politioa' 689; change in 
the c:ateear7 of relation, -Motion. 

Rlllt--diatlquilhed from immabUity 
6&6-6411; bow it aa.8lll'el time 287-
219, 666-611. 

R.laetaric:al UJIImellt 397. 
RaiUaa 562. 

Raote 131, 319. 
R088, W. D., 328, 578. 
Rough and amooth-u corporul af

fection• 687~; .. qualitia 688; 
u primary qualitiel 688; u 'a 
certain polition of partl' 688. 

s 
Saadia-inlinite cannot be known 492; 

impouibility of an infinite number 
of c:au- 492; delillition of place 
364-365; llizfold divilion of motion 
500; motion of the llphera ia natural 
motion 538; tiate 61~9, 640, 
655-656; leVeolold divilion of quan
tity 420; im.,.-ibility of maay 
worldl472; meanina of the expns
aion "Glory of tbe Lord" 461. S. 
.Wo Index of P.-gea. 

Samuel ha-NBifld 491. 
Samuel Ibn Tibbon-s• Ibn Tibbon. 
Saul ha-Koheo Aabkenui 589. 
Scbenld, H., 437, 544 
Schwealer, A., 328. 
Scnptural Beliefs 131, 319. 
Se6rot 459!. 
Senee-perception 546. 
Sen-667. 
Shahrutani-clauification of Greek 

philoaopben321; infinite mapitude 
347; inlinite number of dilembodied 
aoula 486: cateaoriell of motion 507: 
no motion in the cateaorY of llllb
ataac:e 502: motion in po.ition 505; 
change in 1111batance ill in no-time 
503; deduction of the oppolition of 
matter and rona 591; corporeal 
form 583. Su also Inda of 

Shalom, Abraham, - see Abraham 
Shalom. 

Skbil u-Emtmal 538. 
Simple bodiel 348. 
Simplici-su lndelr of~. 
Small and ll'"e&t-pplied to conl:in· 

uoua quantity 138, 181, 337, 418. 
~ROIIIfh. 
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SopbiiD 321. 
SouJ--.paen.l - of the term 604; 

as a 1111batance 575-576; indivisible 
:U7, 549; immortality of the 10111 
295, 488, 667; '10ula aad iatelleebl' 
323, <&86, 61N-605, 668; 'motion•' 
and 'qualitia' of the IDW 548; 
ialiaite aumberof diaembadied 101111 
15-16, 67-68, 109, 223, ~90. 
49.1; cau.eof motion in aaimala297, 
669; eflicieat 'ca~~~e of the motion 
of tbe lpberel 60S-al6; relation of 
the IDIII Df the .Phere to the sphere 
251; the lOIII of the aphere hal 
accidental motion 251 ; aphere hal 
DO IDW 607; Jatelligencel called 
10ula of the sphere~ 265-267, 607; 
relation of soul to body 251, 560; 
time ezi11t1 in the 1Dul289, 661~2, 
98. 

Space-- Place. 
Spain, Kia& af,--refermce to trip to 

Napla and meetiq Leo Hebrae111 
600. 

Speech-diacrete quantity 419, 421. 
Spberel,celutial,-whethercompoled 

of matter and fonu 103-104, 119, 
261, 594-598; the nature of the 
circular motion of the aphera 15, 
77-78, 106-107, 118, 119-120, 237, 
273, 535-538; 10111 and Intelligence1 
of tbe apherea 265-267, 605--612; 
the place ofthe apherel45-47, 115, 
195-199, 432-441; 'parte of the 
apberel' 251, 256; not 111bject to 
corruption 614; devoid of qualitia 
273, 614; not heavy or lilfht 195, 
614. Su aJso Motion, latelligencn, 
Soul. 

Spjnoa, B., 36-37, 97, 120, 377, 394, 
423, 466, 654. 

Stein~ehaeider, M., 2, a. 3; 10, a. 44; 
12, a. 49, a. 50; 19; 19, a. 66; 457: 
526; 601. 

Stoial356. 
Stratoa Lamp~Bc:eDUI 471. 
Suarez, Fr., 97, 654. 

Sub~ from 'abode' 
577; the 'lllltainia&' aad tbe ·-· 
rial' IIUbject of motioa 72-74, 231, 
233, 507-520. 

Subltaace-huaotruede&aition575: 
itll:bancteriatlc: 102-103, 574-576, 
640, 662; du.i&cation and en-· 
ation of1111blltancel 572-576; 'indi
vidual,' 'uniwnal,' 'primary,' 'lec
ondary' 699, 667; motion ia the 
category of 111blltence 70, 229, 231, 
503, 520; whether aut.tanc:e of the 
aphera i8 compelled of matter aad 
form, '" Spberee. 

Subatratum-.ru Subject. 
Surface-one or the continuoua quan

titia 419; not compoled of linn 
277; how divisible 265, 602; intro
duced into Arilltotle'a definition ar 
place 362, 364. 

Syllable-diiiCI'ete quantity 421. 

T 
Tabrizi-su Altabrlzi. 
Taste and odor 688. 
Taylor, Th., 356, 357, 415, 445, 455, 

472,526,548,581,635,646. 
Text - (1) conjectural emendations 

adopted 158 (374, a. 104); 160 (375, 
n. 107); 172 (387, a. 143); 194 (431, 
a. 50); 210 (466, a. 113); 210 (467, 
n. 114); 212 (470, a. 121); 266 
(611, a. 6). (2) conjectural emen
dation• augge~ted 469, a. 120; 564, 
n. 8. (3) variant readings diclllled 
379, a. U2; 423, a. 37; 446, a. 65; 
522-523, n. 4; 568, a. 11; 696, p, 3; 
697-698, a. 5. 

Themilltiua - cited by Crecu 5; 
known to CreiCU throqh Aftn'Oel 
9; placed before Alexander by Shah
rutani aad ere-. 321; placed 
after AleiiiUider by Mailllllllidel 
322; du.ificatioa ol ~ iato 
demoalltrative, eriltic and rhetorical 
396; infinite ca111e1 and effeetl492; 
the place of the itphenl ud the 
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1lllhoene f!, "• W, ~7, 443, 449; the..,...._ not com~ of matter 
aud form 595, 596, 597: 10me 
chanPI are in no-time UJ, W, 
544; immortality of tbe IOUI 667. 
S.llbo Inda of Paaa.-. 

Tbeophraatllll 542, 635. 
Thoma~ Aquina• 578. 
Tirne--G~e of the continuoua quanti

tiee 341, 419, 660; not composed of 
instant& 277; claaaification of pre
Aristotelian theoriea of time in 
Arabic and Jewish philosophy 634-
636; Aristotle's argument& for hia 
definition of time 94--95, 285, 610-
644; various veraiona of Arietotle'a 
definition of time in Arabic and 
Jewish phllomphy 636-640; impli· 
cation• of Aristotle's definition of 
time 95--96, 287; Creacaa' crittciam 
of Ariatotle'a definition 287-291, 
646ft".; analyaia of Plotinus' defini
tion of time and its traces in Arabic 
and Jewish philosophy 96--97, 654-
658: Crrscas" definition of time 
97-98, 289, 651-658, implication& 
of Creacas' delimtion 98, 289 291, 
comparison of time to ftnwmg water 
641; meaning of 'to be in time' 287, 
644-646; the use of 'number' and 
'meuure' in Ari~totle'a definition of 
time 93, 289, 637, 658-660; time ia 
the measure of motion and ia 
meuurrd by motion 646-<14 7, 655 ; 
whether time ia also the meuure of 
rest 93, 287, 647-651; whether time 
il real CR' ideal96, 98, 289, 661-662; 
eternal and immovable beinp not 
In time 96, 98, 287, 645-646, 662: 
whether time existed prior to crea· 
tion 96, 98, 291, 663-664; time the 
imap ol eternity 662; why Altabrizi 
deacribed time u having neceM&ry 
uiatence 662; theory of original 
time ol motioll 57, 183-185, 205, 
271, 403-410. 

Tradition 125, 319-320. 

True Opinionl3l!l, 
Truth-Ariltotle'• definition of 324, 

456-457. 
Tulail-.ra Ibn Tulail. 

u 
Unity of God 14, 324. 
Univenal matter 599, 600, 601. 
Universal& 107-108, 664-{)66 

Universe-finite or infinite 115-118; 
whether bomogeneoua and continu
ous or not 118-120. 

v 
\'acuum-diffen-nt theorie·. of 54, 343-

344, 400; arguments against the 
existence of a vacuum 139ff., 337-
345, 471; Creaaa' refutation Sl -60, 
181-189, 398-422; arguments for 
the e10ateoce of a vacuum 181, 3i18, 
60-62, 189, 417·U2, 471; nature'& 
abhorrence of a vacuum 115, 413; 
identification of vacuum with place 
356-357, 417, 441; wgnificance of 
Crescaa' infinite vacuum 116-117; 
Creacas' iof;ntte vacuum and nni
ver •• d ether 117. 

Versor, Joannes, 626, 660. 
Vision-impouible in 1 vacuum 471. 
Void-su Vacuum. 

w 
Water-haa relative motion upward 

14\, 161, 337, 412; ia relatively 
hea''l' and light 239, 412; ita rela.
tion to fire 450. 

Waxman, M., 36, o. 113. 
Weight and lightn~heories of 

58-59, 78-79, 337-338, 410-411; of 
the elements 239, 412: absolute and 
relative 239; tbe apberea are neitbes 
heavy nor light 195, 614; denial of 
absolute lightness 59, 78-79, 126, 
185, 239,411, 539;called 'affection&' 
688; called 'corporeal affections' 
687-688; called 'qualitiea' 688. 

Wolf10hn, Julius, 12ff. 
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Wol'-, H. A., 14; 31, D. 90: 37, D. 

115; 97; 687. 
World-itaw.t"olddivi8on201,.s9; 

Ariltotle and c_. on the poaai
bility of DIBDY worlda 117-118, 2J7, 
472-476; aatian or eternity of the 
world 96, 98, 191,211,283,424,632, 
664, 679; fut~ delltructibility of 
tbe world 424. 

Yellin, D., 491. 

Zabara, J~~~eph,-mapetic attraction 
567. 

Zeller, E., 320, 356, 411, 412, 506, 507, 
526, 563, 686. 

Zeao 639, JU. 
Zerabiah ben 1- ben Sbaltiel 

Gracian (l;lea) 2, 9, 396, 399. 
Zerabia ba-Levy beD laae Saladin 

12, D 49; 18. 



II. INDEX OF PASSAGES 

ThiB Index i8 aubdivided into four -=tiona: A Greek Authon. 
B. Arabic Authan. C. Jewh Autban. D. EW"OJ1e81! Authon. 
Ia each -=ticm, the authOn are arruapd ia chraaOio&ical arder. 
For MSS. and ediu- uled ia connection with the worb mentioaed, 

- BibJio&raphy II. MSS. are daipated by alteNb. 

A. GREEK AUTHORS 

Plato Sopluslic Elnt:M r, 2, 165a, 38fJ. 0 .. 326 
5330 oo ..• o• 568 2, 165b, 2 0. 00.327 
Tt-.r 
370. . ... 0 •..•• 662 Pil1au 

I 5119 

Arlatotle I, 2-4 5119,570 
Cflklonel '· 4 350 
6, 4b, 20-25 419 I, 4. 187a. 28-79 572 
6, 61, 17-18 375 187&, 32-34 572 
8, !Ia, 29 688 188&, 6 666 
8, 9b, 36 548 5, 188&, 31-34 698 
8, lOa, 11-12 687 6, 189a, 34-189b, I 698 

8, lOa, 16-19 0 688 7 571 
8, lOa, 16 687 7, 190&, 31 IJ 499 

14, 15a, 13ffo . 499 190b, 23-27 700 
II, 1, 192b, 20-23 672 

Pritlr Au.IY'IU Ill, 1, 200b, 33-34 499 

I, 31, 4&1, 3Ufo 332 200b, 34 500 
I, 32, 47a, 8 456 201&, 10-11 523 

II, 18, 66&, 16 472 201&, 23-27 529 
2, 20lb, 20-22 527 

POIImor A fltlly~oc, 201b, 27 IJ 526 

I, 4, 73a, 2Uf. 661 201b, 31 526 

I, 10, 76b, 3511". 466 202a, 2-3 466 
I, 24, 85&, 1311. 462 202&, 3-7 562 

II, 4, 91a, 16o 526 2021, 7 526 
202a, 7-8 0 523 

T~ 3, 202a, 21-31 5:18 
II, I, 113b, 25-26 .. 541 4 330 

IV, I, 120b, 26-27 o506 4-8 328 
IV, 1, 121a, 30lf. 499,549 5, 204a, 8-14 329 
VI, I, Uh, 31 . 523 2«Ma, 16-17 330,334 
VI, 2, 1.19b, l91fo 523 204a, 17-19 330 
VI, 4, 142a. 34ffo o o o . 523 204a, 20-32 331 
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204a, .14 ........... 328 
2CMa, .M-201b, 10. . . .148 
20tb, 6-7 ............ .147 
20tb, 1-10 •••••.•. 476,478 
20tb, 1G-20Sa, 7 ....... .148 
20Sa, 8-205b, 1 •...•.. 365 
205a, 21-22 . 369 
205a, 24-25 .. .. . . 369 
205a, 35.. . ..... .151 
205b, 24-31.. . .. . .. 351 
205b, 31-2068., 2 . . . . 353 
205b, 31-2068., 8 . . 352 
206a, 2-8 354 

6, 207a, 1-2 464 
7.. .... .. 464 

IV, 2, 209a, 32-33. . 356 
209b, 11-12.. . 341, 3~6 
209b, 22-23. 357 

3, 210b, ZG-31 357 
4........... . . 443 
4, 210b, 34 If. . . . . 443 

210b, 34-21la, 5 .. 355 
2lla, 17 ff. 531 
211a, 18-20... . . 534 
2Ua, 2G-21 531 
211a, 24 ff. .. .. .. 443 
21la, 28-29 . . . 356 
211a, 34-2llb, 5 . . . 444 
2llb, 6-9 • 356 
2llb, 7-8 357 
211b, 12-14 . . 358 
.Zllb, 23-24 . . . • • .361 
212a, 5-6. . . 362 
212a, 18 ff. 362 
212a, 28-29. . 364 

5, 212b, 7-13 . 432 
6 ........ 337,344,398,400 
6, 213a, 15-19 417 
7, 214a, 19-20 . 357 

214&, 24..... . . .. 337 
8, 214b, 12-27... . .... 337 

214b, 28-21Sa, 24 .... 339 
215&,3-4 339 
215a, 11-12 . • . . . 339 
215a, 14-17 .. . . .... 339 
215a, 24-216a, 26 .... .140 
215a, 25-29. . .. . 340 

215a, 29 . . . . . . . . .4119 
215a, 31-215b, 21 ...•. 341 
215b, 12-13 .•••.•••.•. .141 
216a, 12-21.. .. .. .. .. .142 
216a, 13-16 .......... .140 
216a, 23-26.... .. .. . 345 
216a, 26-216b, 12 .342 
216a, 33-34...... . 343 
216b, 12-21.... . . .345 

9......... ....... ..398 
10 If....... . .. .. .. .94 
10, 217b, 31-32... . .634 

217b, 32-218a, 3 640 
218a, 3-218b, 7 .. 634 
218b, 9-18... . • . . 641 
218b, 13-18.... ..641 
218b, 15-1.7... . . 95 
218b, 19-20... 498 

11... .. .. .. .. 341 
11, 218b, 211r.. • . . . . . 642 

219a, 9-10... . • 642 
219a, 14-19 . 637, 643 
219a, 22-30 653 
219b, 1-2 . . 636 
219b, 4-9 . . . . 658 
220a, 24-26 . . . • 660 

12, 220a, 32-b, 3 . 418 
220b, 14-16 646 
221a, 9-11 .. 644 
221a, 22-23 342, 343 
221a, 26-30. 644 
221b, 3-4 • . . . . . . 645, 662 
221b, 7 . . . . . 660 
221b, 7-19 647 

14, 222b, 31 503 
223a, 16-23. . . 661 

v, 1, 224&, 21 If. . 531 
224a, 24-b, 16 511 
224b, 7-8. . . . .. 518 
224b, 15-16.... . • .. 512 
224b, 35 If... .. .. .. .. 512 
225a, 3 If...... . .. .498 
225a, 7-14 .. . . . . .•. 576 
225a, 14 . . .. 514 
225a, 17-18.. .. ..... 576 
225a, 26 ....•.•...•••. 498 
225a. 32 . . . ...•. 498 
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Z25b, 2 .......... 498, 576 
225b, 7-9.. .. .. .. .. .. 499 

2, 22Sb, 1~11.... .. .. 498 
225b, 11-14 .......... 506 
12~ 19 If.. .. . .. . 531 
226&, 23-24. . . . . . . . 506 
22611., 24-25... . ..... 499 

3 .................... 375 
3, 226b, 23 ........... 376 
4, 227b, 3-228a, 6 ....... 615 

228b, 24 . .. .. . . . 623 
5, 229a, 25-27 .......... 619 

229a, 31 ..... 498 
229a, 31-32 . . 498 

6, 231a, 10-11 . . .. 531 
VI, 1, 231a, 24-26.. . .392 

231b, 15-16 . . . 392 
231b, 16. . . 541 
231b, 17-18 . 376 

2...... . . . 341 
4, 234b, 10 ff. . 542 
5, 235b,32-J3. 470 

236a, 14-15 46i 
236a, 27-28 467 
236a, 2-4 . 46 7 
236b, 9 ff.. . . . 467 

6, 236b, 32-34.. . .... 467 
7 •.•............ 383, 390 

10, 24Gb, 8 ff. . . . 455 
24Gb, 8-13 5.19 

\'11, 1, 242&, 33-b, 8 . . 615 
2, 243&, 6-7. . . . 499 

243a, 16-17..... . 562 
3, 247a, I CHI, I. . . . . . . 54i 

247a, 16-17 . 548 
VIII . . .... . . . . 320 
VIII, 4, 254b, 7 If.. . . . . . 531 

254b, 8-10...... . . . . 533 
254b, 12-14...... . .. 668 
254b, 12-20 ...•....... 533 
254b, 12-24 ... . .. 673 
254b, 17-20 . 534 
2Mb, 22-24 .. . .. .. .. 533 
2Mb, 24-28.. . ... 669 
254b, 3.1-555a, 5.. .. .. 669 
255&, 8-11.. .. .. .. ... 670 

5 ... 490,562 

5, 256b, 3-13 ........ 553, 558 
256b, 9-10 ..•.•. ·.· 551, 554 

7-8 ................ 617 
7-9 .................... 617 
7, 260a, 22-28 ........... 617 

2d0a, 26-28 . . • . . . .499 
260a, 26-b, 5.. .. .. .. 627 
260b, 13-15..... . . 520 
260b, 16-19 ......... 629 
260b, 19-21.. ....... 617 
260b, 30-261a, 10 ..... 632 
261a, 27-28... . . . . . 628 

8, 261a, 28-Jl... . . . . . 622 
261a, 31 If.. . . . .. .. 615 
261a, 31-b, 22 . . . 617 
261b, 22-24 ..... 619 
261b, 27-26la, 3 ...... 619 
261b, 28-9 • . 619 
261b, 31-262a, 17.. . 620 
262&, 18... 620 
262a, 19-b, 28 . 620 
263b, 9-15. . . . 624 
263b, 28-264a, 3 ..... 545 
264b, 18-19. . . . 623 
265&, 7-9. . . 623 
265a, 10-12 . . 623 

9, 265a, 14-15. . .. 619 
265a, 16-17... 631 
265a, 16-23. . 629 
265a, 27-32 . . 629 
265b, 11-14 630 

10.. ..... ..324 
10, 266a, 241r... 612 

D•wlo 
I, I, 268a, 6 . . . 541 

268a, 7 ff. . 541 
2, 268b, 17-18 . . . . . . . .619 

269b, 6-9 . 553,558 
3..... ... . .. . 429,431 
3, 270b, 1-4.. . .. .. .614 
5-7.. . . . .. .. . 328, 365 
5, 271b, 4-6........ . ..... 397 

27lb, 8-9 .............. 472 
271b, 27-272a, 7 •...•... 379 
272a, 7-20.......... .. . 382 
272a, 7-11 .. .. . . . ..383 
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172a, 11-ZO.. . . . . . . 382 
272a, 21-b. 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 383 
272b, 17-M..... . ..... 388 
272b, 25-28 •••. 0 0 0 0 388 
272b, 28-373&, b 0 0 0 0 389 

6, 273a, 7-21. 0 0 0 • 0 365 
273a, 7-15 . . . . . . 374 
273a, 21-2748, 18 0 341,375 
2748, 20. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 462 

7, 2748, 30-b, 32 0 375 
2748, 34-b, 4 0 376 
274b, 3J-275b, 8 376 
275a, 22-24 377 
275b, 2-4. 0 377 
27 5b, 12.. . 328, 390 
275b, 12-24 . 390 
275b, 25-29 390 

8. 117,472,473,474 
II, 3, 286a, 12-22 451 

287a, 4-5 388 
14. . .. . 451 

III, 1, 298a, 29. 337 
IV, 1... ... 463 

2 . 411 
2, 308a,l4-b, 2 411 
3, 310a, 23-24 • 499 

310a, 24 501 
310b, 1Q-12 444 
310b, 11-13 . 450 
310b, 33-34 . 631 

4, 3Ub, 8-9 . 412 
311b, 14-15 .. . 58 
31lb, 14-16 . 411 

5, 312b, 14-19 412 

D• Geu~ .t Corrw/lftoM 
I, 1. 569 

2 . . 570 
4, 319b, 8. .. . . .. 516 

319b, 8 ff. . . 512 
319b, lQ-11. . . . 503 
319b, 11.. . . .. 51Z 
319b, 14-21 ..... 0 ...... 503 
319b, 15.... ....... 513 
319b, 25-26. 0 • • .. .. .. • 513 
319b, 27. . ... 0 ....... 513 
319b, 28. .. ........ 517 

319b, 29 .. 0 0 .......... 113 
319b, 30 ................. 313 
ll9b, 31 ff •.•. 0. 499, 503, 4!0 
319b, 31-320&, 2 •... 0 ••• 512 
319b, 33 . . . .. 501, 513,316 
320&, l. 0 .. 0 0 .. • • 513,516 
320a, 2 0. . .••.. 513 
320a, 17-19... . . 520 
320a, 19-22.. . ... 521 

5, 322a, 16 • 633 
II, 1-4... .. .. . 573 

1, 329a, 24-26. . . 591 
4, 331a, 11...... .. .... 444 

331a, 13 If........ . ... 450 

D•AIIi-
1, 1, 403b, 12-15 .. 

2, 405a, 19-21 .... 
3, 406a, 4 If. . 

406a, 121r ... 
4, 407b, 31 .. 

408a, 14. 0 •• 

408b, 2-4 .. 
408b, 4. 0 • 

5, 41la, 16-b, 30. 
II, 1, 212a, 22-27 .. 

2, 4148, 19-22 
7, 419a, 15-21 

III, 3, 427b, 14-16 
9, "'2a· 15-17 

0. Selllll 
2, "'8a· 27 ... 
6, 446b, 29-447a, 2 

0. Jltlla ""',._ 
1, 698a, 15-b, 1 . 

Jl~,;u 

. 392 
568 
531 
499 
560 
360 

548,549 
. 548 

549 
. 525 
. 560 

471 
546 
607 

471 
464 

451 

I, 3, 9Ma, 21-25. • 700 
II, 2....... . . 4!10 

2, 994a, 1 If.. . . 482, 493 
994a, 11-15. . . . .. 482 
9Ma, 15-16. . 0 .. 482 
994a, 1~19 ....... ·"" 
994a, 11-19 .. . .. .492 
494b, 9... . . .. . . 359 
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v, 4, lOIS., 1~11 .. 359 9, 1065b, 16. . . 523 
5, lOIS., 33-34. 109 1065b, 22-23. . 523,526 
8 ......... .... 573 10. ········ .. . 328 
s. 1017b, 13-14 ... . 573 10, 1066b, 1-7.. . • .... 329 

1017b, 25-26 .. 359,574 1066b, 2.... .. . . . . 328 
12, 1020a, ~ ... .. 110 1066b, 7-9.. .. .. .. .. • 330 
13, 1020a, 7 ... . 541 1066b, 9-11 .. 331,334 

102011, 1-11 ... . 419 1066b, 11-21 ...... 332 
17. . . 358 1066b, 21-26 .. 348 
17, 1022&, 4-6 ... • 357 1066b, 22-1067a, 7 ... 348 
19 .. 690 1066b, 24 ... 347 
19, 1022b, 1-3 688 1066b, 24-26 . 476 

1022b, 15-18 .. 688 1067a, 7-25 ... 365 
22, 1022b, 22-31 . 683 1067a, 20 369 

1022b, 31-32 683 1067a, 23-29 .. 351 
VI, 2, 1026b, 27-29 681 1067a, 21-30 353 

VII, 3, 1029a, 1-l 575 1067a, 28-33 . 352 
1029a, 1~12 573 1067a, 30-33 354 
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III. INDEX oF TEus 

O.Jy tbale tenu are recon:led here which happen to be diaeaaed in the NoteB. 
Tile Hebrew part, however, includes a few terma gathered from the text and 

from the J188Mae11 translated in the NoteB. 
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